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Auditor of State Rob Sand today released a report on a special investigation of the Iowa City 
Area Development Group (ICAD) for the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017.  The 
special investigation was performed as a result of concerns regarding an unauthorized credit card 
established by Sheri Jelinek, the former Office Manager, which was paid for with ICAD funds.    
Sand reported the special investigation identified $466,874.73 of improper and $46,903.26 
of unsupported disbursements.  The $466,874.73 of improper disbursements identified include 
credit card transactions which were personal in nature.  A significant number of the improper 
disbursements identified involve vendors which Ms. Jelinek held an account which was 
established in her or her husband’s name with the address of their personal residence, such as 
Allstate Insurance, Verizon, South Slope Cooperative Communications, Linn County Rural 
Electric Cooperative, Mediacom, DirecTV Quality Care Storage, Sirius XM, and Hulu.  Sand also 
reported additional personal purchases were identified using information obtained from the Home 
Shopping Network and Walmart.   
In addition, Sand reported information obtained from vendors such as Amazon, Staples, 
and Walmart included items purchased with the credit card which may have been for ICAD 
operations or may have been personal in nature.  These purchases are included in the $46,903.26 
of unsupported purchases identified.   
The report includes recommendations to strengthen ICAD’s internal controls, such as 
improvements to segregation of duties and ensuring all disbursements are properly supported and 
approved.   
  
Copies of the report have been filed with the Johnson County Attorney’s Office, the Attorney 
General’s Office, the U.S. Attorney’s Office, and the Division of Criminal Investigation.  The report 
is available on the Auditor of State’s web site at: https://auditor.iowa.gov/reports/audit-reports/.   
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Auditor of State’s Report 
To the Board Members of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group: 
As a result of alleged improprieties regarding certain financial transactions processed by a 
former employee, we conducted a special investigation of the Iowa City Area Development Group 
(ICAD).  We have applied certain tests and procedures to selected financial transactions of ICAD 
for the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017, unless otherwise identified.  Based 
on our review of relevant information and discussions with ICAD personnel and officials, we 
performed the following procedures: 
(1) Evaluated internal controls to determine whether adequate policies and 
procedures were in place and operating effectively.  
(2) Reviewed activity in accounting records, bank accounts, and credit card accounts 
held by ICAD to identify any unusual activity.   
(3) Examined ICAD’s credit card statements to determine if the purchases made with 
the credit cards were appropriate, reasonable, and properly approved.  Also, for 
certain purchases, we determined if purchases listed on the statements were 
supported by adequate documentation.  
(4) Scanned all disbursements from ICAD’s bank accounts for propriety for the period 
May 2010 through January 2017.  For selected disbursements, we examined 
available supporting documentation to determine whether they were appropriate, 
properly approved, and properly supported.   
(5) Examined payroll disbursements and reimbursements to certain employees to 
determine if payments were properly approved, properly supported, and the 
amount and frequency of the payments were reasonable.   
(6) Interviewed ICAD personnel to determine the propriety of certain disbursements 
and reimbursements.   
(7) Interviewed Sheri Jelinek, former ICAD employee, to obtain an understanding of 
her job duties at ICAD and purchases made with the ICAD credit card assigned to 
her.   
(8) Obtained and reviewed bank statements for Ms. Jelinek’s personal bank accounts 
held at certain financial institutions for the period April 6, 2010 through 
February 22, 2017 to identify the source of certain deposits.  We also reviewed 
disbursements from the accounts to determine if any payments were made to 
ICAD.    
These procedures identified $466,874.73 of improper disbursements and $46,903.26 of 
unsupported disbursements.  Several internal control weaknesses were also identified.  Our 
detailed findings and recommendations are presented in the Investigative Summary and 
Exhibits A through X of this report.   
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The procedures described above do not constitute an audit of financial statements 
conducted in accordance with U. S. generally accepted auditing standards.  Had we performed 
additional procedures, or had we performed an audit of financial statements of the Iowa City Area 
Development Group, other matters might have come to our attention that would have been 
reported to you.   
Copies of this report have been filed with the Johnson County Attorney’s Office, the 
Attorney General’s Office, the U.S. Attorney’s Office, and the Division of Criminal Investigation.  
We would like to acknowledge the assistance extended to us by officials of the Iowa City 
Area Development Group and the Division of Criminal Investigation during the course of our 
investigation.   
 
  ROB SAND 
  Auditor of State 
February 28, 2019 
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Report on Special Investigation of the  
Iowa City Area Development Group 
Investigative Summary 
Background Information 
Formed in 1984, the Iowa City Area Development Group (ICAD) serves the communities of 
Iowa City, Coralville, North Liberty, Kalona, Solon, Tiffin, Tipton, the Amana Colonies, West 
Branch, West Liberty, and Johnson County.  ICAD was formed to increase the economic strength 
and growth of Johnson County, its communities, and its businesses.  ICAD’s Board of Directors is 
composed of 8 representatives appointed by public sector organizations within Johnson County, 
the Iowa City Area Chamber of Commerce President, a small city representative, and at least 11 
representatives from the private sector.  The Board has 4 elected officers, including positions for 
the Chairperson, Chairperson-Elect, Treasurer, and Secretary.   
Sheri Jelinek began employment with ICAD as an Executive Assistant in October 2002 and was 
promoted to Office Manager in August 2012, a position she held until she left employment with 
ICAD in January 2017.   
As Executive Assistant and subsequently as Office Manager, Ms. Jelinek was responsible for 
assisting existing businesses with continued success, serving as a resource to new businesses 
considering locating in Johnson County, and assisting city governments.  She was responsible for 
working with community leaders, elected officials, State government advisors and officials, and 
other development-focused organizations to coordinate efforts to maximize resources and results.  
She was to serve as an advisor to the Board of Directors on business and trends in economic 
development and she was to perform the following functions:   
• Receipts – collecting payments, posting them to the accounting records, and 
preparing and making bank deposits.   
• Disbursements – making purchases for ICAD operations; maintaining supporting 
documentation; preparing and distributing checks (but not signing them); and 
posting disbursements to accounting records.   
• Bank accounts – receiving and reconciling monthly bank statements to accounting 
records, and reporting account balances.   
• Reporting – Preparing and maintaining ICAD monthly financial reports, meeting 
minutes and financial reports, including monthly Director’s reports, and 
coordinating with ICAD’s CPA firm to prepare certain financial records.   
According to ICAD staff and officials, Ms. Jelinek processed all of ICAD’s financial transactions.  
She billed members for dues and fees, collected their payments, and deposited the proceeds in 
ICAD bank accounts.  She also reviewed supporting documentation for disbursements and 
prepared, but did not sign, checks for payments of ICAD’s bills.  The checks were signed by 2 
Board members or a Board member and the ICAD President (President).  According to the 
President, Ms. Jelinek took the checks to Board members for signature.  Financial reports 
Ms. Jelinek presented to the Board were often one page summaries with limited written 
documentation to support the report.   
ICAD’s office is located in downtown Iowa City.  Primary revenue sources include funds provided 
quarterly by membership/sponsorship dues and rent for leased office space.  Primary expenses 
include employee compensation, dues/membership to economic development organizations, office 
phone/internet services, and utility payments.  Other expenses include providing refreshments at 
events hosted by ICAD and advertising material for the area.  Disbursements are primarily made 
by checks; however, credit cards were also available for staff use.   
Ms. Jelinek resigned from her position at ICAD effective January 13, 2017.  On March 6, 2017, a 
vendor notified ICAD the credit card used to pay for its annual software subscription had expired.  
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It was determined the credit card in question was issued by the University of Iowa Community 
Credit Union (UICCU) to ICAD on November 25, 2002.  Ms. Jelinek was the authorized user until 
she closed the credit card account on January 13, 2017.  ICAD staff and officials were not aware 
Ms. Jelinek held an ICAD credit card issued by UICCU and were unable to readily locate any 
supporting records.  Electronic copies of credit card statements for Ms. Jelinek’s credit card were 
subsequently obtained from UICCU.  Upon review of the statements, ICAD representatives 
determined the account was used almost exclusively for personal purchases.  They also 
determined payments on the credit card account were made electronically from ICAD’s checking 
account.   
As a result of the concerns identified, the Office of Auditor of State was requested to review ICAD’s 
financial records.  We performed the procedures detailed in the Auditor of State’s report for the 
period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017.   
Detailed Findings 
The procedures performed identified $466,874.73 of improper disbursements and $46,903.26 of 
unsupported disbursements.  The improper disbursements identified include credit card 
transactions which were personal in nature.  A significant number of the improper 
disbursements identified involve vendors with which Ms. Jelinek or her husband held an account 
that was established in their name with the address of their personal residence, such as Allstate 
Insurance, Verizon, South Slope Cooperative Communications, Linn County Rural Electric 
Cooperative, Mediacom, DirecTV Quality Care Storage, Sirius XM, and Hulu.  Additional personal 
purchases were identified using information obtained from the Home Shopping Network and 
Walmart.   
Information obtained from vendors such as Amazon, Staples, and Walmart included items 
purchased with the credit card which may have been for ICAD operations or may have been 
personal in nature.  These purchases are included in the $46,903.26 of unsupported 
disbursements identified.  
On February 28, 2019, we conducted an interview with Ms. Jelinek.  During the interview, she 
provided information regarding her job duties as ICAD’s Office Manager.  We also requested 
information during the interview regarding purchases made from certain vendors with the ICAD 
credit card assigned to Ms. Jelinek.  
All findings are summarized in Exhibit A and a detailed explanation of each finding follows.   
IMPROPER AND UNSUPPORTED DISBURSEMENTS 
As previously stated, all ICAD disbursements are to be made by check or with ICAD credit cards.  
We reviewed disbursements and redeemed checks from ICAD’s bank accounts for May 2010 
through January 2017.  Bank statements prior to May 2010 were not readily available.  We also 
reviewed all charges to the credit cards from UICCU established in ICAD’s name for the period 
December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017.  Credit card statements including activity prior to 
December 12, 2003 were not available from UICCU.   
Using the available supporting documentation, information obtained from selected vendors, 
internet searches, the vendor, frequency and amount of the payments, and discussions with ICAD 
staff and officials; we classified the disbursements as improper, unsupported or reasonable.   
Disbursements were classified as improper if they were personal in nature or not necessary or 
reasonable for operations of ICAD.  Disbursements were classified as unsupported if appropriate 
documentation was not available or it was not possible to determine if the disbursement was 
related to ICAD operations or was personal in nature.  Other disbursements were classified as 
reasonable based on the vendor, frequency and amount of the payments, and discussions with 
the ICAD staff and officials.  The improper and unsupported disbursements are explained in detail 
in the following paragraphs and Exhibit A summarizes the improper and unsupported 
disbursements identified.    
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Credit Card Purchases 
According to the President, although he knew several ICAD staff members had an ICAD credit 
card to make purchases necessary for their position, he was not aware Ms. Jelinek had an ICAD 
credit card.  As stated previously, ICAD disbursements were to be made with checks which were 
prepared by Ms. Jelinek but signed by 2 Board members or a Board member and the President.  
When necessary, purchases could also be made with an ICAD credit card.   
The President also reported Ms. Jelinek received the monthly statements for each credit card and 
routed them to the appropriate staff member for account coding.  In addition to coding each 
purchase, the staff members were to attach receipts for all purchases to the statement and return 
the statement and appropriate supporting documentation to Ms. Jelinek who recorded the 
purchases in the accounting records and prepared payments for the credit cards.   
Prior to payment of the credit card bills, the statements with the attached receipts were submitted 
to the President for his review.  According to the President, he saw a statement for each employee 
every month, but he reported he never saw a statement for an ICAD credit card issued to 
Ms. Jelinek.  In addition, he stated she had access to the account number for his ICAD credit card 
and periodically the statement for his credit card included purchases for ICAD which were made 
by Ms. Jelinek.  As a result, he thought she used his credit card for purchases she needed to 
make for ICAD with a credit card.   
When we spoke with Ms. Jelinek, she confirmed she obtained receipts from ICAD staff members 
for purchases made with the credit cards assigned to them.  She also reported the receipts were 
maintained with the monthly statements in ICAD financial records and all monthly statements, 
including those for the ICAD credit card assigned to her, were provided to the President for his 
review and approval.   
As previously stated, Ms. Jelinek left ICAD’s employment effective January 13, 2017.  Also as 
previously stated, a vendor notified ICAD on March 6, 2017 the credit card used to pay for an 
annual software subscription had expired.  Upon further inquiry, the interim Office Manager 
learned the credit card account number which had been on file with the vendor ended with the 
digits 1720.  However, when the interim Office Manager reviewed the credit card statements filed 
in ICAD’s records, she could not locate an ICAD credit card account number matching that 
description.  With the assistance of representatives of UICCU, it was determined the ICAD credit 
card account identified by the vendor was issued in Ms. Jelinek’s name.  
It was also determined UICCU initially issued an ICAD credit card to Ms. Jelinek on November 25, 
2002.  To determine purchases made with credit cards issued to Ms. Jelinek in ICAD’s name, we 
obtained copies of the detailed credit card statements from UICCU.  UICCU provided copies of 
statements listing the activity on the credit cards assigned to Ms. Jelinek for the period 
December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017.  Statements including credit card activity prior to 
December 12, 2003 were not available.  In addition, UICCU was not able to provide statements for 
the months ended August 13, 2012 and November 14, 2012.  These credit card statements 
included activity from July 12, 2012 through August 12, 2012 and October 14, 2012 through 
November 12, 2012, respectively.   
While UICCU was not able to provide statements for the period from when the credit card was 
established on November 25, 2002 through the statement ended December 13, 2003, we identified 
$1,516.53 of payments recorded in ICAD’s accounting system during this period for purchases 
made with the credit card held by Ms. Jelinek.  Because we are unable to determine the propriety 
of these payments or the purchases made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card during this period, 
the $1,516.53 is not included in Exhibit A.   
Based on our review of the credit card statements available, 4 separate credit card numbers were 
assigned to Ms. Jelinek between December 12, 2003 and March 14, 2017.  Specifically, account 
numbers were changed on February 8, 2009, August 25, 2013, and December 16, 2016.  Each 
new account number replaced the existing account number.  As a result, based on the statements 
available, only 1 ICAD credit card was assigned to Ms. Jelinek at a time.   
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The President reported UICCU notified him there was a note on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card 
account file with instructions to not send paper copies of the statement to Ms. Jelinek at ICAD, 
but instead send an electronic copy to a specific email address.  According to the President, the 
email address identified was Ms. Jelinek’s personal email.  We confirmed with UICCU Ms. Jelinek 
enrolled for estatements on October 4, 2016; however UICCU did not provide the email address 
they were sent to.  According to Ms. Jelinek, the electronic credit card statements were sent to the 
“accounting@icadgroup.com” email address.  Because the statements were electronically sent, no 
documents were physically mailed to the ICAD office for the credit card account established in 
Ms. Jelinek’s and ICAD’s name during the last few months of her employment.   
According to Ms. Jelinek, once she started receiving the credit card statements electronically, she 
printed them, ensured the supporting receipts were attached, and filed the statements with other 
ICAD accounting records after they were reviewed approved for payment by the President.  
However, as previously stated, ICAD staff reported they could not readily locate statements for the 
credit card assigned to Ms. Jelinek in the accounting records.   
Ms. Jelinek closed the ICAD credit card account assigned to her on January 13, 2017, the last 
day of her employment at ICAD.  The last transaction recorded for the account was a $1,278.36 
online payment on January 12, 2017.  The payment, which was from ICAD’s checking account, 
brought the account balance to zero.  However, a credit from Walmart.com was applied to the 
account on February 3, 2017 which created a $49.00 credit balance.  It appears the credit was 
applied to the closed account because the vendor refunded a purchase previously charged to the 
account number.   
Using the available credit card statements, we determined there were 626 payments made on 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card statements from December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017 
which totaled $502,234.65.  The payments on the account were made by check and electronically.  
Some of the payments by a check combined the payment for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card with 
payments for credit cards held by other ICAD employees.  At other times, the payment check 
included a payment only for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.   
For the 626 payments posted on the available credit card statements for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit 
card, we traced 625 of the payments to disbursements from an ICAD checking account.  The 
remaining payment was for $444.55 and posted to the credit card statement on October 30, 2010. 
We were unable to determine the source of the payment.  As a result, all purchases made with the 
credit card, net of the $444.55 payment from an unknown source, were paid with ICAD funds.  
The $444.55 payment from an unknown source is included in Exhibit A as a reduction of the 
improper purchases made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.   
In addition, we observed notations on ICAD bank statements next to certain electronic payments 
for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  The notations we identified indicated the payments were for 
credit cards issued to other ICAD staff members.  However, the description of the transaction 
printed on the statement included the last 4 digits of the credit card held by Ms. Jelinek.  As a 
result, it appears the notations were meant to mislead anyone who reviewed the bank statements.   
When we asked Ms. Jelinek why a payment made electronically from ICAD’s bank account for the 
ICAD credit card assigned to her would include a notation of another employee’s name, she 
initially stated the only thing she could think of was that she signed in online to make the 
payment electronically.  However, when the question was repeated to ensure she understood the 
payments listed on the bank statements could be matched to payments on monthly statements 
for the ICAD credit card assigned to her, she stated she had no idea why the payment would be 
noted as someone else’s on the bank statement.     
The activity on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card between December 12, 2003 and March 14, 2017 is 
summarized by calendar year in Table 1.  As stated previously, credit card statements including 














01/13/04 through 12/13/04 $     2,162.07 - 2,012.45 191.64 
01/12/05 through 12/13/05 4,486.27 - 3,948.27 297.49 
01/12/06 through 12/12/06 4,005.33 - 4,265.68 112.58 
01/12/07 through 12/12/07 4,157.59 - 3,990.84 18.40 
01/14/08 through 12/11/08 8,073.01 .79 8,056.33 137.47 
01/13/09 through 12/11/09 6,041.04 15.00 5,554.53 138.18 
01/13/10 through 12/14/10 10,482.06 .01 10,133.33 322.36 
01/14/11 through 12/14/11 8,535.89 5.39 7,832.52 541.17 
01/13/12 through 12/14/12* 18,714.05 .21 21,068.24 618.35 
01/14/13 through 12/13/13 81,427.51 191.48 76,426.13 5,152.80 
01/14/14 through 12/14/14 98,241.24 - 92,202.27 5,720.71 
01/14/15 through 12/14/15 125,127.44 - 120,543.05 5,189.97 
01/14/16 through 12/14/16 149,174.02 - 143,029.42 6,587.40 
01/13/17 through 03/14/17# 3,285.69 39.36 3,171.59 202.46 
   Totals $ 523,913.21 252.24 502,234.65 25,230.98 
* - Does not include activity on statements for months ended in August and November 2012.   
^ - Includes finance charges and balance transfer amounts when new card numbers were assigned.   
# - The only activity after 01/12/17 was a $49.00 refund from Walmart.com.   
Table 2 combines the total activity summarized in Table 1 with the beginning account balance for 
the date the statements were available and the net activity for the 2 months for which UICCU 
could not provide monthly statements.      
Table 2 
Description Amount 
Beginning balance, 12/12/03  $        287.49 
Add:  Purchases 523,913.21  
         Other charges 252.24 524,165.45 
Less:  Payments (502,234.65)  
         Other credits (25,230.98) (527,465.63) 
Add net increases for unavailable statements*:  
   August 2012 1,523.40  
   November 2012 1,671.13 3,194.53 
Less:  Balance transfer amounts  (230.84) 
   Ending balance, 03/13/17  $         (49.00) 
* - Calculated using account balance information on the statements before and 
after the missing credit card statements.   
As illustrated by Table 1, the purchases made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card increased 
significantly over time.  The monthly statements available for our review show the credit limit for 
the ICAD credit card held by Ms. Jelinek was $1,000.00 for the month ended January 13, 2004.  
However, it increased to $2,500.00 during late April or early May 2012 based on the statement for 
the month ended May 14, 2012.  The credit limit was not increased again.  While the credit limit 
was not excessive, Ms. Jelinek was able to make purchases during a month which exceeded the 
established credit limits by making multiple payments on the credit card each month.   
The activity on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card is listed by month in Exhibit B.  The Exhibit also 
includes the balance due on the account at the end of each month and the number of payments 
made on the account each month.   
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As illustrated by Table 1 and Exhibit B, as the total amount of purchases grew each month, the 
number of payments made each month also increased.  Specifically, the Exhibit illustrates 
beginning March 15, 2013, 5 payments or more were made on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card 
each month, with the exception of 3 months prior to her resignation.  During the months ended 
November 13, 2014 and December 14, 2016, 18 and 19 payments were made on the credit card 
account during the month, respectively.  During some months with multiple payments, there were 
multiple payments on the same day.  For example, payments made during the month ended 














10/15/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU $   480.98  10/30/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 419.29 
10/16/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 300.79  10/30/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 474.27 
10/17/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 311.22  10/31/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 622.83 
10/20/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 1,378.11  11/03/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 769.23 
10/21/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 708.73  11/04/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 769.23 
10/24/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 249.24  11/07/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 400.10 
10/27/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 575.39  11/10/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 495.68 
10/27/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 423.30  11/12/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 500.00 
10/28/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 316.46  11/12/14 PAYMENT - THANK YOU 1,081.83 
       Total  $ 10,276.68 
As illustrated by the Table, payments were made on sequential days and multiple payments were 
made on the credit card account on October 27, 2014, October 30, 2014, and November 12, 2014.  
Without the multiple payments, purchases would have been declined because the credit limit 
would have been met or exceeded.    
As illustrated by Exhibit B, the largest total amounts of monthly purchases and payments from 
December 2003 through June 2012 were $1,898.88 and $2,000.92, respectively.  However, 
starting in July 2012, total purchases within a single month increased to a maximum amount of 
$14,481.59 and payments within a single month ranged from $2,288.03 to $15,018.21.  A copy of 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card statement for the month ended December 14, 2016 is included in 
Appendix 1.  As illustrated by the Appendix, it includes the $14,481.59 of purchases and 
$15,018.21 of payments within a month.   
From July 2012 through August 2014, total monthly purchases averaged approximately 
$6,300.00 and total monthly payments were typically between $3,000.00 and $9,000.00.  
However, after August 2014, total monthly purchases increased significantly and averaged 
approximately $11,000.00 through the statement for the month ended December 14, 2015.  In 
addition, the total monthly payments were frequently in excess of $9,000.00.  
During our interview with Ms. Jelinek, she confirmed she received, reviewed, and reconciled the 
monthly bank statements and credit card statements for ICAD.  In addition to making sure the 
purchases made with the ICAD credit cards were supported by appropriate documentation, she 
ensured purchases made with the ICAD credit cards were appropriate for ICAD operations.  
Ms. Jelinek stated she was not aware of any purchases which were not related to ICAD operations 
with the ICAD credit card assigned to her and did not recall identifying any unusual transactions 
on the statements for her ICAD credit card when she reviewed them.  During the interview, 
Ms. Jelinek also stated she was not aware of anyone else having access to her ICAD credit card.   
When we reviewed individual transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card statements, we 
determined there was a total of 12,286 transactions recorded on the monthly credit card 
statements provided by UICCU, including purchases, payments, late fees, transfer fees, and 
interest charges.  We also determined 626 of these transactions were payments on Ms. Jelinek’s 
ICAD credit card totaling $502,234.65.  In addition, we identified a significant number of 
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purchases which did not appear to be related to ICAD operations.  Purchases from some vendors 
reoccurred on a monthly basis.  Purchases from other vendors happened on a frequent basis, 
sometimes daily, weekly, or multiple times within a day.   
Purchases were made from a number of vendors, including Amazon.com, Wal-Mart, Home 
Shopping Network, QVC, Staples, Barnes & Noble, and various grocery stores and convenience 
stores.   
The credit card statements for months during which a significant number of purchases were made 
include multiple pages of activity, such as the statement included in Appendix 1.  The credit card 
statements obtained from UICCU for the ICAD credit card assigned to Ms. Jelinek during the 
months of July through December 2016 ranged from 5 pages to 11 pages in length.  Appendix 1 
also illustrates the monthly credit card statements listed the individual transactions and vendors.  
As a result, anyone who reviewed the statements would have been aware of the number of 
transactions during any given month and the vendors from which purchases were made.   
When we spoke with Ms. Jelinek, she confirmed she reviewed the activity on every page of her 
ICAD credit card statements each month and printed the statements once they were received 
electronically.  However, she also stated she doesn’t remember any of the statements being very 
long.  As previously stated, she also reported she did not recall identifying any unusual 
transactions on the credit card statements.  Because it was not clear how the frequent 
transactions from vendors such as Amazon, Home Shopping Network, and Square were not 
identified during Ms. Jelinek’s review of her monthly ICAD credit card statements, we asked how 
that could happen.  In response, she stated it “struck [her] as odd as well.”   
Supporting documentation was available at ICAD for only a limited number of purchases made 
with the ICAD credit card assigned to Ms. Jelinek.  However, it was not filed in a consistent or 
systematic manner as other disbursement records were.  As a result, we attempted to obtain 
direct confirmation from selected vendors to determine the specific items purchased and 
determine if the purchase was for City operations or was personal in nature.  
When possible, we used information obtained directly from the vendors to determine if the items 
purchased were improper or reasonable for ICAD’s operations.  We also discussed certain 
purchases with ICAD officials to determine the propriety of the purchase.  Purchases were 
classified as improper if they were personal in nature or not necessary or reasonable for ICAD 
operations.  Purchases were classified as unsupported if appropriate documentation was not 
available or it was not possible to determine if the disbursement was related to ICAD operations or 
was personal in nature.  Other purchases were classified as reasonable based on the vendor, 
frequency and amount of the payments, and discussions with ICAD officials.   
Based on the information we obtained during testing, we determined a number of the charges on 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card were payments on accounts associated with monthly household 
expenses, such as utilities, insurance, or cellular phone services.  We obtained account 
information and payment histories directly from the vendors of this nature.  When we spoke with 
Ms. Jelinek, we asked about 3 specific vendors for which recurring monthly charges were 
identified on her monthly ICAD credit card statements.  The 3 vendors included Allstate 
Insurance, South Slope Cooperative Communications, and Linn County REC.  When we asked 
Ms. Jelinek about these vendors and payments, she stated, “The only thing I can think of is 
maybe I grabbed the wrong card.  And I would be, like I said, if it is mine, I am more than happy 
to take care of it.” 
We also obtained detailed purchase information directly from other vendors from whom purchases 
were made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  In some cases, the information from these 
vendors included an account name, a shipping address, or other information which confirmed the 
item was ordered by and/or shipped to Ms. Jelinek’s residence.   
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For some purchases made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, we were unable to readily obtain 
information directly from vendor or the vendor did not provide account information specific to 
Ms. Jelinek.  However, the frequency of these purchases, the individual charge amounts, and the 
types of vendors the purchases were from were not reasonable for ICAD operations.   
In order to facilitate testing and present our findings in an understandable manner, we organized 
the transactions by vendor.  Some of the vendors identified during our testing of the activity on 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card are listed in Table 4.  The Table also identifies which vendors 
provided information which confirmed the purchase was made by Ms. Jelinek, purchased from an 
account established in her name, and/or shipped to her personal residence.   
Table 4 
Confirmed Account  
Information with the Vendor 
 
Other Vendors 
^ Amazon    Johnson County Treasurer ^ QVC 
   Home Shopping Network    DirecTV    Walmart 
^ Square ^ Quality Care Storage ^ PayPal 
   Staples ^ Iowa City Community Schools ^ Other vendors 
^ Allstate    Barnes and Noble  
^ Verizon    Sprint-Virgin Mobile  
^ South Slope Cooperative Comm. ^ Sirius XM  
^ Linn County Rural Electric Coop ^ Hulu  
   Mediacom   
^ - Last payment to the vendor was in November or December 2016 or January 2017, during the 3 
months preceding Ms. Jelinek’s resignation.    
The improper and unsupported disbursements identified on the statements for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD 
credit card for these vendors are explained in detail in the following paragraphs, starting with the 
charges for which we confirmed account information associated with Ms. Jelinek.  Individual 
purchases are listed in Tables 5 through 13 and Exhibits C through W.  In addition, Exhibit A 
summarizes all of the improper and unsupported disbursements identified.   
Amazon – We identified 858 transactions involving Amazon on the available monthly statements 
for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  The transactions included purchases and refunds.  The net 
amount of the 858 transactions totaled $34,844.65.  The transactions are listed in Exhibit C.   
Because we were not able to locate supporting documentation in ICAD’s records for a number of 
the transactions, we contacted Amazon and obtained a detailed listing of the items purchased.  
Exhibit C also includes the listing of items purchased which was provided by Amazon.  We 
identified a number of personal items purchased, including clothing, electronics, books of a non-
business genre, Ebooks for a Kindle, toys, cameras, photography equipment, jewelry, health and 
beauty items, and various household items.   
Specific items purchased included a chest protector, pet bed, a dog thundershirt, men’s slippers, 
men’s snowpants, Beats® headphones, and Smartwatches.  A number of recreational vehicle (RV) 
items were also purchased, including an RV propane tank cover, wheel chocks, bedding designed 
for RVs, a wireless RV leveler, and supplies related to cleaning RV holding tanks.  The books 
purchased from Amazon included genres such as photography, cameras, and numerology.   
The information provided by Amazon also included the address to where the items were shipped.  
Most of the items were shipped to Ms. Jelinek’s personal residence.  Items were also shipped to 
personal residences in Waterloo, IA; Fremont, NE; and Norfolk, NE.  In addition, we identified 73 
purchases which were shipped to the ICAD office.   
Some of the items shipped to the ICAD offices were reasonable for ICAD operations.  These items 
included books which could be used for reference, K-cup products, and limited office products 
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such a hanging file caddy.  The Exhibit also includes items classified as unsupported for which 
we were unable to determine the propriety of the items.   
The $31,062.56 of improper purchases and $1,134.70 of unsupported purchases listed in 
Exhibit C are included in Exhibit A.   
Exhibit C illustrates Amazon did not provide detailed listings of items for 22 transactions.  
However, some of the 22 transactions included a name of the vendor from whom the purchase 
was made.  For example, on March 28, 2014, a purchase was made from “AMZ*ORTHOTIC SHOP  
866-216-1072 WA” for $139.95.  ICAD would not have a purpose to make a purchase from an 
orthotics vendor.  In addition, a purchase was made on August 8, 2015 from “AMZ*VIRALSTYLE  
888-491-8876 WA” for $32.94.  Based on an internet search, customized t-shirts can be 
purchased from the vendor.  There would not be a reason for ICAD to purchase a small quantity of 
t-shirts from the vendor.   
The 22 transactions for which Amazon did not provide any detailed information also included 4 
transactions which were approximately a month apart in 2016 for approximately $26.00 each.  
The 4 transactions were described as Amazon Kindle payments and appear to be subscription-
type fees.  ICAD did not subscribe to Kindle services.   
The information obtained from Amazon included transactions which were not included in the 
available monthly statements for Ms. Jelinek’s credit card statements.  However, the order dates 
of these transactions indicate the purchases would have been included in the credit card 
statements which were not available from UICCU for the months ended in August 2012 and 
November 2012.  The transactions were identified by Amazon and included in the information 
provided to us because there were associated with the Amazon account established by 
Ms. Jelinek.  These transactions total $848.40 and are listed in Exhibit D.   
We were able to satisfy ourselves the transactions listed in Exhibit D are associated with 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card because they were delivered to her home or the ICAD office and 
because Amazon provided the last 3 digits of the credit card to which the purchases were charged.  
The 3 digits provided by Amazon matched Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card in 2012.  Because these 
purchases were made with the ICAD credit card and ICAD paid all balances due on the credit 
card, we reviewed the transactions for propriety.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, 4 of the orders 
were delivered to the ICAD office.  Also as illustrated by the Exhibit, we determined $632.17 of 
the purchases were improper and the remaining $216.23 of the purchases were reasonable for 
ICAD’s operations.  The improper purchases identified are also included in Exhibit A.   
When we asked Ms. Jelinek about the purchases from Amazon which were shipped to her home 
address or other personal residences, she stated the purchases seemed “odd to me because those 
typically were purchased on my own personal card from Amazon.”  She also stated, if “something 
has gone awry or something, then I would definitely, you know, want to correct it... if that’s the 
case.”  As previously stated, Ms. Jelinek also stated during the interview she was not aware of any 
purchases made with the ICAD credit card assigned to her which were not related to ICAD 
operations.  Ms. Jelinek also stated she was not aware of anyone else having access to her ICAD 
credit card.    
Home Shopping Network – As stated previously, the credit card statements available for 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card included 12,286 transactions, including purchases, payments, late 
fees, transfer fees, and interest charges.  Of these transactions, 932 were purchases from Home 
Shopping Network (HSN) totaling $24,129.96 and 44 were refunds from HSN which totaled 
$1,426.60.  The $22,703.36 of purchases, net of the refunds, were paid for with ICAD funds.   
When we discussed the transactions with ICAD officials and staff, they stated there would not be 
a reason to purchase items from HSN for ICAD operations.  In addition, we were not able to locate 
supporting documentation in the ICAD office for the transactions involving HSN.  As a result, we 
provided a list of the transactions from the available credit card statements to HSN and obtained a 
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detailed listing of the items purchased.  For a number of the transactions, the information 
provided by HSN also included the shipping address to which the items were sent.  Most of the 
items for which the shipping address was provided were shipped to Ms. Jelinek at her personal 
residence.  However, we also identified items shipped to individuals at personal residences in 
Waterloo, IA; Pharr, TX, and Fremont, NE.  These individuals were not associated with ICAD’s 
operations and included Ms. Jelinek’s daughter.   
The information provided in the detailed listing from HSN also included an “Order ID” number 
which we were able to match to information included in the description shown on the credit card 
statements for 971 of the 976 transactions involving HSN.  In addition, after matching the Order 
ID number from the information obtained from HSN to transactions on the available credit card 
statements, we confirmed the value of orders listed by HSN agreed with the total value for 893 of 
the 971 transactions included in the credit card statements.  In some cases, the value of the order 
obtained from HSN agreed with a single transaction listed on the credit card statements.  In other 
cases, the value of the order obtained from HSN agreed with the total value of several transactions 








Per information from HSN:  
 12/14/15 Ravenna Gems Double Heart Necklace / Order ID 1283712876 $ 64.90 
Per credit card statements:  
 12/18/15 HSN*HSN1283712876   800-9332887 FL $ 64.90 
  
Per information from HSN:  
 03/12/11 Gateway 15.6 4GB Laptop-black / Order ID 619498732 $ 612.85 
Per credit card statements:  
 03/24/11 HSN*COM 619498732  1 OF 5   800-933-2887 FL $ 132.93  
 04/23/11 HSN*COM 619498732  2 OF 5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98  
 05/28/11 HSN*COM 619498732  3 OF 5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98  
 07/11/11 HSN*COM 619498732  4 OF 5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98  
 07/22/18 HSN*COM 619498732  5 OF 5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98  
 Total  $ 612.85 
    
As illustrated by the Table, the descriptions listed on the credit card statements demonstrate 
some of the purchases with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card were made with multiple payments for 
a single order, referred to as “flex payments” by HSN.   
As previously stated, we confirmed the value of orders listed by HSN agreed with the total value 
for 893 of the 971 transactions included in the credit card statements, but the value of the 
remaining 78 transactions did not agree in total.  Each of the 78 transactions involve either a 
refund or an order which was paid for with flex payments.  For instance, the credit card 
statements include a $29.90 purchase on November 28, 2014 and a refund for the same amount 
on December 12, 2014.  However, the information obtained from HSN shows only the $29.90 
purchase of slippers on November 27, 2014.  The information from HSN does not include any 
refunds.     
In addition, the credit card statements did not include some of the flex payments for certain 
purchases from HSN.  Some of the missing flex payments may have been included on the credit 
card statements which closed during the months of August and November 2012.  It’s also possible 
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some of the missing flex payments were paid from another source.  We were unable to determine 
the source of any flex payments which were not made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  








Per information from HSN:   
 04/27/12 Motorola Triumph cellphone with Virgin Mobile service/ 
Order ID 712514802 
 $ 206.90 
Per credit card statements:   
 05/01/12 HSN*COM 712514802  1 OF 4   800-933-2887 FL $ 56.96  
 05/31/12 HSN*COM 712514802  2 OF 4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98  
 06/30/12 HSN*COM 712514802  3 OF 4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98 156.92 
       4th Flex payment likely posted on 07/30/12 and included in 
statement ended in August 2012 
  
$  49.98 
As previously stated, the order ID numbers included in the description shown on the credit card 
statements for 971 of the 976 transactions involving HSN.  We were unable to determine why HSN 
did not provide information for the 5 remaining transactions or what was purchased.  The 5 
instances were for $8.73 each and all posted to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card on September 26, 
2013.  The 5 transactions total $43.65.   
The 976 transactions from Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card statements involving HSN are listed in 
Exhibit E.  The Exhibit also includes information obtained from HSN for 426 orders which we 
matched to 971 of the transactions.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the information obtained from 
HSN shows the purchases include clothing, electronics, jewelry, health and beauty items, and 
craft items.  In some cases, multiple items were purchased on the same day or within a few days’ 
time.  These purchases include:      
• 11 sets of headphones which individually ranged from $99.95 to $299.95.  The 11 
purchases included 2 Beats® headphones purchased on March 13, 2013 and 3 
Samsung® headphones on December 18, 2015.   
• 4 cameras which individually ranged from $129.95 to $179.95.  The purchases 
included 2 digital cameras, a Polaroid® instant camera, and a “Petzi Treat Camera.”   
• 3 cellular phones which individually ranged from $79.99 to $279.95.  The value of 
the 3 cellular phones totaled $599.85.   
• 9 “Powernow! Charger-2 packs” in various colors for $49.95 each.  All 9 were 
purchased on November 10, 2013.   
• 6 “Mighty Jump Car Jump Starters” in various colors for $19.95 each.  All 6 were 
purchased on December 9, 2013.   
• 5 designer totes or other pieces of luggage purchased on January 25, 2014 for 
$39.95 each.   
• 10 Betterbrella® umbrellas in various colors purchased on July 4 and 5, 2016 for 
$19.95 each.   
The Exhibit also illustrates the first order placed with HSN using Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card 
after December 12, 2003 was on December 22, 2007, but the next order was not placed until 
February 26, 2010.  There were only a limited number of purchases during 2010 and 2011.  
Activity began to increase in September 2012.   
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None of the items purchased were for ICAD operations.  Because ICAD funds were used for all 
payments on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, the $22,703.36 of purchases, net of the refunds, are 
included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
When we asked Ms. Jelinek about the purchases from HSN which were shipped to her home or 
other personal residences, she stated she was not able to explain why ICAD’s credit card was used 
for the purchases.  She stated, “That seems odd to me as well.”  She also stated she had no idea 
how that would have happened.  She was not able to explain why multiple quantities of the same 
item were purchased and stated she is not in the habit of making purchases of multiple quantities 
of the same item.   
Square – During our examination of the available credit card statements, we identified 41 charges 
which included “SQ” in the description.  The 41 transactions included various vendors’ names, 
including “SQ Sheri Jelinek,” “SQ AP Education,” and “SQ AP Education Go.”  ICAD officials we 
spoke with stated they were not aware of a vendor by the name of “AP Education” or “AP 
Education Go.”  
The “SQ” identified in the credit card statements denotes transactions for which a Square (SQ) 
credit card reader was used.  A Square is a small, portable credit card reader which can be 
connected to a smart phone or other electronic devices.  An individual or retailer with a Square 
device can establish its Square account to include any name they desire.  In addition, the name 
can be updated so that it can be periodically changed.  The name chosen by the Square account 
holder will be reflected on their customers’ credit card or bank statements.   
Information from Square, Inc. - We obtained certain information from Square, Inc., the company 
from which Square credit card readers are obtained.  Square, Inc. also maintains account 
information for businesses and individuals who use Squares to process financial transactions.  
Specifically, we obtained records associated with Square accounts Ms. Jelinek established for 
processing collections.  The information obtained from Square, Inc. included the following 
accounts associated with Ms. Jelinek.   
• ICAD Group, ID number XXXX826 – The information provided by Square, Inc. shows 
this account was established with Ms. Jelinek’s name and social security number on 
March 20, 2012 and collected a total of $555.00.  The account information included 
ICAD’s mailing address and Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD email address.   
There were 10 successful transactions associated with this Square account, 
including 8 on September 17, 2015 which may have been collections for an event 
sponsored by ICAD.  However, sufficient documentation was not available from ICAD 
to determine if all collections received by ICAD were properly deposited.  The 10 
collections received through the Square account ranged from $35.00 to $140.00.  
The Square account held in ICAD’s name was frozen on June 16, 2017, after 
Ms. Jelinek’s departure from ICAD.   
• Photography by Haylo, ID number XXXX272 – Based on information provided by 
Square, Inc., this account was established in Ms. Jelinek’s name and with her social 
security number on December 9, 2012.  The account information also included 
Ms. Jelinek’s home address and personal email address.  There were no transactions 
associated with the account.  This account was also frozen on June 16, 2017.   
• ROI Accounting Solutions, ID number XXXX536 – Based on information provided by 
Square, Inc., this account was established with Ms. Jelinek’s name and social 
security number on December 16, 2016.  The account information also included 
Ms. Jelinek’s home address.  There were 2 transactions associated with this Square 
account before it was frozen on December 20, 2016.  However, neither transaction 
was applied to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  While Square, Inc. provided the credit 
card account numbers involved in the 2 transactions, we were unable to determine 
who held the credit cards.   
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• ROI Accounting Solutions, ID number XXXX706 – The information obtained from 
Square, Inc. shows this account was established with Ms. Jelinek’s name and social 
security number on March 15, 2012.  The account information also included 
Ms. Jelinek’s home address and her personal email address.  We also determined the 
bank account associated with the Square account was Ms. Jelinek’s personal bank 
account held at US Bank.   
The transaction information provided by Square, Inc. showed there were 40 
successful transactions where funds were collected by the Square account and 1 
instance which was not successful.  The transactions associated with this Square 
account are described in detail in the following paragraphs.   
Information from Ms. Jelinek’s credit card statements – The transactions identified on the 
statements for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card which were purchases from a vendor using a Square 
account are listed in Exhibit F and total $20,448.05.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the 
transactions include the following.   
• 38 transactions described as “SQ Sheri Jelinek”, “SQ AP Education”, and “SQ AP 
Education Go” - Although the transactions are listed as if they were from 3 separate 
vendors, we traced each of the 38 transactions to information Square, Inc. provided 
for the ROI Accounting Solutions account with the ID number XXXX706, which was 
established with Ms. Jelinek’s name and her home address.   
As stated previously, there were 40 successful transactions on this Square account.  
Of the 40 successful transactions, 38 were applied to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, 
but we were unable to determine who held the credit cards for the 2 remaining 
successful transactions.   
Also as previously stated, there was 1 unsuccessful transaction on this Square 
account.  The information provided by Square, Inc. shows insufficient funds were 
available on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card account on November 22, 2016 when an 
attempt was made at 10:25am to process a $250.00 transaction.  However, the 
information from Square, Inc. also shows the credit card was successfully accessed 
for $199.99 at 10:26am on November 22, 2016.   
The 38 transactions applied to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card from the “SQ Sheri 
Jelinek”, “SQ AP Education”, and “SQ AP Education Go” vendors ranged from 
$199.99 to $999.99.  Because these transactions were not appropriate for ICAD’s 
operations, they are listed as improper in Exhibit F.   
• 1 charge on December 30, 2015 from “Costal Reflections” in Donna, TX.  Costal 
Reflections is a jewelry vendor.  Based on our examination of Ms. Jelinek’s personal 
bank statements, Ms. Jelinek made several purchases at retail locations in Texas 
during the same period.  As a result, it appears Ms. Jelinek was traveling in Texas 
during December 2015; however, she was not traveling on behalf of ICAD according to 
ICAD officials we spoke with.  Because she should not have used her ICAD credit card 
during a personal trip, the $55.21 charge is also classified as improper in Exhibit F.   
• 2 transactions involving JJ’s Cupcakes and Creamery located in North Liberty, which 
is the same town as Ms. Jelinek’s personal residence.  Supporting documentation 
could not be located for these purchases within ICAD’s records.  According to the 
ICAD President, while ICAD does periodically purchase refreshments for meetings, 
this is not a vendor typically used for those types of purchases.  However, the 
purchases were made on a weekday and, based on the amounts of the purchases, 
they each likely included 2-3 dozen cupcakes.  Because we are unable to determine if 
the 2 transactions are for ICAD operations, they were classified as unsupported.   
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When we spoke with Ms. Jelinek, we asked if she was familiar with the technology involving 
Square and specified Square is a device attached to a cell phone which can be used to process a 
credit card payment.  In response, she stated, “I think so.  I don’t know if I’ve ever used one with 
anyone that I can remember.”  In addition, Ms. Jelinek replied, “That’s weird” when we told her we 
had confirmed accounts had been established with Square in her name with her home address. 
After we explained to Ms. Jelinek we identified transactions on the statements for her ICAD credit 
card account which matched with transactions in Square accounts established in her name and 
with her home address, she stated, “I do not have a Square account and I don’t know…”  When 
asked if there was anyone that could have set up a Square account in her name, she said, “…it 
could probably be anybody.”  She also stated, “I’ve never done one, I know that no one in my 
household would know how to do that.”  She then repeated, “Like I said, I’ve never….” but did not 
finish her sentence.   
The $20,332.30 of improper and $115.75 of unsupported transactions listed in Exhibit F are also 
included in Exhibit A.   
Staples – Using the available credit card statements for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, we 
identified 97 transactions involving Staples.  Of the 97 transactions, 89 were purchases and 8 
were refunds.  The 97 transactions are listed in Exhibit G.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the total 
of the transactions, net of the refund, was $6,476.15.  The Exhibit also illustrates 90 of the 
transactions were at a Staples location in Iowa City, 4 were made in Cedar Rapids, and 3 were 
made online.   
Because sufficient documentation for the 97 transactions was not available in ICAD’s records, we 
contacted a representative of Staples to determine what was purchased for the transactions 
identified.  The information provided by Staples shows all the purchases made with the ICAD 
credit card were associated with a membership or rewards account established in Ms. Jelinek’s 
name which included her home address and a company name of “Heartland Scentsations.”  This 
organization is not associated with ICAD operations.   
Staples was not able to provide information for purchases occurring prior to June 1, 2009.  As 
illustrated by Exhibit G, we identified 14 purchases made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card 
from September 21, 2004 through October 6, 2008.  Because Staples was not able to provide 
information regarding these purchases, the $870.04 total for the 14 purchases is classified as 
unsupported.   
For the remaining 83 transactions identified, Staples provided a detailed listing of the products 
purchased.  Based on the information provided by Staples, the items purchased included a Peace 
Rocks iPhone case, a Yankee Candle sampler gift set, iPod accessories, a 16GB black Apple iPod 
Nano, a Monster icarplay cassette adaptor, a wooden lap desk, a Barnes & Noble gift card, a 
Nook® power kit, a Garmin GPS case, protractors and compasses, a computer case, Soda Stream 
mixes and carbonator, a Toys R Us gift card, and photo ink.  As previously stated, we identified a 
number of photography-related items purchased with the ICAD credit card which were not for 
ICAD operations.  The items which were not related to ICAD operations were classified as 
improper in Exhibit G.   
Exhibit G also includes items purchased from Staples which may have been used for ICAD 
operations or may have been used for personal purposes, such as pens and markers, desk 
organizers, binders and folders.  According to an ICAD official we spoke with, office supplies were 
purchased from a vendor other than Staples.  By reviewing ICAD’s financial records, we confirmed 
office supplies were purchased from the vendor specified by the ICAD official.  However, we were 
unable to determine if additional office supplies were purchased for use at ICAD from Staples.  As 
a result, the purchases which were not clearly personal in nature were classified as unsupported.   
In addition to the information listed in Exhibit G, Staples provided details for 4 additional 
purchases made in late July and October of 2012.  The information provided by Staples was 
based on Ms. Jelinek’s Staples’ membership or rewards account.  The information from Staples 
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also showed the 4 purchases were made with a credit card ending in 0519, which agrees with 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card number in 2012.    
The 4 purchases would have been included in the ICAD credit card statements which UICCU was 
not able to provide for the months ended in August and November of 2012.  The 4 purchases are 
listed in Table 7.   
Table 7 
Date Description Amount 
07/24/12 USB cable, desk shelf, copy paper, label maker cartridges  $   74.63 
07/25/12 Special order software & peripheral 149.79 
07/25/12 Hanging folder, copy paper, label maker, label tape  130.28 
10/31/12 Post-it wall easel brackets, pens, and 2013 planner 49.21 
   Total  $ 403.91 
As illustrated by the Table, the 4 purchases were for items which may have been used for ICAD 
operations.  However, the items may also have been used for personal purposes.  As a result, the 
purchases are unsupported.  Because the credit card purchases were made with Ms. Jelinek’s 
Staples membership or rewards account and paid for with a credit card ending in 0519, which 
agrees with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card number in 2012, it is apparent ICAD paid for the items 
purchased.   
Table 8 summarizes the total of the purchases made from Staples with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit 
card.   
Table 8 
Source Improper Unsupported 
Exhibit G $ 4,502.89 1,973.26 
Table 7 - 403.91 
Total 4,502.89 2,377.17 
The $4,502.89 total of improper purchases and $2,377.17 of unsupported purchase from Staples 
are included in Exhibit A.   
Allstate Insurance – We identified 76 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card which were 
described as payments to Allstate, an insurance company.  The transactions identified are listed 
in Exhibit H.  Because the transactions appeared to be personal in nature, we contacted a 
representative of an Allstate office near Ms. Jelinek’s home and obtained account information for 
insurance accounts held jointly in Ms. Jelinek’s name.  Using the account history information 
obtained from Allstate, we matched 69 premiums for 3 accounts held in Ms. Jelinek’s name to 
amounts paid with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.   
As illustrated by Exhibit H, the initial charge to Allstate paid with the credit card occurred in 
April 2012.  There were 5 additional payments during 2012.  In 2013, there were 17 transactions 
involving Allstate; however, 2 of those transactions were credit amounts.  There were 15 and 14 
transactions in 2014 and 2015, respectively with 2 of them being credit amounts.  In 2016 there 
were 23 payments to Allstate, or an average of 2 payments per month.   
When we discussed the payments to Allstate with ICAD officials, they stated they were not for 
ICAD operations.  ICAD did not have an insurance policy with Allstate during the period of the 
payments.  Although we were not able to trace the remaining 7 transactions (2 of which were 
credit amounts) to account histories obtained from Allstate, we determine all 76 transactions were 
not related to ICAD operations.  As a result, the $16,655.79 total from Exhibit H is included in 
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Exhibit A as improper disbursements.  As previously stated, when we asked Ms. Jelinek about 
monthly payments to Allstate on the ICAD credit card assigned to her, she reported she may have 
grabbed the wrong credit card and was more than happy to take care of it if the expense was for 
her household. 
Verizon – We identified 49 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card which had various 
descriptions involving Verizon or wireless service providers.  The transactions identified are listed 
in Exhibit I.  As illustrated by Exhibit I, the initial charge paid with the credit card occurred in 
April 2007.  In 2013, there were 5 transactions involving Verizon or wireless service providers.  
However, there were 14 transactions in 2014, 2015, and 2016.   
Because the transactions appeared to be personal in nature, we contacted a representative of 
Verizon and obtained account information for an account held in Ms. Jelinek’s husband’s name 
for the period for the period of February 2015 through December 2016.  Verizon was not able to 
provide account information for the period prior to February 2015.   
Using the account history information obtained from Verizon, we matched 25 payments to 
amounts paid with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  The payments made with the credit card prior 
to February 2015 were similar in amounts, frequency, and the vendor description.  In addition, 
according to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does not provide cellular phones to employees or 
use Verizon for telephone or internet services.  As a result, the $12,973.78 total from Exhibit I for 
all 49 transactions is included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
Sprint-Virgin Mobile – We identified 17 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card which had 
various descriptions involving Sprint-Virgin Mobile.  The transactions identified are listed in 
Exhibit J.  As illustrated by Exhibit J, the initial charge paid with the credit card occurred in 
February 2012 and there was a total of 8 charges in 2012.  In 2013, there were 9 transactions 
from January through July.   
Because the transactions appeared to be personal in nature, we contacted a representative of 
Sprint-Virgin Mobile and determined an account had been established in Ms. Jelinek’s husband’s 
name.  However, Sprint-Virgin Mobile does not retain payment information for more than the most 
recent 2 years.  Because the payments made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card were made 
during 2012 and 2013, Sprint-Virgin Mobile was not able to provide specific payment information 
for Mr. Jelinek’s account.   
According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does not provide cellular phones to employees or 
use Sprint-Virgin Mobile for telephone or internet services.  In addition, as illustrated by 
Exhibit E, we identified a purchase involving a Virgin Mobile Samsung phone in March 2012.  As 
a result, the $553.02 total from Exhibit J for all 17 transactions is included in Exhibit A as 
improper disbursements.   
South Slope Cooperative Communications – We identified 34 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s 
ICAD credit card involving South Slope Cooperative Communications (South Slope), a vendor 
which provides broadband internet, phone service, and television services to residential and 
business customers in the area surrounding Ms. Jelinek’s personal residence.   
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit K.  As illustrated by Exhibit K, the initial charge 
paid with the credit card occurred in March 2014 and there were monthly charges from the first 
payment through December 2016.  Based on the amount of the first payment, it appears it may 
have been for 2 months and perhaps included late fees and/or interest.  The remaining 33 
payments averaged $190.45 per month.   
Because the transactions appeared to be personal in nature, we contacted a representative of 
South Slope and determined an account had been established in Ms. Jelinek’s husband’s name.  
Using the account history information obtained from South Slope, we matched the 34 amounts 
paid with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card to the account history.     
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According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does not obtain internet, phone or other services 
from South Slope.  As a result, the $6,677.10 total from Exhibit K for all 34 transactions is 
included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.  As previously stated, when we asked 
Ms. Jelinek about monthly payments to South Slope on the ICAD credit card assigned to her, she 
reported she may have grabbed the wrong credit card and was more than happy to take care of it 
if the expense was for her household.   
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative – We identified 23 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD 
credit card involving Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative (Linn County REC).  The REC is a 
not-for-profit, member owned electric distribution cooperative serving members in the area 
surrounding Ms. Jelinek’s personal residence.  According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD 
does not obtain utility services from Linn County REC.   
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit L.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the initial charge 
paid with the credit card occurred in June 2013 and there were 4 additional charges during 2013 
and 7 charges in 2015.  However, there was 1 charge per month in 2016, with the exception of 
March.  Because the transactions appeared to be personal in nature, we contacted a 
representative of Linn County REC and determined each of the 23 payments was applied to an 
account established in Mr. and Ms. Jelinek’s name.  A copy of some of the information obtained 
from Linn County REC is included in Appendix 2.   
As previously stated, when we asked Ms. Jelinek about monthly payments to Linn County REC on 
the ICAD credit card assigned to her, she reported she may have grabbed the wrong credit card 
and was more than happy to take care of it if the expense was for her household.   
Because the payments were not for ICAD’s operations, the $3,992.00 total from Exhibit L is 
included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
Mediacom – We identified 19 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card involving Mediacom, 
a vendor which provides television, phone, and internet services.  According to ICAD officials we 
spoke with, ICAD does not obtain these services from Mediacom.   
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit M.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the initial 
payment with the credit card occurred in October 2005, but there was not another one until 
May 2012.  In 2012, there were 5 payments to Mediacom with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  
However, there was a payment to Mediacom every month with the credit card from January 2013 
through January 2014.   
Because the transactions appeared to be personal in nature, we contacted a representative of 
Mediacom and, using monthly statements Mediacom provided, we determined 18 of the 19 
payments were applied to an account established in Ms. Jelinek’s name.  The remaining payment 
was the payment made in 2005.  Mediacom was not able to provide a monthly statement for that 
payment due to its age.  A copy of a monthly statement provided by Mediacom is included in 
Appendix 3.  As illustrated by the Appendix, the account name to which payments were posted 
was held in Ms. Jelinek’s name and services were provided to an address in North Liberty.  The 
address shown on the statements agreed with Ms. Jelinek’s home address as documented in ICAD 
records.   
Because 18 of the 19 payments were for an account held in Ms. Jelinek’s name and the remaining 
payment was not for ICAD operations, the $2,850.90 total from Exhibit M is included in 
Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
Johnson County Treasurer – We identified 7 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card 
involving the Johnson County Treasurer.  Each of the payments were made in October or 
November of 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016.  According to ICAD officials we spoke with, there are no 







Description per Credit Card Statement 
 
Amount 
10/29/13 L2GJC TREASURER WEBCC    319-356-6087 IA $     508.50 
10/29/13 L2GJOHNSONCOTREAS        319-356-6087 IA 11.95 
11/19/14 L2GJOHNSONCOTREAS        319-356-6087 IA 15.30 
11/19/14 L2GJC TREASURER WEBCC    319-356-6087 IA 651.00 
10/29/15 L2G*JC TREASURER POSCC   319-356-6087 IA 599.26 
10/08/16 L2G*JC TREASURER WEBCC   319-356-6087 IA 797.50 
10/08/16 L2G*JOHNSONCOTREAS       319-356-6087 IA 18.74 
Total  $ 2,602.25 
We contacted a representative of the Johnson County Treasurer’s Office to determine if the 
payments were related to ICAD operations or personal in nature.  The information provided by the 
Johnson County Treasurer’s Office confirmed 6 of the 7 payments were for annual registration 
fees for vehicles registered in Mr. Jelinek’s name and the payer’s name was Sheri Jelinek.  As a 
result, the payments were personal in nature.  A copy of some of the information received from the 
Johnson County Treasurer’s Office is included in Appendix 4. 
As illustrated by the Table, there were 2 charges incurred on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card for 
each year with the exception of 2015.  The documentation obtained from the Johnson County 
Treasurer’s Office documented the smaller of the annual payments was a convenience fee for 
payment of the registration amount with a credit card and/or online.  Also as illustrated by the 
Table, only 1 charge was incurred in 2015.  The $599.26 payment on October 29, 2015 was the 
payment not confirmed by the Johnson County Treasurer’s Office.   
As illustrated by the Table, the 6 payments confirmed by the Johnson County include 2 payments 
per year.  We are unable to determine if the single payment charged to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit 
card in 2015 prohibited the County Treasurer’s Office from locating the payment when the staff 
searched the Office’s records for the payment.   
Because vehicle registration fees are due on an annual basis and each of the payments listed in 
the Table were made in October or November, it is reasonable to expect the $599.26 payment was 
made by Ms. Jelinek for her family’s annual vehicle registration fees.  As a result, the $2,602.25 
total is included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
When we spoke with Ms. Jelinek, we asked if she could provide an explanation for using ICAD’s 
credit card for paying registration fees for vehicles registered in her husband’s name.  In response, 
Ms. Jelinek stated, “The only thing I can think of is if I grabbed the wrong card to do it and I 
should have, I guess, caught it on the thing but, I guess, maybe I thought I was looking at my 
own?  But that’s the only thing I can think of.  Because I had a card, a personal card, through the 
credit union as well.”  As illustrated by the transactions listed in Table 9, the registration fees 
were paid with the ICAD credit card each year from 2013 through 2016.  It would be unusual to 
“grab the wrong card” 4 years in a row.      
DirecTV – We identified 15 transactions from July 2010 through February 2012 on Ms. Jelinek’s 
ICAD credit card involving DirecTV, a vendor which provides television services.  According to 
ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does not obtain services from DirecTV.   
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit N.  Because the transactions appeared to be 
personal in nature, we contacted a representative of DirecTV to determine if an account history 
including the payments could be located.  However, DirecTV reported they did not have any 
records responsive to our request.  Because the payments we attempted to confirm with DirecTV 
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were from 2011 and 2012, it is likely the detailed account information we requested had already 
been purged from its system.   
In addition to the payments to DirecTV identified on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, we identified 
a $240.28 payment in ICAD’s general accounting ledger documenting a payment had been made 
from ICAD’s bank account.  The payment was dated April 5, 2012.  We also located supporting 
documentation in ICAD’s records which support the payment.  A copy of the support is included 
in Appendix 5.  As illustrated by the Appendix, the payment was applied to an account held in 
Ms. Jelinek’s husband’s name with the address of her personal residence.  As a result of the 
documentation, we determined the $240.28 payment was improper.   
During our review of Ms. Jelinek’s personal bank statements, we identified electronic payments to 
DirecTV in April, May, and July of 2010.  As a result, it is apparent payments were made from her 
personal account prior to the payments using the ICAD credit card.   
The $240.28 payment from ICAD’s checking account is similar in amount to payments made to 
DirecTV in 2011 and 2012 with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  Because ICAD did not obtain 
services from DirecTV, we confirmed the April 2012 payment was applied to Ms. Jelinek’s personal 
DirecTV account, and Ms. Jelinek had previously used her ICAD credit card for other personal 
household expenses, the $2,264.58 total of the credit card payments listed in Exhibit N were also 
improper.   
The $2,504.86 total of the payment from ICAD’s checking account and the credit card payments is 
included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
Quality Care Storage – We identified 25 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card involving 
Quality Care Storage in North Liberty, IA, where Ms. Jelinek’s personal residence was located.  
According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD has not stored anything with Quality Care 
Storage in North Liberty.   
According to the vendor’s website, they offer indoor and drive-up storage units for rent on a 
monthly basis.  The website also states the current one-time setup fee to rent a unit is $25.00 and 
the rent is due on the first of each calendar month.  In addition, it states most customers set up 
an automatic payment with a credit card, debit card, or ACH from their bank account.   
The 25 credit card transactions identified are listed in Exhibit O.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, 
the first 2 charges paid to the vendor with the credit card occurred on December 29 and 30, 2014.  
The 23 remaining payments were then made on the 1st or 2nd of the month from February 2015 
through December 2016.  As a result, it appears the payments were set up to automatically 
charge to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card account at the beginning of each month.   
Because ICAD officials stated they had not stored anything at Quality Care Storage, we contacted 
a representative of the vendor to determine who held the account to which the payments were 
applied.  The documentation we received in response to our request shows the 25 payments listed 
in Exhibit O were all applied to an account for a 10-foot by 8-foot unit and Sheri Jelinek was the 
tenant of the unit.  The account information also included Ms. Jelinek’s home address and 
specified the lease was established on December 29, 2014.   
In addition, the information documented a $19.85 setup fee was charged and paid on 
December 29, 2014 and the rent for December 31, 2014 and the month of January 2015 totaled 
$95.06.  The information from the vendor also listed the last 4 digits of Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit 
card account for each of the payments listed in Exhibit O and showed the monthly payments 
switched from the MasterCard account to a VISA credit card account effective with the 
January 2017 payment.  As stated previously, Ms. Jelinek resigned from ICAD effective 
January 13, 2017.   
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Because the payments to Quality Care Storage were for a unit rented in Ms. Jelinek’s name and 
with her home address, the $2,137.15 total from Exhibit O is included in Exhibit A as improper 
disbursements.   
Iowa City Community School District – We identified 23 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD 
credit card involving Iowa City Schools.  According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does not 
have any reason to make payments to Iowa City Schools; however, Ms. Jelinek’s children attended 
school in the District.   
The 23 credit card transactions identified are listed in Exhibit P.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, 
the charges occurred from August 20, 2013 through November 1, 2016.  Because ICAD officials 
would not have a reason to make payments to the District, we contacted a representative of the 
District to determine what the payments were applied to.  The documentation we received in 
response to our request shows 19 of the 23 payments listed in Exhibit P were for Ms. Jelinek’s 
son’s lunch account.   
We were not able to determine why the District was not able to determine the reason for the 4 
remaining payment to the District from Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  However, as illustrated by 
Exhibit P, 2 of the payments which were not confirmed by the District were for $100.00 each, 
which is the same amount as other payments posted to Ms. Jelinek’s son’s school lunch account.  
In addition, the payments were made in January and April of 2015.  There were other $100.00 
payments made to the school lunch account before and after these payments.   
The remaining 2 payments which were not confirmed by the District were made on August 8, 
2014 and August 13, 2015 for $150.00 and $135.00, respectively.  These payments were larger 
than other payments and were described as “RVT*IOWA CITY CSD IOWA CITY IA” on the credit 
card statements rather than “IOWA CITY COMMUNITYSC IOWA CITY IA” as the lunch account 
payments were described.  Because these payments were made in August, are larger than other 
payments, and were described in a different manner, it is reasonable they were to pay for 
something other than lunch, such as registration fees, activity fees, or other student fees.  As a 
result, it is possible the District was not able to trace these payments to a credit card as we 
requested them to.   
Because ICAD has no reason to make any payments to the District and Ms. Jelinek’s children 
attended the District during the period the payments were applied to her ICAD credit card 
account, the $1,750.00 total from Exhibit P is included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
When we spoke with Ms. Jelinek, we informed her we identified a number of payments made with 
her ICAD credit card for her son’s lunch account at the District.  She did not provide an 
explanation for these payments.  We also asked if the 2 payments made in August 2014 and 2015 
were for school fees.  Ms. Jelinek reported she would have paid those types of fees with her own 
credit card if she used a credit card to pay them, but typically wrote a check for school fees she 
paid at the beginning of the school year. 
Barnes and Noble – We identified 102 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card involving 
Barnes and Noble.  Of the 102 transactions, 101 were purchases and 1 was a refund.  The 102 
transactions are listed in Exhibit Q.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the total of the transactions, 
net of the refund, was $1,708.75.  The Exhibit also illustrates 12 of the transactions were made 
at Barnes and Noble locations in Coralville, Cedar Rapids, and Waterloo, IA.  The remaining 90 
transactions were made at Barnes&Noble.com.   
Because sufficient documentation for the 102 transactions was not available in ICAD’s records, we 
contacted a representative of Barnes & Noble to determine what was purchased for the 
transactions identified.  Barnes & Noble was not able to provide information for purchases 
occurring prior to January 1, 2009.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, we identified 6 purchases made 
with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card from November 2, 2004 through December 9, 2008.  Because 
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Barnes and Noble was not able to provide information regarding these purchases, the $347.49 
total for the 6 purchases is classified as unsupported.   
For the remaining 96 transactions identified, Barnes and Noble provided a detailed listing of the 
products provided.  Based on the information provided by Barnes and Noble, the items purchased 
included a Nook® tablet, products and accessories related to a Nook®, 4 gift cards, and romance 
and mystery novels.  The purchases also included electronic versions of magazines such as 
Shutterbug and HGTV.  As previously stated, we identified a number of photography-related items 
purchased with the ICAD credit card which were not for ICAD operations.  Also based on the 
information provided by Barnes and Noble, many of the items purchased were electronically 
downloaded or delivered to Ms. Jelinek’s personal residence.  The items which were not related to 
ICAD operations were classified as improper in Exhibit Q.   
Exhibit Q also includes some items which were reasonable for ICAD operations.  These included 
books on topics related to business etiquette, the use of Microsoft® products and QuickBooks® 
and shorthand.  We confirmed with ICAD officials these types of books may have been used for 
ICAD.  These items were classified as reasonable in the Exhibit.   
In addition to the information listed in Exhibit Q, Barnes and Noble provided details for 4 
additional purchases made in July, August, October, and November of 2012.  The information 
provided by Barnes & Noble was based on Ms. Jelinek’s Barnes and Noble membership.   
The 4 purchases would have been included in the ICAD credit card statements which UICCU was 
not able to provide for the months ended in August and November of 2012.  The 4 purchases are 
listed in Table 10.   
Table 10 
Date Description Amount 
07/26/12 Shop Smart (electronic subscription) $ 2.40 
08/07/12 Shutterbug (electronic subscription) 1.25 
10/26/12 Shop Smart (electronic subscription) 2.40 
11/07/12 Shutterbug (electronic subscription) 1.25 
  $ 7.30 
As illustrated by the Table, the 4 purchases were for electronic subscriptions.  When the 
transactions are compared to activity in Exhibit Q, it is apparent the transactions are part of a 
series of monthly subscriptions for Shutterbug and ShopSmart.  For this reason, and because all 
the other purchases for which Barnes and Noble provided detailed information were paid for by 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, it is reasonable to expect the 4 additional purchases for which 
Barnes and Noble provided information were also made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.   
Table 11 summarizes the total of the purchases made from Barnes and Noble with Ms. Jelinek’s 
ICAD credit card.   
Table 11 
Source Improper Unsupported Reasonable 
Exhibit U $1,180.16 347.49 181.10 
Table 10 7.30 - - 
   Total 1,187.46 347.49 181.10 
The $1,187.46 total of improper purchases and $347.49 of unsupported purchase from Barnes 
and Noble are included in Exhibit A.   
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Sirius XM – We identified 24 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card involving Sirius XM, 
a vendor which provides subscription-based music, sports coverage, news and talk programs.  
According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does not obtain these services from Sirius XM.   
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit R.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, monthly 
payments were made from July 2014 through June 2015, then again from January 2015 through 
November 2016 with 2 payments in February 2016.      
Because ICAD does not obtain services from Sirius XM, we contacted a representative of 
Sirius XM to identify the account the payments were applied to.  Using the billing and payment 
history obtained from Sirius XM, we determined the 24 charges listed in Exhibit R were applied to 
an account held in Ms. Jelinek’s name.    
Because payments were for an account held in Ms. Jelinek’s name the $525.47 total from 
Exhibit R is included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
Hulu - We identified 28 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card involving Hulu, a vendor 
which provides internet streaming services.  According to ICAD officials we spoke with, ICAD does 
not obtain these services from Hulu.   
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit S.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, monthly 
payments were made from September 2007 through December 2008.  Because ICAD does not 
obtain services from Hulu, we contacted a representative of Hulu to identify the account the 
payments were applied to.   
In response to our request, Hulu provided a billing and payment history for an account held in 
Ms. Jelinek’s name.  The billing and payment history included the most recent 8 payments 
charged to Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  Hulu did not maintain information at this level of 
detail for the period prior to May 2008.  However, Hulu confirmed Ms. Jelinek’s Hulu account was 
established on August 30, 2014.  As illustrated by Exhibit S, the first payment to Hulu with 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card was posted on September 7, 2014, approximately a week after 
Ms. Jelinek’s Hulu account was created.  As a result, it is reasonable the remaining 20 payments 
were also for Ms. Jelinek’s Hulu account.   
Because payments were for an account held in Ms. Jelinek’s name the $223.72 total from 
Exhibit S is included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
QVC – As stated previously, the credit card statements available for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card 
included 6,523 transactions, including purchases, payments, late fees, transfer fees, and interest 
charges.  Of these transactions, 5,984 were charges from QVC totaling $201,360.22 and 539 were 
refunds from QVC which totaled $15,225.41.  The $186,134.81 of purchases, net of the refunds, 
were paid for with ICAD funds.   
When we discussed the transactions with ICAD officials and staff, they stated there would not be 
a reason to purchase items from QVC for ICAD operations.  In addition, we were not able to locate 
supporting documentation in the ICAD office for the transactions involving QVC.  Also, ICAD 
officials reported and we confirmed there have been no purchases by ICAD from QVC since 
Ms. Jelinek left ICAD’s employment.  As a result, we attempted to determine how to reach a 
representative of QVC to serve a subpoena to obtain a detailed listing of the items purchased.  
However, with the assistance of a Special Agent of the Division of Criminal Investigation, we were 
unable to locate a QVC representative or location where we could serve an enforceable subpoena 
for the information.    
The transactions identified are listed in Exhibit T.  During our testing of the transactions 
involving QVC, we considered the following:   
• QVC is similar in nature to HSN in terms of the types of items sold, the mediums 
used to market products, and the manner in which they are sold.  Both 
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organizations are considered to be “Cable Shopping Networks” which specialize in 
selling many types of items, including, but not limited to, jewelry, clothing, shoes, 
handbags and luggage, electronics, household products, health products, beauty 
items, and fitness products.  While some items sold by QVC may be used in an office 
setting, such as printers and scanners, QVC does not sell office supplies.   
• As she did from HSN, Ms. Jelinek made numerous purchases from QVC using her 
ICAD credit card.  The transactions identified using the available statements for 
Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card occurred from May 23, 2010 to December 17, 2016.   
• The transaction descriptions listed on the available credit card statements included 
an order ID number, just as the HSN transactions did.  As previously stated, we 
identified 5,984 charges and 539 refunds from QVC.  However, by extracting the 
order ID number from the transactions and sorting the transaction data by the order 
ID, we determined there was a total of 2,883 order ID numbers.  As a result, there 
were 2,883 items purchased from QVC with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card.  There 
were 6,523 transactions associated with 2,883 items purchased as a result of flex 
payments.    
• We identified a number payments to QVC from Ms. Jelinek's personal bank account.  
As a result, it is apparent Ms. Jelinek made personal purchases on a frequent basis 
from QVC.   
Based on all information available to us for the QVC transactions and considering ICAD officials 
were not aware of any purchase from QVC for ICAD operations, it is reasonable to expect none of 
the items purchased from QVC were for ICAD operations.  Because ICAD funds were used for all 
payments on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card, the $186,134.81 of purchases, net of the refunds, 
are included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
Walmart – The available credit card statements for Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card included 157 
transactions involving Walmart which totaled a net amount of $10,388.94.  The transactions 
included both purchases and refunds.  The purchases were made at Walmart locations in Iowa 
City, Coralville, Cedar Rapids, and Oskaloosa.  The transactions also included purchases made at 
Walmart.com.   
The 157 transactions are listed in Exhibit U.  Because sufficient documentation was not available 
in the ICAD offices for the transactions identified, we obtained information regarding the items 
purchased directly from Walmart.  However, Walmart was unable to provide detailed information 
for transactions prior to May 1, 2014.  As illustrated by Exhibit U, we identified 126 transactions 
which occurred prior to May 1, 2014.  As a result, the $7,957.67 net total of the 126 transactions 
are classified as unsupported in the Exhibit.  Walmart also did not provide detailed information 
for 7 transactions which occurred after May 1, 2014.  These transactions, with a net total of 
$597.79, are also classified as unsupported in the Exhibit.   
For the 24 transactions for which Walmart provided a detailed list of items purchased, we were 
unable to determine the propriety of a $9.20 purchase made on June 27, 2014.  The purchase 
consisted of paper towels which may have been used in the ICAD office or may be personal in 
nature.   
We also identified 2 purchases totaling $181.87 which appear reasonable for ICAD operations.  
The purchases included office supplies such as binders, file folders, a desktop organizer and a 
stapler.   
In addition, the 24 transactions for which Walmart provided detailed information, we determined 
21 of the purchases were personal in nature.  As illustrated by Exhibit U, the personal purchases 
included items such as medications, a Starbuck’s gift card, tools, body wash, dishwasher 
detergent, after shave, and laundry items.  If any items of a personal nature were identified within 
a purchase, all items purchased during that same visit were considered personal in nature.   
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The $8,564.66 of unsupported transactions and $1,642.41 of improper transactions listed in 
Exhibit U are included in Exhibit A.   
PayPal – We identified 222 transactions on Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit card involving PayPal.  Of 
the 222 transactions, 220 were purchases and 2 were refunds.  The 222 transactions are listed in 
Exhibit V.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, the total of the transactions, net of the refunds, is 
$18,772.69.  The Exhibit also illustrates the PayPal transactions involve payments to a number of 
various vendors.   
Documentation for the 222 transactions was not available in ICAD’s records.  However, based on 
the vendors described in the available credit card statements, none of the vendors appeared to be 
related to ICAD operations.  We also discussed the vendors listed in Exhibit V with an ICAD 
official who was not able to identify a purpose for the purchases.  As illustrated by the Exhibit, 
the vendors paid through PayPal included:   
• Portrait Pro (a photo software vendor) 
• Beach Body (a fitness vendor) 
• Auto parts vendors and dealers, including Fairway Ford and Rod Baker Ford.   
• Pyrex lids 
• Oriental Trading Co. 
• Tri-County North Little League 
• PEC Photo, a school and sports photographer 
• Apparel vendors, including TeeSpring, Elite Sports, and LuLaRoe 
• It Is Vapor, a vendor which sells vaping products 
• U Camp, an RV products vendor 
The PayPal transactions listed in the Exhibit also include a payment to HSN.  As discussed 
previously, we identified a number of purchases from HSN made with Ms. Jelinek’s ICAD credit 
card which were personal in nature.  The PayPal transactions also include the payments listed in 
Table 12.  Each of the vendors listed in the Table were also described in the available credit card 
statements as transactions involving the use of a Square.  As previously stated, each of the 
Square accounts with names which match these vendor names were accounts established in 
Ms. Jelinek’s name and with her home address.   
Table 12 
Date Description Amount 
03/09/14 PAYPAL*SLJELINEK12  04029352244 IA $     108.42 
05/27/14 PP* SLJELINEK12 NORTH LIBER IA 410.00 
07/08/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 800.00 
07/09/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 800.00 
07/15/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 1,195.00 
07/16/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 595.00 
07/21/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 1,195.00 
10/21/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER IA 500.00 
01/07/17 PAYPAL*ROIACCT  4029357733 CA 935.00 
Total  $ 6,538.42 
Because none of the transactions involving PayPal are related to ICAD operations, the $18,772.69 
total from Exhibit V is included in Exhibit A as improper disbursements.   
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Miscellaneous Vendors – In addition to the purchases from the vendors previously described, we 
determined there were 2,390 transactions included in the available credit card statements.  The 
vendors related to these transactions included, but were not limited to, restaurants, convenience 
stores, retail vendors, and service providers.  While some of the purchases were clearly personal in 
nature, we discussed a number of the vendors with an ICAD official to determine the propriety of 
purchases.  We also considered the vendor, frequency, and amounts of the purchases.   
Purchases were classified as improper if the products or services provided by the vendor were 
personal in nature or not necessary or reasonable for ICAD’s operations.  Purchases were 
classified as unsupported if appropriate documentation was not available or it was not possible to 
determine if the purchase was related to ICAD’s operations or was personal in nature.  Other 
purchases were classified as reasonable if it appeared they were for ICAD’s operations based on 
available supporting documentation, the vendor, frequency and amount of the payments, and/or 
discussions with ICAD officials.   
The transactions determined to be improper or unsupported are listed in Exhibit W.  As 
illustrated by the Exhibit, we identified $102,607.99 of improper disbursements and $27,561.65 
of unsupported disbursements.  The improper disbursements included:    
• 133 purchases from LuLaRoe, a clothing vendor, totaling $6,829.92, 
• 52 purchases from gym or fitness facilities which total $4,155.69,  
• 56 purchases from Scentsy totaling $4,097.69,  
• 23 purchases from Lowes totaling $3,021.52, 
• 29 purchases from a veterinary clinic or pet supply vendors which total $2,838.25,  
• 11 purchases from a camping supply vendor or for camping reservations totaling 
$2,545.04, and   
• 30 purchases from Bed, Bath, & Beyond which total $2,517.34. 
The $27,561.65 of unsupported purchases identified includes purchases for software and 
purchases from vendors such as Best Buy and Office Depot.   
The $102,607.99 of improper purchases and $27,561.65 of unsupported purchases listed in 
Exhibit W are also included in Exhibit A.   
August and November 2012 Activity – As previously stated, UICCU initially issued an ICAD 
credit card to Ms. Jelinek on November 25, 2002.  We obtained copies of the detailed credit card 
statements from UICCU which included activity on the account for the period December 12, 2003 
through March 14, 2017.  However, UICCU was not able to provide statements for the months 
ended August 13, 2012 and November 14, 2012.  These credit card statements included activity 
from July 12, 2012 through August 12, 2012 and October 14, 2012 through November 12, 2012, 
respectively.   
Although the August and November 2012 credit card statements were not available from UICCU, 
we were able to calculate the net amount of purchases which would have been included in the 2 
monthly statements by using the prior and following months' credit card statements for beginning 
and ending balances and ICAD's bank statements to identify payments on the credit card ending 
in number 0519 during the month when the credit card statements were not available.  We also 
included in the calculation known purchases during these periods as provided by Amazon, 
Staples, and Barnes & Noble.  The calculation of the net purchases are summarized in Table 13.   
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Ending balance (from next month’s beginning balance) $ 2,276.27 1,865.98 4,142.25 
Add:  Payments (traced to ICAD bank statements) 1,157.89 1,532.82 2,690.71 
Less:  Beginning balance (from prior month’s ending balance) (752.87) (194.85) (947.72) 
   Calculated net purchases 2,681.29 3,203.95 5,885.24 
   Less:  Purchases from Vendors    
     Amazon  (Exhibit D) (690.28) (158.12) (848.40) 
     Staples  (Table 7) (354.70) (49.21) (403.91) 
     Barnes and Noble (Table 10) (3.65) (3.65) (7.30) 
         Net purchases $ 1,632.66 2,992.97 4,625.63 
Because we are unable to determine the propriety of the $4,625.63 net amount of purchases 
which would have been included in the credit card statements ended in August and November 
2012, $4,625.63 is included in Exhibit A as unsupported purchases.   
Purchases from Costco 
ICAD officials obtained membership information from Costco and detailed purchase information 
for all transactions associated with ICAD’s membership at Costco.  We reviewed the information 
provided by Costco and compared the transaction totals to payments to “Capitol One Commercial” 
recorded in ICAD’s general ledger.  The Capital One credit card was referred to as a “Costco CR” 
[credit card] in some of the detailed purchase information when it was used to pay for a 
transaction.   
Based on the information obtained from Costco, the membership established in ICAD’s name 
became effective February 15, 2013 and the last annual renewal was made on January 28, 2016.  
The membership included cards with unique numbers issued to various ICAD employees, 
including Ms. Jelinek.  A separate membership card was also issued to Mr. Jelinek.   
The detailed information obtained from Costco included 184 transactions between April 10, 2013 
and December 28, 2016 which totaled $28,501.42.  The purchases were made in a Costco store, 
at gas pumps, and online.  The receipts for the purchases made at gas pumps did not specify the 
membership card used for the purchase.  However, for the purchases made in stores and online, 
the information from Costco shows all purchases were made with the membership cards assigned 
to Ms. Jelinek or her husband.  None of the purchases were made with the membership cards 
assigned to other ICAD employees.   
Of the 184 transactions, 89 were paid with cash, a VISA, or a debit card which were not 
associated with ICAD’s bank accounts.  We traced a number of these transactions to Ms. Jelinek’s 
personal bank account statements.  The 89 transactions total $2,591.39.  Of the 89 transactions, 
44 were made with the membership card assigned to Mr. Jelinek, 18 transactions were made with 
the membership card assigned to Ms. Jelinek, and 27 were purchases at gas pumps.   Items paid 
with Ms. Jelinek’s personal account include batteries, sea salt caramel, Lucky Charms, Nutella, 
Templeton Rye Whiskey, and All American chocolate.  Because the purchases were not paid with 
ICAD funds, they are not included in Exhibit A.   
The remaining 95 transactions of the 184 transactions Costco provided purchase information for 
were paid for with the Costco credit card.  The 95 transactions total $25,910.03.  Of the 95 
transactions, 27 were purchases at gas pumps, 1 was made with the membership card assigned 
to Mr. Jelinek, and 67 purchases were made with the membership card assigned to Ms. Jelinek.    
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The 95 transactions and the items purchased are listed in Exhibit X.  As illustrated by the 
Exhibit, the transactions include 2 membership renewals totaling $110.00.  The Exhibit also 
illustrates the transaction made with the membership card assigned to Mr. Jelinek included 
batteries, Oral-B toothbrush heads, and medicine.   
The Exhibit also illustrates we determined $23,840.05 of the purchases were not related to 
ICAD’s operations and, as a result, were improper.  The transactions include purchases of 
cameras, camera lenses,  photo printer and ink, food, batteries, an Xbox, Xbox subscriptions, 
laptops, vitamins, medicines, a cordless telephone, fuel, a 55” Samsung TV, a 40” Samsung TV, 
Samsung Streaming Blue, and a child’s 6V Mini Cooper.  According to an ICAD official we spoke 
with, ICAD’s technology items were purchased from Best Buy and Staples.  Laptops and other 
technology items for ICAD operations were not purchased from Costco.   
The Exhibit also illustrates we identified $1,959.98 of unsupported purchases.  These 
transactions included large quantities of coffee, creamer, sugar, and other items which may have 
been used at ICAD’s office or may have been personal in nature.   
In addition, the Exhibit includes payments made by ICAD for the purchases made at Costco.  As 
previously stated, the payments made by ICAD were to Capital One for a Costco credit card.  As a 
result, the payments were often a combination of 2 or more purchases.  In addition, we identified 
1 instance for which the payment by ICAD exceeded the Costco purchases near that time.  It is 
possible the Costco credit card was used to make purchases at another vendor.  Because we are 
unable to determine where the additional purchase(s) were made and the propriety of the 
purchase(s), the excess payment is not included in Exhibit A.  We also identified 2 instances for 
which the payment to Capital One was less than the amounts of the Costco purchases near the 
time of the payment.  It is possible ICAD did not immediately pay the full balance due on the 
credit card.   
The $23,840.05 and $1,959.98 totals of improper and unsupported Costco purchases listed in 
Exhibit X are also included in Exhibit A.   
When we spoke with Ms. Jelinek, we asked about purchases made with the ICAD Costco credit 
card.  We specifically asked about purchases made at the fuel pumps and certain purchases made 
inside the store.  Ms. Jelinek stated the fuel purchases seemed “odd” to her and she was not able 
to provide an explanation for them.  She stated, based on her memory, all the receipts were for 
purchases from inside the store and she did not remember “marking” any of the receipts as fuel.  
We also specifically asked about the purchase of the X-box and the 6V Mini Cooper.  Ms. Jelinek 
stated the X-box was purchased for her husband and the car was purchased for her grandson, 
but she would have used her personal debit card for purchases like those or wrote a check. 
Payroll Costs 
In addition to her other financial responsibilities, Ms. Jelinek prepared payroll for all ICAD 
employees, including herself.  Ms. Jelinek’s written job description for the Office Manager position 
she held states, in part, “Personnel management to include, but not limited to, payroll, 
withholding, PTO record keeping, benefits management, employee handbook maintenance and 
new hire documentation and training.”   
We reviewed the payroll records Ms. Jelinek prepared for herself and related records, such as 
timesheets and documentation of wage increases.  As a result of our review, we identified the 
following concerns:   
• A number of the documents available which document the calculation of gross 
wages and/or performance incentive plans were not signed to document approval by 
the ICAD President and/or other ICAD officials, such as Board members.  In 
addition, for some years, there was no supporting documentation located for wage 
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increases grant to Ms. Jelinek.  However, none of the increases appeared unusual in 
nature or excessive in amounts.  
• A number of timesheets to support the information recorded in the payroll records 
were not available.  As a result, we were not able to verify the accuracy of the 
information recorded in the payroll records for the pay periods when timesheets 
were not available.   
• According to ICAD’s Employee Handbook, an Extended Illness Account (EIA) begins 
at the start of each calendar year.  Eligible employees are provided 6 days of 
prorated paid extended sick leave per calendar year and cannot accumulate beyond 
720 hours.  This limit became effective in 2010.  However, prior to 2010, the 
allowable maximum balance was 240 hours.  The Employee Handbook also specifies 
“Under no condition will an employee be granted permission to draw on future, 
unearned extended illness benefits.”   
Based on a review of information in the payroll records, Ms. Jelinek’s EIA balance 
exceeded the 240 hour maximum amount allowable in 2009.   The payroll records 
also show Ms. Jelinek’s EIA balance was in a deficit position from August 16, 2003 
through December 15, 2006, with the exception of 2 pay periods.  However, we 
determined we were not able to rely on the information recorded in the payroll 
records because we identified instances where EIA was recorded on Ms. Jelinek’s 
timesheets but not recorded in payroll records.  Also, as previously stated, a 
number of timesheets were not available.  As a result, we are unable to verify the 
accuracy of the information recorded in the payroll records.   
• ICAD staff and officials we spoke with voiced concern Ms. Jelinek may not have 
properly recorded on her timesheets all the time she was away from the office for 
sick leave and other reasons.  As a result, they were concerned her paid leave time 
may not have been properly recorded in the payroll records.  As previously stated, a 
number of timesheets were not available for our review.  In addition, of the 
timesheets available, some were not signed by anyone other than Ms. Jelinek.  As a 
result, there was no independent documentation available for us to determine if all 
paid time off was properly recorded in the payroll records for Ms. Jelinek.    
• We identified a limited number of instances for which a reimbursement to 
Ms. Jelinek was included in her payroll check rather than issued as a separate 
reimbursement check.  We also determined some of the reimbursement amounts 
issued to Ms. Jelinek were not properly supported.   
As previously stated, a number of timesheets were not available.  In addition, of the timesheets 
available, some were not signed by anyone other than Ms. Jelinek.  As a result, there was no 
independent documentation available for us to verify the accuracy of the information recorded 
in the payroll records.  For this reason, no costs related to Ms. Jelinek’s payroll amounts are 
included in Exhibit A.   
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RECOMMENDED CONTROL PROCEDURES 
As part of our investigation, we reviewed the procedures used by the Iowa City Area 
Development Group to perform bank reconciliations and process receipts, disbursements and 
payroll.  An important aspect of internal control is to establish procedures that provide 
accountability for assets susceptible to loss from error and irregularities.  These procedures 
provide the actions of one individual will act as a check on those of another and provide a level of 
assurance errors or irregularities will be noted within a reasonable time during the course of 
normal operations.  Based on our findings and observations detailed below, the following 
recommendations are made to strengthen ICAD’s internal controls. 
A. Segregation of Duties – An important aspect of internal control is the segregation 
of duties among employees to prevent an individual employee from handling 
duties which are incompatible.  A former employee had control over each of the 
following areas:   
(1) Receipts – collecting, posting, deposit preparation and depositing. 
(2) Disbursements – check preparation, posting, and distribution. 
(3) Payroll – check preparation, signing, posting, and distribution. 
(4) Bank accounts and credit card statements – receiving and reconciling 
monthly bank statements to accounting records.   
Recommendation – We realize segregation of duties is difficult with a limited 
number of office employees.  However, the functions listed above should be 
segregated.  In addition, ICAD officials or Board members should review financial 
records, perform reconciliations, and examine supporting documentation for 
accounting records on a periodic basis. 
Also, bank statements should be delivered to an official who does not collect or 
disburse funds.  The bank statements should be reviewed in a timely manner for 
unusual activity.  Bank reconciliations should be performed monthly and should 
be reviewed by someone independent of other financial responsibilities.  The 
reviews should be documented by the signature or initials of the reviewer and the 
date of the review.   
B. Credit card payments – Most monthly credit card statements were not located in 
ICAD’s records for a credit card held by a former employee.  However, selected 
pages of a very limited number of the credit card statements were recovered from 
ICAD’s accounting records along with a limited number of related vendor 
receipts. 
Because no one independent of preparing financial transactions periodically 
compared payments recorded on bank statements to accounting records, 
payments for the unauthorized credit card were not identified.    
Recommendation – As stated previously, someone independent of preparing 
and/or processing financial transactions should perform a monthly reconciliation 
between bank statements and ICAD accounting records.  In addition, the 
individual performing the reconciliation should periodically compare some 
transactions to supporting documentation to ensure all disbursements are 
properly supported.   
C. Payroll – Because duties related to payroll responsibilities were not properly 
segregated, Ms. Jelinek prepared all payroll records for herself and other ICAD 
employees.  During our review of payroll records we determined:  
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• A number of documents which support increases to gross wages 
and/or performance incentive plans were not signed to document 
independent approval.   
• A number of timesheets to support information recorded in the 
payroll records were not available.  As a result, we were not able to 
verify the accuracy of the information recorded in the payroll 
records.   
• A number of timesheets available for our review were not signed by 
anyone other than the employee.  As a result, there was no 
independent documentation available    
Because not all timesheets were available and not all available timesheets were 
signed by an independent party we were unable to verify the accuracy of the 
information recorded in the payroll records.   
Recommendation – Payroll duties should be adequately segregated.  In addition, 
all timesheets listing employee hours worked and/or leave time taken should be 
reviewed by an independent party for accuracy and the review should be 
documented by a signature on the timesheet.  All timesheets should be 
maintained to support information recorded in the payroll records.   
D. Supporting Documentation – Monthly credit card statements were not located in 
ICAD’s records for a credit card held by a former employee.  As a result, no one 
was aware the credit card existed.    
Recommendation – As stated previously, someone independent of preparing 
and/or processing financial transactions should perform a monthly reconciliation 
between bank statements and ICAD accounting records.  In addition, the 
individual performing the reconciliation should periodically compare some 
transactions to supporting documentation to ensure all disbursements are 
properly supported.   
E. Management and Board Oversight – Management and the Board have a fiduciary 
responsibility to provide oversight of ICAD’s operations and financial 
transactions.  Oversight is typically defined as the “watchful and responsible 
care” exercised in a fiduciary capacity.   
Based on our observations and the procedures performed, we determined 
management and the Board placed trust in a former employee’s actions and 
failed to exercise proper fiduciary oversight.  The lack of appropriate oversight 
and the failure to ensure implementation of adequate internal controls permitted 
the employee to exercise too much control over ICAD’s financial transactions.    
Recommendation – Oversight by management and the Board is essential and 
should be an ongoing effort by all members.  In the future, management and the 
Board should exercise due care and require and review pertinent information and 
documentation prior to making decisions affecting ICAD operations.  In addition, 
appropriate policies and procedures should be adopted, implement, and 
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Exhibit / 
Table Improper Unsupported Total
Improper and Unsupported disbursements:
Credit card payments/purchases on accounts associated with Sheri Jelinek:
Amazon:
From available credit card statements Exhibit C 31,062.56         1,134.70        32,197.26       
For periods statements not available Exhibit D 632.17              216.23           848.40            
Home Shopping Network Exhibit E 22,703.36         -                22,703.36       
Square Exhibit F 20,332.30         115.75           20,448.05       
Staples
Exhibit G/  
Table 8
4,502.89           2,377.17        6,880.06         
Allstate Insurance Exhibit H 16,665.79         -                16,665.79       
Cellular Phone Providers: 
   Verizon Exhibit I 12,973.78         -                12,973.78       
   Sprint-Virgin Mobile Exhibit J 553.02              -                553.02            
South Slope Copperative Communications Exhibit K 6,677.10           -                6,677.10         
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative Exhibit L 3,992.00           -                3,992.00         
Mediacom Exhibit M 2,850.90           -                2,850.90         
Johnson County Treasurer Table 9 2,602.25           -                2,602.25         
DirecTV Page 23 2,504.86           -                2,504.86         
Quality Care Storage Exhibit O 2,137.15           -                2,137.15         
Iowa City Community School District Exhibit P 1,750.00           -                1,750.00         
Barnes and Noble Table 11 1,187.46           347.49           1,534.95         
Sirius XM Exhibit R 525.47              -                525.47            
Hulu Exhibit S 223.72              -                223.72            
Credit card purchases from other retail vendors:
QVC Exhibit T 186,134.81       -                186,134.81     
Walmart Exhibit U 1,642.41           8,564.66        10,207.07       
Paypal Exhibit V 18,772.69         -                18,772.69       
Other vendors Exhibit W 102,607.99       27,561.65      130,169.64     
August and November 2012 activity Table 13 -                   4,625.63        4,625.63         
Amount
Description
Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group




                                
___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit A
Exhibit / 
Table Improper Unsupported Total
Amount
Description
Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Summary of Findings
Purchases from Costco Exhibit X 23,840.05         1,959.98        25,800.03       
Total improper and unsupported disbursements 466,874.73       46,903.26      513,777.99     
Less:  Payment from an unknown source Page 8 (444.55)             -                (444.55)           
   Net amount 466,430.18$     46,903.26      513,333.44     
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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XXX 2464 01/13/04 287.49$       174.79              -             -           
XXX 2464 02/11/04 82.89           107.33              -             -           
XXX 2464 03/11/04 107.33         35.81                -             -           
XXX 2464 04/12/04 35.81           251.06              -             -           
XXX 2464 05/12/04 251.06         173.98              -             -           
XXX 2464 06/10/04 173.98         94.12                -             -           
XXX 2464 07/13/04 94.12           345.16              -             -           
XXX 2464 08/11/04 261.16         127.38              -             -           
XXX 2464 09/13/04 127.38         197.91              -             -           
XXX 2464 10/12/04 197.91         266.70              -             -           
XXX 2464 11/10/04 250.96         142.36              -             -           
XXX 2464 12/13/04 142.36         245.47              -             -           
XXX 2464 01/12/05 245.47         75.17                -             -           
XXX 2464 02/10/05 75.17           274.95              -             -           
XXX 2464 03/14/05 211.99         196.73              -             -           
XXX 2464 04/12/05 196.73         317.57              -             -           
XXX 2464 05/11/05 317.57         181.32              -             -           
XXX 2464 06/13/05 181.32         993.10              -             -           
XXX 2464 07/13/05 989.25         422.98              -             -           
XXX 2464 08/12/05 422.98         321.30              -             -           
XXX 2464 09/13/05 191.35         264.34              -             -           
XXX 2464 10/12/05 196.15         503.90              -             -           
XXX 2464 11/05/05 503.90         416.39              -             -           
XXX 2464 12/13/05 416.39         518.52              -             -           
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Summary of Credit Card Activity
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Payments  Credits 
 New 
Balance 
287.49              91.90            82.89         1
82.89                -                107.33       1
107.33              -                35.81         1
35.81                -                251.06       1
251.06              -                173.98       1
173.98              -                94.12         1
94.12                84.00            261.16       1
261.16              -                127.38       1
127.38              -                197.91       1
197.91              15.74            250.96       1
250.96              -                142.36       1
142.36              -                245.47       1
245.47              -                75.17         1
75.17                62.96            211.99       1
211.99              -                196.73       1
196.73              -                317.57       1
317.57              -                181.32       1
181.32              3.85              989.25       1
989.25              -                422.98       1
422.98              129.95          191.35       1
191.35              68.19            196.15       1
196.15              -                503.90       1
503.90              -                416.39       1
416.39              32.54            485.98       1
















Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Summary of Credit Card Activity
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
XXX 2464 01/12/06 485.98         107.66              -             -           
XXX 2464 02/10/06 107.66         364.48              -             -           
XXX 2464 03/14/06 364.48         346.95              -             -           
XXX 2464 04/12/06 346.95         437.48              -             -           
XXX 2464 05/11/06 437.48         163.01              -             -           
XXX 2464 06/13/06 163.01         183.56              -             -           
XXX 2464 07/13/06 183.56         30.47                -             -           
XXX 2464 08/14/06 30.47           1,112.59           -             -           
XXX 2464 09/13/06 185.72         379.24              -             -           
XXX 2464 10/12/06 295.21         400.69              -             -           
XXX 2464 11/10/06 400.69         366.15              -             -           
XXX 2464 12/12/06 360.69         113.05              -             -           
XXX 2464 01/12/07 113.05         135.65              -             -           
XXX 2464 02/12/07 135.65         561.21              -             -           
XXX 2464 03/13/07 561.21         358.46              -             -           
XXX 2464 04/11/07 344.82         624.69              -             -           
XXX 2464 05/11/07 624.69         204.32              -             -           
XXX 2464 06/12/07 204.32         378.12              -             -           
XXX 2464 07/12/07 378.12         248.69              -             -           
XXX 2464 08/13/07 248.69         299.79              -             -           
XXX 2464 09/13/07 299.79         239.43              -             -           
XXX 2464 10/12/07 239.43         403.31              -             -           
XXX 2464 11/12/07 398.55         442.52              -             -           
XXX 2464 12/12/07 442.52         261.40              -             -           
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit B
 Payments  Credits 
 New 
Balance 
Number of Payments 
During the Month
485.98              -                107.66       1
107.66              -                364.48       1
364.48              -                346.95       1
346.95              -                437.48       1
437.48              -                163.01       1
163.01              -                183.56       1
183.56              -                30.47         1
934.25              23.09            185.72       2
185.72              84.03            295.21       1
295.21              -                400.69       1
400.69              5.46              360.69       1
360.69              -                113.05       1
113.05              -                135.65       1
135.65              -                561.21       1
561.21              13.64            344.82       1
344.82              -                624.69       1
624.69              -                204.32       1
204.32              -                378.12       1
378.12              -                248.69       1
248.69              -                299.79       1
299.79              -                239.43       1
239.43              4.76              398.55       1
398.55              -                442.52       1
442.52              -                261.40       1
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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XXX 2464 01/14/08 261.40         977.99              -             -           
XXX 2464 02/12/08 263.24         814.01              -             -           
XXX 2464 03/12/08 814.01         467.86              -             -           
XXX 2464 04/11/08 465.73         1,248.94           -             0.79         
XXX 2464 05/12/08 865.30         255.42              -             -           
XXX 2464 06/11/08 255.42         986.18              -             -           
XXX 2464 07/14/08 681.18         369.80              -             -           
XXX 2464 08/12/08 369.80         576.71              -             -           
XXX 2464 09/11/08 576.71         922.28              -             -           
XXX 2464 10/14/08 922.28         283.12              -             -           
XXX 2464 11/12/08 276.77         325.83              -             -           
XXX 2464 12/11/08 325.83         844.87              -             -           
XXX 2464 01/13/09 141.40         689.02              -             -           
XXX 0519 02/11/09 652.98         618.95              15.00         # -           
XXX 0519 03/12/09 633.95         461.72              -             -           
XXX 0519 04/13/09 446.72         824.56              -             -           
XXX 0519 05/12/09 792.80         213.00              -             -           
XXX 0519 06/11/09 206.34         534.01              -             -           
XXX 0519 07/14/09 534.01         138.85              -             -           
XXX 0519 08/12/09 138.85         567.91              -             -           
XXX 0519 09/11/09 557.22         498.23              -             -           
XXX 0519 10/13/09 498.23         516.92              -             -           
XXX 0519 11/11/09 483.65         473.14              -             -           
XXX 0519 12/11/09 468.38         504.73              -             -           
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976.15              -                263.24       2
263.24              -                814.01       1
814.01              2.13              465.73       1
790.73              59.43            865.30       2
865.30              -                255.42       1
505.42              55.00            681.18       2
681.18              -                369.80       1
369.80              -                576.71       1
576.71              -                922.28       1
922.28              6.35              276.77       1
276.77              -                325.83       1
1,014.74           14.56            141.40       2
141.40              36.04            652.98       1
652.98              -                633.95       1
633.95              15.00            446.72       1
446.72              31.76            792.80       1
792.80              6.66              206.34       1
206.34              -                534.01       1
534.01              -                138.85       1
138.85              10.69            557.22       1
557.22              -                498.23       1
498.23              33.27            483.65       1
483.65              4.76              468.38       1
468.38              -                504.73       1
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XXX 0519 01/13/10 504.73         468.03              -             -           
XXX 0519 02/11/10 468.03         586.40              -             -           
XXX 0519 03/14/10 586.40         992.88              -             -           
XXX 0519 04/13/10 955.91         161.33              -             -           
XXX 0519 05/14/10 136.01         900.74              -             -           
XXX 0519 06/13/10 851.74         869.98              -             0.01         
XXX 0519 07/14/10 724.00         1,296.47           -             -           
XXX 0519 08/13/10 644.15         684.33              -             -           
XXX 0519 09/13/10 684.33         1,131.68           -             -           
XXX 0519 10/14/10 280.12         1,179.33           -             -           
XXX 0519 11/12/10 444.55         1,679.78           -             -           
XXX 0519 12/14/10 761.58         531.11              -             -           
XXX 0519 01/14/11 531.11         957.00              -             -           
XXX 0519 02/11/11 957.00         795.61              -             -           
XXX 0519 03/14/11 795.61         624.71              -             -           
XXX 0519 04/13/11 322.03         645.90              -             -           
XXX 0519 05/13/11 645.90         747.60              -             -           
XXX 0519 06/13/11 733.69         1,042.96           -             -           
XXX 0519 07/14/11 917.43         703.02              -             -           
XXX 0519 08/14/11 690.31         334.43              -             -           
XXX 0519 09/13/11 324.49         490.14              -             5.39         
XXX 0519 10/14/11 820.02         716.40              -             -           
XXX 0519 11/13/11 654.98         769.48              -             -           
XXX 0519 12/14/11 769.48         708.64              -             -           
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504.73              -                468.03       1
468.03              -                586.40       1
586.40              36.97            955.91       1
955.91              25.32            136.01       1
136.01              49.00            851.74       1
997.73              -                724.00       1
1,226.54           149.78          644.15       2
644.15              -                684.33       1
1,535.89           -                280.12       2
975.00              39.90            444.55       1
1,341.36           21.39            761.58       2
761.58              -                531.11       1
531.11              -                957.00       1
957.00              -                795.61       1
795.61              302.68          322.03       1
322.03              -                645.90       1
645.90              13.91            733.69       1
733.69              125.53          917.43       1
917.43              12.71            690.31       1
690.31              9.94              324.49       1
-                   -                820.02       
814.98              66.46            654.98       2
654.98              -                769.48       1
769.48              9.94              698.70       1
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Summary of Credit Card Activity
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
XXX 0519 01/13/12 698.70         1,008.50           -             -           
XXX 0519 02/12/12 986.90         465.90              -             -           
XXX 0519 03/14/12 465.90         728.07              -             -           
XXX 0519 04/13/12 728.07         1,037.41           -             0.21         
XXX 0519 05/14/12 1,000.46      1,719.07           -             -           
XXX 0519 06/13/12 718.61         1,898.88           -             -           
XXX 0519 07/13/12 1,898.88      2,835.65           -             -           
XXX 0519 Statement not available from UICCU
XXX 0519 09/13/12 2,276.27      2,184.75           -             -           
XXX 0519 10/14/12 2,133.01      2,403.76           -             -           
XXX 0519 Statement not available from UICCU
XXX 0519 12/14/12 1,865.98      4,432.06           -             -           
XXX 0519 01/14/13 920.90         4,703.06           -             -           
XXX 0519 02/11/13 1,788.55      5,491.20           -             -           
XXX 0519 03/14/13 243.75         5,408.48           -             -           
XXX 0519 04/12/13 885.99         8,532.98           -             -           
XXX 0519 05/14/13 1,037.26      7,279.26           -             -           
XXX 0519 06/13/13 1,094.64      6,272.17           -             -           
XXX 0519 07/14/13 1,159.32      9,488.70           -             -           
XXX 0519 08/14/13 2,382.27      6,251.09           -             -           
XXX 1720 09/13/13 -               6,545.57           191.48       ^ -           
XXX 1720 10/14/13 259.71         6,752.25           -             -           
XXX 1720 11/13/13 1,142.22      6,649.13           -             -           
XXX 1720 12/13/13 292.56         8,053.62           -             -           
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Number of Payments 
During the Month
698.70              21.60            986.90       1
986.90              -                465.90       1
465.90              -                728.07       1
728.07              37.16            1,000.46    1
2,000.92           -                718.61       2
718.61              -                1,898.88    1
3,790.83           190.83          752.87       2
2,288.03           39.98            2,133.01    1
4,214.06           127.86          194.85       2
5,176.22           200.92          920.90       3
3,570.39           265.02          1,788.55    3
6,674.70           361.30          243.75       4
4,747.39           18.85            885.99       3
8,116.94           264.77          1,037.26    6
6,854.50           367.38          1,094.64    5
5,953.23           254.26          1,159.32    4
7,562.87           702.88          2,382.27    5
8,202.12           239.76          191.48       5
6,043.99           433.35          259.71       4
4,867.07           1,002.67       1,142.22    3
7,225.99           272.80          292.56       7
6,606.94           969.76          769.48       6
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Summary of Credit Card Activity
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
XXX 1720 01/14/14 769.48         7,501.19           -             -           
XXX 1720 02/11/14 313.89         5,825.89           -             -           
XXX 1720 03/14/14 129.18         8,132.00           -             -           
XXX 1720 04/13/14 856.17         6,487.66           -             -           
XXX 1720 05/14/14 1,158.87      6,979.87           -             -           
XXX 1720 06/13/14 810.67         5,682.97           -             -           
XXX 1720 07/14/14 310.54         8,496.72           -             -           
XXX 1720 08/14/14 455.64         9,654.60           -             -           
XXX 1720 09/12/14 1,734.20      8,618.25           -             -           
XXX 1720 10/14/14 821.20         9,308.66           -             -           
XXX 1720 11/13/14 480.98         10,574.37         -             -           
XXX 1720 12/14/14 (12.06)          10,979.06         -             -           
XXX 1720 01/14/15 1,087.74      11,245.94         -             -           
XXX 1720 02/11/15 461.31         11,377.35         -             -           
XXX 1720 03/13/15 608.37         9,188.41           -             -           
XXX 1720 04/13/15 636.97         9,631.17           -             -           
XXX 1720 05/14/15 356.53         10,275.16         -             -           
XXX 1720 06/12/15 774.34         11,089.28         -             -           
XXX 1720 07/14/15 1,955.64      10,941.63         -             -           
XXX 1720 08/14/15 712.60         10,542.63         -             -           
XXX 1720 09/13/15 231.59         9,268.88           -             -           
XXX 1720 10/14/15 1,243.61      8,979.11           -             -           
XXX 1720 11/13/15 639.87         11,305.50         -             -           
XXX 1720 12/14/15 357.51         11,282.38         -             -           
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7,457.22           499.56          313.89       6
5,782.23           228.37          129.18       6
7,147.92           257.09          856.17       8
5,830.29           354.67          1,158.87    8
7,097.16           230.91          810.67       7
5,774.81           408.29          310.54       6
7,939.22           412.40          455.64       8
8,076.89           299.15          1,734.20    10
9,077.61           453.64          821.20       8
8,847.68           801.20          480.98       8
10,276.68         790.73          (12.06)        18
8,894.56           984.70          1,087.74    12
11,220.04         652.33          461.31       17
10,684.46         545.83          608.37       15
9,112.92           46.89            636.97       13
9,850.46           61.15            356.53       13
9,574.07           283.28          774.34       16
9,502.78           405.20          1,955.64    15
11,485.90         698.77          712.60       14
10,692.47         331.17          231.59       14
7,838.81           418.05          1,243.61    10
8,824.63           758.22          639.87       11
11,143.46         444.40          357.51       11
10,613.05         544.68          482.16       15
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Summary of Credit Card Activity
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
XXX 1720 01/14/16 482.16         11,996.85         -             -           
XXX 1720 02/12/16 575.99         12,864.96         -             -           
XXX 1720 03/14/16 93.96           10,620.62         -             -           
XXX 1720 04/13/16 687.51         11,328.76         -             -           
XXX 1720 05/13/16 395.95         12,086.02         -             -           
XXX 1720 06/13/16 459.61         11,804.85         -             -           
XXX 1720 07/14/16 634.17         13,183.89         -             -           
XXX 1720 08/14/16 56.27           12,615.30         -             -           
XXX 1720 09/13/16 1,027.85      11,658.38         -             -           
XXX 1720 10/14/16 72.81           14,287.11         -             -           
XXX 1720 11/13/16 24.29           12,245.69         -             -           
XXX 1720 12/14/16 1,611.10      14,481.59         -             -           
XXX 4237 01/13/17 -               3,285.69           39.36         ^ -           
XXX 4237 02/10/17 -               -                   -             -           
XXX 4237 03/14/17 (49.00)          -                   -             -           
   Totals 523,913.21$     245.84       6.40         
# - Card replacement fee.
^ - Balance brought forward from previous credit card number. 
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11,395.87         507.15          575.99       17
13,114.24         232.75          93.96         18
9,253.85           773.22          687.51       13
10,502.10         1,118.22       395.95       12
11,922.55         99.81            459.61       14
11,430.12         200.17          634.17       13
13,211.19         550.60          56.27         14
10,132.89         1,510.83       1,027.85    16
12,314.48         298.94          72.81         14
14,180.18         155.45          24.29         15
10,553.74         105.14          1,611.10    15
15,018.21         1,035.12       39.36         19
3,171.59           153.46          (0.00)          3
-                   49.00            (49.00)        
-                   -                (49.00)        
502,234.65       25,230.98      626
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09/26/09 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 76.87            
11/19/09
11/22/09 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 6.91              
11/19/09
11/20/09 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COMIBILL WA 15.98            
11/19/09
11/20/09 Amazon.com AMZN.COMIBILL WA 261.12          
12/19/09
12/19/09





Per Credit Card Statements Information from Amazon
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Amazon
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Running QuickBooks in Nonprofits: The Only 
Comprehensive Guide for Nonprofits Using QuickBooks 1 23.07$          
-            -                  23.07               
Organizing from the Inside Out for Teenagers: The 
Foolproof System for Organizing Your Room, Your Time, 
and Your Life
1 10.20            
10.20        -                  -                   
Get Organized Without Losing It (Free Spirit Laugh & Learn 
Series) 1 8.95             
8.95          -                  -                   
The Organized Student: Teaching Children the Skills for 
Success in School and Beyond 1 11.20            
11.20        -                  -                   
Shipping 17.95            17.95        -                  -                   
71.37            #
Strengths Explorer For Ages 10 to 14: From Gallup, the 
Creators of Strengths Finder 2 52.80            
52.80        -                  -                   
Your Child's Strengths: Discover Them, Develop Them, Use 
Them 1 9.49             
9.49          -                  -                   
Strengths-Based Leadership 1 14.58            14.58        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.96             6.96          -                  -                   
Discount (6.96)             (6.96)         -                  -                   
76.87            #
Adorama BLM-1 Replacement Rechargeable Battery for 
Olympus Digital Cameras, 7.4v, 700mAh 1 4.91             
4.91          -                  -                   
Shipping 2.00             2.00          -                  -                   
6.91             
Janco 3 Color Pop up Flash Diffuser for the Olympus E-3, 
E-30, E-520, E510 and E-420 Digital Cameras (Green, 
White & Orange)
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
15.98            
Olympus Zuiko 70-300mm f/4.0-5.6 ED Lens for Olympus 
Digital SLR Cameras 1 254.95          
254.95      -                  -                   
Shipping 6.17             6.17          -                  -                   
261.12          
A Very Merry Mulberry Christmas: Wisconsin Version 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
A Very Merry Mulberry Christmas: Iowa Version 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 9.97             9.97          -                  -                   
37.95            
The Business of Event Planning: Behind-the-Scenes 
Secrets of Successful Special Events
1 26.37            
-            -                  26.37               
Caught in the Middle: America's Heartland in the Age of 
Globalism 1 10.88            
-            -                  10.88               
Planning Special Events (J-B Fund Raising School Series) 1 30.60            -            -                  30.60               
The Everything Guide to Being an Event Planner: Insider 
Advice on Turning Your Creative Energy into a Rewarding 
Career
1 10.17            
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05/11/10
05/11/10
















10/13/10 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 60.88            
10/13/10
10/14/10 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.57            
10/16/10
10/21/10 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.21            
10/16/10
10/19/10 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.44            
10/31/10
11/02/10 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.00            
10/31/10
11/01/10 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 36.50            
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Event Planning: The Ultimate Guide To Successful 
Meetings, Corporate Events, Fundraising Galas, 
Conferences, Conventions, Incentives and Other Special
1 26.37            
-            -                  26.37               
The Complete Guide to Successful Event Planning : With 
Companion CD-ROM 1 26.37            
-            -                  26.37               
Shipping 21.93            -            -                  21.93               
152.69          
Sir Lancelot, Where Are You? #6 (Dragon Slayers' Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
Danger! Wizard at Work! #11 (Dragon Slayers' Academy) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Knight for a Day #5 (Dragon Slayers' Academy) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Dragon Slayers' Academy 8: Countdown to the Year 1000 
(Dragon Slayer's Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
Hail! Hail! Camp Dragononka #17: Super Special (Dragon 
Slayers' Academy)
1 5.99             
5.99          -                  -                   
Beware! It's Friday the 13th #13 (Dragon Slayers' Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
Wheel of Misfortune (Dragon Slayers' Academy, 7) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Double Dragon Trouble #15 (Dragon Slayers' Academy) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
World's Oldest Living Dragon #16 (Dragon Slayers' 
Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
The Ghost of Sir Herbert Dungeonstone #12 (Dragon 
Slayers' Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
Little Giant--Big Trouble #19 (Dragon Slayers' Academy) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Help! It's Parents Day at DSA #10 (Dragon Slayers' 
Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
Pig Latin--Not Just for Pigs! #14 (Dragon Slayers' Academy)
1 4.99             
4.99          -                  -                   
97 Ways to Train a Dragon #9 (Dragon Slayers' Academy) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Never Trust a Troll! #18 (Dragon Slayers' Academy) 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 17.67            17.67        -                  -                   
Discount (32.64)           (32.64)       -                  -                   
60.88            #
Dragon Slayers' Academy Treasure Chest 1 13.57            13.57        -                  -                   
Shipping 1.17             1.17          -                  -                   
Discount (1.17)             (1.17)         -                  -                   
13.57            
New Creative 20444 Metal Garden Flag Pole 1 4.50             4.50          -                  -                   
Shipping 7.71             7.71          -                  -                   
12.21            #
Garden Tree Gnome statue plaque yard art 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.45             8.45          -                  -                   
22.44            #
Amazon.com Kindle Gift Card - $40  (generic design) 1 40.00            40.00        -                  -                   
40.00            
Wonder Woman Cami & Panty Set for women (3X) 1 30.00            30.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.50             6.50          -                  -                   
36.50            
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11/04/10
11/04/10 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.82            
11/04/10
11/04/10 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.10            
11/29/10
11/30/10 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.99            
01/06/11
01/06/11 Amazon Video On Demand 866-216-1072 WA 21.78            
01/09/11
01/09/11 Amazon Video On Demand 866-216-1072 WA 9.90              
01/31/11
01/31/11
02/01/11 Amazon.com AMZN.COMIBILL WA 299.56          
-
03/03/11 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (296.09)          
01/31/11
02/02/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 6.59              
-
02/14/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (6.59)             
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Battery for Dell 7T249 06t475 Inspiron 1100 1150 5150 
5160 100L
1 26.83            
26.83        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
33.82            
NEW Laptop/Notebook AC Adapter/Battery Charger Power 
Supply Cord for Dell 6c356 PA-1900-05 Inspiron 1100 
2650 4100 4150 5100 8200
1 8.64             
8.64          -                  -                   
Shipping 5.46             5.46          -                  -                   
14.10            
Tony Hawk: Shred Stand-Alone Software 1 49.99            49.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.49             4.49          -                  -                   
Discount (4.49)             (4.49)         -                  -                   
49.99            
Glee Season 1 Digital Video Download 1 21.78            21.78        -                  -                   
21.78            
The Substitute Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Britney/Brittany Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Special Education Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
A Very Glee Christmas Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Furt Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Grilled Cheesus Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
The Rocky Horror Glee Show Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Duets Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Never Been Kissed Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
Audition Digital Video Download 1 0.99             0.99          -                  -                   
9.90             
Olympus SP-800UZ 14MP Digital Camera with 30x Wide 
Angle Dual Image Stabilized Zoom and 3.0 inch LCD 1 259.99          
259.99      -                  -                   
Maximal Power DB OLY LI-50B Replacement Battery for 
Olympus Digital Camera/Camcorder
2 15.62            
15.62        -                  -                   
Shipping 23.95            23.95        -                  -                   
299.56          #
Refund of Olympus camera and replacement battery (296.09)         (296.09)      -                  -                   
(296.09)         
Premium Battery Charger with Car Charger Adapter for 
Olympus LI-50B Digital Camera & Camcorder
1 4.59             
4.59          -                  -                   
Shipping 2.00             2.00          -                  -                   
6.59             #
Premium Battery Charger with Car Charger Adapter for 
Olympus LI-50B Digital Camera & Camcorder
(4.59)             
(4.59)         -                  -                   
Shipping (2.00)             (2.00)         -                  -                   
(6.59)             
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07/13/11
07/13/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.47            
07/13/11
07/14/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.42              
07/13/11
07/14/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 3.80              
07/30/11
08/01/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 3.50              
07/30/11
08/01/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.70            
09/11/11
09/11/11 Amazon Video On Demand   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
09/26/11
09/26/11
09/27/11 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.09            
09/26/11





12/27/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 46.96            
12/27/11
12/27/11
12/27/11 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.98            
12/27/11
12/27/11 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.00            
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NEW Laptop/Notebook AC Adapter/Power Supply 
Charger+Cord for Acer Aspire 1410 1640 3000 3050 3100 
3500 3600 3610 3620 3680 4520 4620 4710 5000 5001 
50
1 7.60             
7.60          -                  -                   
Shipping 10.87            10.87        -                  -                   
18.47            #
iNcido Brand LG Optimus S LS670 Combo Rapid Car 
Charger + LCD Screen Protector + Rubber Feel Purple 
Protective Case Faceplate Cover for LG Optimus S L
1 4.44             
4.44          -                  -                   
Shipping 2.98             2.98          -                  -                   
7.42             
LG Optimus S Sync & Charge USB Cable 2 3.80             3.80          -                  -                   
3.80             
Kirby Vacuum Cleaner Belts 301291-3 (3 pack) fits all 
Generation series models G3, G4, G5, G6, G7, Ultimate G, 
and Diamond Edition
1 3.50             
3.50          -                  -                   
3.50             #
Kirby Generation 3,4,5,6, Ultimate G and Sentria HEPA 
Bags PKG of 6
1 13.70            
13.70        -                  -                   
13.70            #
Taking Chance Digital Video Downloan 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Case Logic TBC-302 Ultra Compact Camera Case with 
Storage (Black) 1 7.04             
7.04          -                  -                   
Appetite for Destruction 1 9.48             9.48          -                  -                   
Shipping 6.57             6.57          -                  -                   
23.09            #
GE E1480W 14MP Digital Camera with 8X Optical Zoom 
and 3.0-Inch LCD with Auto Brightness (Silver) 1 69.00            
69.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.00             7.00          -                  -                   
76.00            #
Photo Pocket Pages - Design F 1 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
Photo Pocket Pages - Design D 2 13.98            13.98        -                  -                   
Photo Pocket Pages - Design C 1 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
Samsung 16GB Class 10 MicroSDHC High Speed Memory 
Card with Komputerbay SD adaptor 1 19.00            
19.00        -                  -                   
46.96            
Project Life Core Kit - Cobalt Edition 1 24.99            24.99        -                  -                   
Project Life Cardstock - Cobalt Collection 1 7.99             7.99          -                  -                   
32.98            
K&H Cuddle Cube Pet Bed, Medium 28-Inch by 28-Inch, 
Green
1 33.00            
33.00        -                  -                   
33.00            
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12/27/11











01/09/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 98.96            
01/26/12
01/27/12 Amazon Prime             866-557-2820 NV 79.00            
03/30/12





04/20/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 79.81            
05/10/12
05/11/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.94            
05/10/12
05/10/12
05/10/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 54.05            
05/19/12
05/19/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 134.99          
05/25/12
05/25/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.95              
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K&H Cuddle Cube Pet Bed, Small 24-Inch by 24-Inch, 
Green
1 27.00            
27.00        -                  -                   
27.00            
PROGARD 25 Coupon Sleeves Pages for Binders 6 Pockets 
Clear
1 9.43             
9.43          -                  -                   
25 Coupon Sleeves Pages for Binders 3 pockets CLEAR
1 8.29             
8.29          -                  -                   
The Big Bang Theory: The Complete Third Season 1 23.99            23.99        -                  -                   
41.71            #
20 (Twenty Pages) - BCW Pro 2-Pocket Page (5 X 7 Cards, 
Postcards or Photos) 1 6.42             
6.42          -                  -                   
20 (Twenty Pages) - Pro 4-Pocket Page (3.5 X 5 Cards, 
Postcards or Photos) 1 6.08             
6.08          -                  -                   
The Big Bang Theory: The Complete First Season 1 23.99            23.99        -                  -                   
The Big Bang Theory: The Complete Fourth Season 1 22.99            22.99        -                  -                   
Fireproof 1 9.49             9.49          -                  -                   
The Big Bang Theory: The Complete Second Season 1 29.99            29.99        -                  -                   
98.96            #
Amazon Prime subscription 1 79.00            79.00        -                  -                   
79.00            
Schutt Sports Scorpion Chest Protector for Baseball (Black, 
16-Inch)
1 60.30            
60.30        -                  -                   
60.30            #
Willow Tree With My Grandmother Figurine, Susan Lordi 
26244
1 22.00            
22.00        -                  -                   
Willow Tree Caring Child # 26228 by Susan Lordi 1 14.00            14.00        -                  -                   
Willow Tree Figurine - Mother & Son 1 29.95            29.95        -                  -                   
Willow Tree "Angel of Comfort" #26062 1 13.86            13.86        -                  -                   
79.81            #
Learniappe: 111 Creative Ways to Use QR Codes 1 16.95            16.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
20.94            #
Master Guide for Team Sports Photography 1 24.23            24.23        -                  -                   
500 Poses for Photographing High School Seniors: A Visual 
Sourcebook for Digital Portrait Photographers
1 21.84            
21.84        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
54.05            #
BISSELL Spotbot Pet Handsfree Spot and Stain Cleaner 
with Deep Reach Technology, 33N8A
1 134.99          
134.99      -                  -                   
134.99          
Spray-N-Grow BILL8 Bill's Perfect 6-11-5 Liquid Fertilizer, 
10-Ounce
1 9.95             
9.95          -                  -                   
9.95             
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05/25/12
05/25/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.98            
05/25/12
05/26/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.73            
05/27/12
05/28/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.44            
05/31/12
06/01/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.94            
06/09/12
06/09/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.99            
06/14/12
06/15/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.94            
06/14/12
06/14/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.98            
06/14/12
06/14/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.98            
06/27/12
06/27/12
06/27/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 308.89          
-




07/03/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.44            
07/01/12
07/02/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.95            
07/01/12
07/02/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.07            
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Algebra 1 (Prentice Hall Mathematics) 1 11.98            11.98        -                  -                   
11.98            
Algebra 1 (Prentice Hall Mathematics) 1 32.73            32.73        -                  -                   
32.73            
Lexar High Speed MicroSDHC 32 GB Class 10 Flash 
Memory Card with Reader LSDMI32GBSBNAR
1 35.44            
35.44        -                  -                   
35.44            
The Innovative Admin 1 19.95            -            -                  19.95               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
23.94            
Lexar High Speed MicroSDHC 32 GB Class 10 Flash 
Memory Card with Reader LSDMI32GBSBNAR
1 35.99            
35.99        -                  -                   
35.99            
Kids Chicago Blackhawks Gray Blitz Beast Tshirt - L 7 1 15.95            15.95        -                  -                   
Unknown Amazon Adjustment 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
20.94            
MLB Boys' Chicago Cubs Official Wordmark Short Sleeve 
Basic Tee by Majestic (Deep Royal, Medium)
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
Unknown Amazon Adjustment 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
18.98            
MLB Chicago Cubs Forest Face 1 17.99            17.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
27.98            
Zeikos ZE-HLH62 62mm Hard Rubber Lens Hood 1 9.89             9.89          -                  -                   
Tamron AF 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 XR Di II LD Aspherical (IF) 
Macro Zoom Lens for Konica Minolta and Sony Digital SLR 
Cameras
1 299.00          
299.00      -                  -                   
308.89          #
Zeikos ZE-HLH62 62mm Hard Rubber Lens Hood (9.89)             
(9.89)             (9.89)         
A Manual For Professional Organizers 1 27.36            27.36        -                  -                   
Organizing For Dummies 1 14.55            14.55        -                  -                   
Organizing Plain and Simple: A Ready Reference Guide 
With Hundreds Of Solutions to Your Everyday Clutter 
Challenges
1 11.53            
11.53        -                  -                   
53.44            
FabJob Guide to Become a Professional Organizer (FabJob 
Guides)
1 29.95            
29.95        -                  -                   
29.95            
The One-Minute Organizer A to Z Storage Solutions: 500 
Tips for Storing Every Item in Your Home
1 10.07            
10.07        -                  -                   
10.07            
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08/27/12
08/27/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.99            
08/27/12
08/27/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.47            
08/27/12
08/27/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.98            




08/29/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 45.41            
08/29/12
09/11/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.58            
08/29/12
08/30/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.00            
09/04/12
09/04/12
09/04/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 80.49            
09/20/12
09/20/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 54.48            
10/08/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (54.48)           -
09/22/12
09/22/12 Amazon Services-Kindle   866-321-8851 WA 27.99            
09/23/12
10/08/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.99            
10/08/12
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Malibu 8501-0604-01 Solar Spotlight, Black 1 15.99            15.99        -                  -                   
15.99            
Ghost Feather Flag with Pole 108" HO9433-GHS 1 21.99            21.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.48             5.48          -                  -                   
27.47            
Fashion Jewelry, Sharon Case's Starfish Pendant (Silver 
Tone)
1 39.98            
39.98        -                  -                   
39.98            
Fashion Jewelry, Sharon Case's Starfish Pendant (Silver 
Tone)
1 (39.98)           
(39.98)       -                  -                   
(39.98)           
Master Guide for Photographing High School Seniors 
(Photot)
1 23.29            
23.29        -                  -                   
Digital Sports Photography : Take Winning Shots Every 
Time
1 22.12            
22.12        -                  -                   
45.41            
Digital Sports Photography, Second Edition 1 22.58            22.58        -                  -                   
22.58            
Digital Sports Photography Made Simple 1 30.00            30.00        -                  -                   
30.00            
Premium Mini DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter Cable with 
Audio Support - APPLE, MacBook, MacBook Pro, MacBook 
Air, iMac, Mac mini, Mac Pro, and Xserve ---
1 10.50            
10.50        -                  -                   
Apple USB Superdrive 1 69.99            69.99        -                  -                   
80.49            
Sorel Men's Falcon Ridge NM1465 Slipper,Bark,10 M 1 54.48            54.48        -                  -                   
54.48            
Sorel Men's Falcon Ridge NM1465 Slipper,Bark,10 M 1 (54.48)           (54.48)       -                  -                   
(54.48)           
Basic Photography - Digital Ebook Purchase 1 27.99            27.99        -                  -                   
27.99            
Sweet Celebrations: Our Favorite Cupcake Recipes, 
Memories, and Decorating Secrets That Add Sparkle to Any 
Occasion (The Cupcake Diaries)
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
Sorel Men's Falcon Ridge NM1465 Slipper,Bark,11 M 1 54.48            54.48        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
58.47            
The Big Bang Theory: The Complete Fifth Season 1 29.96            29.96        -                  -                   
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10/08/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.95            
11/22/12




12/01/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 60.50            
12/05/12
12/05/12
12/06/12 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.25            
12/10/12
12/10/12 Amazon Video On Demand   866-216-1072 WA 14.99            
12/10/12
12/10/12 Amazon Video On Demand   866-216-1072 WA 15.99            
12/15/12
12/15/12
12/16/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.98            
-
12/20/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (17.97)           
12/15/12
12/16/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.99            
12/21/12
12/21/12
12/21/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 111.90          
12/23/12
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Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
33.95            
Sony Cyber-shot DSC-WX50 16.2 MP Digital Camera with 
5x Optical Zoom and 2.7-inch LCD  (Silver) (2012 Model) 1 158.00          
158.00      -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
166.99          
Douglas - Joli Mini Husky 1 12.40            12.40        -                  -                   
Russ Berrie Yomiko Jackahuahua 11" 2 21.36            21.36        -                  -                   
Mary Meyer Cuddles and Cream, Licorice Lab, 14 inches
2 26.74            
26.74        -                  -                   
60.50            
Glynis Has Your Number: Discover What Life Has in Store 
for You Through the Power of Numerology!
1 13.70            
13.70        -                  -                   
Love by the Numbers: How to Find Great Love or Reignite 
the Love You Have Through the Power of Numerology 1 11.55            
11.55        -                  -                   
25.25            
Entourage:  Season 8  Digital Video Download 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
Big Love:  Season 5  Digital Video Download 1 15.99            15.99        -                  -                   
15.99            
BlueRigger High Speed Micro HDMI to HDMI cable with 
Ethernet (10 Feet) 1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
Samsung Galaxy Tablet 4-in-1 Connection Kit : USB, SD 
Memory/micro SD, Micro USB Adapter : Galaxy Tablet: 7.0 
Plus/7.7/8.9/10.1 & Galaxy Note 10.1
1 25.99            
25.99        -                  -                   
34.98            
Refund (17.97)           (17.97)       -                  -                   
(17.97)           
K-Cup Coffee Organizer-Store up to 36 K-Cups 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
Bluecell Clear Color AA AAA C D 9V Battery Storage 
Case/Organizer/Holder + Free Bluecell Cable Tie 3 47.97            
47.97        -                  -                   
LG Optimus Slider Prepaid Android Phone (Virgin Mobile)
1 63.93            
63.93        -                  -                   
111.90          
ASUS SD Card Reader for Eee Pad Transformer TF101, 
TF101G, TF201 & TF300 Tablets
1 16.16            
16.16        -                  -                   
16.16            
Holiday in Handcuffs 1 5.99             5.99          -                  -                   
My Fake Fiance 1 9.41             9.41          -                  -                   
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12/24/12 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.40            
01/06/13
01/06/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 70.14            
01/09/13




01/21/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 51.97            
01/21/13
01/22/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 57.24            
01/26/13
01/27/13 Amazon Prime             866-557-2820 NV 79.00            
01/26/13
01/26/13
01/27/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 91.17            
01/31/13
01/31/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.79            
01/31/13
01/31/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 79.88            
01/31/13
01/31/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 44.97            
02/14/13
02/17/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.10            
02/14/13
02/15/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.99            
02/28/13
02/28/13
02/28/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 157.84          
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15.40            
Sunbeam 885-000 Renue Heat Therapy Neck and Shoulder 
Wrap, Green
2 62.16            
62.16        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
70.14            
Smethport Organization Center Pocket Chart 1 27.99            -            27.99               -                   
27.99            #
Talus High Road Cargo Pack 1 19.00            19.00        -                  -                   
Talus High Road Car Hooks 2 13.02            13.02        -                  -                   
Poetic SLIMLINE Portfolio Case for Google Nexus 7 Android 
Tablet Green/Black(Final Version)
1 19.95            
19.95        -                  -                   
51.97            
Plantronics GameCom 780 Surround Sound Stereo PC 
Gaming Headset
1 57.24            
57.24        -                  -                   
57.24            
Annual Prime subscription 1 79.00            79.00        -                  -                   
79.00            
Buddy Products Hanging File Key Caddy, Steel, 1.125 x 
9.25 x 12.5 Inches, Gray (1250-6)
3 83.52            
-            -                  83.52               
Como 50 Pcs Assorted Color Plastic Holder Key ID Label 
Tags Split Ring Keyring
1 7.65             
-            -                  7.65                 
91.17            #
Sandisk 32GB MicroSDHC Micro SD Card with MicroSD to 
SD adapter & Mobilemate Reader 1 25.79            
-            25.79               -                   
25.79            #
La Crosse Technology WT-3102B 10-Inch WWVB Self-set 
Analog Wall Clock and automatic DST reset
4 79.88            
79.88        -                  -                   
79.88            
MIDLAND WR300 Weather Radio 1 40.98            40.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
44.97            
Green Mountain Half and Half Perfect Iced Tea,  K-Cup 
Portion Pack for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 22-Count 1 15.10            
-            -                  15.10               
15.10            #
Green Mountain Naturals Lemonade K-Cups - 24 Count
1 26.99            
-            -                  26.99               
26.99            #
Winsome Wood Shelf, Espresso 2 91.92            91.92        -                  -                   
Winsome Wood Leo Storage Baskets, Set of 2,Walnut 
Finish
2 65.92            
65.92        -                  -                   
157.84          
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03/02/13
03/02/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.95            
03/09/13






03/09/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 618.69          
03/13/13
03/13/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 104.01          
03/16/13
03/18/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 85.31            
03/16/13




03/18/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 237.43          
03/28/13
03/28/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 51.98            
03/28/13
03/29/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 51.48            
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Poetic Slimline Portfolio Case for Google Nexus 7 Android 
Tablet by Asus Black(Automatically Wakes and Puts the 
Nexus 7 to Sleep)(3 Year Manufacturer
1 12.95            
12.95        -                  -                   
12.95            
SquareTrade 3-Year Tablet Accident Protection Plan ($300-
350)
1 99.99            
99.99        -                  -                   
Tax 6.00             6.00          -                  -                   
105.99          
BlueRigger High Speed Micro HDMI to HDMI cable with 
Ethernet (10 Feet) 1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
ASUS Transformer TF300 T-B1-BL 10.1-Inch 32 GB Tablet 
(Blue) 1 349.84          
349.84      -                  -                   
SanDisk 32 GB Mobile microSDHC Flash Memory Card 
SDSDQ-032G-AFFP 2 41.98            
41.98        -                  -                   
Poetic ASUS Transformer TF300 Leather Keyboard Portfolio 
Stand Case Cover for TF300 Black 2 39.90            
39.90        -                  -                   
ASUS Transformer Pad Mobile Dock TF300T (Blue) 2 177.98          177.98      -                  -                   
618.69          
HP USB Media Port Replicator 1 89.49            -            -                  89.49               
Shipping 14.52            -            -                  14.52               
104.01          #
HP USB Media Port Replicator 1 79.82            -            -                  79.82               
Shipping 5.49             -            -                  5.49                 
85.31            #
Thor Brand Replacement Wall Ac Power Adapter Cord for 
Hp Laptop Computer Pc: G6-2368ca G6-2391nr G6-2392nr 
G6-2393nr G6-2394nr G6-2395nr G6-2396nr G6-
2 27.98            
-            -                  27.98               
Shipping 9.98             -            -                  9.98                 
37.96            #
ViewSonic VA2212M-LED 22-Inch LED-Lit Monitor 1 139.99          -            -                  139.99             
Allsop Monitor Corner Stand Metal Art - Silver (29191) 1 23.69            -            -                  23.69               
3M  PF21.5W Widescreen Monitor Privacy Screen Filter
1 73.75            
-            -                  73.75               
237.43          #
Starbucks House Blend K-Cups , 54-Count 1 47.99            -            -                  47.99               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
51.98            #
Starbucks French Roast Dark, K-Cup Portion Pack for 
Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 54-Count
1 47.49            
-            -                  47.49               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
51.48            #
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03/30/13
03/30/13
03/30/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
-
04/09/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (9.99)             
03/30/13
04/01/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 125.77          
03/30/13
03/31/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 116.77          
04/03/13
04/04/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.97            
04/03/13
04/04/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.88            
-
04/09/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (2.07)             
04/22/13
04/23/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.95            
04/23/13
04/23/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 184.99          
-
04/26/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (178.95)          
04/23/13
04/23/13
04/24/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.98            
04/23/13
04/23/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.95            
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Malden International Designs Graduation 2-Opening 
Matted Certificate with Tassel Holder Picture Frame, 5 by 7-
Inch, Black
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
AT&T Galaxy S II Samsung Skyrocket SGH-i727 Duo 
Shield Hybrid Protector Case - White/Green
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
AT&T Galaxy S II Samsung Skyrocket SGH-i727 Duo 
Shield Hybrid Protector Case - White/Green
1 (9.99)             
(9.99)         -                  -                   
(9.99)             
DYMO Label Writer 450 Twin Turbo label printer, 71 Labels 
Per Minute, Black/Silver (1752266)
1 121.78          
121.78      -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
125.77          
Labelwriter USB Enet Connect Pc/mac Print Server 1 112.78          112.78      -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
116.77          
Green Mountain Coffee Half-Caff, Regular/Med Roast K-
Cup Portion Pack for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 24-Count 1 15.97            
-            -                  15.97               
15.97            
A-Z Gadgets Black/Green Tough Protective Case for Sprint 
/ Ting / Boost Mobile / Virgin Mobile Samsung Galaxy S2 
II Epic 4G Touch D710- Dual Layer sil
1 8.89             
8.89          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
12.88            
Detail not provided by Amazon (2.07)             (2.07)         -                  -                   
(2.07)             
Wisdom Panel Dog DNA Test 1 64.95            64.95        -                  -                   
64.95            
Canon EF-S 55-250mm f/4.0-5.6 IS II Telephoto Zoom 
Lens for Canon Digital SLR Cameras
1 184.99          
184.99      -                  -                   
184.99          
Refund (178.95)         (178.95)      -                  -                   
(178.95)         
Transcend USB 3.0 Super Speed Multi-Card Reader for 
SD/SDHC/SDXC/MS/CF Cards (TS-RDF8W) 1 15.99            
15.99        -                  -                   
ASUS External Card Reader for Transformer-Series Tablets
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
30.98            
Lexar Professional 800x 16GB CompactFlash Memory Card 
LCF16GCTBNA800
1 49.95            
49.95        -                  -                   
49.95            
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04/23/13
04/23/13
04/24/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 89.22            
04/26/13
04/26/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.75            
05/12/13
05/13/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 57.98            
05/14/13
05/15/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 38.38            
05/14/13
05/14/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 89.99            
05/15/13
05/15/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.00            
05/26/13
05/27/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 38.99            
05/28/13
05/29/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
06/07/13
06/07/13
06/07/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.32            
06/07/13
06/07/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.99            
06/20/13
06/20/13
06/20/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.89            
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STK's Canon-7D Battery High Capacity 2600mAH 2 39.98            39.98        -                  -                   
Neewer LCD Vertical BATTERY GRIP FOR CANON EOS 7D 
BG-E7 DIGITAL CAMERA LP-E6 1 49.24            
49.24        -                  -                   
89.22            
ASUS External USB Adapter for Transformer-Series Tablets
1 14.76            
14.76        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
23.75            
Ape Case Pro ACPRO1400 Large Digital SLR and Video 
Camera Case
1 53.99            
53.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
57.98            
Celestial Seasonings Southern Sweet Tea 44 K-CUPS for 
Keurig Brewers
1 34.39            
-            -                  34.39               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
38.38            #
LG Optimus Slider Prepaid Android Phone (Virgin Mobile) 
VMM701LGKIT156 1 89.99            
89.99        -                  -                   
89.99            
11x17 Hardboard Clipboard with 6" Jumbo Board Clip
1 20.00            
20.00        -                  -                   
20.00            
Solar Ceramic Cat Pet Memorial Garden Statue with 
Lighted Wings 9" X 5-1/2" X 4-1/2" 1 38.99            
38.99        -                  -                   
38.99            
Polaroid 32 GB CL10 micro SDHC Flash Memory Cards for 
Tablet PCs and Smartphones (P-SDU32G10-EFPOL) 1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Celestial Seasonings Authentic Green Tea, K-Cup Portion 
Pack for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 24-Count 1 15.99            
-            -                  15.99               
Keurig Tazo Awake Tea 16-Count K-Cups 1 15.33            -            -                  15.33               
31.32            
Game of Thrones: The Complete Second Season 1 37.99            37.99        -                  -                   
37.99            
3-Pack of Premium Branded 5.5" Thin-Tip High Precision 
Universal Capacitive Stylus Pens + Extra 3 Replaceable 
Tips + 2x 15" Detachable Elastic Tether
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
rooCASE Dual-View (Black) Folio Case Cover for ASUS 
MeMO Pad 7 Tablet - Support Landscape and Portrait View 1 9.90             
9.90          -                  -                   
20.89            
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07/10/13
07/10/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.89            
07/10/13









07/10/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 227.19          
07/10/13
07/11/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.97            
07/18/13
07/21/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 51.99            
07/18/13
07/18/13
07/18/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.94            
07/18/13
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Keurig Cafe Escapes Milk Chocolate Hot Cocoa 54 K-cups 
Box -Cafe Escapes
1 36.90            
-            -                  36.90               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
40.89            #
Caribou Coffee Daybreak Morning Blend, K-Cups for 
Keurig Brewers, 96-Count
1 52.19            
-            -                  52.19               
Shipping 5.99             -            -                  5.99                 
58.18            #
Caribou Coffee Caribou Blend, K-Cups for Keurig Brewers, 
50 count
1 32.99            
-            -                  32.99               
Tully's Italian Roast K-Cup packs for Keurig Brewers (Pack 
of 50)
1 29.99            
-            -                  29.99               
Green Mountain Coffee French Vanilla Iced Coffee K-Cup 
(22 count)
1 17.33            
-            -                  17.33               
Donut Shop K-Cup packs for Keurig Brewers (Pack of 50)
1 29.99            
-            -                  29.99               
Caf├â┬⌐ Escapes Keurig K Cups, Vanilla, 24 Count 1 15.74            -            -                  15.74               
Caf├â┬⌐ Escapes Keurig K Cups, Caramel, 24 Count 1 15.74            -            -                  15.74               
Donut Shop Sweet & Creamy Regular Iced Coffee K-Cups 
for Keurig Brewers - 22 Count
1 23.75            
-            -                  23.75               
Emeril's Big Easy Bold K-Cup Packs for Keurig K-Cup 
Brewers, 50 Count
1 29.74            
-            -                  29.74               
Shipping 31.92            -            -                  31.92               
227.19          #
Keurig Tazo Awake Tea 16-Count K-Cups 1 15.98            -            -                  15.98               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
19.97            #
Ilford Multigrade IV RC Deluxe Resin Coated VC Paper, 
8x10, 100 Pack (Glossy)
1 45.00            
45.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
51.99            
Memorex 4.7Gb/16x DVD-R (5-Pack Slim Case) 1 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
Ilford 1743399 Delta Pro 100 120 Fine Grain Medium 
Speed, Black and White Film, ISO 100, 120 Size
5 20.95            
20.95        -                  -                   
27.94            
Print File 120-4B Negative Preservers for 120 Film (25-
Pack)
1 11.72            
11.72        -                  -                   
11.72            
Box Sign - You Are 1 9.95             9.95          -                  -                   
Primitives By Kathy Box Sign, You Are My Sunshine 1 26.19            26.19        -                  -                   
Primitives by Kathy Box Sign, Pardon The Mess, 6-Inch by 
3.5-Inch
1 8.97             
8.97          -                  -                   
45.11            
Proactiv Solution Advanced Blemish Treatment Set of 3
1 25.75            
25.75        -                  -                   
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08/06/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.25            
08/05/13
08/05/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.69            
08/06/13
08/06/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.98            
08/06/13
08/06/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.55            
08/06/13
08/06/13
08/07/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.68            
08/19/13
08/20/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.93            
08/19/13
08/19/13
08/19/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 65.03            
08/20/13
08/20/13
08/20/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.28            
08/20/13
08/20/13
08/20/13 Amazon.com AMZN.COM/BILL WA 138.12          
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Over the Cabinet Door Chrome Folding Hair Dryer Holder 
Caddy
1 10.81            
10.81        -                  -                   
Proactiv Solution Green Tea Moisture 1 Oz 1 5.70             5.70          -                  -                   
Acrylic Cotton Ball and Swab Holder 1 10.99            10.99        -                  -                   
53.25            
Lorell Products - File Caddy, Adjustable, 11-3/8"x16-
5/8"x4", Black - Sold as 1 BX - Commercial File Caddy is 
designed to accommodate most any standar
1 22.69            
22.69        -                  -                   
22.69            
Starbucks French Roast Dark, K-Cup Portion Pack for 
Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 54-Count
1 45.99            
-            -                  45.99               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
49.98            #
Coffee People Donut Shop Coffee, Medium Roast, Extra 
Bold-Cup Portion Pack for Keurig Brewers 96-Count 1 58.56            
-            -                  58.56               
Shipping 5.99             -            -                  5.99                 
64.55            #
Caribou Coffee, Caribou Blend Decaf, K-Cup Portion Pack 
for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 24-Count
1 16.64            
-            -                  16.64               
Genuine Joe Stir Sticks, Plastic, For Hot/Cold, 1000/Box, 
White/Red
1 5.06             
-            -                  5.06                 
Shipping 7.98             -            -                  7.98                 
29.68            #
Celestial Seasonings Decaf Green Tea, K-Cup Portion Pack 
for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 24-Count
1 13.94            
-            -                  13.94               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
17.93            #
Green Mountain Half and Half Perfect Iced Tea,  K-Cup 
Portion Pack for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 22-Count 1 15.10            
-            -                  15.10               
Donut Shop Sweet & Creamy Regular Iced Coffee K-Cups 
for Keurig Brewers - 44 Count
1 39.95            
-            -                  39.95               
Shipping 9.98             -            -                  9.98                 
65.03            #
Green Mountain Black Tea Unsweetened Perfect Iced Tea, 
K-Cup Portion Pack for Keurig K-Cup Brewers, 24-Count 1 16.54            
-            -                  16.54               
Caf├â┬⌐ Escapes Caf├â┬⌐ Mocha, K-Cup Portion Pack for 
Keurig Brewers, 24-Count
1 15.74            
-            -                  15.74               
32.28            #
Texas Instruments TI-89 Titanium Graphing 
Calculator(Packaging may vary)
1 127.78          
127.78      -                  -                   
Guerrilla Green Silicone Case For Texas Instruments TI 89 
Titanium Graphing Calculator
1 10.34            
10.34        -                  -                   
138.12          
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09/08/13




09/10/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 948.98          
-
09/19/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (4.74)             
09/12/13
09/12/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.24              
09/14/13
09/16/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.49            
09/19/13
09/30/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.97            
09/26/13
09/26/13
09/26/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.32            
10/08/13
10/08/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 139.99          
10/09/13
10/09/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.02            
10/11/13
10/11/13 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 20.99            
10/11/13
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Sunny's Kitchen: Easy Food for Real Life 1 13.50            13.50        -                  -                   
13.50            
Sony SLT-A77 24.3 MP Digital SLR with Translucent Mirror 
Technology - Body Only
1 898.00          
898.00      -                  -                   
Wasabi Power Battery and Charger Kit for Sony NP-
FM500H and Sony CLM-V55, Alpha SLT-A57, A58, A65, 
A65V, A77, A77V, A99, A100, A200, A300, A350, A450,
1 37.99            
37.99        -                  -                   
VSTN Acer Iconia B1-710 Multi-Angle Stand Slim-Book PU 
Leather Cover Case with Hand Strap & SD Card Holder+ 
Free Pen - Black
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
948.98          
Refund (4.74)             (4.74)         -                  -                   
(4.74)             
Zipper Rescue Kit, Outdoor 1 9.24             9.24          -                  -                   
9.24             
Kirby #204811 Universal HEPA White Cloth Bags For All 
Generation & Sentria Models (6 pk)
1 20.49            
20.49        -                  -                   
20.49            
Fix-It and Forget-It New Cookbook: 250 New Delicious Slow 
Cooker Recipes!
1 11.97            
11.97        -                  -                   
11.97            
Tripp Lite U326-003 USB 3.0 Super Speed 5Gbps  (A Male 
to Micro B Male) Device Cable (3 Feet, Blue) 1 8.43             
8.43          -                  -                   
AmazonBasics Hard Carrying Case for My Passport 
Essential - Black 1 5.89             
5.89          -                  -                   
14.32            
Brother CS6000i Feature-Rich Sewing Machine With 60 
Built-In Stitches, 7 styles of 1-Step Auto-Size Buttonholes, 
Quilting Table, and Hard Cover
1 139.99          
139.99      -                  -                   
139.99          
OXO Good Grips Scoop, Translucent White 1 6.03             -            -                  6.03                 
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
10.02            #
David Busch's Sony Alpha SLT-A77 Guide to Digital 
Photography - Ebook
1 20.99            
20.99        -                  -                   
20.99            
Skinnygirl Solutions: Your Straight-Up Guilde to Home, 
Health, Family, Career, Style, and Sex - Ebook
1 11.89            
11.89        -                  -                   
11.89            
Green Mountain Naturals Lemonade, 24 Count 1 15.74            -            -                  15.74               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
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10/12/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.73            
10/21/13




10/28/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 36.00            
-
10/30/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (0.14)             
11/03/13
11/04/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.52            
-
11/08/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (13.52)           
11/10/13
11/12/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.63              
11/10/13
11/11/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 44.07            
-
11/22/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (40.08)           
-
11/13/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (2.41)             
11/15/13
11/16/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.98            
11/20/13
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19.73            #
Tech Armor Samsung Galaxy Note 8.0 Premium Anti-Glare 
Anti-Fingerprint Screen Protector with Lifetime 
Replacement Warranty [2-Pack] - Retail Packaging
1 7.95             
7.95          -                  -                   
7.95             
The Pioneer Woman Cooks: Recipes from an Accidental 
Country Girl
1 18.78            
18.78        -                  -                   
The Pioneer Woman Cooks: A Year of Holidays: 140 Step-by-
Step Recipes for Simple, Scrumptious Celebrations 1 17.99            
17.99        -                  -                   
The Pioneer Woman Cooks: Food from My Frontier 1 23.18            23.18        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.97            11.97        -                  -                   
Discount (35.92)           (35.92)       -                  -                   
36.00            
Refund (0.14)             (0.14)         -                  -                   
(0.14)             
Case Logic QHDC-101 Portable EVA Hard Drive Case  - 
Black
1 9.53             
9.53          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
13.52            
Case Logic QHDC-101 Portable EVA Hard Drive Case  - 
Black
1 (9.53)             
(9.53)         -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(13.52)           
Custom Leathercraft 2077L Black Ski Glove, Large 1 8.63             8.63          -                  -                   
8.63             
Arctix 1960 Classic Cargo Men's Snow Pants - Black-M
1 44.07            
44.07        -                  -                   
44.07            
Refund (40.08)           (40.08)       -                  -                   
(40.08)           
Information not provided by Amazon (2.41)             (2.41)         -                  -                   
(2.41)             
Arctix Insulated Cargo Snowsports Pants - 32" Inseam - 
Men's
1 34.99            
34.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
41.98            
Personalized Tory Leather Key Fob Oakbark 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
Discount (1.50)             (1.50)         -                  -                   
20.48            
TrendsBlue Premium Winter Thick Infinity Twist Cable Knit 
Scarf, Rust
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
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11/26/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.98            
11/27/13
11/27/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.95            
11/28/13
11/29/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.05            
11/28/13
12/01/13
12/01/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 42.00            
12/01/13
12/01/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.34            
12/05/13
12/05/13 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 10.67            
12/05/13
12/05/13 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 8.89              
12/08/13
12/08/13
12/09/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.99              
12/08/13
12/23/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.99            
-
12/25/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (1.00)             
12/08/13
12/08/13
12/09/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 172.98          
12/10/13
12/10/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
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Shipping 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
15.98            
Ilford Multigrade IV RC Deluxe MGD.1M Black and White 
Variable Contrast Paper (8 x 10 Inches, Glossy, 50 Sheets) 
(1770339)
1 39.95            
39.95        -                  -                   
39.95            
Beats Studio Over-Ear Headphone (Orange) [Old Version]
1 185.00          
185.00      -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
Gift Card (168.94)         (168.94)      -                  -                   
25.05            
3-Year Electronics Plan ($150-200) 1 18.18            18.18        -                  -                   
Tax 1.09             1.09          -                  -                   
Gift Card (19.27)           (19.27)       -                  -                   
-               
Idirectmart Photo Tent Table Top Studio Light Photography 
Soft Box Kit - Size 19.5-Inch Cube
1 42.00            
42.00        -                  -                   
42.00            
BISSELL Professional Pet Urine Eliminator, 67A5, 48 oz.
1 19.34            
19.34        -                  -                   
19.34            
Promote Yourself:  The New Rules for Career Success 1 10.67            10.67        -                  -                   
10.67            
Brag!:  The Art of Tooting Your Own Horn without Blowing 
It
1 8.89             
8.89          -                  -                   
8.89             
Game of Thrones: The Complete Third Season 0 -               -            -                  -                   
Insidious 1 7.99             7.99          -                  -                   
7.99             
Insidious: Chapter 2 (+UltraViolet Digital Copy) 1 18.99            18.99        -                  -                   
18.99            
Refund (1.00)             (1.00)         -                  -                   
(1.00)             
Eye-Fi 16GB Pro X2 SDHC Class 10 Wireless Flash 
Memory Card Frustration Free Packaging EYE-FI-16PC-FF 2 159.98          
159.98      -                  -                   
SD-CF II: SD to CF Type II Adapter (Supports SDHC MMC)
1 13.00            
13.00        -                  -                   
172.98          
Proactive Solution Revitalizing Toner 8FL OZ 1 16.00            16.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
19.99            
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12/11/13
12/11/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 98.50            
12/15/13
12/16/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 98.70            
12/15/13
12/20/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (98.70)           
12/20/13
12/23/13 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.95              
12/21/13
12/22/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.95            
12/21/13
12/23/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 89.25            
12/29/13







12/30/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 82.89            
12/29/13
05/24/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.64            
12/30/13
12/31/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.98            
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WEN By Chazdean Summer Mango Coconut Replenishing 
Treatment Mist 6 Oz
2 98.50            
98.50        -                  -                   
98.50            
Lee Women's Slender Secret Rocha Barely Bootcut Jean, 
Venus, 18 Short
3 98.70            
98.70        -                  -                   
98.70            
Lee Women's Slender Secret Rocha Barely Bootcut Jean, 
Venus, 18 Short
3 (98.70)           
(98.70)       -                  -                   
(98.70)           
Tech Armor Google Nexus 7 (Original 1st Generation) 
Premium Anti-Glare & Anti-Fingerprint (Matte) Screen 
Protector with Lifetime Replacement Warranty
1 5.95             
5.95          -                  -                   
5.95             
Fitbit Flex Wristband Accessory Pack, Large 1 29.95            29.95        -                  -                   
29.95            
Fitbit Flex Wireless Activity + Sleep Wristband, Black 1 89.25            89.25        -                  -                   
89.25            
Savvycents Wallet (Hot Pink) 2 58.00            58.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.70             7.70          -                  -                   
65.70            
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Slow Cooker, Casseroles & 
More (Betty Crocker Big Book) 1 17.00            
17.00        -                  -                   
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Weeknight Dinners (Betty 
Crocker Big Book) 1 8.00             
8.00          -                  -                   
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cakes (Betty Crocker Big 
Book) 1 15.10            
15.10        -                  -                   
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Pies and Tarts (Betty 
Crocker Books) 1 15.62            
15.62        -                  -                   
The Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes (Betty 
Crocker Big Book) 1 13.30            
13.30        -                  -                   
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cookies (Betty Crocker Big 
Book) 1 14.60            
14.60        -                  -                   
Discount (0.73)             (0.73)         -                  -                   
82.89            
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Breakfast and Brunch (Betty 
Crocker Big Book) 1 12.64            
12.64        -                  -                   
12.64            
Command Large Plastic Hooks Value Pack, 3-Hook 2 15.98            15.98        -                  -                   
15.98            
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12/30/13
12/31/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 80.75            
12/30/13
12/31/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.59            
12/30/13
12/31/13 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.01            
01/09/14
01/09/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.90            
01/09/14
01/09/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.94            
01/17/14
01/17/14
01/18/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.66            
01/17/14
01/18/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.20            
01/17/14
01/18/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.98            
01/17/14
01/18/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.26            
01/22/14
01/26/14
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Coby DP1052 10.4-Inch Digital Photo Frame with MP3 
Player (Wooden Frame) 1 80.75            
80.75        -                  -                   
80.75            
Smead 1/3-Cut File Folders, Heavy Duty Reinforced Tab, 
Letter Size, Assorted, 100 Per Box (11993) 1 22.59            
-            22.59               -                   
22.59            
Organization Center Pocket Chart 1 18.01            18.01        -                  -                   
18.01            
KIND PLUS, Blueberry Pecan + Fiber Bars, 1.4 Oz Gluten 
Free Bars (Pack of 12) 1 17.91            
17.91        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
21.90            
Meal Measure 1 Portion Control Tool 1 7.95             7.95          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
11.94            
Command Designer Large Plastic Hook 10 26.70            26.70        -                  -                   
Educational Insights Small Space Place (1693) 1 10.65            10.65        -                  -                   
Discount (11.69)           (11.69)       -                  -                   
25.66            
Organization Center Pocket Chart 1 26.51            26.51        -                  -                   
Discount (8.31)             (8.31)         -                  -                   
18.20            
Whitmor 6021-3539-BB Adjustable Garment Rack 2 38.00            38.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.98            11.98        -                  -                   
49.98            
Deluxe Dishwasher Alert w/ Adhesive Backing 2 14.28            14.28        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
22.26            
Fitbit Flex Wireless Activity + Sleep Wristband, Black 0 -               -            -                  -                   
-               
Birthstone Dangle Charm Pendant for European Clip on 
Charm Jewelry w/ Lobster Clasp (February Amethyst) 1 5.99             
5.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 1.80             1.80          -                  -                   
7.79             
Ethernet Cable, CAT5e - 25 ft Blue - Male to Male 
Connectors for Base-T Networks 0 -               
-            -                  -                   
Belkin 3-Foot RJ45 CAT 5e Snagless Molded Patch Cable 
(Blue) 0 -               
-            -                  -                   
TRENDnet 5-Port Unmanaged 10/100 Mbps GREENnet 
Ethernet Desktop Metal Housing Switch, TE100-S50g 0 -               
-            -                  -                   
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01/30/14
01/30/14
01/30/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 67.88            
01/30/14
01/30/14
01/30/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 68.74            
02/07/14
02/07/14
02/08/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 181.94          
02/07/14
02/07/14
02/28/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (181.94)          
02/07/14
02/10/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.96            
-
02/11/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (8.99)             
02/17/14
02/17/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.78            
02/17/14
02/17/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 3.20              
-
03/03/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (3.20)             
02/17/14
02/17/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 13.99            
02/17/14
02/17/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.54            
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Belkin 7-Feet CAT5e Snagless Patch Cable (Gray) 0 -               -            -                  -                   
-               
Kinivo 301BN Premium 3 port High speed HDMI switch 
with IR wireless remote and AC Power adapter - supports 
3D, 1080p
2 59.90            
59.90        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
67.88            
Belkin 3-Foot RJ45 CAT 5e Snagless Molded Patch Cable 
(Blue)
1 1.77             
1.77          -                  -                   
NETGEAR N300 Wi-Fi Range Extender - Desktop Version 
with 4-Ports (WN2000RPT)
1 58.99            
58.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
68.74            
iLLumiShield - Sony Smartwatch 2 Crystal Clear Screen 
Protectors with Anti-Bubble/Anti-Fingerprint - 3-Pack + 
Lifetime Replacements
1 6.95             
6.95          -                  -                   
Sony Smart Watch SW2 for Android Phones 1 174.99          174.99      -                  -                   
181.94          
iLLumiShield - Sony Smartwatch 2 Crystal Clear Screen 
Protectors with Anti-Bubble/Anti-Fingerprint - 3-Pack + 
Lifetime Replacements
1 (6.95)             
(6.95)         -                  -                   
Sony Smart Watch SW2 for Android Phones 1 (174.99)         (174.99)      -                  -                   
(181.94)         
La Crosse Technology WT-3102B 10-Inch WWVB Self-set 
Analog Wall Clock and automatic DST reset 1 19.97            
19.97        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
28.96            
Shipping Refund (8.99)             (8.99)         -                  -                   
(8.99)             
Airheads Xtreme Sour Belts Candy, 36 Ounce 1 15.79            15.79        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
19.78            
Plastic King Cake Babies 6ct 1 3.20             3.20          -                  -                   
3.20             
Plastic King Cake Babies 6ct 1 (3.20)             (3.20)         -                  -                   
(3.20)             
WordPress for Dummies - Digital Ebook 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
13.99            
WordPress For Dummies 1 17.55            17.55        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
21.54            
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02/23/14




02/25/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 38.70            
02/26/14
02/27/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 142.81          
02/26/14
02/27/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.95              
02/26/14
02/27/14 AMAZONPRIME MEMBERSHIP AMZN.COM/PRME NV 79.00            
03/01/14
03/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 42.48            
03/01/14
03/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.60            
03/04/14
03/05/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.65            
03/06/14
03/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.98            
03/07/14
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Poetic SLIMLINE Portfolio Case for Google Nexus 7 Android 
Tablet Navy Blue/Black(Final Version) 1 9.95             
9.95          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
13.94            
Cruzerlite Androidified A2 for the Samsung Galaxy Nexus 
(SCH-i515 / GT-i9250 / SPH-L700) Teal 1 12.90            
12.90        -                  -                   
Cruzerlite Androidified A2 for the Samsung Galaxy Nexus 
(SCH-i515 / GT-i9250 / SPH-L700) Green 1 12.90            
12.90        -                  -                   
Cruzerlite Androidified A2 for the Samsung Galaxy Nexus 
(SCH-i515 / GT-i9250 / SPH-L700) Orange 1 12.90            
12.90        -                  -                   
38.70            
Pebble Smartwatch for iPhone and Android (Black) 1 138.82          138.82      -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
142.81          
Skinomi├é┬« TechSkin - Pebble E-Paper Smartwatch 
Screen Protector Premium HD Clear Film / Ultra High 
Definition Invisible and Anti-Bubble Crystal Shield
1 9.95             
9.95          -                  -                   
9.95             
Amazon Prime annual subscription 1 79.00            79.00        -                  -                   
79.00            
Philosophy Summer Grace 4.0 oz Eau de Toilette Spray
1 36.99            
36.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.49             5.49          -                  -                   
42.48            
Philosophy Summer Grace Perfumed Shower Gel, 16-
Ounce
1 25.60            
25.60        -                  -                   
25.60            
Avery  Big Tab Two-Pocket Insertable Plastic Dividers, 8-
Tab Set, 1 Set  (11907) 1 2.99             
-            2.99                 -                   
Pen Pal Pen Holders, 3 Pack, Assorted Colors (PENPAL-
BP3)
1 8.68             
-            8.68                 -                   
Duo Binder - Burgundy (D-150-BG) 2 25.98            -            25.98               -                   
37.65            
First Aid Beauty 5 in 1 Eye Cream-0.5 oz. 1 19.99            19.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
23.98            
Sony NSZGS8 Internet Player with Google TV 1 126.50          126.50      -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
135.49          
Eat What You Love: More than 300 Incredible Recipes Low 
in Sugar, Fat, and Calories 1 19.86            
19.86        -                  -                   
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03/10/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 338.13          
03/13/14
03/14/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.72            
03/16/14
03/17/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 67.88            
03/17/14
03/18/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.93            
-
03/22/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (24.52)           
03/19/14
03/20/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 42.95            
03/19/14
03/19/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.04            
03/25/14
03/26/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 51.96            
03/26/14
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Eat More of What You Love: Over 200 Brand-New Recipes 
Low in Sugar, Fat, and Calories 1 20.27            
20.27        -                  -                   
Sony VG-C77AM Vertical Grip for A77 1 298.00          298.00      -                  -                   
338.13          
Love Your Breed Acrylic Keychain, Chihuahua 1 12.73            12.73        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
16.72            
i.Trek Hard Case for Garmin Nuvi 3760 3597 3450 3490 
2455 2457 2475 2495 2497 2557 2577 GPS (Black) 2 29.90            
29.90        -                  -                   
OBi100 VoIP Telephone Adapter and Voice Service Bridge
1 37.98            
37.98        -                  -                   
67.88            
Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1 Magnetic Book Cover Case 
(Green)
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
Tech Armor Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10" Premium Antiglare 
& Antifingerprint (Matte) Screen Protector with Lifetime 
Replacement Warranty [2-Pack] - Retail
1 8.95             
8.95          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
32.93            
Refund (24.52)           (24.52)       -                  -                   
(24.52)           
Sony NPFM500H Li-Ion Rechargeable Battery Pack for 
Sony Alpha Digital SLR Cameras - Retail Packaging 1 42.95            
42.95        -                  -                   
42.95            
JBG Hot Pink Samsung Tab 3 P5200 Cute Hello Kitty With 
Stand Angle View Flip Leather Case Protective Cover for 
Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 10.1 P5200
1 10.04            
10.04        -                  -                   
10.04            
Duo Binder - Dark Grey (D-170-GY) 1 12.99            -            12.99               -                   
Duo Binder - Aqua Bamboo (D-040-AB) 1 12.99            -            12.99               -                   
Duo Binder - Red Night Sky (D-050-RS) 1 12.99            -            12.99               -                   
Duo Binder - Green (D-140-GR) 1 12.99            -            12.99               -                   
51.96            
MoKo Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 10.1 Case - Ultra Slim 
Lightweight Smart-shell Stand Case for Samsung Galaxy 
Tab 3 10.1 Inch GT-P5200 / GT-P5210 Android Tab
1 18.99            
18.99        -                  -                   
MoKo Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 10.1 Case - Ultra Slim 
Lightweight Smart-shell Stand Case for Samsung Galaxy 
Tab 3 10.1 Inch GT-P5200 / GT-P5210 Android Tab
1 18.99            
18.99        -                  -                   
37.98            
Cable Matters (2 Pack) Gold-Plated DVI-D Dual Link to 
HDMI (Male to Female) Adapter - 4K Resolution Ready
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
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03/28/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 92.48            
03/28/14
03/28/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.48            
-
03/28/14 AMZ*ORTHOTIC SHOP        866-216-1072 WA 139.95          
04/05/14
04/05/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 9.99              
04/05/14
04/05/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 9.39              
04/08/14
04/08/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.60            
04/18/14
04/18/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.94            
-
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MR. COFFEE&#xFFFD; Water Filter Replacement 6pk 1 13.29            13.29        -                  -                   
HDMI to VGA Converter With Audio. No external power 
Needed. (DA-HVNP) 1 25.99            
25.99        -                  -                   
Tera Grand - Premium Mini DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter 
Cable with Audio Support - for Apple MacBook, MacBook 
Pro, MacBook Air, iMac, Mac mini, Mac Pro,
1 9.25             
9.25          -                  -                   
Shipping 35.96            35.96        -                  -                   
92.48            
Kidde i12040 120V AC Wire-In Smoke Alarm with Battery 
Backup and Smart Hush *2-Pack* 1 22.49            
22.49        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
31.48            
Information not provided by Amazon 139.95          139.95      -                  -                   
139.95          
Why Do I Still Have Thyroid Symptoms? When My Lab Test 
Are Normal: A revolutionary breakthrough in 
understanding Hashimotoa's disease and hypothyroidism
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
The Doctor's Diet:  Dr. Travis Stork's STAT Program to Help 
You Lose Weight & Restore Your Health 9.39             
9.39          -                  -                   
9.39             
Set Large L 1pc Purple 1pc Lime Green Replacement 
Bands with Clasps for Fitbit FLEX Only /No tracker/ 
Wireless Activity Bracelet Sport Wristband Fit B
1 24.84            
24.84        -                  -                   
Discount (1.24)             (1.24)         -                  -                   
23.60            
Poetic StrapBack Case for Dell Latitude 10 ST2 Window 8 
Pro Tablet Black (3 Year Manufacturer Warranty From 
Poetic)
1 19.95            
19.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
28.94            
Refund (20.44)           (20.44)       -                  -                   
(20.44)           
Cruzerlite Androidifeid A2 TPU case for Samsung Galaxy 
S4 Active
1 12.90            
12.90        -                  -                   
Cruzerlite Androidifeid A2 TPU case for Samsung Galaxy 
S4 Active
1 12.90            
12.90        -                  -                   
Cruzerlite Androidifeid A2 TPU case for Samsung Galaxy 
S4 Active
1 12.90            
12.90        -                  -                   
38.70            
Cruzerlite Androidifeid A2 TPU case for Samsung Galaxy 
S4 Active
1 (12.90)           
(12.90)       -                  -                   
Cruzerlite Androidifeid A2 TPU case for Samsung Galaxy 
S4 Active
1 (12.90)           
(12.90)       -                  -                   
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04/20/14
05/10/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (38.70)           
04/24/14
04/24/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.97            
04/25/14
04/25/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 9.99              
04/25/14
04/25/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 13.13            
04/25/14
05/07/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.99            
04/25/14
04/30/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.82            
04/25/14
04/25/14
04/26/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 105.77          
04/27/14
04/28/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 69.99            
04/27/14
04/28/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 207.94          
05/01/14
05/01/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.52              
05/01/14
05/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.37            
05/04/14
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Cruzerlite Androidifeid A2 TPU case for Samsung Galaxy 
S4 Active
1 (12.90)           
(12.90)       -                  -                   
(38.70)           
Trader Joe's Vanilla Meringues - Fat Free - 7.39oz (210g) - 
2 PACK
1 18.97            
18.97        -                  -                   
18.97            
Delivering Happiiness:  A Path to Profits, Passion, and 
Purpose   Ebook
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
The Zappos Experience: 5 Principles to Inspire, Engage, 
and WOW  Ebook
1 13.13            
13.13        -                  -                   
13.13            
Delivering Happiness: A Path to Profits, Passion, and 
Purpose
1 23.99            
23.99        -                  -                   
23.99            
The Zappos Experience: 5 Principles to Inspire, Engage, 
and WOW
1 13.82            
13.82        -                  -                   
13.82            
Armband for OtterBox Cases by Tune Belt fits iPhone 5 / 
5s / 5c and iPhone 4 / 4S Defender / Commuter Series 
Cases and others
1 18.95            
18.95        -                  -                   
Jabra SPORT+ Wireless Bluetooth Stereo Headphones - 
Retail Packaging - Black and Yellow
1 86.82            
86.82        -                  -                   
105.77          
Eye-Fi 16GB Pro X2 SDHC Class 10 Wireless Flash 
Memory Card Frustration Free Packaging EYE-FI-16PC-FF 1 69.99            
69.99        -                  -                   
69.99            
CONTOUR 57-401R Mattress Genie, Gray, King 1 199.95          199.95      -                  -                   
Shipping 7.99             7.99          -                  -                   
207.94          
Valley forge Flag PVCR02 2-Count 1-Inch Flag Mounting 
Rings
1 5.52             
5.52          -                  -                   
5.52             
The Big Bang Theory: The Complete Sixth Season 1 22.37            22.37        -                  -                   
22.37            
Southern Living Country Music's Greatest Eats - presented 
by CMT: Showstopping recipes & riffs from country's 
biggest stars
1 15.78            
15.78        -                  -                   
15.78            
The Cake Mix Doctor 1 10.63            10.63        -                  -                   
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05/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 66.90            
05/23/14
05/23/14
05/23/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 73.34            
05/25/14
05/27/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.41            
05/25/14
05/25/14
05/27/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 61.11            
05/31/14
05/31/14
06/03/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 56.10            
06/01/14
06/01/14
06/03/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.53            
06/04/14
06/05/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.18            
06/05/14
06/05/14
06/05/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 54.60            
06/14/14
06/14/14
06/14/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.55            
06/15/14
06/15/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 4.99              
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The Cake Mix Doctor Returns!: With 160 All-New Recipes
1 11.56            
11.56        -                  -                   
Chocolate from the Cake Mix Doctor 1 10.95            10.95        -                  -                   
Cupcakes!: From the Cake Mix Doctor 1 11.54            11.54        -                  -                   
Chicago Metallic Baking Essentials Silicone Baking Cups, 
Set of 12
1 5.83             
5.83          -                  -                   
StufZ Burger Press 1 10.52            10.52        -                  -                   
Wilton Comfort Grip Round Cookie Cutter 1 5.87             5.87          -                  -                   
66.90            
WoCase Replacement Accessory Wristband Vibrant Yellow 
(Large/Small) with Clasp for Fitbit Flex Activity and Sleep 
Tracker (Large (6.3"/161mm-8.2"/209m
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Rawlings Men's Baseball Pant (White/Black, Medium) 1 41.37            41.37        -                  -                   
Shipping 17.98            17.98        -                  -                   
73.34            
Whoopies!: Fabulous Mix-and-Match Recipes for Whoopie 
Pies
1 8.42             
8.42          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
12.41            
Whoopie Pies : Dozens of Mix 'em, Match 'em, Eat 'em Up 
Recipes
1 13.20            
13.20        -                  -                   
Wilton Nonstick 12-Cavity Whoopie Pie Pan 4 27.96            27.96        -                  -                   
Shipping 19.95            19.95        -                  -                   
61.11            
ThunderLeash Small - For dogs up to 25 lbs. 1 26.15            26.15        -                  -                   
ThunderLeash Large - For dogs over 25 lbs. 1 29.95            29.95        -                  -                   
56.10            
Top Secret Recipes Unlocked: All New Home Clones of 
America's Favorite Brand-Name Foods
1 11.56            
11.56        -                  -                   
Top Secret Restaurant Recipes 3: The Secret Formulas for 
Duplicating Your Favorite Restaurant Dishes at Home (Top 
Secret Recipes)
1 10.97            
10.97        -                  -                   
22.53            
Avery Self-Adhesive Removable Laser Id Labels, White, 8.5 
x 11 inches, 25 per Pack (6465)
2 26.18            
-            -                  26.18               
26.18            #
Airtight Flip Medium 10.8 Cup 8X6X4(6) 3 23.97            23.97        -                  -                   
Snapware mAirtight Flip Medium Storage Container, 23-
Cup
3 30.63            
30.63        -                  -                   
54.60            
Fuelbelt Shoe Pod Pocket, Black 1 11.55            11.55        -                  -                   
Nike+ Stand Alone Sensor Kit 1 19.00            19.00        -                  -                   
30.55            
The Fault In Our Stars   Ebook 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
4.99             
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06/16/14
06/16/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.98            
07/04/14
07/05/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 112.99          
07/04/14
07/06/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
07/04/14





07/08/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 62.12            
07/05/14
07/08/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
07/09/14
07/10/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.24            
07/18/14
07/18/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 44.99            
08/01/14
08/01/14
08/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.98            
08/03/14
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Compact IPAD/ Kindle / Nook/ eReader Size Treadmill 
Book Holder
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
18.98            
Plugable UD-3900 USB 3.0 Universal Docking Station with 
Dual Video Outputs for Windows 8.1, 8, 7, XP (HDMI and 
DVI/ VGA to 2048x1152, Gigabit Ethernet
1 109.00          
-            -                  109.00             
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
112.99          #
OtterBox Commuter Series Case for Samsung Galaxy S4 - 
Key Lime - Glow Green / Slate Gray
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
OtterBox [Defender Series] Apple iPhone 5S Case - 
Frustration-Free Packaging Protective Case for iPhone - 
Black
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
Organized Living Large Cabinet Shelf, Nickel 1 16.99            16.99        -                  -                   
RiteAV - Cat5e Network Ethernet Cable - Blue - 5 ft. 1 5.15             5.15          -                  -                   
BANGPLUS 4-port Ultra Thin Design USB 3.0 Hub 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
Logitech M510 Wireless Mouse 1 24.99            24.99        -                  -                   
62.12            
Logitech Wireless Keyboard K360 - Glossy Black 1 19.99            19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
IBM Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga Slim 65W Replacement AC 
Adapter for Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga 13 Series Notebook
1 23.25            
-            -                  23.25               
Shipping 3.99             -            -                  3.99                 
27.24            #
The Good Wife, Season 5  Digital Video Download 1 44.99            44.99        -                  -                   
44.99            
Metal Lapel Pin - Mexico - Sombrero 1 7.99             7.99          -                  -                   
Metal Lapel Pin - On the Water - Ocean Scene with 
Lighthouse
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
15.98            
Decorative Ornament Display Stand - Four Arm Brass - 13-
1/2" H
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
1st Marine Division Coin 1 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
Marine School of Infantry Pendleton Coin 1 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
Marine Corps E4 Corporal Coin 1 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 4.49             4.49          -                  -                   
34.46            
U.S. Marine Corps Marine Wife Challenge Coin 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
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08/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.48            
08/03/14







08/04/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 62.04            
08/03/14
08/03/14
08/03/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 42.50            
08/03/14
08/04/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 56.95            
08/06/14
08/06/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 55.99            
-
08/12/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (55.99)           
08/13/14
08/13/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.07            
08/13/14
08/13/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.05            
08/14/14
08/14/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.88            
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Shipping 5.49             5.49          -                  -                   
20.48            
U.S. Marine Corps Veteran Challenge Coin 1 10.00            10.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.95             3.95          -                  -                   
13.95            
Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, CA Challenge Coin
1 10.79            
10.79        -                  -                   
Marine Corps Spouse Coin 1 10.79            10.79        -                  -                   
Marine Corps Retired 1 9.89             9.89          -                  -                   
Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego Challenge Coin
1 9.89             
9.89          -                  -                   
Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay 1 10.79            10.79        -                  -                   
Marine Corps Retired 1 9.89             9.89          -                  -                   
62.04            
Fragrances Of Ireland Inis The Energy of The Sea Cologne 
Spray, 3.3 Fluid Ounce
1 42.50            
42.50        -                  -                   
Folding Scroll Double Wall Shelf 0 -               -            -                  -                   
42.50            
Military Challenge Coin, Sport Competition Coin, Poker 
Chip Display Case Wall Mounted Cabinet, with Lock, 
COIN30-MAH
1 44.95            
44.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 12.00            12.00        -                  -                   
56.95            
Kensington KeyFolio Executive Zipper Folio Case with 
Removable Bluetooth Keyboard and Google Drive Offer for 
iPad Air (iPad 5) (K97009US)
1 55.99            
55.99        -                  -                   
55.99            
Kensington KeyFolio Executive Zipper Folio Case with 
Removable Bluetooth Keyboard and Google Drive Offer for 
iPad Air (iPad 5) (K97009US)
1 (55.99)           
(55.99)       -                  -                   
(55.99)           
philosophy pure grace all over body spritz 8 fl oz (236.6 ml)
1 30.07            
30.07        -                  -                   
30.07            
Philosophy Clear Days Ahead Fast-Acting Salicylic Acid 
Acne Spot Treatment 15Ml/0.5Oz
1 23.05            
23.05        -                  -                   
23.05            
iShoppingdeals - for Le Pan Mini 8-INCH (TC802A) Tablet 
PU Leather Folio Cover Case, Green 1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
iShoppingdeals - for Le Pan Mini 8-INCH (TC802A) Tablet 
PU Leather Folio Cover Case, Blue 1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.90             6.90          -                  -                   
34.88            
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08/15/14
08/16/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 50.85            
08/18/14
08/18/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 57.96            
08/20/14
08/20/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.44            
08/23/14
08/24/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 36.95            
08/26/14
08/27/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.95              
08/28/14
08/28/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 13.59            
08/28/14
08/28/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.59            
08/29/14
08/29/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.85            
08/31/14
08/31/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 9.99              
09/01/14
09/02/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 69.27            
09/01/14
09/03/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 57.50            
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Transcend 32GB MicroSDHC Class10 UHS-1 Memory Card 
with Adapter 45 MB/s (TS32GUSDU1E)
3 50.85            
50.85        -                  -                   
50.85            
Lee Men's Big & Tall Comfort Waist Custom Fit Pleated 
Pant, Mid-Khaki, 48x28 2 49.98            
49.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
57.96            
iShoppingdeals - for Le Pan Mini 8-INCH (TC802A) Tablet 
PU Leather Folio Cover Case, Black 1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.45             3.45          -                  -                   
18.44            
Set of 3 Lighted Gift Boxes Snowflakes Red Green Purple 
Yard Decoration Christmas
1 36.95            
36.95        -                  -                   
36.95            
2000 Red Admit One Single Roll Consecutively Numbered 
Raffle Tickets
1 7.95             
-            -                  7.95                 
7.95             #
The 2020 Workplace: How Innovative Companies Attract, 
Develop, and Keep Tomorrow's Employees Today   Ebook
1 13.59            
13.59        -                  -                   
13.59            
The 2020 Workplace: How Innovative Companies Attract, 
Develop, and Keep Tomorrow's Employees Today 1 18.59            
-            -                  18.59               
18.59            
Savvycents Wallet (Teal Chevron) 1 29.00            29.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.85             3.85          -                  -                   
32.85            
Dave Ramsey's Complete Guide to Money:  The Handbook 
of Financial Peace University
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
The Music Of Nashville Season 2 Volume 2 CD+4 BONUS 
2013 TARGET EXCLUSIVE
1 25.73            
25.73        -                  -                   
Based On A True Story... 1 5.00             5.00          -                  -                   
Nashville Deluxe 1 38.54            38.54        -                  -                   
69.27            
Loaded: The Best of Blake Shelton 1 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
Red River Blue 1 5.00             5.00          -                  -                   
Here's To The Good Times - This Is How We Roll 1 35.51            35.51        -                  -                   
The Music Of Nashville, Season 2, Vol. 1 1 10.00            10.00        -                  -                   
57.50            
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09/01/14
09/03/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 111.48          
-
09/15/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (51.49)           
09/05/14
09/05/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 180.85          
10/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (158.98)          -
09/06/14
09/06/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.93            
-
10/09/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (20.94)           
09/06/14
09/08/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 61.89            
09/17/14
09/18/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.98            
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BareTraps Women's Partner Western Boot,Rust,8 M US
1 59.99            
59.99        -                  -                   
BareTraps Women's Partner Western Boot,Almond,8 M US
1 51.49            
51.49        -                  -                   
111.48          
BareTraps Women's Partner Western Boot,Almond,8 M US
1 (51.49)           
(51.49)       -                  -                   
(51.49)           
Pintastic Automatic Pin Dispenser 1 12.88            12.88        -                  -                   
Samsung Gear Fit Fitness Tracker and Smartwatch for 
Samsung Devices (US Warranty) - Black
1 149.99          
149.99      -                  -                   
Shipping 17.98            17.98        -                  -                   
180.85          
Refund (158.98)         (158.98)      -                  -                   
(158.98)         
MDW Security Fix Clasp for Gear Fit Band ,Dont Lose 
Some $200 Investment! (mixed color of 7 pack) 1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Tech Armor Samsung Galaxy Gear Fit Anti-Glare/Anti-
Fingerprint (Matte) Screen Protectors [3Pack] Lifetime 
Warranty
1 6.95             
6.95          -                  -                   
Charger Cradle Charging Dock for Samsung Gear fit Smart 
Watch Black 1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
40.93            
MDW Security Fix Clasp for Gear Fit Band ,Dont Lose 
Some $200 Investment! (mixed color of 7 pack) 1 (13.99)           
(13.99)       -                  -                   
Tech Armor Samsung Galaxy Gear Fit Anti-Glare/Anti-
Fingerprint (Matte) Screen Protectors [3Pack] Lifetime 
Warranty
1 (6.95)             
(6.95)         -                  -                   
(20.94)           
Samsung OEM Galaxy Gear Fit Orange Strap 1 27.95            27.95        -                  -                   
Samsung Galaxy Gear Fit Light Green Strap 1 27.95            27.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.99             5.99          -                  -                   
61.89            
Charger Cradle Charging Dock for Samsung Gear fit Smart 
Watch Black
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
23.98            
Charger Cradle Charging Dock for Samsung Gear fit Smart 
Watch Black
1 (19.99)           
(19.99)       -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(23.98)           
Neewer├é┬« 5 in 1 Portable Round 43''Inch/110cm Multi 
Camera Lighting Reflector/Diffuser Kit with Grip and 
Carrying Case for Photpgraphy (43" Round)
1 22.95            
22.95        -                  -                   
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09/24/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.95            
09/24/14
09/25/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 67.40            
09/24/14
09/24/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.97            
09/27/14
09/27/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.90            
09/27/14
09/28/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 171.67          
09/28/14
09/29/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.89              
09/28/14
09/29/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.89              
09/28/14
09/29/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.99            
09/28/14
09/30/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.99            
09/28/14
09/29/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.27            
10/03/14
10/03/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.07            
10/03/14
10/05/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 20.92            
10/06/14
10/06/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 167.94          
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22.95            
New Black Yongnuo YN-560 II Flash Speedlite for Sony
1 67.40            
67.40        -                  -                   
67.40            
La Crosse Technology Digital Wall Clock 1 14.97            14.97        -                  -                   
14.97            
SquareTrade 3-Year GPS Accident Protection Plan ($150-
175)
1 30.09            
30.09        -                  -                   
Tax 1.81             1.81          -                  -                   
31.90            
Garmin Forerunner 210 Water Resistant GPS Enabled 
Watch without Heart Rate Monitor
1 171.67          
171.67      -                  -                   
171.67          
AmazonBasics High-Speed HDMI Cable 2-Pack - 6.5 Feet (2 
Meters)
1 7.89             
7.89          -                  -                   
7.89             
AmazonBasics High-Speed HDMI Cable 2-Pack - 6.5 Feet (2 
Meters)
1 7.89             
7.89          -                  -                   
7.89             
NETGEAR Push2TV Wireless Display HDMI Adapter with 
Miracast (PTV3000) Certified for use with Kindle Fire HDX 1 49.99            
49.99        -                  -                   
49.99            
NETGEAR Push2TV Wireless Display HDMI Adapter with 
Miracast (PTV3000) Certified for use with Kindle Fire HDX 1 49.99            
49.99        -                  -                   
49.99            
The Digital Photography Book, Part 5: Photo Recipes 1 15.80            15.80        -                  -                   
KIND PLUS, Blueberry Pecan + Fiber Bars, 1.4 Oz Gluten 
Free Bars (Pack of 12)
1 17.47            
17.47        -                  -                   
33.27            
Masterbuilt 30-Inch Electric Smoker Cover 1 22.08            22.08        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
31.07            
WESTERN 80484 BBQ Smoking Chip Variety Pack 1 20.92            20.92        -                  -                   
20.92            
Plantronics GameCom 780 Surround Sound Stereo PC 
Gaming Headset
1 71.20            
71.20        -                  -                   
Striiv Touch, Black 1 88.76            88.76        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
167.94          
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-
10/13/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (92.75)           
10/06/14
10/06/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.96            
-
10/10/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (37.96)           
10/06/14
10/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.93            
-
10/10/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (35.93)           
10/08/14
10/08/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 116.52          
10/08/14
10/08/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 48.20            
10/08/14
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Refund (92.75)           (92.75)       -                  -                   
(92.75)           
Premium Advanced Leather Cover Sleeve Case with 
Magnetic Closure for NOOK GlowLight (NOOK 4th Gen) - 
(NOT fit NOOK Simple Touch with GlowLight NOOK 3r
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Mulbess - Nook GlowLight 4th Stand Case Cover - Leather 
Case Cover with Elastic Hand Strap (For Nook GlowLight 
4th, Stand Black)
1 15.99            
15.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
37.96            
Premium Advanced Leather Cover Sleeve Case with 
Magnetic Closure for NOOK GlowLight (NOOK 4th Gen) - 
(NOT fit NOOK Simple Touch with GlowLight NOOK 3r
1 (13.99)           
(13.99)       -                  -                   
Mulbess - Nook GlowLight 4th Stand Case Cover - Leather 
Case Cover with Elastic Hand Strap (For Nook GlowLight 
4th, Stand Black)
1 (15.99)           
(15.99)       -                  -                   
Shipping (7.98)             (7.98)         -                  -                   
(37.96)           
Fedora Hat - Natural Color Straw with Black Band, 
Natural, One Size
1 14.00            
14.00        -                  -                   
Solid Band Summer Straw Fedora - Black Black W20S58B
1 13.95            
13.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
35.93            
Fedora Hat - Natural Color Straw with Black Band, 
Natural, One Size
1 (14.00)           
(14.00)       -                  -                   
Solid Band Summer Straw Fedora - Black Black W20S58B
1 (13.95)           
(13.95)       -                  -                   
Shipping (7.98)             (7.98)         -                  -                   
(35.93)           
Lucky Women's Emmie Ballet Flat,Luxe Leopard,8 M US
1 58.75            
58.75        -                  -                   
Lucky Women's Emmie2 Ballet Flat,American Navy,8 M US
1 57.77            
57.77        -                  -                   
116.52          
Lucky Women's Emmie Ballet Flat,Oxblood,8 M US 1 44.21            44.21        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
48.20            
Striiv Touch, Black 1 85.87            85.87        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
89.86            
Polo Ralph Lauren Men's Hanford Fashion 
Sneaker,Hampton Yellow/Hampton Yellow/Black,10.5 D 
US
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
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10/11/14
10/11/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 65.83            
10/11/14
10/12/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.25            
10/12/14
10/14/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.17            
10/12/14
11/14/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.00            
10/13/14
10/13/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 45.72            
10/16/14
10/16/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 152.60          
10/16/14
10/16/14
10/16/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 57.99            
10/17/14
10/17/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 227.99          
-
10/22/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (227.99)          
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Polo Ralph Lauren Men's Hamilton Fashion Sneaker,Dark 
Carbon Grey,10.5 D US
1 32.45            
32.45        -                  -                   
Polo Ralph Lauren Men's Hamilton Fashion Sneaker,Marsh 
Green,10.5 D US
1 33.38            
33.38        -                  -                   
65.83            
Innovate Like Edison: The Five-Step System for 
Breakthrough Business Success
1 12.25            
12.25        -                  -                   
12.25            
Mr. Food Test Kitchen Just One More Bite!: More Than 150 
Mouthwatering Recipes You Simply Can't Resist 1 12.62            
12.62        -                  -                   
Mr. Food Test Kitchen Quick & Easy Comfort Cookbook: 
More Than 150 Mouthwatering Recipes
1 14.19            
14.19        -                  -                   
Mr. Food Test Kitchen's Hello Taste, Goodbye Guilt!: Over 
150 Healthy and Diabetes Friendly Recipes
1 14.36            
14.36        -                  -                   
41.17            
Mr. Food Test Kitchen Cook it Slow, Cook it Fast: More 
Than 150 Easy Recipes For Your Slow Cooker and Pressure 
Cooker
1 12.00            
12.00        -                  -                   
12.00            
Grove Square Pumpkin Spice Cappuccino, 12 Single Serve 
Cups
1 7.95             
7.95          -                  -                   
Grove Square CARAMEL HOT APPLE CIDER - 12 Single 
serve cups
1 14.95            
14.95        -                  -                   
Grove Square Salted Caramel Hot Cocoa, 12 Single Serve 
Cups
1 10.85            
10.85        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.97            11.97        -                  -                   
45.72            
Violife VMH101KIT Personal Humidifier with Pouch and 
Water Bottle, Purple Metallic
4 136.64          
136.64      -                  -                   
Shipping 15.96            15.96        -                  -                   
152.60          
Skechers Women's Keepsakes Delight Fall 
Mule,Charcoal,7.5 M US
1 27.76            
27.76        -                  -                   
Skechers Women's Keepsakes Snow Angels 
Mule,Camouflage,7 M US
1 30.23            
30.23        -                  -                   
57.99            
Donald J Pliner Women's Diem Expresso Oily Suede Boot 8 
M
1 219.00          
219.00      -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
227.99          
Donald J Pliner Women's Diem Expresso Oily Suede Boot 8 
M
1 (219.00)         
(219.00)      -                  -                   
Shipping (8.99)             (8.99)         -                  -                   
(227.99)         
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10/19/14
10/20/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.94            
10/21/14
10/21/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.50              
10/22/14
10/22/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 68.94            
11/11/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (68.94)           
10/31/14
10/31/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.98            
10/31/14
10/31/14
11/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.21            
11/05/14
11/06/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.56            
11/05/14
11/06/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.50            
11/07/14
11/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.04            
11/08/14
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Transcend 32 GB Wi-Fi SDHC Class 10 Memory Card 
(TS32GWSDHC10)
1 60.95            
60.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
64.94            
Menotek 3ft Cat5e Network Ethernet Patch Cable 10 Pack - 
Blue
1 7.50             
-            -                  7.50                 
7.50             #
iPad Air Screen Protector Anti Blue Light Tempered Glass-
Sapphire Hardness &#x2605;Lifetime Replacement 
Program&#x2605; [No Questions Asked], Bubble F
1 64.95            
64.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
68.94            
iPad Air Screen Protector Anti Blue Light Tempered Glass-
Sapphire Hardness &#x2605;Lifetime Replacement 
Program&#x2605; [No Questions Asked], Bubble F
1 (64.95)           
(64.95)       -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(68.94)           
DAZZ 42-Pocket Over-the-Door Organizer, Beige 1 12.99            12.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
21.98            
Santa Barbara Design Studio GLS11-5524T Lolita Love My 
Wine Hand Painted Glass, Coastal 1 27.75            
27.75        -                  -                   
True Fabrications Midnight Bistro 1 Wine Bottle Box - 
Sophisticated Box with Self Adhesive Bow for Gift Giving 3 5.46             
5.46          -                  -                   
33.21            
Solar Ceramic Dog Pet Memorial Garden Yard Statue with 
Lighted Wings 9" X 5-1/2" X 4-1/2" 1 22.56            
22.56        -                  -                   
22.56            
Solar Ceramic Cat Pet Memorial Garden Statue with 
Lighted Wings 9" X 5-1/2" X 4-1/2" 1 24.50            
24.50        -                  -                   
24.50            
Cat5 RJ45 Patch Ethernet Network Cable (White) (100 Ft)
1 7.05             
7.05          -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
16.04            
Cmple - RJ45 CAT5 CAT5E ETHERNET LAN NETWORK 
CABLE -150 FT White 1 14.10            
14.10        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
18.09            
The Best of Hootie & the Blowfish (1993 Thru 2003) 1 7.99             7.99          -                  -                   
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11/11/14
11/11/14
11/12/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.86            
11/11/14
11/14/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
11/14/14
11/14/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 11.04            
11/14/14
11/15/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 36.88            
11/14/14
11/15/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 65.05            
11/14/14
11/16/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.38            
11/19/14
11/19/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 82.98            
11/20/14
11/20/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.00            
-
12/09/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (17.30)           
11/20/14
11/20/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 133.94          
11/26/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (133.94)          
11/22/14
11/22/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.40            
11/24/14
11/24/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
11/24/14
11/24/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
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Home For The Holidays 1 10.99            10.99        -                  -                   
Greatest Hits So Far... 1 11.88            11.88        -                  -                   
30.86            
PrizeFighter: Hit after Hit 1 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
The Andy Cohen Diaries: A Deep Look at a Shallow Year  
Ebook
11.04            
11.04        -                  -                   
11.04            
iShoppingdeals - for Le Pan Mini 8-INCH (TC802A) Tablet 
PU Leather Folio Cover Case, Black
2 29.98            
29.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.90             6.90          -                  -                   
36.88            
Sorel Men's Falcon Ridge Slipper,Bark,10 M 1 56.06            56.06        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
65.05            
Transcend 32GB MicroSDHC Class10 UHS-1 Memory Card 
with Adapter 45 MB/s (TS32GUSDU1E)
2 32.38            
32.38        -                  -                   
32.38            
HP USB Media Port Replicator 1 78.99            78.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
82.98            
Bessky 8 in 1 Accessories Kit Set for Gopro Hero 3+ 3 2 1 
Camera
1 23.00            
23.00        -                  -                   
23.00            
Refund (17.30)           (17.30)       -                  -                   
(17.30)           
Fitbit Charge Wireless Activity Wristband, Slate, Large 1 129.95          129.95      -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
133.94          
Fitbit Charge Wireless Activity Wristband, Slate, Large 1 (129.95)         (129.95)      -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(133.94)         
Snapware mAirtight Flip Medium Storage Container, 23-
Cup
2 22.42            
22.42        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
30.40            
Old Spice Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Message Discipline  Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
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11/25/14
11/26/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 67.28            
11/28/14
11/28/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.99            
12/19/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (12.99)           
11/29/14
11/29/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.98            
11/30/14
12/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.54            
11/30/14
11/30/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 1.98              
12/01/14
12/01/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 38.50            
12/05/14
12/05/14 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
12/05/14
12/05/14
12/07/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 70.84            
12/05/14
12/08/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.95            
12/05/14
12/06/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.65            
12/12/14
12/12/14 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 99.99            
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Skechers Women's Keepsakes Delight Fall 
Mule,Chocolate,7.5 M US
1 29.35            
29.35        -                  -                   
Skechers Women's Keepsakes Delight Fall 
Mule,Natural,7.5 M US
1 29.95            
29.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
67.28            
i-UniK Trio AXS 3G with Wifi 7.85" Touchscreen Quad Core 
Tablet Mach Speed 1.2 GHZ 16GB (2014 Release T-Mobile 
3G) Slim Folio Case [Bonus Stylus] - (H
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
12.99            
i-UniK Trio AXS 3G with Wifi 7.85" Touchscreen Quad Core 
Tablet Mach Speed 1.2 GHZ 16GB (2014 Release T-Mobile 
3G) Slim Folio Case [Bonus Stylus] - (H
1 (12.99)           
(12.99)       -                  -                   
(12.99)           
Transcend 32GB MicroSDHC Class10 UHS-1 Memory Card 
with Adapter 45 MB/s (TS32GUSDU1E)
2 27.98            
27.98        -                  -                   
27.98            
External Super Slim USB 2.0 Slot-In DVD-RW, Silver 1 22.54            22.54        -                  -                   
22.54            
SquareTrade 2-Year PC Peripherals Protection Plan ($0-
$50)
1 1.87             
1.87          -                  -                   
Tax 0.11             0.11          -                  -                   
1.98             
Toshiba Flash Air II Wireless 32GB SDHC Memory Card 
(PFW032U-1BCW)
1 38.50            
38.50        -                  -                   
38.50            
The Organically Clean Home:  150 Everyday Organic 
Cleaning Products You Can Make Yourself   Ebook
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Holiday Sweater 2013 Hallmark Ornament 1 15.94            -            -                  15.94               
HP Original - 593554-001 - MU06 2 54.90            -            -                  54.90               
70.84            #
Stop the Thyroid Madness II: How Thyroid Experts Are 
Challenging Ineffective Treatments and Improving the Lives 
of Patients
1 22.95            
22.95        -                  -                   
22.95            
Hashimoto's Thyroiditis: Lifestyle Interventions for Finding 
and Treating the Root Cause 1 25.65            
25.65        -                  -                   
25.65            
Stork Craft Hoop Glider, Cherry/Beige 1 99.99            99.99        -                  -                   
99.99            
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12/19/14
12/19/14
12/20/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 314.92          
12/21/14
12/23/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 349.00          
12/21/14
12/23/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.99            
12/21/14
12/21/14 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.38            
12/24/14
12/27/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
12/27/14
12/27/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
12/27/14
12/27/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
12/27/14
12/27/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
12/27/14
12/27/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
12/27/14
12/27/14 AMAZON VIDEO ON DEMAND   866-216-1072 WA 2.99              
12/26/14
02/16/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.99            
12/30/14
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Tech Armor Samsung Galaxy Gear 2/Neo Anti-Glare/Anti-
Fingerprint (Matte) Screen Protectors [3Pack] Lifetime 
Warranty
1 6.95             
6.95          -                  -                   
Samsung Gear 2 Smartwatch - Silver/Black (US Warranty)
1 299.99          
299.99      -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
314.92          
Olympus Stylus SP-100 IHS 16 MP Digital Camera 1 349.00          349.00      -                  -                   
349.00          
Toshiba Flash Air II Wireless 32GB SDHC Memory Card 
(PFW032U-1BCW)
1 40.99            
40.99        -                  -                   
40.99            
4-Year Camera/Camcorder Accident Protection Plan ($300-
350)
1 50.36            
50.36        -                  -                   
Tax 3.02             3.02          -                  -                   
53.38            
Victims of Love  Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Denial, Anger, Acceptance  Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Endgame/Brave New World  Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Dead Rockoning   Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Boxed In   Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Hurt  Digital Video Download 1 2.99             2.99          -                  -                   
2.99             
Game of Thrones: Season 4 (Blu-Ray+Digital Copy) 1 34.99            34.99        -                  -                   
34.99            
Fire TV Stick 1 39.00            39.00        -                  -                   
39.00            
House of Doolittle Earthscapes Puppy Wall Calendar 12 
Months, January 2015 to December 2015, 12 x 12 Inches, 
Full Color Photo, Recycled (HOD3651-15)
1 13.08            
13.08        -                  -                   
Allsop Monitor Corner Stand Metal Art - Silver (29191) 1 18.08            18.08        -                  -                   
AFUNTA Set Large Replacement Bands with Clasps for 
Fitbit FLEX Only /No tracker/ Wireless Activity Bracelet 
Sport Wristband Fit Bit Flex Bracelet Spor
1 8.80             
8.80          -                  -                   
Shipping 13.97            13.97        -                  -                   
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01/05/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.93            
01/07/15
01/08/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 57.69            
-
01/12/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (57.69)           
01/09/15
01/09/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 54.95            
-
01/20/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (54.95)           
01/11/15
01/14/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 55.89            
01/24/15
01/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.86            
01/24/15
01/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 58.97            
01/24/15
01/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.99            
-
01/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (27.99)           
01/28/15
01/28/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.99            
01/29/15
01/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 96.99            
01/29/15
01/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 47.98            
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53.93            
Baby Doll Chevron Rocking Chair Pad, Navy 1 53.70            53.70        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
57.69            
Baby Doll Chevron Rocking Chair Pad, Navy 1 (53.70)           (53.70)       -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(57.68)           
Folding Shopping Cart - Versacart Utility Cart - Transport 
Up to 120 Pounds (Water-Resistant Heavy Duty Canvas) 1 54.95            
54.95        -                  -                   
54.95            
Folding Shopping Cart - Versacart Utility Cart - Transport 
Up to 120 Pounds (Water-Resistant Heavy Duty Canvas) 1 (54.95)           
(54.95)       -                  -                   
(54.95)           
The Healthy Slow Cooker Revolution 1 17.14            17.14        -                  -                   
Slow Cooker Revolution Volume 2 1 17.54            17.54        -                  -                   
Slow Cooker Revolution 1 21.21            21.21        -                  -                   
55.89            
New Surfboard Plaque Beach Rules Sign Surf Sand Sun 
Waves Coastal Decor Wall Art
1 27.99            
27.99        -                  -                   
Set of 6 Wood Surfboard Hooks - Towel Hooks 1 13.87            13.87        -                  -                   
41.86            
Hang Ten Surf Wax Surfing Round Distressed Retro 
Vintage Tin Sign
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
"Hanging Loose" Collection Beach Surfboard Bikini Flip 
Flop Shower Curtain
2 49.98            
49.98        -                  -                   
58.97            
Sixtrees Surf Surfboard Wall Sign 1 27.99            27.99        -                  -                   
27.99            
Sixtrees Surf Surfboard Wall Sign 1 (27.99)           (27.99)       -                  -                   
(27.99)           
Sixtrees Surf Surfboard Wall Sign 1 27.99            27.99        -                  -                   
27.99            
Vintage Surfboard Growth Chart - Blue & Orange Hibiscus
1 90.00            
90.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
96.99            
Surfboard Rug / Floral / Blue 1 42.99            42.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
47.98            
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01/30/15
01/30/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.51            
01/31/15
01/31/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.00            
02/01/15
02/02/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.99              
02/02/15
02/02/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.94            
02/04/15
02/04/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.04            
02/07/15
02/07/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.96            
02/11/15
02/11/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.98            
02/11/15
02/11/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.94            
-
02/15/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (23.94)           
02/11/15
02/11/15
02/11/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.88            
02/11/15
02/11/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 92.48            
02/14/15
02/14/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.04              
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Fitness Band Bling Accessory - "Petals" for Fitbit├é┬« Flex 
TM and Jawbone├é┬« UP TM
1 18.99            
18.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.52             4.52          -                  -                   
23.51            
Amazon Local Register Secure Card Reader 1 10.00            10.00        -                  -                   
10.00            
Benny Lava - Silicone Credit card holder for any mobile 
phone. Fits on the backside of the cell phone / smart 
phone. Easely attachable. (Green)
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
8.99             
6" 3.5mm TRRS male to female, Otterbox Compatible audio 
extension cable for credit card readers (Square, Intuit 
GoPayment, PayPal Here, IDTech, Paymen
1 13.94            
13.94        -                  -                   
13.94            
Fitness Band Bling Accessory - "Petals" for Fitbit├é┬« Flex 
TM and Jawbone├é┬« UP TM
1 18.99            
18.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 9.05             9.05          -                  -                   
28.04            
The Big Bang Theory: Season 7  [Blu-ray] 1 19.96            19.96        -                  -                   
19.96            
Lasko 2002W Personal Fan, 6-Inch, White 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
18.98            #
Juvo Universal Mobility Tote, Black 1 19.95            19.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
23.94            #
Juvo Universal Mobility Tote, Black 1 (19.95)           (19.95)       -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(23.94)           
Pembrook Wheelchair Bag Pouch - Great Little Side Bag for 
All of Your Accessories
1 9.95             
9.95          -                  -                   
Pembrook Wheelchair or Scooter Side Bag 1 15.95            15.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
33.88            #
Sony MDRRF985RK Wireless RF Headphone, Black 1 86.49            86.49        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.99             5.99          -                  -                   
92.48            #
SquareTrade 2-year Office Protection Plan ($75-$100) 1 4.75             4.75          -                  -                   
Tax 0.29             0.29          -                  -                   
5.04             
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02/14/15
02/14/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.99            
02/14/15
02/14/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.49            
02/15/15
02/15/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 5.39              
02/14/15
02/15/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 92.34            
02/14/15
02/15/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.90            
02/14/15
02/16/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.99            
02/16/15
02/17/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.93              
02/26/15
02/27/15 AMAZONPRIME MEMBERSHIP AMZN.COM/PRME NV 99.00            
02/27/15
02/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.99            
02/27/15
02/27/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 124.23          
02/27/15
02/27/15
02/28/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 54.75            
02/27/15
02/27/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.79            
02/27/15
02/28/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 50.00            
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USA GEAR S7 Pro Mobile Carrying Case / Messenger 
Travel Bag with Weather-Resistant Design for Canon 
Selphy Compact Photo Printers and Canon PowerShot
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
24.99            
Canon KP-108IN Color Ink Paper Set 3115B001 1 28.49            28.49        -                  -                   
28.49            
The Longest Ride   Ebook 1 5.39             5.39          -                  -                   
5.39             
Canon Office Products SELPHY CP910 BLUE Wireless 
Color Photo Printer
1 92.34            
92.34        -                  -                   
92.34            
Fitbit Flex Charging Cable 2 39.90            39.90        -                  -                   
39.90            
Sophinia Twin Size Metal Headboard , Black 1 34.99            34.99        -                  -                   
34.99            
C&E VGA-VGA Standard 15-Pin VGA Male to VGA Male 
Cable 10 FT
1 5.93             
-            5.93                 -                   
5.93             #
Prime annual subscription 1 99.00            99.00        -                  -                   
99.00            
3.5 FT Apple OEM USB Lightning Cable Power Cord + 12W 
Wall Charger for Apple iPad Air iPhone 5, 5C, 5S, 6, 6 Plus - 
Non Retail packaging (White)
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
24.99            
Kindle Paperwhite, 6" High-Resolution Display (212 ppi) 
with Built-in Light, Wi-Fi
1 139.00          
139.00      -                  -                   
Discount (14.77)           (14.77)       -                  -                   
124.23          
Amazon Kindle Paperwhite Leather Cover, Royal Purple 
(does not fit Kindle or Kindle Touch)
1 39.99            
39.99        -                  -                   
Amazon Kindle 5W USB Power Adapter 1 19.99            19.99        -                  -                   
Discount (5.23)             (5.23)         -                  -                   
54.75            
2-Year Protection Plan plus Accident Protection for Kindle 
Paperwhite
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
Tax 1.80             1.80          -                  -                   
31.79            
Amazon.com Gift Card with Greeting Card - $50 (Kindle)
1 50.00            
50.00        -                  -                   
50.00            
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03/01/15
03/05/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 89.44            
03/01/15
03/03/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.94            
03/03/15





03/04/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 67.58            
03/19/15
03/19/15
03/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 45.56            
03/25/15
03/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.58            
03/26/15
03/26/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 52.98            
03/26/15
03/26/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.49            
03/28/15
03/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.59            
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Port Isabel, Texas LIGHTHOUSE Suncatcher Window 
11x22 Glass Panel Framed
1 79.95            
79.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 9.49             9.49          -                  -                   
89.44            
Port Isabel Lighthouse Decoration 7" - Lighthouse Decor - 
Home Decoration - Executive Promotional Gift
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 7.95             7.95          -                  -                   
17.94            
Kwikset Chelsea Single Cylinder Handleset w/Lido Lever 
featuring SmartKey├é┬« in Lifetime Polished Brass 1 109.00          
109.00      -                  -                   
109.00          
AmazonBasics High-Speed HDMI Cable 2-Pack - 3 Feet (0.9 
Meters) Supports Ethernet, 3D, and Audio Return 1 6.99             
6.99          -                  -                   
Twisted Veins ACHRA3 Three (3) Pack of HDMI 90 
Degree/Right Angle Connectors/Adapters
1 5.69             
5.69          -                  -                   
Kinivo 301BN Premium 3 port High speed HDMI switch 
with IR wireless remote and AC Power adapter - supports 
3D, 1080p
1 29.95            
29.95        -                  -                   
Able├é┬« PU Leather Magnetic Smart Cover For Apple iPad 
mini (Black)
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 15.96            15.96        -                  -                   
67.58            
Source One Acrylic 8.5 x 11 Inches Slanted Sign Holders 
with Business Card Holder (SB-8511C-1)
2 15.98            
15.98        -                  -                   
Tom Tominaga Oscar ATOBL10RPET Plastic Bowl Round, 1 
Gallon
2 13.62            
13.62        -                  -                   
Shipping 15.96            15.96        -                  -                   
45.56            
CAIUL Pringo Protective Case for HiTi Pringo P231 Pocket 
WiFi Photo Printer, Pink
1 16.58            
16.58        -                  -                   
16.58            
.925 Sterling Silver Box Link Chain Adjustable 0.8mm 
Wide 16" to 22" RHO
2 45.00            
45.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
52.98            
.925 Sterling Silver Box Link Chain Adjustable 0.8mm 
Wide 16" to 22" RHO
1 22.50            
22.50        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
26.49            
iPad Mini Case, iPad Mini / Mini 2 Retina/ Mini 3 Case 
Cover, [2014 Release] DteckTM [Updated Version] Fashion 
Slim Vintage Design Flip PU Leather Sma
1 12.59            
12.59        -                  -                   
12.59            
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04/13/15
04/13/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 10.99            
04/13/15
04/13/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 7.49              
04/13/15
04/13/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
04/13/15
04/13/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 12.99            
04/13/15
04/13/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
04/13/15
04/14/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 13.99            
04/23/15
04/23/15
04/23/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.95            
04/24/15
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SHED Your Stuff, Change Your Life:  A four-Step Guide to 
Getting Unstuck  Ebook
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
10.99            
Guiding Light: Jonathan's Story  Digital Ebook 1 7.49             7.49          -                  -                   
7.49             
Organizing from the Inside Out, second edition:  The 
Foolproof System for Organizing Your Home, Your Office 
and Your Life  Ebook
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Never Check E-Mail in the Morning: And Other Unexpected 
Strategies for Making Your Life Work  Ebook
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
12.99            
Time Management from the Inside Out:  The Foolproof 
System for Taking Control of Your Schedule - and your Life  
Ebook
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
The Good Life Rules: 8 Keys to Being a Better You at Work 
and Play  Ebook
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
13.99            
OtterBox DEFENDER SERIES for Samsung Galaxy S6 - 
Retail Packaging - Purple Amethyst (Periwinkle 
Purple/Liberty Purple)
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
OtterBox COMMUTER SERIES for Samsung Galaxy S6 - 
Frustration-Free Packaging - Purple Amethyst (Periwinkle 
Purple/Liberty Purple)
1 34.95            
34.95        -                  -                   
34.95            
The 20/20 Diet: Turn Your Weight Loss Vision Into Reality  
Ebook
1 10.69            
10.69        -                  -                   
10.69            
Becky Higgins Hi Sunshine Value Kit 1 15.57            15.57        -                  -                   
Becky Higgins Page Protectors for Scrapbooking, 6 by 8-
Inch
1 8.95             
8.95          -                  -                   
Scrapbook Customs Go Big Track and Field Themed Paper 
and Stickers Scrapbook Kit
1 10.50            
10.50        -                  -                   
Becky Higgins Boys Rule Value Kit 1 15.14            15.14        -                  -                   
Scrapbook Customs Themed Paper and Stickers Scrapbook 
Kit, Track & Field Journal
1 11.62            
11.62        -                  -                   
Becky Higgins Peace Love and Sunshine Value Kit 1 15.55            15.55        -                  -                   
77.33            
Cleatskins Trackskins Shoes,Lime Green,XL M US 1 28.95            28.95        -                  -                   
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04/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.95            
04/29/15
04/29/15
04/29/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.79            
05/04/15
05/05/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 60.36            
05/06/15
05/06/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.96            
05/07/15
05/07/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 14.99            
05/07/15
05/18/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.24            
05/09/15
05/09/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 36.99            
05/25/15
05/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.95            
05/25/15
05/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.49              
05/25/15
05/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.99            
05/25/15
05/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.99            
05/25/15
05/25/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.99            
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28.95            
Your Child in Pictures: The Parents' Guide to 
Photographing Your Toddler and Child from Age One to Ten 1 17.53            
17.53        -                  -                   
Your Family in Pictures: The Parents' Guide to 
Photographing Holidays, Family Portraits, and Everyday 
Life
1 15.28            
15.28        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
40.79            
Canon KP-108IN Color Ink Paper Set 3115B001 2 60.36            60.36        -                  -                   
60.36            
Galaxy S6 Screen Protector, Poweradd&trade; Samsung 
Galaxy S6 Tempered Glass Screen Protector Anti-Glare, 
Anti-Oil, Anti-Scratch, Bubble Free for Gala
2 15.98            
15.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
23.96            
American Wife:  A Memoir of Love, War, Faith and Renewal  
Ebook
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
American Sniper (DVD+UltraViolet) 1 14.24            14.24        -                  -                   
14.24            
Black Vintage-look Wood Inspiration Quote Picture Frame, 
2 Openings, wall hanging or standing, "You Are my 
Sunshine", 4x6"
1 36.99            
36.99        -                  -                   
36.99            
United States Marine Corps Power Decal 1 17.95            17.95        -                  -                   
17.95            
Becky Higgins Photo Pocket Pages - Design F 1 7.49             7.49          -                  -                   
7.49             
Toshiba Flash Air II Wireless 32GB SDHC Memory Card 
(PFW032U-1BCW)
1 41.99            
41.99        -                  -                   
41.99            
Toshiba Flash Air II Wireless 32GB SDHC Memory Card 
(PFW032U-1BCW)
1 41.99            
41.99        -                  -                   
41.99            
We R Memory Keepers - Tools - WR - Photo Sleeve Fuse
1 27.99            
27.99        -                  -                   
27.99            
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05/29/15
05/29/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.99            
05/31/15
06/01/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 55.46            
05/31/15
06/01/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.97            
06/03/15
06/03/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.39            
06/03/15
06/03/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 90.82            
06/07/15
06/09/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 117.70          
06/10/15
06/10/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.45            
06/10/15
06/10/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.77            
06/18/15
06/18/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 10.99            
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Wasabi Power Battery (2-Pack) and Charger for Olympus LI-
90B, LI-92B and Olympus SH-1, SH-50 iHS, SH-60, SP-
100, SP-100EE, Tough TG-1 iHS, Tough TG-2
1 21.99            
21.99        -                  -                   
21.99            
Great Northern Popcorn, 8-oz. Portion Counts (Count of 24)
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
Waring WPM30 Professional Kettle-Style Popcorn Maker
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
Wood Bed Lifters (Mahogany) (4.25"D x 4.25"W x 3.43"H) 
Set Of 4
2 38.00            
38.00        -                  -                   
Richards Homewares 6 Pocket Bedside Storage Mattress 
Book Remote Caddy
1 8.61             
8.61          -                  -                   
Southern Style 1 8.85             8.85          -                  -                   
55.46            
Bedside Caddy - Sand (2 PACK) (10"h x 5"w x 12.5"d) 1 13.98            13.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
18.97            
Travelchair Slacker Chair, Black 1 18.40            18.40        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
23.39            
Great Northern Popcorn Great Northern Popcorn 2.5 oz. 
Popcorn Portion Packs - Case of 80
1 47.97            
47.97        -                  -                   
Great Northern Popcorn Machine Pop Pup 2-1/2oz Retro 
Style Popcorn Popper
1 42.85            
42.85        -                  -                   
90.82            
Archway Old Fashioned Molasses Cookies, 9.5-Oz Packages 
(Pack of 12)
1 81.99            
81.99        -                  -                   
Archway Home Style Iced Molasses Soft Cookies 4 bags/14 
oz each
1 35.71            
35.71        -                  -                   
117.70          
Disney Finding Nemo 16" Nemo Plush Disney 1 17.45            17.45        -                  -                   
17.45            
KOHLS CARES " DISNEY PIXAR FINDING NEMO" DORY 
THE FISH 13" PLUSH
1 8.82             
8.82          -                  -                   
Walt Disney's Finding Nemo Squirt Plush 12'' L 1 17.99            17.99        -                  -                   
Finding Nemo 1 14.96            14.96        -                  -                   
41.77            
Life Is Short (No Pun Intended):  Love, Laughter, and 
Learning to Enjoy Every Moment  Ebook
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
10.99            
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06/21/15
06/21/15
06/22/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 84.93            
06/24/15
06/24/15
06/25/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 56.28            
06/24/15
06/26/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.70            
06/24/15
06/25/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.97            
06/25/15




07/05/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 45.98            
07/03/15
07/06/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.99            
07/14/15
07/14/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.41            
-
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Samsonite Luggage 3 Dial Travel Sentry Combo Lock, Juicy 
Orange, One Size
4 39.96            
39.96        -                  -                   
Luggage Tags Set. 2-Pc. Highly Visible For Baggage. For Mr 
Mrs Kids. PU Leather.
3 44.97            
44.97        -                  -                   
84.93            
Avery Durable View Binder with 2 inch Rings, Green, 1 
Binder (17838)
3 41.82            
-            -                  41.82               
Avery Durable View Binder with 2-Inch Slant Ring, Holds 
8.5 x 11-Inch Paper, White, 1 Binder (17032)
3 14.46            
-            -                  14.46               
56.28            #
Avery Durable View Binder with 2-Inch Slant Ring, Holds 
8.5 x 11-Inch Paper, Black, 1 Binder (17031)
3 14.70            
-            -                  14.70               
14.70            #
Avery Durable View Binder with 2-Inch Slant Ring, Holds 
8.5 x 11-Inch Paper, Blue, 1 Binder (17034)
3 14.97            
-            -                  14.97               
14.97            #
NETGEAR N600 Dual Band Wi-Fi Router (WNDR3400) 1 69.99            -            69.99               -                   
Shipping 4.99             -            4.99                 -                   
74.98            #
Garmin Forerunner 210 Water Resistant GPS Enabled 
Watch without Heart Rate Monitor
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
3-Year Car Electronics Accident Protection Plan ($100-150)
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
Sterling Silver Turquoise Toe Ring Set 1 41.99            41.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
45.98            
Sterling Silver Starfish Toe Ring Adjustable 1 18.00            18.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
21.99            
StarTech.com 8in HDMI to DVI-D Video Cable Adapter - 
HDMI Male to DVI Female - HDMI to DVI Dongle Adapter 
Cable
3 25.44            
-            25.44               -                   
Shipping 11.97            -            11.97               -                   
37.41            #
StarTech.com 8in HDMI to DVI-D Video Cable Adapter - 
HDMI Male to DVI Female - HDMI to DVI Dongle Adapter 
Cable
3 (25.44)           
-            (25.44)              -                   
Shipping (11.97)           -            (11.97)              -                   
(37.41)           
Garmin fit 2 Wrist Bands (Large) (Canary/Pink/Violet) 1 27.23            27.23        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
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07/15/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.22            
07/19/15
07/20/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.03            
-
08/02/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (24.03)           
07/20/15
07/21/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.80            
07/20/15
07/21/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 291.26          
07/21/15
07/22/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.95            
07/21/15
07/21/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.18            
07/21/15
07/21/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.10            
07/23/15
09/12/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.99            
-
09/17/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/B CREDIT (5.00)             
07/23/15
07/24/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
07/23/15
07/24/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 182.99          
07/23/15
07/23/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.98            
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31.22            
Snapware Snap 'N Stack Square Layer Seasonal Ornament 
Storage Container, 13 by 13-Inch
1 24.03            
24.03        -                  -                   
24.03            
Snapware Snap 'N Stack Square Layer Seasonal Ornament 
Storage Container, 13 by 13-Inch
1 (24.03)           
(24.03)       -                  -                   
(24.03)           
T-Quick 19.5V 4.62A New Replacement 90W AC Adapter 
Laptop Charger for HP ENVY TouchSmart Sleekbook m6-k, 
m7-j, 15-j, 17-j series: m7-j000, m7-j010dx,
2 21.80            
-            21.80               -                   
21.80            #
HP 3005PR USB 3.0 Port Replicator - USB Docking 2 291.26          -            -                  291.26             
291.26          #
Tamrac 1711 Superlights Computer Messenger 15 - For 
15.4" laptops (Black/Gray)
1 64.95            
64.95        -                  -                   
64.95            #
Allsop Large Metal Art Monitor Stand, holds 50 lbs with 
keyboard storage space - Black (30336)
2 52.20            
-            -                  52.20               
Shipping 11.98            -            -                  11.98               
64.18            #
American Flag - 2.5 x 4 Feet Poly Cotton Flag with Pole 
Sleeve - Made in the USA - #25303M
1 14.11            
14.11        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
18.10            
Big Bang Theory: Season 8 1 24.99            24.99        -                  -                   
24.99            
Refund (5.00)             (5.00)         -                  -                   
(5.00)             
Fitted Carry Case for Fujifilm Instax Share Smartphone 
Printer SP-1 Black
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Fujifilm Instax Share Smartphone Portable Printer SP-1 
With Fujifilm Instax Mini Instant Film, 10 Sheets (5-Pack) 1 182.99          
182.99      -                  -                   
182.99          
[USB Power Cable ] - CAIUL USB Power Cable for Fujifilm 
Instax Share Sp-1 Instant Film Printer
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
16.98            
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07/29/15
07/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 61.89            
07/29/15
07/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.59            
08/05/15
08/05/15 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 11.49            
08/04/15
08/05/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.80            
-
08/08/15 AMZ*VIRALSTYLE           888-491-8876 WA 32.94            
08/10/15
08/11/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.93              
08/11/15
08/11/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.96            
08/18/15
08/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.68            
08/23/15
08/24/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 72.48            
08/23/15
08/25/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 82.76            
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Becky Higgins Photo Pocket Pages - Big Variety Pack 1 (60 
Pages)
1 29.90            
29.90        -                  -                   
Becky Higgins 8.5 x 11 Page Protectors - Vertical 1 6.95             6.95          -                  -                   
Project Life Hashtag Themed Cards 1 12.07            12.07        -                  -                   
Shipping 12.97            12.97        -                  -                   
61.89            
Becky Higgins 8.5 x 11 Page Protectors - Horizontal 1 4.49             4.49          -                  -                   
Project Life Core Kit - Confetti Edition 1 27.12            27.12        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.98             8.98          -                  -                   
40.59            
Short and Simple Family Recipers  Ebook 1 11.49            11.49        -                  -                   
11.49            
OPI Ds Nail Polish, Indulgence, 0.5 Ounce 2 14.80            14.80        -                  -                   
14.80            
Information not provided by Amazon 32.94            32.94        -                  -                   
32.94            
Amco One-Step Corn Kerneler 1 9.93             9.93          -                  -                   
9.93             
Tonor Professional Condenser Sound Podcast Studio 
Microphone For PC Laptop Computer
2 31.98            
31.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
39.96            
Blue Meal Ticket Roll 1 11.99            -            -                  11.99               
Green Good For One Drink Ticket Roll 1 11.69            -            -                  11.69               
23.68            #
ADCO 2111 White RV Propane Tank Cover 1 10.50            10.50        -                  -                   
Camco 44472 Wheel Chock with Rope 4 20.64            20.64        -                  -                   
Coghlan's 527 Table Cloth Clamp 1 4.00             4.00          -                  -                   
Oster CKSTSKFM12W-ECO DuraCeramic Electric Skillet, 
12-Inch, Black/Creme
1 28.90            
28.90        -                  -                   
Pureness X-Small Auto Waterer, 1-1/2 Liter, (Color May 
Vary)
1 4.22             
4.22          -                  -                   
Pureness X-Small Auto Feeder, 1-1/2 Pound 1 4.22             4.22          -                  -                   
72.48            
ADCO (2894) 14'- 1" to 16' Polypropylene Fabric Tent 
Trailer Cover
1 68.18            
68.18        -                  -                   
Petmate 1700-Pound Break Strength Tieout Cable, 15-Feet
2 14.58            
14.58        -                  -                   
82.76            
ADCO (2894) 14'- 1" to 16' Polypropylene Fabric Tent 
Trailer Cover
1 (68.18)           
(68.18)       -                  -                   
(68.18)           
VIZIO E28h-C1 28-Inch 720p Smart LED TV 1 198.00          198.00      -                  -                   
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08/26/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 186.99          
08/26/15
08/26/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 68.92            
08/27/15
08/28/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.98            
08/30/15
08/31/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 52.75            
08/30/15
08/31/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
09/01/15
11/02/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.96            
-
11/05/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (0.02)             
09/08/15
09/09/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 43.47            
09/10/15
09/10/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.66            
09/10/15
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Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
Discount (20.00)           (20.00)       -                  -                   
186.99          
Amplified HDTV Antenna - 50 Mile Range, AVANTEK AR53 
High Gain Digital Indoor TV HDTV Antenna for VHF & UHF 1 21.99            
21.99        -                  -                   
Midland HH54VP2 Portable Emergency Weather Radio with 
SAME (Black)
1 37.95            
37.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.98             8.98          -                  -                   
68.92            
Post-it Wall Pockets, Multiple Sizes, Clear with Dots, 3-
Pack
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
12.98            
GoSports Junior Size Cornhole Game Set 1 32.99            32.99        -                  -                   
Coca Cola Horseshoe Set with Carrying Case 1 19.76            19.76        -                  -                   
52.75            
POOF Jarts Lawn Darts 1 19.99            19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Inside Out (Blu-ray/DVD Combo Pack + Digital Copy) 1 19.96            19.96        -                  -                   
19.96            
Refund (0.02)             (0.02)         -                  -                   
(0.02)             
Amplified HD Digital Outdoor HDTV Antenna with 
Motorized 360 Degree Rotation, UHF/VHF/FM Radio with 
Infrared Remote Control
1 32.98            
32.98        -                  -                   
Pop-up Camper Ornament 1 10.49            10.49        -                  -                   
43.47            
ACT Elite 36: Elite Prep for Advanced Students (College 
Test Preparation)
1 14.66            
14.66        -                  -                   
14.66            
The Real ACT (CD) 3rd Edition (Real Act Prep Guide) 1 19.62            19.62        -                  -                   
The Complete Book of Colleges, 2016 Edition (College 
Admissions Guides)
1 20.18            
20.18        -                  -                   
The Best 380 Colleges, 2016 Edition (College Admissions 
Guides)
1 13.46            
13.46        -                  -                   
Kaplan ACT Premier 2016 with 8 Practice Tests: 
Personalized Feedback + Book + Online + DVD (Kaplan 
Test Prep)
1 21.78            
21.78        -                  -                   
Barron's ACT Flash Cards, 2nd Edition: 410 Flash Cards to 
Help You Achieve a Higher Score
1 12.30            
12.30        -                  -                   
87.34            
Avery White 3 x 4 Inch Name Badge Insert Refills 300 
Count (5392)
1 13.99            
-            13.99               -                   
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09/11/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 60.33            
09/12/15
09/12/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 74.96            
09/12/15
09/12/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 74.99            
-
09/22/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (74.96)           
09/13/15
09/14/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.24            
09/18/15
09/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.00            
09/18/15
09/20/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.00            
09/18/15
09/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 148.98          
09/22/15
09/22/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.98            
09/29/15
09/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.94            
10/02/15
10/03/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.09            
10/17/15
10/22/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
10/17/15
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S.P. Richards Company Name Badges, Hanging Style, 3 x 4 
Inches, 50 per Box, Plain White (SPR01615)
7 48.44            
-            48.44               -                   
Discount (2.10)             -            (2.10)                -                   
60.33            
Vionic with Orthaheel Technology Women's Georgia Ankle 
Boot,Tan Leopard,US 8 M
1 74.99            
74.99        -                  -                   
74.99            
Vionic Georgia Womens Ankle Boot Tan Leopard - 7.5 1 74.96            74.96        -                  -                   
74.96            
Vionic Georgia Womens Ankle Boot Tan Leopard - 7.5 1 (74.96)           (74.96)       -                  -                   
(74.96)           
Snapware Snap 'N Stack Square Layer Seasonal Ornament 
Storage Container, 13 by 13-Inch
1 25.24            
25.24        -                  -                   
25.24            
Square A-SKU-0033 Square EMV Reader 1 29.00            29.00        -                  -                   
29.00            
Square A-SKU-0033 Square EMV Reader 1 29.00            29.00        -                  -                   
29.00            
Apple MC184LL/B Wireless Keyboard 1 65.99            65.99        -                  -                   
Thought Out Stabile 2.0 iPad Stand - Silver 1 82.99            82.99        -                  -                   
148.98          
DYMO LabelWriter Self-Adhesive Address Labels, 1 1/8- by 
3 1/2-inch, White,  2 Rolls of 350 (30252)
1 12.99            
-            12.99               -                   
Shipping 3.99             -            3.99                 -                   
16.98            #
Bella Canvas Unisex Triblend S/S Tee Charcoal-Black 
Triblend - XL 2 Pack
1 19.95            
19.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
23.94            
BCW Pro 20-Pocket Pages, Pocket Size: 2" x2", 20 Pages - 
Coin Collecting Supplies
1 6.10             
6.10          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
10.09            
Reloaded: 20 #1's 1 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Jagged Little Pill 1 21.49            21.49        -                  -                   
BRINGING BACK THE SUNSHINE 1 10.31            10.31        -                  -                   
31.80            
The Pioneer Woman Cooks: Dinnertime: Comfort Classics, 
Freezer Food, 16-Minute Meals, and Other Delicious Ways 
to Solve Supper!
1 17.99            
17.99        -                  -                   
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10/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.99            
10/18/15
10/18/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 59.96            
10/18/15
10/18/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.07            
10/19/15
10/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.99            
10/19/15
10/20/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.98            
10/23/15
10/23/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 114.68          
10/27/15
10/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 61.56            
10/27/15
10/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 72.96            
10/28/15
10/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
11/09/15
11/18/15
11/19/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.99              
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17.99            
Card Games for Family Game Night. The Official NERTS 
Box Set of Playing Cards
4 59.96            
59.96        -                  -                   
59.96            
A Charlie Brown Christmas 1 16.99            16.99        -                  -                   
SKIP BO Card Game 1 7.09             7.09          -                  -                   
Generic Value Plush - MR. PICKLE (Small - 8 inch) 1 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
33.07            
Sadness Costume Sadness Wig Inside Out Sadness 
Costume Inside Out Sadness Wig
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
29.99            
Samsung Galaxy S6 Case, Onelee Customized Marvel 
Comics Spider Man White Hard Plastic Case Only Fit For 
Samsung Galaxy S6
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.99             5.99          -                  -                   
19.98            
Canon SELPHY CP910 Compact Photo Color Printer, 
Wireless, Portable
1 84.99            
84.99        -                  -                   
Canon KP-108IN Color Ink Paper Set 3115B001 1 29.69            29.69        -                  -                   
114.68          
elope Disney's Inside Out Anger Hat 1 17.59            17.59        -                  -                   
EagleForce&#8482; Cosplay wig for Inside Out, Joy, 
Disgust, Sadness and Riley(Light Blue for Joy)
1 35.99            
35.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
61.56            #
Fear Costume Fear Wig Fearful Costume Inside Out 
Costume Inside Out Costumes
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
EagleForce&#8482; Cosplay wig for Inside Out, Joy, 
Disgust, Sadness and Riley(Green for Disgust)
1 39.99            
39.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
72.96            #
Retreez Two-Colour Polka Dots Woven Microfiber Pre-tied 
Bow Tie (Width: 4.5") - Hot Pink with Pink and Red Polka 
Dots
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             #
Garnier Nutrisse Haircolor, 0.46-Ounces (Packaging May 
Vary) 0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
Samsung Gear S2 Glass Screen Protector, Dmax Armor┬« 
Ballistics [Tempered Glass] 99% Touch-screen Accurate, 
Anti-Scratch, Anti-Fingerprint, Round Edge 
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
7.99             
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11/18/15
11/18/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 211.84          
11/18/15
11/18/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.67            
11/25/15
11/25/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.60            
11/25/15
11/25/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 159.57          
11/25/15
11/27/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.94            
11/25/15
11/26/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.95            
11/25/15
11/26/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.50            
11/28/15
11/29/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
11/28/15
11/28/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 99.57            
12/01/15
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Samsung Gear S2 Smartwatch for Most Android Phones - 
Silver
1 297.99          
297.99      -                  -                   
Gift Card (86.15)           (86.15)       -                  -                   
211.84          
Avery Adhesive Name Badges, 2.33 x 3.38 Inches, White, 
Box of 400 (05395)
1 31.67            
-            31.67               -                   
31.67            
Trademark Gameroom Black Cushioned Folding Stool, 24"
1 20.77            
20.77        -                  -                   
Discount (3.17)             (3.17)         -                  -                   
17.60            
Samsung VG-STC5000/ZA Skype TV Camera 1 83.48            83.48        -                  -                   
Samsung VG-KBD2500/ZA Wireless Keyboard 1 76.09            76.09        -                  -                   
159.57          
Winter Wonderment Tree Skirt Size: 0.05" H x 48" W x 48" 
D
1 20.95            
20.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
29.94            
Department 56 Snowpinions Stem Cells Ornament 1 12.95            12.95        -                  -                   
12.95            
Department 56 Snowpinions Deck The Halls Ornament
1 18.50            
18.50        -                  -                   
18.50            
USA GEAR S7 Pro Mobile Carrying Case / Messenger 
Travel Bag with Weather-Resistant Design for Canon 
Selphy Compact Photo Printers and Canon PowerShot 
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Canon KP-108IN Color Ink Paper Set 3115B001 1 29.59            29.59        -                  -                   
Canon SELPHY CP910 Compact Photo Color Printer, 
Wireless, Portable (Black)
1 79.99            
79.99        -                  -                   
Logitech HD Webcam C270, 720p Widescreen Video 
Calling and Recording
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
Discount (30.00)           (30.00)       -                  -                   
99.57            
Doo - Wops & Hooligans 1 9.79             9.79          -                  -                   
X Wembley Edition (CD+DVD) 1 16.88            16.88        -                  -                   
ULAK [Colorful Series] 2-piece Style Hybrid Shockproof 
Hard Case Cover for Apple iPod Touch 5 6th Generation 
(Champagne Gold + Champagne Gold)
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
35.66            
Adult Coloring Book: Stress Relieving Animal Designs 
Volume 2
1 11.69            
11.69        -                  -                   
Adult Coloring Book: Stress Relieving Animal Designs 1 8.76             8.76          -                  -                   
Dragon Adventure: A Kaleidoscopia Coloring Book 1 9.95             9.95          -                  -                   
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12/07/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.40            
12/05/15
12/05/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 4.36              
12/05/15
12/05/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.99            
12/05/15
12/05/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.16            
12/07/15
12/07/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 47.97            
12/09/15
12/09/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 97.18            
12/09/15
12/09/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 92.85            
12/09/15
12/09/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 85.76            
12/11/15
12/12/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.96            
12/12/15
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30.40            
Creative Haven Owls Coloring Book (Creative Haven 
Coloring Books)
1 4.36             
4.36          -                  -                   
4.36             
Arespark Professional Selfie Stick Selfie Monopod for 
Iphone, Android Smartphones, Gopros, DSLR & Digital 
Cameras, Extends to 50 Inches
1 17.99            
17.99        -                  -                   
Discount (4.00)             (4.00)         -                  -                   
13.99            
The Official A Game of Thrones Coloring Book (A Song of 
Ice and Fire)
1 10.17            
10.17        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
14.16            
6 oz Paper Hot/Cold Ice Cream Cups - 100ct (White) 3 47.97            -            -                  47.97               
47.97            #
GoPro Camera Casey, Camera, Mounts, Accessories Case 
(Black)
2 97.18            
97.18        -                  -                   
97.18            
Removu RM-R1 Live View Remote for GoPro 
HERO3/HERO3+/HERO4 and GoPro Hero4 Session 
(Black)
1 78.95            
78.95        -                  -                   
Velcro Wrist Strap for GoPro WiFi Remote Control / Band / 
Mount / Accessory - HERO4 HERO3+ Black Silver White 2 13.90            
13.90        -                  -                   
92.85            
SanDisk Extreme 64GB MicroSDXC UHS-1 Card with 
Adapter (SDSQXNE-064G-GN6MA) 2 69.78            
69.78        -                  -                   
Hapurs Gopro Accessories Camera Caps Protective Cover 
Standard Protect Housing Lens Cover ONLY for Gopro Hero 
4 Session
2 15.98            
15.98        -                  -                   
85.76            
Fix-it and Forget-it 5-Ingredient Favorites: Comforting Slow 
Cooker Recipes
2 22.98            
22.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
30.96            
Generic External Super Slim USB 2.0 Slot-In DVD-RW, 
Silver
1 19.98            
19.98        -                  -                   
Pawtec External USB CD DVD Blu-Ray & Hard Drive 
Neoprene Protective Storage Carrying Sleeve Case With 
Extra Storage Pocket
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
40.95            
InterDesign Formbu Vanity, Tank Top Tray, Natural 
Bamboo
2 24.58            
24.58        -                  -                   
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12/16/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.57            
12/20/15
12/21/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
12/21/15
12/21/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 6.61              
12/21/15
12/21/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.73            
12/22/15
12/22/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.98            
12/22/15
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Scotch Multi-Purpose Scissor, 8-Inches (1428) 1 2.99             -            2.99                 -                   
27.57            
Garmin v&#x3AF;vofit 2 Wrist Bands 
(Burgundy/Slate/Navy)
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
BISSELL 2X Pet Stain & Odor Full Size Machine Formula, 
60 ounces, 99K5A
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Tide Plus Febreze Freshness Sport Active Fresh Scent High 
Efficiency Liquid Laundry Detergent 5 Loads 10 Fluid 
Ounce
1 6.61             
6.61          -                  -                   
6.61             
Sparkle Paper Towels, 6 Big Rolls, Pick-A-Size, Hint of 
Color
1 5.99             
5.99          -                  -                   
Quilted Northern Ultra Plush Bath Tissue-18 Double Rolls
2 19.78            
19.78        -                  -                   
Tide Plus Febreze Sport Active, HE Turbo Clean Liquid 
Laundry Detergent, 46 Fl Oz, 24 Loads (Pack of 2) 1 11.99            
11.99        -                  -                   
Celestial Seasonings Honey Lemon Ginseng Green Tea, 20 
Count
1 2.22             
2.22          -                  -                   
Tide Free and Gentle Liquid Laundry Detergent, 50 Fl Oz, 
32 Loads (Pack of 2)
1 10.77            
10.77        -                  -                   
Celestial Seasonings Authentic Green Tea, 40 Count 1 4.59             4.59          -                  -                   
Lipton Tea and Honey Iced Green Tea To Go Packets, 
Mango Pineapple 10 ct
1 2.48             
2.48          -                  -                   
Glad Press'n Seal Plastic Wrap, 70 sq ft 1 3.17             3.17          -                  -                   
Shipping 5.99             5.99          -                  -                   
Discount (2.25)             (2.25)         -                  -                   
64.73            
Apple Watch Band, 2015 Latest Solid Stainless Steel Metal 
Replacement Watchband Bracelet with Double Button 
Folding Clasp for Apple Watch iWatch 38mm 
1 35.99            
35.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
39.98            
Apple Watch Band, 2015 Latest Solid Stainless Steel Metal 
Replacement Watchband Bracelet with Double Button 
Folding Clasp for Apple Watch iWatch 38mm 
1 35.00            
35.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
38.99            
Apple Watch Band - FanTEK Soft Silicone Sport Style 
Replacement iWatch Strap for Apple Wrist Watch 38mm 
Models M/L Size (Green)
1 11.88            
11.88        -                  -                   
Apple Watch Band - FanTEK Soft Silicone Sport Style 
Replacement iWatch Strap for Apple Wrist Watch 38mm 
Models M/L Size (Black)
1 9.88             
9.88          -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
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12/23/15 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.74            
12/22/15
12/23/15 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 68.78            
01/26/16
01/27/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 132.99          
02/09/16
02/10/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.95            
-
02/11/16 AMZ*OBIHAI TECHNOLOG     866-216-1072 WA 10.00            
02/12/16
02/12/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
02/13/16
02/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 63.97            
02/13/16
02/13/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.98            
02/15/16
02/15/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.99            
02/15/16
02/16/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 42.86            
02/17/16
02/18/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.99              
02/18/16
02/18/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 76.38            
02/29/16
03/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.93            
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29.74            
Omron 7 Series Wireless Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor
1 68.78            
68.78        -                  -                   
68.78            
Loctek 2-In-1 Full Motion Gas Spring Dual Monitor Arm 
Desk Mounts for Laptop & Monitor (D5DL)
1 132.99          
132.99      -                  -                   
132.99          
Fire Up! Your Employees and Smoke Your Competition: 
How to Invite, Incite and Ignite Employee Performance 1 19.95            
-            -                  19.95               
The Greatness Zone - Know Yourself, Find Your Fit, 
Transform the World
1 15.00            
15.00        -                  -                   
34.95            
Information not provided by Amazon 10.00            10.00        -                  -                   
10.00            
The Purpose Economy: How Your Desire for Impact, 
Personal Growth and Community is Changing the World   
Ebook
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Kate Spade Saffiano Sleeve for Surface Pro 3 (Blue) 1 59.98            59.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
63.97            
Kate Spade New York Hybrid Hardshell Case for Samsung 
Galaxy S6 - Retail Packaging - Chevron Rose Gold / Cream 
/ Pink
1 27.99            
27.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
31.98            
Little Tikes Shopping Cart - Yellow/Red 1 25.99            25.99        -                  -                   
25.99            
Little Tikes Cook 'n Store Kitchen Playset - Red 1 42.86            42.86        -                  -                   
42.86            
The Bingity-Bangity School Bus (G&D Vintage) 1 7.99             7.99          -                  -                   
7.99             
Emotional Intelligence 2.0 1 14.55            14.55        -                  -                   
StrengthsFinder 2.0 3 45.87            45.87        -                  -                   
Shipping 15.96            15.96        -                  -                   
76.38            
DL Professional Terry Cloth Mitts / 1 Pair (DL-C129) 1 8.74             8.74          -                  -                   
For Pro Cozie Liners Hand or Foot 100-ct. 1 10.69            10.69        -                  -                   
DL Professional Terry Cloth Booties / 1 Pair (DL-C130)
1 8.50             
8.50          -                  -                   
27.93            
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02/29/16
03/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 55.79            
03/04/16
03/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.98            
03/06/16
03/07/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 84.99            
03/06/16
03/06/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.99            
03/08/16
03/09/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.82            
-
03/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 23.83            
03/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.99            
03/16/16
03/16/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
03/16/16
04/04/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
03/17/16
03/17/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.98            
03/17/16
03/17/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.95            
03/17/16
03/17/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.46            
04/01/16
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Salon Sundry Spa Paraffin Wax Warmer 1 55.79            55.79        -                  -                   
55.79            
KIND Fruit and Nut Bars,  Dark Chocolate Almond 
Coconut, 1.4 Ounce, 12 Count
2 39.98            
39.98        -                  -                   
39.98            
Little Tikes Cozy Truck 1 84.99            84.99        -                  -                   
84.99            
Therabath Paraffin Wax Refill - Use To Relieve Arthitis Pain 
and Stiff Muscles - Deeply Hydrates and Protects - 6 lbs 
(Lavender Harmony)
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
29.99            
General Electric MWF Refrigerator Water Filter 1 44.83            44.83        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
49.82            
Information not provided by Amazon 23.83            -            23.83               -                   
23.83            
Information not provided by Amazon 17.99            -            17.99               -                   
17.99            
A Company of Owners:  Maximizing Employee Engagement
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Star Wars: The Force Awakens (Blu-ray/DVD/Digital HD)
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Fisher-Price Little People Animal Friends Farm 1 34.99            34.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
41.98            
Little Kids Fubbles No-Spill Bubble Tumbler, (Colors May 
Vary)
1 8.98             
8.98          -                  -                   
Fisher-Price Little People Tow 'n Pull Tractor 1 21.99            21.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.98             8.98          -                  -                   
39.95            
Fisher-Price Little People Farm Animal Friends 1 18.47            18.47        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
22.46            
C-Line Magnetic Style Name Badge Kit, 4 x 3 Inches, Box of 
20 (92943)
2 66.88            
-            66.88               -                   
66.88            
MOR/ryde TV1025H Small Extending Swivel Wall Mount
2 164.26          
164.26      -                  -                   
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04/03/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 191.19          
04/03/16
04/03/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.93            
04/03/16
04/04/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.60            
04/03/16
04/04/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 169.99          
-
04/07/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/B CREDIT (169.99)          
04/04/16
04/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 6.91              
-
04/05/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
04/05/16
04/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.14            
-
04/18/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (15.14)           
04/06/16
04/07/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 187.99          
04/09/16
04/08/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
04/12/16
04/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.00            
04/12/16
04/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.98            
04/12/16
04/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.89            
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Fit System 3891 Deluxe Universal Clip-on Trailer Towing 
Mirror
1 26.93            
26.93        -                  -                   
191.19          
Fit System 3891 Deluxe Universal Clip-on Trailer Towing 
Mirror
1 26.93            
26.93        -                  -                   
26.93            
Prime Products 30-0188 Towing Mirror Storage Bag 1 15.60            15.60        -                  -                   
15.60            
TCL 32S3800 32-Inch 720p Roku Smart LED TV (2015 
Model)
1 169.99          
169.99      -                  -                   
169.99          
TCL 32S3800 32-Inch 720p Roku Smart LED TV (2015 
Model)
1 (169.99)         
(169.99)      -                  -                   
(169.99)         
4 Brackets, (2-pair) : 1" Mini Blind Hold Down , Great for 
home or RV
1 6.91             
6.91          -                  -                   
6.91             
Information not provided by Amazon 9.99             -            9.99                 -                   
9.99             
MORryde TV54-009H VESA Adapter Plate (200 x 200) 1 15.14            15.14        -                  -                   
15.14            
MORryde TV54-009H VESA Adapter Plate (200 x 200) 1 (15.14)           (15.14)       -                  -                   
(15.14)           
VIZIO D28h-D1 D-Series 28" Class Full Array LED Smart 
TV (Black)
1 178.00          
178.00      -                  -                   
Shipping 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
187.99          
InstaFire Eco-Friendly Granulated Single-Use Fire Starter 
Pouch, Pack of 8
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Brown and Black Smiling Fox Teehee Themed Decorative 
Figurine Statue
1 15.00            
15.00        -                  -                   
15.00            
Aurora World Taddle Toes Chubby Bear Plush, 10" Tall
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Aurora World Taddle Toes Trickster Fox Plush 1 11.99            11.99        -                  -                   
25.98            
Aurora World Taddle Toes Racer Raccoon Plush 1 14.89            14.89        -                  -                   
Aurora World Taddle Toes Winks Owl Plush, 10" Tall 1 12.00            12.00        -                  -                   
26.89            
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04/12/16
04/13/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.51            
04/14/16
04/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 70.91            
04/14/16
04/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 55.94            
-
04/18/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (17.98)           
04/14/16
04/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.95            
04/19/16
04/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 46.96            
-
04/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (8.98)             
04/19/16
04/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.98            
-
04/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (4.99)             
04/19/16
04/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.98            
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Roxy Red Fox 16" 1 15.87            15.87        -                  -                   
Foxie Fox Mini Flopsie 8" by Aurora 1 7.04             7.04          -                  -                   
Francine Fox 7" 1 9.60             9.60          -                  -                   
32.51            
Twin Sheets Sets Kids - Microfiber Twin Sheet Sets 
Sleeping Fox Theme
1 28.94            
28.94        -                  -                   
Full Sheet Set Kids - Microfiber FULL Sheet Sets (Sleeping 
Fox )
1 31.99            
31.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 9.98             9.98          -                  -                   
70.91            
Aurora World Taddle Toes Chit Chat Squirrel Plush, 10" 
Tall
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Aurora World Taddle Toes Nutsy Chipmunk Plush 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
Aurora World Taddle Toes Stripes Bald Eagle Plush 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.97            11.97        -                  -                   
55.94            
Refund (17.98)           (17.98)       -                  -                   
(17.98)           
Arrowmounts AM-SHELF4 Folding Wall-Mountable DVD 
Shelf
1 19.96            
19.96        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
24.95            
Swiffer Sweeper Floor Mop Starter Kit 1 11.99            11.99        -                  -                   
Command Broom Gripper, White with Grey Band, 4-Pack
1 25.99            
25.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.98             8.98          -                  -                   
46.96            
Refund (8.98)             (8.98)         -                  -                   
(8.98)             
Quickie Dual Action Angle Broom with Dustpan 1 12.99            12.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
17.98            
Refund (4.99)             (4.99)         -                  -                   
(4.99)             
Sgin Dimmable LED Desk Lamp / Table Lamp with 6 USB 
Charging Port,3-Level Dimmer,Eye-Caring,Bedtime,Touch-
Sensitive Control Push Button and 30W/6A USB
1 26.99            
26.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
30.98            
Sgin Dimmable LED Desk Lamp / Table Lamp with 6 USB 
Charging Port,3-Level Dimmer,Eye-Caring,Bedtime,Touch-
Sensitive Control Push Button and 30W/6A USB
1 (26.99)           
(26.99)       -                  -                   
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04/22/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (30.98)           
04/20/16
04/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 95.99            
04/21/16
04/22/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.74            
04/21/16
04/23/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.99            
04/21/16
04/22/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.00            
04/29/16
04/29/16
04/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.24            
04/29/16
04/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 52.00            
04/29/16
04/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 52.99            
04/30/16
04/30/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.34            
04/30/16
04/30/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.00            
04/30/16
04/30/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.44              
04/30/16
05/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.47            
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Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(30.98)           
Polartec RV Blanket 60x75 Short Queen 1 89.00            89.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
95.99            
Square EMV/SWIPE Chip Reader Case* (Pouch for Square)
1 7.95             
7.95          -                  -                   
Shipping 2.79             2.79          -                  -                   
10.74            
MoKo Dimmable Eye-Care LED Table Smart Lamp, 
Ambience Lighting, 3-Level Brightness, Touch-Sensitive 
Control, with 6 USB Charging Ports(30W/6A) for iPad 1 26.99            
26.99        -                  -                   
26.99            
Square A-SKU-0033 Square EMV Reader 1 29.00            29.00        -                  -                   
29.00            
Sunlite Standard Mesh Bottom Lift-Off Basket w/ Bracket, 
Pink
0 -               
-            -                  -                   
-               
Cruiser Candy Reversible Bike Basket Liner (Dog Paw)
1 22.25            
22.25        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
31.24            
Camper/RV Mattress Pad for 3/4 Full Bunk size mattress: 
48x75
1 52.00            
52.00        -                  -                   
52.00            
34x75 Bunk Mattress Pad (Cover) for Camper, RV, 
Motorhome single bed
1 44.00            
44.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
52.99            
Camco 43483 Oak Accents Organizer 1 13.35            13.35        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
17.34            
Camco 43521 Oak Accents Universal Silent Top Stovetop 
Cover (Oak Finish)
1 35.00            
35.00        -                  -                   
35.00            
Camco 43511 Mini Dish Drainer and Tray 1 7.44             7.44          -                  -                   
7.44             
Pan and Pot Protectors - Set of 3 - Gray - 16 Inches Long - 
Perfect for Non Stick Pans Stainless Steel Cast Iron 
Stoneware Skillets to Avoid Scratchin
3 25.47            
25.47        -                  -                   
25.47            
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04/30/16
04/30/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.99            
04/30/16
05/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.24            
04/30/16
05/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.99            
05/01/16
05/01/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.68            
05/05/16
05/05/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.98            
05/05/16
05/05/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.39            
-
05/16/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (15.41)           
05/05/16
05/05/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.87            
05/08/16
05/08/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.99              
05/08/16
05/08/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.93            
05/09/16
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AmazonBasics Backpack for Laptops Up To 17-Inch 1 29.99            29.99        -                  -                   
29.99            
Sunlite Standard Mesh Bottom Lift-Off Basket w/ Bracket, 
Pink
1 27.25            
27.25        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.99             5.99          -                  -                   
33.24            
Alfie Pet by Petoga Couture - Marco Car Vehicle Safety 
Leash (Headrest required) with Microfiber Fast-Dry Towel - 
Color: Black
1 11.99            
11.99        -                  -                   
11.99            
Kroozercups USA Drink Holder, Orange 1 19.68            19.68        -                  -                   
19.68            
Quick Products JQ-VJCLARGE 14.5" x 17.5" Electric 
Tongue Jack Cover, Large
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
13.98            
Young's Wood Camping Rules Wall Plaque, 8-Inch 1 14.99            14.99        -                  -                   
Wood Sign Plaque: Heaven Is a Little Closer Around a 
Campfire, 12-inch, Wall Mounted
1 11.42            
11.42        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
34.39            
Refund (15.41)           (15.41)       -                  -                   
(15.41)           
GE Grounded Adapter-Spaced Six-Outlet Tap 3 15.87            15.87        -                  -                   
15.87            
The Dollop Book of Frosting: Sweet and Savory Icings, 
Spreads, Meringues, and Ganaches for Dessert and 
Beyond  Ebook
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
CreaNails -Professional Nail Polish Stencils 1 22.99            22.99        -                  -                   
Transcend Information USB 3.0 Card Reader (TS-RDF5K)
1 6.94             
6.94          -                  -                   
29.93            
CCI 100 Permanent State Sticker 1 20.74            20.74        -                  -                   
Camping, The Camper's Journal (Natural Brown) (Write It 
Down)
1 17.13            
17.13        -                  -                   
Let's Go See All 50!, Visiting the 50 States Journal - Kraft 
Hard Cover (prompts on every page, recycled paper, read 
more)
1 18.95            
18.95        -                  -                   
56.82            
Schleich Peanuts Snoopy Hugging Woodstock Figure 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
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05/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.98              
05/17/16
05/18/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 9.97              
05/20/16
05/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 109.99          
05/20/16
05/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.95            
05/26/16
05/27/16 AMAZONPRIME MEMBERSHIP AMZN.COM/PRME WA 99.00            
06/04/16
06/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.00            
06/04/16
06/07/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 76.61            
06/04/16
06/05/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.99            
06/04/16
06/05/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.97            
06/04/16
06/04/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.13            
06/05/16
06/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.76            
06/05/16
06/05/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.68            
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Schleich Peanuts Joe Cool Figure 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
9.98             
The Organized Admin: Leverage Your Unique Organizing 
Style to Create Systems, Reduce Overwhelm, and Increase 
Productivity   Ebook
1 9.97             
9.97          -                  -                   
9.97             
Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III Telephoto Zoom Lens 
Premium Bundle
1 109.99          
109.99      -                  -                   
109.99          
G-Hold iPad Holder A Ergonomic And Comfortable Tablet 
Holder Fits Most Tablets And Is Removable
1 29.95            
29.95        -                  -                   
29.95            
Amazon Prime annual subscription 1 99.00            99.00        -                  -                   
99.00            
Amazon Tap - Alexa-Enabled Portable Bluetooth Speaker
1 129.99          
129.99      -                  -                   
Discount (103.99)         (103.99)      -                  -                   
26.00            
Step2 Mighty My Size Table and Chairs Set 1 43.78            43.78        -                  -                   
Marshmallow Furniture Paw Patrol 2-in-1 Flip Open Sofa, 
Convertable Couch into a Comfy Lounger,  29.25 X 16 X 
14.75-Inch
1 32.83            
32.83        -                  -                   
76.61            
Dream On Me 3" Playard Mattress, White 1 32.99            32.99        -                  -                   
32.99            
American Baby Company 100% Cotton Value Jersey Knit 
Fitted Portable/Mini Sheet, Blue
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
American Baby CompanyJersey Knit Fitted Portable/Mini 
Sheet, Celery
1 6.99             
6.99          -                  -                   
Little One's Pad Pack N Play Crib Mattress Cover - Fits ALL 
Baby Portable Cribs, Mini & Foldable Mattresses - 
Waterproof, Dryer Safe & Hypoallergenic 
1 22.99            
22.99        -                  -                   
37.97            
BOBS from Skechers Women's Bobs Plush Summer Spark 
Flat, Navy Stars, 7.5 M US
1 40.13            
40.13        -                  -                   
40.13            
Camco 42186 White Screen Door Cross Bar 1 11.76            11.76        -                  -                   
11.76            
Quik Shade Outdoor Instant Pet Shade with Elevated Mesh 
Bed - Medium
1 35.68            
35.68        -                  -                   
35.68            
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06/13/16
06/13/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.99            
06/13/16
06/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 69.81            
06/16/16
06/16/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.99            
06/21/16
06/21/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 137.36          
06/23/16
06/23/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.94            
06/27/16
06/27/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.98              
06/29/16
06/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.98            
-
07/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (35.98)           
06/29/16
06/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.95            
07/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (35.95)           
06/29/16
06/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.95            
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JL Childress Gate Check Bag for Umbrella Strollers, Red
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
13.99            
Kolcraft Cloud Umbrella Stroller - Spring Green 1 69.81            69.81        -                  -                   
69.81            
Amazon FreeTime Kid-Proof Case for Amazon Fire (5th 
Generation - 2015 release), Red/Orange
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
24.99            
Garmin v├¡vosmart HR Activity Tracker Regular Fit - 
Imperial Purple
1 137.36          
137.36      -                  -                   
137.36          
Mr. Sketch Stix Scented Markers, Fine Tip, Set of 10, 
Assorted Colors
1 5.49             
5.49          -                  -                   
Mr. Sketch Scented Twistable Crayons, Assorted, 12-Pack 
(1951200)
1 5.47             
5.47          -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
18.94            
The Accidental Creative: How to Be Brilliant at a Moment's 
Notice
1 8.98             
8.98          -                  -                   
8.98             
Ideaworks JB6200 Solar Powered Flag Pole Light 1 19.99            19.99        -                  -                   
American Flag 3x5 ft. Nylon SolarGuard Nyl-Glo by Annin 
Flagmakers, 100% Made in USA with Sewn Stripes, 
Embroidered Stars and Brass Grommets.┬á Model 2
1 15.99            
15.99        -                  -                   
35.98            
Ideaworks JB6200 Solar Powered Flag Pole Light 1 (19.99)           (19.99)       -                  -                   
American Flag 3x5 ft. Nylon SolarGuard Nyl-Glo by Annin 
Flagmakers, 100% Made in USA with Sewn Stripes, 
Embroidered Stars and Brass Grommets.┬á Model 2
1 (15.99)           
(15.99)       -                  -                   
(35.98)           
Flag Pole Rotating and Portable for Rv,camping grounds, 
Mobile Home, or your front yard
1 35.95            
35.95        -                  -                   
35.95            
Flag Pole Rotating and Portable for Rv,camping grounds, 
Mobile Home, or your front yard
1 (35.95)           
(35.95)       -                  -                   
(35.95)           
Flag Pole Rotating and Portable for Rv,camping grounds, 
Mobile Home, or your front yard
1 35.95            
35.95        -                  -                   
35.95            
Flag Pole Rotating and Portable for Rv,camping grounds, 
Mobile Home, or your front yard
1 (35.95)           
(35.95)       -                  -                   
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07/26/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (35.95)           
06/29/16
06/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.95            
-




07/08/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.93            
07/08/16
07/08/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.98            
07/08/16
07/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.45            
-
07/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (24.45)           
07/09/16
07/09/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.59            
-
07/10/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA       CREDIT (37.59)           
07/13/16
07/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 182.98          
-
08/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (176.64)          
07/13/16
07/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 56.32            
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(35.95)           
Flag Pole Rotating and Portable for Rv,camping grounds, 
Mobile Home, or your front yard
1 35.95            
35.95        -                  -                   
35.95            
Information not provided by Amazon 26.00            26.00        -                  -                   
26.00            
Garden Flag Stoppers - Set of 4 Rubber Stops 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Three Piece In-Ground Metal Flag Holder for 12" x 18" 
Flags
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
University of Northern Iowa Garden Flag and Yard Banner
1 15.95            
15.95        -                  -                   
31.93            
Dia Himalayan Natural Air Purifier Salt Lamp Rock Crystal 
Tower 6-8inch
2 37.98            
37.98        -                  -                   
37.98            
HP Pavilion 11 Series 11-E 11-K 11-N 11-N010DX HSTNN-
LA35 719309-003 721092-001 14T 15T 15X Laptop AC 
Adapter Charger Power Cord
1 24.45            
24.45        -                  -                   
24.45            
HP Pavilion 11 Series 11-E 11-K 11-N 11-N010DX HSTNN-
LA35 719309-003 721092-001 14T 15T 15X Laptop AC 
Adapter Charger Power Cord
1 (24.45)           
(24.45)       -                  -                   
(24.45)           
Laplink PCmover Ultimate 10 - 1 Use 1 37.59            37.59        -                  -                   
37.59            
Laplink PCmover Ultimate 10 - 1 Use 1 (37.59)           (37.59)       -                  -                   
(37.59)           
Garmin Forerunner 225 1 219.99          219.99      -                  -                   
Rerii Garmin Forerunner 235 225 Tempered Glass Screen 
Protector, High Definition, 9H Hardness, 0.3mm Thickness, 
Shatterproof, Delicate Touch, Oleophob
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
Discount (45.00)           (45.00)       -                  -                   
182.98          
Refund (176.64)         (176.64)      -                  -                   
(176.64)         
Microsoft Surface Pro 3 Type Cover (Purple) 1 48.99            48.99        -                  -                   
StarTech.com 6 ft Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 1.2 
Adapter Cable M/M - DisplayPort 4k with HBR2 support - 
6 feet Mini DP to DP Cable
1 7.33             
7.33          -                  -                   
56.32            
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-
07/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (7.33)             
07/13/16
07/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.99              
07/15/16
07/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.25            
-
07/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (18.99)           
07/19/16






07/22/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.10              
07/28/16




07/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 50.96            
-
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StarTech.com 6 ft Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 1.2 
Adapter Cable M/M - DisplayPort 4k with HBR2 support - 
6 feet Mini DP to DP Cable
1 (7.33)             
(7.33)         -                  -                   
(7.33)             
Khanka EVA Carrying Storage Travel Hard Case Cover Bag 
for Amazon Tap Bluetooth Portable Wireless Speaker - Blue 
(Not for Wall Charger and Soft Sling 
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
8.99             
Dia Himalayan Natural Air Purifier Salt Lamp Rock Crystal 
Tower 6-8inch
1 18.99            
18.99        -                  -                   
PNY Thunderbolt Mini DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter (A-DM-
HD-W01)
1 9.26             
9.26          -                  -                   
28.25            
Dia Himalayan Natural Air Purifier Salt Lamp Rock Crystal 
Tower 6-8inch
1 (18.99)           
(18.99)       -                  -                   
(18.99)           
Samsonite Luggage Mvs Spinner Backpack, Black, 19 Inch
1 86.99            
86.99        -                  -                   
86.99            
Camco 43717 RV/Marine 60" Flexible Replacement Shower 
Hose (White)
1 8.04             
8.04          -                  -                   
Camco 43712 RV Shower Head with On/Off Switch (Off-
White)
1 11.18            
11.18        -                  -                   
Stromberg Carlson EXT-3542 Extend-A-Shower 1 38.23            38.23        -                  -                   
Camco 43719 Adjustable Shower Head Wall Mount 
(Chrome Colored)
1 3.88             
3.88          -                  -                   
CIPA 03001 Gray Wireless RV Leveler 1 45.77            45.77        -                  -                   
Gift Card (100.00)         (100.00)      -                  -                   
7.10             
Camco 40094 Swivel Stik Holding Tank Rinser with Shutoff 
Valve
1 21.03            
21.03        -                  -                   
21.03            
Happy Campers Organic RV Holding Tank Treatment - 
small jar, 18 treatments for RV, Marine, Camping, Portable 
Toilets
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
Prime Products 17-0115 Johnny Chock Tank Flush Assist
1 9.00             
9.00          -                  -                   
Meilo 16FT LED Mini Rope Light TRUE-Tech360┬░ 
Directional Shine, Cold White
1 16.97            
16.97        -                  -                   
50.96            
Meilo 16FT LED Mini Rope Light TRUE-Tech360┬░ 
Directional Shine, Cold White
1 (16.97)           
(16.97)       -                  -                   
(16.97)           
EXTREME CLEANER by Happy Campers - RV & Marine 
Extreme Tank & Sensor Cleaner
1 26.99            
26.99        -                  -                   
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07/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.99            
07/28/16
07/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.97            
-
07/31/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (3.99)             
07/28/16
07/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 86.94            
07/28/16
07/29/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.89            
07/28/16
07/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 47.91            
07/28/16
07/28/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 7.52              
07/29/16
08/02/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.57            
07/29/16
07/30/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 263.96          
08/01/16
08/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 103.53          
-
08/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (33.62)           
08/02/16
08/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.95            
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26.99            
Birkenstock Cork Sealant 1 12.98            12.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
16.97            
Refund (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(3.99)             
Birkenstock Unisex Arizona Sandal,Black Birko-Flor,42 M 
EU
1 79.95            
79.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
86.94            
Deco 79 Bulldog Statue 1 39.90            39.90        -                  -                   
Shipping 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
53.89            
Three Piece In-Ground Metal Flag Holder for 12" x 18" 
Flags
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
America's Legacy Camo Collar, Tan Marine Corp, 5/8-Inch 
By 10-16-Inch
1 9.00             
9.00          -                  -                   
Marines Garden Flag and Yard Banner 1 15.95            15.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.97            11.97        -                  -                   
47.91            
Acing the Interview: How to Ask and Answer the Questions 
That Will Get You the Job   Ebook
1 7.52             
7.52          -                  -                   
7.52             
America's Legacy Camo Collar, Tan Marine Corp, 1-Inch By 
16-26-Inch
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 4.58             4.58          -                  -                   
12.57            
Hayes 81775 Sway Master Electronic Sway Control 1 263.96          263.96      -                  -                   
263.96          
Thundershirt Dog Anxiety Treatment - Gray (Medium) 1 38.95            38.95        -                  -                   
Vetri-Science Composure Small Canine, 30 Mini Bite-Sized 
Chews
1 7.69             
7.69          -                  -                   
ThunderShirt Classic Dog Anxiety Jacket, Heather Gray, 
Small
1 39.95            
39.95        -                  -                   
Composure for Medium and Large Dogs, 60 Soft Chews
1 16.94            
16.94        -                  -                   
103.53          
Refund (33.62)           (33.62)       -                  -                   
(33.62)           
Thundershirt Dog Anxiety Treatment - Gray (Extra Small)
1 39.95            
39.95        -                  -                   
39.95            
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08/03/16
08/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.19            
08/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (31.19)           
08/03/16
08/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.22            
08/03/16
08/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 58.98            
-
08/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (54.99)           
08/03/16
08/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 38.60            
08/03/16
08/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.99            
08/03/16
08/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.21            
-
08/05/16 AMZN KINDLE PAYMENT 86   866-216-1072 WA 26.00            
08/06/16
08/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.15            
08/06/16
08/08/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 251.83          
08/08/16




08/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.29            
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DC Comics Wonder Woman Stars Knapsack 1 31.19            31.19        -                  -                   
31.19            
DC Comics Wonder Woman Stars Knapsack 1 (31.19)           (31.19)       -                  -                   
(31.19)           
TOMS Women's Classic Canvas Slip-On,Ash,7.5 M US 1 37.22            37.22        -                  -                   
37.22            
TOMS Women's Seasonal Classics Blue Space Dye Loafer 
7.5 B (M)
1 54.99            
54.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
58.98            
TOMS Women's Seasonal Classics Blue Space Dye Loafer 
7.5 B (M)
1 (54.99)           
(54.99)       -                  -                   
(54.99)           
Toms Women's Classic Coral Casual Shoe 7.5 Women US
1 34.61            
34.61        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
38.60            
DAWGS Kaymann Women's Exotic Loafer BLACK 
LEOPARD PRINT 5 M US
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
13.99            
DC Comics Men's A Wonder Classic T-shirt XX-Large 
Turquoise
1 15.21            
15.21        -                  -                   
15.21            
Information not provided by Amazon 26.00            26.00        -                  -                   
26.00            
Camco 39533 Sewer Hose Rinser w/ Shut-Off Valve 1 7.13             7.13          -                  -                   
Camco 39753 Rhino Flex Cap Bayonet And Elbow Cap - 
Pack of 2
1 4.02             
4.02          -                  -                   
11.15            
Thetford SmartTote2 Portable Waste Tote Tank 40519, 4 
Wheels - 35 Gallon Capacity
1 251.83          
251.83      -                  -                   
251.83          
MXTC USB Powered Led Backlight for TV Flat Screen 32" 
to 65", Flat TV LED Backlight Wall Mount Movie Theater 
Decor Strip Lighting
6 155.94          
155.94      -                  -                   
155.94          
Funko Rock Candy: Batman v Superman Wonder Woman 
Action Figure
1 9.93             
9.93          -                  -                   
Funko Wonder Woman POP Heroes 1 7.39             7.39          -                  -                   
Funko Rock Candy: Classic Wonder Woman Action Figure
1 10.97            
10.97        -                  -                   
28.29            
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08/08/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 11.03            
08/09/16
08/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.99            
08/11/16
08/11/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 43.64            
08/18/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (43.64)           
08/14/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 76.20            
08/14/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 48.00            
-
08/18/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (48.00)           
08/14/16
08/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 40.05            
-
08/18/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (40.05)           
08/15/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 36.57            
08/15/16
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Funko POP Heroes: Batman vs Superman - Wonder 
Woman Action Figure
1 11.03            
11.03        -                  -                   
11.03            
Matcha Green Tea Powder (Premium Culinary Grade) - 
USDA Organic - Vegan Certified - 30g (1.06 oz) - Perfect for 
Baking, Smoothies, Latte, Iced Tea. Pe
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
10.99            
Portable Inflatable Lounger Sleeping Air Bag Air Sofa 
Couch Chair for Outdoor Indoor Summer Beach - Nylon 
Fabric - with Carry Bag Orange by Amagoing
1 39.65            
39.65        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
43.64            
Portable Inflatable Lounger Sleeping Air Bag Air Sofa 
Couch Chair for Outdoor Indoor Summer Beach - Nylon 
Fabric - with Carry Bag Orange by Amagoing
1 (39.65)           
(39.65)       -                  -                   
Shipping (3.99)             (3.99)         -                  -                   
(43.64)           
Camco 44505 Leveling Blocks - 10 pack 3 76.20            76.20        -                  -                   
76.20            
Toms Women's Classic Balsam Green Canvas Casual Shoe 
7.5 Women US
1 48.00            
48.00        -                  -                   
48.00            
Toms Women's Classic Balsam Green Canvas Casual Shoe 
7.5 Women US
1 (48.00)           
(48.00)       -                  -                   
(48.00)           
Toms Women's Classic Regatta Blue Casual Shoe 7.5 
Women US
1 40.05            
40.05        -                  -                   
40.05            
Toms Women's Classic Regatta Blue Casual Shoe 7.5 
Women US
1 (40.05)           
(40.05)       -                  -                   
(40.05)           
Grasslands Road, Fox Couple Figurine 1 24.95            24.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.62            11.62        -                  -                   
36.57            
Skinny Tees Women's Basic Wide Strap Cami, Banana, 
One Size
1 32.00            
32.00        -                  -                   
32.00            
The Fantastic Fox Figurine (10 1/4" tall) by Whole House 
Worlds
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
HT&PJ Decorative Cotton Linen Square Throw Pillow Case 
Cushion Cover Orange Abstract Fox Design 18 x 18 Inches 1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
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08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 92.41            
08/15/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.79            
08/15/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.99            
08/15/16
08/16/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.25            
08/15/16
08/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.56            
08/16/16
08/16/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.93            
08/21/16
08/21/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.79            
08/21/16
08/22/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 39.96            
08/22/16
08/23/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.99              
08/22/16
08/22/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 65.07            
08/25/16
08/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 102.60          
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PAL FABRIC Square Sham Pillow Insert, 18" L X 18" W 1 11.45            11.45        -                  -                   
Red Co Journal with Embossed Fox, 240 Pages, 5"x 7" 
Lined, Rust Orange
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
The Fantastic Fox Figurine (8" tall) by Whole House Worlds
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
92.41            
Kaz Honeywell HT-904 Tabletop Air-Circulator Fan, White
1 12.79            
12.79        -                  -                   
12.79            
Fox Shaped Coir Welcome Mat 1 22.99            22.99        -                  -                   
22.99            
"Wipe Your Paws" Doormat by Castle Mats, Size 18 x 30 
inches, Non-Slip, Durable, Made Using Odor-Free Natural 
Fibers
1 19.95            
19.95        -                  -                   
InterDesign Eva Tumbler Cup for Bathroom Vanity 
Countertops - Clear
1 6.30             
6.30          -                  -                   
26.25            
Command Universal Picture Hangers w/ Stabilizer Strips, 3-
Hangers (17047-3ES)
2 15.28            
15.28        -                  -                   
Command Picture & Frame Hanging Strips, Large (24 Pair)
1 18.28            
18.28        -                  -                   
33.56            
Camco 40287 RV Sanitation Gloves, Pair 1 9.94             9.94          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
13.93            
InstaFire Eco-Friendly Granulated Bulk Fire Starter 
Factory Seconds, 2-Gallon Bucket
1 35.79            
35.79        -                  -                   
35.79            
Kidde FA110 Multi Purpose Fire Extinguisher 1A10BC, 1 
Pack
2 39.96            
39.96        -                  -                   
39.96            
Alfie Pet by Petoga Couture - Quentin Food Scoop Set - 
Color: Orange
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
8.99             
Whitmor 6070-3366-BB Supreme Double Rod Garment 
Rack, Black
1 65.07            
65.07        -                  -                   
65.07            
Lovely Sunflower C.Z. Pendant - Rose 1 48.00            48.00        -                  -                   
S&E┬« Sterling Silver Necklaces New Elements Crystal 
Sunflower Pendant with Earring
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
Lovely Sunflower C.Z. Silver Pendant (chain not included)
1 34.61            
34.61        -                  -                   
102.60          
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08/26/16
08/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.48            
08/26/16
08/26/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 147.75          
08/27/16
08/28/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 161.19          
08/27/16
08/28/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.16              
-
09/11/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/B CREDIT (9.16)             
08/27/16
08/28/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.05            
09/01/16
09/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.45            
09/01/16
09/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 46.49            
09/01/16
09/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 31.96            
09/01/16
09/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 70.29            
09/01/16
09/01/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.74            
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SquareTrade 3-year Office Protection Plan ($100-$125)
1 9.89             
9.89          -                  -                   
Tax 0.59             0.59          -                  -                   
10.48            
Caseling for Graphing Calculator Hard Carrying Travel 
Storage Case Bag - Black
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
Texas Instruments TI- 84 Plus CE Denim Graphing 
Calculator
1 114.78          
114.78      -                  -                   
Shipping 17.98            17.98        -                  -                   
147.75          
AP Products 013-509 Electric Travel Trailer Lock 1 161.19          161.19      -                  -                   
161.19          
JR Products 476-B-2-A Polar White Cable TV Plate 1 9.16             9.16          -                  -                   
9.16             
JR Products 476-B-2-A Polar White Cable TV Plate 1 (9.16)             (9.16)         -                  -                   
(9.16)             
JR Products 47805 Dust Cover 1 6.57             6.57          -                  -                   
Aqua Pro Garden Hose Plug and Strap, 1 Card 1 10.48            10.48        -                  -                   
17.05            
6.5 Ft*5 Ft (200 Cm*150 Cm) Hot Sales Simple Wedding 
Photography Backdrops Broken Wooden Bricks Wall 
Background Digital Print Backdrop Photo Studio GK
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
Heavy Duty Muslin Clamps 4 1/2 inch 6 Pack 1 7.48             7.48          -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
35.45            
LimoStudio Photo Video Studio 10Ft Adjustable Muslin 
Background Backdrop Support System Stand, AGG1112 1 36.50            
36.50        -                  -                   
Shipping 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
46.49            
Neewer 33 inch Black and Gold Reflective Lighting 
Umbrella - Great for Portrait Photography Studio
2 23.98            
23.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
31.96            
Emart 600W Photography Light Photo Video Studio 
Umbrella Lighting Kit
1 58.30            
58.30        -                  -                   
Shipping 11.99            11.99        -                  -                   
70.29            
Mohoo 3x5ft Photography Backdrop Background Photo 
Studio Prop Beige Brick Wooden Floor Vinyl
1 8.75             
8.75          -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
12.74            
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09/01/16
09/01/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 11.99            
-
09/04/16 AMZN KINDLE PAYMENT      866-216-1072 WA 26.00            
09/05/16
09/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 87.95            
09/05/16
09/05/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 44.95            
09/06/16
09/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 55.45            
09/06/16
09/06/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
09/09/16
09/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.98            
09/09/16
09/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 32.35            
09/09/16
09/11/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.99            
09/10/16
09/11/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.47            
-
09/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 180.85          
09/14/16
09/15/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.95            
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Creative You: Using Your Personality Type to Thrive 1 11.99            11.99        -                  -                   
11.99            
Information not provided by Amazon 26.00            26.00        -                  -                   
26.00            
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush-New Day Flat, Black, 
7.5 M US
1 42.95            
42.95        -                  -                   
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush-Paw-Fection Flat, 
Natural, 7.5 M US
1 45.00            
45.00        -                  -                   
87.95            
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush - Best Friends Flat, 
Best Friends Navy, 7.5 M US
1 44.95            
44.95        -                  -                   
44.95            
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush-Silhouettes Flat, 
Black/Gray, 7.5 M US
1 22.74            
22.74        -                  -                   
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush - Wonder Flat, Navy, 
8 M US
1 32.71            
32.71        -                  -                   
55.45            
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush Express Yourself Flat, 
Turquoise/Black, 8 M US
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
MFLABEL Half Sheet Self Adhesive Shipping Labels for 
Laser & Inkjet Printers, 200 Count
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
iMBAPrice┬« 100 - 10x13 White Poly Mailers Bags (Total 
100 Bags)
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
18.98            
Twizzlers Caramel Apple Filled Twists 5 Pounds BIG BAG 
Approx. 160 Pieces
1 21.99            
21.99        -                  -                   
NCAA Northern Iowa Panthers Power Decal 1 10.36            10.36        -                  -                   
32.35            
Charms┬« Super Blow Pop Bubble Gum Filled Lollipops-
caramel Apple - 48-pop Case
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
29.99            
DampRid FG91 Easy-Fill System Any Room Moisture 
Absorber
3 18.48            
18.48        -                  -                   
DampRid FG92 Moisture Absorber Easy-Fill System Refill, 
4-10.5-Ounce Packets
1 6.99             
6.99          -                  -                   
25.47            
Information not provided by Amazon 180.85          -            180.85             -                   
180.85          
crocs Unisex Classic Clog,White,11 US Men's / 13 US 
Women's
1 34.95            
34.95        -                  -                   
34.95            
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09/14/16
09/16/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 25.98            
09/19/16
09/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 48.32            
09/19/16
09/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.98            
09/19/16
09/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 119.88          
09/19/16
09/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 6.31              
09/19/16
09/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 26.56            
09/19/16
09/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 22.99            
09/19/16
09/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.27            
09/19/16
09/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 10.95            
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Men's Save The Turtles T-Shirt 2XL Royal Blue 1 21.99            21.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
25.98            
Samsung Evo Plus 128GB MicroSD XC Class 10 UHS-1 
Mobile Memory Card for Samsung Galaxy S7 & S7 Edge 
with USB 2.0 MemoryMarket Dual Slot MicroSD & SD M
1 44.33            
44.33        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
48.32            
Galaxy S7 Edge Case, Spigen┬« [Slim Armor CS] Card 
Holder [Champagne Gold] Slim Fit Dual Layer Protective 
with Card Slot Holder Wallet Case for Samsung
1 18.99            
18.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
22.98            
Galaxy s7 edge Case, Arae [Wrist Strap] Flip Folio 
[Kickstand Feature] PU leather wallet case with ID&Credit 
Card Pockets For Samsung Galaxy S7 edge (
1 10.99            
10.99        -                  -                   
Galaxy s7 edge Case, Arae [Wrist Strap] Flip Folio 
[Kickstand Feature] PU leather wallet case with ID&Credit 
Card Pockets For Samsung Galaxy S7 edge (
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
Seneo Fast Wireless Charger QI Charging Stand for 
Samsung Galaxy Note 7 Note 5 S7 S7 Edge
3 62.97            
62.97        -                  -                   
Samsung S7 edge Screen Protector, D&P Full Screen 
Tempered Glass Screen Protector for S7 edge (Gold frame) 1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 23.94            23.94        -                  -                   
119.88          
United States of America Garden Flag 1 6.31             6.31          -                  -                   
6.31             
KinRex Garden Flag Stoppers - Set of 5 Rubber Flag 
Stoppers - Flag Pole Stopper
2 11.98            
11.98        -                  -                   
Iowa Hawkeyes Applique Sculpted Garden Flag 1 14.58            14.58        -                  -                   
26.56            
Evergreen Enterprises, Inc Fleur de Lis Dual KD Garden 
Flag Stand
1 22.99            
22.99        -                  -                   
22.99            
Making Memories - Campfire Night - Garden Size 12 Inch X 
18 Inch Decorative Flag
1 15.27            
15.27        -                  -                   
15.27            
Star Garden Banner Stand (40 in. x 18 in.) 1 10.95            10.95        -                  -                   
10.95            
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09/19/16
09/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.95            
09/20/16
09/20/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.28            
09/21/16
09/22/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.15            
09/27/16
09/28/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 75.98            
09/30/16
10/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.99            
09/30/16
09/30/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.99            
09/30/16
10/03/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 234.16          
10/03/16
10/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.99              
10/03/16
10/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.80              
10/03/16
10/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.00            
10/03/16
10/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.95            
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ANLEY [Garden Flag Stand] Weather Resistant Black Matte 
Coating - Easy Assemble - Wrought Iron Garden Flag Pole 1 12.95            
12.95        -                  -                   
12.95            
Midland LXT600VP3 36-Channel GMRS with 30-Mile 
Range, NOAA Weather Alert, Rechargeable Batteries and 
Charger
1 42.48            
42.48        -                  -                   
Midland AVP-1 Headset for Midland 2-Way Radios (Pair)
1 10.80            
10.80        -                  -                   
53.28            
Halo Swaddlesure Adjustable Swaddling Pouch, Butterfly 
Dot, Newborn
1 11.16            
11.16        -                  -                   
Halo Swaddlesure Adjustable Swaddling Pouch, Lady Bug 
Flowers, Newborn
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
24.15            
HP 83X (CF283X) Black High Yield Original LaserJet Toner 
Cartridge
1 69.99            
-            69.99               -                   
Shipping 5.99             -            5.99                 -                   
75.98            
Dymo Compatible 1744907 - 4" x 6" 4XL Internet Postage 
Shipping Labels (4 Rolls - 220 Labels Per Roll)
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
29.99            
Smart Weigh USPS UPS Digital Postal Scale Heavy Duty 
Stainless Steel 440LBS
1 34.99            
34.99        -                  -                   
34.99            
DYMO LabelWriter 4XL Label Maker 1 234.16          234.16      -                  -                   
234.16          
Jewelry tycoon┬«Image of Camera Lens with Dandelion 
Image Pendant/Necklace Jewelry, Fine Art Necklace 
Jewelry, Camera Lens Photo Jewelry Glass Pendant 
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
7.99             
Camera Lens Earrings Vintage Grahpex Ear Studs Vintage 
Camera Lens Earrings Studs
1 9.80             
9.80          -                  -                   
9.80             
36" Life is Measured by Moments That Take Our Breath 
Away Necklace Vintage Style 1.20" Round Glass Pendant 
Camera Charm
1 21.00            
21.00        -                  -                   
21.00            
Combo of Silvertone with Black Camera Style Pendant 
Necklace and Matching Earring...
1 14.95            
14.95        -                  -                   
14.95            
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10/03/16
10/04/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 3.98              
-
10/04/16 AMZN KINDLE PAYMENT 86   866-216-1072 WA 25.99            
10/04/16
10/04/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 12.99            
10/07/16
10/07/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.98            
10/07/16
10/07/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 107.19          
-
11/07/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (95.15)           
10/09/16
10/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 59.27            
10/09/16
10/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.98            
10/10/16
10/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 28.06            
10/10/16
10/10/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 118.97          
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Camera lens pendant Vintage grahpex pendant Vintage 
Camera lens necklace
1 3.98             
3.98          -                  -                   
3.98             
Information not provided by Amazon 25.99            25.99        -                  -                   
25.99            
Luck Dog Lessons: Train Your Dog in 7 Days   Ebook 1 12.99            12.99        -                  -                   
12.99            
S7 Edge Screen Protector, S7 Edge Tempered 
Galass,Carryberry Ultra Slim Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge 3D 
Tempered Glass Full Screen Protector, Protective Fil
1 8.99             
8.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 8.99             8.99          -                  -                   
17.98            
Malone Sentry Ratchet Kayak and Canoe Bow and Stern 
Tie Downs
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
Winterial Inflatable Roof Racks / Snowboard Rack / Ski 
Rack / Travel / Luggage Carrier / Universal / Hand Pump 
/ Car Roof Rack / 180 LB Capacity
1 69.99            
69.99        -                  -                   
Master Lock 3060DAT 12-Foot-by-1-inch Lashing Strap, 2-
Pack
1 12.21            
12.21        -                  -                   
107.19          
Refund (95.15)           (95.15)       -                  -                   
(95.15)           
Camco 40043 TastePURE Water Filter with Flexible Hose 
Protector
1 15.48            
15.48        -                  -                   
Camco 40003 Water Tank Filler with Shutoff Valve - Lead 
Free
1 3.24             
3.24          -                  -                   
Valterra W01-4180 1/2"X15' Gray Flushing Hose 1 13.90            13.90        -                  -                   
Camco 39062 Dual Flush Pro Holding Tank Rinser with 
Gate Valve
1 26.65            
26.65        -                  -                   
59.27            
Campfire Fire Place Tender Poker, Extra Long 36-inch 1 18.98            18.98        -                  -                   
18.98            
Executive Resume Padfolio & Portfolio -Best Tools for 
Interview, Job & Business -Free Gifts - Holds Removable 3 
Ring Presentation Folders, Phone, Lega
1 24.97            
24.97        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
Discount (3.90)             (3.90)         -                  -                   
28.06            
Bose Companion 2 Series III Multimedia Speakers 1 99.00            99.00        -                  -                   
AmazonBasics 3.5mm Male to Male Stereo Audio Cable - 8 
Feet (2.4 Meters)
1 5.99             
5.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 13.98            13.98        -                  -                   
118.97          
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10/10/16
10/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.55              
10/12/16
10/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.98            
10/12/16
10/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.03            
10/12/16
10/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 403.69          
10/12/16
10/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 37.90            
10/12/16
10/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 41.75            
10/12/16
10/13/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.95            
10/13/16
10/14/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.29            
10/14/16
10/15/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 119.95          
10/16/16
10/16/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
10/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (9.99)             
10/17/16
10/18/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 164.62          
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SquareTrade 2-Year PC Peripherals Protection Plan ($75-
$100)
1 7.12             
7.12          -                  -                   
Tax 0.43             0.43          -                  -                   
7.55             
Casio FR-2650TM 2-Color Professional Desktop Printing 
Calculator
1 35.98            
35.98        -                  -                   
35.98            
Realtree Xtra Camo Skull Licensed Graphic T-Shirt (XX-
Large)
1 16.03            
16.03        -                  -                   
16.03            
Fujitsu iX500 ScanSnap Document Scanner (PA03656-
B305)
1 403.69          
403.69      -                  -                   
403.69          
Fujitsu PA03951-0651 carrying case 1 37.90            37.90        -                  -                   
37.90            
SquareTrade 3-year Office Protection Plan ($400-$450)
1 39.39            
39.39        -                  -                   
Tax 2.36             2.36          -                  -                   
41.75            
BOBS from Skechers Women's Plush-Lucky Love Flat, 
Turquoise, 7.5 M US
1 49.95            
49.95        -                  -                   
49.95            
Avery Adhesive Name Badges, 2.33 x 3.38 Inches, White, 
Box of 400 (05395)
1 24.29            
-            24.29               -                   
24.29            
Alegria Women's Keli Sugar Skulls *Exclusive Print* (38 M 
EU/ 8-8.5 B(M) US)
1 119.95          
119.95      -                  -                   
119.95          
T O K G O @ 72 Inserting Super Large Capacity Multi-layer 
Students Pencil Case Pen Bag Pouch Stationary Case 
Makeup Cosmetic Case Bag (Purple)
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
T O K G O @ 72 Inserting Super Large Capacity Multi-layer 
Students Pencil Case Pen Bag Pouch Stationary Case 
Makeup Cosmetic Case Bag (Purple)
1 (9.99)             
(9.99)         -                  -                   
(9.99)             
DYMO Label Writer 450 Twin Turbo label printer, 71 Labels 
Per Minute, Black/Silver (1752266)
1 111.88          
111.88      -                  -                   
DYMO LW USPS Postage Stamp Labels for LabelWriter 
Label Printers,  White, 1-5/8'' x 1-1/4'', 1 roll of 200 
(30915)
3 52.74            
52.74        -                  -                   
164.62          
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10/17/16
10/17/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.69            
10/17/16
10/18/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.93              
-
10/18/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-216-1072 WA 12.99            
10/18/16
10/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.99              
10/19/16
10/19/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 147.98          
10/19/16
10/19/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.84            
10/20/16
10/20/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.74            
10/25/16
10/26/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 114.79          
10/25/16
10/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.11              
10/26/16
10/26/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 3.82              
10/26/16
10/27/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 359.99          
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The Ultimate Marketing Plan: Target Your Audience! Get 
Out Your Message! Build Your Brand!
1 12.70            
12.70        -                  -                   
Shipping 3.99             3.99          -                  -                   
16.69            
Adult Coloring Book: Stress Relieving Animal Designs 1 5.93             5.93          -                  -                   
5.93             
Information not provided by Amazon 12.99            12.99        -                  -                   
12.99            
T O K G O @ 72 Inserting Super Large Capacity Multi-layer 
Students Pencil Case Pen Bag Pouch Stationary Case 
Makeup Cosmetic Case Bag (Blue)
1 9.99             
9.99          -                  -                   
9.99             
Carlisle JC1945L23 Polyethylene Long Platform Janitorial 
Cart, 300 lbs Capacity, 49" Length x 19" Width 39" Height, 
Gray
1 119.99          
119.99      -                  -                   
Shipping 27.99            27.99        -                  -                   
147.98          
Rubbermaid 6112-78 26" Length x 11" Width x 12" Depth, 
Yellow Color, Polypropylene Floor Sign with Multi-Lingual 
"Closed" Imprint, 2-Sided
1 11.85            
11.85        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
18.84            
AP Products 012-PSQ500 W 8 X 1- 1/4 White Pan Head 
Square Recess Screw - Pack of 500
1 16.74            
16.74        -                  -                   
16.74            
Camco 11691 Water Heater Tank Rinser 1 6.58             6.58          -                  -                   
Camco 11653 Water Heater Drain Valve Wrench 1 8.19             8.19          -                  -                   
Andersen-3604 Camper Leveler 2 85.98            85.98        -                  -                   
Camco 36143 Blow Out Plug with Brass Quick Connect
1 7.05             
7.05          -                  -                   
Cmple - RG6 F Type Coaxial 18AWG CL2 Rated 75Ohm 
Cable -12ft
1 6.99             
6.99          -                  -                   
114.79          
Monoprice 104057 3-Feet RG6 75Ohm Quad Shield CL2 
Coaxial Cable with F Type Connector - White
1 5.11             
5.11          -                  -                   
5.11             
Make Your Contracts Count: Networking Know-How for 
Business and Career Success   Ebook
1 3.82             
3.82          -                  -                   
3.82             
weBoost RV 4G Cell Phone Signal Booster for RV and 
Mobile Homes - Enhance Your Signal up to 32x. For 
Multiple Devices and Users.
1 359.99          
359.99      -                  -                   
359.99          
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10/27/16
10/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.44            
10/27/16
10/28/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.70              
10/27/16
10/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 35.96            
10/27/16
10/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 21.51            
10/27/16
10/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.99            
10/27/16
10/28/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.97            
11/03/16
11/13/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.99            
11/03/16
12/05/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 17.67            
11/03/16
11/16/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 19.58            
11/04/16
11/13/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 16.58            
11/05/16
11/05/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 89.90            
11/07/16
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Fisher-Price Little People Lift 'n Lower Fire Truck 1 19.44            19.44        -                  -                   
19.44            
Good Night, Lightning (Disney/Pixar Cars) (Glow-in-the-
Dark Board Book)
1 5.70             
5.70          -                  -                   
5.70             
Silvertone Twist Open Circle Scarf Ring 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
PammyJ Goldtone Hammered Round Scarf Ring 1 13.99            13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
35.96            
Disney Toddler Boys Cars '95 Hoodie, Red, 2T 1 21.51            21.51        -                  -                   
21.51            
Disney Boy's Lightning McQueen Cars Light-Up Skate 
Shoes (6 M US Toddler)
1 29.99            
29.99        -                  -                   
29.99            
Playskool Giraffalaff Sit n Spin 1 18.97            18.97        -                  -                   
18.97            
Finding Dory - BD Combo Pack (2BD + DVD + Digital HD) 
[Blu-ray]
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
19.99            
Cubs World Series Commemorative Hardcover Gift Edition
1 17.67            
17.67        -                  -                   
17.67            
Believe It!: Chicago Cubs World Series Champions 1 19.58            19.58        -                  -                   
19.58            
Oral-B Floss Action Replacement Electric Toothbrush 
Heads for Use on Most Oral-B Rechargeable Handles, 3 
Count
1 17.45            
17.45        -                  -                   
Discount (0.87)             (0.87)         -                  -                   
16.58            
Skechers Women's Parallel-Triple Threat Ankle Bootie, 
Charcoal Suede, 8 M US
1 44.95            
44.95        -                  -                   
Skechers Women's Parallel-Triple Threat Ankle Bootie, 
Black Suede, 8 M US
1 44.95            
44.95        -                  -                   
89.90            
The LinkedIn Code: Unlock The Largest Online Business 
Social Network To Get Leads, Prospects & Clients for B2B, 
Professional Services and Sales & Marketing Pros
1 8.80             
-            -                  8.80                 
8.80             
Cascade Platinum ActionPacs Dishwasher Detergent Fresh 
Scent 64 Count
1 15.97            
15.97        -                  -                   
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11/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 15.17            
11/08/16
11/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 49.99            
11/08/16
11/08/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 69.99            
11/08/16
11/09/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 13.58            
-
11/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (13.58)           
11/10/16
11/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 78.09            
11/10/16
11/10/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.30            
11/12/16
11/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 60.94            
11/12/16
11/14/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 30.29            
11/12/16
11/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.99            
11/12/16
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Discount (0.80)             (0.80)         -                  -                   
15.17            
Lysol Professional Antibacterial All Purpose Cleaner, 128 
oz, Case of 4
1 49.99            
-            -                  49.99               
49.99            #
Industrial Spin Mop 1 69.99            -            -                  69.99               
69.99            #
Akak Store Hollow Hoop Round Circle Geometric Metal 
Hair Clip Bobby Pin Ponytail Holder Hair Accessories for 
Women and Girl (2 Pcs/Lot,1 Gold & 1 Silv
2 13.58            
13.58        -                  -                   
13.58            
Akak Store Hollow Hoop Round Circle Geometric Metal 
Hair Clip Bobby Pin Ponytail Holder Hair Accessories for 
Women and Girl (2 Pcs/Lot,1 Gold & 1 Silv
2 (13.58)           
(13.58)       -                  -                   
(13.58)           
Disney Cars Fastest Team Toddler Set, 4 Piece 1 39.99            39.99        -                  -                   
Philips 717693248 Disney Cars 2-in-1 Projector and Night 
Light, Red
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
Crayola Washable Crayons 16-pk. 2 6.98             6.98          -                  -                   
Cars 2 1 18.13            18.13        -                  -                   
78.09            
Little Tikes Roll 'n Pop Vac 1 30.30            30.30        -                  -                   
30.30            
Missouri Western State Garden Flag and Yard Banner 1 15.95            15.95        -                  -                   
World of Warcraft Gryphon Hatchling Plush with 
Unscratched Loot Card by Blizzard Entertainment
1 44.99            
44.99        -                  -                   
60.94            
Griffon Plush 1 24.95            24.95        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.34             5.34          -                  -                   
30.29            
# 1 Best Silicone Makeup Brush Cleaning Mat -Butterfly 
shape - extend the use of your make up and art brushes! 
(Pink)
1 14.99            
14.99        -                  -                   
14.99            
Department 56 Peanuts Gingerbread Bowwow Figurine, 
2.8"
1 22.49            
22.49        -                  -                   
22.49            
If Animals Kissed Good Night 2 11.72            11.72        -                  -                   
MorisMos Stuffed Elephant Plush Pillow Toy Purple 24 
inch/60cm
1 25.99            
25.99        -                  -                   
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11/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 113.68          
11/13/16
12/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.06              
11/13/16
11/13/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 24.99            
11/15/16
11/15/16 AMAZON SERVICES-KINDLE   866-321-8851 WA 12.99            
11/13/16
12/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.22              
11/13/16
12/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.69              
11/16/16
11/16/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.98              
11/16/16
11/16/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 65.00            
-
11/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (65.00)           
11/19/16
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MorisMos Stuffed Elephant Plush Pillow Toy Pink 24 
inch/60cm
1 25.99            
25.99        -                  -                   
MorisMos Stuffed Elephant Plush Pillow Toy Grey 60cm24"
2 49.98            
49.98        -                  -                   
113.68          
Vitafusion Vitamin D3 Gummy Vitamins, Assorted Flavors, 
150 Count (Packaging & Flavors May Vary)
1 8.48             
8.48          -                  -                   
Discount (0.42)             (0.42)         -                  -                   
8.06             
Acc U Rate Premium Fingertip Pulse Oximeter Blood 
Oxygen Saturation Monitor with black silicon cover, 
lanyard, pouch and batteries
1 24.99            
24.99        -                  -                   
24.99            
Superficial: More Adventures from the Andy Cohen Diaries   
Ebook
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
12.99            
Vitafusion Multi-vite, Gummy Vitamins For Adults, 150-
Count
1 9.71             
9.71          -                  -                   
Discount (0.49)             (0.49)         -                  -                   
9.22             
Vitafusion Energy B12 Gummy Vitamins, Very Raspberry 
500mcg, 250 Count
1 8.09             
8.09          -                  -                   
Discount (0.40)             (0.40)         -                  -                   
7.69             
Quilted Northern Ultra Plush Dash Button 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Luminess Air Dash Button 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
9.98             
Converse Unisex Chuck Taylor All Star Street Mid Fatigue 
Green Casual Shoe 8 Men US / 10 Women US
1 65.00            
65.00        -                  -                   
65.00            
Converse Unisex Chuck Taylor All Star Street Mid Fatigue 
Green Casual Shoe 8 Men US / 10 Women US
1 (65.00)           
(65.00)       -                  -                   
(65.00)           
Lilumia Makeup Brush Cleanser Enhanced 24oz - Deep 
Clean and Protect Makeup Brushes
1 19.95            
19.95        -                  -                   
Lilumia 2 Makeup Brush Cleaner Device (Satin Gold) - 
Electronic Cleaning Machine Keeps Cosmetic Make Up 
Brushes Soft & Clean with the Push of a Button
1 139.00          
139.00      -                  -                   
Shipping 7.95             7.95          -                  -                   
166.90          
Connor Towing 1615190- NEW 5/8" Receiver Lock for 
Class III, IV, V Black Nickel
1 14.95            
14.95        -                  -                   
Ultra Premium US Marine Silver & Gold Emblem on Black 
METAL Hitch Cover
1 49.89            
49.89        -                  -                   
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11/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.84            
11/19/16
11/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 33.95            
-
11/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (33.95)           
11/19/16
11/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 51.77            
11/19/16
11/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.99              
11/19/16
11/19/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 62.39            
11/19/16
11/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 80.48            
11/19/16
11/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 229.00          
11/19/16
11/20/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 45.38            
-
11/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (45.38)           
11/19/16
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64.84            
United States US Marine Corps USMC "Black with Gold 
Plated USMC Seal Emblem" Metal Trailer Hitch Cover Fits 
2 Inch Car Truck Receiver
1 33.95            
33.95        -                  -                   
33.95            
United States US Marine Corps USMC "Black with Gold 
Plated USMC Seal Emblem" Metal Trailer Hitch Cover Fits 
2 Inch Car Truck Receiver
1 (33.95)           
(33.95)       -                  -                   
(33.95)           
Wright's Copper Cream - For Cleaning and Polishing Pots, 
Sinks, Mugs, Hardware, Pans and More - 8 fl. Oz.
2 6.82             
6.82          -                  -                   
100% SOLID COPPER MOSCOW MULE MUG - Real 
Russian Gift Set Includes 2 Gorgeous, Artisan Hammered 
Copper Mugs PLUS Liquor Jigger - Unlined, Unlacquered 
2 49.94            
49.94        -                  -                   
Discount (4.99)             (4.99)         -                  -                   
51.77            
Garmin Forerunner 630 620 Screen Protector, Rerii 
Tempered Glass Screen Protector for Garmin Forerunner 
630, 620, High Definition, 9H Hardness, 0.3mm 
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
7.99             
Converse Men's Chuck Taylor All Star Low Top Sneaker 
Bitter Lemon 6 M
1 57.00            
57.00        -                  -                   
Shipping 5.39             5.39          -                  -                   
62.39            
Mountains2metal Ford F-150 2009-2014 Ford F-150 USMC 
Large Rectangular Powder Coated Black
1 69.99            
69.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 10.49            10.49        -                  -                   
80.48            
Garmin Forerunner 630 - Black/White 1 229.00          229.00      -                  -                   
229.00          
Converse Unisex Chuck Taylor All Star OX Fashion 
Sneaker Oxford Shoe - Jute - Mens - 6
1 45.38            
45.38        -                  -                   
45.38            
Converse Unisex Chuck Taylor All Star OX Fashion 
Sneaker Oxford Shoe - Jute - Mens - 6
1 (45.38)           
(45.38)       -                  -                   
(45.38)           
Assurant 3-Year GPS Protection Plan ($200-$249.99) 1 11.33            11.33        -                  -                   
Tax 0.68             0.68          -                  -                   
12.01            
Skinny Girl Peach Bellini 1 17.32            17.32        -                  -                   
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11/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 44.81            
11/21/16
11/21/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 7.85              
11/23/16
11/25/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 78.41            
-
12/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BIL CREDIT (71.96)           
11/23/16
11/23/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.73            
11/23/16
11/23/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 47.58            
11/23/16
11/23/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 63.67            
12/03/16
12/03/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 121.95          
12/04/16
12/12/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 6.64              
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Hills Bros French Vanilla Cappuccino Keurig K-Cups, 12 
Count
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
Starbucks Salted Caramel Hot Cocoa K-Cup 10 Count 1 14.50            14.50        -                  -                   
44.81            
Armorsuit MilitaryShield - Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge 
Screen Protector [Case Friendly] w/ Lifetime Replacements - 
Anti-Bubble Ultra HD Screen Protector fo
1 7.85             
7.85          -                  -                   
7.85             
Steve Madden Women's Lussious Fashion Sneaker, Green, 
8 M US
1 89.95            
89.95        -                  -                   
PAW Patrol Coloring and Activity Book Set (2 Books ~ 96 
Pages) Chase, Rocky, Marshall, Skye, Zuma, and Rubble 1 6.45             
6.45          -                  -                   
Discount (17.99)           (17.99)       -                  -                   
78.41            
Refund (71.96)           (71.96)       -                  -                   
(71.96)           
Glad Tall Kitchen Drawstring Trash Bags, 13 Gallon, 90 
Count
1 12.73            
12.73        -                  -                   
12.73            
Hawking Technology Wireless-N Multifunction USB Printer 
and Device Server (HMPS2U)
1 52.87            
52.87        -                  -                   
Discount (5.29)             (5.29)         -                  -                   
47.58            
Nellie's All Natural Laundry Soda, 3.3 lbs (3) 1 52.99            52.99        -                  -                   
Swingline Stapler, 747, Business, Manual, 25 Sheet 
Capacity, Desktop, Rio Red (74736)
1 10.68            
10.68        -                  -                   
63.67            
General Hero Mount Adapter Black Tripod Mount Adapter 
for Gopro Hero 4/3+/3/2/1 (3 Pack)
1 6.00             
6.00          -                  -                   
BINKO Videook Handheld iPhone & GoPro Stabilizer 
Gimbal Compatible with Most Android Phones, 
Smartphones and Other Compact Action Cameras for 
Taking S
2 99.98            
99.98        -                  -                   
Shipping 15.97            15.97        -                  -                   
121.95          
Garnier Nutrisse Nourishing Color Creme, 63 Light Golden 
Brown (Brown Sugar) (Packaging May Vary)
1 6.99             
6.99          -                  -                   
Discount (0.35)             (0.35)         -                  -                   
6.64             
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12/06/16
12/08/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 27.15            
12/06/16
12/07/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 64.95            
12/06/16
12/08/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 18.00            
12/06/16
12/07/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 9.98              
12/08/16
12/08/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 48.89            
12/11/16
12/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 136.94          
12/12/16
12/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 29.14            
12/12/16
12/12/16 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 5.85              
12/12/16
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TOPS W-2 Tax Forms For Laser Printers, Loose Format, 8.5 
x 11 Inches, 6 Parts, 50 Sets Per Pack (22991) 1 27.15            
-            -                  27.15               
27.15            #
Form 1099 Misc., 2016 Kit for 10 Employees, 4 Part Forms 
For Use In Laser Or Inkjet Printers
5 64.95            
-            -                  64.95               
64.95            #
The Proactive Professional: How to Stop Playing Catch Up 
and Start Getting Ahead at Work (and in Life!)
1 18.00            
18.00        -                  -                   
18.00            
Glad Dash Button 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
Cascade Dash Button 1 4.99             4.99          -                  -                   
9.98             
me & my BIG ideas Create 365 The Happy Planner 
Expander Rings, Gold
1 3.58             
3.58          -                  -                   
me & my BIG ideas Assorted Planner Page Protector 1 9.99             9.99          -                  -                   
me & my BIG ideas PUN-01 Happy Planner Punch 1 20.82            20.82        -                  -                   
Create 365 Happy Planner Binder Clips-Hold On Tight
1 7.99             
7.99          -                  -                   
Unknown Amazon Adjustment 6.51               6.51          -                  -                   
48.89            
Fly London Women's Yogo Dress Sandal, Silver Borgogna, 
39 EU/8-8.5 M US
1 129.95          
129.95      -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
136.94          
Forum Novelties 73663 3-Drawer Mini Filing Cabinet 2 29.14            29.14        -                  -                   
29.14            
UNIVERSAL OFFICE PRODUCTS 10199VP Mini Binder 
Clips, Steel Wire, 1/4quot; Capacity, 1/2quot; Wide, 
Black/Silver, 144/Pack
1 5.85             
-            5.85                 -                   
5.85             
Forum Novelties 73663 3-Drawer Mini Filing Cabinet 1 14.63            14.63        -                  -                   
Shipping 6.99             6.99          -                  -                   
21.62            
IDEAPRO Colorful Barbecue Decal - New Ad Decal Apple 
Laptop Decorative Vinyl Sticker Skins for MacBook 13 Inch 
MacBook Pro 13 Macbook air 13 Macbook 1
1 9.90             
9.90          -                  -                   
Watching the Sunset Vinyl Macbook Decal Cover for 13-
inch Macbook
1 19.99            
19.99        -                  -                   
Vati Leaves Removable Snoopy Love Humor Handmade 
Partial Art Skin Cool Design Vinyl Decal Sticker for 
Trackpad Keypad Of Apple Macbook Pro Air Mac Lap
1 6.99             
6.99          -                  -                   
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12/15/16 &AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 58.57            
12/15/16
12/15/16 &AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 34.96            
-
12/31/16 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 42.45            
-
01/01/17 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 8.16              
-
01/05/17 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 68.01            
-
01/05/17 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BILL WA 50.00            
-
01/05/17 AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI AMZN.COM/BILL WA 100.00          
-
01/08/17 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 12.07            
-
01/08/17 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 53.44            
-
01/08/17 AMAZON MKTPLACE PMTS AMZN.COM/BILL WA 14.25            
Total 34,844.65$    
# - Shipped to ICAD office. 
Note:  Auditor's notations are in italics.
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Vati Leaves Removable Snoopy Sleep Humor Handmade 
Partial Art Skin Cool Design Vinyl Decal Sticker for 
Trackpad Keypad Of Apple Macbook Pro Air Mac La
1 5.99             
5.99          -                  -                   
Shipping 15.96            15.96        -                  -                   
Discount (0.26)             (0.26)         -                  -                   
58.57            
iBenzer Basic Soft-Touch Series Plastic Hard Case & 
Keyboard Cover for Apple Old Macbook Pro 13-inch 13" 
with CD-ROM A1278 (Serenity Blue)
1 12.99            
12.99        -                  -                   
iBenzer Basic Soft-Touch Series Plastic Hard Case & 
Keyboard Cover for Apple Old Macbook Pro 13-inch 13" 
with CD-ROM A1278 (Rose Gold)
1 13.99            
13.99        -                  -                   
Shipping 7.98             7.98          -                  -                   
34.96            
Information not provided by Amazon 42.45            -            42.45               -                   
42.45            
Information not provided by Amazon 8.16             -            8.16                 -                   
8.16             
Information not provided by Amazon 68.01            -            68.01               -                   
68.01            
Information not provided by Amazon 50.00            -            50.00               -                   
50.00            
Information not provided by Amazon 100.00          -            100.00             -                   
100.00          
Information not provided by Amazon 12.07            -            12.07               -                   
12.07            
Information not provided by Amazon 53.44            -            53.44               -                   
53.44            
Information not provided by Amazon 14.25            -            14.25               -                   
14.25            
34,844.65$   31,062.56  1,134.70          2,647.39          
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07/27/12
ASUS Transformer TF300 T-B1-BL 10.1-Inch 32 GB Tablet 
(Blue)
1 369.99$     519
Shipping 8.99           
378.98       
07/27/12
Poetic Slimbook Leather Case for the Asus Transformer 
TF300 Black with Build In Stand (3 Year Manufacturer 
Warranty From Poetic)(Has Open Slot for Cha
1 16.95         519
Shipping 8.99           
25.94         
07/31/12
Lexar High Speed MicroSDHC 32 GB Class 10 Flash 
Memory Card with Reader LSDMI32GBSBNAR
1 34.99         519
Acase(TM) Stylus - A-ccurate Slim Stylus Pen for 
Touchscreen Devices Including Kindle Fire, Apple 
iPad/iPad2/iPad3, Motorola Xoom, Samsung Galaxy Tab,
1 6.95           519
Juiced Systems Extra Long ASUS Transformer Tablet 
Data/Charging Cable 2M Length (6.5Ft) USB 3.0 
Compatible to: ASUS Transformer TF101 -Transformer Pri
1 12.99         519
54.93         
07/31/12
Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Laser 
Mouse (920-002553)
1 29.99         519
29.99         
07/31/12
3M Privacy Filter - 3M PF21.5W Widescreen Monitor 
privacy screen
1 78.05         519
78.05         #
08/02/12 Doodlebug Mini Brads, Black 1 4.17           519
Nifty 54 Coffee Pod Drawer 3 84.27         519
Avery Metal Rim Key Tags, Card Stock/Metal, White, 50 
per Pack (11025)
1 6.59           519
95.03         #
08/02/12
Brother Tape, Retail Packaging, 1/2 Inch, Black on Clear,2 
Pack (TZe1312pk) - Retail Packaging
1 17.30         519
17.30         
Information from Amazon
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Amazon During August and November 2012
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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369.99$       -                   
8.99             -                   
16.95           -                   
8.99             -                   
34.99           -                   
6.95             -                   
12.99           -                   
29.99           -                   
-              78.05                
-              4.17                  
-              84.27                
-              6.59                  
17.30           -                   
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08/05/12
New 12V AC Power Adapter For Maxtor OneTouch II III 
HDD,3100 Personal Storage
1 10.06         519
10.06         
10/21/12
Premium 15 feet 3.5mm Stereo Male to 3.5mm Stereo 
Female 22AWG Extension Cable - Gold Plated
1 9.52           519
Mediabridge - 3.5mm Male To (2) RCA Stereo Audio Cable - 
(12 Feet) [New design accomodates smartphone / mp3 
cases]
1 10.99         519
Cricut Everyday Cartridge, Team Spirit 1 34.99         519
55.50         
- Refund (14.47)        
(14.47)        
10/21/12 Belkin Rockstar Multi Headphone Splitter 1 12.19         519
12.19         
- Belkin Rockstar Multi Headphone Splitter 1 (12.19)        
(12.19)        
11/10/12
Christmas Ornament Santa's Magic Key No Chimney No 
Fireplace No Problem
1 25.00         519
25.00         
11/12/12
TII Collections Resin "LOVE" Couple Snowman LED Light 
Figurine
1 19.95         519
19.95         
10/24/12 Starbucks House Blend K-Cups , 54-Count 1 43.15         519
43.15         #
11/07/12
Anker New Laptop Battery for HP Probook 4510s 4510s/ct 
4515s 4515s/ct 4710s 4710s/ct - 18 Months Warranty [Li-
ion 6-cell 4400mAh]
1 28.99         519
28.99         #
Total 848.40$     
# - Shipped to ICAD office.
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10.06           -                   
9.52             -                   
10.99           -                   
34.99           -                   
(14.47)          -                   
12.19           -                   
(12.19)          -                   
25.00           -                   
19.95           -                   
-              43.15                
28.99           -                   
632.17         216.23              
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12/23/07 HSN*COM 447686350 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 36.59$            
01/22/08 HSN*COM 447686350 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.63              
02/21/08 HSN*COM 447686350 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.63              
89.85              447686350
02/27/10 HSN*COM 932355193        800-933-2887 FL 22.90              
22.90              932355193
07/25/10 HSN*COM 964461703 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 59.99              
08/29/10 HSN*COM 964461703 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 59.98              
09/23/10 HSN*COM 964461703 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 59.98              
179.95            964461703
11/16/10 HSN*COM 989622019 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 32.49              
12/16/10 HSN*COM 989622019 20F4 800-933-2887 FL 32.47              
02/03/11 HSN.COM 989622019 30F4 800-933-2887 FL 32.47              
02/14/11 HSN*COM 989622019 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 32.47              
129.90            989622019
03/24/11 HSN*COM 619498732 1OF5   800-933-2887 FL 132.93            
04/23/11 HSN*COM 619498732 2OF5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98            
05/28/11 HSN*COM 619498732 3OF5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98            
07/11/11 HSN*COM 619498732 4OF5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98            
07/22/11 HSN*COM 619498732 5OF5   800-933-2887 FL 119.98            
612.85            619498732
09/08/11 HSN*COM 657312595 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 32.96              
10/08/11 HSN*COM 657312595 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
11/07/11 HSN*COM 657312595 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
12/07/11 HSN*COM 657312595 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
107.90            657312595
09/08/11 HSN*COM 657312598        800-933-2887 FL 26.90              
26.90              657312598
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
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12/22/07 SOLEUS WALL MOUNTED HEATER 79.90$    9.95          89.85         
02/26/10 ABSOLUTE STRLNG WISHBONE PENDANT SILVER 17.95     4.95          22.90         
07/24/10 GE E1486TW DIGITAL CAMERA SILVER 179.95    -            179.95       
11/14/10 LEXMARK P705 PRINTER TS 129.90    -            129.90       
03/12/11 GATEWAY 15.6 4GB LAPTOP-BLACK 599.90    12.95        612.85       
09/04/11 VUPOINT WAND COLOR LCD-BLACK (scanner) 99.95     7.95          107.90       
09/04/11 VUPOINT WAND SCANNER CASE 19.95     6.95          26.90         
Per Home Shopping Network
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
03/05/12 HSN*COM 700736368 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 48.58              
04/04/12 HSN*COM 700736368 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 33.31              
05/04/12 HSN*COM 700736368 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 33.31              
115.20            700736368
03/07/12 HSN*COM 700736370 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 50.93              
04/25/12 HSN*COM 700736370 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 39.97              
90.90              700736370
05/01/12 HSN*COM 712514802 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 56.96              
05/31/12 HSN*COM 712514802 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
06/30/12 HSN*COM 712514802 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
156.92            712514802
05/02/12 HSN*COM 712514908        800-933-2887 FL 25.95              
25.95              712514908
05/20/12 HSN*COM 717295604        800-933-2887 FL 34.16              
34.16              717295604
08/16/12 HSN*COM 729644129 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 39.97              
08/23/12 HSN*COM 731591692 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 33.31              
09/22/12 HSN*COM 731591692 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 33.31              
106.59            731591692
08/21/12 HSN*COM 738371618 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 17.46              
09/20/12 HSN*COM 738371618 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 14.97              
32.43              738371618
08/21/12 HSN*COM 738371619 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 27.93              
09/20/12 HSN*COM 738371619 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 21.97              
49.90              738371619
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Per Home Shopping Network
03/04/12 CAR MD 99.95     15.25        115.20       
03/04/12 VIRGIN MOBILE SAMSUNG INTERCEP 79.95     10.95        90.90         
04/27/12 MOTOROLA TRIUMPH W/VIRGIN 199.95    6.95          206.90       
04/27/12 WTY + REPLACE (150-199)-1YR 25.95     -            25.95         
05/19/12 SNG 8OZ NUTRIENTS W PISTOLSPRY 27.95     6.21          34.16         
07/21/12 VIPRE 5L INTERNET SECURITY LEOPRD (jump drive) 99.95     6.64          106.59       
08/20/12 CLOPEZSS BUTTERFLY BRACELET 29.95     2.48          32.43         
08/20/12 CLOPEZSS BUTTERFLY NECKLACE 43.95     5.95          49.90         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
09/05/12 HSN*COM 741042442 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.65              
10/05/12 HSN*COM 741042442 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.65              
53.30              741042442
09/11/12 HSN*COM 742114065 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.65              
10/11/12 HSN*COM 742114065 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.65              
53.30              742114065
09/07/12 HSN*COM 742114066 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 35.43              
10/07/12 HSN*COM 742114066 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 27.47              
62.90              742114066
09/12/12 HSN*COM 743092248 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 42.28              
10/12/12 HSN*COM 743092248 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 33.31              
75.59              743092248
09/12/12 HSN*COM 743092249 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 59.96              
10/12/12 HSN*COM 743092249 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
12/11/12 HSN*COM 743092249 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
159.92            743092249
09/13/12 HSN*COM 743092503        800-933-2887 FL 13.95              
13.95              743092503
09/13/12 HSN*COM 743092514        800-933-2887 FL 25.95              
25.95              743092514
09/26/12 HSN*COM 746572768 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 33.33              
10/10/12 HSN*COM 746572768 1OF3   800-933- CREDIT (24.38)             
8.95                746572768
11/30/12 HSN*COM 756199336        800-933- CREDIT (34.95)             
11/30/12 HSN*COM 756199336 1OF5   800-933- CREDIT (50.70)             
(85.65)             756199336
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Per Home Shopping Network
09/01/12 HP PHOTOSMART 5514 BUNDLE 79.95     -            79.95         
09/06/12 SODA STREAM JET BUNDLE WCLMIX-TS BLACK 79.95     -            79.95         
09/06/12 CLEAN & PURE 25K GALLON 2PK BLACK (filters) 54.95     7.95          62.90         
09/10/12 BLACK IBEATS 99.95     8.95          108.90       
09/10/12 BLACK HD SOLOS 199.95    9.95          209.90       
09/10/12 WTY + REPLACE (50-99)-1 YR 13.95     -            13.95         
09/10/12 WTY + REPLACE (150-199)-1YR 25.95     -            25.95         
09/25/12 DAINTILY 10PK COLOR SOLAR LIGHTS BRONZE 99.95     -            99.95         
11/04/12 NO!NO! HAIR RMVL GLAM SET GLDLPR 249.50    7.75          257.25       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
12/07/12 HSN*COM 756436895 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.65              
01/06/13 HSN*COM 756436895 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 26.65              
53.30              756436895
11/15/12 HSN*COM 759035429 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 29.93              
12/15/12 HSN*COM 759035429 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 24.97              
54.90              759035429
11/25/12 HSN*COM 762061961 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 34.98              
12/05/12 HSN*COM 762061961 1OF2   800-933- CREDIT (34.98)             
-                  762061961
11/25/12 HSN*COM 762061962 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 34.98              
12/05/12 HSN*COM 762061962 1OF2   800-933- CREDIT (26.03)             
8.95                762061962
11/27/12 HSN*COM 762169573 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.94              
12/27/12 HSN*COM 762169573 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 29.98              
01/26/13 HSN*COM 762169573 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 29.98              
99.90              762169573
11/25/12 HSN*COM 762309851        800-933-2887 FL 19.55              
19.55              762309851
11/25/12 HSN*COM 762309852        800-933-2887 FL 19.55              
19.55              762309852
11/25/12 HSN*COM 762309853        800-933-2887 FL 22.15              
22.15              762309853
11/25/12 HSN*COM 762309854 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 30.00              
12/25/12 HSN*COM 762309854 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 29.99              
01/24/13 HSN*COM 762309854 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 29.99              
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/04/12 VIPRE 2013 + SCREEN RAGS ZEBRA 79.95     12.14        92.09         
11/14/12 R/C COLOR SCAN CAR 2 PK 49.95     4.95          54.90         
11/24/12 TL CHEEKS FIT BODY BOOTS CHCBRN 8 69.95     -            69.95         
11/24/12 TL CHEEKS FIT BODY BOOTS MDNTBL 8 69.95     -            69.95         
11/24/12 HP PHOTOSMART 6520 PRINTER 89.95     9.95          99.90         
11/24/12 DESTRESS PILLOWCASE 2PK QUEEN TAN 16.95     2.60          19.55         
11/24/12 DESTRESS PILLOWCASE 2PK QUEEN BURGDY 16.95     2.60          19.55         
11/24/12 DESTRESS PILLOWCASE 2PK QUEEN ZEBRA 16.95     5.20          22.15         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
89.98              762309854
12/06/12 HSN*COM 766206084        800-933-2887 FL 21.85              
01/03/13 HSN*COM 766206084        800-933- CREDIT (14.90)             
6.95                766206084
12/17/12 HSN*COM 769793341 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.99              
01/16/13 HSN*COM 769793341 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
02/15/13 HSN*COM 769793341 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
119.95            769793341
12/17/12 HSN*COM 770013072 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 17.00              
01/03/13 HSN*COM 770013072 1OF2   800-933- CREDIT (10.05)             
6.95                770013072
12/20/12 HSN*COM 770545060 1OF5   800-933-2887 FL 34.03              
01/19/13 HSN*COM 770545060 2OF5   800-933-2887 FL 33.98              
02/18/13 HSN*COM 770545060 3OF5   800-933-2887 FL 33.98              
03/20/13 HSN*COM 770545060 4OF5   800-933-2887 FL 33.98              
04/09/13 HSN*COM 770545060 5OF5   800-933-2887 FL 33.98              
169.95            770545060
12/21/12 HSN*COM 770545792        800-933-2887 FL 25.95              
25.95              770545792
01/04/13 HSN*COM 774413843 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 9.98                
02/03/13 HSN*COM 774413843 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 9.97                
19.95              774413843
01/04/13 HSN*COM 774413844        800-933-2887 FL 19.95              
19.95              774413844
01/07/13 HSN*COM 775355577        800-933-2887 FL 19.90              
19.90              775355577
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/24/12 TL MICROPEDIC PILLOW 2PK-QUEEN LEOPRD 89.98     -            89.98         
12/05/12 HOT HEADZ 6 IN 1 HOOD RED 17.90     3.95          21.85         
12/16/12 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY 3 TIER-2 PK BLACK (rack) 119.95    -            119.95       
12/16/12 BENEFIT HF POWDER PETAL A/S 34.00     -            34.00         
12/18/12 GE POWER PRO X2600 CAMERA PINK 169.95    -            169.95       
12/18/12 WTY + REPLACE (150-199)-1YR 25.95     -            25.95         
01/03/13 BL WHOKNEW? MONEY DIET 4PC SET 19.95     -            19.95         
01/03/13 WHO KNEW 3PC ALMANC BOOK SET 19.95     -            19.95         
01/06/13 DM UL GREENBOXES24PCCOMPLETER 14.95     4.95          19.90         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
01/22/13 HSN*COM 778874554 1OF5   800-933-2887 FL 65.99              
02/21/13 HSN*COM 778874554 2OF5   800-933-2887 FL 65.99              
03/23/13 HSN*COM 778874554 3OF5   800-933-2887 FL 65.99              
04/09/13 HSN*COM 778874554 4OF5   800-933-2887 FL 65.99              
04/09/13 HSN*COM 778874554 5OF5   800-933-2887 FL 65.99              
329.95            778874554
01/23/13 HSN*COM 778874737        800-933-2887 FL 39.95              
39.95              778874737
02/09/13 HSN*COM 784327692 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 35.01              
03/11/13 HSN*COM 784327692 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 34.98              
04/09/13 HSN*COM 784327692 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 34.98              
04/09/13 HSN*COM 784327692 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 34.98              
139.95            784327692
02/18/13 HSN*COM 786442740        800-933-2887 FL 32.19              
32.19              786442740
03/15/13 HSN*COM1006550804 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 57.96              
04/10/13 HSN*COM1006550804 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
04/10/13 HSN*COM1006550804 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
04/10/13 HSN*COM1006550804 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
207.90            1006550804
03/15/13 HSN*COM1006550805 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 83.96              
04/12/13 HSN*COM1006550805 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 74.98              
04/14/13 HSN*COM1006550805 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 74.98              
04/14/13 HSN*COM1006550805 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 74.98              
308.90            1006550805
03/16/13 HSN*COM1006551097        800-933-2887 FL 25.95              
25.95              1006551097
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/19/13 32GB NEXUS 7 BUNDLE 329.95    -            329.95       
01/19/13 HPP ELEC REPAIR 3YR (300-399) 39.95     -            39.95         
02/08/13 HOOVER WINDTUNNEL AIR UH70402PC 139.95    -            139.95       
02/17/13 TL BODY PILLOW COVER LEOPRD 24.99     7.20          32.19         
03/13/13 BEATS SOLO HD PINK 199.95    7.95          207.90       
03/13/13 BEATS STUDIO HEADPHONES GREEN 299.95    8.95          308.90       
03/13/13 WTY + REPLACE (150-199)-1YR 25.95     -            25.95         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
03/22/13 HSN*COM1008158083        800-933-2887 FL 24.90              
04/10/13 HSN*COM1008158083        800-933- CREDIT (24.90)             
-                  1008158083
03/21/13 HSN*COM1008158084 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 70.01              
04/12/13 HSN*COM1008158084 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 69.98              
04/14/13 HSN*COM1008158084 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 69.98              
04/14/13 HSN*COM1008158084 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 69.98              
279.95            1008158084
03/22/13 HSN*COM1008158285        800-933-2887 FL 34.95              
34.95              1008158285
03/25/13 HSN*COM1009523386 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 27.95              
04/09/13 HSN*COM1009523386 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 24.97              
52.92              1009523386
03/26/13 HSN*COM1009523387 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 30.93              
04/09/13 HSN*COM1009523387 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 24.97              
55.90              1009523387
03/28/13 HSN*COM1009523388        800-933-2887 FL 39.90              
39.90              1009523388
03/26/13 HSN*COM1009523389        800-933-2887 FL 22.55              
22.55              1009523389
04/05/13 HSN*COM1010786183 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 36.26              
04/12/13 HSN*COM1010786183 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 36.23              
04/12/13 HSN*COM1010786183 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 36.23              
04/12/13 HSN*COM1010786183 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 36.23              
144.95            1010786183
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Per Home Shopping Network
03/19/13 BLUE ROUND SPARKLE CHARM (jewelry) 24.90     -            24.90         
03/19/13 SAMSUNG GALAXY SII VIRGIN PINK 279.95    -            279.95       
03/19/13 WTY PLUS (200-399) - 2 YR 34.95     -            34.95         
03/25/13 PROJECT LIFE BLUSH AUTOSHIP (scrapbooking) 49.95     2.97          52.92         
03/25/13 PROJECT LIFE JADE EDITION (scrapbooking) 49.95     5.95          55.90         
03/25/13 SILVER 8 1/2 CHAIN BRACELET 39.90     -            39.90         
03/25/13 PROJECT LIFE 60PK POCKET INSERTS  (scrapbooking) 19.95     2.60          22.55         
03/30/13 HANGING JEWELRY ARMOIRE MIRROR CHERRY 149.95    (5.00)         144.95       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
04/06/13 HSN*COM1012014358        800-933-2887 FL 18.95              
18.95              1012014358
04/06/13 HSN*COM1012014359        800-933-2887 FL 18.95              
18.95              1012014359
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014033435        800-933-2887 FL 24.95              
24.95              1014033435
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014033436        800-933-2887 FL 24.95              
24.95              1014033436
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014035450 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.99              
05/15/13 HSN*COM1014035450 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
06/14/13 HSN*COM1014035450 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
119.95            1014035450
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014035451 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.99              
05/15/13 HSN*COM1014035451 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
06/14/13 HSN*COM1014035451 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
119.95            1014035451
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014035452 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.99              
05/15/13 HSN*COM1014035452 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
06/14/13 HSN*COM1014035452 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
119.95            1014035452
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014035453 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 43.46              
05/15/13 HSN*COM1014035453 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
06/14/13 HSN*COM1014035453 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
123.42            1014035453
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014035454 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 46.94              
05/15/13 HSN*COM1014035454 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
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Per Home Shopping Network
04/05/13 JM HH 24PK CHROME NEVER OUT HOTPNK 18.95     -            18.95         
04/05/13 JM HH 24PK CHROME NEVER OUT BLACK 18.95     -            18.95         
04/14/13 REGENCY GOLD WOOD POLISH 2PK 24.95     -            24.95         
04/14/13 DURAFIBER 50PK CLEANING CLOTHS 24.95     -            24.95         
04/14/13 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY LARGE RACK WHITE 119.95    -            119.95       
04/14/13 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY LARGE RACK WHITE 119.95    -            119.95       
04/14/13 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY LARGE RACK WHITE 119.95 -            119.95       
04/14/13 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY 3 TIER-2 PK WHITE 119.95    3.47          123.42       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
06/14/13 HSN*COM1014035454 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
126.90            1014035454
04/15/13 HSN*COM1014036623 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.99              
05/15/13 HSN*COM1014036623 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
06/14/13 HSN*COM1014036623 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 39.98              
119.95            1014036623
04/20/13 HSN*COM1015023749        800-933-2887 FL 14.95              
14.95              1015023749
04/20/13 HSN*COM1015023750        800-933-2887 FL 17.95              
17.95              1015023750
04/28/13 HSN*COM1016751752 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.51              
05/28/13 HSN*COM1016751752 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.48              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1016751752 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.48              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1016751752 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.48              
89.95              1016751752
04/28/13 HSN*COM1016751753 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.51              
05/28/13 HSN*COM1016751753 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.48              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1016751753 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.48              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1016751753 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 22.48              
89.95              1016751753
04/29/13 HSN*COM1017012152 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
06/03/13 HSN*COM1017012152 2OF2   800-933-2887 FL 24.97              
49.95              1017012152
04/29/13 HSN*COM1017012154 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 25.21              
06/03/13 HSN*COM1017012154 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 16.23              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1017012154 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 16.23              
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Per Home Shopping Network
04/14/13 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY 3 TIER-2 PK WHITE 119.95    6.95          126.90       
04/14/13 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY LARGE RACK PEWTER 119.95    -            119.95       
04/19/13 WHO KNEW? 4-BOOK SET 14.95     -            14.95         
04/19/13 WHO KNEW? CUSTOMER CHOICE BOOKS 17.95     -            17.95         
04/27/13 MANGANO LEATHER TOTE TNGHAR 89.95     -            89.95         
04/27/13 MANGANO LEATHER TOTE EGGPLT 89.95     -            89.95         
04/28/13 CLEAN & PURE G6 WATER FILTER BLACK 49.95     -            49.95         
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
06/26/13 HSN*COM1017012154 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 16.23              
73.90              1017012154
04/29/13 HSN*COM1017012155        800-933-2887 FL 33.06              
33.06              1017012155
04/29/13 HSN*COM1017012156        800-933-2887 FL 33.06              
33.06              1017012156
05/29/13 HSN*COM1023350148 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 45.01              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1023350148 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 44.98              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1023350148 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 44.98              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1023350148 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 44.98              
179.95            1023350148
05/30/13 HSN*COM1023350237        800-933-2887 FL 25.95              
25.95              1023350237
05/30/13 HSN*COM1023687929        800-933-2887 FL 33.90              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1023687929        800-933- CREDIT (26.95)             
6.95                1023687929
05/30/13 HSN*COM1023687930 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 55.96              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1023687930 1OF4   800-933- CREDIT (55.96)             
-                  1023687930
05/31/13 HSN*COM1023350237        800-933-2887 FL 25.95              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1023687930        800-933- CREDIT (25.95)             
-                  1023688081
06/07/13 HSN*COM1025097472 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 20.01              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1025097472 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 19.98              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1025097472 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 19.98              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1025097472 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 19.98              
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Per Home Shopping Network
04/28/13 CONC MAGIC LOFT MATTRESS PAD QUEEN 64.95     8.95          73.90         
04/28/13 FLIPFOLD MATCHING JR/SR BOARDS GREEN 29.95     3.11          33.06         
04/28/13 FLIPFOLD MATCHING JR/SR BOARDS PINK 29.95     3.11          33.06         
05/26/13 BEATS SOLO HD PURPLE 179.95    -            179.95       
05/29/13 WTY + REPLACE (150-199)-1YR 25.95     -            25.95         
05/27/13 ZEKI 10 TABLET CASE 29.95     3.95          33.90         
05/27/13 ZEKI 10 DUAL-CORE TABLET 179.95    10.95        190.90       
05/27/13 WTY + REPLACE (150-199)-1YR 25.95     -            25.95         
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Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
79.95              1025097472
06/15/13 HSN*COM1027640571 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 27.98              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1027640571 1OF4   800-933- CREDIT (21.03)             
6.95                1027640571
06/15/13 HSN*COM1027640574 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 19.51              
07/03/13 HSN*COM1027640574 1OF3   800-933- CREDIT (19.51)             
-                  1027640574
06/15/13 HSN*COM1027640575 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 17.95              
07/03/13 HSN*COM1027640575 1OF2   800-933- CREDIT (17.95)             
-                  1027640575
06/15/13 HSN*COM1027640576 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 22.95              
07/03/13 HSN*COM1027640576 1OF2   800-933- CREDIT (16.00)             
6.95                1027640576
06/22/13 HSN*COM1029294258 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 27.98              
06/27/13 HSN*COM1029294258 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
06/27/13 HSN*COM1029294258 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
06/27/13 HSN*COM1029294258 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
102.92            1029294258
06/22/13 HSN*COM1029294259 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 30.96              
06/27/13 HSN*COM1029294259 2OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
06/27/13 HSN*COM1029294259 3OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
06/27/13 HSN*COM1029294259 4OF4   800-933-2887 FL 24.98              
105.90            1029294259
06/24/13 HSN*COM1029495523 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 49.99              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1029495523 2OF3   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
06/26/13 HSN*COM1029495523 3OF3   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
149.95            1029495523
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Per Home Shopping Network
06/03/13 SODASTREAM SODA LOVERS BLACK 79.95     -            79.95         
06/14/13 SHARIF MIXED MEDIA SATCHEL BLUPTH 99.95     2.97          102.92       
06/14/13 MC IMAGINE BANGLES SILVTN (jewelry) 39.90     6.21          46.11         
06/14/13 RS 2PK AHH SEAMLESS LACE T WT/TUR 1X 39.95     (7.03)         32.92         
06/14/13 RS 2PK AHH SEAMLESS LACE T BLKCRL 1X 39.95     2.97          42.92         
06/21/13 HGTV WAGON W/REMOVABLE LINER BLACK 99.95     2.97          102.92       
06/21/13 HGTV WAGON W/REMOVABLE LINER RED 99.95     5.95          105.90       
06/23/13 BISSELL SPOTBOT CLEANER 149.95    -            149.95       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
06/28/13 HSN*COM1029495658        800-933-2887 FL 19.95              
19.95              1029495658
07/13/13 HSN*COM1035220100        800-933-2887 FL 139.95            
07/25/13 HSN*COM1035220100        800-933- CREDIT (131.00)            
8.95                1035220100
07/25/13 HSN*COM1037539608        800-933-2887 FL 24.95              
24.95              1037539608
08/05/13 HSN*COM1040731119 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 25.28              
09/08/13 HSN*HSN1040731119 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 18.31              
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1040731119 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 18.31              
61.90              1040731119
08/05/13 HSN*COM1040731120 1OF3   800-933-2887 FL 19.99              
09/08/13 HSN*HSN1040731120 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1040731120 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
59.95              1040731120
08/05/13 HSN*COM1040731121        800-933-2887 FL 124.95            
08/16/13 HSN*COM1040731121        800-933- CREDIT (124.95)            
-                  1040731121
08/05/13 HSN*COM1040879897 1OF5   800-933-2887 FL 44.03              
09/08/13 HSN*HSN1040879897 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 43.98              
10/04/13 HSN*HSN1040879897 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 43.98              
11/03/13 HSN*HSN1040879897 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 43.98              
11/08/13 HSN*HSN1040879897 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 43.98              
219.95            1040879897
08/06/13 HSN*COM1040879898        800-933-2887 FL 26.93              
26.93              1040879898
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Per Home Shopping Network
06/23/13 WTY + REPLACE (100-149)-1YR 19.95     -            19.95         
07/12/13 ORIGAMI FOLDING ISLAND CART BLACK 139.95    -            139.95       
07/22/13 FORBES RILEY SPIN GYM EXERCISER PINK 24.95     -            24.95         
08/04/13 CON MAGIC LOFT WINDOW PAD T,TXL TWIN 54.95     6.95          61.90         
08/04/13 CONC MAGIC LOFT MATTRESS PAD KING 59.95     -            59.95         
08/04/13 ORIGAMI MULTI-PURPOSE DESK BLACK 124.95    -            124.95       
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY INKLESS PRINTER AS 219.95    -            219.95       
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY 1" Z-ROLL CARTRIDGE 24.95     1.98          26.93         
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
08/06/13 HSN*COM1040879899        800-933-2887 FL 21.93              
21.93              1040879899
08/06/13 HSN*COM1040879900        800-933-2887 FL 11.45              
11.45              1040879900
08/06/13 HSN*COM1040879901        800-933-2887 FL 21.93              
21.93              1040879901
08/06/13 HSN*COM1040879902        800-933-2887 FL 44.91              
44.91              1040879902
08/06/13 HSN*COM1040879903        800-933-2887 FL 26.93              
26.93              1040879903
08/16/13 HSN*COM1043281109 1OF2   800-933-2887 FL 49.98              
09/15/13 HSN*HSN1043281109 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 49.97              
99.95              1043281109
09/05/13 HSN*COM1046805626        800-933-2887 FL 19.95              
19.95              1046805626
09/04/13 HSN*COM1046805564 1OF4   800-933-2887 FL 44.96              
09/21/13 HSN*COM1046805564 1OF4   800-9332 CREDIT (38.01)             
09/21/13 HSN*COM1046805564        800-9332 CREDIT (19.95)             
(13.00)             1046805564
09/08/13 HSN*HSN1048359382        800-9332887  FL 109.90            
10/03/13 HSN*COM1048359382        800-9332 CREDIT (100.95)            
8.95                1048359382
09/08/13 HSN*HSN1048359383        800-9332887  FL 19.95              
19.95              1048359383
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Per Home Shopping Network
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY 3/4" Z-ROLL CARTRID 19.95     1.98          21.93         
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY SILICONE WRAP GREEN 9.95       1.50          11.45         
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY 3/8" Z-ROLL CARTRID 19.95     1.98          21.93         
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY PRINTER BATTERY 39.95     4.96          44.91         
08/05/13 ZINK HAPPY 2" Z-ROLL CARTRIDGE 24.95     1.98          26.93         
08/15/13 ORIGAMI 6-TIER BOOK SHELF BLACK 99.95     -            99.95         
09/01/13 WTY + REPLACE (100-149)-1YR 19.95     -            19.95         
09/01/13 ACER 7 TABLET W/ APP PACK WHITE 139.95    9.95          149.90       
09/07/13 JMANGANO WHEELED DUFFLE & TOTE TANG 99.95     9.95          109.90       
09/07/13 JM HH STORAGE BOX BLACK 19.95     -            19.95         
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Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1038940453 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 8.73                ##
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1038940454 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 8.73                ##
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1038940455 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 8.73                ##
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1038940459 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 8.73                ##
09/26/13 HSN*HSN1038940460 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 8.73                ##
43.65              
09/29/13 HSN*HSN1053245311        800-2843900  FL 27.92              
27.92              1053245311
10/09/13 HSN*HSN1054653193        800-9332887  FL 18.90              
18.90              1054653193
10/06/13 HSN*HSN1054653194        800-9332887  FL 18.90              
18.90              1054653194
10/04/13 HSN*HSN1054685214        800-9332887  FL 25.90              
10/26/13 HSN*COM1054685214        800-9332 CREDIT (18.95)             
6.95                1054685214
10/04/13 HSN*HSN1054685215 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 20.30              
11/03/13 HSN*HSN1054685215 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 18.31              
11/08/13 HSN*HSN1054685215 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 18.31              
56.92              1054685215
10/19/13 HSN*HSN1058319007        800-2843900  FL 43.05              
43.05              1058319007
11/05/13 HSN*HSN1062057512        800-9332887  FL 27.20              
27.20              1062057512
11/05/13 HSN*HSN1062057513        800-9332887  FL 27.20              
27.20              1062057513
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Per Home Shopping Network
09/28/13 PROJ LIFE BECKY HIGGINS KIT (scrapbooking) 24.95     2.97          27.92         
10/02/13 AURAWAVE SPECIALTY PADS 14.95     3.95          18.90         
10/02/13 AURAWAVE BUTTERFLY PADS 14.95     3.95          18.90         
10/02/13 CON PIMA COTTON PILLOWCASES K SPICE 19.95     5.95          25.90         
10/02/13 CON PIMA COTTON 4PC SHEETSET K SPICE 54.95     1.97          56.92         
10/18/13 ZINK Z-ROLL 2PK (1" & 2") 39.95     3.10          43.05         
11/02/13 FAUX BIRCH BATTERY OPERATED CA 22.00     5.20          27.20         
11/02/13 FAUX BIRCH BATTERY OPERATED CA 22.00     5.20          27.20         
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160178 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160178 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/07/14 HSN*COM1064160178 1OF3   800-9332 CREDIT (8.04)               
01/07/14 HSN*COM1064160178 2OF3   800-9332 CREDIT (14.98)             
6.95                1064160178
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160179 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160179 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160179 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160179
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160180 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160180 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160180 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160180
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160181 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160181 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160181 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160181
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160182 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160182 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160182 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160182
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160183 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160183 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160183 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160183
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160184 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160184 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK ORANGE 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK RED 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK BLACK 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK ORANGE 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK RED 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK BLUE 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160184 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160184
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160185 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.99              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160185 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160185 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
44.95              1064160185
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160186 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 21.60              
12/15/13 HSN*HSN1064160186 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
01/14/14 HSN*HSN1064160186 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
54.90              1064160186
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1065350183        800-9332887  FL 46.11              
11/27/13 HSN*COM1065350183        800-9332 CREDIT (46.11)             
-                  1065350183
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1065350184        800-9332887  FL 27.55              
27.55              1065350184
11/15/13 HSN*HSN1065350185        800-9332887  FL 43.01              
11/29/13 HSN*COM1065350185        800-9332 CREDIT (36.06)             
6.95                1065350185
11/26/13 HSN*HSN1067405728 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 84.96              
12/09/13 HSN*COM1067405728        800-9332 CREDIT (34.95)             
12/09/13 HSN*COM1067405728 1OF4   800-9332 CREDIT (78.01)             
(28.00)             1067405728
11/27/13 HSN*HSN1067406558        800-9332887  FL 34.95              
34.95              1067406558
11/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603850 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 15.01              
12/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603850 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK SILVER 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK PURPLE 49.95     (5.00)         44.95         
11/10/13 POWERNOW! CHARGER 2-PACK BLACK 49.95     4.95          54.90         
11/14/13 MC IHOPEUDNCE SET OF 5 BNGLS (jewelry) 39.90     6.21          46.11         
11/14/13 MC ONE LV ONE HRT BANGLE SET 24.95     2.60          27.55         
11/14/13 MC MY WISH SET OF 5 BANGLES 39.90     3.11          43.01         
11/22/13 BEATS STUDIO HEADPHONES ORANGE 299.95    9.95          309.90       
11/22/13 WTY PLUS (200-399) - 2 YR 34.95     -            34.95         
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
01/23/14 HSN*HSN1067603850 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
02/22/14 HSN*HSN1067603850 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
59.95              1067603850
11/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603851        800-9332887  FL 14.95              
14.95              1067603851
11/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603852 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.98              
12/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603852 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.97              
29.95              1067603852
11/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603853 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 14.94              
12/24/13 HSN*HSN1067603853 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
01/23/14 HSN*HSN1067603853 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
34.90              1067603853
11/26/13 HSN*HSN1068349810        800-9332887  FL 41.16              
41.16              1068349810
11/28/13 HSN*HSN1068720215 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.45              
12/28/13 HSN*HSN1068720215 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.97              
32.42              1068720215
11/28/13 HSN*HSN1068720216 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.43              
12/28/13 HSN*HSN1068720216 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 7.47                
19.90              1068720216
12/08/13 HSN*HSN1072339184 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 53.99              
12/27/13 HSN*COM1072339184 1OF5   800-9332 CREDIT (47.04)             
6.95                1072339184
12/09/13 HSN*HSN1072687528        800-9332887  FL 55.91              
55.91              1072687528
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/23/13 JM HH 115PC GIFT SET - CHROME LMNGRS 59.95     -            59.95         
11/23/13 JM S/2 FLOWER ACCES. HLDR BRSS COGNAC 14.95     -            14.95         
11/23/13 JM FF S/4 DIAMND VASES W/80STX O-BLOS 29.95     -            29.95         
11/23/13 JM FF SET OF 2 PILLARS O-BLOS 29.95     4.95          34.90         
11/25/13 MC IMAGINE STE OF 13 BANGLES SILVTN 34.95     6.21          41.16         
11/27/13 VIOLIFE PERSONAL HUMIDIFIER RED 29.95     2.47          32.42         
11/27/13 VIOLIFE HUMIDIFER TRAVEL CASE 19.95     (0.05)         19.90         
12/07/13 NONO PRO3 DELUXHAIR REMOVALKIT PINK 269.95    -            269.95       
12/08/13 JM FF S/4 DIAMND VASES W/80STX O-BLOS 59.95     (4.04)         55.91         
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
12/10/13 HSN*HSN1072835713 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
01/09/14 HSN*HSN1072835713 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.47                
18.42              1072835713
12/10/13 HSN*HSN1072835714 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
01/09/14 HSN*HSN1072835714 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.47                
18.42              1072835714
12/10/13 HSN*HSN1072835716 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
01/09/14 HSN*HSN1072835716 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.47                
18.42              1072835716
12/10/13 HSN*HSN1072835717 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
01/09/14 HSN*HSN1072835717 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.47                
18.42              1072835717
12/10/13 HSN*HSN1072835718 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
01/09/14 HSN*HSN1072835718 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.47                
18.42              1072835718
12/10/13 HSN*HSN1072835723 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.93              
01/09/14 HSN*HSN1072835723 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.90              1072835723
12/22/13 HSN*HSN1077082765        800-2843900  FL 27.92              
27.92              1077082765
12/23/13 HSN*HSN1077444389 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 35.94              
12/28/13 HSN*COM1077444389 1OF4   800-9332 CREDIT (10.95)             
01/22/14 HSN*HSN1077444389 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
02/21/14 HSN*HSN1077444389 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
03/23/14 HSN*HSN1077444389 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
99.90              1077444389
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Per Home Shopping Network
12/09/13 MIGHTY JUMP CAR JUMP STARTER TANG 19.95     (1.53)         18.42         
12/09/13 MIGHTY JUMP CAR JUMP STARTER SILVER 19.95     (1.53)         18.42         
12/09/13 MIGHTY JUMP CAR JUMP STARTER PNKCAM 19.95     (1.53)         18.42         
12/09/13 MIGHTY JUMP CAR JUMP STARTER LIME 19.95     (1.53)         18.42         
12/09/13 MIGHTY JUMP CAR JUMP STARTER SILVER 19.95     (1.53)         18.42         
12/09/13 MIGHTY JUMP CAR JUMP STARTER SILVER 19.95     2.95          22.90         
12/21/13 PROJ LIFE MAGGIE HOLMES MINI** 24.95     2.97          27.92         
12/22/13 HGEMSSB TURQ/WTPZ RING 8 99.90     10.95        110.85       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
12/25/13 HSN*HSN1077444424        800-9332887  FL 9.95                
9.95                1077444424
01/18/14 HSN*HSN1084282291        800-2843900  FL 43.05              
43.05              1084282291
01/19/14 HSN*HSN1084604373        800-9332887  FL 24.85              
24.85              1084604373
01/21/14 HSN*HSN1085155175 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
02/20/14 HSN*HSN1085155175 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
03/22/14 HSN*HSN1085155175 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
59.95              1085155175
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679985 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679985 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/27/14 HSN*HSN1086679985 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1086679985
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679986 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679986 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/27/14 HSN*HSN1086679986 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1086679986
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679987 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679987 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/27/14 HSN*HSN1086679987 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1086679987
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679988 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 11.65              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679988 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 11.65              
03/27/14 HSN*HSN1086679988 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 11.65              
34.95              1086679988
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Per Home Shopping Network
12/22/13 HPP JWLRY 2YR REPAIR (75-99) 9.95       -            9.95          
01/17/14 ZINK Z-ROLL 2PK (1" & 2") 39.95     3.10          43.05         
01/18/14 TECH NUTCRACKER CHARM 24.90     (0.05)         24.85         
01/20/14 CON SUPER LOFT MATTRESS PAD TWIN 59.95     -            59.95         
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO DESIGNER TOTE PLATSL 39.95     -            39.95         
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO DESIGNER TOTE DENBLU 39.95     -            39.95         
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO DESIGNER TOTE TANG 39.95     -            39.95         
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO BEAUTYCASE 3PC SET CRLBCH 34.95     -            34.95         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679989 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679989 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/27/14 HSN*HSN1086679989 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1086679989
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679990 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/08/14 HSN*COM1086679990 1OF3   800-9332 CREDIT (6.38)               
6.95                1086679990
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679991        800-9332887  FL 14.95              
14.95              1086679991
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679992 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679992 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
49.95              1086679992
01/26/14 HSN*HSN1086679993 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
02/25/14 HSN*HSN1086679993 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
49.95              1086679993
02/05/14 HSN*HSN1086865242 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 11.65              
03/07/14 HSN*HSN1086865242 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 11.65              
04/06/14 HSN*HSN1086865242 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 11.65              
34.95              1086865242
01/30/14 HSN*HSN1087719287        800-9332887  FL 32.95              
32.95              1087719287
01/31/14 HSN*HSN1088086684 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 28.46              
02/19/14 HSN*COM1088086684 1OF2   800-9332 CREDIT (21.51)             
6.95                1088086684
01/31/14 HSN*HSN1088086685 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 31.93              
03/02/14 HSN*HSN1088086685 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO DESIGNER TOTE LATTE 39.95     -            39.95         
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO DESIGNER TOTE BRGHTL 39.95     -            39.95         
01/25/14 JM GO MINI STEAMER WITH BAG ORNBRS 14.95     -            14.95         
01/25/14 TONY LITTLE FIT BODY BOOTS WNTWHT 7 1/2 49.95     -            49.95         
01/25/14 TONY LITTLE FIT BODY BOOTS GRAY 7 1/2 49.95     -            49.95         
01/25/14 JOY MANGANO BEAUTYCASE 3PC SET LEOPRD 34.95     -            34.95         
01/29/14 PROFAMOSSUPERFAST DRAINCLEANER 32.95     -            32.95         
01/30/14 TONY LITTLE FIT BODY BOOTS MDNTBL 7 1/2 49.95     3.48          53.43         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
56.90              1088086685
02/05/14 HSN*HSN1089283835 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 28.46              
02/19/14 HSN*COM1089283835 1OF2   800-9332 CREDIT (18.51)             
9.95                1089283835
02/05/14 HSN*HSN1089283836 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 31.93              
02/19/14 HSN*COM1089283836 1OF2   800-9332 CREDIT (31.93)             
-                  1089283836
02/26/14 HSN*HSN1094187774 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
03/28/14 HSN*HSN1094187774 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 29.98              
04/27/14 HSN*HSN1094187774 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 29.98              
89.95              1094187774
03/18/14 HSN*HSN1099598651 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 37.94              
04/17/14 HSN*HSN1099598651 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
05/17/14 HSN*HSN1099598651 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
06/16/14 HSN*HSN1099598651 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
07/16/14 HSN*HSN1099598651 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
157.90            1099598651
03/18/14 HSN*HSN1099792738        800-9332887  FL 56.90              
56.90              1099792738
03/29/14 HSN*HSN1103132845        800-9332887  FL 32.95              
32.95              1103132845
03/29/14 HSN*HSN1103132846        800-9332887  FL 24.90              
24.90              1103132846
03/30/14 HSN*HSN1103358161 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 35.01              
04/29/14 HSN*HSN1103358161 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 34.98              
05/29/14 HSN*HSN1103358161 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 34.98              
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/30/14 TONY LITTLE FIT BODY BOOTS CHCBRN 7 1/2 49.95     6.95          56.90         
02/04/14 TONY LITTLE FIT BODY BOOTS WNTWHT 7 1/2 49.95     3.48          53.43         
02/04/14 TONY LITTLE FIT BODY BOOTS MDNTBL 7 1/2 49.95     6.95          56.90         
02/23/14 VIPRE 10 LICENSE W/ TAX ACT BLUMET 89.95     -            89.95         
03/15/14 GARMIN 010-01001-29 NUVI 2455 149.95    7.95          157.90       
03/16/14 IWERKS BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD BLUE 49.95     6.95          56.90         
03/28/14 PROF AMOS SUPERFAST DRAIN CLEANER 32.95     -            32.95         
03/28/14 PROF AMOS FASTPM DRAIN POWDER/* 19.95     4.95          24.90         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
06/28/14 HSN*HSN1103358161 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 34.98              
139.95            1103358161
04/11/14 HSN*HSN1106129072 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.51              
05/11/14 HSN*HSN1106129072 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.48              
06/10/14 HSN*HSN1106129072 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.48              
07/10/14 HSN*HSN1106129072 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.48              
89.95              1106129072
04/19/14 HSN*HSN1108756845        800-2843900  FL 43.05              
43.05              1108756845
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493391 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493391 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493391 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493391 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
39.95              1110493391
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493392 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493392 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493392 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493392 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
39.95              1110493392
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493393 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493393 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493393 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493393 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
39.95              1110493393
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493394 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493394 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493394 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493394 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
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Per Home Shopping Network
03/29/14 EARTHWISE MINI TILLER 139.95    -            139.95       
04/08/14 AURAWAVE PERFECT TENS SILVER 89.95     -            89.95         
04/18/14 ZINK Z-ROLL 2PK (1" & 2") 39.95     3.10          43.05         
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH BLACK 39.95     -            39.95         
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH BLACK 39.95     -            39.95         
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH BLACK 39.95     -            39.95         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
39.95              1110493394
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493396 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493396 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493396 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493396 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
39.95              1110493396
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493398 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493398 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493398 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493398 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
39.95              110493398
04/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493400 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 10.01              
05/26/14 HSN*HSN1110493400 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
06/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493400 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
07/25/14 HSN*HSN1110493400 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
39.95              1110493400
05/22/14 HSN*HSN1116559180 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
06/21/14 HSN*HSN1116559180 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
24.90              1116559180
05/22/14 HSN*HSN1116559181 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
06/21/14 HSN*HSN1116559181 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
24.90              1116559181
05/22/14 HSN*HSN1116559182 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
06/21/14 HSN*HSN1116559182 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
24.90              1116559182
05/22/14 HSN*HSN1116559183 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
06/21/14 HSN*HSN1116559183 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
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Per Home Shopping Network
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH BLACK 39.95     -            39.95         
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH WHITE 39.95     -            39.95         
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH BLACK 39.95     -            39.95         
04/25/14 JAM TOUCH WHITE 39.95     -            39.95         
05/19/14 LIGHT ANGEL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
05/19/14 LIGHT ANGEL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
05/19/14 LIGHT ANGEL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
24.90              1116559183
05/22/14 HSN*HSN1116560455 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
06/21/14 HSN*HSN1116560455 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
24.90              1116560455
05/22/14 HSN*HSN1116560562 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
06/21/14 HSN*HSN1116560562 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
24.90              1116560562
06/16/14 HSN*HSN1123695489        800-9332887  FL 19.95              
19.95              1123695489
06/16/14 HSN*HSN1123695490        800-9332887  FL 18.20              
18.20              1123695490
06/16/14 HSN*HSN1123695491        800-9332887  FL 17.95              
07/01/14 HSN*COM1123695491        800-9332 CREDIT (11.00)             
6.95                1123695491
06/16/14 HSN*HSN1123695493        800-9332887  FL 19.95              
19.95              1123695493
07/04/14 HSN*HSN1128557168 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 191.05            
08/03/14 HSN*HSN1128557168 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 149.99            
09/02/14 HSN*HSN1128557168 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 149.99            
10/02/14 HSN*HSN1128557168 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 149.99            
11/01/14 HSN*HSN1128557168 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 149.99            
791.01            1128557168
07/05/14 HSN*HSN1128557279        800-9332887  FL 89.95              
89.95              1128557279
07/11/14 HSN*HSN1129272001 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 26.96              
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Per Home Shopping Network
05/19/14 LIGHT ANGEL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
05/19/14 LIGHT ANGEL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
05/19/14 LIGHT ANGEL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
06/15/14 EUDURACOOL WRAP TOWEL 2-PACK TURQ 19.95     -            19.95         
06/15/14 ENDURACOOL COOLING HEADBAND BLK/WT 16.95     1.25          18.20         
06/15/14 ENDURACOOL COOLING HAT BLUE 19.95     (2.00)         17.95         
06/15/14 EUDURACOOL WRAP TOWEL 2-PACK BLACK 19.95     -            19.95         
07/02/14 IPAD AIR 64GB WHITE BLUE 749.95    41.06        791.01       
07/02/14 HPP ELEC REPAIR 3YR (700-799) 89.95     -            89.95         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
08/10/14 HSN*HSN1129272001 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
09/09/14 HSN*HSN1129272001 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
10/09/14 HSN*HSN1129272001 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
86.90              1129272001
07/12/14 HSN*HSN1129272125        800-9332887  FL 13.95              
13.95              1129272125
07/05/14 HSN*HSN1129405673 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 7.51                
08/04/14 HSN*HSN1129405673 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 7.48                
09/06/14 HSN*HSN1129405673 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 7.48                
10/03/14 HSN*HSN1129405673 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 7.48                
29.95              1129405673
07/08/14 HSN*HSN1130006434 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 32.96              
08/07/14 HSN*HSN1130006434 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
09/06/14 HSN*HSN1130006434 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
10/06/14 HSN*HSN1130006434 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
107.90            1130006434
07/08/14 HSN*HSN1130006435 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 32.96              
08/07/14 HSN*HSN1130006435 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
09/06/14 HSN*HSN1130006435 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
10/06/14 HSN*HSN1130006435 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
107.90            1130006435
07/19/14 HSN*HSN1132880623        800-2843900  FL 43.05              
43.05              1132880623
08/11/14 HSN*HSN1139541946 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.51              
09/10/14 HSN*HSN1139541946 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.48              
10/10/14 HSN*HSN1139541946 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.48              
11/09/14 HSN*HSN1139541946 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 22.48              
89.95              1139541946
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/04/14 VIDVISION II SUNGLASSES CAM BLACK 79.95     6.95          86.90         
07/04/14 WTY + REPLACE (50-99)-1 YR 13.95     -            13.95         
07/04/14 VIOLIFE SLIM 4PK W/TRAVEL CASE GREEN 29.95     -            29.95         
07/06/14 NEAT RECEIPTS W/CASE 99.95     7.95          107.90       
07/06/14 NEAT RECEIPTS W/CASE 99.95     7.95          107.90       
07/18/14 ZINK Z-ROLL 2PK (1" & 2") 39.95     3.10          43.05         
08/10/14 TL MICROPEDIC PILLOW 2PK QUEEN CHOCLT 89.95     -            89.95         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
08/16/14 HSN*HSN1140192009 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 36.65              
09/15/14 HSN*HSN1140192009 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 36.65              
10/16/14 HSN*HSN1140192009 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 36.65              
109.95            1140192009
03/12/15 HSN*HSN1169593709 4OF6   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
16.65              1169593709
11/28/14 HSN*HSN1171296083        800-9332887  FL 29.90              
12/12/14 HSN*COM1171296083        800-9332 CREDIT (29.90)             
-                  1171296083
11/28/14 HSN*HSN1171296084        800-9332887  FL 29.90              
12/12/14 HSN*COM1171296084        800-9332 CREDIT (22.95)             
6.95                1171296084
03/08/15 HSN*HSN1175896627 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 15.99              
15.99              1175896627
03/08/15 HSN*HSN1176181143 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 15.99              
15.99              1176181143
12/21/14 HSN*HSN1181135128        800-9332887  FL 25.59              
25.59              1181135128
12/21/14 HSN*HSN1181135129        800-9332887  FL 28.19              
28.19              1181135129
12/21/14 HSN*HSN1181135130        800-9332887  FL 25.59              
25.59              1181135130
12/25/14 HSN*HSN1182824092 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 80.23              
01/24/15 HSN*HSN1182824092 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 59.97              
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Per Home Shopping Network
08/13/14 ROYAL 10-SHT MICROCUT SHREDDER 109.95    -            109.95       
11/22/14 JOY MANGANO CLOSEDRIER            LINWHT 99.95     -            99.95         
11/27/14 FOOT PETALS SEQUIN CLOG SL LEOPRD M 29.90     -            29.90         
11/27/14 FOOT PETALS SEQUIN CLOG SL PINK M 29.90     -            29.90         
12/07/14 JOY & IMAN LEATHER HANDBAG        CAPPUC 79.95     -            79.95         
12/07/14 JOY & IMAN LEATHER HANDBAG        CRIMRD 79.95     -            79.95         
12/20/14 HB BREAKFAST SANDWICH MAKER GRAY 19.99     5.60          25.59         
12/20/14 HB BREAKFAST SANDWICH MAKER GRAY 19.99     8.20          28.19         
12/20/14 HB BREAKFAST SANDWICH MAKER GRAY 19.99     5.60          25.59         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
140.20            1182824092
12/25/14 HSN*HSN1182824093        800-9332887  FL 38.90              
38.90              1182824093
12/25/14 HSN*HSN1182824094        800-9332887  FL 15.55              
15.55              1182824094
12/25/14 HSN*HSN1182824095        800-9332887  FL 15.55              
15.55              1182824095
12/25/14 HSN*HSN1182824096        800-9332887  FL 15.55              
15.55              1182824096
01/11/15 HSN*HSN1187153582 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 5.00                
02/10/15 HSN*HSN1187153582 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 5.00                
10.00              1187153582
01/22/15 HSN*HSN1191101774 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 94.20              
02/21/15 HSN*HSN1191101774 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 79.99              
03/23/15 HSN*HSN1191101774 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 79.99              
04/22/15 HSN*HSN1191101774 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 79.99              
05/22/15 HSN*HSN1191101774 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 79.99              
414.16            1191101774
01/28/15 HSN*HSN1191711367 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.33              
02/27/15 HSN*HSN1191711367 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
03/29/15 HSN*HSN1191711367 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
99.95              1191711367
01/25/15 HSN*HSN1192164793 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.45              
02/24/15 HSN*HSN1192164793 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.42              1192164793
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Per Home Shopping Network
12/24/14 ORIGAMI HEAVY DUTY 3 TIER-2 PK WHITE 119.95    20.25        140.20       
12/24/14 MAJSTSY/CINSPIR WORD NECKLACE BELIEV 32.95     5.95          38.90         
12/24/14 ORIGAMI LINERS FOR SMALL RACK CLEAR 12.95     2.60          15.55         
12/24/14 ORIGAMI LINERS FOR SMALL RACK CLEAR 12.95     2.60          15.55         
12/24/14 ORIGAMI LINERS FOR SMALL RACK CLEAR 12.95     2.60          15.55         
01/06/15 JM MLS W PAISLEY BAG TURQ 19.95     (9.95)         10.00         
01/21/15 BROTHER SCANNCUT CM100DMPK 399.95    14.21        414.16       
01/23/15 HP OJ 6830 AIO PRINTER 99.95     -            99.95         
01/24/15 JM FF ROUND APOTHECARY JARS PUMPSP 19.95     2.47          22.42         
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
01/25/15 HSN*HSN1192164794 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.45              
02/24/15 HSN*HSN1192164794 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.42              1192164794
01/25/15 HSN*HSN1192164796 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.45              
02/24/15 HSN*HSN1192164796 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.42              1192164796
01/25/15 HSN*HSN1192164797        800-9332887  FL 24.90              
24.90              1192164797
01/25/15 HSN*HSN1192164798 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
02/24/15 HSN*HSN1192164798 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
19.95              1192164798
01/25/15 HSN*HSN1192164799 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
02/24/15 HSN*HSN1192164799 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
19.95              1192164799
03/26/15 HSN*HSN1209178210 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 41.28              
04/25/15 HSN*HSN1209178210 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
05/25/15 HSN*HSN1209178210 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
107.90            1209178210
03/26/15 HSN*HSN1209178211        800-9332887  FL 50.90              
50.90              1209178211
04/13/15 HSN*HSN1214652279 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 44.98              
05/13/15 HSN*HSN1214652279 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 44.97              
89.95              1214652279
05/05/15 HSN*HSN1220100970        800-9332887  FL 33.06              
33.06              1220100970
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/24/15 JM FF ROUND PAINTED APOTHECARY OCSDBR 19.95     2.47          22.42         
01/24/15 JM FF ROUND PAINTED APOTHECARY RELEUC 19.95     2.47          22.42         
01/24/15 JM FF ROUND PAINTED APOTHECARY TRLVCH 19.95     4.95          24.90         
01/24/15 JM FASHION TOTE RCHBLK 19.95     -            19.95         
01/24/15 JM FASHION TOTE RCHBLK 19.95     -            19.95         
03/24/15 PRINGO PORTABLE PRINTER PINK 99.95     7.95          107.90       
03/24/15 PRINGO 100PK PAPER & CARTRIDGE 44.95     5.95          50.90         
04/12/15 TL MICROPEDIC PILLOW 2PK QUEEN WHITE 89.95     -            89.95         
05/03/15 PROJECT LIFE CORE KIT - HONEY 29.95     3.11          33.06         
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Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
05/04/15 HSN*HSN1220100971        800-9332887  FL 33.06              
33.06              1220100971
05/04/15 HSN*HSN1220100972 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 27.95              
06/03/15 HSN*HSN1220100972 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.31              
07/03/15 HSN*HSN1220100972 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.31              
74.57              1220100972
05/04/15 HSN*HSN1220100973 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 32.56              
06/03/15 HSN*HSN1220100973 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.31              
07/03/15 HSN*HSN1220100973 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.31              
79.18              1220100973
08/15/15 HSN*HSN1222178576 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
09/09/15 HSN*HSN1222178576 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
53.98              1222178576
08/15/15 HSN*HSN1222178579 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 12.48              
12.48              1222178579
09/09/15 HSN*HSN1222193406 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 49.99              
49.99              1222193406
08/15/15 HSN*HSN1222292566 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 9.99                
09/09/15 HSN*HSN1222292566 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 9.99                
19.98              1222292566
08/16/15 HSN*HSN1223399231 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 9.99                
09/20/15 HSN*HSN1223399231 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 9.99                
19.98              1223399231
05/30/15 HSN*HSN1225352663 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.98                
06/29/15 HSN*HSN1225352663 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.97                
17.95              1225352663
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Per Home Shopping Network
05/03/15 PROJECT LIFE CORE KIT - HONEY 29.95     3.11          33.06         
05/03/15 PROJECT LIFE DESKTOP MEGA KIT 69.95     4.62          74.57         
05/03/15 PROJECT LIFE AQUA MEGA KIT 69.95     9.23          79.18         
05/11/15 AGRIFFINCTTLBGMACH W/FOLDERS 134.50    -            134.50       
05/11/15 TOTALLYTIFF3PK MEMENTO KEEPERS 49.95     -            49.95         
05/11/15 CRICUT EXPLORE AIR STD. BUNDLE 249.95    -            249.95       
05/11/15 CC ULTIMATE MEGA BUNDLE 49.95     -            49.95         
05/17/15 HH 100PK TS 5/15 - BRASS          ESPRES 49.95     -            49.95         
05/24/15 HD VISION SUNGLASSES 2 PACK 17.95     -            17.95         
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Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
05/28/15 HSN*HSN1225573436 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 18.93              
06/27/15 HSN*HSN1225573436 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.97              
33.90              1225573436
05/26/15 HSN*HSN1225573437        800-9332887  FL 9.50                
9.50                1225573437
05/26/15 HSN*HSN1225573438        800-9332887  FL 9.50                
9.50                1225573438
05/26/15 HSN*HSN1225573439        800-9332887  FL 9.50                
9.50                1225573439
05/26/15 HSN*HSN1225573440        800-9332887  FL 9.50                
9.50                1225573440
08/19/15 HSN*HSN1226809084 3OF6   800-9332887  FL 24.99              
24.99              1226809084
08/30/15 HSN*HSN1226809085 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
19.99              1226809085
08/30/15 HSN*HSN1226809086 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 23.99              
23.99              1226809086
08/30/15 HSN*HSN1226809087 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
19.98              1226809087
08/19/15 HSN*HSN1226996494 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
19.98              1226996494
06/06/15 HSN*HSN1228012489 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 43.20              
07/06/15 HSN*HSN1228012489 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 34.97              
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Per Home Shopping Network
05/25/15 6PK COMBO PEST REPELLER 29.95     3.95          33.90         
05/25/15 OPI THE SKYS THE LIMIT 9.50       -            9.50          
05/25/15 OPI DOWN TO THE CORE-AL 9.50       -            9.50          
05/25/15 OPI I SEA YOU WEAR OPI 9.50       -            9.50          
05/25/15 OPI STRAWBERRY MARGARITA 9.50       -            9.50          
05/31/15 SB 3PC OMBRE SPINNER SET          KOIORN 149.95    -            149.95       
05/31/15 SB 25" OMBRE SPINNER              KOIORN 109.95    -            109.95       
05/31/15 SB  28" OMBRE SPINNER             KOIORN 129.95    10.00        139.95       
05/31/15 SB OMBRE UNDERSEATER W/ACC        KOIORN 79.95     -            79.95         
05/31/15 SB OMBRE WHLD WEEKENDER BAG       KOIORN 79.95     -            79.95         
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Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
78.17              1228012489
06/06/15 HSN*HSN1228012490        800-9332887  FL 25.15              
25.15              1228012490
06/06/15 HSN*HSN1228012491        800-9332887  FL 25.15              
25.15              1228012491
06/06/15 HSN*HSN1228012492        800-9332887  FL 25.15              
25.15              1228012492
06/06/15 HSN*HSN1228012493        800-9332887  FL 25.15              
25.15              1228012493
07/02/15 HSN*HSN1233917757 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 34.03              
08/01/15 HSN*HSN1233917757 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 33.98              
08/31/15 HSN*HSN1233917757 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 33.98              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1233917757 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 33.98              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1233917757 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 33.98              
169.95            1233917757
08/19/15 HSN*HSN1234883705 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
9.97                1234883705
08/19/15 HSN*HSN1234883706 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
13.31              1234883706
07/02/15 HSN*HSN1235137368 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 27.45              
08/01/15 HSN*HSN1235137368 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
52.42              1235137368
07/02/15 HSN*HSN1235145599 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 35.28              
08/01/15 HSN*HSN1235145599 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 28.31              
08/31/15 HSN*HSN1235145599 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 28.31              
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Per Home Shopping Network
06/05/15 SB 3PC GET-A-WAY ROLLING BAG KOIORN 69.95     8.22          78.17         
06/05/15 SAMBROWN1STCLASS ACCESSORY KIT KOIORN 19.95     5.20          25.15         
06/05/15 1STCLASS JEWELRY KIT KOIORN 19.95     5.20          25.15         
06/05/15 SAMBROWN1STCLASS ACCESSORY KIT KOIORN 19.95     5.20          25.15         
06/05/15 1STCLASS JEWELRY KIT KOIORN 19.95     5.20          25.15         
06/27/15 POWERBEATS 2 WIRELESS BT HEADP WHITE 169.95    -            169.95       
06/30/15 AG ELEGANT EMBELLISHMENT CARTR 19.95     -            19.95         
06/30/15 AG CG BUTTERFLY DIES - SS 39.95     -            39.95         
07/01/15 WE R FUSEW/ACCESSORIES AS PURP 49.95     2.47          52.42         
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91.90              1235145599
07/02/15 HSN*HSN1235148024 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 18.46              
08/01/15 HSN*HSN1235148024 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 15.97              
34.43              1235148024
07/07/15 HSN*HSN1235421629 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 40.01              
08/06/15 HSN*HSN1235421629 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
09/05/15 HSN*HSN1235421629 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1235421629 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
159.95            1235421629
07/07/15 HSN*HSN1235421630 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 40.01              
08/06/15 HSN*HSN1235421630 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
09/05/15 HSN*HSN1235421630 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1235421630 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
159.95            1235421630
07/08/15 HSN*HSN1235422717 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
08/07/15 HSN*HSN1235422717 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
09/06/15 HSN*HSN1235422717 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1235422717 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
38.00              1235422717
07/08/15 HSN*HSN1235423199 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
08/07/15 HSN*HSN1235423199 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
09/06/15 HSN*HSN1235423199 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1235423199 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 9.50                
38.00              1235423199
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103975 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 17.30              
08/12/15 HSN*COM1242103975 1OF3   800-9332 CREDIT (7.35)               
9.95                1242103975
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/01/15 XYRON 9IN CREATIVE STATION V2 BNDL 84.95     6.95          91.90         
07/01/15 BTRFLY/FLWR CREATE A CARD DIES W/ CD 31.95     2.48          34.43         
07/02/15 GARMIN 2597LMT GPS 159.95    -            159.95       
07/02/15 GARMIN 2597LMT GPS 159.95    -            159.95       
07/02/15 2 PACK SELFIE SHOOT N' SHARE PURPLE 38.00     -            38.00         
07/02/15 2 PACK SELFIE SHOOT N' SHARE PURPLE 38.00     -            38.00         
07/26/15 J MANGANO COMFORT & JOY PILLOW SET /2 PLATSL 39.95     3.97          43.92         
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103976 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 17.30              
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103976 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1242103976 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
43.92              1242103976
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103977 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103977 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 7.47                
17.42              1242103977
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103979 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 17.30              
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103979 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1242103979 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
43.92              1242103979
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103980 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 17.30              
08/12/15 HSN*COM1242103980 1OF3   800-9332 CREDIT (7.35)               1242103980
9.95                
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103981 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 21.28              
08/31/15 HSN*HSN1242103981 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
09/24/15 HSN*HSN1242103981 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
47.90              1242103981
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103982 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103982 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 7.47                
17.42              1242103982
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103983 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103983 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 7.47                
17.42              1242103983
07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103984 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103984 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 7.47                
17.42              1242103984
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/26/15 J MANGANO COMFORT  &JOY PILLOWSET /2 BRGHTL 39.95     3.97          43.92         
07/26/15 J MANGANO SET 2 PILLOWCASES-S PLATSL 19.95     (2.53)         17.42         
07/26/15 J MANGANO COMFORT & JOY PILLOWSET /2 PLATSL 39.95     3.97          43.92         
07/26/15 J MANGANO COMFORT & JOY PILLOWSET /2 PLATSL 39.95     3.97          43.92         
07/26/15 J MANGANO COMFORT & JOY PILLOWSET /2 PLATSL 39.95     7.95          47.90         
07/26/15 J MANGANO SET2 PILLOWCASES -S LNDRWD 19.95     (2.53)         17.42         
07/26/15 J MANGANO SET2 PILLOWCASES-S PLATSL 19.95     (2.53)         17.42         
07/26/15 J MANGANO SET2 PILLOWCASES-S LNDRWD 19.95     (2.53)         17.42         
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07/27/15 HSN*HSN1242103985 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.95                
08/26/15 HSN*HSN1242103985 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 7.47                
17.42              1242103985
07/30/15 HSN*HSN1242693661 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.98                
08/29/15 HSN*HSN1242693661 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.97                
17.95              1242693661
07/30/15 HSN*HSN1242693663 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.98                
08/29/15 HSN*HSN1242693663 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 8.97                
17.95              1242693663
09/26/15 HSN*HSN1257150584        800-2843900  FL 32.42              
32.42              1257150584
09/29/15 HSN*HSN1257993655        800-2843900  FL 17.42              
17.42              1257993655
10/15/15 HSN*HSN1262307436 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 33.22              
10/24/15 HSN*COM1262307436 1OF4   800-9332 CREDIT (26.27)             
6.95                1262307436
10/18/15 HSN*HSN1262572219 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.46              
11/17/15 HSN*HSN1262572219 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.43              1262572219
10/18/15 HSN*HSN1262572220 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.46              
11/17/15 HSN*HSN1262572220 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.43              1262572220
10/16/15 HSN*HSN1262572221        800-9332887  FL 56.16              
56.16              1262572221
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/26/15 J MANGANO SET2 PILLOWCASES-S BRGHTL 19.95     (2.53)         17.42         
07/27/15 HD VISION SUNGLASSES 2PK 17.95     -            17.95         
07/27/15 HD VISION SUNGLASSES 2PK 17.95     -            17.95         
09/25/15 AG MINC VINTAGE FRENCH 160PC** 29.95     2.47          32.42         
09/25/15 WE R FUSE HOLIDAY CARD AS** 14.95     2.47          17.42         
10/14/15 GIULIANA FAUXFUR RIDING JA WNTWHT 1X 99.90     8.23          108.13       
10/15/15 COLORAMA BOOKS WITH PENCILS 19.95     2.48          22.43         
10/15/15 COLORAMA BOOKS WITH PENCILS 19.95     2.48          22.43         
10/15/15 AG CB M&M XMAS FRAME DIES SS 49.95     6.21          56.16         
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10/20/15 HSN*HSN1262956021 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 39.99              
11/19/15 HSN*HSN1262956021 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
12/19/15 HSN*HSN1262956021 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
119.95            1262956021
11/11/15 HSN*HSN1269020949 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 21.95              
12/11/15 HSN*HSN1269020949 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 19.97              
41.92              1269020949
11/10/15 HSN*HSN1269020951 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 23.93              
12/10/15 HSN*HSN1269020951 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 19.97              
43.90              1269020951
11/09/15 HSN*HSN1269026708 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 25.01              
12/09/15 HSN*HSN1269026708 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
01/08/16 HSN*HSN1269026708 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
02/07/16 HSN*HSN1269026708 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
99.95              1269026708
11/11/15 HSN*HSN1269027492 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 25.01              
12/11/15 HSN*HSN1269027492 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
01/10/16 HSN*HSN1269027492 3OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
02/14/16 HSN*HSN1269027492 4OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
99.95              1269027492
11/12/15 HSN*HSN1269028620        800-9332887  FL 17.95              
17.95              1269028620
11/10/15 HSN*HSN1269028688        800-9332887  FL 17.95              
17.95              1269028688
11/09/15 HSN*HSN1269306626 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 59.99              
12/09/15 HSN*HSN1269306626 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 59.99              
01/08/16 HSN*HSN1269306626 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 59.99              
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Per Home Shopping Network
10/16/15 VIPRE 2016 10/10/10 BUNDLE PINK 119.95    -            119.95       
11/07/15 STEALTH RFID CARDS W/ SOFTWARE LEOPRD 39.95     1.97          41.92         
11/07/15 STEALTH RFID CARDS W/ SOFTWARE CHVRON 39.95     3.95          43.90         
11/07/15 FIRE 2 PACK OF TABLETS BLACK 99.95     -            99.95         
11/07/15 FIRE 2 PACK OF TABLETS PURPLE 99.95     -            99.95         
11/07/15 WTY + REPLACE (50-99)-1 YR 17.95     -            17.95         
11/07/15 WTY + REPLACE (50-99)-1 YR 17.95     -            17.95         
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02/07/16 HSN*HSN1269306626 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 59.99              
03/08/16 HSN*HSN1269306626 5OF5   800-9332887  FL 59.99              
299.95            1269306626
11/11/15 HSN*HSN1269306627 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 32.93              
12/11/15 HSN*HSN1269306627 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
57.90              1269306627
11/11/15 HSN*HSN1269306628 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 33.96              
12/11/15 HSN*HSN1269306628 2OF4   800-9332887  FL 24.98              
01/09/16 HSN*COM1269306628 1OF4   800-9332 CREDIT (33.96)             
01/09/16 HSN*COM1269306628 2OF4   800-9332 CREDIT (24.98)             
-                  1269306628
11/18/15 HSN*HSN1270797134 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.46              
12/18/15 HSN*HSN1270797134 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.43              1270797134
11/18/15 HSN*HSN1270797135 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.93              
12/18/15 HSN*HSN1270797135 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
24.90              1270797135
11/18/15 HSN*HSN1270797136 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 12.46              
12/18/15 HSN*HSN1270797136 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 9.97                
22.43              1270797136
11/21/15 HSN*HSN1273029166        800-2843900  FL 32.42              
32.42              1273029166
11/29/15 HSN*HSN1274602692 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
12/29/15 HSN*HSN1274602692 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
01/28/16 HSN*HSN1274602692 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
02/27/16 HSN*HSN1274602692 4OF5   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
03/28/16 HSN*HSN1274602692 5OF    800-9332887  FL 19.99              
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/07/15 HANG UPS EP860 INVERSION TABLE 299.95    -            299.95       
11/07/15 TEETER BETTER BACK PROGRAM MAT 49.95     7.95          57.90         
11/07/15 HANG UPS VIBRATION CUSHION 99.95     8.95          108.90       
11/13/15 COLORAMA & MAGIC PATH 19.95     2.48          22.43         
11/13/15 COLORAMA & MAGIC PATH 19.95     4.95          24.90         
11/13/15 COLORAMA & MAGIC PATH 19.95     2.48          22.43         
11/20/15 AG MINC LOVE ASSORTMENT** 29.95     2.47          32.42         
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99.95              1274602692
11/30/15 HSN*HSN1275217222 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.48              
12/30/15 HSN*HSN1275217222 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.47              
34.95              1275217222
12/01/15 HSN*HSN1275325727 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 13.98              
01/02/16 HSN*HSN1275325727 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 13.97              
27.95              1275325727
12/01/15 HSN*HSN1275325728 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 4.48                
01/02/16 HSN*HSN1275325728 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 4.47                
8.95                1275325728
11/30/15 HSN*HSN1275325729 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.48              
12/30/15 HSN*HSN1275325729 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.47              
34.95              1275325729
12/01/15 HSN*HSN1275325730 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 4.48                
01/02/16 HSN*HSN1275325730 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 4.47                
8.95                1275325730
11/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360551 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.44              
12/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360551 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
01/26/16 HSN*HSN1275360551 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
43.06              1275360551
11/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360552 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.44              
12/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360552 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
01/26/16 HSN*HSN1275360552 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
43.06              1275360552
11/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360553 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.44              
12/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360553 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/23/15 SAMSUNG CIRCLE EARPHONES 2PK MTBMTB 99.95     -            99.95         
11/26/15 2 PACK SELFIE SHOOT N' SHARE BLACK 34.95     -            34.95         
11/26/15 PROJECT LIFE PEN SET 18/PKG - 27.95     -            27.95         
11/26/15 PROJECT LIFE 4X6 CARDS 100/PKG 8.95       -            8.95          
11/26/15 2 PACK SELFIE SHOOT N' SHARE PURPLE 34.95     -            34.95         
11/26/15 PROJECT LIFE 4X6 CARDS 100/PKG 8.95       -            8.95          
11/26/15 MARGARITAVILLE RFID X-BODY BAG FUCHSI 39.95     3.11          43.06         
11/26/15 MARGARITAVILLE RFID X-BODY BAG TEAL 39.95     3.11          43.06         
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01/26/16 HSN*HSN1275360553 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
43.06              1275360553
11/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360555 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.54              
12/27/15 HSN*HSN1275360555 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
01/26/16 HSN*HSN1275360555 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
46.16              1275360555
11/28/15 HSN*HSN1275692693        800-2843900  FL 17.42              
17.42              1275692693
12/08/15 HSN*HSN1278101486        800-9332887  FL 21.90              
21.90              1278101486
12/16/15 HSN*HSN1282680457 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 56.24              
01/15/16 HSN*HSN1282680457 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
02/14/16 HSN*HSN1282680457 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 39.98              
136.20            1282680457
12/18/15 HSN*HSN1283712875 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.99                
01/17/16 HSN*HSN1283712875 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
02/16/16 HSN*HSN1283712875 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
29.95              1283712875
12/18/15 HSN*HSN1283712876        800-9332887  FL 64.90              
64.90              1283712876
12/18/15 HSN*HSN1283775542        800-9332887  FL 24.95              
24.95              1283775542
12/20/15 HSN*HSN1284151502 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 17.99              
12/31/15 HSN*COM1284151502 1OF5   800-9332 CREDIT (11.04)             
02/18/16 HSN*HSN1284151502 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 17.99              
03/19/16 HSN*HSN1284151502 2OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
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Per Home Shopping Network
11/26/15 MARGARITAVILLE RFID X-BODY BAG YELLOW 39.95     3.11          43.06         
11/26/15 MARGARITAVILLE RFID X-BODY BAG PURPLE 39.95     6.21          46.16         
11/27/15 WE R FUSE GOLD FOIL PAPER** 14.95     2.47          17.42         
12/02/15 COLORAMA 51 PC COLORING KIT 16.95     4.95          21.90         
12/15/15 HGTV WAGON W/REMOVABLE LINER GREEN 119.95    16.25        136.20       
12/17/15 SLIM SONIC MARGARITAVILLE 3PC BLUE 29.95     -            29.95         
12/17/15 RAVENNA GEMS DOUBLE HEART NECK 64.90     -            64.90         
12/17/15 STAR WARS LIGHT SABER NECKLACE GREEN 24.95     -            24.95         
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04/18/16 HSN*HSN1284151502 3OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
05/18/16 HSN*HSN1284151502 4OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
06/17/16 HSN*HSN1284151502 5OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
96.90              1284151502
12/22/15 HSN*HSN1283817280 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
01/21/16 HSN*HSN1283817280 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
02/20/16 HSN*HSN1283817280 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
03/26/16 HSN*HSN1283817280 4OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
04/20/16 HSN*HSN1283817280 5OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
149.95            1283817280
12/22/15 HSN*HSN1283817281 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
01/21/16 HSN*HSN1283817281 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
02/20/16 HSN*HSN1283817281 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
03/26/16 HSN*HSN1283817281 4OF    800-9332887  FL 26.99              
04/20/16 HSN*HSN1283817281 5OF    800-9332887  FL 26.99              
134.95            1283817281
12/22/15 HSN*HSN1284073272 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
01/21/16 HSN*HSN1284073272 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
02/20/16 HSN*HSN1284073272 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 26.99              
03/26/16 HSN*HSN1284073272 4OF    800-9332887  FL 26.99              
04/20/16 HSN*HSN1284073272 5OF    800-9332887  FL 26.99              
134.95            1284073272
01/06/16 HSN*HSN1284073273 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.48              
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1284073273 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 17.47              
34.95              1284073273
12/19/15 HSN*HSN1284145549        800-9332887  FL 19.95              
19.95              1284145549
12/20/15 HSN*HSN1284151503 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 17.99              
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Per Home Shopping Network
12/18/15 PCT 9" PORTABLE DVD PLAYER ORANGE 89.95     -            89.95         
12/18/15 SAMSUNG LEVEL ON WIRELESS HEADP BLACK 149.95    -            149.95       
12/18/15 SAMSUNG LEVEL ON WIRELESS HEADP BLACK 149.95    (15.00)       134.95       
12/18/15 SAMSUNG LEVEL ON WIRELESS HEADP BLACK 149.95    (15.00)       134.95       
12/18/15 RCOLLECTTEDDY W/HEART NECKLACE 34.95     -            34.95         
12/18/15 BEND A PATH ACCESSORIES 19.95     -            19.95         
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01/19/16 HSN*HSN1284151503 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 17.99              
02/18/16 HSN*HSN1284151503 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 17.99              
03/19/16 HSN*HSN1284151503 4OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
04/18/16 HSN*HSN1284151503 5OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
89.95              1284151503
12/20/15 HSN*HSN1284458695 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 26.65              
01/19/16 HSN*HSN1284458695 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
02/18/16 HSN*HSN1284458695 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
59.95              1284458695
12/20/15 HSN*HSN1284458696 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 29.63              
01/19/16 HSN*HSN1284458696 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
02/18/16 HSN*HSN1284458696 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 16.65              
62.93              1284458696
12/23/15 HSN*HSN1285428263 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 37.71              
01/22/16 HSN*HSN1285428263 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
62.68              1285428263
01/07/16 HSN*HSN1289073320 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 34.03              
02/06/16 HSN*HSN1289073320 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 33.98              
03/07/16 HSN*HSN1289073320 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 33.98              
04/06/16 HSN*HSN1289073320 4OF    800-9332887  FL 33.98              
05/06/16 HSN*HSN1289073320 5OF    800-9332887  FL 33.98              
169.95            1289073320
01/05/16 HSN*HSN1289139815 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 15.30              
02/04/16 HSN*HSN1289139815 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/05/16 HSN*HSN1289139815 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
41.92              1289139815
01/04/16 HSN*HSN1289139819 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 31.19              
02/03/16 HSN*HSN1289139819 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
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Per Home Shopping Network
12/18/15 PCT 9" PORTABLE DVD PLAYER ORANGE 89.95     -            89.95         
12/19/15 SB 6PC TRAVEL SURVIVAL KIT ORANGE 49.95     10.00        59.95         
12/19/15 SB 6PC TRAVEL SURVIVAL KIT ORANGE 49.95     12.98        62.93         
12/22/15 MARG GUSSETED HIBISC. FIBE LT AQUA KING 49.95     12.73        62.68         
01/03/16 SAMSUNG LEVELON WIRELESS HEADP BLACK 169.95    -            169.95       
01/03/16 STEALTH RFID + SPLASH ID PRO LEOPRD 39.95     1.97          41.92         
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56.16              1289139819
01/05/16 HSN*HSN1289139821 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 15.30              
02/04/16 HSN*HSN1289139821 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/05/16 HSN*HSN1289139821 3OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
41.92              1289139821
01/04/16 HSN*HSN1289139822 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 28.09              
02/03/16 HSN*HSN1289139822 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.97              
53.06              1289139822
01/06/16 HSN*HSN1289739102 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.98              
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1289739102 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.97              
59.95              1289739102
01/06/16 HSN*HSN1289739103 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.98              
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1289739103 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.97              
59.95              1289739103
01/06/16 HSN*HSN1289739104 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.98              
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1289739104 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.97              
59.95              1289739104
01/06/16 HSN*HSN1289739105 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.98              
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1289739105 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 29.97              
59.95              1289739105
01/06/16 HSN*HSN1289739106 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1289739106 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1289739106 3OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1289739106 4OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1289739106 5OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
149.95            1289739106
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/03/16 SB 6PC TRAVEL SURVIVAL KIT ORANGE 49.95     6.21          56.16         
01/03/16 STEALTH RFID + SPLASH ID PRO HNDTTH 39.95     1.97          41.92         
01/03/16 SB 6PC TRAVEL SURVIVAL KIT ORANGE 49.95     3.11          53.06         
01/05/16 ORIGAMI TROLLEY TABLE BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
01/05/16 ORIGAMI TROLLEY TABLE BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
01/05/16 ORIGAMI TROLLEY TABLE BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
01/05/16 ORIGAMI TROLLEY TABLE BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
01/05/16 BISSELL SPOTCLEAN CORDLESS 149.95    -            149.95       
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01/11/16 HSN*HSN1290904230 1OF6   800-9332887  FL 33.35              
02/10/16 HSN*HSN1290904230 2OF6   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
03/11/16 HSN*HSN1290904230 3OF6   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1290904230 4OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
05/10/16 HSN*HSN1290904230 5OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
06/09/16 HSN*HSN1290904230 6OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
199.90            1290904230
01/11/16 HSN*HSN1290904231 1OF6   800-9332887  FL 33.35              
02/10/16 HSN*HSN1290904231 2OF6   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
03/11/16 HSN*HSN1290904231 3OF6   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1290904231 4OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
05/10/16 HSN*HSN1290904231 5OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
06/09/16 HSN*HSN1290904231 6OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
199.90            1290904231
01/18/16 HSN*HSN1292928578 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
02/17/16 HSN*HSN1292928578 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
03/18/16 HSN*HSN1292928578 3OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
59.95              1292928578
01/29/16 HSN*HSN1292928579 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.99                
02/28/16 HSN*HSN1292928579 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 9.98                
03/29/16 HSN*HSN1292928579 3OF    800-9332887  FL 9.98                
29.95              1292928579
01/18/16 HSN*HSN1292928580 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
02/17/16 HSN*HSN1292928580 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
03/18/16 HSN*HSN1292928580 3OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
59.95              1292928580
01/18/16 HSN*HSN1292928581 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.99              
02/17/16 HSN*HSN1292928581 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 19.98              
03/18/16 HSN*HSN1292928581 3OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/10/16 SECURE 300SERV+300CT E&FT+TEAS VANILL 199.90    -            199.90       
01/10/16 SECURE 300SERV+300CT E&FT+TEAS CHOCO 199.90    -            199.90       
01/17/16 4SIGHT DASHCAM CYCLOPS BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
01/17/16 6PK COMBO PEST REPELLER 29.95     -            29.95         
01/17/16 4SIGHT DASHCAM CYCLOPS BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
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59.95              1292928581
01/20/16 HSN*HSN1293289193 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
02/19/16 HSN*HSN1293289193 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
03/20/16 HSN*HSN1293289193 3OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
04/19/16 HSN*HSN1293289193 4OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
05/31/16 HSN*HSN1293289193 5OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
149.95            1293289193
01/20/16 HSN*HSN1293290228 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
02/19/16 HSN*HSN1293290228 2OF5   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
03/20/16 HSN*HSN1293290228 3OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
04/19/16 HSN*HSN1293290228 4OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
05/19/16 HSN*HSN1293290228 5OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
149.95            1293290228
01/24/16 HSN*HSN1294452328        800-2843900  FL 17.42              
17.42              1294452328
01/27/16 HSN*HSN1294585949 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/26/16 HSN*HSN1294585949 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/27/16 HSN*HSN1294585949 3OF    800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1294585949
01/26/16 HSN*HSN1294585950 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
02/25/16 HSN*HSN1294585950 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/26/16 HSN*HSN1294585950 3OF    800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1294585950
01/30/16 HSN*HSN1295023364 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 55.60              
02/29/16 HSN*HSN1295023364 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 46.65              
03/30/16 HSN*HSN1295023364 3OF    800-9332887  FL 46.65              
148.90            1295023364
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/17/16 4SIGHT DASHCAM CYCLOPS BLACK 59.95     -            59.95         
01/18/16 911 HELP NOW PENDANT 149.95    -            149.95       
01/18/16 911 HELP NOW PENDANT 149.95    -            149.95       
01/23/16 WE R FUSE ALL OCCASION KIT** 14.95     2.47          17.42         
01/23/16 STEALTH RFID 3 PACK W/ TAX ACT GREEN 39.95     -            39.95         
01/23/16 STEALTH RFID 3 PACK W/ TAX ACT GREEN 39.95     -            39.95         
01/25/16 WOLVERINE F2D FILM CONVERTER 139.95    8.95          148.90       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
01/30/16 HSN*HSN1295023365 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.33              
02/29/16 HSN*HSN1295023365 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 33.31              
03/30/16 HSN*HSN1295023365 3OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
99.95              1295023365
01/30/16 HSN*HSN1295023366        800-9332887  FL 32.43              
32.43              1295023366
01/27/16 HSN*HSN1295209013        800-9332887  FL 23.31              
23.31              1295209013
01/27/16 HSN*HSN1295209014 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 21.57              
02/26/16 HSN*HSN1295209014 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 19.97              
41.54              1295209014
01/29/16 HSN*HSN1295712226        800-2843900  FL 32.42              
32.42              1295712226
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1295855024 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 18.30              
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1295855024 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 18.30              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1295855024 3OF    800-9332887  FL 18.30              
54.90              1295855024
02/05/16 HSN*HSN1295855025 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.30              
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1295855025 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.30              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1295855025 3OF    800-9332887  FL 23.30              
69.90              1295855025
02/10/16 HSN*HSN1296067405 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.30              
03/11/16 HSN*HSN1296067405 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 23.30              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1296067405 3OF    800-9332887  FL 23.30              
69.90              1296067405
01/30/16 HSN*HSN1296090286 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.33              
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/25/16 VUPOINT WAND 4 W/DOCK TURQ (scanner) 99.95     -            99.95         
01/25/16 VUPOINT WAND4 CARRY CASE 29.95     2.48          32.43         
01/26/16 DP MAGNETIC DIE STORAGE CASE BLACK 19.95     3.36          23.31         
01/26/16 CC DPRESS BUNDLE - AS - PURPLE 39.95     1.59          41.54         
01/28/16 AG MINC FLORAL 160PC** 29.95     2.47          32.42         
01/28/16 BERNIE MEV HALLE PEEP WEDG DENIM 8 69.90     (15.00)       54.90         
01/28/16 BERNIE MEV HALLE PEEP WEDG PANDA 8 69.90     -            69.90         
01/29/16 BERNIE MEV HALLE PEEP WEDG REDMLT 8 69.90     -            69.90         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
02/29/16 HSN*HSN1296090286 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 13.31              
03/30/16 HSN*HSN1296090286 3OF    800-9332887  FL 13.31              
39.95              1296090286
01/30/16 HSN*HSN1296096565 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 19.93              
02/29/16 HSN*HSN1296096565 2OF2   800-9332887  FL 14.97              
34.90              1296096565
01/30/16 HSN*HSN1296096566 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 36.65              
02/29/16 HSN*HSN1296096566 2OF3   800-9332887  FL 36.65              
03/30/16 HSN*HSN1296096566 3OF    800-9332887  FL 36.65              
109.95            1296096566
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296138532 4OF    800-9332887  FL 7.48                
7.48                1296138532
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296398614 4OF    800-9332887  FL 9.99                
9.99                1296398614
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296621531 4OF    800-9332887  FL 23.98              
23.98              1296621531
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296621532 4OF    800-9332887  FL 23.98              
23.98              1296621532
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296621533 4OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
19.98              1296621533
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296621534 4OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
19.98              1296621534
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296621535 4OF    800-9332887  FL 59.97              
59.97              1296621535
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/29/16 TOUCH TECH HAIR DRYER BLACK 39.95     -            39.95         
01/29/16 JM UNLINED LEATHER TOTE FRBLUE 29.95     4.95          34.90         
01/29/16 JOY & IMAN LEATHER TOTE FRBLUE 109.95    -            109.95       
01/30/16 10 READERS 20PC JAN 2016 TS       0.0MAG 29.95     -            29.95         
01/30/16 HH 100PK TS 5/15 - BRASS          ESPRES 49.95     -            49.95         
01/31/16 0.25 CT DIAMOND HUGGER HOOP EARRING    CHMDIA 119.90    -            119.90       
01/31/16 0.25 CT DIAMOND HUGGER HOOP EARRING    BLUDIA 119.90    -            119.90       
01/31/16 0.25 CT DIAMOND HUGGER HOOP EARRING    WTDMND 119.90    -            119.90       
01/31/16 0.15 CT BLUE DIA HEART DROP NECKLACE 119.90    -            119.90       
01/31/16 VWABS MULTICOLOR KOALA BEAR RING    8 239.90    -            239.90       
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296774018 4OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
19.98              1296774018
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1296774019 4OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
19.98              1296774019
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1301756991 3OF    800-9332887  FL 33.31              
33.31              1301756991
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1305420635 1OF2   800-9332887  FL 24.95              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1305420635 2OF    800-9332887  FL 24.95              
49.90              1305420635
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1305420636 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 23.98              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1305420636 2OF    800-9332887  FL 23.98              
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1305420636 3OF    800-9332887  FL 23.98              
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1305420636 4OF    800-9332887  FL 23.98              
07/04/16 HSN*HSN1305420636 5OF    800-9332887  FL 23.98              
119.90            1305420636
03/11/16 HSN*HSN1305420637 1OF3   800-9332887  FL 31.64              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1305420637 2OF    800-9332887  FL 31.63              
05/15/16 HSN*HSN1305420637 3OF    800-9332887  FL 31.63              
94.90              1305420637
03/19/16 HSN*HSN1305420638 1OF    800-9332887  FL 32.49              
04/18/16 HSN*HSN1305420638 2OF    800-9332887  FL 32.47              
05/18/16 HSN*HSN1305420638 3OF    800-9332887  FL 32.47              
06/17/16 HSN*HSN1305420638 4OF    800-9332887  FL 32.47              
129.90            1305420638
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1305420639 1OF4   800-9332887  FL 29.99              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1305420639 2OF    800-9332887  FL 29.97              
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1305420639 3OF    800-9332887  FL 29.97              
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Per Home Shopping Network
01/31/16 0.25 CT DIAMOND HUGGER HOOP EARRING    BLKDIA 119.90    -            119.90       
01/31/16 0.25 CT DIAMOND HUGGER HOOP EARRING    REDDIA 119.90    -            119.90       
02/20/16 HGTV WAGON W/REMOVABLE LINER      RED 99.95     -            99.95         
03/05/16 VITAMIN D3-5000 - 360 CAPS 49.90     -            49.90         
03/05/16 LESSMAN CHOCONUVO - 300 COUNT 129.90    (10.00)       119.90       
03/05/16 HAIR, SKIN & NAILS 500 CT (health supplement) 94.90     -            94.90         
03/05/16 COQ10-200 240CP (health supplement) 129.90    -            129.90       
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1305420639 4OF    800-9332887  FL 29.97              
119.90            1305420639
03/06/16 HSN*HSN1305420640 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 25.98              
04/10/16 HSN*HSN1305420640 2OF    800-9332887  FL 25.98              
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1305420640 3OF    800-9332887  FL 25.98              
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1305420640 4OF    800-9332887  FL 25.98              
07/04/16 HSN*HSN1305420640 5OF    800-9332887  FL 25.98              
129.90            1305420640
03/10/16 HSN*HSN1306327751 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 25.99              
04/09/16 HSN*HSN1306327751 2OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
05/09/16 HSN*HSN1306327751 3OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
06/08/16 HSN*HSN1306327751 4OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
07/08/16 HSN*HSN1306327751 5OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
129.95            1306327751
03/10/16 HSN*HSN1306328092 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 25.99              
04/09/16 HSN*HSN1306328092 2OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
05/09/16 HSN*HSN1306328092 3OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
06/08/16 HSN*HSN1306328092 4OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
07/08/16 HSN*HSN1306328092 5OF    800-9332887  FL 25.99              
129.95            1306328092
03/15/16 HSN*HSN1307282235 1OF5   800-9332887  FL 23.99              
04/14/16 HSN*HSN1307282235 2OF    800-9332887  FL 23.99              
05/14/16 HSN*HSN1307282235 3OF    800-9332887  FL 23.99              
06/13/16 HSN*HSN1307282235 4OF    800-9332887  FL 23.99              
07/18/16 HSN*HSN1307282235 5OF    800-9332887  FL 23.99              
119.95            1307282235
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1307284796 2OF    800-9332887  FL 24.97              
24.97              1307284796
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Per Home Shopping Network
03/05/16 MAX ESS OMEGA-3 ORANGE-360CAPS  (health supplement) 119.90    -            119.90       
03/05/16 LESSMAN CHOCONUVO - 300 COUNT  (health supplement) 129.90    -            129.90       
03/09/16 DR. HO PAIN THERAPY SYSTEM PRO BLACK 129.95    -            129.95       
03/09/16 DR. HO PAIN THERAPY SYSTEM PRO BLACK 129.95    -            129.95       
03/14/16 POLTI VAPORETTO GO STEAMER ORANGE 119.95    -            119.95       
03/14/16 NELLIES 350 LOAD  AS (laundry soap) 49.95     -            49.95         
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
05/02/16 HSN*HSN1307285715 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.97                
9.97                1307285715
05/04/16 HSN*HSN1307465567 2OF    800-9332887  FL 13.99              
13.99              1307465567
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307465568 2OF    800-9332887  FL 21.15              
21.15              1307465568
05/04/16 HSN*HSN1307465569 2OF    800-9332887  FL 18.82              
18.82              1307465569
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307665569 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.98                
9.98                1307665569
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307665570 2OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
17.99              1307665570
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307674682 2OF    800-9332887  FL 14.98              
14.98              1307674682
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307904269 2OF    800-9332887  FL 17.97              
17.97              1307904269
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307904273 2OF    800-9332887  FL 13.31              
13.31              1307904273
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307904274 2OF    800-9332887  FL 12.48              
12.48              1307904274
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1307904275 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.65                
9.65                1307904275
05/03/16 HSN*HSN1307915576 2OF    800-9332887  FL 8.47                
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Per Home Shopping Network
03/14/16 SURFBOARD CUTTING BOARD 19.95     -            19.95         
03/15/16 MAJ 10K 2TN BUTTERFLY PENDANT 69.95     -            69.95         
03/15/16 MAJ 10K 3MM CLEO LINK 20"CHAIN 126.95    -            126.95       
03/15/16 MAJ 10K 3MM CLEO LINK 18"CHAIN 112.95    -            112.95       
03/16/16 CUTTLEBUG 13"A&B ADAPTOR PLATES 29.95     -            29.95         
03/16/16 AG FANT FLIP CARD/DIES KIT AS 89.95     -            89.95         
03/16/16 AG MONTHLY PLANNER BUNDLE 59.95     -            59.95         
03/16/16 AG LOVE DIE CUTS & TONER PENS 35.95     -            35.95         
03/16/16 AGRIFFIN SEASONAL DIES - AS 39.95     -            39.95         
03/16/16 DP DIECUT & EMBOSS TOOL BUNDLE      PURPLE 49.95     -            49.95         
03/16/16 AG SEASONAL SPRING FOLDER AS 28.95     -            28.95         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
8.47                1307915576
05/03/16 HSN*HSN1307915577 2OF    800-9332887  FL 3.47                
3.47                1307915577
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1308201477 2OF    800-9332887  FL 14.98              
14.98              1308201477
03/31/16 HSN*HSN1311290626        800-2843900  FL 17.42              
17.42              1311290626
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1319735288 1OF    800-9332887  FL 11.35              
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1319735288 2OF    800-9332887  FL 10.97              
22.32              1319735288
05/19/16 HSN*HSN1319735289 1OF    800-9332887  FL 15.45              
06/18/16 HSN*HSN1319735289 2OF    800-9332887  FL 14.97              
30.42              1319735289
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1319735290 1OF    800-9332887  FL 12.97              
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1319735290 2OF    800-9332887  FL 12.47              
25.44              1319735290
05/11/16 HSN*HSN1319735291 1OF    800-9332887  FL 30.45              
06/10/16 HSN*HSN1319735291 2OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
07/15/16 HSN*HSN1319735291 3OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
08/09/16 HSN*HSN1319735291 4OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
09/08/16 HSN*HSN1319735291 5OF    800-9332887  FL 29.99              
150.41            1319735291
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1319735292 1OF    800-9332887  FL 14.06              
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1319735292 2OF    800-9332887  FL 13.47              
27.53              1319735292
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Per Home Shopping Network
03/16/16 CUTTLEBUG ADAPTER PLATE C 6X13 16.95     -            16.95         
03/16/16 CUTTLEBUG CUTTING DIE ADAPTER 11.95     -            11.95         
03/17/16 FLIPNBEAUTY FOLDING MIRROR 2PK    CRCGRY 44.95     -            44.95         
03/30/16 WE R FUSE PARTY KIT AS** 14.95     2.47          17.42         
05/04/16 DIAMOND PRESS INSP WORDS DIES 21.95     0.37          22.32         
05/04/16 DIAMOND PRESS NESTING DIES 29.95     0.47          30.42         
05/04/16 PROJECT LIFE LITTLEMOMENTS KIT 24.95     0.49          25.44         
05/04/16 WERMEMKEEPERS CRAFT ARMOIRE ESPRES 149.95    0.46          150.41       
05/04/16 PROJECT LIFE THIS & THAT ALBUM 26.95     0.58          27.53         
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
05/07/16 HSN*HSN1319735293 1OF    800-9332887  FL 10.46              
06/06/16 HSN*HSN1319735293 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.97                
20.43              1319735293
05/10/16 HSN*HSN1319735294 1OF    800-9332887  FL 10.35              
06/09/16 HSN*HSN1319735294 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.97                
20.32              1319735294
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1319735295        800-9332887  FL 31.11              
31.11              1319735295
05/05/16 HSN*HSN1319735296 1OF    800-9332887  FL 14.06              
06/04/16 HSN*HSN1319735296 2OF    800-9332887  FL 13.47              
27.53              1319735296
06/09/16 HSN*HSN1319778600        800-2843900  FL 22.42              
22.42              1319778600
05/08/16 HSN*HSN1320421569 1OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
06/07/16 HSN*HSN1320421569 2OF    800-9332887  FL 19.97              
39.95              1320421569
05/10/16 HSN*HSN1320421570        800-9332887  FL 33.90              
33.90              1320421570
05/11/16 HSN*HSN1320421571 1OF    800-9332887  FL 43.33              
06/10/16 HSN*HSN1320421571 2OF    800-9332887  FL 43.31              
07/15/16 HSN*HSN1320421571 3OF    800-9332887  FL 43.31              
129.95            1320421571
05/10/16 HSN*HSN1320423862 1OF    800-9332887  FL 37.51              
06/09/16 HSN*HSN1320423862 2OF    800-9332887  FL 37.48              
07/09/16 HSN*HSN1320423862 3OF    800-9332887  FL 37.48              
08/08/16 HSN*HSN1320423862 4OF    800-9332887  FL 37.48              
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Per Home Shopping Network
05/04/16 PROJECT LIFE HAPPY PLACE CORE KIT 24.95     (4.52)         20.43         
05/04/16 PROJECT LIFE OVERLAY BUNDLE 19.95     0.37          20.32         
05/04/16 PROJ LIFE SALSA BUNDLE (ENGL) 29.95     1.16          31.11         
05/04/16 PROJECT LIFE VLAUE KIT ALBUM 26.95     0.58          27.53         
05/04/16 CC DIAMOND PRESS SENTIMENTS** 19.95     2.47          22.42         
05/07/16 HUGGABLE 48PK W/TOTES BRASS CRLBCH 39.95     -            39.95         
05/07/16 POLAROID ZINK PHOTO PAPER 29.95     3.95          33.90         
05/07/16 PETZI TREAT CAMERA 129.95    -            129.95       
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Date Description Amount Order ID
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
149.95            1320423862
05/09/16 HSN*HSN1320914629 1OF    800-9332887  FL 16.96              
06/08/16 HSN*HSN1320914629 2OF    800-9332887  FL 14.97              
31.93              1320914629
05/09/16 HSN*HSN1320914630        800-9332887  FL 29.90              
29.90              1320914630
05/09/16 HSN*HSN1320914632        800-9332887  FL 21.93              
21.93              1320914632
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909737 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909737 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909737 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909737 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909737
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909738 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909738 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909738 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909738 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909738
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909739 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909739 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909739 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909739 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909739
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909740 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909740 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909740 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909740 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
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Per Home Shopping Network
05/07/16 POLAROID SNAP INSTANT CAMERA WHITE 149.95    -            149.95       
05/08/16 NELLIE'S 200CT LAUNDRY SODA/ 29.95     1.98          31.93         
05/08/16 NELLIES OXYGEN BRIGHTENER/ 24.95     4.95          29.90         
05/08/16 NELLIE'S WOW STICK 3-PACK 19.95     1.98          21.93         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA LPRDBL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA BLUBLK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA RD/BLK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
24.90              1335909740
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909741 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909741 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909741 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909741 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909741
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909742 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909742 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909742 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909742 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909742
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909743 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909743 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909743 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909743 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909743
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335909744 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/04/16 HSN*HSN1335909744 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909744 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/03/16 HSN*HSN1335909744 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335909744
07/05/16 HSN*HSN1335861873 1OF    800-9332887  FL 36.20              
07/26/16 HSN*COM1335861873 1OF    800-9332 CREDIT (28.25)             
7.95                1335861873
07/06/16 HSN*HSN1335944678 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/05/16 HSN*HSN1335944678 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/04/16 HSN*HSN1335944678 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/04/16 HSN*HSN1335944678 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA GRN/BK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA PUR/BK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA PUR/BK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA PUR/BK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA ZBRABL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/04/16 CHACOKINGTURQSTATIONLINEBRCLT 8" 119.90    6.21          126.11       
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Home Shopping Network
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
24.90              1335944678
07/06/16 HSN*HSN1335944679 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.96                
08/05/16 HSN*HSN1335944679 2OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
09/04/16 HSN*HSN1335944679 3OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
10/04/16 HSN*HSN1335944679 4OF    800-9332887  FL 4.98                
24.90              1335944679
07/13/16 HSN*HSN1337036873 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.18                
08/12/16 HSN*HSN1337036873 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.16                
09/11/16 HSN*HSN1337036873 3OF    800-9332887  FL 9.16                
27.50              1337036873
07/07/16 HSN*HSN1336205826 1OF    800-9332887  FL 40.98              
08/02/16 HSN*COM1336205826 1OF    800-9332 CREDIT (31.03)             
9.95                1336205826
07/12/16 HSN*HSN1336968225 1OF    800-9332887  FL 20.01              
08/11/16 HSN*HSN1336968225 2OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
09/10/16 HSN*HSN1336968225 3OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
10/10/16 HSN*HSN1336968225 4OF    800-9332887  FL 19.98              
79.95              1336968225
07/12/16 HSN*HSN1337026264 1OF    800-9332887  FL 8.00                
08/11/16 HSN*HSN1337026264 2OF    800-9332887  FL 8.00                
16.00              1337026264
07/13/16 HSN*HSN1337027126 1OF    800-9332887  FL 8.00                
08/12/16 HSN*HSN1337027126 2OF    800-9332887  FL 8.00                
16.00              1337027126
07/13/16 HSN*HSN1337036871 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.18                
08/12/16 HSN*HSN1337036871 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.16                
09/11/16 HSN*HSN1337036871 3OF    800-9332887  FL 9.16                
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/05/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA BLUBLK 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/05/16 BETTERBRELLA UMBRELLA LPRDBL 19.95     4.95          24.90         
07/05/16 LULU DHARMA FACETED BRACELET PINK 27.50     -            27.50         
07/06/16 CRAFTERS COMPANION GEMINI BUNDLE 179.95    4.95          184.90       
07/08/16 CINEMATIX PORTABLE DVD PLAYER BLUE 79.95     -            79.95         
07/08/16 SMART CATCH PURPLE 16.00     -            16.00         
07/08/16 SMART CATCH BLUE 16.00     -            16.00         
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Per Credit Card Statements Per Home Shopping Network
27.50              1337036871
07/13/16 HSN*HSN1337036872 1OF    800-9332887  FL 9.18                
08/12/16 HSN*HSN1337036872 2OF    800-9332887  FL 9.16                
09/11/16 HSN*HSN1337036872 3OF    800-9332887  FL 9.16                
27.50              1337036872
07/12/16 HSN*HSN1337040842 1OF    800-9332887  FL 20.96              
08/11/16 HSN*HSN1337040842 2OF    800-9332887  FL 14.98              
09/10/16 HSN*HSN1337040842 3OF    800-9332887  FL 14.98              
10/10/16 HSN*HSN1337040842 4OF    800-9332887  FL 14.98              
65.90              1337040842
07/13/16 HSN*HSN1337040843 1OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
08/12/16 HSN*HSN1337040843 2OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
09/11/16 HSN*HSN1337040843 3OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
10/11/16 HSN*HSN1337040843 4OF    800-9332887  FL 17.99              
71.96              1337040843
Total 22,703.36$      
^ -
## - The information from HSN did not include any information for these five orders.  
The other amounts specified by HSN included promotional amounts (discounts), tax, 
and shipping & handling.  
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Per Home Shopping Network
07/08/16 LULU DHARMA FACETED BRACELET MULTI 27.50     -            27.50         
07/08/16 LULU DHARMA FACETED BRACELET PURPLE 27.50     -            27.50         
07/08/16 MAJ10K AMERICANFLAG HEART PNDT 59.95     5.95          65.90         
07/08/16 VIPRE 2017 10/10/10 SECURITY LEOPRD 89.95     -            89.95         
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10/15/13 SQ *JJ'S CUPCAKES AND NORTH LIBERTY IA 47.75$             
03/13/14 SQ *JJ'S CUPCAKES AND NORTH LIBERTY IA 68.00               
12/25/14 SQ *SHERI JELINEK NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
03/20/15 SQ *SHERI JELINEK NORTH LIBERTY IA 399.99             
04/21/15 SQ *SHERI JELINEK NORTH LIBERTY IA 427.44             
05/27/15 SQ *SHERI JELINEK IOWA CITY  IA 499.99             
06/23/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 525.00             
07/02/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 249.99             
07/10/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
08/06/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION IOWA CITY  IA 299.99             
08/12/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 449.99             
09/11/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
09/17/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
10/14/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION IOWA CITY  IA 499.99             
11/05/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION NORTH LIBERTY IA 799.99             
11/26/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
12/02/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
12/09/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 299.99             
12/23/15 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
12/30/15 SQ *COASTAL REFLECTION DONNA  TX 55.21               
01/06/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
01/20/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
01/25/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 499.99             
02/04/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
02/08/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 299.99             
02/16/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Square
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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-                47.75                   
-                68.00                   
499.99            -                       
399.99            -                       
427.44            -                       
499.99            -                       
525.00            -                       
249.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
299.99            -                       
449.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
799.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
299.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
55.21              -                       
599.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
299.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
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Credit Card Purchases - Square
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02/19/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
03/07/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
04/13/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 999.99             
04/20/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 599.99             
06/16/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 599.99             
06/21/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 599.99             
06/22/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
06/24/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
07/21/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
08/18/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 599.99             
10/25/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 499.99             
11/04/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 525.00             
11/22/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 199.99             
11/23/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO NORTH LIBERTY IA 899.99             
12/09/16 SQ *AP EDUCATION GO IOWA CITY  IA 899.99             
Total 20,448.05$       
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499.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
999.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
599.99            -                       
499.99            -                       
525.00            -                       
199.99            -                       
899.99            -                       
899.99            -                       
20,332.30       115.75                 
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09/21/04 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA 90.16$         -
08/22/05 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA 167.85         -
09/07/05 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA 28.42          -
09/07/05 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA        CREDIT (68.19)          -
10/18/05 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA 179.79         -
02/03/06 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA 78.75          -
07/28/06 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA 55.02          -
08/25/06 STAPLES #626 IOWA CITY  IA        CREDIT (16.76)          -
10/10/06 STAPLES #990             800−333−3330 CA 215.23         -
03/23/07 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 16.77          -
Information from StaplesFrom Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Staples
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information not provided by Staples 90.16$           -              90.16               
90.16             
Information not provided by Staples 167.85           -              167.85             
167.85           
Information not provided by Staples 28.42             -              28.42               
28.42             
Information not provided by Staples (68.19)            -              (68.19)              
(68.19)            
Information not provided by Staples 179.79           -              179.79             
179.79           
Information not provided by Staples 78.75             -              78.75               
78.75             
Information not provided by Staples 55.02             -              55.02               
55.02             
Information not provided by Staples (16.76)            -              (16.76)              
(16.76)            
Information not provided by Staples 215.23           -              215.23             
215.23           
Information not provided by Staples 16.77             -              16.77               
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Transaction 
Date Description Amount Date
Information from StaplesFrom Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Staples
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/19/08 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 18.01          -
06/23/08 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 22.25          -
09/25/08 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 89.09          -




















Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
Information not provided by Staples 18.01             -              18.01               
18.01             
Information not provided by Staples 22.25             -              22.25               
22.25             
Information not provided by Staples 89.09             -              89.09               
89.09             
Information not provided by Staples (6.35)              -              (6.35)                
(6.35)              
KEYBOARD BRUSH 1          2.90 2.90               -              2.90                 
STAPLES LASER PRINT CLEANER 1          9.90 9.90               -              9.90                 
KRYSTAL VIEW DESK PAD 19X24 CL 1        16.99 16.99             -              16.99               
UNI-BALL 207 RT GEL MED BLUE 4 1          6.99 6.99               -              6.99                 
LOCK SECURITY BAG 1        25.99 25.99             -              25.99               
TOTAL TAX 3.77               -              3.77                 
66.54             
RUB-A-DUB BLK 2PK 1          2.79 2.79               -              2.79                 
BIC ATLANTIS RT MD RED DZ 1        10.99 10.99             -              10.99               
BIC ATLANTIS BP RT BLACK 4PK 1          4.29 4.29               -              4.29                 
SHARPIE MARKR FINE BLK 5PK 1          4.79 4.79               -              4.79                 
STAPLES ROTARY DESK ORGANIZER 1          5.00 5.00               -              5.00                 
BIC ATLANTIS BP BLUE 4/PK 1          4.29 4.29               -              4.29                 
MAJOR ACCENT YELLOW 6 1          3.99 3.99               -              3.99                 
TOTAL TAX 2.53               -              2.53                 
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
































Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
38.67             
STPLS 2 PKT POLY PORT GREEN 1          2.79 2.79               2.79            -                   
2 POCKET PORTFOLIO BLACK 1          2.79 2.79               2.79            -                   
ELMER S SCHOOL GLUE 4OZ EACH 1              -   -                -              -                   
HEAVY DUTY VIEW BINDER 1IN ORG 1          7.49 7.49               7.49            -                   
ELMER S SCHOOL GLUE 4OZ EACH 1          0.25 0.25               0.25            -                   
PEACE ROCKS IPHONE CASE 1 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
STAPLES ROTARY DESK ORGANIZER 1          5.00 5.00               5.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8X10.5 120CT 5          0.65 3.25               3.25            -                   
SCOTCH CONTOUR DISPENSER 1          2.99 2.99               2.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUBNB 8.5X11 CR 3PK 100 1          4.98 4.98               4.98            -                   
STPLS COMP BK BLK/WHT WR 100 1          0.70 0.70               0.70            -                   
3X5 RULED INDX CRD 500 CT 1          3.49 3.49               3.49            -                   
BIC ATLANTIS RT MD BLK DZ 1        10.99 10.99             10.99          -                   
SWINGLINE 3HOLE PNCH BTS CLR 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
3X5 BLK CRD FILE 1          2.79 2.79               2.79            -                   
CRAYOLA 10CT T/L CLASSIC MARKR 2          1.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
3X5 CRD GUIDE A-Z 25 CT 1          3.29 3.29               3.29            -                   
STAPLES GLUESTICK CLEAR 4PK 1          0.99 0.99               0.99            -                   
CRAYOLA 24CT COLORED PENCILS 2          2.79 5.58               5.58            -                   
HEAVY DUTY VIEW BINDR 2IN CHAR 1        10.99 10.99             10.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 6.32               6.32            -                   
96.66             
DURABLE VIEW BINDER 1/2IN BURG 1          4.49 4.49               4.49            -                   
CRAYOLA 24CT COLORED PENCILS (2)         2.79 (5.58)              (5.58)           -                   
3X5 BLK CRD FILE (1)         2.79 (2.79)              (2.79)           -                   
HEAVY DUTY VIEW BINDER 2IN BLK 1        10.49 10.49             10.49          -                   
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Credit Card Purchases - Staples














02/25/10 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 76.60          
03/01/10





04/16/10 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 72.18          
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
5-TAB INSERT DIVIDER CLEAR 4PK 1          3.79 3.79               3.79            -                   
MERANGUE POPEYE PEN BP BLK 1PK 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
CRAYOLA 10CT T/L CLASSIC MARKR (2)         1.00 (2.00)              (2.00)           -                   
2 POCKET PORTFOLIO BLACK (1)         2.79 (2.79)              (2.79)           -                   
ASST DUAL ZIPPER PENCIL POUCH 1          3.99 3.99               3.99            -                   
3X5 CRD GUIDE A-Z 25 CT (1)         3.29 (3.29)              (3.29)           -                   
3X5 RULED INDX CRD 500 CT (1)         3.49 (3.49)              (3.49)           -                   
TOTAL TAX 0.34               0.34            -                   
5.15               
YANKEE CANDLE SAMPLER GIFT SET 1          4.50 4.50               4.50            -                   
LABEL LASER CD/DVD WHT 100/BX 1        36.99 36.99             36.99          -                   
BELKIN IPOD STEREO-DUB CORD 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
BELKIN 10FT MONITOR EXT CABLE 1        12.79 12.79             12.79          -                   
3.5MM MINI STEREO EXTEN CABLE 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 5.34               5.34            -                   
Unknown Staples Adjustment (5.00)              (5.00)           -                   
76.60             
BELKIN 10FT MONITOR EXT CABLE (1)       12.79 (12.79)            (12.79)          -                   
TOTAL TAX (0.90)              (0.90)           -                   
(13.69)            
OOPS RT CORRECT TAPE ASST 4PK 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
CARD 8.5X11 BRIGHT NEON 65#250 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
EPSON T5570 MAT PHOTO INK 1        36.99 36.99             36.99          -                   
DURABLE VIEW BINDER 2IN WE 1          8.49 8.49               8.49            -                   
TOTAL TAX 4.72               4.72            -                   
72.18             
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09/14/10 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 27.56          
09/17/10













10/21/10 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 4.28            
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
PILOT FRIXION BALL FN ASST 6PK 1          9.99 9.99               -              9.99                 
SHARPIE FN RT ASST 3PK 1          5.79 5.79               -              5.79                 
PILOT FRIXION HILIGHT YLW 3PK 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
PILOT FRIXION HILIGHT ASST 3PK 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
TOTAL TAX 1.80               -              1.80                 
27.56             
APPLE IPOD NANO 16GB BLACK 1      138.00 138.00           138.00         -                   
TOTAL TAX 9.66               9.66            -                   
147.66           
WONDERFILE 2        14.99 29.98             29.98          -                   
WONDERFILE 3        14.99 44.97             44.97          -                   
54G WIRELESS PCI ADAPTER 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 6.65               6.65            -                   
101.59           
CPP HOT TO TROT COMP BK WR 100 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP ONE HIP CHICK JOURNAL 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP HOT TO TROT COMP BK WR 100 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP HOT TO TROT COMP BK WR 100 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP ONE HIP CHICK JOURNAL 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP ONE HIP CHICK JOURNAL 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP HOT TO TROT COMP BK WR 100 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
CPP ONE HIP CHICK JOURNAL 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
TOTAL TAX 0.28               0.28            -                   
4.28               
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Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Staples
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/21/10
10/21/10 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  CREDIT (21.39)          
11/30/2010
11/30/10 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 16.04          
12/28/10












04/19/11 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 21.24          
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
54G WIRELESS PCI ADAPTER (1)       19.99 (19.99)            (19.99)          -                   
TOTAL TAX (1.40)              (1.40)           -                   
(21.39)            
WONDERFILE 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.05               1.05            -                   
16.04             
STAPLES HAYDEN 2 SHELF CHERRY 1        39.99 39.99             39.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.80               2.80            -                   
42.79             
SPLS 6FT VGA MONITOR CABLE 1        12.99 12.99             12.99          -                   
TARGUS LAPTOP CHILL MAT WHITE 1        27.99 27.99             27.99          -                   
SPLS 6FT VGA MONITOR CABLE -      (2.00) -                -              -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.73               2.73            -                   
Unknown Staples Adjustment (2.00)              (2.00)           -                   
41.71             
LETTER TRAY 2 PACK CLEAR 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
POLY FILE FOLDER SINGLE ASST 1          1.29 1.29               -              1.29                 
PFLEX DIV IT UP 3TAB LTR MAN12 1          3.00 3.00               -              3.00                 
LETTER TRAY 2 PACK CLEAR 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
POLY FILE FOLDER SINGLE ASST 1          1.29 1.29               -              1.29                 
POLY FILE FOLDER SINGLE ASST 1          1.29 1.29               -              1.29                 
PFLEX DIV IT UP 3TAB LTR MAN12 1          3.00 3.00               -              3.00                 
TOTAL TAX 1.39               -              1.39                 
21.24             
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05/04/11






























Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
SPLS 10FT VGA MONITOR EXT CABL 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.05               1.05            -                   
16.04             
SPLS PROJECT JKT 2IN LTR MAN10 1        12.49 12.49             12.49          -                   
PNY 16GB HIGHSP SDHC CLASS 10 1        39.99 39.99             39.99          -                   
PFLEX DIV IT UP 3TAB LTR MAN12 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
STPLS EXP FLE 5PKT 3.5 BRN LTR 1        11.49 11.49             11.49          -                   
TOTAL TAX 4.83               4.83            -                   
73.79             
BIC RND STIC GRP BP GRN DZ 1          2.29 2.29               2.29            -                   
2PKT POLY FLDR SNAP-IN ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
SANDISK 8GB USB METALLIC PINK 1        12.99 12.99             12.99          -                   
STAPLES PINK ERASERS MD 3PK 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8X10.5 120CT 1          0.99 0.99               0.99            -                   
2PKT POLY FLDR SNAP-IN ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
BIC STUDENT CHOICE MP .9MM 5PK 1          0.25 0.25               0.25            -                   
SANDISK 8GB USB METALLIC PURPL 1        12.99 12.99             12.99          -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.33 0.33               0.33            -                   
6 180 DEGREE PROTRACTER 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8X10.5 120CT 1          0.99 0.99               0.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.33 0.33               0.33            -                   
4PKT POLY PORT W FASTENER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
4PKT POLY PORT W FASTENER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STPLS COMP BK BLK/WHT CR 100 1          0.77 0.77               0.77            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.33 0.33               0.33            -                   
BIC ROUNDSTICK BP 8PK BLACK 1          0.01 0.01               0.01            -                   
2PKT POLY FLDR SNAP-IN ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
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SHARPIE MARKER FINE ASST-5PK 1          4.79 4.79               4.79            -                   
CRAYOLA 12CT COLORED PENCILS 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
2PKT POLY FLDR SNAP-IN ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.33 0.33               0.33            -                   
BIC STUDENT CHOICE MP .9MM 5PK 1          0.25 0.25               0.25            -                   
DRAWING PAD 9INX12IN 40CT 1          2.79 2.79               2.79            -                   
BIC ROUNDSTICK BP 8PK BLACK 1          0.01 0.01               0.01            -                   
SCOTCH SHIPTAPE 1.88INX22.2YDS 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
2PKT POLY FLDR SNAP-IN ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STAPLES 12CT YELL PENCIL 10437 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8X10.5 120CT 1          0.99 0.99               0.99            -                   
12  SEE THRU PLASTIC RULER 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
PENCIL POUCH STPLS MESH 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.33 0.33               0.33            -                   
SCOTCH SHIPTAPE 1.88INX22.2YDS 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
STAPLES 12CT YELL PENCIL 10437 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
2PKT POLY FLDR SNAP-IN ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 5.23               5.23            -                   
79.91             
STPLS ADHESIVE PEN HOLDER 1          2.00 2.00               -              2.00                 
STPLS ADHESIVE PEN HOLDER 1          2.00 2.00               -              2.00                 
STPLS NTBK PAGE FLAGS 200 CT 1          2.00 2.00               -              2.00                 
TOTAL TAX 0.42               -              0.42                 
6.42               
SANDISK 16GB CRUZER USB 1        24.99 24.99             -              24.99               
STPLS ADHESIVE PEN HOLDER 1          2.00 2.00               -              2.00                 
TOTAL TAX 1.89               -              1.89                 
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10/27/11 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 63.77          
11/16/11
11/16/11 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 24.60          
11/16/11
11/16/11
11/16/11 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  CREDIT (1.07)           
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28.88             
AW SIZE-IT REFILL BP MD BLK 2 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
PNY HIGH SPEED 8GB FDHC CARD 1        24.99 24.99             24.99          -                   
AW SIZE-IT REFILL BP MD BLK 2 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.03               2.03            -                   
31.00             
STAPLES #64-RBBR BNDS 1/4 LB 1          2.99 2.99               -              2.99                 
CRISTAL BP STIC 1.6 24PK BLACK 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
SCOTCH 3/4 X60YD DRAFTING TAPE 1          7.99 7.99               -              7.99                 
SMOOTH GRIP LETTER OPENER ASST 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
3X5 LINED PASTEL 300 CT 1          5.79 5.79               -              5.79                 
3X5 LINED PASTEL 300 CT 1          5.79 5.79               -              5.79                 
SHARPIE MARKR FINE BLK 5PK 1          4.79 4.79               -              4.79                 
3X5 LINED PASTEL 300 CT 1          5.79 5.79               -              5.79                 
CRISTAL BP STIC 1.6 24PK BLACK 1          4.99 4.99               -              4.99                 
STPLS EXP FLE 5PKT 3.5 BRN LTR 1        11.49 11.49             -              11.49               
TOTAL TAX 4.17               -              4.17                 
63.77             
PLANTRONICS M214CR MON HEADSET 1        22.99 22.99             -              22.99               
TOTAL TAX 1.61               -              1.61                 
24.60             
PLANTRONICS M214CR MON HEADSET 1        21.99 21.99             -              21.99               
PLANTRONICS M214CR MON HEADSET (1)       22.99 (22.99)            -              (22.99)              
TOTAL TAX (0.07)              -              (0.07)                
(1.07)              
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02/28/12 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 24.91          
03/21/12
03/21/12






03/21/12 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 33.68          
04/19/12




05/10/12 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 51.74          
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MONSTER ICARPLAY CASSETTE ADAP 1        24.99 24.99             24.99          -                   
CLAMP BINDER 3PK CLR 1          8.29 8.29               8.29            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.00 (10.00)            (10.00)          -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.63               1.63            -                   
24.91             
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON 1          2.49 2.49               2.49            -                   
CLAMP BINDER 3PK CLR (1)         8.29 (8.29)              (8.29)           -                   
TOTAL TAX (0.41)              (0.41)           -                   
(6.21)              
BIC STUDENT CHOICE MP .9MM 5PK 28        0.50 14.00             14.00          -                   
1IN BETTERBINDER MINI BLACK 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
DYO TABS DAYRNR REFILL 5X8 1          5.99 5.99               5.99            -                   
STOREAGE PCKT DAYRNR REF 5X8 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         2.49 (2.49)              (2.49)           -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.20               2.20            -                   
33.68             
CLASSIC WDN LPDSK W STRAPS 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.40               1.40            -                   
21.39             
RTS 1202117 GREEN PHONE STAND 1          5.00 5.00               5.00            -                   
SPLS USB 2.0 A-MICRO B CABLE 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
$25 BARNES & NOBLES BOOK 1        25.00 25.00             25.00          -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.75               1.75            -                   
51.74             
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
SCOTCH SHIPTAPE 1.88INX22.2YDS 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
NOOKCOLOR ASPHALT POWER KIT 1        24.99 24.99             24.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
SCOTCH SHIPTAPE 1.88INX22.2YDS 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 3          0.01 0.03               0.03            -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.03               2.03            -                   
31.02             
SPLS COMFORT STIC BP MED BK DZ 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8.5X11 400CT 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
ACCENT TANK HIGHLIGHT YEL 5PK 1          4.00 4.00               4.00            -                   
STAPLES PINK ERASERS MD 3PK 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
SHEET PROTECTORS STANDARD 25CT 1          5.99 5.99               5.99            -                   
PREFERRED SCISSOR 7IN 1          4.00 4.00               4.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8.5X11 400CT 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8.5X11 400CT 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
4PKT POLY FOLDER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
STPLS 3SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 120 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
4PKT POLY FOLDER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
CRAYOLA 24CT COLORED PENCILS 1          4.00 4.00               4.00            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
GARMIN UNIVERSAL GPS CASE 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
GARMIN UNIVERSAL GPS CASE 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
SIMPLY BINDER 2-PACK 1          5.99 5.99               5.99            -                   
4PKT POLY FOLDER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
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PFLEX DIV IT UP 3TAB LTR MAN12 1          5.29 5.29               5.29            -                   
SANDISK CRUZER FACET 8GB USB 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
CRAYOLA 10CT T/L CLASSIC MARKR 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR CR 8.5X11 400CT 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
STAPLES COMFORTSTIC MED RED 12 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
ELMER S SCHOOL GLUE 4OZ EACH 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
INDEX MAKER 8 TAB VIEW 1 PK 1          7.49 7.49               7.49            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       24.35 (24.35)            (24.35)          -                   
4PKT POLY FOLDER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
4PKT POLY FOLDER ASST 1          1.99 1.99               1.99            -                   
STPLS DUAL SIZE PENCL SHARPENR 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
STPLS EXP FLE 5PKT 3.5 BRN LTR 1        11.49 11.49             11.49          -                   
3IN CASE IT ZIP BINDER D145 1        21.99 21.99             21.99          -                   
SANDISK CRUZER FACET 8GB USB 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 9.64               9.64            -                   
147.41           
SHARPIE FINE PERM BLACK 12/DZ 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
SHARPIE FINE PERM BLACK 12/DZ 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP ASST 4PK 1          5.00 5.00               5.00            -                   
COMMAND BRUSH NICKEL HOOK LG 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.96               1.96            -                   
29.93             
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 32GB USB 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
COMPASS W/ MEASURING GUIDE 1          1.82 1.82               1.82            -                   
COMPASS W/ MEASURING GUIDE 1          1.82 1.82               1.82            -                   
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08/15/12 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 43.62          
08/20/12
08/20/12
08/20/12 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 66.51          
08/29/12
08/29/12











Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.41 (0.41)              (0.41)           -                   
6 180 DEGREE PROTRACTER 1          1.41 1.41               1.41            -                   
COMMAND CLEAR MEDIUM HOOKS 2PK 1          3.99 3.99               3.99            -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 3          0.01 0.03               0.03            -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.41 (0.41)              (0.41)           -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.82 (0.82)              (0.82)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
6 180 DEGREE PROTRACTER 1          1.41 1.41               1.41            -                   
SM CLEAR WIRE HOOK VALUE PACK 1        12.79 12.79             12.79          -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.82 (0.82)              (0.82)           -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.85               2.85            -                   
43.62             
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         1.83 (1.83)              (1.83)           -                   
SOLO NYL COMPUTER CASE 16 1        63.99 63.99             63.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 4.35               4.35            -                   
66.51             
PIVOT POWER BLACK 1        29.99 29.99             29.99          -                   
SM CLEAR WIRE HOOK VALUE PACK 1        12.79 12.79             12.79          -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.99               2.99            -                   
45.77             
SPLS 3TAB FLDR LTR BLUE 24PK 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
SODA STREAM DR. PETE MIX 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
SODA STREAM SODA MIX COLA 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
SPLS 3TAB FLDR LTR BLUE 24PK 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
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09/06/12 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 49.17          
09/06/12
09/06/12























Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
SPLS 3TAB FLDR LTR BLUE 24PK 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
SODA STREAM SODA MIX ROOT BEER 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
SPLS 3TAB FLDR LTR BLUE 24PK 1          7.99 7.99               7.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.24               2.24            -                   
49.17             
STAPLES HAYDEN 2 SHELF CHERRY 1        22.00 22.00             22.00          -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         2.11 (2.11)              (2.11)           -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.39               1.39            -                   
21.28             
MS BLUETH MOBILE KYBRD 5000 1        49.95 49.95             49.95          -                   
$25 TOYS R US 1        25.00 25.00             25.00          -                   
SPARE 60L CARBONATOR 1        29.99 29.99             29.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 5.60               5.60            
110.54           
ARC LEATHER NTBK LTR BLK 60 CR 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
ARC NR REFILL PAPER LTR 50 CT 1          3.99 3.99               3.99            -                   
ARC NTBK DISC 1.5 BLK 12 PK 2          2.99 5.98               5.98            -                   
ARC ADJUSTABLE HOLE PUNCH 1        39.99 39.99             39.99          -                   
ARC POLY TAB DVDR JR ASST 5PK 1          2.99 2.99               2.99            -                   
ARC PAGE FLAGS 200 1          2.99 2.99               2.99            -                   
ARC POLY ZIP POCKETS JR 2PK 1          2.99 2.99               2.99            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       15.00 (15.00)            (15.00)          -                   
ARC LEATHER NTBK JR GREEN 60CR 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
ARC POLY PKT DIVIDERS JR 2PK 1          2.99 2.99               2.99            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       12.00 (12.00)            (12.00)          -                   
ARC BUSINESS CARD HOLDER JUNIO 1          8.99 8.99               8.99            -                   
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
ARC RULER DIVIDER JUNIOR SIZE 1          0.99 0.99               0.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX 5.59               5.59            -                   
85.47             
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.00 (10.00)            (10.00)          -                   
FRONT LOAD LETTER TRAY BLK 2PK 1          9.99 9.99               9.99            -                   
QRTET 17X23 BULTN BRD BLK FRM 1        27.99 27.99             27.99          -                   
QRTET 17X23 DRY ERASE BLK FRM 1        27.99 27.99             27.99          -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 2          0.01 0.02               0.02            -                   
DURACELL COPPERTOP AAA16 DBLWD 1        13.99 13.99             13.99          -                   
COMMAND BRUSH NICKEL HOOK LG 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
LOGITECH WIRELESS COMBO MK520 1        49.99 49.99             49.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 8.89               8.89            -                   
135.83           
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         2.00 (2.00)              (2.00)           -                   
QRTET 17X23 BULTN BRD BLK FRM (1)       27.99 (27.99)            (27.99)          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
BROTHER PT-D200 LABEL MAKER 1        39.99 39.99             39.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
BROTHER TZE-2312PK 12MM BKWHT 1        38.99 38.99             38.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
HP 564XL BLACK INK 1        22.99 22.99             22.99          -                   
QRTET 17X23 DRY ERASE BLK FRM (1)       27.99 (27.99)            (27.99)          -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 3          0.01 0.03               0.03            -                   
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02/06/13 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 959.90         
02/11/13













Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
TOTAL TAX 3.08               3.08            -                   
47.07             
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)     135.00 (135.00)          (135.00)        -                   
PNY 32GB PRO ELITE SDHC MEMCAR 1        29.50 29.50             29.50          -                   
GE MONO HANDS FREE EARSET 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
PNY 16GB PRO ELITE SDHC MEMCAR 1        19.50 19.50             19.50          -                   
PNY 16GB MICRO BUNDLE 1        14.50 14.50             14.50          -                   
BUSINESS HOURS 8X12 R&W KIT 1          6.29 6.29               6.29            -                   
DO NOT USE - USE ST SKU 1      230.00 230.00           230.00         -                   
LENOVO IDEAPAD U510 ULTRABOOK 1      684.90 684.90           684.90         -                   
3PK CARBONLESS MONEY/RENT RCPT 1        10.99 10.99             10.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         3.00 (3.00)              (3.00)           -                   
EXPO DRY ERASE MARKR BLK 4PK 1          5.99 5.99               5.99            -                   
STEREO EARPHONES ASSORTED CLRS 1          3.99 3.99               3.99            -                   
PNY 32GB PRO ELITE SDHC MEMCAR 1        29.50 29.50             29.50          -                   
TOTAL TAX 47.75             47.75          -                   
959.90           
LOGITECH WIRELESS MK320 1        39.99 39.99             39.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX 2.80               2.80            -                   
42.79             
GLDFBR PRSNL NOTEBK 130CT 1          2.60 2.60               2.60            -                   
GLDFBR PRSNL NOTEBK 130CT 1          2.60 2.60               2.60            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES POLY HANGING FF ASST 1          1.49 1.49               1.49            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
SPLS 3TAB FF POLY LTR ASST 24 1        12.79 12.79             12.79          -                   
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
GLDFBR PRSNL NOTEBK 130CT 1          2.60 2.60               2.60            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.84 (10.84)            (10.84)          -                   
GLDFBR PRSNL NOTEBK 130CT 1          2.60 2.60               2.60            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
BLACK MESH TABLETOP ORGANIZER 1        19.99 19.99             19.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
ERASABLE SQUARE DESK PAD 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES POLY HANGING FF ASST 1          1.49 1.49               1.49            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
SAVINGS PASS 1        10.00 10.00             10.00          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
GLDFBR PRSNL NOTEBK 130CT 1          2.60 2.60               2.60            -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 10        0.01 0.10               0.10            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.84 (10.84)            (10.84)          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
BLACK MESH DESK ORG SMALL 1        12.99 12.99             12.99          -                   
GLDFBR PRSNL NOTEBK 130CT 1          2.60 2.60               2.60            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES POLY HANGING FF ASST 1          1.49 1.49               1.49            -                   
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STAPLES POLY HANGING FF ASST 1          1.49 1.49               1.49            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
TOTAL TAX 4.30               4.30            -                   
Unknown Staples Adjustment 10.94             10.94          -                   
75.78             
AVERY DURABLE WRITE ON 5-TAB 1          4.49 4.49               -              4.49                 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.00 (10.00)            -              (10.00)              
1IN VIEW BINDER CHARTREUSE 1          3.99 3.99               -              3.99                 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         2.32 (2.32)              -              (2.32)                
SCOTCH SURE START TAPE 3PK 1          7.00 7.00               -              7.00                 
TOTAL TAX 0.22               -              0.22                 
3.38               
MKG LTHRTTEFLAP8.5X6PNK/BL/GRN 1          5.00 5.00               5.00            -                   
ADJ 5-TAB COLORED DIVIDERS 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
SHARPIE MARKER FINE ASST-5PK 1          4.29 4.29               4.29            -                   
MKG LTRFLAP8.5X6RD/BR/BK 200WR 1          5.00 5.00               5.00            -                   
ISLIE PINK CHAIR 1        49.99 49.99             49.99          -                   
SHARPIE STAINED MARKERS ASST 8 1        11.99 11.99             11.99          -                   
GW POLY CHK FLE 13PKT 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
STAPLES DVD+R 12PK PUCK 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
ACCENT TANK HIGHLIGHT ASST 5PK 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
SHARPIE MARKER FINE ASST-5PK 1          4.29 4.29               4.29            -                   
PRINTABLE POSTAGE STAMP SHEETS 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
STAPLES CD LABELS - 50PK 1        14.99 14.99             14.99          -                   
2IN PNK BTRBINDER WVIEWWIN 1        10.99 10.99             10.99          -                   
PAPERMATE FLAIR MED AST 4 1          7.29 7.29               7.29            -                   
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STAPLES CD-R 12PK PUCK 1          4.99 4.99               4.99            -                   
ACCENT TANK HIGHLIGHT ASST 5PK 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       14.22 (14.22)            (14.22)          -                   
ADJ 5-TAB COLORED DIVIDERS 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
PRINTABLE POSTAGE STAMP SHEETS 1          3.00 3.00               3.00            -                   
ACCENT TANK HIGHLIGHT YEL 5PK 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
TOTAL TAX 7.83               7.83            -                   
138.41           
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01 (0.01)              (0.01)           -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.00 (10.00)            (10.00)          -                   
HP 564XL BLACK INK 1        23.99 23.99             23.99          -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 1          0.01 0.01               0.01            -                   
JANSPORT BIG STUDENT SOLID 1        44.99 44.99             44.99          -                   
TZE 1/2IN WHT ON BRY PNK GRN 1        16.99 16.99             16.99          -                   
HP 564XL BLACK INK 1        23.99 23.99             23.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       13.50 (13.50)            (13.50)          -                   
JANSPORT BIG STUDENT SOLID 1        44.99 44.99             44.99          -                   
BROTHER PT-D200 LABEL MAKER 1        39.99 39.99             39.99          -                   
P-TOUCH TAPE 1/2IN BLK/WHT 1        23.69 23.69             23.69          -                   
TOTAL TAX 11.71             11.71          -                   
Unknown Staples Adjustment (46.83)            (46.83)          -                   
160.01           
AD-24 BROTHER AC ADAPTER 1        24.99 24.99             24.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         3.14 (3.14)              (3.14)           -                   
AY14 STAPLES MEDALION WKLY 3X6 1        12.99 12.99             12.99          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         5.00 (5.00)              (5.00)           -                   
DRIINN WHITE 1          0.50 0.50               0.50            -                   
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STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         9.25 (9.25)              (9.25)           -                   
ZIP IT CLEAR COMP BOOK COVER 1          1.00 1.00               1.00            -                   
OVAL MULTI COMPARTMENT POUCH 1          6.00 6.00               6.00            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         5.75 (5.75)              (5.75)           -                   
STPLS COMP BK BLK/WHT CR 100 1          0.10 0.10               0.10            -                   
STPLS COMP BK BLK/WHT CR 100 1          0.10 0.10               0.10            -                   
STPLS COMP BK BLK/WHT CR 100 1          0.10 0.10               0.10            -                   
TOTAL TAX 1.36               1.36            -                   
24.00             
5 STAR 1 SUB FLEX NTBK CR 80 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR GR4X4 8X10.5 80 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
5 STAR 1 SUB FLEX NTBK CR 80 1          6.99 6.99               6.99            -                   
STPLS FLLR PPR GR4X4 8X10.5 80 1          2.00 2.00               2.00            -                   
XM TUFFWRAP SHIFT TOUCH ORANGE 1        13.50 13.50             13.50          -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         2.70 (2.70)              (2.70)           -                   
1.73               1.73            -                   
30.51             
COPPERTOP BATTERY AAA 8 PK 1          7.99               7.99 -              7.99                 
SPLS 3TAB FLDR LTR BLUE 24PK 1          7.99               7.99 -              7.99                 
BOUNTY BASIC 12PK PAPER TOWEL 1        12.99             12.99 -              12.99               
COPPERTOP BATTERY 9 VOLT 2PK 1          8.79               8.79 -              8.79                 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         1.00               (1.00) -              (1.00)                
STICKIES 3X3 POP REC YLW 12PK 1        15.79             15.79 -              15.79               
COPPERTOP BATTERY AA 8 PK 1          7.99               7.99 -              7.99                 
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.65               (0.65) -              (0.65)                
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.65               (0.65) -              (0.65)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)       10.14             (10.14) -              (10.14)              
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09/10/13 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 90.77          
09/20/13















10/11/13 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 55.01          
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STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         1.00               (1.00) -              (1.00)                
MKG PROJECT PLNR 9X7.5 PINK200 1          7.99               7.99 -              7.99                 
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 16GB USB 1          8.52               8.52 -              8.52                 
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 16GB USB 1          8.52               8.52 -              8.52                 
HUNTINGTON ASSRT BOARDS 22X28 1        12.50             12.50 -              12.50               
TOTAL TAX               5.14 -              5.14                 
            90.77 
STAMPEVER PRE 3/4 X 2-3/8 1        80.97             80.97 80.97          -                   
TOTAL TAX               4.86 4.86            -                   
            85.83 
STPLS CASCADING FLE 6PKT 1        12.99             12.99 12.99          -                   
FILE CAB 7PKT PORTABLE FILE 1          6.99               6.99 6.99            -                   
STPLS 2 PKT POLY PORTFOLIO BL 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
FILE CAB 7PKT PORTABLE FILE 1          6.99               6.99 6.99            -                   
2 POCKET POLY FOLDER-COPPER 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
PORTFOLIO 2-POCKET BURG 30512 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
INKJOY 700PINK EA 2          1.99               3.98 3.98            -                   
2 POCKET POLY FOLDER-SILVER 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
2 POCKET PORTFOLIO BLACK 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
INKJOY 700PINK EA -      (0.98)               (0.98) (0.98)           -                   
FILE CAB 7PKT PORTABLE FILE 1          6.99               6.99 6.99            -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 1          0.01               0.01 0.01            -                   
STPLS 2 PKT POLY PORT GREEN 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
TOTAL TAX               3.11 3.11            -                   
            55.01 
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10/22/13 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 133.05         
10/31/13
10/31/13









11/07/13 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 20.13          
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Information from Staples
INKJOY 700PINK EA -      (0.98)               (0.98) (0.98)           -                   
COMMAND MED PIC HANGING STRIP 1          6.79               6.79 6.79            -                   
COMMAND MED PIC HANGING STRIP 1          6.79               6.79 6.79            -                   
ASOTV RUGGIES RUG GRIPS 1          9.99               9.99 9.99            -                   
INKJOY 700PINK EA 1          1.99               1.99 1.99            -                   
INKJOY 700PINK EA 1          1.99               1.99 1.99            -                   
36X48 ECNMY STD LIP CHRMAT 1        29.99             29.99 29.99          -                   
MEGA SORTER BLACK 1        13.99             13.99 13.99          -                   
ASOTV FRESH STICKS VANILLA 1          9.99               9.99 9.99            -                   
MMF BLACK METAL TABLET STAND 1        19.99             19.99 19.99          -                   
AD-24 BROTHER AC ADAPTER 1        24.99             24.99 24.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX               7.53 7.53            -                   
           133.05 
SPLS 23X35 4-MNTH BRD BLK FRM 1        29.99             29.99 29.99          -                   
AVERY READY INDEX TOC 12 TAB 1          5.79               5.79 5.79            -                   
TOTAL TAX               2.15 2.15            -                   
            37.93 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         5.00               (5.00) -              (5.00)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 4          0.01               0.04 -              0.04                 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         6.00               (6.00) -              (6.00)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
HP 564 CMY COLOR INK CVP 3PK 1        29.99             29.99 -              29.99               
TOTAL TAX               1.14 -              1.14                 
            20.13 
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03/14/14 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 44.26          
03/19/14
03/19/14
03/19/14 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 50.33          
03/19/14
03/19/14 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  CREDIT (47.69)          
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TABLETOP FILE-MESH-BLACK 1        17.29             17.29 17.29          -                   
REALLY USEFUL .14L BOX ASSORTD 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
REALLY USEFUL .14L BOX ASSORTD 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         5.00               (5.00) (5.00)           -                   
REALLY USEFUL .14L BOX ASSORTD 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
DK APPRENTICE ROTARY DESK ORG 1        13.50             13.50 13.50          -                   
POST-IT 2IN DUR TAB GRN/ORG 44 1          7.79               7.79 7.79            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         5.75               (5.75) (5.75)           -                   
BTS ESSENTIALS VALUE PACK 1          3.99               3.99 3.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX               2.09 2.09            -                   
            36.91 
SIMPLY BINDER 2-PACK 1          5.99               5.99 -              5.99                 
POST-IT 1IN FLAGS PRIME 4PK 1        11.49             11.49 -              11.49               
SIMPLY BINDER 2-PACK 1          5.99               5.99 -              5.99                 
POST-IT 1IN FLAGS PRIME 4PK 1        11.49             11.49 -              11.49               
POST-IT 3N1 FLAG PEN HL 2PK 1          6.79               6.79 -              6.79                 
TOTAL TAX               2.51 -              2.51                 
            44.26 
SPLS POLY BUBL MLR 10.5X15 1PK 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
BELKIN10ISAMSUNGMULTITASKERPRO 1        44.99             44.99 44.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX               2.85 2.85            -                   
            50.33 
BELKIN10ISAMSUNGMULTITASKERPRO (1)       44.99             (44.99) (44.99)          -                   
TOTAL TAX               (2.70) (2.70)           -                   
            (47.69)
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03/26/14 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 35.89          
04/02/14
04/02/14






04/11/14 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 32.81          
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STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
3X5 LINED PASTEL 300 CT 1          6.79               6.79 6.79            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 7          0.01               0.07 0.07            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
3X5 INDX CRD TRAY MARBLE 1        12.99             12.99 12.99          -                   
3X5 LINED NEON 300 CT 1          5.79               5.79 5.79            -                   
8.5X11 IVORY COVER STOCK 125 1          8.29               8.29 8.29            -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) (0.01)           -                   
TOTAL TAX               2.03 2.03            -                   
            35.89 
STAPLES 100 CT PUSH PINS CLEAR 2          1.79               3.58 3.58            -                   
SBG CALC FLEX ASST COLORS 1          4.00               4.00 4.00            -                   
TOTAL TAX               0.45 0.45            -                   
              8.03 
3X2.5 LINED INDX CRD 200 CT 1          2.49               2.49 2.49            -                   
TRADING CARD PAGES 10 PK 1          3.99               3.99 3.99            -                   
TRADING CARD PAGES 10 PK 1          3.99               3.99 3.99            -                   
HEAVY DUTY VIEW BNDR 1IN CHAR 1          7.99               7.99 7.99            -                   
AVY INK LBL 80UP 25 RET ADD 1        12.49             12.49 12.49          -                   
TOTAL TAX               1.86 1.86            -                   
            32.81 
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06/04/14 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 120.71         
06/27/14





















Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
DURABLE VIEW BINDER 2IN BK 2          8.99             17.98 -              17.98               
HEAVY DUTY VIEW BINDR 2IN PERI 1        10.99             10.99 -              10.99               
2IN DURABLE VIEW BINDER ORANGE 3          8.99             26.97 -              26.97               
HEAVY DUTY VIEW BINDR 2IN PERI 2        10.99             21.98 -              21.98               
DURABLE VIEW BINDER 2IN BK 1          8.99               8.99 -              8.99                 
STPLS STAN VIEW BNDR 2IN BLUE 3          8.99             26.97 -              26.97               
TOTAL TAX               6.83 -              6.83                 
           120.71 
PPM INK JOY 100RT BP ASST 20PK 1          6.00               6.00 -              6.00                 
TOTAL TAX               0.36 -              0.36                 
              6.36 
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
TRADING CARD PAGES 10 PK 1          3.99               3.99 3.99            -                   
FIVESTAR BINDER TECH 1.5 1        19.99             19.99 19.99          -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT WHITE 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
SPLS 6OL POWERSTRIP 3FT BLACK 1          5.00               5.00 5.00            -                   
TOTAL TAX               3.84 3.84            -                   
            67.82 
SHARPIE FINE PERM ASST 12/DZ 1          7.00               7.00 -              7.00                 
SHARPIE FINE PERM ASST 12/DZ 1          7.00               7.00 -              7.00                 
SHARPIE FINE PERM ASST 12/DZ 1          7.00               7.00 -              7.00                 
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3X5 HVY PASTEL LINED 100 CT 1          3.79               3.79 -              3.79                 
SHARPIE MARKR FINE BLK 5PK 1          3.00               3.00 -              3.00                 
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP ASST 4PK 1          5.00               5.00 -              5.00                 
SHARPIE MARKR FINE BLK 5PK 1          3.00               3.00 -              3.00                 
PPM INKJOY 700RT BLK/BLACK 4PK 1          5.00               5.00 -              5.00                 
SHARPIE METALLIC ASSORTED 4PK 1          6.79               6.79 -              6.79                 
SHARPIE MARKR FINE BLK 5PK 1          3.00               3.00 -              3.00                 
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLUE 4PK 1          5.00               5.00 -              5.00                 
3X5 HVY PASTEL LINED 100 CT 1          3.79               3.79 -              3.79                 
3X5 LINED NEON 300 CT 1          5.79               5.79 -              5.79                 
TOTAL TAX               3.91 -              3.91                 
            69.07 
GRTNR FOIL CERT 8.5X11SLV 15CT 1          7.29               7.29 7.29            -                   
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP ASST 4PK 1          6.00               6.00 6.00            -                   
LIGHTNING TO SD CARD CAMERA RE 1        29.00             29.00 29.00          -                   
STPLS HD VIEW BINDER 3IN WHT 1        13.99             13.99 13.99          -                   
LIT LOC MAGAZINE HOLDER 8          9.29             74.32 74.32          -                   
SHARPIE MARKER FINE ASST-5PK 1          4.99               4.99 4.99            -                   
READY INDEX A-Z COLOR 1PK 1          7.79               7.79 7.79            -                   
TOTAL TAX               8.60 8.60            -                   
           151.98 
BOOKEND/STEEL/NONSKID-9 BLK 1          6.99               6.99 6.99            -                   
STPLS PAPRCLIP BINDRCLIP COMBO 1          0.50               0.50 0.50            -                   
BROTHER TZE-1312PK 12MM BLKCLR 1        39.99             39.99 39.99          -                   
BOOKEND/STEEL/NONSKID-9 BLK 1          6.99               6.99 6.99            -                   
STPLS PAPRCLIP BINDRCLIP COMBO 1          0.50               0.50 0.50            -                   
GW POLY 3IN ZIP WALLET CLEAR 1          8.79               8.79 8.79            -                   
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02/03/15 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 141.09         
03/03/15
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PAYPAL HERE MOBILE CARD READER 1        14.99             14.99 14.99          -                   
STPLS PAPRCLIP BINDRCLIP COMBO 1          0.50               0.50 0.50            -                   
STPLS PAPRCLIP BINDRCLIP COMBO 1          0.50               0.50 0.50            -                   
GW POLY 3IN ZIP WALLET CLEAR 1          8.79               8.79 8.79            -                   
GW POLY 3IN ZIP WALLET CLEAR 1          8.79               8.79 8.79            -                   
FILE CAB 7PKT PORTABLE FILE 1          8.99               8.99 8.99            -                   
GW 5PKPOLYFLDR W ZIPENV 2 TONE 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
GW 5PKPOLYFLDR W ZIPENV 2 TONE 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
GW POLY 3IN ZIP WALLET CLEAR 1          8.79               8.79 8.79            -                   
GW 5PKPOLYFLDR W ZIPENV 2 TONE 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
COOL GEAR 24 OZ TUMBLER PRINT 6          2.00             12.00 12.00          -                   
SMALL MAGNETIC PAPERCLIP DISP 1          2.99               2.99 2.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX               7.99 7.99            -                   
           141.09 
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLACK 4PK 1          5.35               5.35 -              5.35                 
TOTAL TAX               0.32 -              0.32                 
              5.67 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLACK 4PK 1          4.00               4.00 -              4.00                 
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP ASST 4PK 1          4.00               4.00 -              4.00                 
BROTHER PTD400 LABELER 1        49.99             49.99 -              49.99               
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)       25.00             (25.00) -              (25.00)              
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP ASST 4PK 1          4.00               4.00 -              4.00                 
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
AD-24 BROTHER AC ADAPTER 1        24.99             24.99 -              24.99               
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLACK 4PK 1          4.00               4.00 -              4.00                 
8.5X11 WHITE COVER STOCK 250 1        15.99             15.99 -              15.99               
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
P-TOUCH TAPE 1/2IN BLK/CLR 1        23.99             23.99 -              23.99               
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         0.01               (0.01) -              (0.01)                
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLUE 4PK 1          4.00               4.00 -              4.00                 
INK RECYCLING LIMIT 10/MONTH 10        0.01               0.10 -              0.10                 
P-TOUCH TAPE 1/2IN BLK/WHT 1        23.99             23.99 -              23.99               
TOTAL TAX               8.04 -              8.04                 
           141.99 
LIGHTNING TO SD CARD CAMERA RE 1        29.00             29.00 29.00          -                   
TO DO PAD 5X8 50 SHEETS 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
ACCENT TANK HIGHLIGHT YEL 5PK 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
TO DO PAD 5X8 50 SHEETS 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
TO DO PAD 5X8 50 SHEETS 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
SHARPIE MARKER FINE ASST-5PK 1          4.00               4.00 4.00            -                   
PAPERMATE INKJOY QUATRO BUSINS 1          7.49               7.49 7.49            -                   
POPPIN POOL BLUE PENCIL POUCH 1        12.00             12.00 12.00          -                   
TO DO PAD 5X8 50 SHEETS 1          1.00               1.00 1.00            -                   
TOTAL TAX               3.45 3.45            -                   
            60.94 
AVERY DV WRITE-ON WPOCKET 8TAB 1          5.99               5.99 -              5.99                 
STPLS 1/2 SIZE BINDER POCKET 1          1.99               1.99 -              1.99                 
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05/05/15




























Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
PAPERMATE INKJOY QUATRO BUSINS 1          7.49               7.49 -              7.49                 
TOTAL TAX               0.93 -              0.93                 
            16.40 
SPLS 23X35 BULTN BRD ALUM FRM 1        33.49             33.49 -              33.49               
STAPLES 200 THMB TKS NKL PLTD 1          4.99               4.99 -              4.99                 
SPLS 23X35 BULTN BRD ALUM FRM 1        33.49             33.49 -              33.49               
SUPERFOLDER PURPLE/PINK 1        12.99             12.99 -              12.99               
3IN D147NEO ZIP BNDR TWO TONE 1        18.99             18.99 -              18.99               
EMTEC PEANUTS 8GB SNOOPY 1          9.99               9.99 -              9.99                 
SPLS 23X35 BULTN BRD ALUM FRM 1        33.49             33.49 -              33.49               
TOTAL TAX               8.85 -              8.85                 
           156.28 
LIT-NING STEEL HORIZNTL ORG BK 1        39.99             39.99 39.99          -                   
EMTEC PEANUTS 8GB SNOOPY 1          9.99               9.99 9.99            -                   
JANSPORT BIG STUDENT BLACK 1        40.75             40.75 40.75          -                   
TOTAL TAX               5.44 5.44            -                   
            96.17 
POLY PORT FRONT VIEW POCKET 1          1.99               1.99 1.99            -                   
SILICONE BOOKCOVER ASSORTED 1          5.99               5.99 5.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
CYBER ACOSTC AMPLFD SPKR SYSTM 1        15.99             15.99 15.99          -                   
CYBER ACOSTC AMPLFD SPKR SYSTM 1        15.99             15.99 15.99          -                   
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
LIGHTNING TO SD CARD CAMERA RE 1        29.00             29.00 29.00          -                   
POLY PORT FRONT VIEW POCKET 1          1.99               1.99 1.99            -                   
POLY PORT FRONT VIEW POCKET 1          1.99               1.99 1.99            -                   
SILICONE BOOKCOVER ASSORTED 1          5.99               5.99 5.99            -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         1.00               (1.00) (1.00)           -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
SILICONE BOOKCOVER ASSORTED 1          5.99               5.99 5.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
CPP HAIROFDOG 1SB 8.5X10 80 CR 1          3.00               3.00 3.00            -                   
SILICONE BOOKCOVER ASSORTED 1          5.99               5.99 5.99            -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         1.00               (1.00) (1.00)           -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUBJ NTBK 8X10.5 WR 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 32GB USB 1        12.99             12.99 12.99          -                   
SILICONE BOOKCOVER ASSORTED 1          5.99               5.99 5.99            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
STPLS 1SUB NTBK 70CT CR ASST 1          0.25               0.25 0.25            -                   
TOTAL TAX               6.92 6.92            -                   
           122.31 
5X8 BINDER POCKET 1          0.99               0.99 -              0.99                 
AVERY BINDER POCKETS 5X8 5PK A 1          3.49               3.49 -              3.49                 
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08/27/15
08/27/15
08/27/15 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 7.19            
09/22/15
09/22/15






















Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         1.19               (1.19) -              (1.19)                
AVERY 5X8 BUSINESS CARD PAGES 1          3.49               3.49 -              3.49                 
TOTAL TAX               0.41 -              0.41                 
              7.19 
CATALOG ENV P&S WHT 10X13 -100 1        28.99             28.99 -              28.99               
CATALOG ENV P&S WHT 10X13 -100 1        28.99             28.99 -              28.99               
TOTAL TAX               3.48 -              3.48                 
            61.46 
8.5X11 WHITE COVER STOCK 250 1        15.99             15.99 15.99          -                   
STAPLES IJ BRT/WHT 5RM/CS 1        46.99             46.99 46.99          -                   
STAPLES IJ BRT/WHT 5RM/CS 1        46.99             46.99 46.99          -                   
CARD 8.5X11 BRIGHT BLU 65# 250 1        17.99             17.99 17.99          -                   
TOTAL TAX               7.68 7.68            -                   
           135.64 
STAPLES FUNDED COUPON (1)         5.00               (5.00) (5.00)           -                   
STPLS DUAL SIZE PENCL SHARPENR 1          1.99               1.99 1.99            -                   
PENCIL POUCH STPLS MESH 1          4.00               4.00 4.00            -                   
PENCIL POUCH STPLS MESH 1          4.00               4.00 4.00            -                   
GW POLY 3IN ZIP WALLET CLEAR 1          8.79               8.79 8.79            -                   
CRAYOLA 24CT COLORED PENCILS 1          4.99               4.99 4.99            -                   
GW POLY 3IN ZIP WALLET CLEAR 1          8.79               8.79 8.79            -                   
CRAYOLA 24CT COLORED PENCILS 1          4.99               4.99 4.99            -                   
TOTAL TAX               1.95 1.95            -                   
            34.50 
COMMAND BROOM GRIP 1          9.99               9.99 9.99            -                   
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07/28/16 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 37.38          
09/22/16
09/22/16
09/22/16 STAPLES       00106260 IOWA CITY  IA 45.56          
Total 6,476.15$    
Note:  Auditor's notations are in italics.
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Price  Sale Amount Improper Unsupported
Information from Staples
SPLS ASST BINDER CLIPS 60CT 1          5.29               5.29 5.29            -                   
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 32GB USB 1        10.99             10.99 10.99          -                   
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLUE 4PK 1          7.99               7.99 7.99            -                   
COMMAND BROOM GRIP 1          9.99               9.99 9.99            -                   
M325 FOX 1        21.99             21.99 21.99          -                   
SPLS ASST BINDER CLIPS 60CT 1          5.29               5.29 5.29            -                   
APPLE LIGHTNING TO USB CBL-ZML 1        24.00             24.00 24.00          -                   
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 32GB USB 1        10.99             10.99 10.99          -                   
SANDISK CRUZER GLIDE 32GB USB 1        10.99             10.99 10.99          -                   
PPM INKJOY 550RT BP BLACK 4PK 1          7.99               7.99 7.99            -                   
VENDOR FUNDED COUPON (1)         9.00               (9.00) (9.00)           -                   
TOTAL TAX               6.99 6.99            -                   
           123.49 
AVERY BINDER POCKETS 5X8 5PK A 1          4.29               4.29 -              4.29                 
BOUND SHEET PROTECTOR 5X8 10PK 1          3.99               3.99 -              3.99                 
SWINGLINE OPTIMA STAPLER 25SH 1        22.99             22.99 -              22.99               
AVERY MINI PLASTIC DURABLE WRI 1          3.99               3.99 -              3.99                 
TOTAL TAX               2.12 -              2.12                 
            37.38 
#10 ENV RIGHT WNDW SEC 500PK 1        29.99             29.99 -              29.99               
BANKERS BOX BASIC 5PK STOR L/L 1        12.99             12.99 -              12.99               
TOTAL TAX               2.58 -              2.58                 
            45.56 








04/17/12 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 512.52$         #
05/18/12 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 268.77           #
06/16/12 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 268.77           #
08/18/12 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 306.19           #
11/16/12 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 299.74           #
12/18/12 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 333.00           #
01/18/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 333.02           #
02/18/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 333.02           #
03/18/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 333.02           #
04/20/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 325.42           #
05/21/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 325.45           #
06/21/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 355.96           #
07/22/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 178.14           #
08/19/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 282.97           
08/21/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 178.15           #
08/24/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255- CREDIT (167.92)          
09/14/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 313.82           
09/19/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255- CREDIT (313.82)          
09/21/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 178.16           #
10/24/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 178.08           #
10/24/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 567.04           
11/21/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 159.58           #
12/21/13 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 163.06           #
01/21/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 163.06           #
02/21/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 163.06           #
02/24/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 128.33           
03/19/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255- CREDIT (20.46)            
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Allstate
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Allstate
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/21/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 163.06           #
03/22/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 38.51             #
04/22/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 216.73           #
05/21/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 216.71           #
06/21/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 216.71           #
07/22/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 216.71           #
08/16/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 370.00           #
09/18/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 368.10           #
10/17/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 417.71           #
11/18/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 417.73           #
12/16/14 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 417.73           #
01/16/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 417.73           #
02/17/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 417.73           #
03/17/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 417.73           #
04/16/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 421.77           #
05/20/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 421.79           #
06/18/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 421.79           #
06/29/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255- CREDIT (338.31)          #
07/02/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 192.75           #
10/08/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.38             #
10/08/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 212.74           #
11/10/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
11/10/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 212.72           #
12/09/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
12/09/15 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 212.72           #
01/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #








Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Allstate
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
02/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 212.72           #
03/01/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
03/01/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 212.72           #
04/08/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
04/08/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 258.01           #
05/02/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
05/04/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 269.86           #
06/10/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
06/10/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 320.95           #
07/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
07/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 322.97           #
08/07/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
08/07/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 322.97           #
09/08/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
09/08/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 322.97           #
10/02/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.38             #
10/02/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 337.58           #
11/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
11/09/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 337.06           #
12/06/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMNT      800-255-7828 IL 65.42             #
12/06/16 ALLSTATE    *PAYMENT     800-255-7828 IL 337.05           #
Total 16,665.79$    
# - Payment confirmed on account held by Sheri Jelinek.
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04/27/07 VZWRLSS*ETMKSMO3902101   800-922-0204 PA 29.38$               
07/20/13 Z WIRELESS VENTURE OTTUMWA  IA 336.99               
08/15/13 VERIZON WRLS MYACCT VN   800-9220204  CA 342.17               
09/13/13 VERIZON WRLS MYACCT VN FOLSOM  CA 196.23               
10/13/13 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 422.99               
11/14/13 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 285.65               
12/12/13 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 285.65               
01/09/14 VERIZON WRLS M6952-01 CORALVILLE  IA 127.33               
01/15/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 241.48               
02/14/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 233.88               
03/11/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 233.80               
04/08/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 249.40               
04/19/14 Z WIRELESS N LIBERTY NORTH LIBERTY IA 295.52               
05/09/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 307.98               
06/12/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 286.84               
07/11/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 289.83               
08/12/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 518.01               
09/12/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 242.52               
10/12/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 242.52               
11/13/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 242.52               
12/12/14 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 242.52               
01/13/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 242.52               
02/11/15 VERIZON WRLS MYACCT VN FOLSOM  CA 242.82               
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Verizon and Cellular Vendors








Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Verizon and Cellular Vendors
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/10/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 242.75               
04/12/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 243.62               
04/22/15 Z WIRELESS N LIBERTY NORTH LIBERTY IA 231.65               
04/23/15 VZWRLSS*IVR VN           800-922-0204 NJ 0.93                  
05/12/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 241.96               
06/15/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 255.17               
07/11/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 153.54               
08/11/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 253.64               
09/11/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 271.58               
10/13/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 271.58               
11/11/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 271.52               
12/15/15 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 271.55               
01/14/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 272.45               
02/09/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 364.33               
02/29/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 302.75               
04/14/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 302.75               
05/11/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY  VN FOLSOM  CA 302.75               
06/10/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 317.75               
07/14/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 354.43               
08/10/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 336.11               
09/08/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 336.11               
09/18/16 A WIRELESS NORTH LIBER NORTH LIBERTY IA 170.44               
09/19/16 VZWRLSS*IVR VN           800-922-0204 NJ 54.14                
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Verizon and Cellular Vendors
 For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/06/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 334.95               
11/16/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 338.39               
12/07/16 VZWRLSS*BILL PAY VN      800-922-0204 NJ 338.39               




Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group 




02/07/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75$           
03/04/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
05/07/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
06/07/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
07/07/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
09/07/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
10/07/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
12/08/12 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 26.75             
01/08/13 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 27.08             
02/08/13 VIRGIN MOBILE USA        888-322-1122 VA 27.08             
03/26/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9830 OR 16.38             
04/11/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9715 OR 53.83             
05/11/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9715 OR 53.83             
06/03/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9715 OR 26.83             
06/11/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9715 OR 53.83             
07/03/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9715 OR 26.83             
07/11/13 VESTA  *VIRGIN MOBILE    800-665-9715 OR 53.33             
Total 553.02$         
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Sprint-Virgin Mobile








03/05/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 392.10$         
04/08/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 167.57           
05/09/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 173.12           
06/16/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 173.12           
07/14/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 176.54           
08/12/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 176.54           
09/14/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 176.54           
10/17/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 176.92           
11/14/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 176.92           
12/16/14 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 176.92           
01/15/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 177.60           
02/17/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 177.60           
03/16/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 303.98           
04/16/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 189.22           
05/16/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 189.22           
06/17/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 189.22           
07/18/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 192.59           
08/18/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 192.59           
09/18/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 192.59           
10/19/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 192.11           
11/19/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 192.11           
12/20/15 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 192.11           
01/20/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 193.88           
02/16/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 193.88           
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - South Slopes
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - South Slopes
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/17/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 193.88           
04/19/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 193.53           
05/17/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 199.08           
06/19/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOP COMM    03196262211  IA 199.08           
07/20/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 199.08           
08/14/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 199.08           
09/13/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 199.08           
10/05/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 187.10           
11/15/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 186.10           
12/06/16 SOUTH SLOPE COOPERATIV   03196262211  IA 186.10           




Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group 




06/23/13 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELECTR EBILL.LINNCOU IA 180.00$         
08/22/13 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELECTR EBILL.LINNCOU IA 180.00           
09/24/13 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 100.00           
10/24/13 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 180.00           
11/25/13 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 105.00           
03/22/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 210.00           
05/20/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 210.00           
06/21/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 210.00           
07/22/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 210.00           
08/23/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 210.00           
09/23/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 108.00           
12/20/15 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
01/20/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
02/16/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
04/21/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
05/24/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
06/21/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
07/20/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 213.00           
08/14/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 107.00           
09/13/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 18.00             
10/05/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 107.00           
11/15/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 107.00           
12/06/16 LINN COUNTY RURAL ELEC   03193771587  IA 259.00           
Total 3,992.00$      
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
 Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Linn County REC




Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group 




10/01/05 MCC*MEDIACOM             319−395−9699 NY 42.64$           
05/14/12 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 139.69           
06/20/12 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 128.69           
08/21/12 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 122.19           
09/18/12 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 122.49           
12/13/12 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 111.51           
01/15/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 127.06           
02/13/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 126.96           
03/13/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 126.96           
04/13/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 153.37           
05/13/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 182.55           
06/19/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 182.49           
07/04/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 182.49           
08/16/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 186.39           
09/14/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 183.06           
10/18/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 183.06           
11/15/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 183.10           
12/13/13 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 183.10           
01/16/14 MCC*MEDIACOM             888-333-4039 NY 183.10           
Total 2,850.90$      
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Mediacom




Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group 




07/03/10 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 101.93$         
09/10/10 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 122.93           
09/27/10 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 122.93           
11/04/10 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 107.80           
12/03/10 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 107.80           
12/26/10 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE 800-347-3288 CA 107.80           
01/26/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE 800-347-3288 CA 102.80           
03/08/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 215.90           
03/14/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 2.29               
05/02/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 231.80           
07/01/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 231.80           
09/04/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 231.80           
11/04/11 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 231.80           
01/03/12 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 231.80           
02/21/12 DTV*DIRECTV SERVICE      800-347-3288 CA 113.40           
Total 2,264.58$      
Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group 
Credit Card Purchases - DirecTV








12/29/14 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 19.85$           
12/30/14 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 95.06             
02/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
03/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
04/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
05/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
06/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
07/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
08/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
09/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
10/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
11/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.68             
12/01/15 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
01/02/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
02/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
03/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
04/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
05/02/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
06/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
07/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
08/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
09/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
10/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Quality Care Storage
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Quality Care Storage
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/01/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             
12/02/16 QUALITY CARE STORAGE L NORTH LIBERTY IA 88.88             








08/20/13 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH   319-6881021  IA 45.00$           ^
10/09/13 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
10/30/13 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
11/25/13 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
01/08/14 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
02/04/14 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
02/28/14 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
03/31/14 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
04/27/14 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
05/22/14 IOWA CITY SCHOOL LUNCH IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
08/08/14 RVT*IOWA CITY CSD IOWA CITY  IA 150.00           
09/02/14 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 50.00             ^
10/01/14 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
11/22/14 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
01/31/15 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           
04/04/15 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           
08/13/15 RVT*IOWA CITY CSD IOWA CITY  IA 135.00           
08/17/15 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
01/22/16 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
03/31/16 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
09/06/16 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 20.00             ^
09/13/16 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Iowa City Community School District
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Iowa City Community School District
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/01/16 IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SC IOWA CITY  IA 100.00           ^
Total 1,750.00$      
^ - Confirmed by the School District as a payment on Ms. Jelinek's son's
      school lunch account.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Trans Date Description Amount Date
11/02/04 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 30.00$        -
03/12/05 BARNES & NOBLE.COM       800−373−2468 NJ 37.98         -
10/31/08 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 25.00         -
11/01/08 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 113.11        -
12/09/08 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 71.88         -
12/09/08 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 69.52         -
01/08/09
01/08/09 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 94.48         
04/16/09
04/17/09 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 53.79         
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information not provided by Barnes and Noble 30.00$          -                  30.00              -                  
30.00            
Information not provided by Barnes and Noble 37.98            -                  37.98              -                  
37.98            
Information not provided by Barnes and Noble 25.00            -                  25.00              -                  
25.00            
Information not provided by Barnes and Noble 113.11          -                  113.11            -                  
113.11          
Information not provided by Barnes and Noble 71.88            -                  71.88              -                  
71.88            
Information not provided by Barnes and Noble 69.52            -                  69.52              -                  
69.52            
Suze Orman's 2009 Action 8.99              8.99                -                  -                  
Outliers: The Story of S 16.79            16.79              -                  -                  
Why We Suck: A Feel Good 16.17            16.17              -                  -                  
Man from Oakdale 18.40            18.40              -                  -                  
Outliers: The Story of S 28.78            28.78              -                  -                  
Sales Tax (6.000%) 5.35              5.35                -                  -                  
94.48            
Business Etiquette For D 16.82            -                  -                  16.82              
Business Class: Etiquette 15.96            -                  -                  15.96              
Kiss, Bow, or Shake Han 17.96            -                  -                  17.96              
Product Tax 3.05              -                  -                  3.05                
53.79            
Information from Barnes & Noble
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/11/09
05/11/09 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 38.15         
09/08/09
09/08/09 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE lA 18.61         
11/18/09
11/18/09 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE lA 29.03         
01/23/10
01/23/10 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 20.17         
01/25/10
01/26/10 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 60.26         
05/10/10




                                
___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
Microsoft Certified Appl 35.99            -                  -                  35.99              
Sales Tax (6.000%) 2.16              -                  -                  2.16                
38.15            
Strengths Finder 2.0: A 17.56            17.56              -                  -                  
Sales Tax (6.000%) 1.05              1.05                -                  -                  
18.61            
Gift Card Issue 10.00            10.00              -                  -                  
New Moon Edward and Bell 17.95            17.95              -                  -                  
Sales Tax (6.000%) 1.08              1.08                -                  -                  
29.03            
Game Change: Obama and t 19.03            19.03              -                  -                  
Sales Tax (6.000%) 1.14              1.14                -                  -                  
20.17            
The Coupon Moms Guide 10.80            10.80              -                  -                  
Sookie Stackhouse 8volu 31.77            31.77              -                  -                  
Dead and Gone (Sookie 14.27            14.27              -                  -                  
Product Tax 3.42              3.42                -                  -                  
60.26            
A ComplaintFree World 12.23            12.23              -                  -                  
Dead in the Family (Sooki 15.17            15.17              -                  -                  
Product Tax 1.64              1.64                -                  -                  
29.04            
The Gregg Shorthand M 14.36            -                  -                  14.36              
EasyScript Express Uniqu 14.40            -                  -                  14.40              
Quickhand 18.76            -                  -                  18.76              
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/26/10 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 50.37         
06/15/10
07/03/10 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 38.79         
07/13/10
07/13/10 BARNES & NOBLE #2587 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 21.35         
07/28/10
07/28/10 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
10/08/10
10/09/10 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
09/16/11
09/18/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
09/16/11
09/18/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
10/21/11
10/21/11 BARNES & NOBLE #2168 WATERLOO  IA 25.00         
10/25/11
10/26/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
11/01/11
11/01/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 8.54           
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
Product Tax 2.85              -                  -                  2.85                
50.37            
Running QuickBooks in N 25.16            -                  -                  25.16              
Complete Idiots Guide to 11.43            -                  -                  11.43              
Product Tax 2.20              -                  -                  2.20                
38.79            
Neoprene Sleeve in Night 19.95            19.95              -                  -                  
Sales Tax (7.000%) 1.40              1.40                -                  -                  
21.35            
One for the Money (Ste 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
Two for the Dough (Ste 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
Three to Get Deadly (Ste 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
Something Borrowed 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
Renew Member 25.00            25.00              -                  -                  
25.00            
Something Blue 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
Courageous 8.54              8.54                -                  -                  
8.54              
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/01/11
11/01/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 10.99         
12/11/11
12/11/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 4.99           
12/11/11
12/11/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.99           
12/21/11
12/21/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 10.99         
12/21/11
12/22/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 10.00         
12/31/11
12/31/11 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 4.98           
01/08/12
01/08/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
02/08/12
02/08/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
03/08/12
03/08/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
03/11/12




                                
___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
The Sacred Acre: The E 10.99            10.99              -                  -                  
10.99            
ShopSmart December 2011 4.99              4.99                -                  -                  
4.99              
Bootscootin and Cozy Ca 2.99              2.99                -                  -                  
2.99              
Delivering Happiness: A P 10.99            10.99              -                  -                  
10.99            
NOOKbooks eGift Card 10.00            10.00              -                  -                  
10.00            
Heaven is for Real: A Littl 4.98              4.98                -                  -                  
4.98              
Good Housekeeping 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
Good Housekeeping 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
Good Housekeeping 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
US Weekly 03/19/12 3.99              3.99                -                  -                  
3.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
04/02/12
04/02/12 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 290.38        
04/04/12
04/04/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 8.99           
04/06/12
04/06/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.00           
04/07/12
04/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
04/26/12
04/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
05/07/12
05/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
05/26/12
05/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
06/07/12
06/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
06/09/12
06/09/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 14.99         
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
2.40              
NOOK Tablet - 8GB 199.00          199.00            -                  -                  
Consumer Warranty 39.99            39.99              -                  -                  
Minimal Trifold Cover in Night 34.95            34.95              -                  -                  
Sales Tax T1 (6.000%) 16.44            16.44              -                  -                  
290.38          
Four to Score (Stephani 8.99              8.99                -                  -                  
8.99              
Alarm Clock, Calendar, T 1.00              1.00                -                  -                  
1.00              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
OfficeSuite Professional 6 for Nook 14.99            14.99              -                  -                  
14.99            
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/09/12
06/09/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 19.99         
06/20/12
06/21/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 9.99           
06/26/12
06/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
07/07/12
07/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
08/26/12
08/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
09/04/12
09/04/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 9.99           
09/04/12
09/04/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 9.99           
09/07/12
09/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
09/21/12
09/21/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
09/26/12
09/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
10/07/12
10/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
TouchDown License Key (email ap) 19.99            19.99              -                  -                  
19.99            
Fifty Shades of Grey 9.99              9.99                -                  -                  
9.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Fifty Shades Freed (Fifty 9.99              9.99                -                  -                  
9.99              
Fifty Shades Darker (Fifty 9.99              9.99                -                  -                  
9.99              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
Bared to You (Crossfire S 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/13/12
10/13/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
11/13/12
11/13/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
11/17/12
11/17/12 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 25.00         
11/26/12
11/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
11/26/12
11/27/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 7.99           
12/07/12
12/07/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
12/13/12
12/13/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
12/26/12
12/26/12 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
01/07/13
01/07/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
01/13/13
01/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
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Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
Gift Card Issue 25.00            25.00              -                  -                  
25.00            
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Safe Haven 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
7.99              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/26/13
01/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
02/07/13
02/07/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.25           
-
02/14/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843- CREDIT (1.25)          
02/13/13
02/14/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
02/26/13
02/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
03/12/13
03/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 9.39           
03/13/13
03/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
03/13/13
03/13/13 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 37.80         
03/26/13
03/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
03/27/13
03/27/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 6.71           
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Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Shutterbug 1.25              1.25                -                  -                  
1.25              
Shutterbug (1.25)             (1.25)               -                  -                  
(1.25)             
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Life Code: New Rules for 9.39              9.39                -                  -                  
9.39              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
StrengthsFinder 2.0 17.46            17.46              -                  -                  
Life Code: The New Rules for Winning in 18.20            18.20              -                  -                  
Sales Tax T1 (6.000%) 2.14              2.14                -                  -                  
37.80            
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Life As We Knew It 6.71              6.71                -                  -                  
6.71              
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/13/13
04/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
04/26/13
04/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
05/02/13
05/02/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 3.47           
05/13/13
05/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
05/26/13
05/28/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
06/13/13
06/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
06/26/13
06/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
06/26/13
06/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 3.47           
07/13/13
07/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
07/26/13




                                
___________________________________________________________________________________________________Exhibit Q
Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 3.47              3.47                -                  -                  
3.47              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Your Belief Quotient: 7 B 3.47              3.47                -                  -                  
3.47              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Family Circle 1.50              1.50                -                  -                  
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.50           
07/26/13
07/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
08/13/13
08/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
08/26/13
08/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
08/26/13
08/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
08/26/13
08/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
09/13/13
09/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
09/26/13
09/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
09/26/13
09/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 1.99           
09/26/13
09/26/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.40           
10/13/13
10/13/13 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 5.99           
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Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
1.50              
HGTV Magazine 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
Family Circle 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
HGTV Magazine 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
Family Circle 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
HGTV Magazine 1.99              1.99                -                  -                  
1.99              
ShopSmart 2.40              2.40                -                  -                  
2.40              
Us Weekly 5.99              5.99                -                  -                  
5.99              
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Trans Date Description Amount Date
Information from Barnes & NoblePer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Barnes and Noble
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/20/14
04/20/14 BARNES & NOBLE #2917 CORALVILLE  IA 134.61        
11/18/14
11/18/14 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.99           
12/18/14
12/18/14 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.99           
01/18/15
01/18/15 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.99           
02/17/15
02/14/15 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 25.00         
02/18/15
02/18/15 BARNES&NOBLE*COM         800-843-2665 NJ 2.99           
Total 1,708.75$   
Note:  Auditor's notations are in italics.
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Description Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
Information from Barnes & Noble
NOOK GlowLight 119.00          119.00            -                  -                  
To Kill a Mockingbird 7.99              7.99                -                  -                  
Sales Tax T1 (6.000%) 7.62              7.62                -                  -                  
134.61          
Real Simple 2.99              2.99                -                  -                  
2.99              
Real Simple 2.99              2.99                -                  -                  
2.99              
Real Simple 2.99              2.99                -                  -                  
2.99              
Sesame Street eGift Card 25.00            25.00              -                  -                  
25.00            
Real Simple 2.99              2.99                -                  -                  
2.99              








07/20/14 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 35.86$     
08/19/14 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 20.86       
09/19/14 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 20.86       
10/20/14 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 20.86       
11/19/14 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 20.86       
12/19/14 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 20.86       
01/20/15 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 21.63       
02/19/15 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 21.63       
03/19/15 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 21.63       
04/19/15 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 21.63       
05/19/15 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 21.63       
06/19/15 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 21.63       
01/13/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 5.06        
02/13/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
02/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
03/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
04/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
05/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
06/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
07/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
08/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
09/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
10/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
 Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Sirius XM
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
 Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Sirius XM
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/22/16 SXM*SIRIUSXM.COM/ACCT    888-635-5144 NY 22.77       








09/07/14 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99$       
10/07/14 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
11/07/14 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
12/07/14 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
01/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
02/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
03/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
04/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
05/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
06/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
07/07/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
08/08/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
09/08/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
10/08/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
11/08/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
12/08/15 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
01/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
02/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
03/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
04/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
05/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
06/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
07/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Hulu
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the 
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Hulu
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
09/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
10/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
11/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        
12/08/16 HLU*HULU 60369788-U HULU.COM/BILL CA 7.99        








05/23/10 QVC 345745982001 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 34.10$                
06/24/10 QVC 345745982001 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 34.10                 
07/24/10 QVC 345745982001 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 34.10                 
08/24/10 QVC 345745982001 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 34.10                 
09/21/10 QVC 347283167101 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
10/12/10 QVC 347584538101         800-367-9444 PA 61.42                 
10/12/10 QVC 347584538201         800-367-9444 PA 27.15                 
10/12/10 QVC 347584538401         800-367-9444 PA 23.97                 
10/13/10 QVC 347584537801         800-367-9444 PA 45.41                 
10/22/10 QVC 347283167101 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
11/22/10 QVC 347283167101 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
05/19/11 QVC 701052190001         800-367-9444 PA 61.42                 
06/09/11 QVC 701052190001 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (61.42)                
09/17/11 QVC 701238131301         800-367-9444 PA 61.42                 
10/05/11 QVC 701238131301 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (61.42)                
11/27/11 QVC 384095865702 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 29.02                 
11/28/11 QVC 384095865704         800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
12/01/11 QVC 384216887301         800-367-9444 PA 113.34                
12/03/11 QVC 384095865703 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
12/03/11 QVC 384238343001 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 31.45                 
12/03/11 QVC 384095865701 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
12/07/11 QVC 384293444601         800-367-9444 PA 28.55                 
12/07/11 QVC 384293444401 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.56                 
Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/12/11 QVC 384462060101 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 19.88                 
12/13/11 QVC 384462060102 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 18.54                 
12/14/11 QVC 384382353001 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 38.22                 
12/18/11 QVC 384293444601 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (21.60)                
12/28/11 QVC 384095865702 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 29.02                 
01/03/12 QVC 384238343001 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 31.45                 
01/03/12 QVC 384812494201         800-367-9444 PA 27.45                 
01/03/12 QVC 384095865701 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
01/03/12 QVC 384095865703 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
01/08/12 QVC 384293444401 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.56                 
01/26/12 QVC 384462060101 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 19.88                 
01/26/12 QVC 384382353001 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 38.22                 
01/26/12 QVC 384462060102 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 18.54                 
01/28/12 QVC 384095865702 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 29.02                 
02/03/12 QVC 384095865703 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
02/03/12 QVC 384238343001 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 31.45                 
02/03/12 QVC 384095865701 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
02/07/12 QVC 384293444401 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.56                 
02/12/12 QVC 384462060101 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 19.88                 
02/13/12 QVC 384462060102 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 18.54                 
02/14/12 QVC 384382353001 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 38.22                 
02/27/12 QVC 385676861901 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/08/12 QVC 384095865703 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
03/09/12 QVC 384293444401 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.56                 
03/14/12 QVC 384462060101 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 19.88                 
03/15/12 QVC 384462060102 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 18.54                 
03/29/12 QVC 385676861901 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
04/05/12 QVC 384095865703 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
04/07/12 QVC 385831203801 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.53                 
04/21/12 QVC 701567843301 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 58.45                 
05/08/12 QVC 385831203801 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.53                 
05/22/12 QVC 701567843301 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 58.45                 
06/07/12 QVC 387367893901         800-367-9444 PA 78.38                 
06/07/12 QVC 387367893902         800-367-9444 PA 79.45                 
06/08/12 QVC 385831203801 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.53                 
06/09/12 QVC 387406739502 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 30.97                 
06/10/12 QVC 387406739501         800-367-9444 PA 37.01                 
06/10/12 QVC 387406739503         800-367-9444 PA 50.19                 
06/21/12 QVC 387367893902 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (72.50)                
06/21/12 QVC 387367893901 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (78.38)                
06/26/12 QVC 387691679601 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 39.83                 
06/27/12 QVC 387406739501 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (30.06)                
07/01/12 QVC 384317360601 6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 16.47                 
07/01/12 QVC 384317360401 6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 17.21                 
07/09/12 QVC 387892334001 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 28.22                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/10/12 QVC 701677453601 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 56.07                 
07/10/12 QVC 387406739502 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 30.97                 
08/27/12 QVC 387691679601 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 39.83                 
08/28/12 QVC 388721984401         800-367-9444 PA 80.60                 
08/28/12 QVC 388709020601 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
08/29/12 QVC 388747581501 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 47.29                 
09/01/12 QVC 388788339801 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
09/06/12 QVC 388835853301         800-367-9444 PA 68.70                 
09/06/12 QVC 388840946501 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.79                 
09/09/12 QVC 387892334001 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 28.22                 
09/25/12 QVC 389175131001 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 21.21                 
09/27/12 QVC 387691679601 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 39.83                 
09/28/12 QVC 388709020601 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
09/29/12 QVC 388747581501 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 47.29                 
09/29/12 QVC 389229386901         800-367-9444 PA 35.51                 
10/02/12 QVC 388788339801 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
10/06/12 QVC 389350677901         800-367-9444 PA 27.89                 
10/07/12 QVC 388840946501 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.79                 
10/07/12 QVC 389382096008         800-367-9444 PA 31.40                 
10/07/12 QVC 389382096004         800-367-9444 PA 20.95                 
10/07/12 QVC 389382096007         800-367-9444 PA 65.28                 
10/07/12 QVC 389382096002         800-367-9444 PA 27.24                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/08/12 QVC 389382096001 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
10/08/12 QVC 389382096009         800-367-9444 PA 89.52                 
10/08/12 QVC 389382096006         800-367-9444 PA 20.95                 
10/09/12 QVC 389382096005         800-367-9444 PA 31.66                 
11/13/12 QVC 420024355001 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
11/14/12 QVC 420045106101 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.18                 
11/14/12 QVC 420054959403         800-367-9444 PA 27.89                 
11/14/12 QVC 420069389201         800-367-9444 PA 33.74                 
11/15/12 QVC 420054959401         800-367-9444 PA 23.98                 
11/15/12 QVC 420054959404         800-367-9444 PA 21.11                 
11/15/12 QVC 420054959402         800-367-9444 PA 17.69                 
11/18/12 QVC 420134661001         800-367-9444 PA 26.25                 
11/18/12 QVC 420134661003         800-367-9444 PA 23.64                 
11/18/12 QVC 420134661002         800-367-9444 PA 23.64                 
11/19/12 QVC 420148336601         800-367-9444 PA 27.13                 
11/21/12 QVC 420222147501         800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
11/21/12 QVC 420222147502         800-367-9444 PA 27.14                 
11/22/12 QVC 420236775601 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
11/24/12 QVC 389641612801 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 95.39                 
11/28/12 QVC 389724413301 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 30.97                 
11/28/12 QVC 420426478001 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 16.77                 
11/29/12 QVC 420394938501 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 33.10                 
11/30/12 QVC 420455596301         800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/03/12 QVC 420236775601 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (11.17)                
12/04/12 QVC 420556368901 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
12/04/12 QVC 420556369101 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
12/05/12 QVC 420556369301         800-367-9444 PA 40.12                 
12/06/12 QVC 420054959101 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 25.38                 
12/06/12 QVC 389878606501 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 21.62                 
12/08/12 QVC 388840946501 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.79                 
12/09/12 QVC 389382096001 3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
12/10/12 QVC 420702545604         800-367-9444 PA 45.95                 
12/10/12 QVC 420702545602         800-367-9444 PA 153.35                
12/10/12 QVC 420702545603         800-367-9444 PA 49.56                 
12/11/12 QVC 420702545601         800-367-9444 PA 33.85                 
12/13/12 QVC 420750824301 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 20.53                 
12/13/12 QVC 420808469801         800-367-9444 PA 24.80                 
12/14/12 QVC 420024355001 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
12/14/12 QVC 420810826001 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
12/14/12 QVC 420796721501 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 24.28                 
12/14/12 QVC 420784021801 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.52                 
12/15/12 QVC 420045106101 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.18                 
12/16/12 QVC 420833110401 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
12/16/12 QVC 420833110402         800-367-9444 PA 27.15                 
12/17/12 QVC 420426478001 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (16.77)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/19/12 QVC 420913695701 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 20.98                 
12/19/12 QVC 420923602301         800-367-9444 PA 40.98                 
12/19/12 QVC 420926632001 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
12/19/12 QVC 420907319702 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.48                 
12/19/12 QVC 420907319701 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 19.09                 
12/22/12 QVC 421009830801 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
12/22/12 QVC 421009830802 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
12/23/12 QVC 421018599301 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.00                 
12/23/12 QVC 421026309701         800-367-9444 PA 20.26                 
12/23/12 QVC 421026309801         800-367-9444 PA 26.11                 
12/23/12 QVC 420750824301 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (13.58)                
12/24/12 QVC 420556369501 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.73                 
12/25/12 QVC 421034495902         800-367-9444 PA 53.42                 
12/25/12 QVC 421034495901         800-367-9444 PA 39.33                 
12/25/12 QVC 389641612801 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 95.39                 
12/27/12 QVC 421060336901         800-367-9444 PA 54.35                 
12/27/12 QVC 421060336902         800-367-9444 PA 48.36                 
12/28/12 QVC 421033123201         800-367-9444 PA 29.07                 
12/29/12 QVC 421082314601         800-367-9444 PA 46.36                 
12/29/12 QVC 421082314602 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 25.01                 
12/30/12 QVC 421097603601 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.48                 
12/30/12 QVC 420394938501 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 33.10                 
12/31/12 QVC 421118425301 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 20.19                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/31/12 QVC 421118425302 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 22.44                 
12/31/12 QVC 421118425101         800-367-9444 PA 64.98                 
12/31/12 QVC 420833110402 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (20.20)                
01/02/13 QVC 421144519703         800-367-9444 PA 20.84                 
01/02/13 QVC 421144519701         800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
01/02/13 QVC 421144519702         800-367-9444 PA 28.01                 
01/03/13 QVC 421142824102         800-367-9444 PA 49.33                 
01/03/13 QVC 421142824101         800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
01/03/13 QVC 421158667001         800-367-9444 PA 52.30                 
01/04/13 QVC 420556368901 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
01/04/13 QVC 420556369101 2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
01/04/13 QVC 421158667002         800-367-9444 PA 66.21                 
01/05/13 QVC 421189694401         800-367-9444 PA 28.13                 
01/06/13 QVC 420054959101 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 25.38                 
01/06/13 QVC 389878606501 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 21.62                 
01/06/13 QVC 420907319703 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (20.53)                
01/08/13 QVC 415996394701         800-367-9444 PA 26.05                 
01/08/13 QVC 388840946501 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.79                 
01/09/13 QVC 421248457401         800-367-9444 PA 27.84                 
01/09/13 QVC 421265791501 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 29.42                 
01/09/13 QVC 415996394702         800-367-9444 PA 22.69                 
01/09/13 QVC 389382096001 4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/11/13 QVC 421294710401 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 16.77                 
01/11/13 QVC 421082314601 RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 6.95                   
01/12/13 QVC 421130502901         800-367-9444 PA 34.26                 
01/14/13 QVC 420810826001 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
01/14/13 QVC 421334931401 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 35.26                 
01/14/13 QVC 420784021801 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.52                 
01/14/13 QVC 421351135301 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.80                 
01/14/13 QVC 420024355001 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
01/14/13 QVC 420796721501 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 24.28                 
01/15/13 QVC 420045106101 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.18                 
01/16/13 QVC 420833110401 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
01/16/13 QVC 421118425302 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (22.44)                
01/16/13 QVC 421118425301 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (20.19)                
01/17/13 QVC 421118425101 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (64.98)                
01/19/13 QVC 421422669801         800-367-9444 PA 25.44                 
01/19/13 QVC 420926632001 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
01/19/13 QVC 420907319702 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.48                 
01/19/13 QVC 420907319701 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 19.09                 
01/19/13 QVC 421422669803         800-367-9444 PA 38.30                 
01/19/13 QVC 420913695701 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 20.98                 
01/19/13 QVC 421422669802         800-367-9444 PA 19.15                 
01/21/13 QVC 421481298301 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 125.96                
01/22/13 QVC 421489726002 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 28.55                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/22/13 QVC 421009830802 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
01/22/13 QVC 421009830801 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
01/23/13 QVC 421489726001         800-367-9444 PA 26.19                 
01/23/13 QVC 421018599301 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.00                 
01/24/13 QVC 420556369501 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.73                 
01/25/13 QVC 421130520801         800-367-9444 PA 34.26                 
01/25/13 QVC 389641612801 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 95.39                 
01/26/13 QVC 421265791801         800-367-9444 PA 25.39                 
01/29/13 QVC 421082314602 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 25.01                 
01/30/13 QVC 421097603601 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.48                 
01/30/13 QVC 421082314601 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (46.36)                
01/31/13 QVC 421613642102 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 52.55                 
01/31/13 QVC 421082314602 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (18.06)                
01/31/13 QVC 421082314602 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (25.01)                
02/04/13 QVC 420556369101 3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
02/04/13 QVC 420556368901 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
02/06/13 QVC 389878606501 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 21.62                 
02/09/13 QVC 389382096001 5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
02/09/13 QVC 421265791501 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 29.42                 
02/09/13 QVC 421489726001 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (19.24)                
02/11/13 QVC 421294710401 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 16.77                 
02/11/13 QVC 421806267301         800-367-9444 PA 40.58                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/12/13 QVC 421825197701         800-367-9444 PA 48.85                 
02/13/13 QVC 421825197702 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
02/14/13 QVC 421351135301 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.80                 
02/14/13 QVC 421334931401 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 35.26                 
02/14/13 QVC 420784021801 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.52                 
02/14/13 QVC 420810826001 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
02/14/13 QVC 420024355001 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
02/15/13 QVC 420045106101 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.18                 
02/16/13 QVC 421026309601         800-367-9444 PA 27.91                 
02/16/13 QVC 420833110401 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
02/19/13 QVC 421945220703         800-367-9444 PA 32.43                 
02/19/13 QVC 420926632001 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
02/19/13 QVC 420907319702 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.48                 
02/19/13 QVC 420907319701 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 19.09                 
02/19/13 QVC 420913695701 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 20.98                 
02/21/13 QVC 421481298301 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 125.96                
02/22/13 QVC 421945220701 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 36.00                 
02/22/13 QVC 421945220702 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 32.13                 
02/23/13 QVC 421018599301 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.00                 
02/23/13 QVC 422026868701         800-367-9444 PA 56.15                 
02/23/13 QVC 702026344801 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 30.98                 
02/24/13 QVC 422026868702         800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
02/25/13 QVC 389641612801 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 95.39                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/28/13 QVC 422080958004 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
02/28/13 QVC 422080958002 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
02/28/13 QVC 422080958001         800-367-9444 PA 48.43                 
02/28/13 QVC 422113131201         800-367-9444 PA 34.03                 
03/01/13 QVC 422131900301 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 49.44                 
03/01/13 QVC 422113131301 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 23.68                 
03/02/13 QVC 421097603601 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.48                 
03/03/13 QVC 422131900303 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
03/03/13 QVC 421613642102 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 52.55                 
03/03/13 QVC 422164982101 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 22.98                 
03/03/13 QVC 422131900304 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.04                 
03/03/13 QVC 702036474801 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
03/04/13 QVC 702036476301 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
03/04/13 QVC 422192651501         800-367-9444 PA 58.29                 
03/04/13 QVC 422187713301 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 103.77                
03/05/13 QVC 702041348401 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
03/06/13 QVC 422163325301 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.48                 
03/06/13 QVC 422164982102         800-367-9444 PA 30.74                 
03/07/13 QVC 420556369101 4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
03/07/13 QVC 422131900302         800-367-9444 PA 24.49                 
03/12/13 QVC 422340479701 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 33.01                 
03/12/13 QVC 422339850004 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 31.48                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/13/13 QVC 422359176002 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.75                 
03/14/13 QVC 422359176003         800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
03/14/13 QVC 422341741402 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.23                 
03/14/13 QVC 422341741401         800-367-9444 PA 32.70                 
03/16/13 QVC 421265791501 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 29.42                 
03/16/13 QVC 389382096001 6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
03/17/13 QVC 420810826001 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
03/17/13 QVC 420024355001 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
03/17/13 QVC 421351135301 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.80                 
03/17/13 QVC 422458312202         800-367-9444 PA 317.98                
03/18/13 QVC 420045106101 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.18                 
03/19/13 QVC 422490500202 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 22.68                 
03/19/13 QVC 420833110401 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.67                 
03/19/13 QVC 422490500203 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 30.52                 
03/20/13 QVC 422478211501         800-367-9444 PA 23.29                 
03/20/13 QVC 422490500204         800-367-9444 PA 80.61                 
03/20/13 QVC 422478211502         800-367-9444 PA 23.29                 
03/20/13 QVC 422490499701 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 29.61                 
03/21/13 QVC 422480814001         800-367-9444 PA 21.23                 
03/21/13 QVC 422490500201 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 34.41                 
03/22/13 QVC 420907319702 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 28.48                 
03/22/13 QVC 420926632001 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
03/22/13 QVC 422341608301         800-367-9444 PA 27.40                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/23/13 QVC 422589115102         800-367-9444 PA 29.79                 
03/24/13 QVC 421825197702 2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
03/24/13 QVC 421481298301 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 125.96                
03/25/13 QVC 422589115101         800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
03/25/13 QVC 421945220701 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 36.00                 
03/25/13 QVC 421945220702 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 32.13                 
03/26/13 QVC 702026344801 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 30.98                 
03/26/13 QVC 422641138901         800-367-9444 PA 32.00                 
03/26/13 QVC 422641138903 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 63.55                 
03/27/13 QVC 422641139101 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 35.94                 
03/27/13 QVC 422641138902         800-367-9444 PA 30.29                 
03/27/13 QVC 422627649101         800-367-9444 PA 76.90                 
03/27/13 QVC 422458312201 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 211.64                
03/27/13 QVC 422636113401         800-367-9444 PA 36.25                 
03/27/13 QVC 422211173301         800-367-9444 PA 24.27                 
03/28/13 QVC 422636113404 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
03/28/13 QVC 422665755201         800-367-9444 PA 27.17                 
03/28/13 QVC 422636113403         800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
03/28/13 QVC 422665755203         800-367-9444 PA 36.01                 
03/28/13 QVC 422636113402 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
03/29/13 QVC 422665755202 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.69                 
03/30/13 QVC 422692242102         800-367-9444 PA 30.74                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/30/13 QVC 422692242104         800-367-9444 PA 33.92                 
03/30/13 QVC 422692242103         800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
03/30/13 QVC 422692242105         800-367-9444 PA 23.32                 
03/31/13 QVC 422490499901 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 31.79                 
04/01/13 QVC 422733153901         800-367-9444 PA 115.27                
04/01/13 QVC 422131900301 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 49.44                 
04/01/13 QVC 422113131301 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 23.68                 
04/02/13 QVC 421097603601 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.48                 
04/02/13 QVC 422726470201         800-367-9444 PA 95.56                 
04/03/13 QVC 422080958002 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
04/03/13 QVC 422080958004 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
04/03/13 QVC 422131900303 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
04/03/13 QVC 422164982101 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 22.98                 
04/03/13 QVC 422131900304 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.04                 
04/03/13 QVC 421613642102 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 52.55                 
04/03/13 QVC 702036474801 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
04/04/13 QVC 702036476301 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
04/05/13 QVC 702041348401 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
04/05/13 QVC 422187713301 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 103.77                
04/05/13 QVC 422490500204 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (80.61)                
04/05/13 QVC 422490500202 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (22.68)                
04/05/13 QVC 422490499701 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (29.61)                
04/05/13 QVC 422490500201 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (34.41)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/05/13 QVC 422131900302 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (24.49)                
04/06/13 QVC 422809702303         800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
04/06/13 QVC 422809702302         800-367-9444 PA 24.80                 
04/06/13 QVC 422807236302         800-367-9444 PA 49.79                 
04/06/13 QVC 422807236301         800-367-9444 PA 56.15                 
04/06/13 QVC 422163325301 2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.48                 
04/06/13 QVC 422794417601         800-367-9444 PA 66.93                 
04/07/13 QVC 422810148201         800-367-9444 PA 89.59                 
04/07/13 QVC 420556369101 5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
04/07/13 QVC 422809702301         800-367-9444 PA 34.14                 
04/08/13 QVC 422834401501         800-367-9444 PA 16.40                 
04/09/13 QVC 422863011401 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 19.89                 
04/09/13 QVC 422665755203 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (36.01)                
04/10/13 QVC 422863011601         800-367-9444 PA 44.79                 
04/10/13 QVC 421945220702 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 32.13                 
04/10/13 QVC 421945220701 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 36.00                 
04/10/13 QVC 422834401201         800-367-9444 PA 41.23                 
04/10/13 QVC 421097603601 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 47.48                 
04/10/13 QVC 420926632001 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
04/10/13 QVC 421265791501 4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 29.42                 
04/10/13 QVC 420556369101 6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
04/11/13 QVC 422870536702 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 25.09                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/11/13 QVC 422870536701 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.34                 
04/13/13 QVC 422359176001 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 21.81                 
04/13/13 QVC 422339850004 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 31.48                 
04/13/13 QVC 422359176002 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.75                 
04/13/13 QVC 422340479701 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 33.01                 
04/14/13 QVC 422341741402 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.23                 
04/15/13 QVC 422959185901         800-367-9444 PA 64.87                 
04/16/13 QVC 421825197702 3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
04/16/13 QVC 422959185902 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.90                 
04/16/13 QVC 422959185903 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.90                 
04/16/13 QVC 422964263501         800-367-9444 PA 36.27                 
04/16/13 QVC 422959185904 1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.90                 
04/19/13 QVC 422490500203 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 30.52                 
04/20/13 QVC 702112301101 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.52                 
04/22/13 QVC 423070617302         800-367-9444 PA 45.95                 
04/23/13 QVC 423070617303         800-367-9444 PA 23.19                 
04/23/13 QVC 423125236301         800-367-9444 PA 26.40                 
04/23/13 QVC 423125236302         800-367-9444 PA 19.86                 
04/23/13 QVC 423070617301         800-367-9444 PA 26.30                 
04/24/13 QVC 421481298301 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 125.96                
04/25/13 QVC 422794417501         800-367-9444 PA 66.85                 
04/25/13 QVC 422589115102 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (29.79)                
04/26/13 QVC 422641138903 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 63.55                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/26/13 QVC 422336488101         800-367-9444 PA 84.94                 
04/26/13 QVC 422959185904 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (15.90)                
04/26/13 QVC 422959185901 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (57.92)                
04/26/13 QVC 422959185903 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (15.90)                
04/27/13 QVC 422641139101 2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 35.94                 
04/27/13 QVC 422458312201 2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 211.64                
04/27/13 QVC 422959185902 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (8.95)                  
04/28/13 QVC 422636113404 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
04/28/13 QVC 422636113402 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
04/28/13 QVC 423210761201         800-367-9444 PA 46.34                 
04/29/13 QVC 423210761202         800-367-9444 PA 40.31                 
04/29/13 QVC 422665755202 2 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.69                 
04/29/13 QVC 423213547001         800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
04/30/13 QVC 422692242101 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 21.72                 
05/01/13 QVC 423238182001 WEST CHESTER  PA 21.11                 
05/01/13 QVC 422339850002 WEST CHESTER  PA 38.25                 
05/01/13 QVC 422080958002 3 OF 5 WEST CHESTER  PA 34.95                 
05/01/13 QVC 422490499901 2 OF 4 WEST CHESTER  PA 31.79                 
05/02/13 QVC 422339850001 WEST CHESTER  PA 40.35                 
05/02/13 QVC 423275769901 WEST CHESTER  PA 52.99                 
05/02/13 QVC 423275769902 1 OF 5 WEST CHESTER  PA 57.43                 
05/02/13 QVC 422131900301 3 OF 3 WEST CHESTER  PA 49.44                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/04/13 QVC 422131900304 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.04                 
05/04/13 QVC 422131900303 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
05/04/13 QVC 421613642102 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 52.55                 
05/06/13 QVC 702041348401 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
05/07/13 QVC 423370562301         800-367-9444 PA 31.02                 
05/07/13 QVC 422163325301 3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.48                 
05/08/13 QVC 423330935601 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 42.37                 
05/10/13 QVC 422863011401 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 19.89                 
05/10/13 QVC 422870536702 RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 6.95                   
05/10/13 QVC 422870536701 RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 6.95                   
05/12/13 QVC 422870536702 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 25.09                 
05/12/13 QVC 422859554401 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 87.58                 
05/12/13 QVC 422870536701 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 26.34                 
05/13/13 QVC 423465179601 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
05/13/13 QVC 423465179401 1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
05/13/13 QVC 423465178801         800-367-9444 PA 89.77                 
05/13/13 QVC 422339850004 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 31.48                 
05/13/13 QVC 422340479701 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 33.01                 
05/14/13 QVC 423465179201         800-367-9444 PA 49.10                 
05/14/13 QVC 423465179001         800-367-9444 PA 44.88                 
05/15/13 QVC 423491122703         800-367-9444 PA 24.28                 
05/15/13 QVC 423491122702         800-367-9444 PA 24.28                 
05/15/13 QVC 702144636901 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/15/13 QVC 423486948402 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 30.88                 
05/15/13 QVC 422341741402 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.23                 
05/15/13 QVC 423491122701         800-367-9444 PA 27.39                 
05/16/13 QVC 422339850003         800-367-9444 PA 43.64                 
05/16/13 QVC 423486948401 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
05/18/13 QVC 702150642101 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
05/20/13 QVC 423561574901 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 21.32                 
05/22/13 QVC 421825197702 4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
05/22/13 QVC 422490500203 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 30.52                 
05/22/13 QVC 702112301101 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.52                 
05/23/13 QVC 430449763401         800-367-9444 PA 53.85                 
05/24/13 QVC 422870536701 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (26.34)                
05/24/13 QVC 422870536701 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (26.34)                
05/24/13 QVC 423486948402 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (30.88)                
05/25/13 QVC 423652219901 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.32                 
05/25/13 QVC 421481298301 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 125.96                
05/26/13 QVC 422870536702 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (18.14)                
05/26/13 QVC 422870536702 CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (25.09)                
05/27/13 QVC 422641138903 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 63.55                 
05/28/13 QVC 423685578403 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 36.76                 
05/28/13 QVC 423685578402 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 73.53                 
05/29/13 QVC 422458312201 3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 211.64                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/30/13 QVC 423685578401 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 82.38                 
05/30/13 QVC 422665755202 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.69                 
05/30/13 QVC 423711848701         800-367-9444 PA 57.66                 
05/31/13 QVC 422692242101 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 21.72                 
06/01/13 QVC 423716477201         800-367-9444 PA 59.49                 
06/01/13 QVC 423711848702         800-367-9444 PA 37.01                 
06/01/13 QVC 422636113404 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
06/01/13 QVC 422490499901 3 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 31.79                 
06/01/13 QVC 422636113402 3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
06/01/13 QVC 422080958002 4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
06/02/13 QVC 423275769902 2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.43                 
06/04/13 QVC 423822052501         800-367-9444 PA 87.12                 
06/04/13 QVC 702178962201 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
06/04/13 QVC 702175718401 1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 103.77                
06/04/13 QVC 421613642102 5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 52.55                 
06/05/13 QVC 423822999801 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
06/05/13 QVC 423822999701 1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.91                 
06/05/13 QVC 423822999401 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 22.75                 
06/05/13 QVC 423835709201         800-367-9444 PA 31.01                 
06/05/13 QVC 423804340401 1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 51.20                 
06/06/13 QVC 702184955201         800-367-9444 PA 66.93                 
06/08/13 QVC 422163325301 4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.48                 
06/08/13 QVC 423330935601 2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 42.37                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/09/13 QVC 702191449701         800-367-9444 PA 41.23                 
06/10/13 QVC 422863011401 3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 19.89                 
06/11/13 QVC 423909178102         800-367-9444 PA 44.31                 
06/12/13 QVC*423993368501*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 6.99                   
06/12/13 QVC*423992871604*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 30.67                 
06/12/13 QVC*423992871901*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
06/12/13 QVC*423992871605*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 29.50                 
06/12/13 QVC*423909178101*1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 49.07                 
06/12/13 QVC*422859554401*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 87.58                 
06/12/13 QVC*423985785401*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.83                 
06/13/13 QVC*422340479701*4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 33.01                 
06/13/13 QVC*423993368502*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.10                   
06/13/13 QVC*423465179401*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
06/13/13 QVC*423465179601*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
06/13/13 QVC*423985785402*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.18                 
06/13/13 QVC*423992872201*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
06/14/13 QVC*423992871606*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 12.61                 
06/14/13 QVC*423992871603*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.39                   
06/14/13 QVC*423992871601*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 17.76                 
06/14/13 QVC*423992871602*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 15.55                 
06/15/13 QVC*422341741402*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.23                 
06/15/13 QVC*702144636901*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/18/13 QVC*702184955201*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (66.93)                
06/18/13 QVC*702164271001*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (66.10)                
06/19/13 QVC*702150642101*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
06/19/13 QVC*421825197702*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
06/19/13 QVC*423486948401*2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
06/19/13 QVC*422754854602*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
06/20/13 QVC*423561574901*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 21.32                 
06/21/13 QVC*702112301101*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.52                 
06/21/13 QVC*424148186902*        800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
06/22/13 QVC*424148186901*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 44.23                 
06/22/13 QVC*424146607302*        800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
06/22/13 QVC*424146607301*        800-367-9444 PA 45.07                 
06/23/13 QVC*424146093801*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 34.12                 
06/24/13 QVC*423909178301*        800-367-9444 PA 41.20                 
06/25/13 QVC*423652219901*2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.32                 
06/27/13 QVC*422641138903*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 63.55                 
06/28/13 QVC*423685578402*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 73.53                 
06/28/13 QVC*423685578403*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 36.76                 
06/28/13 QVC*702218140401*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
06/28/13 QVC*422458312201*4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 211.64                
06/29/13 QVC*422636113404*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
06/29/13 QVC*422636113402*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
06/30/13 QVC*423685578401*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 82.38                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/30/13 QVC*422665755202*4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 15.69                 
06/30/13 QVC*423992871606*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (12.61)                
07/02/13 QVC*422490499901*4 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 31.79                 
07/02/13 QVC*422080958002*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
07/02/13 QVC*423909178102*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (37.36)                
07/03/13 QVC*423992871601*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 17.76                 
07/03/13 QVC*423685578402*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 73.53                 
07/03/13 QVC*423465179601*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
07/03/13 QVC*423465179401*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
07/03/13 QVC*423465179601*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
07/03/13 QVC*422754854602*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
07/03/13 QVC*422641138903*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 63.55                 
07/03/13 QVC*423465179401*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
07/03/13 QVC*423275769902*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.43                 
07/03/13 QVC*422636113404*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
07/03/13 QVC*422341741402*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.23                 
07/03/13 QVC*421825197702*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
07/04/13 QVC*423992871601*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 17.76                 
07/04/13 QVC*423992871603*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.39                   
07/04/13 QVC*423992871601*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 17.76                 
07/04/13 QVC*423822999401*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 22.75                 
07/04/13 QVC*423992871603*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.39                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/04/13 QVC*423465179601*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
07/04/13 QVC*423685578403*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 36.76                 
07/04/13 QVC*422754854602*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.95                 
07/04/13 QVC*422636113402*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
07/04/13 QVC*423465179401*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
07/04/13 QVC*423992871901*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/04/13 QVC*423992871901*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/04/13 QVC*423804340401*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (40.25)                
07/05/13 QVC*423993368502*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.10                   
07/05/13 QVC*423993368502*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.10                   
07/05/13 QVC*423993368502*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.10                   
07/05/13 QVC*423993368501*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 6.99                   
07/05/13 QVC*423993368501*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 6.99                   
07/05/13 QVC*423985785402*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.18                 
07/05/13 QVC*423993368501*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 6.99                   
07/05/13 QVC*423985785401*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.83                 
07/05/13 QVC*423985785402*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.18                 
07/05/13 QVC*423985785402*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.18                 
07/05/13 QVC*423985785402*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.18                 
07/05/13 QVC*423985785401*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.83                 
07/05/13 QVC*423985785401*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.83                 
07/05/13 QVC*423985785401*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 10.83                 
07/05/13 QVC*423330935601*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (21.19)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/05/13 QVC*423992871602*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (15.55)                
07/05/13 QVC*423909178301*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (41.20)                
07/05/13 QVC*423330935601*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (21.19)                
07/06/13 QVC*423992871603*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.39                   
07/06/13 QVC*423822999401*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 22.75                 
07/06/13 QVC*423992872201*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/06/13 QVC*423992872201*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/06/13 QVC*423992872201*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/06/13 QVC*423992872201*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/06/13 QVC*702175718401*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 103.77                
07/06/13 QVC*702150642101*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 23.51                 
07/06/13 QVC*423992871601*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 17.76                 
07/06/13 QVC*423992871901*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/06/13 QVC*423992871603*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.39                   
07/06/13 QVC*423992871901*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 3.60                   
07/06/13 QVC*424053456801*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 52.14                 
07/06/13 QVC*423993368502*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 7.10                   
07/06/13 QVC*423993368501*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 6.99                   
07/06/13 QVC*423330935601*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (14.24)                
07/06/13 QVC*423909178101*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (42.12)                
07/06/13 QVC*423330935601*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (21.19)                
07/06/13 QVC*424146093801*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (17.06)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/07/13 QVC*423822999701*2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.91                 
07/07/13 QVC*423822999801*2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
07/08/13 QVC*422163325301*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.48                 
07/09/13 QVC*423275769902*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.43                 
07/09/13 QVC*422163325301*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.48                 
07/09/13 QVC*423275769902*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 57.43                 
07/10/13 QVC*702218140401*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 29.84                 
07/10/13 QVC*702178962201*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
07/10/13 QVC*702178962201*3 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
07/10/13 QVC*423486948401*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
07/10/13 QVC*423486948401*3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
07/10/13 QVC*423486948401*4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
07/10/13 QVC*423486948401*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
07/11/13 QVC*423992871604*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 30.67                 
07/11/13 QVC*423992871604*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 30.67                 
07/11/13 QVC*423992871604*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 30.67                 
07/11/13 QVC*423652219901*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.32                 
07/11/13 QVC*423652219901*3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.32                 
07/11/13 QVC*423992871604*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 30.67                 
07/11/13 QVC*423652219901*4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.32                 
07/11/13 QVC*423652219901*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 55.32                 
07/11/13 QVC*423992871605*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (29.50)                
07/12/13 QVC*423822999701*4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.91                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/12/13 QVC*423822999701*3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.91                 
07/12/13 QVC*424148186901*4 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 44.23                 
07/12/13 QVC*424148186901*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 44.23                 
07/12/13 QVC*423822999701*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.91                 
07/12/13 QVC*423822999701*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 31.91                 
07/12/13 QVC*424148186901*3 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 44.23                 
07/12/13 QVC*424148186901*5 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 44.23                 
07/13/13 QVC*422458312201*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 211.64                
07/13/13 QVC*423822999801*4 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
07/13/13 QVC*423822999801*3 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
07/13/13 QVC*422458312201*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 211.64                
07/13/13 QVC*423822999801*5 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
07/13/13 QVC*423822999801*6 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 32.55                 
07/15/13 QVC*424508729501*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
07/16/13 QVC*424542855201*        800-367-9444 PA 30.17                 
07/17/13 QVC*424542855301*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 35.39                 
07/26/13 QVC*424760070903*        800-367-9444 PA 37.48                 
07/27/13 QVC*424775727901*        800-367-9444 PA 53.59                 
07/28/13 QVC*424775728001*        800-367-9444 PA 59.55                 
07/28/13 QVC*424775727902*        800-367-9444 PA 48.84                 
07/28/13 QVC*424760070902*1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 18.03                 
07/28/13 QVC*424760070901*        800-367-9444 PA 48.82                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/29/13 QVC*424784913302*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
07/29/13 QVC*424784913401*        800-367-9444 PA 49.49                 
07/30/13 QVC*424778445101*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 43.48                 
07/30/13 QVC*424784913301*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 43.48                 
07/30/13 QVC*424821818701*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 66.30                 
08/02/13 QVC*424868811102*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
08/02/13 QVC*424784913303*        800-367-9444 PA 32.97                 
08/03/13 QVC*702263446601*1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
08/03/13 QVC*424868811101*        800-367-9444 PA 54.11                 
08/03/13 QVC*424885844201*        800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
08/04/13 QVC*424888766301*        800-367-9444 PA 45.22                 
08/04/13 QVC*424888766303*        800-367-9444 PA 37.62                 
08/04/13 QVC*424888766302*        800-367-9444 PA 37.62                 
08/05/13 QVC*702267682801*        800-367-9444 PA 49.10                 
08/08/13 QVC*424966033301*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 38.18                 
08/08/13 QVC*424966033001*        800-367-9444 PA 44.88                 
08/08/13 QVC*424966033101*        800-367-9444 PA 29.56                 
08/08/13 QVC*424784913301*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (43.48)                
08/08/13 QVC*424784913302*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (42.39)                
08/09/13 QVC*424053456801*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (12.35)                
08/13/13 QVC*425079724501*1 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 35.32                 
08/14/13 QVC*425079724502*        800-367-9444 PA 39.11                 
08/14/13 QVC*424775728001*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (52.60)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/16/13 QVC*424508729501*2 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
08/17/13 QVC*424542855301*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 35.39                 
08/18/13 QVC*424821818701*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (22.20)                
08/21/13 QVC*424821818701*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (22.20)                
08/22/13 QVC*425226523801*        800-367-9444 PA 26.30                 
08/22/13 QVC*424778445101*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (43.48)                
08/23/13 QVC*425243205801*        800-367-9444 PA 43.45                 
08/27/13 QVC*425323859201*        800-367-9444 PA 32.38                 
08/27/13 QVC*424885844401*        800-367-9444 PA 62.84                 
08/28/13 QVC*424760070902*2 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 18.03                 
08/29/13 QVC*425323101401*1 OF 4  800-367-9444 PA 19.25                 
08/30/13 QVC*425344975301*1 OF 5  800-367-9444 PA 41.72                 
08/30/13 QVC*702306426801*1 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 103.77                
09/02/13 QVC*424868811102*2 OF 2  800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
09/03/13 QVC*702263446601*2 OF 6  800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
09/05/13 QVC*702314196901*1 OF 3  800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
09/08/13 QVC*424966033301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.18                 
09/10/13 QVC*425567836701*        800-367-9444 PA 29.36                 
09/12/13 QVC*702324676001*        800-367-9444 PA 20.26                 
09/12/13 QVC*702326140901*        800-367-9444 PA 20.26                 
09/13/13 QVC*425605691801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.42                 
09/13/13 QVC*425079724501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 35.32                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/14/13 QVC*425617766802*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.08                 
09/16/13 QVC*424508729501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
09/16/13 QVC*425617766801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
09/18/13 QVC*425672279402*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.91                 
09/19/13 QVC*425672279401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.51                 
09/19/13 QVC*425672279201*        800-367-9444 PA 116.53                
09/19/13 QVC*425673021801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.08                 
09/20/13 QVC*425344975301*CREDIT  800-367- CREDIT (34.77)                
09/28/13 QVC*424760070902*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.03                 
09/29/13 QVC*425672279402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.91)                
09/29/13 QVC*425673021801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.13)                
09/29/13 QVC*425672279401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.56)                
09/29/13 QVC*425323101401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.25                 
09/30/13 QVC*425903842501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
10/01/13 QVC*425903842701*        800-367-9444 PA 26.25                 
10/01/13 QVC*425910698501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
10/02/13 QVC*425903842702*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 47.62                 
10/02/13 QVC*425910698601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
10/02/13 QVC*702306426801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 103.77                
10/03/13 QVC*425922933301*        800-367-9444 PA 77.51                 
10/04/13 QVC*702263446601*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
10/04/13 QVC*425672279201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (109.58)               
10/06/13 QVC*702314196901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/07/13 QVC*426030404501*        800-367-9444 PA 30.17                 
10/07/13 QVC*426030404302*        800-367-9444 PA 51.59                 
10/07/13 QVC*426030404301*        800-367-9444 PA 59.19                 
10/09/13 QVC*702364011001*        800-367-9444 PA 41.23                 
10/10/13 QVC*426094776101*        800-367-9444 PA 24.24                 
10/10/13 QVC*426056501401*        800-367-9444 PA 110.73                
10/12/13 QVC*426099880401*        800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
10/14/13 QVC*425605691801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.42                 
10/14/13 QVC*425079724501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 35.32                 
10/14/13 QVC*425605691802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
10/15/13 QVC*702375604501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
10/15/13 QVC*425617766802*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.08                 
10/15/13 QVC*426184036703*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
10/16/13 QVC*426184036702*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
10/16/13 QVC*426194666901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 5.52                   
10/17/13 QVC*426184036701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
10/17/13 QVC*425617766801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
10/17/13 QVC*424508729501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
10/19/13 QVC*426030404701*        800-367-9444 PA 32.97                 
10/19/13 QVC*426247127903*        800-367-9444 PA 43.04                 
10/19/13 QVC*426247127902*        800-367-9444 PA 45.28                 
10/19/13 QVC*426247127901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.59                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/21/13 QVC*426286725402*        800-367-9444 PA 73.01                 
10/21/13 QVC*426286725401*        800-367-9444 PA 61.96                 
10/22/13 QVC*426326792902*        800-367-9444 PA 105.99                
10/22/13 QVC*426326792901*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 90.40                 
10/22/13 QVC*426308134004*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.41                 
10/22/13 QVC*426308134005*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.41                 
10/22/13 QVC*426286725404*        800-367-9444 PA 63.00                 
10/22/13 QVC*426308134003*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
10/23/13 QVC*426321737502*        800-367-9444 PA 25.26                 
10/23/13 QVC*426308134001*        800-367-9444 PA 26.88                 
10/23/13 QVC*426321737501*        800-367-9444 PA 92.81                 
10/23/13 QVC*426308134002*        800-367-9444 PA 20.84                 
10/25/13 QVC*426386214802*        800-367-9444 PA 62.93                 
10/26/13 QVC*426386214801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 61.39                 
10/27/13 QVC*426410197201*        800-367-9444 PA 54.88                 
10/27/13 QVC*426410197202*        800-367-9444 PA 25.62                 
10/28/13 QVC*426410197203*        800-367-9444 PA 71.36                 
10/29/13 QVC*702398496801*        800-367-9444 PA 29.91                 
10/29/13 QVC*426432494201*        800-367-9444 PA 25.35                 
10/29/13 QVC*426432494301*        800-367-9444 PA 32.70                 
10/29/13 QVC*426432494302*        800-367-9444 PA 25.35                 
10/29/13 QVC*426477037501*        800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
10/29/13 QVC*426477037503*        800-367-9444 PA 60.97                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/29/13 QVC*426460720402*        800-367-9444 PA 20.84                 
10/29/13 QVC*426460720401*        800-367-9444 PA 26.88                 
10/29/13 QVC*426456691901*        800-367-9444 PA 28.98                 
10/30/13 QVC*426477037504*        800-367-9444 PA 25.61                 
10/30/13 QVC*426456691401*        800-367-9444 PA 35.90                 
10/30/13 QVC*426456691601*        800-367-9444 PA 28.98                 
10/30/13 QVC*426477037502*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 75.79                 
10/30/13 QVC*425323101401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.25                 
10/31/13 QVC*426477037901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
10/31/13 QVC*425903842501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
11/01/13 QVC*426286725402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (73.01)                
11/01/13 QVC*426505551401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
11/01/13 QVC*425910698501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
11/01/13 QVC*426505551404*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
11/01/13 QVC*426505551402*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.01                 
11/01/13 QVC*426505551403*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
11/01/13 QVC*426527755201*        800-367-9444 PA 35.22                 
11/02/13 QVC*425910698601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
11/02/13 QVC*425903842702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 47.62                 
11/02/13 QVC*426286725403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.26)                
11/04/13 QVC*702263446601*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
11/06/13 QVC*426618064602*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.54                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/06/13 QVC*426639873301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
11/06/13 QVC*426639873302*        800-367-9444 PA 30.31                 
11/06/13 QVC*702314196901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
11/06/13 QVC*426639873304*        800-367-9444 PA 36.12                 
11/06/13 QVC*435953204201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
11/07/13 QVC*426477037501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.39)                
11/07/13 QVC*426639873303*        800-367-9444 PA 32.36                 
11/07/13 QVC*426639873305*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 68.32                 
11/08/13 QVC*426679891901*        800-367-9444 PA 46.38                 
11/09/13 QVC*425323101401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.25                 
11/09/13 QVC*424508729501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
11/09/13 QVC*426679891903*        800-367-9444 PA 35.34                 
11/10/13 QVC*426679891902*        800-367-9444 PA 40.24                 
11/12/13 QVC*426739213401*        800-367-9444 PA 41.88                 
11/12/13 QVC*426739213701*        800-367-9444 PA 47.17                 
11/12/13 QVC*426739213402*        800-367-9444 PA 23.65                 
11/12/13 QVC*702416021501*        800-367-9444 PA 92.25                 
11/12/13 QVC*426739214001*        800-367-9444 PA 37.32                 
11/13/13 QVC*426768075103*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 6.34                   
11/13/13 QVC*426768075107*        800-367-9444 PA 30.86                 
11/13/13 QVC*702417758901*        800-367-9444 PA 47.37                 
11/13/13 QVC*426768075105*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.47                   
11/13/13 QVC*426814527401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.95                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/13/13 QVC*426477037301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
11/13/13 QVC*426814527402*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
11/14/13 QVC*426768075101*        800-367-9444 PA 26.51                 
11/14/13 QVC*426768075104*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.47                   
11/14/13 QVC*426618064602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.54)                
11/14/13 QVC*426768075102*        800-367-9444 PA 47.06                 
11/14/13 QVC*425903842701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.25)                
11/14/13 QVC*426616019901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.09                 
11/14/13 QVC*425605691801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.42                 
11/14/13 QVC*425079724501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 35.32                 
11/14/13 QVC*425605691802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
11/15/13 QVC*426832842001*        800-367-9444 PA 55.96                 
11/15/13 QVC*426832842002*        800-367-9444 PA 51.22                 
11/15/13 QVC*425617766802*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.08                 
11/15/13 QVC*702375604501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
11/15/13 QVC*426184036703*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
11/16/13 QVC*426194666901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 5.52                   
11/16/13 QVC*426618064601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.74)                
11/16/13 QVC*426184036702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
11/17/13 QVC*425617766801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
11/17/13 QVC*426850692001*        800-367-9444 PA 41.23                 
11/17/13 QVC*426184036701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/18/13 QVC*426874850901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.86                 
11/18/13 QVC*426874850902*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
11/18/13 QVC*426874850903*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
11/18/13 QVC*426897588001*        800-367-9444 PA 26.39                 
11/19/13 QVC*426955581901*        800-367-9444 PA 26.51                 
11/19/13 QVC*426247127901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.59                 
11/20/13 QVC*426971530001*        800-367-9444 PA 29.60                 
11/21/13 QVC*426971530002*        800-367-9444 PA 33.89                 
11/21/13 QVC*426971529901*        800-367-9444 PA 40.40                 
11/21/13 QVC*425910698501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
11/21/13 QVC*426955581903*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.26                 
11/21/13 QVC*426955581902*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.08                 
11/21/13 QVC*425079724501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 35.32                 
11/21/13 QVC*425079724501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 35.32                 
11/21/13 QVC*425605691802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
11/22/13 QVC*427005331202*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.93                 
11/22/13 QVC*427023082601*        800-367-9444 PA 36.66                 
11/22/13 QVC*427023082603*        800-367-9444 PA 72.93                 
11/22/13 QVC*427023082604*        800-367-9444 PA 32.00                 
11/22/13 QVC*427005331201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.23                 
11/22/13 QVC*425617766802*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.08                 
11/22/13 QVC*426326792901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 90.40                 
11/22/13 QVC*426505551402*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.01                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/22/13 QVC*426308134004*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.41                 
11/22/13 QVC*426505551402*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.01                 
11/22/13 QVC*426505551404*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
11/22/13 QVC*426505551403*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
11/22/13 QVC*426505551401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
11/22/13 QVC*426505551401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
11/22/13 QVC*425617766801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
11/22/13 QVC*427002294001*        800-367-9444 PA 27.36                 
11/22/13 QVC*425617766802*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.08                 
11/22/13 QVC*427023082602*        800-367-9444 PA 82.42                 
11/22/13 QVC*426308134005*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.41                 
11/22/13 QVC*425617766801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
11/23/13 QVC*426308134003*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
11/24/13 QVC*426451727101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 42.37                 
11/25/13 QVC*427073164201*        800-367-9444 PA 42.88                 
11/26/13 QVC*426308134004*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.41)                
11/26/13 QVC*426308134003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.12)                
11/26/13 QVC*426308134003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.12)                
11/26/13 QVC*426308134004*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.41)                
11/26/13 QVC*427086229902*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.91                 
11/26/13 QVC*427114879001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.71                 
11/26/13 QVC*425605691801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.42)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/26/13 QVC*425605691801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.42)                
11/26/13 QVC*425605691801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.42)                
11/26/13 QVC*426308134005*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.41)                
11/26/13 QVC*426386214801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 61.39                 
11/26/13 QVC*426477037503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (60.97)                
11/26/13 QVC*426308134005*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.41)                
11/27/13 QVC*427128231601*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 36.20                 
11/27/13 QVC*427114879002*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.24                 
11/27/13 QVC*427139860703*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.54                 
11/27/13 QVC*427086229905*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
11/27/13 QVC*427086229906*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
11/27/13 QVC*427086229903*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.14                 
11/27/13 QVC*426814527401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.95)                
11/27/13 QVC*427086229901*        800-367-9444 PA 44.38                 
11/27/13 QVC*426432494302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.40)                
11/27/13 QVC*427086229904*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.49                 
11/28/13 QVC*427155572301*        800-367-9444 PA 31.16                 
11/28/13 QVC*427155572303*        800-367-9444 PA 44.48                 
11/28/13 QVC*426814527402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.63)                
11/28/13 QVC*427158264101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.22                 
11/28/13 QVC*427155572302*        800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
11/28/13 QVC*427158263901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
11/29/13 QVC*427139860702*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.26                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/29/13 QVC*427139860701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.08                 
11/29/13 QVC*427158264102*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
11/30/13 QVC*426477037502*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 75.79                 
12/01/13 QVC*427219714201*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
12/01/13 QVC*427219714006*        800-367-9444 PA 64.03                 
12/01/13 QVC*425903842501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
12/01/13 QVC*427219714003*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.01                 
12/01/13 QVC*427219714004*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.54                 
12/01/13 QVC*427219714001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.10                 
12/01/13 QVC*426477037901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
12/01/13 QVC*427219714002*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
12/02/13 QVC*427155572201*        800-367-9444 PA 44.34                 
12/02/13 QVC*427219714005*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
12/02/13 QVC*427276994601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.86                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884709*        800-367-9444 PA 23.37                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884708*        800-367-9444 PA 23.37                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884707*        800-367-9444 PA 23.37                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884705*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.55                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884704*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884706*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
12/03/13 QVC*425903842702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 47.62                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884702*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/03/13 QVC*425910698601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
12/03/13 QVC*427275884701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 
12/04/13 QVC*427086229906*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.00)                  
12/04/13 QVC*427274317001*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.52                 
12/04/13 QVC*426639873305*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.82)                
12/04/13 QVC*427309001301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 57.91                 
12/04/13 QVC*427274317002*        800-367-9444 PA 42.32                 
12/04/13 QVC*427274317003*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.50                 
12/05/13 QVC*702456639201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
12/05/13 QVC*702263446601*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
12/05/13 QVC*427023082603*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (63.98)                
12/05/13 QVC*427023082601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.71)                
12/06/13 QVC*427388044601*        800-367-9444 PA 67.64                 
12/06/13 QVC*427388044602*        800-367-9444 PA 64.03                 
12/06/13 QVC*427388044604*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
12/06/13 QVC*427388044603*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
12/06/13 QVC*427285018801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
12/07/13 QVC*435953204201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
12/08/13 QVC*426639873301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
12/08/13 QVC*426639873305*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 45.55                 
12/08/13 QVC*427408229601*        800-367-9444 PA 25.47                 
12/08/13 QVC*702461796101*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
12/09/13 QVC*702464718501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.06                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/09/13 QVC*702466872301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
12/10/13 QVC*427499206501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.65                 
12/10/13 QVC*427465593201*        800-367-9444 PA 56.13                 
12/10/13 QVC*427499206201*        800-367-9444 PA 47.80                 
12/10/13 QVC*427465593202*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.51                 
12/10/13 QVC*425617766601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
12/10/13 QVC*427499206203*        800-367-9444 PA 28.95                 
12/11/13 QVC*427499206202*        800-367-9444 PA 22.47                 
12/11/13 QVC*427519847802*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.57                 
12/11/13 QVC*427519847803*        800-367-9444 PA 67.64                 
12/12/13 QVC*427128231601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.20)                
12/12/13 QVC*426451727101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.19)                
12/12/13 QVC*427086229902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.91)                
12/12/13 QVC*427139860702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.26)                
12/12/13 QVC*702469278801*        800-367-9444 PA 41.23                 
12/12/13 QVC*427519847801*        800-367-9444 PA 42.17                 
12/12/13 QVC*426451727101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.18)                
12/12/13 QVC*427086229904*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.54)                  
12/13/13 QVC*427139860701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.13)                
12/14/13 QVC*427619754701*        800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
12/14/13 QVC*426768075103*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 6.34                   
12/14/13 QVC*426477037301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/15/13 QVC*426768075104*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.47                   
12/15/13 QVC*426616019901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.09                 
12/15/13 QVC*427665425001*        800-367-9444 PA 48.58                 
12/16/13 QVC*426184036703*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
12/16/13 QVC*427665425201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.36                 
12/16/13 QVC*427665425401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
12/16/13 QVC*427691703601*02      800-367-9444 PA 104.17                
12/16/13 QVC*427684579401*02      800-367-9444 PA 105.94                
12/17/13 QVC*426194666901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 5.52                   
12/17/13 QVC*427665425202*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.98                 
12/17/13 QVC*426184036702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
12/18/13 QVC*426184036701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
12/19/13 QVC*426874850901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.86                 
12/19/13 QVC*426874850902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
12/19/13 QVC*426874850903*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
12/19/13 QVC*427519847501*        800-367-9444 PA 42.17                 
12/20/13 QVC*427276994801*        800-367-9444 PA 42.88                 
12/20/13 QVC*427795283101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.38                 
12/20/13 QVC*426247127901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.59                 
12/21/13 QVC*427795283102*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.87                 
12/21/13 QVC*427817401601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.39                 
12/22/13 QVC*427465593202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.51)                
12/22/13 QVC*427275884703*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.68)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/22/13 QVC*427276994601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.86)                
12/22/13 QVC*427851470101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
12/22/13 QVC*426955581902*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.08                 
12/22/13 QVC*426955581903*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.26                 
12/22/13 QVC*427817401602*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 45.85                 
12/22/13 QVC*427842677801*02      800-367-9444 PA 50.04                 
12/22/13 QVC*427842289301*02      800-367-9444 PA 53.48                 
12/23/13 QVC*427499206501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.70)                
12/23/13 QVC*427499206203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.95)                
12/23/13 QVC*426326792901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 90.40                 
12/24/13 QVC*427005331202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.93                 
12/24/13 QVC*427005331201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.23                 
12/25/13 QVC*427887897101*02      800-367-9444 PA 70.03                 
12/27/13 QVC*427910031001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.42                 
12/27/13 QVC*426386214801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 61.39                 
12/28/13 QVC*427139860703*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.54                 
12/28/13 QVC*427086229903*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.14                 
12/28/13 QVC*427086229906*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
12/28/13 QVC*427114879001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.71                 
12/28/13 QVC*427086229905*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
12/28/13 QVC*427114879002*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.24                 
12/29/13 QVC*702493686601*        800-367-9444 PA 62.84                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/29/13 QVC*427158263901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
12/29/13 QVC*427926051101*02      800-367-9444 PA 42.30                 
12/30/13 QVC*427887897101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.95)                
12/30/13 QVC*427619754701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.26)                
12/30/13 QVC*427158264102*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
12/31/13 QVC*426477037502*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 75.79                 
12/31/13 QVC*427966477901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.94                 
12/31/13 QVC*427974026401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.26                 
12/31/13 QVC*427974026301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.04                 
01/01/14 QVC*427974026302*        800-367-9444 PA 40.35                 
01/01/14 QVC*427219714201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
01/01/14 QVC*425903842501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
01/01/14 QVC*426477037901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
01/02/14 QVC*427219714001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.10                 
01/02/14 QVC*427219714005*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
01/02/14 QVC*427219714002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
01/02/14 QVC*427219714004*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.54                 
01/02/14 QVC*427219714003*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.01                 
01/02/14 QVC*428000745701*02      800-367-9444 PA 87.72                 
01/03/14 QVC*428040030601*        800-367-9444 PA 26.51                 
01/03/14 QVC*425903842702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 47.62                 
01/03/14 QVC*425910698601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
01/04/14 QVC*427817401602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.43)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/04/14 QVC*427274317003*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.50                 
01/04/14 QVC*427274317001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.52                 
01/04/14 QVC*427275884706*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.87                 
01/04/14 QVC*427275884701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 
01/04/14 QVC*427275884705*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.55                 
01/04/14 QVC*427275884704*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 
01/04/14 QVC*427309001301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 57.91                 
01/04/14 QVC*427275884702*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 
01/05/14 QVC*427073164201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (42.88)                
01/05/14 QVC*427499206201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.90)                
01/05/14 QVC*427499206201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.90)                
01/05/14 QVC*702263446601*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.76                 
01/05/14 QVC*702456639201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
01/06/14 QVC*427388044603*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
01/06/14 QVC*427285018801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
01/06/14 QVC*427388044604*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.99                 
01/07/14 QVC*427979137401*        800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
01/07/14 QVC*702508562801*        800-367-9444 PA 32.41                 
01/07/14 QVC*428089642901*        800-367-9444 PA 34.01                 
01/08/14 QVC*702461796101*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
01/08/14 QVC*426639873305*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 45.55                 
01/08/14 QVC*426639873301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/08/14 QVC*435953204201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
01/09/14 QVC*426432494301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.70)                
01/09/14 QVC*702464718501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.06                 
01/09/14 QVC*702466872301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
01/09/14 QVC*427910031001*RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 6.95                   
01/09/14 QVC*428127382801*        800-367-9444 PA 54.98                 
01/10/14 QVC*425617766601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
01/11/14 QVC*427519847802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.57                 
01/14/14 QVC*426477037301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
01/14/14 QVC*428237392101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.05                 
01/14/14 QVC*426768075105*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.47                   
01/14/14 QVC*426768075103*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 6.34                   
01/14/14 QVC*428176499401*        800-367-9444 PA 48.85                 
01/14/14 QVC*428226924901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 138.62                
01/15/14 QVC*428234022601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.45                 
01/15/14 QVC*426768075104*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.47                   
01/16/14 QVC*428262000401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.59                 
01/16/14 QVC*427691703601*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 61.82                 
01/16/14 QVC*427665425201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.36                 
01/16/14 QVC*427684579401*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
01/16/14 QVC*426184036703*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
01/16/14 QVC*427665425401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
01/17/14 QVC*426184036702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.74                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/17/14 QVC*427665425202*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.98                 
01/17/14 QVC*428262000301*02      800-367-9444 PA 77.80                 
01/18/14 QVC*702522792301*        800-367-9444 PA 35.21                 
01/18/14 QVC*426184036701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
01/19/14 QVC*426874850902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
01/19/14 QVC*426874850903*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
01/19/14 QVC*426874850901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.86                 
01/20/14 QVC*427795283101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.38                 
01/20/14 QVC*426247127901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.59                 
01/21/14 QVC*702505093401*        800-367-9444 PA 41.50                 
01/21/14 QVC*702505083301*        800-367-9444 PA 41.50                 
01/21/14 QVC*427795283102*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.87                 
01/21/14 QVC*427817401601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.39                 
01/22/14 QVC*427979137201*        800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
01/22/14 QVC*702526082101*        800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
01/22/14 QVC*428352179001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
01/23/14 QVC*426326792901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 90.40                 
01/24/14 QVC*427005331201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.23                 
01/24/14 QVC*427005331202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.93                 
01/25/14 QVC*428226924903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (45.17)                
01/25/14 QVC*426955581902*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.08                 
01/25/14 QVC*427817401602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 45.85                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/25/14 QVC*426955581903*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.26                 
01/26/14 QVC*428407202601*        800-367-9444 PA 33.07                 
01/27/14 QVC*428226924902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (38.22)                
01/27/14 QVC*428427323301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 144.16                
01/29/14 QVC*427926051101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
01/29/14 QVC*427926051102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.55                 
01/29/14 QVC*427158263901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
01/29/14 QVC*702535290801*        800-367-9444 PA 29.91                 
01/29/14 QVC*427086229903*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.14                 
01/29/14 QVC*427114879002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.24                 
01/29/14 QVC*426386214801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 61.39                 
01/29/14 QVC*427910031001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.42                 
01/29/14 QVC*427114879001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.71                 
01/31/14 QVC*427974026401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.26                 
01/31/14 QVC*427974026301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.04                 
01/31/14 QVC*426477037502*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 75.79                 
01/31/14 QVC*427966477901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.94                 
02/01/14 QVC*425903842501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
02/01/14 QVC*427219714201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
02/01/14 QVC*426477037901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 
02/02/14 QVC*428575783201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.52                 
02/02/14 QVC*427219714003*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.01                 
02/02/14 QVC*427219714004*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.54                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/02/14 QVC*427219714002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
02/03/14 QVC*425910698601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
02/03/14 QVC*702540896501*        800-367-9444 PA 36.25                 
02/04/14 QVC*427274317001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.52                 
02/04/14 QVC*427274317003*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.50                 
02/04/14 QVC*427309001301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 57.91                 
02/05/14 QVC*702456639201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
02/06/14 QVC*427285018801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
02/07/14 QVC*428427323301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (51.37)                
02/07/14 QVC*428407202601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.07)                
02/07/14 QVC*435953204201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
02/08/14 QVC*702461796101*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
02/08/14 QVC*426639873301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
02/09/14 QVC*428262000302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (45.17)                
02/09/14 QVC*702466872301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
02/10/14 QVC*425617766601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
02/10/14 QVC*428740228501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.95                 
02/11/14 QVC*428761120701*        800-367-9444 PA 27.90                 
02/11/14 QVC*427519847802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.57                 
02/11/14 QVC*428772215501*        800-367-9444 PA 123.78                
02/11/14 QVC*702554274101*        800-367-9444 PA 41.23                 
02/12/14 QVC*428771230901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.79                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/13/14 QVC*428767297401*        800-367-9444 PA 51.18                 
02/13/14 QVC*426477037701*        800-367-9444 PA 21.93                 
02/13/14 QVC*702558082701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
02/14/14 QVC*428813005301*        800-367-9444 PA 17.93                 
02/14/14 QVC*428237392101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.05                 
02/14/14 QVC*426477037301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
02/15/14 QVC*428234022601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.45                 
02/16/14 QVC*428262000401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.59                 
02/16/14 QVC*427691703601*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 61.82                 
02/16/14 QVC*427684579401*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
02/16/14 QVC*428813005302*03      800-367-9444 PA 93.18                 
02/17/14 QVC*428262000301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.68                 
02/17/14 QVC*428859000903*06*07   800-367-9444 PA 160.53                
02/18/14 QVC*428859000904*05      800-367-9444 PA 65.89                 
02/19/14 QVC*426874850902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
02/19/14 QVC*426874850903*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.17                 
02/19/14 QVC*426874850901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.86                 
02/19/14 QVC*428859000901*08      800-367-9444 PA 83.13                 
02/20/14 QVC*428859000902*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.00                 
02/20/14 QVC*427795283101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.38                 
02/20/14 QVC*428887233604*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
02/20/14 QVC*428887233601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 85.32                 
02/21/14 QVC*427817401601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.39                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/22/14 QVC*427851470101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
02/22/14 QVC*426955581902*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.08                 
02/22/14 QVC*426955581903*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.26                 
02/22/14 QVC*428352179001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
02/22/14 QVC*427817401602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 45.85                 
02/23/14 QVC*426326792901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 90.40                 
02/25/14 QVC*429024932206*        800-367-9444 PA 50.33                 
02/25/14 QVC*428991517301*02      800-367-9444 PA 64.22                 
02/26/14 QVC*429024932201*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 141.29                
02/26/14 QVC*429043670501*02      800-367-9444 PA 91.33                 
02/27/14 QVC*426386214801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 61.39                 
02/27/14 QVC*427910031001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.42                 
02/27/14 QVC*429024932202*03*07   800-367-9444 PA 154.73                
02/27/14 QVC*429043670503*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 124.63                
02/28/14 QVC*427086229903*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.14                 
02/28/14 QVC*428767297601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
03/01/14 QVC*427926051101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
03/01/14 QVC*427926051102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.55                 
03/02/14 QVC*429130334101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 113.32                
03/03/14 QVC*426477037502*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 75.79                 
03/04/14 QVC*427219714201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
03/04/14 QVC*426477037901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.86                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/05/14 QVC*427219714002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.50                 
03/05/14 QVC*428575783201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.52                 
03/05/14 QVC*427219714004*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.54                 
03/05/14 QVC*429159244803*        800-367-9444 PA 47.33                 
03/06/14 QVC*429159244801*02      800-367-9444 PA 148.45                
03/07/14 QVC*427274317003*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.50                 
03/07/14 QVC*427309001301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 57.91                 
03/07/14 QVC*427274317001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.52                 
03/09/14 QVC*427285018801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
03/10/14 QVC*435953204201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
03/11/14 QVC*426639873301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
03/11/14 QVC*702461796101*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
03/12/14 QVC*428767297301*        800-367-9444 PA 24.79                 
03/12/14 QVC*702466872301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
03/12/14 QVC*429273553904*        800-367-9444 PA 38.81                 
03/12/14 QVC*429300627504*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
03/12/14 QVC*429337829001*02      800-367-9444 PA 24.37                 
03/12/14 QVC*429273553901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 124.03                
03/12/14 QVC*429300627501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 117.96                
03/13/14 QVC*428740228501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.95                 
03/13/14 QVC*429339271001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.60                 
03/14/14 QVC*429334779201*        800-367-9444 PA 28.02                 
03/14/14 QVC*427519847802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.57                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/15/14 QVC*429448960701*        800-367-9444 PA 57.94                 
03/15/14 QVC*428771230901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.79                 
03/16/14 QVC*702558082701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.75                 
03/17/14 QVC*428237392101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.05                 
03/17/14 QVC*429492207301*        800-367-9444 PA 67.84                 
03/18/14 QVC*429506363801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.82                 
03/18/14 QVC*428234022601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.45                 
03/19/14 QVC*429521876203*        800-367-9444 PA 36.04                 
03/19/14 QVC*702604349501*        800-367-9444 PA 48.58                 
03/19/14 QVC*427684579401*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
03/19/14 QVC*428262000401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.59                 
03/19/14 QVC*427691703601*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 61.82                 
03/20/14 QVC*429300627504*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.96)                
03/20/14 QVC*429043670502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (49.02)                
03/20/14 QVC*428859000906*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.95                 
03/20/14 QVC*428859000907*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 98.44                 
03/21/14 QVC*429273553902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.86)                
03/21/14 QVC*429568075702*        800-367-9444 PA 33.18                 
03/22/14 QVC*429578870001*        800-367-9444 PA 44.88                 
03/22/14 QVC*429586394201*        800-367-9444 PA 30.35                 
03/22/14 QVC*428859000901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 56.39                 
03/22/14 QVC*428859000908*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.74                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/23/14 QVC*428859000902*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.00                 
03/23/14 QVC*428887233604*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
03/23/14 QVC*427795283101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.38                 
03/23/14 QVC*428887233603*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
03/23/14 QVC*428887233602*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
03/23/14 QVC*428887233601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.48                 
03/23/14 QVC*429568075705*        800-367-9444 PA 49.33                 
03/23/14 QVC*429585629501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.71                 
03/24/14 QVC*429585629502*        800-367-9444 PA 55.59                 
03/24/14 QVC*429568075703*04      800-367-9444 PA 74.56                 
03/25/14 QVC*429604296201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
03/25/14 QVC*429568075701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 45.46                 
03/25/14 QVC*428352179001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
03/25/14 QVC*426955581903*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.26                 
03/25/14 QVC*426955581902*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.08                 
03/25/14 QVC*427851470101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
03/25/14 QVC*429628740405*        800-367-9444 PA 29.79                 
03/25/14 QVC*429628740402*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 98.17                 
03/26/14 QVC*429633694101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
03/26/14 QVC*426326792901*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 90.40                 
03/26/14 QVC*429630816901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 35.94                 
03/26/14 QVC*429628740401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
03/27/14 QVC*429662581601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 42.01                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/27/14 QVC*702613939701*        800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
03/28/14 QVC*429662581501*        800-367-9444 PA 43.84                 
03/29/14 QVC*429701416601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.34                 
03/29/14 QVC*429722414101*02      800-367-9444 PA 73.48                 
03/30/14 QVC*429043670503*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.72                 
03/31/14 QVC*428767297601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
03/31/14 QVC*427086229903*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.14                 
04/02/14 QVC*429796555701*        800-367-9444 PA 72.58                 
04/03/14 QVC*426477037502*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 75.79                 
04/03/14 QVC*429796555501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.22                 
04/03/14 QVC*429817475401*02      800-367-9444 PA 127.46                
04/04/14 QVC*429837983401*        800-367-9444 PA 45.44                 
04/05/14 QVC*429134875201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.96)                
04/05/14 QVC*429521876203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.04)                
04/05/14 QVC*428575783201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.52                 
04/05/14 QVC*427219714004*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.54                 
04/06/14 QVC*429568075705*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (42.38)                
04/06/14 QVC*429633694101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.27)                
04/06/14 QVC*428991517501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.66                 
04/06/14 QVC*429886111301*        800-367-9444 PA 36.40                 
04/07/14 QVC*427274317001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.52                 
04/07/14 QVC*427274317003*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.50                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/07/14 QVC*429886111001*        800-367-9444 PA 38.86                 
04/08/14 QVC*429869249901*02      800-367-9444 PA 67.73                 
04/09/14 QVC*429568075701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.51)                
04/09/14 QVC*427285018801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
04/09/14 QVC*429921335104*        800-367-9444 PA 25.27                 
04/09/14 QVC*429921334901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.92                 
04/09/14 QVC*429921335101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 91.61                 
04/10/14 QVC*429928796401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.21                 
04/11/14 QVC*702461796101*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
04/12/14 QVC*429928640001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.38                 
04/12/14 QVC*702466872301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
04/12/14 QVC*429337829001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.92                 
04/12/14 QVC*429300627503*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
04/12/14 QVC*429337829002*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.45                 
04/12/14 QVC*429300627502*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
04/13/14 QVC*428740228501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.95                 
04/13/14 QVC*429339271001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.60                 
04/13/14 QVC*702635282501*        800-367-9444 PA 32.41                 
04/13/14 QVC*702636430301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.06                 
04/14/14 QVC*450021743201*        800-367-9444 PA 37.52                 
04/15/14 QVC*429969727401*        800-367-9444 PA 59.00                 
04/15/14 QVC*428771230901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.79                 
04/15/14 QVC*702626082001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.32                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/15/14 QVC*450010210701*        800-367-9444 PA 32.97                 
04/15/14 QVC*450010210501*        800-367-9444 PA 47.59                 
04/16/14 QVC*429701006401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
04/16/14 QVC*702650109401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
04/16/14 QVC*702644556301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
04/16/14 QVC*450010210502*        800-367-9444 PA 29.82                 
04/17/14 QVC*428237392101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.05                 
04/17/14 QVC*450047327301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 137.54                
04/18/14 QVC*429506363801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.82                 
04/19/14 QVC*427691703601*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 61.82                 
04/19/14 QVC*427684579401*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
04/19/14 QVC*702654301001*        800-367-9444 PA 35.21                 
04/20/14 QVC*428859000906*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.95                 
04/20/14 QVC*428859000907*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 98.44                 
04/22/14 QVC*429521876201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.32                 
04/22/14 QVC*428859000908*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.74                 
04/22/14 QVC*702660123401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
04/23/14 QVC*428859000902*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.00                 
04/23/14 QVC*429585629501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.71                 
04/23/14 QVC*428859000901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 56.39                 
04/23/14 QVC*429521876202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 37.94                 
04/24/14 QVC*429568075704*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.10                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/24/14 QVC*450095636401*        800-367-9444 PA 29.76                 
04/25/14 QVC*429604296201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
04/25/14 QVC*429628740402*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.75                 
04/25/14 QVC*428352179001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
04/25/14 QVC*427851470101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
04/26/14 QVC*429628740401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
04/26/14 QVC*429630816901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 35.94                 
04/27/14 QVC*429662581601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 42.01                 
04/28/14 QVC*450216905203*        800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
04/29/14 QVC*429701416601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.34                 
04/30/14 QVC*429574033301*        800-367-9444 PA 95.92                 
04/30/14 QVC*702669972601*        800-367-9444 PA 29.91                 
04/30/14 QVC*450276651001*        800-367-9444 PA 97.88                 
04/30/14 QVC*450315767601*        800-367-9444 PA 44.22                 
04/30/14 QVC*450249412501*02      800-367-9444 PA 86.29                 
05/01/14 QVC*450299462104*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.93                 
05/01/14 QVC*428767297601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
05/01/14 QVC*427086229903*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.14                 
05/02/14 QVC*450299462101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 158.88                
05/03/14 QVC*450216905201*        800-367-9444 PA 32.70                 
05/03/14 QVC*450216905202*        800-367-9444 PA 29.59                 
05/04/14 QVC*429869249902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.99)                
05/04/14 QVC*429869249901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.74)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/04/14 QVC*450047327303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (44.85)                
05/04/14 QVC*429796555501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.22                 
05/05/14 QVC*429928796401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.26)                
05/06/14 QVC*428575783201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.52                 
05/06/14 QVC*450425123001*        800-367-9444 PA 22.16                 
05/06/14 QVC*450425122801*        800-367-9444 PA 77.00                 
05/07/14 QVC*450427895501*        800-367-9444 PA 19.80                 
05/07/14 QVC*450432165001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.12                 
05/07/14 QVC*428991517501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.66                 
05/07/14 QVC*450425123002*        800-367-9444 PA 23.66                 
05/07/14 QVC*450425123101*        800-367-9444 PA 18.69                 
05/07/14 QVC*450425122701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.50                 
05/07/14 QVC*450425122901*        800-367-9444 PA 18.69                 
05/08/14 QVC*427274317003*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.50                 
05/08/14 QVC*427274317001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.52                 
05/08/14 QVC*450447540401*        800-367-9444 PA 25.69                 
05/09/14 QVC*702681822101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.59                 
05/10/14 QVC*429307637901*        800-367-9444 PA 87.76                 
05/11/14 QVC*450249412502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (35.93)                
05/11/14 QVC*429921335101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
05/11/14 QVC*429921334901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.92                 
05/12/14 QVC*702461796101*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/13/14 QVC*450425123201*        800-367-9444 PA 22.80                 
05/13/14 QVC*429300627503*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
05/13/14 QVC*429928640001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.38                 
05/13/14 QVC*702466872301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
05/13/14 QVC*429300627502*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
05/13/14 QVC*429337829001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.92                 
05/13/14 QVC*429337829002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.45                 
05/13/14 QVC*702686160701*        800-367-9444 PA 92.25                 
05/13/14 QVC*450517439001*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.37                 
05/14/14 QVC*429339271001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.60                 
05/14/14 QVC*428740228501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.95                 
05/14/14 QVC*702636430301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.06                 
05/14/14 QVC*450535605802*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 53.87                 
05/14/14 QVC*450560276801*        800-367-9444 PA 154.00                
05/14/14 QVC*450543312701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 133.04                
05/15/14 QVC*450529612601*02      800-367-9444 PA 116.79                
05/16/14 QVC*702626082001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.32                 
05/17/14 QVC*702644556301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
05/18/14 QVC*429701006401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (56.64)                
05/18/14 QVC*702650109401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
05/18/14 QVC*702692338501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
05/19/14 QVC*450652531301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.38                 
05/19/14 QVC*450624965103*        800-367-9444 PA 43.51                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/20/14 QVC*450652531001*        800-367-9444 PA 36.83                 
05/20/14 QVC*450663369201*        800-367-9444 PA 27.15                 
05/20/14 QVC*427691703601*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 61.82                 
05/20/14 QVC*427684579401*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.59                 
05/20/14 QVC*450639864101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
05/20/14 QVC*450639863801*02      800-367-9444 PA 73.99                 
05/20/14 QVC*450624965101*02      800-367-9444 PA 90.98                 
05/21/14 QVC*450638834101*        800-367-9444 PA 37.69                 
05/21/14 QVC*450663369202*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.47                 
05/21/14 QVC*429586394401*        800-367-9444 PA 38.45                 
05/21/14 QVC*428859000907*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 98.44                 
05/21/14 QVC*428859000906*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.95                 
05/22/14 QVC*429628740401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (60.11)                
05/22/14 QVC*429628740401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (60.11)                
05/22/14 QVC*450638834102*        800-367-9444 PA 35.53                 
05/22/14 QVC*450695699604*        800-367-9444 PA 33.99                 
05/22/14 QVC*450695699601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 142.63                
05/23/14 QVC*428859000901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 56.39                 
05/23/14 QVC*428859000908*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.74                 
05/23/14 QVC*429521876201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.32                 
05/23/14 QVC*702660123401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
05/23/14 QVC*429521876202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 37.94                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/24/14 QVC*428859000902*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.00                 
05/24/14 QVC*429585629501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.71                 
05/25/14 QVC*450276651001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (90.93)                
05/25/14 QVC*429568075704*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.10                 
05/26/14 QVC*450315767901*        800-367-9444 PA 30.71                 
05/26/14 QVC*428352179001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
05/26/14 QVC*429628740402*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.75                 
05/26/14 QVC*429604296201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
05/27/14 QVC*429630816901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 35.94                 
05/27/14 QVC*450740980501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.55                 
05/27/14 QVC*450740980801*        800-367-9444 PA 33.85                 
05/28/14 QVC*450783966701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.88                 
05/28/14 QVC*450782466701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.15                 
05/28/14 QVC*429662581601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 42.01                 
05/29/14 QVC*450779744801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.76                 
05/29/14 QVC*450782466702*        800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
05/29/14 QVC*450809909801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.02                 
05/29/14 QVC*702706013101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
05/29/14 QVC*450761389801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.71                 
05/29/14 QVC*450787622101*02      800-367-9444 PA 47.00                 
05/30/14 QVC*702706034301*        800-367-9444 PA 46.34                 
05/30/14 QVC*450783966702*        800-367-9444 PA 48.44                 
05/30/14 QVC*429701416601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.34                 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/30/14 QVC*450809910701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.84                 
05/30/14 QVC*450809910401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.79                 
05/31/14 QVC*450809910101*02      800-367-9444 PA 46.20                 
06/01/14 QVC*702706017301*        800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
06/01/14 QVC*450299462104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.93                 
06/01/14 QVC*428767297601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
06/02/14 QVC*450299462101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 108.75                
06/03/14 QVC*450905036502*03      800-367-9444 PA 49.60                 
06/04/14 QVC*429796555501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.22                 
06/04/14 QVC*450905036504*05      800-367-9444 PA 60.44                 
06/06/14 QVC*450916714701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.67                 
06/06/14 QVC*450905036501*        800-367-9444 PA 27.03                 
06/06/14 QVC*428575783201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.52                 
06/07/14 QVC*450961576501*        800-367-9444 PA 27.40                 
06/07/14 QVC*450425122701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.50                 
06/07/14 QVC*450432165001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.12                 
06/08/14 QVC*450535605802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (53.87)                
06/08/14 QVC*450535605801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (39.63)                
06/08/14 QVC*450787622102*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.72)                
06/08/14 QVC*450787622101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.28)                
06/09/14 QVC*702681822101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.59                 
06/10/14 QVC*451044214207*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/11/14 QVC*451011279201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.74                 
06/11/14 QVC*451093788001*03      800-367-9444 PA 38.66                 
06/12/14 QVC*451030500301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
06/12/14 QVC*451093788002*04      800-367-9444 PA 19.38                 
06/13/14 QVC*450517439002*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.31                 
06/13/14 QVC*429928640001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.38                 
06/14/14 QVC*451044214201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 37.07                 
06/14/14 QVC*451044214204*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 38.13                 
06/16/14 QVC*451179818601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.15                 
06/16/14 QVC*702626082001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.32                 
06/16/14 QVC*451178614301*02      800-367-9444 PA 47.77                 
06/17/14 QVC*702644556301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
06/18/14 QVC*702738005601*        800-367-9444 PA 48.58                 
06/18/14 QVC*702740588901*        800-367-9444 PA 59.00                 
06/18/14 QVC*702692338501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
06/18/14 QVC*702650109401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
06/19/14 QVC*450652531301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.38                 
06/20/14 QVC*450639864101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
06/21/14 QVC*428859000906*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.95                 
06/21/14 QVC*428859000907*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 98.44                 
06/21/14 QVC*450663369202*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.47                 
06/23/14 QVC*451306380601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 35.39                 
06/24/14 QVC*428859000902*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.00                 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/24/14 QVC*451316000501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
06/25/14 QVC*429568075704*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.10                 
06/25/14 QVC*451321154701*        800-367-9444 PA 37.44                 
06/25/14 QVC*451321154504*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.62                 
06/25/14 QVC*451340573301*02      800-367-9444 PA 57.58                 
06/25/14 QVC*451321154501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 82.25                 
06/26/14 QVC*451358218401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.33                 
06/26/14 QVC*429628740402*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.75                 
06/27/14 QVC*429104690301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (50.38)                
06/27/14 QVC*450740980501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.55                 
06/27/14 QVC*451340573303*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.98                 
06/28/14 QVC*450783966701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.88                 
06/29/14 QVC*450809909801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.02                 
06/29/14 QVC*702706013101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
06/29/14 QVC*450761389801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.71                 
06/29/14 QVC*450782466701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.15                 
06/29/14 QVC*450779744801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.76                 
06/30/14 QVC*429701416601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.34                 
06/30/14 QVC*450809910701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.84                 
06/30/14 QVC*450809910401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.79                 
07/01/14 QVC*450809910101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.85                 
07/01/14 QVC*450809910102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/01/14 QVC*451433627101*02      800-367-9444 PA 107.54                
07/02/14 QVC*428767297601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
07/02/14 QVC*451439763402*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.27                 
07/03/14 QVC*451467319301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 156.48                
07/03/14 QVC*451467319304*        800-367-9444 PA 39.45                 
07/04/14 QVC*450809910401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (40.79)                
07/04/14 QVC*451321154503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (56.28)                
07/04/14 QVC*451321154502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.05)                
07/04/14 QVC*451340573301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.60)                
07/04/14 QVC*451340573302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.98)                
07/04/14 QVC*451044214206*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.71)                
07/04/14 QVC*450809910701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.84)                
07/04/14 QVC*451321154501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.92)                
07/04/14 QVC*450809910701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.84)                
07/04/14 QVC*450809910401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (40.79)                
07/05/14 QVC*429796555501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.22                 
07/07/14 QVC*702766105601*        800-367-9444 PA 41.10                 
07/07/14 QVC*451566311102*        800-367-9444 PA 90.09                 
07/07/14 QVC*451570503301*        800-367-9444 PA 31.79                 
07/07/14 QVC*450916714701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.67                 
07/07/14 QVC*451538953402*03      800-367-9444 PA 91.15                 
07/08/14 QVC*451561441401*02      800-367-9444 PA 115.78                
07/08/14 QVC*451566311101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 78.95                 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/08/14 QVC*451570503302*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.39                 
07/08/14 QVC*702768303201*        800-367-9444 PA 77.00                 
07/08/14 QVC*450432165001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.12                 
07/08/14 QVC*451538953401*        800-367-9444 PA 57.79                 
07/10/14 QVC*451340573303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.03)                
07/10/14 QVC*702681822101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.59                 
07/11/14 QVC*451321155101*        800-367-9444 PA 34.02                 
07/12/14 QVC*451011279201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.74                 
07/12/14 QVC*451093788001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.62                 
07/12/14 QVC*451044214207*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
07/12/14 QVC*451093788003*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.04                 
07/13/14 QVC*451030500301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
07/13/14 QVC*451093788002*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.56                 
07/13/14 QVC*451093788004*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.82                   
07/14/14 QVC*429928640001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.38                 
07/14/14 QVC*450517439002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.31                 
07/15/14 QVC*451044214202*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
07/15/14 QVC*451044214201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
07/15/14 QVC*451044214205*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
07/15/14 QVC*451044214203*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.65                 
07/15/14 QVC*451044214204*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
07/16/14 QVC*451707630101*02*05   800-367-9444 PA 65.91                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/17/14 QVC*451178614301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.34                 
07/17/14 QVC*451179818601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.15                 
07/17/14 QVC*451178614302*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
07/17/14 QVC*451707630103*04      800-367-9444 PA 53.70                 
07/19/14 QVC*702650109401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
07/19/14 QVC*702692338501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
07/20/14 QVC*451737850901*        800-367-9444 PA 26.18                 
07/21/14 QVC*702785623601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
07/21/14 QVC*450639864101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
07/22/14 QVC*451825738405*        800-367-9444 PA 27.15                 
07/22/14 QVC*450663369202*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.47                 
07/23/14 QVC*428262000501*        800-367-9444 PA 23.41                 
07/23/14 QVC*451825738401*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 95.15                 
07/24/14 QVC*451306380601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 35.39                 
07/24/14 QVC*451825738402*        800-367-9444 PA 27.31                 
07/25/14 QVC*451316000501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
07/26/14 QVC*451538953403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (44.33)                
07/26/14 QVC*451707630105*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.85)                
07/26/14 QVC*451707630104*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.85)                
07/26/14 QVC*451707630103*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.85)                
07/26/14 QVC*451321154504*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.62                 
07/27/14 QVC*451707630102*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.90)                
07/27/14 QVC*429628740402*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.75                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/27/14 QVC*451358218401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.33                 
07/30/14 QVC*450779744801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.76                 
07/30/14 QVC*450809909801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.02                 
07/30/14 QVC*450761389801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.71                 
07/30/14 QVC*702706013101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
07/30/14 QVC*450782466701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.15                 
07/31/14 QVC*702795716401*        800-367-9444 PA 46.34                 
07/31/14 QVC*450411100001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (98.38)                
07/31/14 QVC*429701416601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.34                 
08/01/14 QVC*702799628901*        800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
08/01/14 QVC*702797550501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
08/01/14 QVC*702772564301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
08/01/14 QVC*451433627102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
08/01/14 QVC*451439763401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
08/01/14 QVC*451433627101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.12                 
08/01/14 QVC*450809910102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
08/02/14 QVC*451439763402*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.27                 
08/05/14 QVC*429796555501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.22                 
08/05/14 QVC*452146150202*        800-367-9444 PA 32.19                 
08/06/14 QVC*452146150201*        800-367-9444 PA 20.79                 
08/08/14 QVC*451566311101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 78.95                 
08/08/14 QVC*451570503302*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.39                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/10/14 QVC*451321154901*        800-367-9444 PA 56.28                 
08/11/14 QVC*452254814701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
08/11/14 QVC*452261968204*05      800-367-9444 PA 57.58                 
08/12/14 QVC*452261968206*        800-367-9444 PA 127.15                
08/12/14 QVC*452276290701*        800-367-9444 PA 23.44                 
08/12/14 QVC*451011279201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.74                 
08/12/14 QVC*451093788001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.62                 
08/12/14 QVC*451044214207*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
08/12/14 QVC*451093788003*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.04                 
08/13/14 QVC*702814019701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.06                 
08/13/14 QVC*451093788002*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.56                 
08/13/14 QVC*451030500301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
08/13/14 QVC*451093788004*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.82                   
08/13/14 QVC*452276290601*        800-367-9444 PA 21.20                 
08/13/14 QVC*452276290705*        800-367-9444 PA 26.64                 
08/13/14 QVC*452276290702*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 95.88                 
08/13/14 QVC*452261968201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 154.73                
08/14/14 QVC*429928640001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.38                 
08/14/14 QVC*702817977901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
08/15/14 QVC*451044214204*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
08/15/14 QVC*451044214201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
08/15/14 QVC*451044214202*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
08/15/14 QVC*451044214203*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.65                 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/15/14 QVC*451044214205*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
08/16/14 QVC*452336990502*03      800-367-9444 PA 59.15                 
08/17/14 QVC*452336990501*        800-367-9444 PA 39.64                 
08/17/14 QVC*451178614301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.34                 
08/17/14 QVC*451178614302*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
08/17/14 QVC*451179818601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.15                 
08/17/14 QVC*451707630101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
08/18/14 QVC*452347296201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 111.60                
08/18/14 QVC*452358003801*        800-367-9444 PA 29.91                 
08/18/14 QVC*452359723001*02      800-367-9444 PA 204.04                
08/19/14 QVC*452378608001*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.32                 
08/20/14 QVC*452378522601*        800-367-9444 PA 127.15                
08/20/14 QVC*702826970601*        800-367-9444 PA 59.00                 
08/20/14 QVC*452402429201*02      800-367-9444 PA 134.12                
08/20/14 QVC*452416016904*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 138.63                
08/20/14 QVC*452416016901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 123.88                
08/21/14 QVC*702785623601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
08/21/14 QVC*450639864101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
08/21/14 QVC*452416016907*        800-367-9444 PA 32.49                 
08/21/14 QVC*702825397701*        800-367-9444 PA 39.07                 
08/22/14 QVC*450663369202*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.47                 
08/25/14 QVC*451316000501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/26/14 QVC*452514295505*        800-367-9444 PA 28.44                 
08/26/14 QVC*452519025002*04      800-367-9444 PA 33.04                 
08/26/14 QVC*452514295501*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 140.78                
08/27/14 QVC*452519025003*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.64                   
08/27/14 QVC*429628740402*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.75                 
08/27/14 QVC*451358218401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.33                 
08/27/14 QVC*452520800304*        800-367-9444 PA 55.85                 
08/27/14 QVC*452520800301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 165.84                
08/27/14 QVC*452528092701*02      800-367-9444 PA 75.86                 
08/28/14 QVC*452519025001*        800-367-9444 PA 33.36                 
08/28/14 QVC*452516185901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.50                 
08/28/14 QVC*452514295502*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.82                 
08/28/14 QVC*452563242501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 103.02                
08/29/14 QVC*452514295701*        800-367-9444 PA 54.64                 
08/30/14 QVC*450761389801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.71                 
08/30/14 QVC*450782466701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.15                 
08/30/14 QVC*450779744801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.76                 
08/30/14 QVC*702706013101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
09/01/14 QVC*452416016701*        800-367-9444 PA 51.53                 
09/01/14 QVC*451439763401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
09/01/14 QVC*702772564301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
09/01/14 QVC*451433627102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
09/01/14 QVC*451433627101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.12                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/01/14 QVC*702797550501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
09/01/14 QVC*452652724901*        800-367-9444 PA 69.26                 
09/01/14 QVC*452625127901*03      800-367-9444 PA 126.01                
09/02/14 QVC*451439763402*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.27                 
09/02/14 QVC*452625127902*        800-367-9444 PA 41.08                 
09/03/14 QVC*452628124301*02      800-367-9444 PA 84.12                 
09/04/14 QVC*452684995901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.29                 
09/04/14 QVC*452721370901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
09/04/14 QVC*452716820501*02      800-367-9444 PA 161.77                
09/04/14 QVC*452721443101*02      800-367-9444 PA 67.16                 
09/06/14 QVC*452528092702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.70)                
09/06/14 QVC*452528092702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.70)                
09/06/14 QVC*452528092701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.29)                
09/06/14 QVC*452528092701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.24)                
09/07/14 QVC*452772350501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 66.57                 
09/07/14 QVC*452752192501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 130.50                
09/08/14 QVC*452416016904*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (51.87)                
09/08/14 QVC*452378522601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (127.15)               
09/08/14 QVC*451566311101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 78.95                 
09/08/14 QVC*451570503302*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.39                 
09/09/14 QVC*452261968205*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.67)                
09/09/14 QVC*452261968204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.91)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/09/14 QVC*452261968206*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (120.20)               
09/09/14 QVC*702852612701*        800-367-9444 PA 77.00                 
09/09/14 QVC*702806843301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
09/09/14 QVC*452802964504*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.00                 
09/09/14 QVC*452802964501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 101.34                
09/09/14 QVC*452807292301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 77.53                 
09/09/14 QVC*452807292304*05      800-367-9444 PA 46.16                 
09/11/14 QVC*452254814701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
09/11/14 QVC*452261968301*        800-367-9444 PA 53.66                 
09/11/14 QVC*452860879001*        800-367-9444 PA 47.36                 
09/12/14 QVC*451044214207*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
09/12/14 QVC*451011279201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.74                 
09/12/14 QVC*451093788003*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.04                 
09/12/14 QVC*451093788001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.62                 
09/12/14 QVC*452799315601*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.93                 
09/13/14 QVC*702814019701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.06                 
09/13/14 QVC*451093788002*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.56                 
09/13/14 QVC*451093788004*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.82                   
09/13/14 QVC*452903821001*02      800-367-9444 PA 89.22                 
09/14/14 QVC*702817977901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
09/14/14 QVC*702854251701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.55                 
09/15/14 QVC*451044214201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
09/15/14 QVC*451044214202*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/15/14 QVC*451044214204*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
09/15/14 QVC*451044214205*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
09/15/14 QVC*451044214203*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.65                 
09/15/14 QVC*452942353101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.13                 
09/15/14 QVC*452146150301*        800-367-9444 PA 41.84                 
09/15/14 QVC*452955000501*        800-367-9444 PA 65.67                 
09/15/14 QVC*452947753103*04      800-367-9444 PA 44.44                 
09/16/14 QVC*452939774701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.71                 
09/16/14 QVC*452939774801*        800-367-9444 PA 56.80                 
09/17/14 QVC*452966121301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 105.82                
09/17/14 QVC*452625127601*        800-367-9444 PA 55.85                 
09/17/14 QVC*451707630101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
09/17/14 QVC*452947753101*02*05   800-367-9444 PA 59.73                 
09/18/14 QVC*452347296201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 111.60                
09/18/14 QVC*452984545101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.37                 
09/18/14 QVC*452984544902*        800-367-9444 PA 37.59                 
09/19/14 QVC*451179818601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.15                 
09/19/14 QVC*452378608001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.32                 
09/19/14 QVC*452984544901*        800-367-9444 PA 33.73                 
09/20/14 QVC*452563242502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.05)                
09/20/14 QVC*452716820502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (78.64)                
09/20/14 QVC*452802964504*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.00)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/20/14 QVC*452625127903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (45.13)                
09/21/14 QVC*452628124302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.43)                
09/21/14 QVC*452519025001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.36)                
09/21/14 QVC*452416016901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.06                 
09/21/14 QVC*452416016903*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
09/21/14 QVC*452416016902*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
09/21/14 QVC*446496765601*        800-367-9444 PA 55.85                 
09/22/14 QVC*702870501801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.49                 
09/22/14 QVC*450663369202*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.47                 
09/22/14 QVC*453084733101*04*06   800-367-9444 PA 83.78                 
09/23/14 QVC*453084733105*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
09/24/14 QVC*451093788301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.19                   
09/24/14 QVC*453088383403*        800-367-9444 PA 56.02                 
09/24/14 QVC*452146150101*        800-367-9444 PA 50.33                 
09/24/14 QVC*453084733107*        800-367-9444 PA 42.16                 
09/24/14 QVC*453084732901*        800-367-9444 PA 20.45                 
09/25/14 QVC*453105744801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.97                 
09/25/14 QVC*453084733001*        800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
09/25/14 QVC*451316000501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
09/26/14 QVC*453105744802*        800-367-9444 PA 27.92                 
09/26/14 QVC*452519025002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.49                   
09/26/14 QVC*453088383401*02      800-367-9444 PA 104.40                
09/26/14 QVC*453084733102*03      800-367-9444 PA 38.25                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/27/14 QVC*452520800301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (57.52)                
09/27/14 QVC*452519025003*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.64                   
09/27/14 QVC*453158334501*02      800-367-9444 PA 60.54                 
09/28/14 QVC*452516185901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.50                 
09/28/14 QVC*452625128201*        800-367-9444 PA 58.96                 
09/28/14 QVC*452563242501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.25                 
09/28/14 QVC*452514295502*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.82                 
09/28/14 QVC*453171020901*02      800-367-9444 PA 62.25                 
09/29/14 QVC*702881360201*        800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
09/29/14 QVC*702881366801*        800-367-9444 PA 46.34                 
09/29/14 QVC*453240518201*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
09/30/14 QVC*702706013101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.61                 
09/30/14 QVC*450761389801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.71                 
09/30/14 QVC*453250424801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 81.88                 
10/01/14 QVC*453245967303*        800-367-9444 PA 30.06                 
10/01/14 QVC*453240518202*        800-367-9444 PA 43.50                 
10/02/14 QVC*451433627101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 42.12                 
10/02/14 QVC*451439763401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
10/02/14 QVC*451433627102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
10/02/14 QVC*702772564301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
10/02/14 QVC*702797550501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
10/02/14 QVC*453245967301*02      800-367-9444 PA 109.78                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/03/14 QVC*453323708904*        800-367-9444 PA 56.59                 
10/03/14 QVC*451439763402*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.27                 
10/04/14 QVC*452799315601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.72)                
10/05/14 QVC*453323708901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 133.62                
10/05/14 QVC*453300586901*        800-367-9444 PA 161.07                
10/05/14 QVC*452721443101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.20                 
10/05/14 QVC*452684995901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.29                 
10/05/14 QVC*452721443102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.96                 
10/05/14 QVC*452721370901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
10/06/14 QVC*452984544701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.79                 
10/07/14 QVC*451466385601*        800-367-9444 PA 24.96                 
10/08/14 QVC*452772350501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 66.57                 
10/08/14 QVC*453408917804*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 74.49                 
10/09/14 QVC*451570503302*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.39                 
10/09/14 QVC*451566311101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 78.95                 
10/09/14 QVC*453408917801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 121.84                
10/10/14 QVC*702806843301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
10/10/14 QVC*453121177601*        800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
10/11/14 QVC*453492039805*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.08                 
10/11/14 QVC*453439443601*        800-367-9444 PA 35.36                 
10/12/14 QVC*453492039802*04*06   800-367-9444 PA 108.04                
10/12/14 QVC*453476539801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 147.00                
10/12/14 QVC*453476539804*05      800-367-9444 PA 95.76                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/12/14 QVC*452254814701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
10/13/14 QVC*453492212301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.77                 
10/13/14 QVC*453520062501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
10/13/14 QVC*453439139101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.53                 
10/13/14 QVC*451044214207*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
10/13/14 QVC*451011279201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.74                 
10/13/14 QVC*451093788001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.62                 
10/13/14 QVC*452799315602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.26                 
10/13/14 QVC*451093788003*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.04                 
10/13/14 QVC*453496958501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.50                 
10/13/14 QVC*453496958601*02      800-367-9444 PA 72.69                 
10/14/14 QVC*453492039801*        800-367-9444 PA 57.95                 
10/14/14 QVC*453246862601*        800-367-9444 PA 49.60                 
10/14/14 QVC*453521883001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.42                 
10/14/14 QVC*451093788004*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.82                   
10/14/14 QVC*451093788002*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.56                 
10/14/14 QVC*453553594803*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 44.92                 
10/14/14 QVC*453476540101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.49                 
10/14/14 QVC*453546030701*02      800-367-9444 PA 39.86                 
10/15/14 QVC*702898471201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
10/16/14 QVC*452903821001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (45.36)                
10/16/14 QVC*451044214205*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/16/14 QVC*451044214203*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.65                 
10/16/14 QVC*452947753103*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
10/16/14 QVC*451044214204*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
10/16/14 QVC*451044214202*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
10/16/14 QVC*453546030703*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 43.35                 
10/16/14 QVC*453618848601*        800-367-9444 PA 27.36                 
10/16/14 QVC*453553594801*02      800-367-9444 PA 67.32                 
10/17/14 QVC*452903821002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.91)                
10/17/14 QVC*453618848602*        800-367-9444 PA 35.36                 
10/17/14 QVC*453619550804*        800-367-9444 PA 23.65                 
10/17/14 QVC*452942353101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.13                 
10/17/14 QVC*452939774701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.71                 
10/17/14 QVC*452947753104*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 27.83                 
10/17/14 QVC*453619200401*02      800-367-9444 PA 60.70                 
10/18/14 QVC*452966121301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 105.82                
10/18/14 QVC*452947753101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
10/18/14 QVC*451707630101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
10/18/14 QVC*451179818601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.15                 
10/18/14 QVC*452947753102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
10/18/14 QVC*702854251701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.55                 
10/18/14 QVC*453619550801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 67.47                 
10/19/14 QVC*452347296201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 111.60                
10/19/14 QVC*452984545101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.37                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/20/14 QVC*453643131501*        800-367-9444 PA 35.84                 
10/21/14 QVC*453688313201*        800-367-9444 PA 27.39                 
10/21/14 QVC*702909049501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
10/21/14 QVC*453690817202*03      800-367-9444 PA 72.89                 
10/22/14 QVC*452378608001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.32                 
10/22/14 QVC*452416016902*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
10/22/14 QVC*452416016903*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
10/22/14 QVC*452416016901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.06                 
10/23/14 QVC*453084733104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
10/23/14 QVC*702870501801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.49                 
10/23/14 QVC*453690817201*        800-367-9444 PA 44.00                 
10/23/14 QVC*450663369202*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 32.47                 
10/23/14 QVC*453084733106*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
10/23/14 QVC*453691700701*03      800-367-9444 PA 68.72                 
10/23/14 QVC*453722015201*02      800-367-9444 PA 80.29                 
10/23/14 QVC*453725779901*02      800-367-9444 PA 60.60                 
10/24/14 QVC*453084733105*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
10/24/14 QVC*453787523701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 39.92                 
10/24/14 QVC*453691700702*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 65.44                 
10/24/14 QVC*453790342001*02      800-367-9444 PA 99.71                 
10/25/14 QVC*451093788301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.19                   
10/25/14 QVC*453787523901*        800-367-9444 PA 25.83                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/25/14 QVC*453811411301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
10/25/14 QVC*453806717201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 14.68                 
10/25/14 QVC*453834582601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 64.32                 
10/25/14 QVC*453834582604*05      800-367-9444 PA 54.97                 
10/26/14 QVC*453834582606*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.11                 
10/26/14 QVC*453836648302*        800-367-9444 PA 46.58                 
10/26/14 QVC*451316000501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
10/26/14 QVC*453105744801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.97                 
10/27/14 QVC*452519025002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.49                   
10/27/14 QVC*453084733103*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
10/27/14 QVC*453084733102*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.00                 
10/27/14 QVC*453865612101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 14.68                 
10/27/14 QVC*452552098201*        800-367-9444 PA 29.91                 
10/27/14 QVC*453852013701*        800-367-9444 PA 24.35                 
10/27/14 QVC*453847800401*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.66                 
10/27/14 QVC*453849070401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
10/27/14 QVC*453846180501*02      800-367-9444 PA 67.80                 
10/27/14 QVC*453838851101*02      800-367-9444 PA 42.24                 
10/27/14 QVC*453892094202*04      800-367-9444 PA 35.50                 
10/28/14 QVC*453916399401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.13                 
10/28/14 QVC*452519025003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.64                   
10/28/14 QVC*453450971001*        800-367-9444 PA 20.89                 
10/28/14 QVC*453836648301*        800-367-9444 PA 39.71                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/28/14 QVC*453840121201*        800-367-9444 PA 48.11                 
10/28/14 QVC*453875584701*        800-367-9444 PA 29.76                 
10/28/14 QVC*453838851107*        800-367-9444 PA 30.37                 
10/28/14 QVC*453835156701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 108.83                
10/28/14 QVC*453838851103*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 71.48                 
10/28/14 QVC*453892094201*03      800-367-9444 PA 37.37                 
10/29/14 QVC*453934276901*        800-367-9444 PA 54.17                 
10/29/14 QVC*453930647001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.48                 
10/29/14 QVC*453951382201*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
10/29/14 QVC*453836648303*        800-367-9444 PA 36.39                 
10/29/14 QVC*453838851106*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.17                 
10/29/14 QVC*452563242501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.25                 
10/29/14 QVC*702919078101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
10/29/14 QVC*453918804701*        800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
10/29/14 QVC*453923076601*        800-367-9444 PA 20.27                 
10/29/14 QVC*453916399403*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 69.43                 
10/29/14 QVC*453923076301*02      800-367-9444 PA 46.59                 
10/29/14 QVC*453931604001*02      800-367-9444 PA 54.21                 
10/29/14 QVC*453849988501*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.66                 
10/30/14 QVC*453930125301*02      800-367-9444 PA 77.38                 
10/31/14 QVC*453492039802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (47.29)                
10/31/14 QVC*453492039804*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (44.80)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/31/14 QVC*453240518201*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
10/31/14 QVC*453989114701*        800-367-9444 PA 33.96                 
10/31/14 QVC*454003361602*        800-367-9444 PA 49.10                 
10/31/14 QVC*453875584401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
10/31/14 QVC*453953987804*        800-367-9444 PA 32.97                 
10/31/14 QVC*453953987701*        800-367-9444 PA 41.98                 
10/31/14 QVC*453977304201*        800-367-9444 PA 21.77                 
10/31/14 QVC*453977304001*        800-367-9444 PA 20.27                 
10/31/14 QVC*453950831201*02      800-367-9444 PA 67.63                 
10/31/14 QVC*453953987801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 133.07                
10/31/14 QVC*453877286701*02      800-367-9444 PA 46.37                 
10/31/14 QVC*453973549001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 83.96                 
11/01/14 QVC*453995705902*        800-367-9444 PA 54.71                 
11/01/14 QVC*453725780001*        800-367-9444 PA 49.12                 
11/01/14 QVC*453590169901*        800-367-9444 PA 48.86                 
11/01/14 QVC*453916399402*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.06                 
11/02/14 QVC*451433627102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
11/02/14 QVC*453995705901*        800-367-9444 PA 51.05                 
11/02/14 QVC*454000736101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.83                 
11/02/14 QVC*454003361601*        800-367-9444 PA 38.00                 
11/02/14 QVC*453989114401*02      800-367-9444 PA 94.54                 
11/03/14 QVC*454004537201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 53.43                 
11/03/14 QVC*454023680901*        800-367-9444 PA 71.78                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/03/14 QVC*453722014901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 43.02                 
11/04/14 QVC*454023681101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.10                 
11/04/14 QVC*454030126101*        800-367-9444 PA 51.37                 
11/04/14 QVC*454041494901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.71                 
11/04/14 QVC*453918804901*        800-367-9444 PA 78.23                 
11/04/14 QVC*702929834401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.12                 
11/04/14 QVC*452276290901*        800-367-9444 PA 47.24                 
11/04/14 QVC*454029739301*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.93                 
11/04/14 QVC*454030662001*02      800-367-9444 PA 50.86                 
11/04/14 QVC*454072724905*06*07   800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
11/04/14 QVC*454072724901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 96.98                 
11/05/14 QVC*453838851101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.74)                
11/05/14 QVC*453722015202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (39.71)                
11/05/14 QVC*453846180501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.65)                
11/05/14 QVC*452721443102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.96                 
11/05/14 QVC*452721443101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.20                 
11/05/14 QVC*454072724904*        800-367-9444 PA 37.39                 
11/05/14 QVC*452684995901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.29                 
11/05/14 QVC*454102101501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
11/05/14 QVC*454102102101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
11/05/14 QVC*454102101801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
11/05/14 QVC*454127896302*03      800-367-9444 PA 35.78                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/05/14 QVC*454049115201*02      800-367-9444 PA 73.36                 
11/05/14 QVC*454097458101*03      800-367-9444 PA 24.71                 
11/06/14 QVC*453546030703*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (43.35)                
11/06/14 QVC*453722015201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (40.58)                
11/06/14 QVC*452984544701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.79                 
11/06/14 QVC*454127896301*        800-367-9444 PA 50.55                 
11/06/14 QVC*454097458104*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
11/07/14 QVC*453838851103*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.50)                
11/07/14 QVC*453835156701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (30.26)                
11/07/14 QVC*454097458102*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.98                 
11/07/14 QVC*454144759601*02      800-367-9444 PA 83.92                 
11/08/14 QVC*453892094204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.80)                
11/08/14 QVC*453408917806*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.58                 
11/08/14 QVC*453408917805*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.58                 
11/08/14 QVC*453408917804*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.33                 
11/08/14 QVC*452772350501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 66.57                 
11/08/14 QVC*454135691001*02      800-367-9444 PA 53.73                 
11/08/14 QVC*454164278701*02      800-367-9444 PA 67.19                 
11/09/14 QVC*453408917801*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
11/09/14 QVC*451570503302*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.39                 
11/09/14 QVC*451566311101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 78.95                 
11/09/14 QVC*454191628501*        800-367-9444 PA 37.39                 
11/09/14 QVC*454188170701*        800-367-9444 PA 71.78                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/09/14 QVC*454196339801*02      800-367-9444 PA 46.59                 
11/10/14 QVC*454196339804*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
11/10/14 QVC*702938528601*        800-367-9444 PA 92.25                 
11/10/14 QVC*454257736104*        800-367-9444 PA 22.25                 
11/10/14 QVC*454168321601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.01                 
11/10/14 QVC*454197424401*02      800-367-9444 PA 53.80                 
11/11/14 QVC*453934276901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (47.22)                
11/11/14 QVC*454281491001*        800-367-9444 PA 22.25                 
11/11/14 QVC*453476539601*        800-367-9444 PA 56.50                 
11/11/14 QVC*453492039805*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.08                 
11/11/14 QVC*454257736103*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
11/11/14 QVC*454196339803*05      800-367-9444 PA 45.18                 
11/12/14 QVC*453806717201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.68)                
11/12/14 QVC*454223296101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.47                 
11/12/14 QVC*454281491002*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
11/12/14 QVC*454257736101*02*05   800-367-9444 PA 140.49                
11/13/14 QVC*453496958602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 47.71                 
11/13/14 QVC*453496958501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.50                 
11/13/14 QVC*453492212301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.77                 
11/13/14 QVC*452799315602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.26                 
11/13/14 QVC*453520062501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
11/13/14 QVC*453439139101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.53                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/14/14 QVC*454029739301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.67)                
11/14/14 QVC*454022928003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.40)                
11/14/14 QVC*454049115202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.40)                
11/14/14 QVC*454072724904*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (37.39)                
11/14/14 QVC*454041494901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.71)                
11/14/14 QVC*454030662001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.43)                
11/14/14 QVC*453476540101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.49                 
11/14/14 QVC*453553594803*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 44.92                 
11/14/14 QVC*453546030702*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.08                 
11/14/14 QVC*453521883001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.42                 
11/15/14 QVC*454023681101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.10)                
11/15/14 QVC*454000736101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.83)                
11/15/14 QVC*454049115201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.01)                
11/15/14 QVC*454029739302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.31)                
11/15/14 QVC*702898471201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
11/16/14 QVC*452947753103*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
11/17/14 QVC*453916399405*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.31)                
11/17/14 QVC*454164278702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.02)                
11/17/14 QVC*452939774701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.71                 
11/17/14 QVC*452947753104*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 27.83                 
11/17/14 QVC*453619200402*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.13                 
11/17/14 QVC*452942353101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.13                 
11/18/14 QVC*453918804901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (78.23)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/18/14 QVC*452947753102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
11/18/14 QVC*452966121301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 105.82                
11/18/14 QVC*453619550802*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.55                 
11/18/14 QVC*451707630101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
11/18/14 QVC*453619550801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.28                 
11/18/14 QVC*452947753101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
11/18/14 QVC*454414338301*02      800-367-9444 PA 98.23                 
11/18/14 QVC*454433594301*02      800-367-9444 PA 50.52                 
11/18/14 QVC*454433594401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
11/19/14 QVC*454448107801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.55                 
11/19/14 QVC*702944904201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
11/19/14 QVC*454379629301*        800-367-9444 PA 26.37                 
11/20/14 QVC*702949240901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
11/20/14 QVC*454072724601*        800-367-9444 PA 20.82                 
11/20/14 QVC*452378608001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.32                 
11/21/14 QVC*702909049501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
11/21/14 QVC*702951077801*        800-367-9444 PA 39.07                 
11/21/14 QVC*454518179601*        800-367-9444 PA 37.32                 
11/21/14 QVC*454518179901*        800-367-9444 PA 21.88                 
11/21/14 QVC*454552117901*02      800-367-9444 PA 167.39                
11/21/14 QVC*454495769101*02      800-367-9444 PA 52.34                 
11/21/14 QVC*454497542001*02      800-367-9444 PA 68.56                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/22/14 QVC*452514295601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.50                 
11/22/14 QVC*452416016903*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
11/22/14 QVC*452416016902*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
11/22/14 QVC*452416016901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.06                 
11/22/14 QVC*454553404301*02      800-367-9444 PA 41.95                 
11/22/14 QVC*454495769103*04      800-367-9444 PA 50.78                 
11/23/14 QVC*453725779902*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.30                 
11/23/14 QVC*453725779901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.30                 
11/24/14 QVC*454638253003*        800-367-9444 PA 65.74                 
11/24/14 QVC*453691700703*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.63                 
11/24/14 QVC*453691700701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 25.09                 
11/24/14 QVC*453691700702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 65.44                 
11/24/14 QVC*453787523701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 39.92                 
11/25/14 QVC*453811411301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
11/25/14 QVC*451093788301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.19                   
11/25/14 QVC*454609151201*        800-367-9444 PA 58.70                 
11/25/14 QVC*454638253301*        800-367-9444 PA 33.96                 
11/25/14 QVC*454661661003*04      800-367-9444 PA 40.35                 
11/26/14 QVC*454127896301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (50.55)                
11/26/14 QVC*454127896303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.58)                
11/26/14 QVC*454651487901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
11/26/14 QVC*454661661001*        800-367-9444 PA 38.52                 
11/26/14 QVC*454709314803*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/26/14 QVC*453105744801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.97                 
11/26/14 QVC*453834582606*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.11                 
11/26/14 QVC*451316000501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.16                 
11/26/14 QVC*454638253001*02      800-367-9444 PA 47.06                 
11/26/14 QVC*454674205301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 58.59                 
11/27/14 QVC*454127896302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.25)                
11/27/14 QVC*454196339801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.05)                
11/27/14 QVC*454661661002*        800-367-9444 PA 38.52                 
11/27/14 QVC*453849070401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
11/27/14 QVC*452519025002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.49                   
11/27/14 QVC*453838851102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
11/27/14 QVC*453847800401*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.66                 
11/27/14 QVC*453892094202*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.75                 
11/27/14 QVC*453865612101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 14.68                 
11/27/14 QVC*453725780101*        800-367-9444 PA 88.21                 
11/27/14 QVC*454709314601*        800-367-9444 PA 41.40                 
11/28/14 QVC*453838851105*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.17                 
11/28/14 QVC*453892094201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.62                 
11/28/14 QVC*453835156703*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.81                 
11/28/14 QVC*452519025003*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.64                   
11/28/14 QVC*453892094203*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.75                 
11/28/14 QVC*453838851104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.81                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/28/14 QVC*454709314801*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.84                 
11/28/14 QVC*454717115701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 130.59                
11/29/14 QVC*454780748501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 11.12                 
11/29/14 QVC*702919078101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
11/29/14 QVC*453930647001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.48                 
11/29/14 QVC*453951382201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
11/29/14 QVC*453931604001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.71                 
11/29/14 QVC*453916399404*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.81                 
11/29/14 QVC*453849988501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.73                 
11/29/14 QVC*453838851106*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.17                 
11/29/14 QVC*454495769001*        800-367-9444 PA 24.87                 
11/29/14 QVC*454732703804*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 64.38                 
11/29/14 QVC*454732703801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 142.14                
11/30/14 QVC*453916399403*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 16.31                 
11/30/14 QVC*453930125302*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.44                 
11/30/14 QVC*453930125301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.94                 
11/30/14 QVC*454779607301*        800-367-9444 PA 78.67                 
11/30/14 QVC*702964433901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
11/30/14 QVC*454780748502*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.88                 
12/01/14 QVC*453875584401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
12/01/14 QVC*453877286701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.85                 
12/01/14 QVC*453240518201*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
12/01/14 QVC*453877286702*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.52                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/01/14 QVC*702963156601*        800-367-9444 PA 40.90                 
12/01/14 QVC*454732703805*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.19                 
12/02/14 QVC*454875447901*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
12/02/14 QVC*454874697301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.87                 
12/02/14 QVC*454882901502*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 35.33                 
12/02/14 QVC*454840325901*02      800-367-9444 PA 28.60                 
12/03/14 QVC*454882901502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (105.99)               
12/03/14 QVC*453916399402*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.06                 
12/03/14 QVC*454871873204*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
12/03/14 QVC*454871873201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 56.48                 
12/04/14 QVC*454004537201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 53.43                 
12/05/14 QVC*454072724903*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.18                 
12/05/14 QVC*454072724905*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.65                 
12/05/14 QVC*454030662002*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
12/05/14 QVC*702929834401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.12                 
12/05/14 QVC*454072724907*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.09                 
12/05/14 QVC*453722014901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 43.02                 
12/05/14 QVC*454072724906*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.09                 
12/05/14 QVC*454943713601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
12/05/14 QVC*453227285101*        800-367-9444 PA 44.80                 
12/05/14 QVC*454941745401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 100.66                
12/06/14 QVC*453977304201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.77)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/06/14 QVC*453989114701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.96)                
12/06/14 QVC*453227284801*        800-367-9444 PA 44.80                 
12/06/14 QVC*453227285401*        800-367-9444 PA 47.29                 
12/06/14 QVC*453492040001*        800-367-9444 PA 47.29                 
12/06/14 QVC*454967522801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 24.01                 
12/07/14 QVC*454495769101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.22)                
12/07/14 QVC*455056115201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
12/08/14 QVC*454004536901*        800-367-9444 PA 38.74                 
12/10/14 QVC*455145548103*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.28                 
12/10/14 QVC*452684995901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.29                 
12/10/14 QVC*452721443101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.20                 
12/10/14 QVC*454097458103*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 13.67                 
12/10/14 QVC*454097458101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 11.04                 
12/10/14 QVC*454102101801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
12/10/14 QVC*454097458104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.12                 
12/10/14 QVC*454102101501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
12/10/14 QVC*452721443102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.96                 
12/10/14 QVC*454097458102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.98                 
12/10/14 QVC*454102102101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
12/10/14 QVC*455039588803*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.79                 
12/10/14 QVC*455101268102*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.73                 
12/10/14 QVC*455040783201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 6.60                   
12/10/14 QVC*455060328801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.64                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/10/14 QVC*455069103602*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.78                 
12/10/14 QVC*453408917801*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
12/10/14 QVC*454196339802*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
12/10/14 QVC*454135691001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.88                 
12/10/14 QVC*452772350501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 66.57                 
12/10/14 QVC*454164278701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.22                 
12/10/14 QVC*455101268101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.68                 
12/10/14 QVC*455077776602*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 56.07                 
12/10/14 QVC*455135965203*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.91                 
12/10/14 QVC*455145548101*02      800-367-9444 PA 61.96                 
12/11/14 QVC*453840121201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (48.11)                
12/11/14 QVC*454197424402*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.06                 
12/11/14 QVC*454196339804*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
12/11/14 QVC*454168321601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.01                 
12/11/14 QVC*453553595101*        800-367-9444 PA 45.24                 
12/11/14 QVC*453590170201*        800-367-9444 PA 49.12                 
12/11/14 QVC*454197424401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.74                 
12/11/14 QVC*455171410703*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.50                 
12/11/14 QVC*455069103605*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.49                 
12/11/14 QVC*455119409101*02      800-367-9444 PA 33.86                 
12/11/14 QVC*455135965201*02*04   800-367-9444 PA 43.79                 
12/11/14 QVC*455039588801*02      800-367-9444 PA 39.05                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/11/14 QVC*455201623101*02      800-367-9444 PA 134.62                
12/11/14 QVC*455077776601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.71                   
12/12/14 QVC*454196339803*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
12/12/14 QVC*454257736103*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
12/12/14 QVC*454196339805*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
12/12/14 QVC*453492039805*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.08                 
12/12/14 QVC*702986590301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
12/12/14 QVC*702986605001*        800-367-9444 PA 36.76                 
12/12/14 QVC*455077776701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.13                 
12/12/14 QVC*455171410701*02      800-367-9444 PA 54.25                 
12/13/14 QVC*453496958602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.63)                
12/13/14 QVC*453496958602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.91)                
12/13/14 QVC*455078536401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.31                 
12/13/14 QVC*453619200101*        800-367-9444 PA 51.61                 
12/13/14 QVC*454281491002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
12/13/14 QVC*454223296101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.47                 
12/13/14 QVC*454019969401*        800-367-9444 PA 165.66                
12/14/14 QVC*453496958601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.98                 
12/14/14 QVC*453496958501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.50                 
12/14/14 QVC*453520062501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
12/14/14 QVC*453492212301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.77                 
12/14/14 QVC*453496958602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.86                 
12/14/14 QVC*453439139101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.53                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/15/14 QVC*455238530501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.91                 
12/15/14 QVC*453521883001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.42                 
12/15/14 QVC*453553594803*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 44.92                 
12/15/14 QVC*453546030702*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.08                 
12/15/14 QVC*453590170601*        800-367-9444 PA 49.12                 
12/15/14 QVC*455276578301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.52                 
12/15/14 QVC*455329848203*04      800-367-9444 PA 167.82                
12/15/14 QVC*455182139601*02      800-367-9444 PA 21.62                 
12/16/14 QVC*454414338302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (39.69)                
12/16/14 QVC*455056115301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.33                 
12/16/14 QVC*702898471201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
12/17/14 QVC*454444806501*        800-367-9444 PA 34.26                 
12/17/14 QVC*455390536501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.84                 
12/17/14 QVC*452438688201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.66                 
12/17/14 QVC*452947753103*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
12/18/14 QVC*454552117902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (77.30)                
12/18/14 QVC*454072724903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.18)                
12/18/14 QVC*454871873201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (7.35)                  
12/18/14 QVC*454072724903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.23)                
12/18/14 QVC*452947753104*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 27.83                 
12/18/14 QVC*452942353101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.13                 
12/18/14 QVC*455392778103*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/18/14 QVC*455416221301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 63.42                 
12/19/14 QVC*454552117901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (83.14)                
12/19/14 QVC*453725779801*        800-367-9444 PA 52.36                 
12/19/14 QVC*452947753102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
12/19/14 QVC*452947753101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.61                 
12/19/14 QVC*454414338301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.59                 
12/19/14 QVC*452966121301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 105.82                
12/19/14 QVC*454433594401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
12/19/14 QVC*455329848201*02      800-367-9444 PA 88.75                 
12/19/14 QVC*455392778101*02      800-367-9444 PA 31.42                 
12/19/14 QVC*455421299504*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 75.54                 
12/19/14 QVC*455421299501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 61.88                 
12/19/14 QVC*455421299507*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
12/20/14 QVC*455201623101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (70.49)                
12/20/14 QVC*454448107801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.55                 
12/20/14 QVC*702944904201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
12/20/14 QVC*453590170801*        800-367-9444 PA 56.10                 
12/20/14 QVC*455474049301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.93                 
12/21/14 QVC*455502815301*        800-367-9444 PA 36.46                 
12/21/14 QVC*702949240901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
12/21/14 QVC*452378608001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.32                 
12/21/14 QVC*455498230501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.42                 
12/21/14 QVC*455498230601*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 57.95                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/22/14 QVC*454497542001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.29                 
12/22/14 QVC*455517184301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
12/22/14 QVC*455498230602*05      800-367-9444 PA 37.80                 
12/22/14 QVC*455498110104*05      800-367-9444 PA 41.20                 
12/22/14 QVC*455498110101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 57.60                 
12/23/14 QVC*455532807401*        800-367-9444 PA 56.36                 
12/23/14 QVC*452416016901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.06                 
12/23/14 QVC*703004782001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.49                 
12/23/14 QVC*455509896801*02      800-367-9444 PA 57.72                 
12/24/14 QVC*455546703301*        800-367-9444 PA 35.98                 
12/24/14 QVC*454495769103*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.39                 
12/24/14 QVC*454495769104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.39                 
12/24/14 QVC*452514295601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.50                 
12/24/14 QVC*452416016902*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
12/24/14 QVC*452416016903*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.91                 
12/24/14 QVC*454553404301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
12/24/14 QVC*454553404302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.07                 
12/24/14 QVC*453619199901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.19                 
12/25/14 QVC*453691700702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 65.44                 
12/25/14 QVC*453691700703*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.63                 
12/25/14 QVC*453787523701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 39.92                 
12/25/14 QVC*453691700701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 25.09                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/25/14 QVC*703009324801*        800-367-9444 PA 51.94                 
12/26/14 QVC*451093788301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.19                   
12/26/14 QVC*454661661003*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
12/26/14 QVC*454661661004*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.57                 
12/26/14 QVC*453811411301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
12/27/14 QVC*454651487901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
12/27/14 QVC*454638253001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.90                 
12/27/14 QVC*453105744801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.97                 
12/27/14 QVC*454674205303*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.26                 
12/27/14 QVC*453834582606*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.11                 
12/27/14 QVC*454674205302*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
12/27/14 QVC*454709314803*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
12/28/14 QVC*451825738402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.31)                
12/28/14 QVC*453849070401*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
12/28/14 QVC*453838851102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
12/28/14 QVC*453847800401*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.66                 
12/28/14 QVC*455588872201*02      800-367-9444 PA 49.77                 
12/29/14 QVC*454709314802*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.66                 
12/29/14 QVC*453835156702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.81                 
12/29/14 QVC*454709314801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.18                 
12/29/14 QVC*453835156703*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.81                 
12/30/14 QVC*702919078101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
12/30/14 QVC*453916399404*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.81                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/30/14 QVC*453951382201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
12/30/14 QVC*453849988501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.73                 
12/30/14 QVC*454780748501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 11.12                 
12/30/14 QVC*453931604001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.71                 
12/31/14 QVC*702964433901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
12/31/14 QVC*454780748502*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.88                 
12/31/14 QVC*453930125301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.94                 
12/31/14 QVC*454732703802*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 43.18                 
12/31/14 QVC*454732703803*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.19                 
12/31/14 QVC*454732703804*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 64.38                 
12/31/14 QVC*453930125302*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.44                 
12/31/14 QVC*454732703801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 66.77                 
01/01/15 QVC*453877286701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.85                 
01/01/15 QVC*453877286702*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.52                 
01/01/15 QVC*453875584401*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
01/01/15 QVC*454732703805*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.19                 
01/01/15 QVC*453240518201*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
01/01/15 QVC*703021383501*        800-367-9444 PA 41.10                 
01/02/15 QVC*455171410701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.75)                
01/02/15 QVC*454840325902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.94)                
01/02/15 QVC*454871873201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.30)                
01/02/15 QVC*455069103601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.43)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/02/15 QVC*455171410703*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.50)                
01/02/15 QVC*455069103605*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.49)                
01/02/15 QVC*454874697301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.87                 
01/02/15 QVC*454840325901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
01/03/15 QVC*455069103603*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.16)                  
01/03/15 QVC*455171410702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.55)                
01/03/15 QVC*455532807401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (56.36)                
01/03/15 QVC*454871873204*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
01/03/15 QVC*454871873203*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
01/03/15 QVC*454875447901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
01/05/15 QVC*455778155801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.03                   
01/05/15 QVC*454030662002*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
01/05/15 QVC*454072724906*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.09                 
01/05/15 QVC*454941745403*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.24                 
01/05/15 QVC*454941745402*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.66                 
01/05/15 QVC*454072724905*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.65                 
01/05/15 QVC*454941745401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
01/05/15 QVC*702929834401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.12                 
01/05/15 QVC*453722014901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 43.02                 
01/05/15 QVC*454072724907*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.09                 
01/05/15 QVC*455763071301*02      800-367-9444 PA 92.36                 
01/05/15 QVC*455768130601*02      800-367-9444 PA 34.44                 
01/05/15 QVC*455782377601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 82.65                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/06/15 QVC*455796111901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.16                 
01/06/15 QVC*454102102101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
01/06/15 QVC*454967522801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 24.01                 
01/06/15 QVC*454102101501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
01/06/15 QVC*454943713601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
01/06/15 QVC*452684995901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 76.29                 
01/06/15 QVC*454102101801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
01/06/15 QVC*455778155802*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.82                 
01/06/15 QVC*455766981701*03      800-367-9444 PA 59.54                 
01/06/15 QVC*455767561501*02      800-367-9444 PA 55.10                 
01/07/15 QVC*455056115201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
01/07/15 QVC*455766981702*        800-367-9444 PA 62.59                 
01/08/15 QVC*455840474901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.21                 
01/08/15 QVC*454097458102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.98                 
01/08/15 QVC*455763071101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
01/08/15 QVC*455825485901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
01/08/15 QVC*455820829701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
01/08/15 QVC*703028682101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.55                 
01/09/15 QVC*455101268102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.73                 
01/09/15 QVC*452772350501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 66.57                 
01/09/15 QVC*455039588803*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.79                 
01/09/15 QVC*455838622001*02      800-367-9444 PA 146.22                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/10/15 QVC*455069103602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.78                 
01/10/15 QVC*455145548102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.17                 
01/10/15 QVC*455060328801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.64                 
01/10/15 QVC*455145548103*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.28                 
01/10/15 QVC*455040783201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 6.60                   
01/10/15 QVC*455145548101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.79                 
01/10/15 QVC*453408917801*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
01/10/15 QVC*455135965203*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.91                 
01/10/15 QVC*455101268101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.68                 
01/11/15 QVC*455077776602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 56.07                 
01/11/15 QVC*455069103604*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.17                 
01/11/15 QVC*455039588802*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
01/11/15 QVC*455077776601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.71                   
01/11/15 QVC*455135965204*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.43                 
01/11/15 QVC*455119409101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
01/11/15 QVC*455135965201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.08                 
01/11/15 QVC*455119409102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
01/11/15 QVC*455135965202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.28                 
01/11/15 QVC*455039588801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.15                 
01/11/15 QVC*454196339804*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
01/11/15 QVC*455875969801*02      800-367-9444 PA 275.50                
01/11/15 QVC*455888323601*03      800-367-9444 PA 96.18                 
01/12/15 QVC*453492039805*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.08                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/12/15 QVC*454196339803*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
01/12/15 QVC*455895672301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.13                 
01/12/15 QVC*455877122701*02      800-367-9444 PA 66.23                 
01/13/15 QVC*455920872801*        800-367-9444 PA 23.61                 
01/13/15 QVC*703024130701*        800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
01/13/15 QVC*702986590301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
01/13/15 QVC*454223296101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.47                 
01/13/15 QVC*454281491002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
01/13/15 QVC*455895671901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.13                 
01/13/15 QVC*455903064901*02      800-367-9444 PA 97.91                 
01/13/15 QVC*455895672101*02      800-367-9444 PA 65.19                 
01/14/15 QVC*455078536401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.31                 
01/14/15 QVC*453496958602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.86                 
01/14/15 QVC*453496958601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.98                 
01/14/15 QVC*453520062501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
01/14/15 QVC*453492212301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.77                 
01/14/15 QVC*703024130801*        800-367-9444 PA 45.00                 
01/14/15 QVC*454196339805*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
01/14/15 QVC*454257736103*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
01/14/15 QVC*455077776701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.13                 
01/14/15 QVC*455888323602*04      800-367-9444 PA 34.90                 
01/15/15 QVC*455962184901*        800-367-9444 PA 69.36                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/15/15 QVC*455276578301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.52                 
01/15/15 QVC*455182139602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.68                   
01/15/15 QVC*455238530501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.91                 
01/15/15 QVC*703036640701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.37                 
01/15/15 QVC*455911380601*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.35                 
01/16/15 QVC*455838622101*        800-367-9444 PA 148.35                
01/16/15 QVC*455329848203*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 77.73                 
01/16/15 QVC*455056115301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.33                 
01/17/15 QVC*455390536501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.84                 
01/17/15 QVC*452438688201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.66                 
01/18/15 QVC*703033936301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
01/18/15 QVC*455392778103*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 
01/18/15 QVC*452942353101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.13                 
01/18/15 QVC*455416221301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 63.42                 
01/18/15 QVC*456000074504*        800-367-9444 PA 34.40                 
01/18/15 QVC*456000074501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 99.08                 
01/19/15 QVC*455421299503*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.20                 
01/19/15 QVC*455392778102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 
01/19/15 QVC*455392778101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.31                 
01/20/15 QVC*456025271001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 84.81                 
01/20/15 QVC*703042489501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
01/20/15 QVC*456043582201*        800-367-9444 PA 30.31                 
01/20/15 QVC*456043582401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.07                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/20/15 QVC*456043582001*        800-367-9444 PA 28.07                 
01/20/15 QVC*456001516501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 114.21                
01/20/15 QVC*456001516504*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 121.94                
01/21/15 QVC*455421299505*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.78                 
01/21/15 QVC*456040223201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 35.38                 
01/22/15 QVC*455517184301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498110101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498230602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498110102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.89                 
01/22/15 QVC*454497542001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.29                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498110105*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.60                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498230605*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498110103*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.60                 
01/22/15 QVC*455498110104*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.60                 
01/23/15 QVC*454553404301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
01/23/15 QVC*703004782001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.49                 
01/23/15 QVC*454553404302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.07                 
01/23/15 QVC*453619199901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.19                 
01/24/15 QVC*455498230501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.42                 
01/24/15 QVC*455498230603*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
01/24/15 QVC*455498230604*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
01/24/15 QVC*702949240901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/24/15 QVC*455421299507*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
01/24/15 QVC*452378608001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.32                 
01/24/15 QVC*455421299502*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.50                 
01/24/15 QVC*455474049301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.93                 
01/24/15 QVC*702944904201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
01/24/15 QVC*455421299501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
01/24/15 QVC*454414338301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.59                 
01/24/15 QVC*454433594401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.37                 
01/24/15 QVC*452966121301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 105.82                
01/25/15 QVC*455532860801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
01/25/15 QVC*453691700702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 65.44                 
01/25/15 QVC*453691700701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 25.09                 
01/25/15 QVC*453691700703*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.63                 
01/25/15 QVC*460146977301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.20                 
01/25/15 QVC*460146977302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 38.76                 
01/26/15 QVC*455875969802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (137.75)               
01/26/15 QVC*455766981702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (62.59)                
01/26/15 QVC*453811411301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
01/26/15 QVC*451093788301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.19                   
01/26/15 QVC*454661661003*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
01/26/15 QVC*454661661004*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.57                 
01/26/15 QVC*455894691901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.87                 
01/26/15 QVC*456168504001*02      800-367-9444 PA 118.24                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/27/15 QVC*455875969801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (137.75)               
01/27/15 QVC*455766981703*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.82)                
01/27/15 QVC*456185197501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.79                 
01/28/15 QVC*454674205303*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.26                 
01/28/15 QVC*454651487901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
01/28/15 QVC*454674205302*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
01/28/15 QVC*455588872201*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
01/28/15 QVC*455588872202*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 24.48                 
01/28/15 QVC*453849070401*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
01/28/15 QVC*453847800401*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.66                 
01/28/15 QVC*456222021301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.07                 
01/28/15 QVC*453834582606*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.11                 
01/28/15 QVC*453105744801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 57.97                 
01/29/15 QVC*453835156702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.81                 
01/29/15 QVC*454709314802*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.66                 
01/29/15 QVC*453835156703*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.81                 
01/29/15 QVC*455796563401*        800-367-9444 PA 59.00                 
01/29/15 QVC*703052613201*        800-367-9444 PA 46.34                 
01/29/15 QVC*456241597401*        800-367-9444 PA 33.43                 
01/30/15 QVC*453849988501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.73                 
01/30/15 QVC*453951382201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
01/30/15 QVC*456258614601*02      800-367-9444 PA 18.76                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/31/15 QVC*456258614603*        800-367-9444 PA 40.83                 
01/31/15 QVC*453930125302*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.44                 
01/31/15 QVC*702964433901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
01/31/15 QVC*453930125301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.94                 
01/31/15 QVC*454780748502*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.88                 
02/01/15 QVC*455911380602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.29)                
02/01/15 QVC*453875584401*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
02/01/15 QVC*453240518201*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
02/01/15 QVC*456296517101*        800-367-9444 PA 30.97                 
02/02/15 QVC*454840325901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
02/02/15 QVC*456302845401*        800-367-9444 PA 41.97                 
02/03/15 QVC*454875447901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
02/03/15 QVC*454871873204*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
02/03/15 QVC*454871873203*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
02/03/15 QVC*456324412201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.38                 
02/03/15 QVC*456326440601*        800-367-9444 PA 33.36                 
02/03/15 QVC*456347374301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.26                 
02/03/15 QVC*456326219704*        800-367-9444 PA 50.26                 
02/03/15 QVC*456277626504*        800-367-9444 PA 36.84                 
02/03/15 QVC*456277626501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 134.87                
02/03/15 QVC*456326219701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 120.51                
02/04/15 QVC*456326486301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.19                 
02/05/15 QVC*454072724907*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.09                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/05/15 QVC*454072724906*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.09                 
02/05/15 QVC*454072724905*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.65                 
02/05/15 QVC*454941745401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 37.76                 
02/05/15 QVC*454941745402*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.66                 
02/05/15 QVC*454941745403*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.24                 
02/05/15 QVC*454030662002*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.43                 
02/05/15 QVC*455778155801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.03                   
02/05/15 QVC*455903065201*        800-367-9444 PA 52.64                 
02/06/15 QVC*454102101801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
02/06/15 QVC*455782377603*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
02/06/15 QVC*454967522801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 24.01                 
02/06/15 QVC*454102102101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
02/06/15 QVC*454943713601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
02/06/15 QVC*703010683101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
02/06/15 QVC*456384149002*        800-367-9444 PA 55.92                 
02/07/15 QVC*455763071301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
02/07/15 QVC*455768130602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
02/07/15 QVC*454102101501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.56                 
02/07/15 QVC*455778155802*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.82                 
02/07/15 QVC*455782377601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
02/07/15 QVC*455768130601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
02/07/15 QVC*455796111901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.16                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/07/15 QVC*455766981701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
02/07/15 QVC*455767561501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
02/07/15 QVC*455056115201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
02/07/15 QVC*455767561502*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
02/08/15 QVC*455840474901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.21                 
02/08/15 QVC*455820829701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
02/08/15 QVC*455825485901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 40.94                 
02/08/15 QVC*454097458102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.98                 
02/08/15 QVC*703028682101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.55                 
02/08/15 QVC*455763071101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
02/08/15 QVC*456384149001*        800-367-9444 PA 55.92                 
02/08/15 QVC*456402531701*02      800-367-9444 PA 105.32                
02/10/15 QVC*455145548103*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.28                 
02/10/15 QVC*455145548102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.17                 
02/10/15 QVC*455101268101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.68                 
02/10/15 QVC*453408917801*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
02/10/15 QVC*455145548101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.79                 
02/10/15 QVC*455135965203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.91                 
02/10/15 QVC*455040783201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 6.60                   
02/10/15 QVC*455069103602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.78                 
02/10/15 QVC*455060328801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.64                 
02/11/15 QVC*455069103604*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.17                 
02/11/15 QVC*455135965202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.28                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/11/15 QVC*455119409101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
02/11/15 QVC*455135965201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.08                 
02/11/15 QVC*455119409102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
02/11/15 QVC*455077776602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 56.07                 
02/11/15 QVC*456468385301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
02/11/15 QVC*455135965204*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.43                 
02/11/15 QVC*455838622001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.67                 
02/11/15 QVC*455039588803*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.79                 
02/11/15 QVC*455101268102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.73                 
02/11/15 QVC*452772350501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 66.57                 
02/11/15 QVC*455039588802*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
02/11/15 QVC*455039588801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.15                 
02/11/15 QVC*455077776601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.71                   
02/12/15 QVC*453492039805*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.08                 
02/12/15 QVC*454257736103*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 
02/12/15 QVC*455895672301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.13                 
02/12/15 QVC*455077776701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.13                 
02/13/15 QVC*703067386301*        800-367-9444 PA 45.38                 
02/13/15 QVC*454223296101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.47                 
02/13/15 QVC*455895671901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.13                 
02/13/15 QVC*702986590301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
02/13/15 QVC*454281491002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.73                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/13/15 QVC*456485815701*02      800-367-9444 PA 43.92                 
02/14/15 QVC*455078536401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.31                 
02/14/15 QVC*453520062501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
02/15/15 QVC*456326219702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (4.71)                  
02/15/15 QVC*455182139601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.94                 
02/15/15 QVC*703036640701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.37                 
02/15/15 QVC*455182139602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.68                   
02/15/15 QVC*455276578301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.52                 
02/16/15 QVC*455056115301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.33                 
02/16/15 QVC*455329848203*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 77.73                 
02/17/15 QVC*456326486301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.24)                
02/17/15 QVC*456583885301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.78                 
02/17/15 QVC*455390536501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.84                 
02/17/15 QVC*452438688201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.66                 
02/18/15 QVC*456000074501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.92                 
02/18/15 QVC*703033936301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
02/18/15 QVC*455392778103*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 
02/18/15 QVC*455416221301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 63.42                 
02/18/15 QVC*456000074502*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.59                 
02/19/15 QVC*455421299505*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.78                 
02/19/15 QVC*452966121301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 105.82                
02/19/15 QVC*454414338301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.59                 
02/19/15 QVC*455392778102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/19/15 QVC*455392778101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.31                 
02/19/15 QVC*456600845001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.05                 
02/19/15 QVC*456689139305*        800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
02/20/15 QVC*703075996501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
02/20/15 QVC*455474049301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.93                 
02/20/15 QVC*703042489501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
02/20/15 QVC*456637145901*02      800-367-9444 PA 48.12                 
02/21/15 QVC*456025271001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 84.81                 
02/21/15 QVC*455498230604*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
02/21/15 QVC*455498230601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.15                 
02/21/15 QVC*455498230603*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
02/21/15 QVC*702949240901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.21                 
02/21/15 QVC*456040223201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 35.38                 
02/21/15 QVC*456689139301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 128.48                
02/21/15 QVC*456689139304*        800-367-9444 PA 25.03                 
02/22/15 QVC*703079971601*        800-367-9444 PA 37.60                 
02/22/15 QVC*455498110102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.89                 
02/22/15 QVC*455498230602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
02/22/15 QVC*455498230605*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.90                 
02/22/15 QVC*455498110104*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.60                 
02/22/15 QVC*455498110101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.11                 
02/22/15 QVC*455517184301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.23                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/22/15 QVC*456059308101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.02                 
02/22/15 QVC*455498110105*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.60                 
02/23/15 QVC*456704550301*        800-367-9444 PA 26.09                 
02/23/15 QVC*454553404302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.07                 
02/23/15 QVC*454553404301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
02/24/15 QVC*456760514401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.05                 
02/25/15 QVC*455532860801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
02/25/15 QVC*460146977301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.20                 
02/25/15 QVC*460146977302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 38.76                 
02/26/15 QVC*453811411301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
02/26/15 QVC*456168504002*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 56.45                 
02/26/15 QVC*455894691901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.87                 
02/26/15 QVC*456168504001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 61.79                 
02/26/15 QVC*703085871601*        800-367-9444 PA 51.94                 
02/27/15 QVC*456185197501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.79                 
02/28/15 QVC*455588872201*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
02/28/15 QVC*456222021301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.07                 
02/28/15 QVC*453847800401*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.66                 
02/28/15 QVC*453849070401*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
02/28/15 QVC*455588872202*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 24.48                 
02/28/15 QVC*456877708301*02      800-367-9444 PA 164.62                
03/02/15 QVC*456258614601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.66                   
03/02/15 QVC*456258614602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.10                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/03/15 QVC*454780748502*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.88                 
03/03/15 QVC*453930125302*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.44                 
03/03/15 QVC*453930125301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.94                 
03/03/15 QVC*456958185201*        800-367-9444 PA 157.82                
03/03/15 QVC*456876223001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 99.58                 
03/03/15 QVC*456906008602*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 85.32                 
03/03/15 QVC*456876223004*05      800-367-9444 PA 76.28                 
03/04/15 QVC*453875584401*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.39                 
03/04/15 QVC*453240518201*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
03/04/15 QVC*703092489901*        800-367-9444 PA 38.76                 
03/05/15 QVC*703099589401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.93                 
03/05/15 QVC*703099589501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
03/05/15 QVC*454840325901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
03/05/15 QVC*456906008601*03      800-367-9444 PA 60.06                 
03/06/15 QVC*456324412201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.38                 
03/06/15 QVC*454871873204*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
03/06/15 QVC*456326219702*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
03/06/15 QVC*454871873203*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
03/06/15 QVC*454875447901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
03/06/15 QVC*456347374301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.26                 
03/07/15 QVC*457010300201*        800-367-9444 PA 43.28                 
03/08/15 QVC*457047840701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.80                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/08/15 QVC*454941745402*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.66                 
03/08/15 QVC*455778155801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.03                   
03/09/15 QVC*457099404101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 85.98                 
03/09/15 QVC*455782377602*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
03/09/15 QVC*455763071301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
03/09/15 QVC*454967522801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 24.01                 
03/09/15 QVC*455782377603*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
03/09/15 QVC*455796111901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.16                 
03/09/15 QVC*455768130601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
03/09/15 QVC*455768130602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
03/09/15 QVC*455778155802*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.82                 
03/09/15 QVC*454943713601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
03/09/15 QVC*455782377601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
03/09/15 QVC*703010683101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
03/09/15 QVC*457046059201*02      800-367-9444 PA 53.16                 
03/10/15 QVC*455767561502*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
03/10/15 QVC*455766981701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
03/10/15 QVC*455767561501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
03/10/15 QVC*457101195001*        800-367-9444 PA 33.75                 
03/10/15 QVC*457099404102*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 153.30                
03/11/15 QVC*457108566801*        800-367-9444 PA 53.86                 
03/11/15 QVC*457143874003*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
03/11/15 QVC*455763071101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/11/15 QVC*455840474901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.21                 
03/12/15 QVC*455838622001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.67                 
03/12/15 QVC*457121280501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
03/13/15 QVC*455145548103*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.28                 
03/13/15 QVC*453408917801*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
03/13/15 QVC*703111658901*        800-367-9444 PA 34.76                 
03/14/15 QVC*455135965204*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.43                 
03/14/15 QVC*456957420501*        800-367-9444 PA 38.36                 
03/14/15 QVC*703111646101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
03/14/15 QVC*455069103604*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.17                 
03/14/15 QVC*455119409101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
03/14/15 QVC*456468385301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
03/14/15 QVC*455119409102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
03/14/15 QVC*457197146804*06*07   800-367-9444 PA 32.98                 
03/15/15 QVC*457208744301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.92                 
03/15/15 QVC*703114114701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.52                 
03/15/15 QVC*457197146805*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
03/15/15 QVC*457234879201*02      800-367-9444 PA 73.52                 
03/15/15 QVC*457197146801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 96.86                 
03/16/15 QVC*456485815701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.78                 
03/16/15 QVC*454223296101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.47                 
03/16/15 QVC*703115421701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.52                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/17/15 QVC*457283957401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.90                 
03/17/15 QVC*457143874001*02      800-367-9444 PA 61.08                 
03/17/15 QVC*457255989401*02      800-367-9444 PA 96.40                 
03/18/15 QVC*457277555301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.97                 
03/19/15 QVC*456638475801*        800-367-9444 PA 24.33                 
03/19/15 QVC*455329848203*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 77.73                 
03/19/15 QVC*455056115301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.33                 
03/19/15 QVC*457304059001*02      800-367-9444 PA 29.58                 
03/19/15 QVC*457326110005*07      800-367-9444 PA 83.24                 
03/20/15 QVC*455390536501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.84                 
03/20/15 QVC*456583885301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.78                 
03/20/15 QVC*452438688201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.66                 
03/20/15 QVC*457339259801*        800-367-9444 PA 45.80                 
03/20/15 QVC*457326110004*06      800-367-9444 PA 103.08                
03/20/15 QVC*457326110001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 210.35                
03/21/15 QVC*457326110008*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
03/21/15 QVC*457385527402*        800-367-9444 PA 36.52                 
03/21/15 QVC*703033936301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
03/21/15 QVC*456000074502*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.59                 
03/21/15 QVC*456000074501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.92                 
03/21/15 QVC*457338921501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
03/21/15 QVC*457379680401*02      800-367-9444 PA 102.80                
03/22/15 QVC*457143874002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.79)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/22/15 QVC*454414338301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.59                 
03/22/15 QVC*456600845001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.05                 
03/22/15 QVC*457394277101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
03/23/15 QVC*457046059202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.36)                
03/23/15 QVC*457385527401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 11.79                 
03/23/15 QVC*457441506401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.11                 
03/23/15 QVC*455474049301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.93                 
03/23/15 QVC*703075996501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
03/24/15 QVC*456025271001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 84.81                 
03/25/15 QVC*703127887001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.49                 
03/25/15 QVC*703127912401*        800-367-9444 PA 52.36                 
03/26/15 QVC*454553404301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
03/26/15 QVC*703126050701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
03/26/15 QVC*457393107901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
03/26/15 QVC*457501601501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.75                 
03/26/15 QVC*457517887202*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
03/26/15 QVC*457518444104*        800-367-9444 PA 54.76                 
03/27/15 QVC*457517887205*        800-367-9444 PA 64.48                 
03/27/15 QVC*457517887201*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 106.95                
03/28/15 QVC*455532860801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
03/28/15 QVC*456760514401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.05                 
03/28/15 QVC*460146977301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.20                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/28/15 QVC*457553935001*02      800-367-9444 PA 32.33                 
03/28/15 QVC*457518444101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 119.74                
03/29/15 QVC*457588686205*        800-367-9444 PA 51.21                 
03/29/15 QVC*453811411301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 20.58                 
03/29/15 QVC*455894691901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.87                 
03/29/15 QVC*456168504001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 61.79                 
03/29/15 QVC*456168504002*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 56.45                 
03/29/15 QVC*457534317601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.28                 
03/29/15 QVC*457535715401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.14                 
03/29/15 QVC*457553952601*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
03/29/15 QVC*457555677501*        800-367-9444 PA 65.16                 
03/29/15 QVC*457556313101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
03/30/15 QVC*703138640701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
03/30/15 QVC*457108539501*        800-367-9444 PA 54.52                 
03/30/15 QVC*456185197501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.79                 
03/31/15 QVC*703138642201*        800-367-9444 PA 44.34                 
03/31/15 QVC*457588686001*        800-367-9444 PA 33.87                 
03/31/15 QVC*457624314301*        800-367-9444 PA 17.82                 
03/31/15 QVC*457624776201*        800-367-9444 PA 24.12                 
03/31/15 QVC*453847800401*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.66                 
03/31/15 QVC*456877708302*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 74.53                 
03/31/15 QVC*456222021301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.07                 
04/01/15 QVC*457624776202*        800-367-9444 PA 29.38                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/01/15 QVC*457438193201*        800-367-9444 PA 64.25                 
04/01/15 QVC*463101070804*        800-367-9444 PA 28.44                 
04/01/15 QVC*457588686204*        800-367-9444 PA 51.21                 
04/01/15 QVC*457595043701*        800-367-9444 PA 43.55                 
04/01/15 QVC*463101070801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 89.56                 
04/01/15 QVC*457595043401*02      800-367-9444 PA 131.98                
04/01/15 QVC*457588686201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 141.76                
04/01/15 QVC*457632171301*02      800-367-9444 PA 178.43                
04/02/15 QVC*456258614601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.66                   
04/02/15 QVC*456258614602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.10                   
04/03/15 QVC*454780748502*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.88                 
04/04/15 QVC*456957420601*        800-367-9444 PA 38.36                 
04/04/15 QVC*455588872202*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 24.48                 
04/04/15 QVC*455588872201*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
04/05/15 QVC*703099589401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.93                 
04/05/15 QVC*703099589501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
04/05/15 QVC*457625027101*        800-367-9444 PA 17.82                 
04/06/15 QVC*457713530401*        800-367-9444 PA 53.46                 
04/06/15 QVC*457730795101*        800-367-9444 PA 94.57                 
04/06/15 QVC*457500752301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.88                 
04/06/15 QVC*456347374301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.26                 
04/06/15 QVC*454875447901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/06/15 QVC*456326219702*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
04/06/15 QVC*457712631901*02      800-367-9444 PA 73.98                 
04/07/15 QVC*457759452501*        800-367-9444 PA 70.84                 
04/07/15 QVC*457765343901*        800-367-9444 PA 27.60                 
04/08/15 QVC*455778155801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.03                   
04/08/15 QVC*457047840701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.80                 
04/08/15 QVC*454941745402*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.66                 
04/09/15 QVC*455782377603*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
04/09/15 QVC*455768130601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
04/09/15 QVC*457099404101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 85.98                 
04/09/15 QVC*703010683101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
04/09/15 QVC*454967522801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 24.01                 
04/09/15 QVC*455768130602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.22                 
04/09/15 QVC*455796111901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.16                 
04/09/15 QVC*455782377601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
04/09/15 QVC*455778155802*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.82                 
04/09/15 QVC*455782377602*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
04/10/15 QVC*457835295501*        800-367-9444 PA 79.96                 
04/10/15 QVC*455767561501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
04/10/15 QVC*457046059201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.80                 
04/10/15 QVC*455767561502*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
04/10/15 QVC*703150323601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
04/10/15 QVC*703150323401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/11/15 QVC*457835608704*        800-367-9444 PA 34.64                 
04/11/15 QVC*457840082701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.22                 
04/11/15 QVC*457143874003*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
04/11/15 QVC*455763071101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
04/11/15 QVC*455840474901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.21                 
04/12/15 QVC*457121280501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
04/12/15 QVC*455838622001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.67                 
04/13/15 QVC*457884373401*        800-367-9444 PA 46.46                 
04/13/15 QVC*457835608701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.24                 
04/13/15 QVC*455145548103*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.28                 
04/14/15 QVC*455119409101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
04/14/15 QVC*457197146807*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.00                 
04/14/15 QVC*457197146804*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.13                 
04/14/15 QVC*455119409102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.93                 
04/14/15 QVC*703111646101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
04/14/15 QVC*457197146806*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
04/14/15 QVC*456468385301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.96                 
04/14/15 QVC*457884373402*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 87.09                 
04/14/15 QVC*457884373405*06      800-367-9444 PA 37.22                 
04/14/15 QVC*457835608702*03      800-367-9444 PA 41.36                 
04/15/15 QVC*457255989402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (47.37)                
04/15/15 QVC*457208744301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.68)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/15/15 QVC*463101070802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.44)                
04/15/15 QVC*457197146801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.61                 
04/15/15 QVC*703114114701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.52                 
04/15/15 QVC*457197146805*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
04/15/15 QVC*457197146802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.94                 
04/15/15 QVC*457197146803*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.31                 
04/15/15 QVC*457902544201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 75.49                 
04/16/15 QVC*457588686203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (60.37)                
04/16/15 QVC*456485815701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.78                 
04/16/15 QVC*703115421701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.52                 
04/16/15 QVC*457926834401*        800-367-9444 PA 67.67                 
04/17/15 QVC*457535715401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (41.60)                
04/17/15 QVC*457143874001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
04/17/15 QVC*457969507301*02      800-367-9444 PA 59.06                 
04/18/15 QVC*457277555301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.97                 
04/18/15 QVC*457283957401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.90                 
04/18/15 QVC*457973803401*02      800-367-9444 PA 61.80                 
04/19/15 QVC*455056115301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.33                 
04/19/15 QVC*455329848203*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 77.73                 
04/19/15 QVC*457304059001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
04/20/15 QVC*457326110007*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
04/20/15 QVC*456583885301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.78                 
04/20/15 QVC*452438688201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.66                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/20/15 QVC*457326110005*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
04/20/15 QVC*457304059002*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
04/20/15 QVC*455390536501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.84                 
04/20/15 QVC*703162597301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
04/20/15 QVC*458021363501*        800-367-9444 PA 48.86                 
04/20/15 QVC*458021569001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
04/20/15 QVC*458021569101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
04/20/15 QVC*458019751201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 194.22                
04/21/15 QVC*458028863401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.32                 
04/21/15 QVC*458035793701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.51                 
04/21/15 QVC*458045392003*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
04/21/15 QVC*703164489401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
04/21/15 QVC*457338921501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
04/21/15 QVC*457326110008*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
04/21/15 QVC*457379680401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 68.53                 
04/21/15 QVC*457379680402*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.27                 
04/21/15 QVC*458019751206*08      800-367-9444 PA 72.92                 
04/22/15 QVC*458035761501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
04/22/15 QVC*703164495301*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/22/15 QVC*703164495401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/22/15 QVC*703164495501*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/22/15 QVC*458082358802*        800-367-9444 PA 29.48                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/22/15 QVC*458045392001*02      800-367-9444 PA 22.68                 
04/23/15 QVC*457394277101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
04/23/15 QVC*703075996501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
04/23/15 QVC*457441506401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.11                 
04/23/15 QVC*457385527401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 11.79                 
04/23/15 QVC*458019751204*05      800-367-9444 PA 48.12                 
04/24/15 QVC*456025271001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 84.81                 
04/24/15 QVC*703168599501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
04/25/15 QVC*457884373301*        800-367-9444 PA 46.46                 
04/25/15 QVC*458079503101*        800-367-9444 PA 55.58                 
04/25/15 QVC*703127887001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.49                 
04/25/15 QVC*457730795701*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/25/15 QVC*457730795301*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/25/15 QVC*458019751207*        800-367-9444 PA 51.81                 
04/25/15 QVC*457730795501*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/25/15 QVC*457884373601*        800-367-9444 PA 46.46                 
04/25/15 QVC*458082358805*        800-367-9444 PA 25.24                 
04/25/15 QVC*458082358801*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 106.06                
04/26/15 QVC*703126050701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
04/26/15 QVC*457393107901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
04/26/15 QVC*457517887202*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
04/26/15 QVC*458176215401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.25                 
04/27/15 QVC*457632171302*RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 6.95                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/27/15 QVC*457501601501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.75                 
04/27/15 QVC*457517887201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
04/28/15 QVC*454414338301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.59                 
04/28/15 QVC*456760514401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.05                 
04/28/15 QVC*457518444101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
04/29/15 QVC*457108539501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (40.57)                
04/29/15 QVC*703174888201*        800-367-9444 PA 51.94                 
04/29/15 QVC*457553952601*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
04/29/15 QVC*457553935002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.55                 
04/29/15 QVC*457534317601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.28                 
04/29/15 QVC*457556313101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
04/29/15 QVC*455532860801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.64                 
04/29/15 QVC*457553935001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.78                 
04/29/15 QVC*456168504001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 61.79                 
04/29/15 QVC*455894691901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.87                 
04/29/15 QVC*456168504002*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 56.45                 
04/29/15 QVC*460146977301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.20                 
04/30/15 QVC*456185197501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.79                 
04/30/15 QVC*703138640701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
04/30/15 QVC*457730795901*        800-367-9444 PA 41.29                 
05/01/15 QVC*456222021301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.07                 
05/01/15 QVC*456877708302*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 74.53                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/01/15 QVC*455588872201*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
05/02/15 QVC*457588686202*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.18                 
05/03/15 QVC*456258614601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.66                   
05/03/15 QVC*456258614602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.10                   
05/04/15 QVC*458287523301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.60                 
05/04/15 QVC*458287523401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.60                 
05/05/15 QVC*703182614201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
05/06/15 QVC*703099589401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.93                 
05/06/15 QVC*703099589501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
05/06/15 QVC*703185700401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
05/06/15 QVC*458397766801*02      800-367-9444 PA 142.61                
05/07/15 QVC*457500752301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.88                 
05/07/15 QVC*456324412201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.38                 
05/07/15 QVC*454875447901*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
05/07/15 QVC*457712631901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.99                 
05/07/15 QVC*457712631902*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.99                 
05/07/15 QVC*458398774801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 66.45                 
05/08/15 QVC*457730795101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (4.88)                  
05/08/15 QVC*458400821001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.11                 
05/09/15 QVC*457047840701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.80                 
05/09/15 QVC*458436800401*        800-367-9444 PA 31.44                 
05/09/15 QVC*457884373501*        800-367-9444 PA 46.46                 
05/09/15 QVC*458400768901*        800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/10/15 QVC*703190062701*        800-367-9444 PA 54.94                 
05/10/15 QVC*455778155802*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.82                 
05/10/15 QVC*455782377603*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
05/10/15 QVC*703010683101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.92                 
05/10/15 QVC*455782377602*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
05/10/15 QVC*457099404101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 85.98                 
05/10/15 QVC*455782377601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
05/11/15 QVC*458471756701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 96.52                 
05/11/15 QVC*458468598604*05*07   800-367-9444 PA 90.76                 
05/11/15 QVC*458471756704*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
05/11/15 QVC*703190056401*        800-367-9444 PA 90.80                 
05/11/15 QVC*458428833401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
05/11/15 QVC*455767561501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
05/11/15 QVC*455767561502*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
05/11/15 QVC*703150323401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
05/11/15 QVC*703150323601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
05/11/15 QVC*457046059201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.80                 
05/13/15 QVC*458468818901*02      800-367-9444 PA 84.36                 
05/13/15 QVC*457121280501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
05/13/15 QVC*455838622001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.67                 
05/13/15 QVC*457143874003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
05/13/15 QVC*457840082701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.22                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/13/15 QVC*458485128503*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
05/14/15 QVC*458468598601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 94.79                 
05/14/15 QVC*458492247901*02      800-367-9444 PA 107.63                
05/14/15 QVC*458485128501*02      800-367-9444 PA 45.14                 
05/14/15 QVC*458468598606*        800-367-9444 PA 40.06                 
05/14/15 QVC*458502323901*        800-367-9444 PA 32.13                 
05/14/15 QVC*458471826501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.61                 
05/14/15 QVC*703193470201*        800-367-9444 PA 31.47                 
05/14/15 QVC*457835608701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.24                 
05/15/15 QVC*458572300401*02      800-367-9444 PA 128.76                
05/15/15 QVC*457197146807*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.00                 
05/15/15 QVC*457884373406*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
05/15/15 QVC*703111646101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
05/15/15 QVC*457197146804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.13                 
05/15/15 QVC*457197146806*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
05/15/15 QVC*458569961501*        800-367-9444 PA 59.05                 
05/15/15 QVC*458570191701*        800-367-9444 PA 60.04                 
05/16/15 QVC*457197146802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.94                 
05/16/15 QVC*457884373405*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
05/16/15 QVC*457197146805*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
05/16/15 QVC*457197146801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.61                 
05/16/15 QVC*457884373403*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.02                 
05/16/15 QVC*457884373404*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/16/15 QVC*457902544201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.78                 
05/16/15 QVC*457197146803*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.31                 
05/16/15 QVC*458593724501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.85                 
05/16/15 QVC*703194500301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.64                 
05/17/15 QVC*456485815701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.78                 
05/17/15 QVC*458614300601*        800-367-9444 PA 20.30                 
05/18/15 QVC*458651240101*02      800-367-9444 PA 121.54                
05/18/15 QVC*457143874001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
05/18/15 QVC*458607831401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
05/19/15 QVC*458646871601*02      800-367-9444 PA 104.72                
05/19/15 QVC*458644277701*02      800-367-9444 PA 29.37                 
05/19/15 QVC*458644277901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.80                 
05/19/15 QVC*457277555301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.97                 
05/19/15 QVC*457283957401*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.90                 
05/19/15 QVC*703199538201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.49                 
05/19/15 QVC*458614301001*        800-367-9444 PA 20.30                 
05/19/15 QVC*458614300801*        800-367-9444 PA 20.30                 
05/20/15 QVC*458644277703*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 55.41                 
05/20/15 QVC*458646871401*        800-367-9444 PA 45.14                 
05/20/15 QVC*455056115301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 88.33                 
05/20/15 QVC*455329848203*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 77.73                 
05/20/15 QVC*457304059001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/21/15 QVC*456583885301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.78                 
05/21/15 QVC*458021569101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
05/21/15 QVC*455390536501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.84                 
05/21/15 QVC*457326110007*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
05/21/15 QVC*457326110005*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
05/21/15 QVC*458021569001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
05/21/15 QVC*457304059002*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
05/21/15 QVC*703162597301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
05/22/15 QVC*457283957301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
05/22/15 QVC*457338921501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
05/22/15 QVC*457326110008*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 41.62                 
05/22/15 QVC*458028863401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.32                 
05/22/15 QVC*458035793701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.51                 
05/23/15 QVC*458670659801*02      800-367-9444 PA 94.88                 
05/23/15 QVC*458045391801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.89                 
05/23/15 QVC*703164489401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
05/23/15 QVC*458045392003*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
05/24/15 QVC*458045392001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.34                 
05/24/15 QVC*458019751205*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.06                 
05/24/15 QVC*458035761501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
05/24/15 QVC*458045392002*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.34                 
05/24/15 QVC*457441506401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 49.11                 
05/24/15 QVC*458019751204*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.06                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/25/15 QVC*458738575601*        800-367-9444 PA 26.18                 
05/25/15 QVC*703204276001*        800-367-9444 PA 37.60                 
05/25/15 QVC*458502323601*        800-367-9444 PA 32.13                 
05/25/15 QVC*456025271001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 84.81                 
05/25/15 QVC*703168599501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
05/25/15 QVC*703201904201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
05/25/15 QVC*458780456901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
05/26/15 QVC*458824144801*        800-367-9444 PA 59.95                 
05/26/15 QVC*458801842001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
05/28/15 QVC*457517887201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
05/28/15 QVC*457501601501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.75                 
05/29/15 QVC*458880521101*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
05/29/15 QVC*458880520901*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
05/29/15 QVC*458614300401*        800-367-9444 PA 20.30                 
05/29/15 QVC*457518444101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
05/29/15 QVC*456760514401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.05                 
05/29/15 QVC*458880577201*        800-367-9444 PA 35.74                 
05/30/15 QVC*703210797401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
05/30/15 QVC*457553952601*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
05/30/15 QVC*455894691901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.87                 
05/30/15 QVC*457553935002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.55                 
05/30/15 QVC*457553935001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.78                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/30/15 QVC*457393107901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
05/30/15 QVC*457517887202*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
05/30/15 QVC*458176215401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.25                 
05/31/15 QVC*458919176801*        800-367-9444 PA 55.90                 
05/31/15 QVC*458919177001*        800-367-9444 PA 55.90                 
05/31/15 QVC*456185197501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.79                 
05/31/15 QVC*703138640701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
06/01/15 QVC*458958023001*        800-367-9444 PA 50.66                 
06/01/15 QVC*458958022701*        800-367-9444 PA 58.90                 
06/01/15 QVC*703212800201*        800-367-9444 PA 44.34                 
06/01/15 QVC*457339260101*        800-367-9444 PA 37.85                 
06/01/15 QVC*456222021301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.07                 
06/01/15 QVC*455588872201*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
06/01/15 QVC*456877708302*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 74.53                 
06/01/15 QVC*455588872202*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 24.48                 
06/01/15 QVC*458485128502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.07)                
06/01/15 QVC*458468598601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.72)                
06/01/15 QVC*458468598605*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.85)                
06/01/15 QVC*458468598604*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.85)                
06/01/15 QVC*703190056401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (42.40)                
06/01/15 QVC*458468598602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.72)                
06/01/15 QVC*458485128503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.07)                
06/01/15 QVC*458468598603*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.85)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/01/15 QVC*458485128501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.07)                
06/01/15 QVC*458287523401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (44.12)                
06/02/15 QVC*458471756702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (30.23)                
06/03/15 QVC*458963694901*02      800-367-9444 PA 109.02                
06/03/15 QVC*458958189301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 61.48                 
06/03/15 QVC*458651240101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (50.82)                
06/04/15 QVC*458824428801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 9.71                   
06/04/15 QVC*458287523301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.60                 
06/04/15 QVC*458963694903*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
06/05/15 QVC*703182614201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
06/05/15 QVC*458468818901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (3.98)                  
06/06/15 QVC*458824429101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.28                 
06/06/15 QVC*459010019701*        800-367-9444 PA 51.81                 
06/06/15 QVC*703099589501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
06/06/15 QVC*459010019501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.45                 
06/06/15 QVC*703185700401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
06/06/15 QVC*703099589401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.93                 
06/06/15 QVC*703190056401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (35.45)                
06/07/15 QVC*458824429401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.07                 
06/07/15 QVC*458398774801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 66.45                 
06/07/15 QVC*457500752301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.88                 
06/07/15 QVC*456324412201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 53.38                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/07/15 QVC*457712631901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.99                 
06/08/15 QVC*458400821001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.11                 
06/08/15 QVC*459075659101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.31                 
06/09/15 QVC*459116800601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.82                 
06/10/15 QVC*459141248301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.38                 
06/10/15 QVC*457099404101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 85.98                 
06/11/15 QVC*458471756704*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
06/11/15 QVC*458428833401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
06/11/15 QVC*458471756701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 38.45                 
06/11/15 QVC*458471756703*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.84                 
06/11/15 QVC*459143381801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
06/12/15 QVC*457143874003*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
06/13/15 QVC*458524517801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.72                 
06/13/15 QVC*457840082701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.22                 
06/13/15 QVC*703228338001*        800-367-9444 PA 34.76                 
06/14/15 QVC*458492247902*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
06/14/15 QVC*457835608701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.24                 
06/14/15 QVC*458471826501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.61                 
06/14/15 QVC*458492247901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.21                 
06/15/15 QVC*457197146804*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.13                 
06/15/15 QVC*457197146806*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
06/16/15 QVC*459319233301*        800-367-9444 PA 37.84                 
06/16/15 QVC*459141248101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.36                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/17/15 QVC*457884373404*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
06/17/15 QVC*457902544201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.78                 
06/17/15 QVC*703194500301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.64                 
06/17/15 QVC*457197146802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.94                 
06/17/15 QVC*457884373403*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.02                 
06/17/15 QVC*458593724501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.85                 
06/17/15 QVC*457884373405*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
06/17/15 QVC*457197146805*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
06/17/15 QVC*457197146801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.61                 
06/17/15 QVC*456485815701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.78                 
06/17/15 QVC*457197146803*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 52.31                 
06/17/15 QVC*457197146807*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.00                 
06/17/15 QVC*457274819901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
06/17/15 QVC*457884373406*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.61                 
06/18/15 QVC*457143874001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 30.54                 
06/18/15 QVC*458607831401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
06/18/15 QVC*459381972301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 82.64                 
06/19/15 QVC*458644277702*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.42                 
06/19/15 QVC*703199538201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.49                 
06/19/15 QVC*457283957401*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.90                 
06/19/15 QVC*457277555301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.97                 
06/19/15 QVC*458644277901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.80                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/20/15 QVC*458644277704*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
06/20/15 QVC*458644277703*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.84                 
06/20/15 QVC*458644277705*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.42                 
06/20/15 QVC*457304059001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
06/21/15 QVC*458021569101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
06/21/15 QVC*703162597301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
06/21/15 QVC*458021569001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
06/21/15 QVC*457304059002*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
06/21/15 QVC*456583885301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.78                 
06/21/15 QVC*459436551901*        800-367-9444 PA 44.34                 
06/22/15 QVC*457283957301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
06/22/15 QVC*458035793701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.51                 
06/22/15 QVC*457338921501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
06/23/15 QVC*703239635301*        800-367-9444 PA 32.68                 
06/23/15 QVC*459436551902*        800-367-9444 PA 34.69                 
06/23/15 QVC*458045392003*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
06/23/15 QVC*458045391801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.89                 
06/24/15 QVC*458035761501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
06/24/15 QVC*458019751204*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.06                 
06/24/15 QVC*458045392001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.34                 
06/24/15 QVC*458019751205*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.06                 
06/24/15 QVC*458045392002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.34                 
06/25/15 QVC*459490138701*02      800-367-9444 PA 100.33                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/25/15 QVC*703201904201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
06/25/15 QVC*703168599501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
06/25/15 QVC*458780456901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.48                 
06/26/15 QVC*703243218201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
06/26/15 QVC*458801842001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
06/27/15 QVC*458176215401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.25                 
06/27/15 QVC*457393107901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
06/27/15 QVC*457517887202*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
06/27/15 QVC*703251355801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
06/27/15 QVC*459590109601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.78                 
06/27/15 QVC*703246613901*        800-367-9444 PA 51.94                 
06/28/15 QVC*459593924601*02      800-367-9444 PA 30.71                 
06/28/15 QVC*457501601501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.75                 
06/28/15 QVC*457517887201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 
06/29/15 QVC*459611436501*02      800-367-9444 PA 35.72                 
06/29/15 QVC*459590262701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.97                 
06/29/15 QVC*459590343901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 37.15                 
06/29/15 QVC*459600441901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
06/29/15 QVC*459600563901*        800-367-9444 PA 167.21                
06/29/15 QVC*458880520901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
06/29/15 QVC*458880521101*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
06/29/15 QVC*457518444101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.49                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/30/15 QVC*457553935002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.55                 
06/30/15 QVC*457553935001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.78                 
06/30/15 QVC*456168504002*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 56.45                 
06/30/15 QVC*703210797401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
06/30/15 QVC*459655995501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.69                 
06/30/15 QVC*459642939001*        800-367-9444 PA 36.77                 
07/01/15 QVC*459641912301*        800-367-9444 PA 33.74                 
07/01/15 QVC*459641912501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.77                 
07/01/15 QVC*703255798501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.94                 
07/01/15 QVC*703255798401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.93                 
07/02/15 QVC*459674432701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 107.25                
07/02/15 QVC*459674432704*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
07/02/15 QVC*456877708302*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 74.53                 
07/02/15 QVC*456222021301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.07                 
07/03/15 QVC*459674432501*        800-367-9444 PA 22.25                 
07/04/15 QVC*458963694901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.51                 
07/04/15 QVC*458963694902*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.51                 
07/04/15 QVC*458958189301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 61.48                 
07/04/15 QVC*459704184403*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.77                 
07/05/15 QVC*458824428801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 9.71                   
07/05/15 QVC*459704184401*        800-367-9444 PA 27.39                 
07/05/15 QVC*458963694903*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
07/05/15 QVC*458287523301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 47.60                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/06/15 QVC*459753096001*02*04   800-367-9444 PA 21.10                 
07/06/15 QVC*459762378001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 120.18                
07/06/15 QVC*459780321904*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 42.66                 
07/06/15 QVC*459780321901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 44.25                 
07/06/15 QVC*459762378004*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 2.90                   
07/06/15 QVC*459762377801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
07/06/15 QVC*459762377901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
07/06/15 QVC*459753096005*        800-367-9444 PA 71.56                 
07/06/15 QVC*703182614201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
07/07/15 QVC*458824429101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.28                 
07/07/15 QVC*459704184402*        800-367-9444 PA 16.54                 
07/07/15 QVC*459766223301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 38.51                 
07/07/15 QVC*459769272301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.77                 
07/07/15 QVC*459753096003*        800-367-9444 PA 44.70                 
07/08/15 QVC*458824429401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.07                 
07/08/15 QVC*457500752301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.88                 
07/08/15 QVC*458398774801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 66.45                 
07/08/15 QVC*459010019501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.45                 
07/08/15 QVC*459381972301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (80.55)                
07/09/15 QVC*458963694902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (45.56)                
07/09/15 QVC*458963694902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (50.78)                
07/09/15 QVC*459436551901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (44.34)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/10/15 QVC*459858341101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.45                 
07/10/15 QVC*459793912701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 39.07                 
07/10/15 QVC*459116800601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.82                 
07/10/15 QVC*459075659101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.31                 
07/10/15 QVC*459490138701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.32)                  
07/10/15 QVC*459590343901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.58)                
07/10/15 QVC*459490138701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.32)                  
07/10/15 QVC*459490138701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.32)                  
07/10/15 QVC*459490138701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.32)                  
07/10/15 QVC*459490138702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (52.74)                
07/11/15 QVC*703262689101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
07/11/15 QVC*457099404101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 85.98                 
07/12/15 QVC*458471756703*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.84                 
07/12/15 QVC*458471756701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 38.45                 
07/12/15 QVC*459143381801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
07/12/15 QVC*459141248301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.38                 
07/12/15 QVC*458428833401*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
07/12/15 QVC*459590343901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.63)                
07/13/15 QVC*459919416404*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.35                 
07/13/15 QVC*459919416401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 100.49                
07/13/15 QVC*459934613501*        800-367-9444 PA 45.36                 
07/13/15 QVC*459928929001*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
07/13/15 QVC*459919660801*        800-367-9444 PA 32.68                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/13/15 QVC*459918963801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.82                 
07/14/15 QVC*459965938602*03      800-367-9444 PA 68.34                 
07/14/15 QVC*459934613701*02      800-367-9444 PA 34.52                 
07/14/15 QVC*457840082701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.22                 
07/14/15 QVC*458524517801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.72                 
07/14/15 QVC*459949222902*        800-367-9444 PA 36.65                 
07/15/15 QVC*459490138701*RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 8.95                   
07/15/15 QVC*459965938605*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.77                   
07/15/15 QVC*457835608701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.24                 
07/15/15 QVC*458471826501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.61                 
07/15/15 QVC*458492247901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.21                 
07/15/15 QVC*458492247902*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
07/15/15 QVC*459490138701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.32)                  
07/16/15 QVC*459965938601*04      800-367-9444 PA 33.69                 
07/16/15 QVC*459611436401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.86                 
07/16/15 QVC*459949222901*        800-367-9444 PA 36.65                 
07/16/15 QVC*459780321905*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.72)                
07/16/15 QVC*459780321901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.31)                
07/16/15 QVC*459780321904*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.72)                
07/16/15 QVC*459780321906*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.72)                
07/16/15 QVC*459780321903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.72)                
07/17/15 QVC*458593724501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.85                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/17/15 QVC*457197146801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 31.61                 
07/17/15 QVC*703255798501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.24)                
07/17/15 QVC*703255798401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.24)                
07/17/15 QVC*459780321902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.77)                  
07/17/15 QVC*459611436501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.11)                
07/18/15 QVC*457274819901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
07/18/15 QVC*459141248101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.36                 
07/18/15 QVC*459753096003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.75)                
07/18/15 QVC*459611436502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.16)                
07/19/15 QVC*470041116601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 64.93                 
07/19/15 QVC*459766223301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (38.51)                
07/20/15 QVC*470090032604*05      800-367-9444 PA 87.16                 
07/20/15 QVC*457283957401*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 37.90                 
07/20/15 QVC*470095924101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.78                 
07/20/15 QVC*470073445101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.29                 
07/20/15 QVC*457277555301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.97                 
07/20/15 QVC*458644277702*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.42                 
07/20/15 QVC*458644277701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.95                 
07/21/15 QVC*470096384201*03      800-367-9444 PA 50.81                 
07/21/15 QVC*470095924102*03      800-367-9444 PA 51.32                 
07/21/15 QVC*458644277703*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.84                 
07/21/15 QVC*458644277704*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
07/21/15 QVC*458644277705*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.42                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/21/15 QVC*457304059001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
07/21/15 QVC*470090032603*        800-367-9444 PA 33.94                 
07/21/15 QVC*703273468001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
07/22/15 QVC*470149142301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.31                 
07/22/15 QVC*470149142201*        800-367-9444 PA 34.54                 
07/22/15 QVC*470096384202*        800-367-9444 PA 35.60                 
07/22/15 QVC*458021569101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
07/22/15 QVC*457304059002*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
07/22/15 QVC*458021569001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
07/22/15 QVC*703275807201*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
07/22/15 QVC*703275807401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
07/22/15 QVC*703275807301*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
07/23/15 QVC*458035793701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.51                 
07/23/15 QVC*470169881101*        800-367-9444 PA 36.92                 
07/24/15 QVC*470090032601*02      800-367-9444 PA 48.50                 
07/24/15 QVC*470169136401*        800-367-9444 PA 42.08                 
07/24/15 QVC*459928929201*        800-367-9444 PA 43.70                 
07/24/15 QVC*703280813801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
07/26/15 QVC*703201904201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
07/26/15 QVC*470169136402*        800-367-9444 PA 42.08                 
07/26/15 QVC*703283400601*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
07/26/15 QVC*703283400401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/27/15 QVC*458801842001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
07/27/15 QVC*703243218201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
07/28/15 QVC*470267185701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 95.19                 
07/28/15 QVC*470268311201*        800-367-9444 PA 25.26                 
07/28/15 QVC*470237697501*        800-367-9444 PA 58.12                 
07/28/15 QVC*459590109601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.78                 
07/28/15 QVC*703251355801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
07/29/15 QVC*470322670402*03      800-367-9444 PA 43.20                 
07/29/15 QVC*457501601501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.75                 
07/29/15 QVC*470237697502*        800-367-9444 PA 58.12                 
07/29/15 QVC*459593924602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.65                 
07/29/15 QVC*459593924601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.06                   
07/29/15 QVC*703288267701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
07/29/15 QVC*459611436401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.16)                
07/30/15 QVC*470344626401*        800-367-9444 PA 55.74                 
07/30/15 QVC*470344626201*        800-367-9444 PA 55.74                 
07/30/15 QVC*703290316101*        800-367-9444 PA 41.29                 
07/30/15 QVC*470322670401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.60                 
07/30/15 QVC*470307916006*        800-367-9444 PA 25.79                 
07/30/15 QVC*458880520901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
07/30/15 QVC*458880521101*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
07/30/15 QVC*459600441901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
07/31/15 QVC*470307916004*05      800-367-9444 PA 51.58                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/31/15 QVC*470317636401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 207.75                
07/31/15 QVC*470307916001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 80.55                 
07/31/15 QVC*470345670603*04*07   800-367-9444 PA 79.05                 
07/31/15 QVC*470345670608*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.17                 
07/31/15 QVC*703290315801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
07/31/15 QVC*459655995501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.69                 
07/31/15 QVC*459590262701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.97                 
07/31/15 QVC*457553952601*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
07/31/15 QVC*457553935001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.78                 
07/31/15 QVC*470277877701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.61                 
08/01/15 QVC*470345670606*09      800-367-9444 PA 44.22                 
08/01/15 QVC*470345670601*02*05   800-367-9444 PA 60.50                 
08/01/15 QVC*470367828601*        800-367-9444 PA 34.54                 
08/01/15 QVC*470367828902*        800-367-9444 PA 55.92                 
08/01/15 QVC*459641912501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.77                 
08/01/15 QVC*470090032605*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (38.58)                
08/02/15 QVC*470367828901*        800-367-9444 PA 34.76                 
08/02/15 QVC*456877708302*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 74.53                 
08/02/15 QVC*459674432704*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
08/03/15 QVC*470463376501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.24                 
08/04/15 QVC*470410234101*02      800-367-9444 PA 48.66                 
08/04/15 QVC*458958189301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 61.48                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/04/15 QVC*458963694901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.51                 
08/04/15 QVC*470436139101*        800-367-9444 PA 189.36                
08/04/15 QVC*470396968001*        800-367-9444 PA 34.00                 
08/05/15 QVC*703297927901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
08/06/15 QVC*459753096001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.91                   
08/06/15 QVC*459753096002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.91                   
08/06/15 QVC*459753096004*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.28                 
08/06/15 QVC*470267185501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
08/06/15 QVC*703299695901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
08/07/15 QVC*470524806001*        800-367-9444 PA 24.12                 
08/07/15 QVC*459762378004*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 2.90                   
08/07/15 QVC*459769272301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.77                 
08/07/15 QVC*459762377901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
08/07/15 QVC*459762377801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
08/08/15 QVC*470566663101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 39.00                 
08/08/15 QVC*470566530001*02      800-367-9444 PA 38.56                 
08/08/15 QVC*470524806002*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 78.39                 
08/08/15 QVC*470566663104*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
08/08/15 QVC*458824429401*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.07                 
08/08/15 QVC*470344626301*        800-367-9444 PA 72.96                 
08/08/15 QVC*458398774801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 66.45                 
08/09/15 QVC*470593108105*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
08/10/15 QVC*470557986301*02      800-367-9444 PA 52.34                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/10/15 QVC*470593108103*04      800-367-9444 PA 16.32                 
08/10/15 QVC*459075659101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.31                 
08/10/15 QVC*459793912701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 39.07                 
08/10/15 QVC*703262689201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
08/10/15 QVC*459858341101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.45                 
08/10/15 QVC*459116800601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.82                 
08/10/15 QVC*459010019501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.45                 
08/11/15 QVC*470593108101*02      800-367-9444 PA 17.99                 
08/11/15 QVC*703262689101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
08/12/15 QVC*470660866701*        800-367-9444 PA 25.71                 
08/12/15 QVC*459143381801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
08/12/15 QVC*458428833401*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
08/12/15 QVC*459141248301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.38                 
08/13/15 QVC*703307630601*        800-367-9444 PA 31.47                 
08/13/15 QVC*459918963801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.82                 
08/13/15 QVC*703306095801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
08/14/15 QVC*470645949304*05      800-367-9444 PA 29.66                 
08/14/15 QVC*470645949301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 54.10                 
08/14/15 QVC*459928929001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
08/14/15 QVC*459919416404*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.35                 
08/14/15 QVC*459919416401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
08/14/15 QVC*459919416402*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.35                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/14/15 QVC*470345670602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.49)                
08/15/15 QVC*470722918301*02      800-367-9444 PA 83.40                 
08/15/15 QVC*458492247902*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
08/15/15 QVC*459934613701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.07                 
08/15/15 QVC*458492247901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.21                 
08/15/15 QVC*459934613702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.45                 
08/15/15 QVC*703309645901*        800-367-9444 PA 50.50                 
08/15/15 QVC*470567343201*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.78                 
08/15/15 QVC*470322670401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.60)                
08/16/15 QVC*470740741201*02      800-367-9444 PA 50.17                 
08/16/15 QVC*459965938604*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.39                   
08/16/15 QVC*459965938605*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.77                   
08/16/15 QVC*470742059101*        800-367-9444 PA 74.02                 
08/16/15 QVC*470463376501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.79)                
08/17/15 QVC*703314160701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.80                 
08/17/15 QVC*458593724501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.85                 
08/17/15 QVC*457902544201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.78                 
08/18/15 QVC*470766577301*02      800-367-9444 PA 37.15                 
08/18/15 QVC*470827937301*02      800-367-9444 PA 182.32                
08/18/15 QVC*470810042602*03      800-367-9444 PA 39.90                 
08/18/15 QVC*703314161601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
08/18/15 QVC*459141248101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.36                 
08/18/15 QVC*457274819901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/18/15 QVC*470802502801*        800-367-9444 PA 33.89                 
08/19/15 QVC*470041116601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 64.93                 
08/19/15 QVC*470566530001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.62)                
08/20/15 QVC*470809643301*        800-367-9444 PA 33.87                 
08/20/15 QVC*470809643101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.97                 
08/20/15 QVC*459641976801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 43.67                 
08/20/15 QVC*470810042601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.64                 
08/20/15 QVC*470809847101*        800-367-9444 PA 30.78                 
08/20/15 QVC*470095924101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.78                 
08/20/15 QVC*470073445101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.29                 
08/20/15 QVC*470566530002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.67)                  
08/21/15 QVC*703317854501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
08/21/15 QVC*703273468001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
08/21/15 QVC*457304059001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
08/21/15 QVC*470095924103*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
08/21/15 QVC*470096384203*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.64                 
08/21/15 QVC*470095924102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
08/21/15 QVC*458644277704*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.15                 
08/22/15 QVC*457304059002*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.79                 
08/22/15 QVC*458021569101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
08/22/15 QVC*470149142301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.31                 
08/22/15 QVC*458021569001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/24/15 QVC*703280813801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
08/25/15 QVC*470934746404*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 100.53                
08/25/15 QVC*470934746401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 106.17                
08/25/15 QVC*703321145401*        800-367-9444 PA 32.68                 
08/26/15 QVC*470958044101*        800-367-9444 PA 17.19                 
08/26/15 QVC*470958044901*        800-367-9444 PA 17.19                 
08/26/15 QVC*470958044301*        800-367-9444 PA 17.19                 
08/26/15 QVC*470958044701*        800-367-9444 PA 18.10                 
08/26/15 QVC*470958044501*02      800-367-9444 PA 73.53                 
08/26/15 QVC*470976505301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
08/28/15 QVC*459590109601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.78                 
08/29/15 QVC*470267185701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
08/29/15 QVC*703288267701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
08/29/15 QVC*470326353801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 35.36                 
08/29/15 QVC*459593924601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.06                   
08/29/15 QVC*470267185702*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
08/29/15 QVC*470267185703*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
08/29/15 QVC*459593924602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.65                 
08/30/15 QVC*458880521101*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
08/30/15 QVC*458880520901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
08/30/15 QVC*459600441901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
08/30/15 QVC*470322670402*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.60                 
08/30/15 QVC*470322670403*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.60                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/31/15 QVC*471056596701*02      800-367-9444 PA 61.34                 
08/31/15 QVC*470277877701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.61                 
08/31/15 QVC*470345670607*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.17                 
08/31/15 QVC*470345670608*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.17                 
08/31/15 QVC*470345670604*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.94                 
08/31/15 QVC*457553952601*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 60.11                 
08/31/15 QVC*470345670603*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.94                 
08/31/15 QVC*459590262701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.97                 
08/31/15 QVC*703290315801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
09/01/15 QVC*470927229901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 109.38                
09/01/15 QVC*470345670605*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
09/01/15 QVC*470345670601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
09/01/15 QVC*470345670609*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.94                 
09/01/15 QVC*459641912501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.77                 
09/01/15 QVC*470345670606*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
09/01/15 QVC*471140940301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.49                 
09/01/15 QVC*470827937302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (73.65)                
09/01/15 QVC*470827937301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (103.67)               
09/01/15 QVC*470740741201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.85)                
09/02/15 QVC*471148466901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.77                 
09/02/15 QVC*471148293102*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
09/02/15 QVC*471101465801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/02/15 QVC*470802502801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.89)                
09/02/15 QVC*459641976801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (43.67)                
09/03/15 QVC*471173687401*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.22                 
09/03/15 QVC*471171801303*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
09/03/15 QVC*471148293101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
09/04/15 QVC*471171801301*02      800-367-9444 PA 45.21                 
09/04/15 QVC*471196918901*02      800-367-9444 PA 104.42                
09/04/15 QVC*471195220904*05      800-367-9444 PA 48.26                 
09/04/15 QVC*471195220901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 96.32                 
09/04/15 QVC*471168353701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
09/04/15 QVC*458963694901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.51                 
09/04/15 QVC*459704184403*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.77                 
09/05/15 QVC*703297927901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
09/05/15 QVC*471196918903*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.98                 
09/06/15 QVC*703299695901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
09/06/15 QVC*459753096004*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.28                 
09/06/15 QVC*470267185501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
09/06/15 QVC*470487834401*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.70                 
09/06/15 QVC*459753096002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.91                   
09/06/15 QVC*459753096001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.91                   
09/06/15 QVC*470958044101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.19)                
09/06/15 QVC*470934746405*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (35.96)                
09/07/15 QVC*471235114701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.20                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/07/15 QVC*459762377801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
09/07/15 QVC*459762377901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
09/07/15 QVC*459762378004*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 2.90                   
09/07/15 QVC*459010019501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.45                 
09/08/15 QVC*458824429401*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.07                 
09/08/15 QVC*458398774801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 66.45                 
09/08/15 QVC*471292854001*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 81.43                 
09/09/15 QVC*470566663102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
09/09/15 QVC*470566663101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
09/09/15 QVC*470566663104*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
09/09/15 QVC*470566663103*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
09/09/15 QVC*470593108105*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
09/10/15 QVC*459075659101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.31                 
09/10/15 QVC*459858341101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.45                 
09/10/15 QVC*459116800601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.82                 
09/10/15 QVC*470593108104*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
09/10/15 QVC*470593108103*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
09/11/15 QVC*470593108102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
09/11/15 QVC*470593108101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.83                   
09/11/15 QVC*471366508001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.66                 
09/11/15 QVC*471364295801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
09/12/15 QVC*471387995101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.19                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/12/15 QVC*470317636101*        800-367-9444 PA 69.25                 
09/12/15 QVC*459141248301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.38                 
09/12/15 QVC*459143381801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
09/12/15 QVC*458428833401*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.92                 
09/13/15 QVC*703306095801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
09/13/15 QVC*459918963801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.82                 
09/14/15 QVC*471421793901*02      800-367-9444 PA 60.73                 
09/14/15 QVC*471417703701*02      800-367-9444 PA 60.74                 
09/14/15 QVC*470645949305*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.83                 
09/14/15 QVC*459928929001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
09/16/15 QVC*471523808501*02      800-367-9444 PA 78.42                 
09/16/15 QVC*470645949302*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.58                 
09/16/15 QVC*470645949303*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.52                 
09/16/15 QVC*459919416401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
09/16/15 QVC*470645949301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.00                 
09/16/15 QVC*470645949304*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.83                 
09/16/15 QVC*459934613702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.45                 
09/16/15 QVC*459934613701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.07                 
09/16/15 QVC*458492247901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.21                 
09/16/15 QVC*458492247902*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
09/16/15 QVC*470567803101*        800-367-9444 PA 43.29                 
09/16/15 QVC*459965938604*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.39                   
09/16/15 QVC*459965938605*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.77                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/16/15 QVC*470567343201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.78                 
09/17/15 QVC*703314160701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.80                 
09/17/15 QVC*458593724501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.85                 
09/18/15 QVC*471523808503*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
09/18/15 QVC*703314161601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
09/18/15 QVC*470766577301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.97                 
09/18/15 QVC*459141248101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.36                 
09/18/15 QVC*470766577302*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
09/19/15 QVC*470810042603*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.95                 
09/19/15 QVC*470810042602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.95                 
09/19/15 QVC*470096384301*        800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
09/19/15 QVC*471140940501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
09/19/15 QVC*459965938604*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.39)                  
09/19/15 QVC*459965938604*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.39)                  
09/19/15 QVC*459965938604*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.39)                  
09/19/15 QVC*459965938604*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.95)                  
09/20/15 QVC*470809643101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.97                 
09/20/15 QVC*470095924101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.78                 
09/20/15 QVC*470810042601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.64                 
09/20/15 QVC*470096384101*        800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
09/20/15 QVC*459704184402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.54)                
09/21/15 QVC*471608734402*03      800-367-9444 PA 64.12                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/21/15 QVC*703317854501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
09/21/15 QVC*703273468001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
09/21/15 QVC*470095924103*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
09/21/15 QVC*470095924102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
09/22/15 QVC*471647307501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 39.03                 
09/22/15 QVC*471647307504*        800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
09/22/15 QVC*471608734401*        800-367-9444 PA 31.09                 
09/22/15 QVC*471140940101*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 95.66                 
09/22/15 QVC*471235114701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.60)                
09/22/15 QVC*470927229903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (59.50)                
09/23/15 QVC*703321151001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
09/23/15 QVC*703351361501*        800-367-9444 PA 79.96                 
09/23/15 QVC*471196918901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.28)                
09/23/15 QVC*470090032604*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (43.58)                
09/24/15 QVC*471664690301*02      800-367-9444 PA 84.78                 
09/24/15 QVC*703357109601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
09/24/15 QVC*703280813801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
09/24/15 QVC*459965938603*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.90)                
09/25/15 QVC*470934746406*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.35                 
09/25/15 QVC*471738187501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.62                 
09/26/15 QVC*470934746404*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.22                 
09/26/15 QVC*470934746402*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.22                 
09/26/15 QVC*470976505301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/26/15 QVC*470934746401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.73                 
09/26/15 QVC*470934746403*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.22                 
09/27/15 QVC*471738187502*03      800-367-9444 PA 15.68                 
09/27/15 QVC*703363213301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
09/27/15 QVC*471757035001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.01                 
09/27/15 QVC*703359220701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
09/28/15 QVC*471794652001*02      800-367-9444 PA 23.18                 
09/28/15 QVC*703363218101*        800-367-9444 PA 58.90                 
09/29/15 QVC*471805103901*02      800-367-9444 PA 38.93                 
09/29/15 QVC*471797126602*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.29                 
09/29/15 QVC*703366764501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
09/29/15 QVC*703363218001*        800-367-9444 PA 58.90                 
09/29/15 QVC*703288267701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
09/29/15 QVC*470267185703*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
09/29/15 QVC*470267185701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
09/29/15 QVC*470267185702*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
09/30/15 QVC*471825933301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
09/30/15 QVC*459600441901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
09/30/15 QVC*470322670403*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.60                 
09/30/15 QVC*458880520901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
09/30/15 QVC*470322670402*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.60                 
09/30/15 QVC*703366762301*        800-367-9444 PA 58.90                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/30/15 QVC*471417703702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.88)                
09/30/15 QVC*471387995101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.44)                
10/01/15 QVC*471797126601*03      800-367-9444 PA 58.37                 
10/01/15 QVC*471793389901*02      800-367-9444 PA 52.28                 
10/01/15 QVC*470277877701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.61                 
10/01/15 QVC*459590262701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.97                 
10/01/15 QVC*471825791601*        800-367-9444 PA 30.44                 
10/01/15 QVC*471421793901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.84)                
10/02/15 QVC*459641912501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.77                 
10/02/15 QVC*470927229901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.94                 
10/02/15 QVC*470927229902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.94                 
10/02/15 QVC*471884855801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.39                 
10/03/15 QVC*471101465801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
10/03/15 QVC*471148466901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.77                 
10/03/15 QVC*471148293102*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
10/03/15 QVC*459674432704*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.85                   
10/03/15 QVC*471140940301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.49                 
10/04/15 QVC*471173687401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.22                 
10/04/15 QVC*471148293101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
10/05/15 QVC*471907624501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 34.68                 
10/05/15 QVC*471907624504*05      800-367-9444 PA 48.42                 
10/05/15 QVC*703370887401*        800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
10/05/15 QVC*471195220904*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.95                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/05/15 QVC*471195220905*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 25.31                 
10/05/15 QVC*471195220901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.42                 
10/05/15 QVC*471171801303*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
10/05/15 QVC*459704184403*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.77                 
10/05/15 QVC*458963694901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.51                 
10/05/15 QVC*471168353701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
10/06/15 QVC*471196918903*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.98                 
10/06/15 QVC*471171801302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
10/06/15 QVC*471171801301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.24                 
10/06/15 QVC*471195220902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
10/06/15 QVC*471195220903*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
10/07/15 QVC*470487834401*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.70                 
10/07/15 QVC*459753096001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.91                   
10/07/15 QVC*470267185501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 31.73                 
10/07/15 QVC*703299695901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
10/07/15 QVC*459753096002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.91                   
10/07/15 QVC*459753096004*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.28                 
10/07/15 QVC*454943713601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.22)                
10/07/15 QVC*454943713601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.23)                
10/07/15 QVC*471647307503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.01)                
10/07/15 QVC*454943713601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.18)                
10/07/15 QVC*454943713601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.18)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/07/15 QVC*471173687401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.22)                
10/07/15 QVC*471173687401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.04)                
10/08/15 QVC*459762377901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
10/08/15 QVC*459762377801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
10/08/15 QVC*459762378004*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 2.90                   
10/08/15 QVC*471523808503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (39.21)                
10/08/15 QVC*471738187503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.60)                  
10/09/15 QVC*458824429401*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.07                 
10/09/15 QVC*471292854001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 81.43                 
10/09/15 QVC*703375549701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
10/09/15 QVC*471738187502*RTCH    800-367-9444 PA 8.95                   
10/09/15 QVC*471738187502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.60)                  
10/09/15 QVC*471757035001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.01)                
10/09/15 QVC*471608734401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.14)                
10/10/15 QVC*472109554503*04      800-367-9444 PA 69.60                 
10/10/15 QVC*470593108105*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
10/10/15 QVC*470566663103*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
10/10/15 QVC*470566663104*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
10/10/15 QVC*470566663102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
10/10/15 QVC*470566663101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
10/11/15 QVC*472131083203*05      800-367-9444 PA 62.33                 
10/11/15 QVC*470593108103*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
10/11/15 QVC*470593108104*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/11/15 QVC*459075659101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.31                 
10/11/15 QVC*459116800601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 38.82                 
10/11/15 QVC*703376288101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
10/12/15 QVC*472129513301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 45.87                 
10/12/15 QVC*472129513304*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
10/12/15 QVC*470593108101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.83                   
10/12/15 QVC*470593108102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.16                   
10/13/15 QVC*472108996201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 77.83                 
10/13/15 QVC*472109554501*02      800-367-9444 PA 59.74                 
10/13/15 QVC*472155169701*02      800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
10/13/15 QVC*472108996204*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.04                 
10/13/15 QVC*472131083204*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 37.54                 
10/13/15 QVC*472129513305*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
10/13/15 QVC*471366508001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.66                 
10/13/15 QVC*471387616701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
10/13/15 QVC*459141248301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.38                 
10/13/15 QVC*471364295801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
10/13/15 QVC*459143381801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
10/13/15 QVC*472179984601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
10/13/15 QVC*472158660801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.58                 
10/13/15 QVC*472156333001*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
10/14/15 QVC*472180691501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.26                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/14/15 QVC*703306095801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
10/14/15 QVC*472142367901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.25                 
10/15/15 QVC*472215917301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 59.37                 
10/15/15 QVC*472159783301*02      800-367-9444 PA 9.90                   
10/15/15 QVC*470645949304*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.83                 
10/15/15 QVC*459919416401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
10/15/15 QVC*470645949302*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.58                 
10/15/15 QVC*459928929001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
10/15/15 QVC*470645949305*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.83                 
10/15/15 QVC*470645949301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.00                 
10/15/15 QVC*470645949303*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.52                 
10/16/15 QVC*459934613701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.07                 
10/16/15 QVC*471417703701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.37                 
10/16/15 QVC*471421793902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.94                 
10/16/15 QVC*459934613702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.45                 
10/16/15 QVC*472257660102*        800-367-9444 PA 52.76                 
10/17/15 QVC*472257660101*03      800-367-9444 PA 32.46                 
10/17/15 QVC*472216570301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
10/19/15 QVC*459141248101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.36                 
10/19/15 QVC*472310253804*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.71                   
10/19/15 QVC*470766577302*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
10/19/15 QVC*470766577301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.97                 
10/20/15 QVC*472341944101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.77                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/20/15 QVC*703384049201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
10/20/15 QVC*472310253803*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 34.69                 
10/20/15 QVC*471140940501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
10/20/15 QVC*470810042602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.95                 
10/20/15 QVC*470810042603*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.95                 
10/20/15 QVC*703386804601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
10/21/15 QVC*472310253801*02      800-367-9444 PA 18.38                 
10/21/15 QVC*472131083201*02      800-367-9444 PA 52.70                 
10/21/15 QVC*470809643101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.97                 
10/21/15 QVC*471523808502*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
10/21/15 QVC*470810042601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.64                 
10/21/15 QVC*470095924101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.78                 
10/21/15 QVC*470567343201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.78                 
10/21/15 QVC*471523808501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
10/21/15 QVC*459965938605*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.77                   
10/21/15 QVC*703387788801*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
10/22/15 QVC*470095924103*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
10/22/15 QVC*470095924102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
10/22/15 QVC*471608734403*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 33.03                 
10/22/15 QVC*472131083401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
10/22/15 QVC*471884733201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.14                 
10/22/15 QVC*703387788701*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/23/15 QVC*472454261701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
10/23/15 QVC*472454259801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
10/23/15 QVC*703384049301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
10/23/15 QVC*703389311401*        800-367-9444 PA 39.04                 
10/23/15 QVC*471647307501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.01                 
10/23/15 QVC*471647307502*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.01                 
10/23/15 QVC*471140940101*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 95.66                 
10/24/15 QVC*472454259804*05      800-367-9444 PA 130.98                
10/24/15 QVC*472454261704*05      800-367-9444 PA 130.98                
10/24/15 QVC*703391200901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
10/24/15 QVC*703321151001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
10/24/15 QVC*472483082901*        800-367-9444 PA 53.86                 
10/24/15 QVC*472485939401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.97                 
10/24/15 QVC*472108996203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.51)                
10/25/15 QVC*471664690301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
10/25/15 QVC*472341943901*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 80.85                 
10/25/15 QVC*703394161801*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
10/25/15 QVC*703394161701*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
10/25/15 QVC*472484532003*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.14                 
10/25/15 QVC*703394161601*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
10/25/15 QVC*703357109601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
10/25/15 QVC*471664690302*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
10/25/15 QVC*472109554501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.87)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/25/15 QVC*472131083204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.09)                
10/25/15 QVC*472108996204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.43)                
10/26/15 QVC*472487613901*02      800-367-9444 PA 42.54                 
10/26/15 QVC*472484532001*02      800-367-9444 PA 48.28                 
10/26/15 QVC*472481916302*03      800-367-9444 PA 59.02                 
10/26/15 QVC*472540958001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.65                 
10/26/15 QVC*472512694605*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
10/26/15 QVC*703394157601*        800-367-9444 PA 32.68                 
10/26/15 QVC*472481985301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
10/27/15 QVC*472512694601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 55.44                 
10/27/15 QVC*472562695802*05      800-367-9444 PA 51.75                 
10/27/15 QVC*472512694604*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
10/27/15 QVC*472540787001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
10/27/15 QVC*703395394601*        800-367-9444 PA 51.94                 
10/27/15 QVC*470934746401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.73                 
10/27/15 QVC*470976505301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
10/28/15 QVC*472553645901*02      800-367-9444 PA 31.97                 
10/28/15 QVC*472568888803*05      800-367-9444 PA 9.94                   
10/28/15 QVC*472562695801*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 36.95                 
10/28/15 QVC*472598745801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.73                   
10/28/15 QVC*472598745601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
10/28/15 QVC*472598745701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.61                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/28/15 QVC*703363213301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
10/28/15 QVC*703359220701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
10/28/15 QVC*472569991101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.69                 
10/29/15 QVC*472568888806*07      800-367-9444 PA 22.11                 
10/29/15 QVC*472568888801*02*04   800-367-9444 PA 14.91                 
10/29/15 QVC*471794652002*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
10/29/15 QVC*471794652001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
10/29/15 QVC*472577967101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.18                   
10/29/15 QVC*472570605601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
10/29/15 QVC*472571956801*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.83                 
10/29/15 QVC*472569991102*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.18                 
10/29/15 QVC*472481916301*        800-367-9444 PA 28.30                 
10/30/15 QVC*471805103901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.79                 
10/30/15 QVC*703366764501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
10/31/15 QVC*459600441901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
10/31/15 QVC*471825933301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
10/31/15 QVC*458880521101*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
10/31/15 QVC*458880520901*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 33.71                 
10/31/15 QVC*471797126602*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.29                 
11/01/15 QVC*703399449501*        800-367-9444 PA 41.29                 
11/01/15 QVC*470277877701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.61                 
11/01/15 QVC*471793389902*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.70                 
11/01/15 QVC*471793389901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.58                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/01/15 QVC*471797126603*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.33                 
11/02/15 QVC*472740771203*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.28                 
11/02/15 QVC*470927229901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.94                 
11/02/15 QVC*471884855801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.39                 
11/02/15 QVC*459641912501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.77                 
11/02/15 QVC*470927229902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.94                 
11/02/15 QVC*703404019801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
11/03/15 QVC*471140940301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.49                 
11/03/15 QVC*471101465801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
11/03/15 QVC*472827905701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.87                   
11/04/15 QVC*472740771201*02*04   800-367-9444 PA 93.35                 
11/04/15 QVC*472801539101*02      800-367-9444 PA 51.07                 
11/04/15 QVC*472740771205*        800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
11/04/15 QVC*471148293101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
11/04/15 QVC*703406011601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
11/05/15 QVC*472827905703*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.77                   
11/05/15 QVC*472827906101*        800-367-9444 PA 34.76                 
11/05/15 QVC*459704184403*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.77                 
11/05/15 QVC*471195220904*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.95                 
11/05/15 QVC*471171801303*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
11/05/15 QVC*471907624503*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.70                 
11/05/15 QVC*471195220901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.42                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/05/15 QVC*458963694901*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.51                 
11/05/15 QVC*471168353701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
11/06/15 QVC*472827905702*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
11/06/15 QVC*471907624502*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.49                 
11/06/15 QVC*471907624501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.49                 
11/06/15 QVC*471171801302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
11/07/15 QVC*472484532003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.64)                
11/07/15 QVC*472569991101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.60)                
11/07/15 QVC*472481916303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.85)                
11/07/15 QVC*472484532002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.64)                
11/08/15 QVC*703410474301*        800-367-9444 PA 54.94                 
11/08/15 QVC*459762378004*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 2.90                   
11/08/15 QVC*459762377801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
11/08/15 QVC*459762377901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
11/08/15 QVC*703408842501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
11/08/15 QVC*472454261705*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (65.49)                
11/08/15 QVC*472454261703*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.07)                
11/08/15 QVC*472454261701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.07)                
11/08/15 QVC*472454261702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.07)                
11/09/15 QVC*471148293401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
11/09/15 QVC*703375549701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
11/09/15 QVC*471292854001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 81.43                 
11/11/15 QVC*473029976601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.29                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/11/15 QVC*473028492301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.27                 
11/11/15 QVC*473010367801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.08                 
11/11/15 QVC*470487834401*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.70                 
11/11/15 QVC*473002649001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.37                 
11/11/15 QVC*703376288101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
11/11/15 QVC*471196918903*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.98                 
11/11/15 QVC*471195220903*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
11/11/15 QVC*703299695901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
11/11/15 QVC*471195220902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
11/11/15 QVC*472454259805*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (65.49)                
11/11/15 QVC*472454259804*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (52.89)                
11/11/15 QVC*472484532001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.69)                
11/11/15 QVC*472512694605*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (1.71)                  
11/12/15 QVC*473031250701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
11/12/15 QVC*472129513303*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
11/12/15 QVC*472129513301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
11/12/15 QVC*472131083205*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 35.98                 
11/12/15 QVC*472129513302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
11/12/15 QVC*472129513304*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
11/12/15 QVC*472131083203*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
11/13/15 QVC*473117884901*        800-367-9444 PA 34.27                 
11/13/15 QVC*473117884301*        800-367-9444 PA 34.27                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/13/15 QVC*472155169701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
11/13/15 QVC*472129513305*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
11/13/15 QVC*471364295801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
11/13/15 QVC*472155169702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
11/13/15 QVC*471387616701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
11/13/15 QVC*472108996202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.04                 
11/13/15 QVC*472179984601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
11/13/15 QVC*472156333001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
11/13/15 QVC*471366508001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.66                 
11/13/15 QVC*472109554502*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.87                 
11/13/15 QVC*473080003201*        800-367-9444 PA 25.94                 
11/13/15 QVC*473087673102*        800-367-9444 PA 18.37                 
11/13/15 QVC*703416438801*        800-367-9444 PA 31.47                 
11/14/15 QVC*473117884501*02      800-367-9444 PA 35.94                 
11/14/15 QVC*473087673101*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 43.27                 
11/14/15 QVC*473117884101*        800-367-9444 PA 34.27                 
11/14/15 QVC*473087673105*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.67                 
11/14/15 QVC*472827905901*        800-367-9444 PA 44.87                 
11/14/15 QVC*459918963801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.82                 
11/14/15 QVC*472158660801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.58                 
11/14/15 QVC*472142367901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.25                 
11/14/15 QVC*472180691501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.26                   
11/15/15 QVC*472215917302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/15/15 QVC*472215917301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
11/15/15 QVC*472159783302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
11/15/15 QVC*472215917303*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
11/15/15 QVC*472159783301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
11/16/15 QVC*471421793902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.94                 
11/17/15 QVC*473250105001*02      800-367-9444 PA 21.42                 
11/17/15 QVC*703421685001*        800-367-9444 PA 79.96                 
11/17/15 QVC*470567343201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.78                 
11/17/15 QVC*472257660101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.02                 
11/17/15 QVC*472216570301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.29                 
11/17/15 QVC*471523808501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
11/17/15 QVC*471523808502*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
11/17/15 QVC*472553645902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.27)                
11/17/15 QVC*471793389902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.23)                
11/17/15 QVC*470096384203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.64)                
11/17/15 QVC*470096384203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.65)                
11/17/15 QVC*471793389902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.90)                  
11/17/15 QVC*471793389902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.23)                
11/17/15 QVC*471793389902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.23)                
11/17/15 QVC*471793389902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.90)                  
11/17/15 QVC*471793389902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.90)                  
11/18/15 QVC*473254977101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 33.69                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/18/15 QVC*473254977104*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.63                 
11/18/15 QVC*473277165301*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.72                 
11/18/15 QVC*703422876501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
11/18/15 QVC*472827905701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (7.87)                  
11/19/15 QVC*473250105003*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.38                 
11/19/15 QVC*472310253804*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.71                   
11/19/15 QVC*473002648801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.37                 
11/19/15 QVC*703426014901*        800-367-9444 PA 35.96                 
11/19/15 QVC*703426018301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
11/19/15 QVC*470041116601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.69)                
11/19/15 QVC*470041116601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.64)                
11/20/15 QVC*473325138904*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
11/20/15 QVC*703386804601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
11/20/15 QVC*472341944101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.77                 
11/20/15 QVC*472310253803*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 34.69                 
11/20/15 QVC*473307789701*        800-367-9444 PA 34.27                 
11/21/15 QVC*473310059701*02      800-367-9444 PA 35.30                 
11/21/15 QVC*473325138901*02      800-367-9444 PA 36.38                 
11/21/15 QVC*473307789601*        800-367-9444 PA 34.27                 
11/21/15 QVC*470095924101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.78                 
11/21/15 QVC*703384049201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
11/21/15 QVC*472310253802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
11/21/15 QVC*472131083202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/21/15 QVC*472131083201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
11/21/15 QVC*472310253801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
11/21/15 QVC*470810042601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.64                 
11/22/15 QVC*473325138903*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
11/22/15 QVC*471884733201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.14                 
11/22/15 QVC*470095924102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
11/22/15 QVC*472131083401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
11/22/15 QVC*470095924103*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.66                 
11/23/15 QVC*703384049301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
11/23/15 QVC*471647307502*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.01                 
11/23/15 QVC*471647307501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.01                 
11/23/15 QVC*471140940101*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 95.66                 
11/24/15 QVC*473404710301*02      800-367-9444 PA 33.14                 
11/24/15 QVC*472485939401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.97                 
11/24/15 QVC*703391200901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
11/25/15 QVC*472454261704*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 65.49                 
11/25/15 QVC*472341943901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 80.85                 
11/25/15 QVC*471664690302*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
11/25/15 QVC*703357109601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
11/25/15 QVC*471664690301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
11/26/15 QVC*472481985301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
11/26/15 QVC*472481916302*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.67                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/27/15 QVC*473583492301*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 44.61                 
11/27/15 QVC*473605397501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.78                 
11/27/15 QVC*703436373101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
11/27/15 QVC*470976505301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
11/27/15 QVC*472512694604*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
11/27/15 QVC*472562695802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.37                   
11/27/15 QVC*472512694601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
11/27/15 QVC*470934746401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 39.73                 
11/27/15 QVC*472562695805*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.38                 
11/27/15 QVC*472540787001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
11/28/15 QVC*473605825201*02      800-367-9444 PA 27.86                 
11/28/15 QVC*473583492302*07      800-367-9444 PA 15.15                 
11/28/15 QVC*473603984001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.26                 
11/28/15 QVC*473604330401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.48                 
11/28/15 QVC*472598745901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.99                   
11/28/15 QVC*472598745701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.61                 
11/28/15 QVC*472598745801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.73                   
11/28/15 QVC*472553645901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
11/28/15 QVC*472512694602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
11/28/15 QVC*472569991101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.85                 
11/28/15 QVC*472562695801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.55                 
11/28/15 QVC*472598745601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
11/28/15 QVC*472568888803*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/28/15 QVC*472562695804*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
11/28/15 QVC*472568888805*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
11/28/15 QVC*472562695803*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
11/28/15 QVC*703438980201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
11/28/15 QVC*472740771205*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.46)                
11/28/15 QVC*473117884501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.73)                
11/28/15 QVC*473087673101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.07)                
11/28/15 QVC*473087673105*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.17)                
11/28/15 QVC*472740771204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.46)                
11/28/15 QVC*473080003201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.94)                
11/28/15 QVC*472740771202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.46)                
11/28/15 QVC*473087673103*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.63)                
11/28/15 QVC*473087673102*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.37)                
11/28/15 QVC*473087673104*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.07)                
11/29/15 QVC*473605825203*04      800-367-9444 PA 27.86                 
11/29/15 QVC*473679363301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.49                 
11/29/15 QVC*473674598801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.64                 
11/29/15 QVC*472568888801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
11/29/15 QVC*472571956801*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.83                 
11/29/15 QVC*472577967101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.18                   
11/29/15 QVC*472568888806*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
11/29/15 QVC*472568888807*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/29/15 QVC*472570605601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
11/29/15 QVC*471794652002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
11/29/15 QVC*471794652001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.59                 
11/29/15 QVC*472569991102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.18                 
11/29/15 QVC*472568888802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
11/29/15 QVC*473117884301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.27)                
11/30/15 QVC*473640228601*02      800-367-9444 PA 24.47                 
11/30/15 QVC*473583492305*06      800-367-9444 PA 17.44                 
11/30/15 QVC*471805103901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.79                 
11/30/15 QVC*473705389401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 13.35                 
11/30/15 QVC*473696748401*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.94                   
12/01/15 QVC*471797126602*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.29                 
12/01/15 QVC*473741368001*        800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
12/02/15 QVC*473755025204*05      800-367-9444 PA 36.26                 
12/02/15 QVC*473755025201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 50.53                 
12/02/15 QVC*473703950701*02      800-367-9444 PA 37.64                 
12/02/15 QVC*473733329901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
12/02/15 QVC*473733329801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
12/02/15 QVC*470277877701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 28.61                 
12/02/15 QVC*471797126603*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.33                 
12/02/15 QVC*473710893001*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.13                 
12/02/15 QVC*473802062702*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.35                 
12/03/15 QVC*473733330001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 95.52                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/03/15 QVC*473710893002*03      800-367-9444 PA 56.24                 
12/03/15 QVC*473802062701*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 65.78                 
12/03/15 QVC*473842411701*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
12/03/15 QVC*473839733801*        800-367-9444 PA 34.66                 
12/03/15 QVC*703404019801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
12/03/15 QVC*470927229901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.94                 
12/03/15 QVC*472740771203*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.28                 
12/03/15 QVC*471884855801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.39                 
12/03/15 QVC*459641912501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.77                 
12/03/15 QVC*470927229902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.94                 
12/04/15 QVC*473805976501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.78                 
12/04/15 QVC*471101465801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
12/04/15 QVC*473325138904*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.19)                
12/04/15 QVC*473325138903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.19)                
12/04/15 QVC*473310059701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.65)                
12/04/15 QVC*703410474301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (51.94)                
12/04/15 QVC*473002649001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.87)                
12/05/15 QVC*472740771201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
12/05/15 QVC*472801539101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.39                 
12/05/15 QVC*471148293101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
12/05/15 QVC*703406011601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
12/05/15 QVC*473310059702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.65)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/06/15 QVC*473896904501*02      800-367-9444 PA 36.26                 
12/06/15 QVC*471195220901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.42                 
12/06/15 QVC*471195220905*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 25.31                 
12/06/15 QVC*471907624503*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.70                 
12/06/15 QVC*471171801303*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
12/06/15 QVC*472827905703*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.77                   
12/06/15 QVC*471168353701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
12/07/15 QVC*473952387701*02      800-367-9444 PA 34.26                 
12/07/15 QVC*473951968401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 63.57                 
12/07/15 QVC*473954415001*02      800-367-9444 PA 42.21                 
12/07/15 QVC*472827905702*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
12/07/15 QVC*471195220902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.54                 
12/07/15 QVC*471171801302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.97                 
12/07/15 QVC*471196918903*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.98                 
12/07/15 QVC*471195220903*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.36                 
12/07/15 QVC*473977211901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
12/07/15 QVC*473974894502*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
12/07/15 QVC*473903510201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.54                   
12/08/15 QVC*473951968406*07      800-367-9444 PA 26.31                 
12/08/15 QVC*473997500801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.36                 
12/08/15 QVC*473997501001*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
12/08/15 QVC*470487834401*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.70                 
12/08/15 QVC*473974894501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/08/15 QVC*473903510202*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.39                 
12/08/15 QVC*474050756103*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
12/08/15 QVC*474029732801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
12/08/15 QVC*473956428101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
12/08/15 QVC*473605825204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.18)                
12/10/15 QVC*473976732802*03      800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
12/10/15 QVC*473951968405*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
12/10/15 QVC*474040586903*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
12/10/15 QVC*474018443001*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.01                   
12/10/15 QVC*471148293401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
12/10/15 QVC*471292854001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 81.43                 
12/10/15 QVC*703456001901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
12/10/15 QVC*474040586901*02      800-367-9444 PA 12.08                 
12/10/15 QVC*473976732801*04      800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
12/10/15 QVC*474046691801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
12/10/15 QVC*474018443301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.88                   
12/10/15 QVC*474018443002*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
12/10/15 QVC*474046691901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
12/10/15 QVC*473087672901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
12/10/15 QVC*703408842501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
12/10/15 QVC*474027509701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.86                   
12/10/15 QVC*473951968404*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/10/15 QVC*474099320901*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 152.86                
12/10/15 QVC*473956428102*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
12/10/15 QVC*473605825203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.23)                  
12/11/15 QVC*474129040801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.38                 
12/11/15 QVC*474129010601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.40                 
12/11/15 QVC*474124283401*        800-367-9444 PA 37.81                 
12/12/15 QVC*474050756101*02      800-367-9444 PA 17.38                 
12/12/15 QVC*474201177502*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.32                 
12/12/15 QVC*473603984201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.24                 
12/12/15 QVC*474194432701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 14.99                 
12/13/15 QVC*473952387801*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
12/13/15 QVC*474201177501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.32                 
12/13/15 QVC*473010367801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.08                 
12/13/15 QVC*473028492301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.27                 
12/13/15 QVC*473029976601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.29                 
12/14/15 QVC*474229700101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 40.71                 
12/14/15 QVC*474229700104*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 71.07                 
12/14/15 QVC*472155169702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
12/14/15 QVC*473117884701*        800-367-9444 PA 56.00                 
12/14/15 QVC*472109554502*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.87                 
12/14/15 QVC*472155169701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
12/14/15 QVC*471366508001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.66                 
12/14/15 QVC*472129513305*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/14/15 QVC*471387616701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
12/14/15 QVC*472156333001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
12/14/15 QVC*472108996202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.04                 
12/14/15 QVC*472179984601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
12/14/15 QVC*472108996201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.04                 
12/14/15 QVC*472131083203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
12/14/15 QVC*472129513301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
12/14/15 QVC*472129513303*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
12/14/15 QVC*472129513302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
12/14/15 QVC*473031250701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
12/14/15 QVC*472131083205*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 35.98                 
12/15/15 QVC*474316829001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 19.50                 
12/15/15 QVC*474297060601*02      800-367-9444 PA 15.22                 
12/15/15 QVC*474316829007*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
12/15/15 QVC*472142367901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.25                 
12/15/15 QVC*472158660801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.58                 
12/15/15 QVC*472180691501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.26                   
12/15/15 QVC*474282257501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 79.49                 
12/15/15 QVC*474301540901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
12/16/15 QVC*474316829004*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 19.50                 
12/16/15 QVC*474317637201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 18.16                 
12/16/15 QVC*474357508204*05*07   800-367-9444 PA 24.07                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/16/15 QVC*474282257502*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 23.39                 
12/16/15 QVC*474317637204*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.70                   
12/16/15 QVC*473733330201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
12/16/15 QVC*473733330101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
12/17/15 QVC*473117884502*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.97                 
12/17/15 QVC*472215917301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
12/17/15 QVC*472215917303*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
12/17/15 QVC*472159783301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
12/17/15 QVC*472159783302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
12/17/15 QVC*472215917302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
12/17/15 QVC*474357508202*03*06   800-367-9444 PA 45.77                 
12/17/15 QVC*473903755801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.49)                
12/17/15 QVC*473903755802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (9.54)                  
12/18/15 QVC*471523808501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
12/18/15 QVC*471523808502*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
12/18/15 QVC*703466801201*        800-367-9444 PA 199.28                
12/18/15 QVC*703466788301*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
12/18/15 QVC*471421793902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.94                 
12/18/15 QVC*474357508201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.83                   
12/18/15 QVC*473951968403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.19)                
12/18/15 QVC*473903510201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.94)                  
12/18/15 QVC*473951968402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.19)                
12/19/15 QVC*703422876501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/19/15 QVC*473254977104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.63                 
12/19/15 QVC*473254977103*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.63                 
12/19/15 QVC*473250105001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
12/19/15 QVC*473277165301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.72                 
12/19/15 QVC*473224610102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
12/19/15 QVC*473250105002*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
12/19/15 QVC*473224610101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
12/19/15 QVC*473952387601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
12/19/15 QVC*474465730702*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.37                   
12/19/15 QVC*473951968401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.24)                
12/19/15 QVC*473087672901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.93)                
12/20/15 QVC*474428606201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 105.79                
12/20/15 QVC*474465730701*03      800-367-9444 PA 37.27                 
12/20/15 QVC*703426018301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
12/20/15 QVC*473254977101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.53                 
12/20/15 QVC*473002648801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.37                 
12/20/15 QVC*473254977102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.53                 
12/20/15 QVC*473250105003*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.38                 
12/20/15 QVC*472310253804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.71                   
12/20/15 QVC*703472661901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
12/20/15 QVC*473951968404*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.24)                
12/21/15 QVC*472341944101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.77                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/21/15 QVC*703386804601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.73                 
12/22/15 QVC*474544515007*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.04                   
12/22/15 QVC*474542725201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.95                 
12/22/15 QVC*472310253802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
12/23/15 QVC*474544515004*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 29.95                 
12/23/15 QVC*474544515001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 19.62                 
12/23/15 QVC*473325138902*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
12/23/15 QVC*473325138901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
12/23/15 QVC*472131083401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
12/23/15 QVC*471884733201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.14                 
12/23/15 QVC*472310253801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
12/23/15 QVC*703384049201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
12/23/15 QVC*470810042601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 34.64                 
12/23/15 QVC*472131083202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
12/23/15 QVC*472131083201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
12/23/15 QVC*474099320901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (152.86)               
12/24/15 QVC*474317637101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
12/24/15 QVC*471140940101*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 95.66                 
12/24/15 QVC*703384049301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
12/25/15 QVC*473404710302*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.57                 
12/25/15 QVC*703391200901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
12/25/15 QVC*473404710301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.57                 
12/26/15 QVC*472341943901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 80.85                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/26/15 QVC*471664690302*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
12/26/15 QVC*472454261704*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 65.49                 
12/26/15 QVC*471664690301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
12/27/15 QVC*474625320902*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
12/27/15 QVC*472481916302*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.67                 
12/27/15 QVC*472481985301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
12/27/15 QVC*472540958001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.65                 
12/28/15 QVC*703482711801*        800-367-9444 PA 51.94                 
12/28/15 QVC*703480531701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
12/28/15 QVC*474625320901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
12/28/15 QVC*473605397501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.78                 
12/28/15 QVC*703436373101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
12/28/15 QVC*470976505301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
12/28/15 QVC*472512694604*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
12/28/15 QVC*473583492304*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 13.06                 
12/28/15 QVC*472512694601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
12/28/15 QVC*472562695805*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.38                 
12/28/15 QVC*473583492303*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
12/28/15 QVC*472540787001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.33                 
12/28/15 QVC*472562695802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.37                   
12/28/15 QVC*474357508205*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.47)                  
12/29/15 QVC*703485919801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/29/15 QVC*703485918001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
12/29/15 QVC*474282257504*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (0.25)                  
12/29/15 QVC*474229700101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (7.42)                  
12/29/15 QVC*474201177502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.66)                
12/30/15 QVC*473603984001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.26                 
12/30/15 QVC*473583492307*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
12/30/15 QVC*703438980201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
12/30/15 QVC*472553645901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
12/30/15 QVC*472512694602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
12/30/15 QVC*472562695803*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
12/30/15 QVC*472598745701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.61                 
12/30/15 QVC*472568888803*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
12/30/15 QVC*472598745601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
12/30/15 QVC*472568888805*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
12/30/15 QVC*472562695804*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
12/30/15 QVC*472598745901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.99                   
12/30/15 QVC*472569991101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.85                 
12/30/15 QVC*472562695801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.55                 
12/30/15 QVC*472598745801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.73                   
12/30/15 QVC*474201177501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.71)                
12/30/15 QVC*474129010601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.78)                
12/31/15 QVC*473674598801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.64                 
12/31/15 QVC*473605825202*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/31/15 QVC*473679363301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.49                 
12/31/15 QVC*472577967101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.18                   
12/31/15 QVC*473604330401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.48                 
12/31/15 QVC*473583492302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
12/31/15 QVC*472570605601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
12/31/15 QVC*472571956801*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.83                 
12/31/15 QVC*473605825201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
12/31/15 QVC*472569991102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.18                 
12/31/15 QVC*472568888804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
12/31/15 QVC*472568888801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
12/31/15 QVC*472568888806*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
12/31/15 QVC*472568888807*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
12/31/15 QVC*472568888802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
12/31/15 QVC*703494116701*        800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
01/02/16 QVC*473802062702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.35                 
01/02/16 QVC*473733329801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
01/02/16 QVC*473703950702*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
01/02/16 QVC*473733329901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
01/02/16 QVC*473703950701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.29                 
01/03/16 QVC*473710893001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.13                 
01/03/16 QVC*473802062701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.06                 
01/03/16 QVC*473755025205*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/03/16 QVC*473710893003*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.08                 
01/03/16 QVC*473755025201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.27                 
01/03/16 QVC*473802062703*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
01/03/16 QVC*703404019801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
01/03/16 QVC*473802062704*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
01/03/16 QVC*473842411701*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
01/03/16 QVC*473755025203*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
01/03/16 QVC*473755025204*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
01/03/16 QVC*471884855801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.39                 
01/04/16 QVC*473805976501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.78                 
01/04/16 QVC*471101465801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
01/05/16 QVC*474807794105*        800-367-9444 PA 20.94                 
01/05/16 QVC*474807794101*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 50.81                 
01/05/16 QVC*472801539101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 33.39                 
01/05/16 QVC*472740771201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
01/05/16 QVC*471148293101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 65.42                 
01/05/16 QVC*473954106101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (81.38)                
01/06/16 QVC*472827905703*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.77                   
01/06/16 QVC*471168353701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.91                 
01/06/16 QVC*471907624503*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.70                 
01/06/16 QVC*474807794102*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
01/06/16 QVC*474887157701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
01/06/16 QVC*473640228601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.48                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/06/16 QVC*473705389401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 13.35                 
01/06/16 QVC*473696748401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.94                   
01/06/16 QVC*471797126602*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.29                 
01/06/16 QVC*473640228602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
01/06/16 QVC*473583492305*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
01/06/16 QVC*473583492306*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
01/07/16 QVC*474912473401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 163.29                
01/07/16 QVC*474887157801*02      800-367-9444 PA 33.99                 
01/07/16 QVC*474887157601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
01/07/16 QVC*474807794106*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.87                 
01/07/16 QVC*474544515006*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.88)                
01/08/16 QVC*474933118701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
01/08/16 QVC*703495934401*        800-367-9444 PA 59.00                 
01/08/16 QVC*473952387702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
01/08/16 QVC*473977211901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
01/08/16 QVC*473896904501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
01/08/16 QVC*473954415001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
01/08/16 QVC*473952387701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.83                 
01/08/16 QVC*473954415002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
01/08/16 QVC*473896904502*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
01/09/16 QVC*474974948801*02      800-367-9444 PA 41.22                 
01/09/16 QVC*474969890901*02      800-367-9444 PA 104.02                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/09/16 QVC*473974894502*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
01/09/16 QVC*473951968407*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
01/09/16 QVC*473997500801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.36                 
01/09/16 QVC*473997501001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
01/09/16 QVC*474029732801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
01/09/16 QVC*474050756103*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
01/09/16 QVC*473951968406*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.53                   
01/09/16 QVC*473956428101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
01/09/16 QVC*470487834401*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.70                 
01/09/16 QVC*473974894501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
01/10/16 QVC*474974206701*02      800-367-9444 PA 96.30                 
01/10/16 QVC*474018443002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
01/10/16 QVC*474040586901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
01/10/16 QVC*474040586902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
01/10/16 QVC*473976732801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
01/10/16 QVC*474027509701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.86                   
01/10/16 QVC*474018443301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.88                   
01/10/16 QVC*703408842501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
01/10/16 QVC*473976732804*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
01/10/16 QVC*474046691801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
01/11/16 QVC*474970098201*02      800-367-9444 PA 27.46                 
01/11/16 QVC*474046691901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
01/11/16 QVC*473976732803*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/11/16 QVC*473976732802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
01/11/16 QVC*473951968405*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
01/11/16 QVC*703456001901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
01/11/16 QVC*473956428102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
01/11/16 QVC*474018443001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.01                   
01/11/16 QVC*474040586903*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
01/11/16 QVC*471292854001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 81.43                 
01/11/16 QVC*703499276801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
01/12/16 QVC*475010871501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 74.71                 
01/12/16 QVC*474995195201*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.98                 
01/12/16 QVC*475034854001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
01/12/16 QVC*475006646501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 42.32                 
01/12/16 QVC*474129040801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.38                 
01/13/16 QVC*474357507901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.38                 
01/13/16 QVC*475010871801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
01/13/16 QVC*473603984201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.24                 
01/13/16 QVC*474050756101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
01/13/16 QVC*474050756102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
01/13/16 QVC*475024858201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
01/13/16 QVC*473028492301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.27                 
01/14/16 QVC*475086346405*        800-367-9444 PA 31.46                 
01/14/16 QVC*475024958801*02      800-367-9444 PA 48.04                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/14/16 QVC*472129513304*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
01/14/16 QVC*472129513302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
01/14/16 QVC*473952387801*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
01/14/16 QVC*472129513301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
01/14/16 QVC*472129513303*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
01/15/16 QVC*472155169701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
01/15/16 QVC*472156333001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
01/15/16 QVC*474229700104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 71.07                 
01/15/16 QVC*472179984601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.09                 
01/15/16 QVC*471387616701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.59                 
01/15/16 QVC*474229700102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
01/15/16 QVC*472155169702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
01/15/16 QVC*471366508001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.66                 
01/15/16 QVC*474229700103*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.52                 
01/15/16 QVC*472129513305*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
01/16/16 QVC*703503584201*        800-367-9444 PA 79.96                 
01/16/16 QVC*474316829003*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
01/16/16 QVC*474282257501*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 79.49                 
01/16/16 QVC*474297060602*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.98                   
01/16/16 QVC*473029976601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.29                 
01/16/16 QVC*474194432701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 14.99                 
01/16/16 QVC*472158660801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.58                 
01/16/16 QVC*474316829001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/16/16 QVC*474316829007*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
01/16/16 QVC*474297060601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.24                   
01/16/16 QVC*474301540901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
01/16/16 QVC*472142367901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.25                 
01/17/16 QVC*472159783302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
01/17/16 QVC*474282257503*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
01/17/16 QVC*474282257505*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.28                   
01/17/16 QVC*474282257506*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.98                 
01/17/16 QVC*703504554401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
01/17/16 QVC*703504553901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
01/17/16 QVC*472215917301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
01/17/16 QVC*472215917303*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
01/17/16 QVC*472215917302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.79                 
01/17/16 QVC*472159783301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
01/17/16 QVC*474282257502*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
01/17/16 QVC*473117884502*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.97                 
01/17/16 QVC*474316829005*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
01/17/16 QVC*473733330201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
01/17/16 QVC*474316829002*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
01/17/16 QVC*473733330101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
01/17/16 QVC*474317637201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.23                   
01/17/16 QVC*474316829006*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/17/16 QVC*474316829004*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
01/18/16 QVC*475149401601*        800-367-9444 PA 33.21                 
01/18/16 QVC*475149401801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
01/18/16 QVC*475149401201*        800-367-9444 PA 33.21                 
01/18/16 QVC*474317637204*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.70                   
01/18/16 QVC*474317637203*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.76                   
01/18/16 QVC*474357508207*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.93                   
01/18/16 QVC*474357508203*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
01/18/16 QVC*474357508206*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
01/18/16 QVC*474357508202*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
01/18/16 QVC*474357508204*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
01/18/16 QVC*475147449801*        800-367-9444 PA 35.48                 
01/19/16 QVC*475149401401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
01/19/16 QVC*703466788301*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
01/19/16 QVC*474357508201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.83                   
01/19/16 QVC*471523808502*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
01/19/16 QVC*471523808501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 39.21                 
01/19/16 QVC*475176187301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
01/19/16 QVC*475125278901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 50.78                 
01/20/16 QVC*475220592001*02      800-367-9444 PA 56.63                 
01/20/16 QVC*473952387601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
01/20/16 QVC*473224610102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
01/20/16 QVC*473277165301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.72                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/20/16 QVC*473224610101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
01/20/16 QVC*473250105001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
01/20/16 QVC*473250105002*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
01/20/16 QVC*703506705201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
01/21/16 QVC*474465730702*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.37                   
01/21/16 QVC*474428606202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.32                 
01/21/16 QVC*473254977101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.53                 
01/21/16 QVC*472310253804*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.71                   
01/21/16 QVC*474428606203*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.32                 
01/21/16 QVC*473254977102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.53                 
01/21/16 QVC*473250105003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.38                 
01/22/16 QVC*474465730703*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.32                 
01/22/16 QVC*472341944101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.77                 
01/22/16 QVC*472310253803*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 34.69                 
01/22/16 QVC*703472661901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.81                 
01/22/16 QVC*474465730701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
01/22/16 QVC*472310253801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
01/22/16 QVC*474542725201*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.95                 
01/22/16 QVC*472310253802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
01/22/16 QVC*703384049201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
01/22/16 QVC*474544515007*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.04                   
01/22/16 QVC*703511679101*        800-367-9444 PA 39.04                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/22/16 QVC*473325138902*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
01/22/16 QVC*473325138901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
01/23/16 QVC*475310831201*02      800-367-9444 PA 40.66                 
01/23/16 QVC*474544515001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
01/23/16 QVC*474544515005*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
01/23/16 QVC*474544515004*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
01/23/16 QVC*474544515002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
01/23/16 QVC*474544515003*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
01/24/16 QVC*703509504401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
01/24/16 QVC*703509504501*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
01/24/16 QVC*703384049301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
01/24/16 QVC*471140940101*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 95.66                 
01/24/16 QVC*474317637101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
01/24/16 QVC*473223387001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.05                   
01/24/16 QVC*473223387002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.05                   
01/24/16 QVC*474400154901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
01/24/16 QVC*474400154801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
01/24/16 QVC*474395437901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.90                 
01/25/16 QVC*475086346404*        800-367-9444 PA 34.54                 
01/25/16 QVC*703513216801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
01/25/16 QVC*473404710302*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.57                 
01/25/16 QVC*473404710301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.57                 
01/25/16 QVC*703485914601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (46.45)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/26/16 QVC*475345569701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 110.28                
01/26/16 QVC*475345569704*        800-367-9444 PA 36.76                 
01/26/16 QVC*472341943901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 80.85                 
01/26/16 QVC*471664690301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
01/26/16 QVC*471664690302*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.39                 
01/26/16 QVC*703514721601*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
01/26/16 QVC*703514721401*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
01/26/16 QVC*703514721301*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
01/27/16 QVC*472481916302*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.67                 
01/28/16 QVC*703519218601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
01/28/16 QVC*472562695802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.37                   
01/28/16 QVC*474625320901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
01/28/16 QVC*703436373101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
01/28/16 QVC*474625320902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
01/28/16 QVC*473583492303*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
01/28/16 QVC*473605397501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 36.78                 
01/28/16 QVC*470976505301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 27.38                 
01/28/16 QVC*472562695805*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.38                 
01/28/16 QVC*703480531701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
01/29/16 QVC*475400292504*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 88.54                 
01/29/16 QVC*475446511801*02      800-367-9444 PA 42.61                 
01/29/16 QVC*475400292501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 104.34                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/29/16 QVC*472598745701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.61                 
01/29/16 QVC*472598745801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.73                   
01/29/16 QVC*472569991101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.85                 
01/29/16 QVC*473583492307*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
01/29/16 QVC*703485919801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
01/29/16 QVC*472562695801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.55                 
01/29/16 QVC*472598745601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
01/29/16 QVC*472598745901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.99                   
01/29/16 QVC*472553645901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
01/29/16 QVC*472568888805*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
01/29/16 QVC*472562695803*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
01/29/16 QVC*473603984001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.26                 
01/29/16 QVC*472512694602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
01/29/16 QVC*703485918001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
01/29/16 QVC*472568888803*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
01/29/16 QVC*472562695804*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
01/30/16 QVC*475479304101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 112.75                
01/30/16 QVC*475479474901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 107.23                
01/30/16 QVC*473605825202*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
01/30/16 QVC*473674598801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.64                 
01/30/16 QVC*472568888806*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
01/30/16 QVC*472571956801*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.83                 
01/30/16 QVC*472568888807*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/30/16 QVC*473583492302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
01/30/16 QVC*472568888801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
01/30/16 QVC*473679363301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.49                 
01/30/16 QVC*473605825201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
01/30/16 QVC*472577967101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.18                   
01/30/16 QVC*472570605601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.14                 
01/30/16 QVC*472568888804*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
01/30/16 QVC*472568888802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.97                   
01/30/16 QVC*472569991102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.18                 
01/30/16 QVC*475086346101*        800-367-9444 PA 76.67                 
01/30/16 QVC*703520055101*        800-367-9444 PA 58.90                 
01/31/16 QVC*475507215601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 81.86                 
01/31/16 QVC*475507215604*06      800-367-9444 PA 83.73                 
01/31/16 QVC*703522169701*        800-367-9444 PA 41.29                 
02/01/16 QVC*473640228602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
02/01/16 QVC*473640228601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.48                 
02/01/16 QVC*473696748401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.94                   
02/01/16 QVC*473583492306*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
02/01/16 QVC*471797126602*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.29                 
02/01/16 QVC*473583492305*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
02/01/16 QVC*475176187501*        800-367-9444 PA 30.94                 
02/01/16 QVC*475507955001*        800-367-9444 PA 31.05                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/02/16 QVC*474719404001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.76                 
02/02/16 QVC*475552746401*        800-367-9444 PA 45.36                 
02/02/16 QVC*473733329801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
02/02/16 QVC*473733329901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
02/02/16 QVC*473703950702*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
02/02/16 QVC*473703950701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.29                 
02/02/16 QVC*473802062702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.35                 
02/03/16 QVC*475530039101*        800-367-9444 PA 55.95                 
02/03/16 QVC*703526001701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
02/03/16 QVC*473755025204*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
02/03/16 QVC*473842411701*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
02/03/16 QVC*473802062701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.06                 
02/03/16 QVC*471884855801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.39                 
02/03/16 QVC*473802062703*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
02/03/16 QVC*473802062704*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
02/03/16 QVC*473710893001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.13                 
02/03/16 QVC*473755025205*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
02/03/16 QVC*473755025203*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
02/03/16 QVC*473755025201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.27                 
02/03/16 QVC*473755025202*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
02/03/16 QVC*475552746701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
02/03/16 QVC*475507215605*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.20                 
02/03/16 QVC*475006646501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (33.67)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/04/16 QVC*475578390901*02      800-367-9444 PA 59.87                 
02/04/16 QVC*475532219601*02      800-367-9444 PA 37.16                 
02/04/16 QVC*475204568701*02      800-367-9444 PA 58.92                 
02/04/16 QVC*475578169401*02      800-367-9444 PA 83.68                 
02/04/16 QVC*703527564701*        800-367-9444 PA 30.52                 
02/04/16 QVC*473805976501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.78                 
02/04/16 QVC*475552746501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.45                 
02/04/16 QVC*475479304104*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.38                 
02/04/16 QVC*475581810905*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.37                 
02/05/16 QVC*475581810901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 117.51                
02/05/16 QVC*475581810904*        800-367-9444 PA 39.17                 
02/05/16 QVC*472740771201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
02/05/16 QVC*474807794101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.75                   
02/05/16 QVC*475010871503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (35.28)                
02/05/16 QVC*474970098201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.98)                
02/05/16 QVC*474995195201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (42.38)                
02/05/16 QVC*474970098202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.98)                
02/05/16 QVC*474969890901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (49.01)                
02/06/16 QVC*474807794102*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
02/06/16 QVC*472827905703*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.77                   
02/07/16 QVC*473952387702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
02/07/16 QVC*473977211901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/07/16 QVC*473952387701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.83                 
02/07/16 QVC*473896904501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
02/07/16 QVC*474887157801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.03                 
02/07/16 QVC*474807794106*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.87                 
02/07/16 QVC*474887157701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
02/07/16 QVC*473954415002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
02/07/16 QVC*473954415001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
02/07/16 QVC*474887157802*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.96                 
02/07/16 QVC*475552746601*        800-367-9444 PA 23.67                 
02/08/16 QVC*474933118701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
02/08/16 QVC*473974894501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
02/08/16 QVC*473997501001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.45                 
02/08/16 QVC*473974894502*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
02/08/16 QVC*474887157601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
02/08/16 QVC*473997500801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.36                 
02/08/16 QVC*474050756103*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
02/08/16 QVC*473951968406*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.53                   
02/08/16 QVC*473956428101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
02/08/16 QVC*473951968407*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
02/08/16 QVC*473903510202*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.39                 
02/08/16 QVC*474029732801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
02/09/16 QVC*703408842501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
02/09/16 QVC*474040586901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/09/16 QVC*474046691801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
02/09/16 QVC*474040586902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
02/09/16 QVC*473976732804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
02/09/16 QVC*473976732801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
02/09/16 QVC*474018443301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.88                   
02/09/16 QVC*474018443002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
02/09/16 QVC*474027509701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.86                   
02/10/16 QVC*474018443001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.01                   
02/10/16 QVC*474040586903*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
02/10/16 QVC*474974206702*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.29                 
02/10/16 QVC*473976732803*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
02/10/16 QVC*474974948802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.61                 
02/10/16 QVC*471292854001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 81.43                 
02/10/16 QVC*473956428102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
02/10/16 QVC*474046691901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
02/10/16 QVC*473976732802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
02/10/16 QVC*473951968405*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
02/10/16 QVC*474974948801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.61                 
02/10/16 QVC*703456001901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
02/10/16 QVC*703535556201*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
02/11/16 QVC*475751334001*        800-367-9444 PA 29.48                 
02/11/16 QVC*475751334601*        800-367-9444 PA 29.48                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/12/16 QVC*703499276801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
02/12/16 QVC*474129040801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.38                 
02/13/16 QVC*474050756102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
02/13/16 QVC*475010871502*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.00                 
02/13/16 QVC*473603984201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.24                 
02/13/16 QVC*473029976601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.29                 
02/13/16 QVC*473028492301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.27                 
02/13/16 QVC*475034854001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
02/13/16 QVC*474050756101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
02/13/16 QVC*475024858201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
02/13/16 QVC*474357507901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.38                 
02/13/16 QVC*475010871801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
02/13/16 QVC*473952387801*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
02/14/16 QVC*475479304105*        800-367-9444 PA 36.92                 
02/14/16 QVC*474229700102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
02/14/16 QVC*475086346403*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.99                 
02/14/16 QVC*475086346401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.16                 
02/14/16 QVC*475086346402*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.16                 
02/15/16 QVC*474316829007*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
02/15/16 QVC*475024958801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.02                 
02/15/16 QVC*474297060602*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.98                   
02/15/16 QVC*474316829001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
02/15/16 QVC*474316829003*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/15/16 QVC*474301540901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
02/15/16 QVC*475024958802*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 24.02                 
02/15/16 QVC*474282257501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 79.49                 
02/15/16 QVC*472142367901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.25                 
02/15/16 QVC*474297060601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.24                   
02/16/16 QVC*473733330201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
02/16/16 QVC*474316829005*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
02/16/16 QVC*474282257503*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
02/16/16 QVC*473117884502*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.97                 
02/16/16 QVC*473733330101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
02/16/16 QVC*474316829004*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
02/16/16 QVC*474317637202*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
02/16/16 QVC*474316829002*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
02/16/16 QVC*474282257506*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.98                 
02/16/16 QVC*474316829006*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
02/16/16 QVC*474317637201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.23                   
02/16/16 QVC*474282257502*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
02/16/16 QVC*474282257505*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.28                   
02/16/16 QVC*475836941601*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.14                 
02/17/16 QVC*475878620601*02      800-367-9444 PA 47.76                 
02/17/16 QVC*475877735401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 73.08                 
02/17/16 QVC*475877735404*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/17/16 QVC*475505444501*        800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
02/17/16 QVC*475505444601*        800-367-9444 PA 52.99                 
02/17/16 QVC*474357508206*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
02/17/16 QVC*474357508203*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
02/17/16 QVC*474317637204*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.70                   
02/17/16 QVC*474357508204*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
02/17/16 QVC*703504554401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
02/17/16 QVC*474317637203*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.76                   
02/17/16 QVC*474357508207*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.93                   
02/17/16 QVC*703504553901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.58                 
02/17/16 QVC*474357508202*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
02/17/16 QVC*475086346403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.66)                
02/17/16 QVC*474395437901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.90)                
02/17/16 QVC*475507215606*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (52.74)                
02/17/16 QVC*475086346403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (30.99)                
02/17/16 QVC*475446511802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.58)                
02/17/16 QVC*475086346404*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.54)                
02/17/16 QVC*474395437901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.90)                
02/17/16 QVC*475507955001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.05)                
02/18/16 QVC*703542988601*        800-367-9444 PA 54.94                 
02/18/16 QVC*703541043401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
02/18/16 QVC*474974206702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (39.99)                
02/18/16 QVC*474974206702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (44.29)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/19/16 QVC*474357508201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.83                   
02/19/16 QVC*703466788301*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
02/19/16 QVC*475149401801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
02/19/16 QVC*475941313307*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
02/19/16 QVC*703542989101*        800-367-9444 PA 35.96                 
02/20/16 QVC*475941313305*06      800-367-9444 PA 10.88                 
02/20/16 QVC*473250105001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
02/20/16 QVC*475125278901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 50.78                 
02/20/16 QVC*473224610101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
02/20/16 QVC*473250105002*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
02/20/16 QVC*475149401401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
02/20/16 QVC*473277165301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.72                 
02/20/16 QVC*473952387601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
02/20/16 QVC*473224610102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
02/20/16 QVC*475176187301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
02/20/16 QVC*475034853401*        800-367-9444 PA 39.96                 
02/21/16 QVC*475941313301*02      800-367-9444 PA 10.88                 
02/21/16 QVC*474465730702*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.37                   
02/21/16 QVC*473250105003*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.38                 
02/21/16 QVC*474428606203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.32                 
02/21/16 QVC*474428606202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.32                 
02/21/16 QVC*475220592001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/22/16 QVC*475941313303*04      800-367-9444 PA 10.88                 
02/22/16 QVC*473325138901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
02/22/16 QVC*473325138902*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
02/22/16 QVC*474544515007*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.04                   
02/22/16 QVC*474542725201*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.95                 
02/22/16 QVC*703384049201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
02/22/16 QVC*472310253803*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 34.69                 
02/22/16 QVC*474465730703*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.32                 
02/22/16 QVC*474465730701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
02/22/16 QVC*475578169401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (38.34)                
02/22/16 QVC*475578169402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (39.74)                
02/22/16 QVC*475479304104*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.88)                
02/22/16 QVC*475507215605*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.70)                
02/22/16 QVC*475578390901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.13)                
02/22/16 QVC*475581810901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.17)                
02/22/16 QVC*475581810904*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (36.17)                
02/22/16 QVC*475532219602*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.58)                
02/22/16 QVC*475578390902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (30.88)                
02/23/16 QVC*474544515002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
02/23/16 QVC*474544515003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
02/23/16 QVC*475310831202*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.33                 
02/23/16 QVC*474544515005*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
02/23/16 QVC*474544515004*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
02/23/16 QVC*475310831201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.33                 
02/23/16 QVC*474544515001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
02/23/16 QVC*475581810903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.22)                
02/24/16 QVC*474317637101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
02/24/16 QVC*703384049301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
02/24/16 QVC*471140940101*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 95.66                 
02/24/16 QVC*475897218901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 49.99                 
02/25/16 QVC*703513216801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
02/26/16 QVC*472341943901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 80.85                 
02/27/16 QVC*472481916302*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 33.67                 
02/27/16 QVC*475877735402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.36)                
02/27/16 QVC*475310831202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.33)                
02/27/16 QVC*475310831202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.83)                
02/28/16 QVC*474625320901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
02/28/16 QVC*472562695805*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 44.38                 
02/28/16 QVC*473583492303*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
02/28/16 QVC*474625320902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
02/28/16 QVC*703519218601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
02/28/16 QVC*475505444501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (43.04)                
02/28/16 QVC*475310831201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.38)                
02/28/16 QVC*475310831201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.83)                
03/01/16 QVC*475379390501*        800-367-9444 PA 49.25                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/01/16 QVC*475400292507*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.98                 
03/01/16 QVC*475400292506*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.98                 
03/01/16 QVC*473679363301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.49                 
03/01/16 QVC*473674598801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.64                 
03/01/16 QVC*475479304103*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.38                 
03/01/16 QVC*473605825202*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
03/01/16 QVC*473605825201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
03/01/16 QVC*472571956801*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.83                 
03/01/16 QVC*473583492302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
03/01/16 QVC*475479474903*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.46                 
03/01/16 QVC*475479474902*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.14                 
03/01/16 QVC*475479304101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.59                 
03/02/16 QVC*473640228602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.99                 
03/02/16 QVC*473640228601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.48                 
03/03/16 QVC*475507215601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.88                 
03/03/16 QVC*475507215602*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
03/03/16 QVC*475507215603*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
03/03/16 QVC*475507215604*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
03/04/16 QVC*483350212501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
03/04/16 QVC*473802062702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.35                 
03/04/16 QVC*473703950702*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
03/05/16 QVC*473755025202*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
03/05/16 QVC*473802062701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.06                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/05/16 QVC*473842411701*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
03/05/16 QVC*473802062703*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
03/05/16 QVC*473755025203*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
03/05/16 QVC*473755025205*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
03/05/16 QVC*475552746701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
03/05/16 QVC*703526001701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
03/05/16 QVC*473802062704*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.36                 
03/05/16 QVC*473710893001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.13                 
03/05/16 QVC*473755025204*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
03/06/16 QVC*475532219601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
03/06/16 QVC*473805976501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.78                 
03/06/16 QVC*475552746501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.45                 
03/06/16 QVC*475581810905*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.37                 
03/07/16 QVC*476383013801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.79                 
03/07/16 QVC*474807794101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.75                   
03/08/16 QVC*476383912601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.44                 
03/08/16 QVC*475034853701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 13.77                 
03/08/16 QVC*474807794102*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
03/08/16 QVC*476350586401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.56                 
03/08/16 QVC*476383013802*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.14                 
03/09/16 QVC*476383912501*02      800-367-9444 PA 34.60                 
03/09/16 QVC*473896904502*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/09/16 QVC*474807794106*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.87                 
03/09/16 QVC*474887157701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
03/09/16 QVC*473952387701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.83                 
03/09/16 QVC*473977211901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.56                 
03/09/16 QVC*473896904501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
03/09/16 QVC*473954415002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
03/09/16 QVC*474887157801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.03                 
03/09/16 QVC*473952387702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.43                 
03/09/16 QVC*474887157802*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.96                 
03/10/16 QVC*476439513501*        800-367-9444 PA 61.26                 
03/10/16 QVC*476439513301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.01                 
03/10/16 QVC*473956428101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
03/10/16 QVC*473974894502*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
03/10/16 QVC*474029732801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.23                 
03/10/16 QVC*473951968407*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
03/10/16 QVC*474933118701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.13                 
03/10/16 QVC*473997500801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.36                 
03/10/16 QVC*473974894501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
03/10/16 QVC*473951968406*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.53                   
03/10/16 QVC*473903510202*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.39                 
03/11/16 QVC*476460022801*02      800-367-9444 PA 99.56                 
03/11/16 QVC*703575660201*        800-367-9444 PA 37.81                 
03/11/16 QVC*474046691801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/11/16 QVC*474018443002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
03/11/16 QVC*474040586901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
03/11/16 QVC*473976732801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/11/16 QVC*474018443301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.88                   
03/11/16 QVC*474027509701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.86                   
03/11/16 QVC*703408842501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
03/11/16 QVC*473976732804*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/11/16 QVC*474040586902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
03/12/16 QVC*474040586903*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
03/12/16 QVC*473976732803*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/12/16 QVC*703535556201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
03/12/16 QVC*473956428102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 12.01                 
03/12/16 QVC*703456001901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.29                 
03/12/16 QVC*473976732802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/12/16 QVC*474046691901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.93                 
03/12/16 QVC*474974948801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.61                 
03/12/16 QVC*473951968405*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
03/12/16 QVC*474974948802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.61                 
03/12/16 QVC*474018443001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.01                   
03/12/16 QVC*474050756103*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
03/12/16 QVC*474887157601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
03/12/16 QVC*476492911101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/13/16 QVC*476527952101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 137.89                
03/13/16 QVC*476553575001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.50                   
03/13/16 QVC*476552558301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.19                 
03/13/16 QVC*476550192601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
03/13/16 QVC*476548625301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.41                 
03/13/16 QVC*703499276801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 30.68                 
03/13/16 QVC*474129040801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.38                 
03/14/16 QVC*476493335901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.11                 
03/14/16 QVC*474050756102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
03/14/16 QVC*473603984201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.24                 
03/14/16 QVC*473028492301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 52.27                 
03/14/16 QVC*474050756101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.69                   
03/14/16 QVC*475034854001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
03/14/16 QVC*473029976601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.29                 
03/14/16 QVC*475010871502*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.00                 
03/15/16 QVC*476607757602*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 26.88                 
03/15/16 QVC*476553575002*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 48.64                 
03/15/16 QVC*476552414001*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 49.55                 
03/15/16 QVC*476566649601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 24.92                 
03/15/16 QVC*474357507901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.38                 
03/15/16 QVC*476572712601*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.84                 
03/15/16 QVC*476555086501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 73.42                 
03/16/16 QVC*476621732201*02      800-367-9444 PA 15.82                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/16/16 QVC*476569663302*03      800-367-9444 PA 37.08                 
03/16/16 QVC*475086346402*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.16                 
03/16/16 QVC*475086346401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.16                 
03/16/16 QVC*474229700102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
03/16/16 QVC*476607757601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
03/16/16 QVC*476603161801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
03/16/16 QVC*476552414003*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.30                 
03/16/16 QVC*475010871801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
03/16/16 QVC*473952387801*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
03/16/16 QVC*475024858201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
03/17/16 QVC*476552414201*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.43                 
03/17/16 QVC*476552414006*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.09                 
03/17/16 QVC*476550764301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 69.88                 
03/17/16 QVC*476628070701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.21                 
03/17/16 QVC*474316829003*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/17/16 QVC*474316829001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/17/16 QVC*474297060601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.24                   
03/17/16 QVC*474301540901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
03/17/16 QVC*474297060602*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.98                   
03/17/16 QVC*474316829007*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/17/16 QVC*474282257501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 79.49                 
03/17/16 QVC*703582125201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/17/16 QVC*476569663301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.09                 
03/18/16 QVC*476655231301*02      800-367-9444 PA 12.98                 
03/18/16 QVC*476621732203*04      800-367-9444 PA 15.82                 
03/18/16 QVC*475019787202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
03/18/16 QVC*475066145002*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
03/18/16 QVC*475004625904*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/18/16 QVC*475004625902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/18/16 QVC*475004625907*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 14.78                 
03/18/16 QVC*475066145001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
03/18/16 QVC*475023712801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.26                 
03/18/16 QVC*475219493601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.27                 
03/18/16 QVC*475004625905*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/18/16 QVC*475004625901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
03/18/16 QVC*475219493604*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
03/18/16 QVC*476627263301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
03/18/16 QVC*474282257502*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
03/18/16 QVC*475480369501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
03/18/16 QVC*476552414002*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
03/18/16 QVC*703585567801*        800-367-9444 PA 79.96                 
03/18/16 QVC*474282257503*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
03/19/16 QVC*475479303801*        800-367-9444 PA 70.31                 
03/19/16 QVC*476704069403*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.01                 
03/19/16 QVC*475799691601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/19/16 QVC*475779853901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
03/19/16 QVC*475822712301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.20                 
03/19/16 QVC*475779557904*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
03/19/16 QVC*475083556101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.02                 
03/19/16 QVC*475779557903*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
03/19/16 QVC*475779557902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
03/19/16 QVC*473130110201*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.69                 
03/19/16 QVC*475824125701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.12                 
03/19/16 QVC*475825019001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.29                 
03/20/16 QVC*476712791104*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
03/20/16 QVC*476704069401*02      800-367-9444 PA 64.70                 
03/20/16 QVC*476712791101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 36.30                 
03/20/16 QVC*474357508204*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
03/20/16 QVC*474357508203*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
03/20/16 QVC*474317637203*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.76                   
03/20/16 QVC*475850259501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.10                 
03/20/16 QVC*474317637204*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.70                   
03/20/16 QVC*474357508207*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.93                   
03/21/16 QVC*476694385701*02      800-367-9444 PA 72.72                 
03/21/16 QVC*476714241401*02      800-367-9444 PA 21.22                 
03/21/16 QVC*475850259801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.41                   
03/21/16 QVC*474357508201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.83                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/22/16 QVC*475204568901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.83                 
03/22/16 QVC*703541045701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
03/22/16 QVC*474465730702*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.37                   
03/22/16 QVC*703541047901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
03/22/16 QVC*475941313306*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
03/22/16 QVC*475204568902*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.30                 
03/22/16 QVC*475941313305*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
03/23/16 QVC*476712791105*06      800-367-9444 PA 35.88                 
03/23/16 QVC*476776780101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 123.70                
03/23/16 QVC*703466788301*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
03/23/16 QVC*703541043401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
03/23/16 QVC*475921008001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.60                 
03/23/16 QVC*475877735404*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 
03/23/16 QVC*475877735401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 
03/23/16 QVC*474400154801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
03/23/16 QVC*475877735403*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 
03/23/16 QVC*475115587701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
03/23/16 QVC*474400154901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
03/23/16 QVC*474316829006*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/23/16 QVC*474397760301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.89                 
03/23/16 QVC*473134941801*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 48.53                 
03/23/16 QVC*474282257505*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.28                   
03/23/16 QVC*474282257506*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.98                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/23/16 QVC*475125278901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 50.78                 
03/23/16 QVC*475941313307*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
03/23/16 QVC*475176187301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
03/23/16 QVC*475149401401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
03/23/16 QVC*473224610102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
03/23/16 QVC*473224610101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.50                 
03/23/16 QVC*473952387601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
03/23/16 QVC*473277165301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.72                 
03/23/16 QVC*473250105001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
03/23/16 QVC*473250105002*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
03/24/16 QVC*473325138901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
03/24/16 QVC*473325138902*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.19                 
03/24/16 QVC*476853476701*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
03/24/16 QVC*475004626101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 11.19                 
03/24/16 QVC*474542725201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.95                 
03/24/16 QVC*475941313303*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
03/24/16 QVC*475941313304*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
03/25/16 QVC*474544515005*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
03/25/16 QVC*474544515001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
03/25/16 QVC*474544515003*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
03/25/16 QVC*475994305701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 63.66                 
03/25/16 QVC*474544515002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/25/16 QVC*476852886301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.11                 
03/26/16 QVC*472310253803*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 34.69                 
03/26/16 QVC*476569663501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
03/26/16 QVC*476569663101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
03/26/16 QVC*476694385901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.20                 
03/26/16 QVC*474357508202*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
03/26/16 QVC*474317637201*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.23                   
03/26/16 QVC*474357508206*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
03/26/16 QVC*474317637202*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
03/26/16 QVC*474316829005*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/26/16 QVC*474316829004*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/26/16 QVC*474316829002*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
03/26/16 QVC*475126987703*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
03/26/16 QVC*475126987702*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
03/26/16 QVC*475941313301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
03/26/16 QVC*475219493602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.27                 
03/26/16 QVC*475941313302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
03/26/16 QVC*475219493601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.27                 
03/26/16 QVC*475219493603*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
03/26/16 QVC*474465730701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 4.95                   
03/26/16 QVC*475219493605*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.01                 
03/26/16 QVC*475219493604*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
03/26/16 QVC*474465730703*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.32                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/26/16 QVC*476555086501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (57.46)                
03/26/16 QVC*476553575002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.52)                  
03/26/16 QVC*476552414001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.90)                
03/26/16 QVC*476553575003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (27.28)                
03/26/16 QVC*476383912501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.30)                
03/26/16 QVC*476569663303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.54)                
03/26/16 QVC*476553575004*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.90)                  
03/27/16 QVC*703513216801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
03/27/16 QVC*703596872101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.69                 
03/27/16 QVC*476569663302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.59)                
03/28/16 QVC*703601795501*        800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
03/28/16 QVC*472341943901*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 80.85                 
03/29/16 QVC*476973344901*02      800-367-9444 PA 108.12                
03/29/16 QVC*703608163101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
03/29/16 QVC*703601772301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
03/30/16 QVC*477007706503*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 24.49                 
03/30/16 QVC*474625320902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
03/30/16 QVC*474625320901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.24                 
03/30/16 QVC*474317637101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
03/30/16 QVC*475897218901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 49.99                 
03/30/16 QVC*475126987601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
03/31/16 QVC*477007706501*02      800-367-9444 PA 17.25                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/31/16 QVC*475897219101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 51.24                 
03/31/16 QVC*475797799401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
03/31/16 QVC*475836941601*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.14                 
03/31/16 QVC*475878620601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.88                 
03/31/16 QVC*475126987701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
03/31/16 QVC*703485919801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
03/31/16 QVC*472562695803*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
03/31/16 QVC*703558258901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
03/31/16 QVC*703558258501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
03/31/16 QVC*472553645901*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
03/31/16 QVC*472562695804*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
03/31/16 QVC*476655231301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.49)                  
03/31/16 QVC*476704069403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.37)                
03/31/16 QVC*476694385701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.22)                
04/01/16 QVC*475479474901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 47.63                 
04/01/16 QVC*475479474902*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.14                 
04/01/16 QVC*472571956801*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 28.83                 
04/01/16 QVC*475479304101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.59                 
04/01/16 QVC*475400292507*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.98                 
04/01/16 QVC*475479474903*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.46                 
04/01/16 QVC*475400292506*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.98                 
04/01/16 QVC*476704069401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.42)                
04/01/16 QVC*475480369501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.47)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/04/16 QVC*475849815001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
04/04/16 QVC*477162372801*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.71                 
04/04/16 QVC*483350212501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
04/04/16 QVC*473703950702*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
04/04/16 QVC*703561464301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
04/06/16 QVC*475552746701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
04/06/16 QVC*475066145003*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.60                 
04/06/16 QVC*473842411701*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
04/06/16 QVC*473710893001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.13                 
04/06/16 QVC*475532219601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
04/06/16 QVC*475581810905*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.37                 
04/06/16 QVC*473805976501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.78                 
04/07/16 QVC*474807794101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.75                   
04/07/16 QVC*476383013801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.79                 
04/08/16 QVC*477210619201*02      800-367-9444 PA 14.44                 
04/08/16 QVC*476383912601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.44                 
04/08/16 QVC*476383013802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.14                 
04/08/16 QVC*476350586401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.56                 
04/08/16 QVC*475034853701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 13.77                 
04/08/16 QVC*474807794102*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.04                   
04/08/16 QVC*476714241401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (0.85)                  
04/09/16 QVC*703611726701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/09/16 QVC*474887157701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
04/09/16 QVC*474807794106*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.87                 
04/09/16 QVC*474887157801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.03                 
04/10/16 QVC*477297190001*02*05   800-367-9444 PA 124.34                
04/10/16 QVC*473903510202*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 26.39                 
04/10/16 QVC*473974894502*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
04/10/16 QVC*473997500801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.36                 
04/10/16 QVC*476383912502*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.30                 
04/10/16 QVC*473974894501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
04/10/16 QVC*474887157601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
04/11/16 QVC*477326143101*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 71.43                 
04/11/16 QVC*477326142901*        800-367-9444 PA 19.31                 
04/11/16 QVC*476439513301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.01                 
04/12/16 QVC*477297190003*04      800-367-9444 PA 58.64                 
04/12/16 QVC*477326143102*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 9.00                   
04/12/16 QVC*476712791105*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.96)                
04/12/16 QVC*477007706505*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (4.25)                  
04/12/16 QVC*477007706504*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (7.03)                  
04/12/16 QVC*476776780103*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.31)                
04/12/16 QVC*477007706503*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (4.25)                  
04/12/16 QVC*476852886301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.12)                
04/13/16 QVC*477375160205*        800-367-9444 PA 36.76                 
04/13/16 QVC*476492911101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/13/16 QVC*474974948801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.61                 
04/13/16 QVC*476460022802*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
04/13/16 QVC*476460022801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
04/13/16 QVC*473951968405*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
04/13/16 QVC*474974948802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.61                 
04/13/16 QVC*476527952103*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
04/13/16 QVC*476550192601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
04/13/16 QVC*474129040801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.38                 
04/13/16 QVC*476552558301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.19                 
04/13/16 QVC*476548625301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.41                 
04/13/16 QVC*476553575001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.50                   
04/13/16 QVC*703596872101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.74)                
04/14/16 QVC*477375160201*04*06   800-367-9444 PA 58.10                 
04/14/16 QVC*477431572301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 73.89                 
04/14/16 QVC*475034854001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
04/14/16 QVC*473603984201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 40.24                 
04/14/16 QVC*475004625905*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
04/14/16 QVC*476493335901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.11                 
04/14/16 QVC*475010871502*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.00                 
04/14/16 QVC*703616559701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
04/14/16 QVC*703616567401*        800-367-9444 PA 45.06                 
04/15/16 QVC*477375160202*03      800-367-9444 PA 52.64                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/15/16 QVC*476566649603*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
04/16/16 QVC*476552414004*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.72                 
04/16/16 QVC*476552414005*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.97                 
04/16/16 QVC*476572712601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.84                 
04/16/16 QVC*476566649602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
04/16/16 QVC*475779853901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
04/16/16 QVC*475799691601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
04/16/16 QVC*475822712301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.20                 
04/16/16 QVC*475779557902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
04/16/16 QVC*476621732201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
04/16/16 QVC*475004625904*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
04/16/16 QVC*475779557904*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
04/16/16 QVC*475019787202*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
04/16/16 QVC*475010871801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
04/16/16 QVC*474357507901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.38                 
04/16/16 QVC*475004625902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
04/16/16 QVC*475004625901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.68                   
04/16/16 QVC*473952387801*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
04/16/16 QVC*476621732202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
04/16/16 QVC*476607757601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
04/16/16 QVC*476628683901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.54                 
04/16/16 QVC*476603161801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
04/16/16 QVC*474229700102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.78                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/16/16 QVC*473130110201*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.69                 
04/16/16 QVC*476552414003*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.30                 
04/16/16 QVC*475779557903*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
04/17/16 QVC*477442785101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.74                 
04/17/16 QVC*475825019001*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.29                 
04/17/16 QVC*474297060602*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.98                   
04/17/16 QVC*703582125101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
04/17/16 QVC*474282257501*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 79.49                 
04/17/16 QVC*474297060601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.24                   
04/17/16 QVC*474316829007*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/17/16 QVC*474316829001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/17/16 QVC*476552414201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.43                 
04/17/16 QVC*703582125201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
04/17/16 QVC*475824125701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.12                 
04/17/16 QVC*476552414006*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.09                 
04/17/16 QVC*474316829003*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/17/16 QVC*476569663301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.09                 
04/17/16 QVC*474301540901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
04/17/16 QVC*476628070701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.21                 
04/17/16 QVC*476550764301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 69.88                 
04/18/16 QVC*474316829004*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/18/16 QVC*474317637201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.23                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/18/16 QVC*475797799401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
04/18/16 QVC*474282257506*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.98                 
04/18/16 QVC*476552414002*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
04/18/16 QVC*476621732204*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
04/18/16 QVC*475836941601*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.14                 
04/18/16 QVC*476655231302*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.49                   
04/18/16 QVC*476621732203*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
04/18/16 QVC*474317637202*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
04/18/16 QVC*476627263301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
04/18/16 QVC*474316829006*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/18/16 QVC*474282257503*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
04/18/16 QVC*474316829002*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/18/16 QVC*473134941801*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 48.53                 
04/18/16 QVC*474282257502*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.80                   
04/18/16 QVC*474316829005*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.50                   
04/18/16 QVC*474282257505*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.28                   
04/19/16 QVC*477160271401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.51                 
04/19/16 QVC*475878620601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.88                 
04/19/16 QVC*475897219101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 51.24                 
04/19/16 QVC*474357508206*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
04/19/16 QVC*474357508207*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.93                   
04/19/16 QVC*474317637204*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.70                   
04/19/16 QVC*475878620602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.88                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/19/16 QVC*474357508203*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
04/19/16 QVC*474357508204*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
04/19/16 QVC*474357508202*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.35                 
04/19/16 QVC*474317637203*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.76                   
04/20/16 QVC*476712791103*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
04/20/16 QVC*475877735401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 
04/20/16 QVC*476704069402*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.35                 
04/20/16 QVC*476712791102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
04/20/16 QVC*475877735403*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 
04/20/16 QVC*475921008001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.60                 
04/20/16 QVC*475877735404*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.36                 
04/20/16 QVC*703466788301*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
04/20/16 QVC*476712791101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
04/20/16 QVC*474400154901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
04/20/16 QVC*476712791104*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
04/20/16 QVC*474397760301*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.89                 
04/20/16 QVC*474400154801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
04/20/16 QVC*474357508201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.83                   
04/20/16 QVC*476607757604*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
04/20/16 QVC*476607757602*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.44                   
04/20/16 QVC*476607757603*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
04/20/16 QVC*477160271701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.51                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/21/16 QVC*475149401401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
04/21/16 QVC*473250105001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.71                 
04/21/16 QVC*703624292501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
04/21/16 QVC*703624294001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
04/22/16 QVC*703541047901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
04/22/16 QVC*703541045701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
04/22/16 QVC*476714241402*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.45                 
04/22/16 QVC*475220592001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
04/22/16 QVC*475941313306*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
04/22/16 QVC*475941313305*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
04/22/16 QVC*475204568901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.83                 
04/23/16 QVC*475941313302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
04/23/16 QVC*475941313301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
04/23/16 QVC*476712791106*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.94                 
04/23/16 QVC*475176187301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.07                 
04/23/16 QVC*475850259801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.41                   
04/23/16 QVC*475941313307*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
04/23/16 QVC*475125278901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 50.78                 
04/24/16 QVC*476776780102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
04/24/16 QVC*475941313304*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
04/24/16 QVC*475941313303*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
04/24/16 QVC*474542725201*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.95                 
04/24/16 QVC*703625452601*        800-367-9444 PA 39.96                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/24/16 QVC*703625442101*        800-367-9444 PA 39.04                 
04/24/16 QVC*476853476701*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
04/25/16 QVC*475994305701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 63.66                 
04/26/16 QVC*703630672801*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/26/16 QVC*703630672901*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/26/16 QVC*703630672701*        800-367-9444 PA 28.84                 
04/26/16 QVC*474317637101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 4.17                   
04/26/16 QVC*475126987601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.25                 
04/26/16 QVC*475897218901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 49.99                 
04/27/16 QVC*476694385901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.20                 
04/27/16 QVC*476569663501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
04/27/16 QVC*476569663101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
04/27/16 QVC*477760334701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 16.80                 
04/29/16 QVC*477783742604*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
04/29/16 QVC*477783742601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 57.97                 
04/29/16 QVC*477785974401*        800-367-9444 PA 38.53                 
04/29/16 QVC*703608163101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
04/29/16 QVC*703601772301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
04/30/16 QVC*475479552601*        800-367-9444 PA 64.48                 
04/30/16 QVC*475479304401*        800-367-9444 PA 53.88                 
04/30/16 QVC*475479303501*        800-367-9444 PA 43.28                 
05/01/16 QVC*703558258901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/02/16 QVC*477840557201*        800-367-9444 PA 20.49                 
05/02/16 QVC*477840556901*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 17.46                 
05/02/16 QVC*703639151301*        800-367-9444 PA 41.29                 
05/02/16 QVC*477007706501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.01                 
05/02/16 QVC*477007706502*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.24                   
05/02/16 QVC*475479474903*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.46                 
05/02/16 QVC*475400292506*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.98                 
05/02/16 QVC*475479474901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 47.63                 
05/02/16 QVC*475400292507*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.98                 
05/02/16 QVC*477882544101*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
05/03/16 QVC*703640467001*        800-367-9444 PA 41.33                 
05/04/16 QVC*703640464301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
05/05/16 QVC*703561464301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
05/05/16 QVC*475849815001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
05/05/16 QVC*473703950702*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.35                 
05/05/16 QVC*483350212501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
05/06/16 QVC*473842411701*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.21                 
05/06/16 QVC*473710893001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.13                 
05/06/16 QVC*476667767201*        800-367-9444 PA 26.16                 
05/06/16 QVC*477162372801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 28.71                 
05/07/16 QVC*473805976501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 63.78                 
05/07/16 QVC*475532219601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
05/07/16 QVC*475581810905*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.37                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/08/16 QVC*478008042301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 159.30                
05/08/16 QVC*474807794101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.75                   
05/08/16 QVC*476383013801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 10.79                 
05/09/16 QVC*478030910009*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.34                 
05/09/16 QVC*478030910001*02*05   800-367-9444 PA 42.70                 
05/09/16 QVC*478031415101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 104.88                
05/09/16 QVC*476350586401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.56                 
05/09/16 QVC*476383013802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.14                 
05/09/16 QVC*477210619202*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.22                   
05/09/16 QVC*477210619201*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.22                   
05/10/16 QVC*478030910003*04*06   800-367-9444 PA 50.28                 
05/10/16 QVC*478030910007*08      800-367-9444 PA 37.52                 
05/10/16 QVC*703611726701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
05/10/16 QVC*474887157701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
05/11/16 QVC*478067943404*05      800-367-9444 PA 83.00                 
05/11/16 QVC*478067943401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 95.16                 
05/11/16 QVC*478033980601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
05/12/16 QVC*477326143104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.50                 
05/12/16 QVC*476439513301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.01                 
05/12/16 QVC*477326143103*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.43                 
05/12/16 QVC*478132056803*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
05/12/16 QVC*478173643901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/13/16 QVC*478118607004*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.11                 
05/13/16 QVC*477297190003*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
05/13/16 QVC*477326143101*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.50                 
05/13/16 QVC*476492911101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
05/13/16 QVC*476460022802*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
05/13/16 QVC*477326143102*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 9.00                   
05/13/16 QVC*477297190004*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
05/13/16 QVC*473951968405*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
05/13/16 QVC*476460022801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
05/14/16 QVC*477297190002*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
05/14/16 QVC*477297190005*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
05/14/16 QVC*476527952103*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
05/14/16 QVC*476548625301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.41                 
05/14/16 QVC*476552558301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.19                 
05/14/16 QVC*476553575001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.50                   
05/14/16 QVC*476550192601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
05/14/16 QVC*474887157601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
05/14/16 QVC*473974894501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
05/14/16 QVC*473974894502*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.78                 
05/14/16 QVC*474887157801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.03                 
05/14/16 QVC*474887157802*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.96                 
05/14/16 QVC*703652954901*        800-367-9444 PA 54.60                 
05/15/16 QVC*478132056801*02      800-367-9444 PA 72.42                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/15/16 QVC*477431572302*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.63                 
05/15/16 QVC*703616559701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
05/15/16 QVC*477431572303*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.63                 
05/15/16 QVC*477431572301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.63                 
05/15/16 QVC*477375160204*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.10                 
05/15/16 QVC*477375160201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 18.32                 
05/15/16 QVC*476493335901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.11                 
05/15/16 QVC*475034854001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.47                 
05/15/16 QVC*478215907401*        800-367-9444 PA 57.81                 
05/16/16 QVC*478191441204*05      800-367-9444 PA 69.52                 
05/16/16 QVC*478191441201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 104.28                
05/16/16 QVC*475019787202*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
05/16/16 QVC*476552414004*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.72                 
05/17/16 QVC*476621732201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
05/17/16 QVC*478266739701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
05/18/16 QVC*476607757603*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
05/18/16 QVC*476607757604*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 8.72                   
05/18/16 QVC*476607757602*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.44                   
05/18/16 QVC*476572712601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.84                 
05/18/16 QVC*476566649602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
05/18/16 QVC*476566649601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.54                   
05/18/16 QVC*475779557904*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/18/16 QVC*475779853901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
05/18/16 QVC*476552414005*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.97                 
05/18/16 QVC*474357507901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.38                 
05/18/16 QVC*475010871801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.96                 
05/18/16 QVC*476603161801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
05/18/16 QVC*473952387801*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 37.11                 
05/18/16 QVC*476607757601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.21                 
05/18/16 QVC*476552414003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.30                 
05/18/16 QVC*475779557903*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
05/18/16 QVC*476628683901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.54                 
05/18/16 QVC*476621732202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
05/18/16 QVC*475779557902*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.84                 
05/19/16 QVC*476552414002*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
05/19/16 QVC*476627263301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
05/19/16 QVC*475797799401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
05/19/16 QVC*475836941601*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.14                 
05/19/16 QVC*476621732203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
05/19/16 QVC*476655231302*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.49                   
05/19/16 QVC*476621732204*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 7.91                   
05/20/16 QVC*477160271401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.51                 
05/20/16 QVC*475897219101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 51.24                 
05/20/16 QVC*478355795801*        800-367-9444 PA 34.60                 
05/20/16 QVC*703658380401*        800-367-9444 PA 35.96                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/20/16 QVC*703658380901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
05/21/16 QVC*476712791102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
05/21/16 QVC*476712791101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
05/21/16 QVC*477160271701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 19.51                 
05/21/16 QVC*476712791103*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
05/21/16 QVC*476704069402*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.35                 
05/21/16 QVC*475921008001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.60                 
05/21/16 QVC*478413955402*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.95                 
05/21/16 QVC*703582125201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
05/21/16 QVC*476628070701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.21                 
05/21/16 QVC*703582125101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.98                 
05/21/16 QVC*476552414006*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.09                 
05/21/16 QVC*477442785101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.74                 
05/21/16 QVC*476569663301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.09                 
05/21/16 QVC*476552414201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.43                 
05/21/16 QVC*474282257501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 79.49                 
05/21/16 QVC*476550764301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 69.88                 
05/21/16 QVC*476712791104*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
05/21/16 QVC*703466788301*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.27                 
05/22/16 QVC*475125278901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 50.78                 
05/22/16 QVC*475850259801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 9.41                   
05/22/16 QVC*703624294001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/22/16 QVC*475941313307*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 16.28                 
05/23/16 QVC*478440554701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.91                 
05/23/16 QVC*475941313306*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
05/23/16 QVC*475941313305*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
05/23/16 QVC*476714241402*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.45                 
05/23/16 QVC*703541045701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
05/23/16 QVC*475220592001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
05/23/16 QVC*475204568901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.83                 
05/23/16 QVC*703541047901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
05/23/16 QVC*478413955401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 55.08                 
05/24/16 QVC*478505252003*04      800-367-9444 PA 44.34                 
05/24/16 QVC*478480896101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.28                 
05/24/16 QVC*478480896204*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.03                 
05/24/16 QVC*475941313302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
05/25/16 QVC*478505252001*02      800-367-9444 PA 44.34                 
05/25/16 QVC*476712791106*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.94                 
05/25/16 QVC*475941313301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
05/25/16 QVC*478501884402*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.78                 
05/25/16 QVC*476776780102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
05/25/16 QVC*475941313304*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
05/25/16 QVC*476853476701*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
05/25/16 QVC*475941313303*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.44                   
05/26/16 QVC*478501884401*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 116.00                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/26/16 QVC*478484982301*02      800-367-9444 PA 38.04                 
05/26/16 QVC*478480896201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 68.58                 
05/26/16 QVC*478505396601*02      800-367-9444 PA 90.62                 
05/26/16 QVC*478501884405*        800-367-9444 PA 49.11                 
05/26/16 QVC*703667665801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
05/26/16 QVC*475994305701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 63.66                 
05/26/16 QVC*478505252005*        800-367-9444 PA 55.74                 
05/27/16 QVC*478557648204*05      800-367-9444 PA 46.46                 
05/27/16 QVC*478551088201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 136.08                
05/27/16 QVC*478551088204*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 93.68                 
05/27/16 QVC*703656054901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
05/27/16 QVC*478558443701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.68                 
05/27/16 QVC*478494517001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 42.05                 
05/27/16 QVC*475897218901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 49.99                 
05/28/16 QVC*476569663501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
05/28/16 QVC*476694385901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.20                 
05/28/16 QVC*476569663101*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
05/28/16 QVC*478571378101*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
05/28/16 QVC*478067943401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.59)                
05/28/16 QVC*478008042303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (48.10)                
05/28/16 QVC*478030910009*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.34)                
05/28/16 QVC*478030910005*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (4.92)                  








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/28/16 QVC*478067943404*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.54)                
05/28/16 QVC*478067943403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.54)                
05/28/16 QVC*478030910008*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.34)                
05/29/16 QVC*478562976001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 30.39                 
05/29/16 QVC*478557648206*07*08   800-367-9444 PA 69.69                 
05/29/16 QVC*477760334701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 16.80                 
05/29/16 QVC*478096572501*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 50.63                 
05/30/16 QVC*478557648201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 119.33                
05/30/16 QVC*477783742604*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
05/30/16 QVC*703601772301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.50                 
05/30/16 QVC*477783742601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
05/30/16 QVC*703674856801*        800-367-9444 PA 58.90                 
05/30/16 QVC*477783742602*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.74                 
05/30/16 QVC*477783742603*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 15.74                 
06/01/16 QVC*478591399101*02      800-367-9444 PA 52.68                 
06/01/16 QVC*703676551601*        800-367-9444 PA 30.94                 
06/01/16 QVC*703558258901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
06/02/16 QVC*477882544101*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
06/02/16 QVC*475479474901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 47.63                 
06/02/16 QVC*477007706502*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.24                   
06/02/16 QVC*477007706501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.01                 
06/02/16 QVC*475479474903*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 30.46                 
06/02/16 QVC*477840556901*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 17.46                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/03/16 QVC*478720825401*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.89                 
06/03/16 QVC*478717932101*        800-367-9444 PA 34.76                 
06/04/16 QVC*703679164901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
06/04/16 QVC*703640464301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
06/05/16 QVC*703650026501*        800-367-9444 PA 30.52                 
06/05/16 QVC*475849815001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
06/05/16 QVC*483350212501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.90                 
06/06/16 QVC*478762696804*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 56.91                 
06/06/16 QVC*478762696801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 35.61                 
06/06/16 QVC*478762696807*        800-367-9444 PA 41.01                 
06/06/16 QVC*478816687801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
06/06/16 QVC*478792095001*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.51                   
06/07/16 QVC*475532219601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
06/07/16 QVC*475581810905*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 43.37                 
06/08/16 QVC*478868553701*02      800-367-9444 PA 46.62                 
06/08/16 QVC*478827475205*06      800-367-9444 PA 43.82                 
06/08/16 QVC*478827715801*02      800-367-9444 PA 41.56                 
06/08/16 QVC*478827475202*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 59.07                 
06/08/16 QVC*478885767302*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
06/08/16 QVC*478882502102*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.83                   
06/09/16 QVC*478868553703*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 29.77                 
06/09/16 QVC*478869749901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 29.96                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/09/16 QVC*478885767301*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 36.32                 
06/09/16 QVC*478880507201*02      800-367-9444 PA 42.16                 
06/09/16 QVC*478886356801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 36.00                 
06/09/16 QVC*478826244301*02      800-367-9444 PA 52.32                 
06/09/16 QVC*478885767308*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
06/09/16 QVC*478869749601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
06/09/16 QVC*478886356804*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
06/09/16 QVC*478868553601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 55.90                 
06/09/16 QVC*478869749701*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
06/09/16 QVC*478869749801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.18                 
06/09/16 QVC*478869750001*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
06/09/16 QVC*478868553706*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
06/09/16 QVC*478031415102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.96                 
06/09/16 QVC*476350586401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 41.56                 
06/09/16 QVC*478031415101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.96                 
06/09/16 QVC*477210619202*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.22                   
06/09/16 QVC*476383013802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.14                 
06/09/16 QVC*477210619201*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.22                   
06/09/16 QVC*478882502101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.65                   
06/10/16 QVC*478922807301*02      800-367-9444 PA 31.54                 
06/10/16 QVC*703688942701*        800-367-9444 PA 37.81                 
06/10/16 QVC*478030910001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.40                 
06/10/16 QVC*478030910004*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.70                   
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/10/16 QVC*478030910002*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.40                 
06/10/16 QVC*703611726701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
06/10/16 QVC*478030910003*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.40                 
06/11/16 QVC*478922807303*04      800-367-9444 PA 54.58                 
06/11/16 QVC*477297190002*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
06/11/16 QVC*477297190005*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
06/11/16 QVC*478067943402*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
06/11/16 QVC*478942051001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
06/11/16 QVC*478067943405*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.28                 
06/11/16 QVC*478033980601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
06/11/16 QVC*478923146601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 60.64                 
06/12/16 QVC*478961208402*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 104.34                
06/12/16 QVC*478173643901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
06/12/16 QVC*477326143103*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.43                 
06/12/16 QVC*478132056803*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
06/13/16 QVC*477297190004*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
06/13/16 QVC*476460022801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
06/13/16 QVC*478961208401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.80                 
06/14/16 QVC*479020562801*02      800-367-9444 PA 47.36                 
06/14/16 QVC*479019042003*        800-367-9444 PA 26.18                 
06/15/16 QVC*479019042001*02      800-367-9444 PA 98.76                 
06/15/16 QVC*479069734401*02      800-367-9444 PA 32.82                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/15/16 QVC*477326143101*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.50                 
06/15/16 QVC*476492911101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
06/15/16 QVC*476460022802*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
06/15/16 QVC*477431572301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.63                 
06/15/16 QVC*476493335901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.11                 
06/15/16 QVC*478132056802*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.70                 
06/15/16 QVC*477431572303*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.63                 
06/15/16 QVC*477431572302*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 24.63                 
06/15/16 QVC*478132056801*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 
06/15/16 QVC*478118607004*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.11                 
06/15/16 QVC*478118607002*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
06/15/16 QVC*476552558301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.19                 
06/15/16 QVC*478118607003*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
06/15/16 QVC*476553575001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.50                   
06/15/16 QVC*476527952103*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
06/15/16 QVC*479070309301*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
06/15/16 QVC*476548625301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.41                 
06/15/16 QVC*476550192601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
06/15/16 QVC*478484982301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (9.07)                  
06/15/16 QVC*478494517001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.13)                
06/15/16 QVC*478505252002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.19)                
06/15/16 QVC*478484982302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.02)                
06/15/16 QVC*478501884402*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.79)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/15/16 QVC*478501884405*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (46.11)                
06/15/16 QVC*478501884403*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (46.11)                
06/15/16 QVC*478118607001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.49)                
06/15/16 QVC*478501884404*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (46.11)                
06/15/16 QVC*478501884401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.79)                
06/16/16 QVC*479001267801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 63.18                 
06/16/16 QVC*479069394401*05      800-367-9444 PA 29.42                 
06/16/16 QVC*479069394601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.13                 
06/16/16 QVC*479001267804*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.06                 
06/16/16 QVC*479086181203*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.38                 
06/16/16 QVC*479019042004*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.54                 
06/17/16 QVC*479086181201*02*04   800-367-9444 PA 62.75                 
06/17/16 QVC*479069394404*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
06/17/16 QVC*478266739701*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
06/17/16 QVC*476603161801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
06/17/16 QVC*476552414003*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.30                 
06/17/16 QVC*476628683901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.54                 
06/17/16 QVC*476552414005*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.97                 
06/17/16 QVC*476566649603*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
06/17/16 QVC*476572712601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.84                 
06/17/16 QVC*479089371001*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
06/17/16 QVC*476566649602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/17/16 QVC*476552414004*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.72                 
06/18/16 QVC*479126119104*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 86.05                 
06/18/16 QVC*479126119108*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.24                 
06/18/16 QVC*476628070701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.21                 
06/18/16 QVC*476552414006*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.09                 
06/18/16 QVC*477442785101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 32.74                 
06/18/16 QVC*476569663301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 18.09                 
06/18/16 QVC*476550764301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 69.88                 
06/18/16 QVC*476552414201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.43                 
06/19/16 QVC*479126242901*02      800-367-9444 PA 34.26                 
06/19/16 QVC*479126119101*02      800-367-9444 PA 45.36                 
06/19/16 QVC*479069394402*03      800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
06/19/16 QVC*476627263301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.19                   
06/19/16 QVC*476655231302*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 6.49                   
06/19/16 QVC*476552414002*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
06/19/16 QVC*475836941601*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.14                 
06/20/16 QVC*479145196802*03      800-367-9444 PA 48.82                 
06/20/16 QVC*703658380901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
06/21/16 QVC*476712791101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
06/21/16 QVC*478827475101*        800-367-9444 PA 49.49                 
06/21/16 QVC*479167501404*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.39                 
06/22/16 QVC*479173445901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 72.26                 
06/22/16 QVC*479167501401*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 85.45                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/22/16 QVC*479126119103*07      800-367-9444 PA 50.55                 
06/22/16 QVC*478918806701*        800-367-9444 PA 69.52                 
06/22/16 QVC*703706147901*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
06/22/16 QVC*478413955402*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.95                 
06/22/16 QVC*476712791104*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
06/22/16 QVC*476704069402*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.35                 
06/22/16 QVC*476712791103*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
06/22/16 QVC*476712791102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
06/22/16 QVC*479126242903*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
06/22/16 QVC*703624292501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
06/22/16 QVC*703624294001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
06/23/16 QVC*478440554701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.91                 
06/23/16 QVC*476714241402*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.45                 
06/23/16 QVC*475220592001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
06/23/16 QVC*703541047901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
06/23/16 QVC*703541045701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
06/23/16 QVC*479012493801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
06/23/16 QVC*479013167101*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
06/23/16 QVC*479069734201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
06/23/16 QVC*479145196801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 41.14                 
06/24/16 QVC*479257776803*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 74.05                 
06/24/16 QVC*478480896204*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.03                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/24/16 QVC*478480896101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.28                 
06/24/16 QVC*478505252004*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
06/24/16 QVC*476712791106*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.94                 
06/24/16 QVC*478413955401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 55.08                 
06/24/16 QVC*479257165001*        800-367-9444 PA 24.33                 
06/24/16 QVC*479069734501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
06/24/16 QVC*479069734601*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
06/24/16 QVC*478762697001*        800-367-9444 PA 45.25                 
06/24/16 QVC*478885767305*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.82)                  
06/24/16 QVC*478868553704*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (5.24)                  
06/24/16 QVC*478885767306*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.82)                  
06/24/16 QVC*478885767304*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.82)                  
06/24/16 QVC*478886356804*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.07)                  
06/24/16 QVC*478762696806*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (30.17)                
06/24/16 QVC*478942051001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.59)                
06/25/16 QVC*703722342501*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
06/25/16 QVC*478505252001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
06/25/16 QVC*476853476701*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
06/25/16 QVC*476776780102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
06/25/16 QVC*479238604001*        800-367-9444 PA 66.34                 
06/25/16 QVC*478885767501*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.52                 
06/25/16 QVC*479126242902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (9.52)                  
06/25/16 QVC*479126242903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (9.52)                  
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/25/16 QVC*479126242901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (9.52)                  
06/26/16 QVC*479257776801*02      800-367-9444 PA 47.56                 
06/26/16 QVC*478480896202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.16                 
06/26/16 QVC*478480896203*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.16                 
06/26/16 QVC*478505396602*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.31                 
06/26/16 QVC*478480896201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.26                 
06/26/16 QVC*703667665801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
06/26/16 QVC*478505396601*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.31                 
06/27/16 QVC*479276245801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 125.94                
06/27/16 QVC*479270379801*02      800-367-9444 PA 66.04                 
06/27/16 QVC*479270380101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
06/27/16 QVC*479069734301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
06/27/16 QVC*478558443701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.68                 
06/27/16 QVC*703656054901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
06/27/16 QVC*703726865201*        800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
06/28/16 QVC*476569663501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
06/28/16 QVC*478557648205*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.23                 
06/28/16 QVC*476569663101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 34.43                 
06/28/16 QVC*476694385901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.20                 
06/28/16 QVC*478571378101*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
06/28/16 QVC*478557648204*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.23                 
06/29/16 QVC*479370932901*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 52.32                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/29/16 QVC*478562976002*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
06/29/16 QVC*478557648207*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.23                 
06/29/16 QVC*478557648206*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.23                 
06/29/16 QVC*478562976003*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
06/29/16 QVC*478557648208*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.23                 
06/29/16 QVC*478562976001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
06/30/16 QVC*479411143501*        800-367-9444 PA 24.18                 
06/30/16 QVC*479410560002*1OF6    800-367-9444 PA 113.31                
06/30/16 QVC*477783742604*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
06/30/16 QVC*478557648203*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.23                 
06/30/16 QVC*477783742601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
07/01/16 QVC*479438905601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 116.99                
07/01/16 QVC*479438905604*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.84                 
07/02/16 QVC*479410560001*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.24                 
07/02/16 QVC*478591399101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.34                 
07/02/16 QVC*479436766803*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.92                 
07/02/16 QVC*478591399102*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 26.34                 
07/03/16 QVC*479436766801*02      800-367-9444 PA 10.44                 
07/03/16 QVC*477840556901*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 17.46                 
07/03/16 QVC*477882544101*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
07/03/16 QVC*477007706501*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.01                 
07/03/16 QVC*477007706502*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.24                   
07/04/16 QVC*479527585101*        800-367-9444 PA 26.18                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/04/16 QVC*479527584501*        800-367-9444 PA 19.31                 
07/04/16 QVC*479527584701*        800-367-9444 PA 19.31                 
07/04/16 QVC*479477563001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.50                 
07/05/16 QVC*703679164901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
07/05/16 QVC*478118607001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.47                 
07/05/16 QVC*478720825401*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.89                 
07/05/16 QVC*479508383202*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.86                 
07/05/16 QVC*479552152801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
07/06/16 QVC*479535262603*04*05   800-367-9444 PA 114.44                
07/06/16 QVC*479086181301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.38                 
07/06/16 QVC*479507454401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.96                 
07/06/16 QVC*479508383201*        800-367-9444 PA 26.16                 
07/06/16 QVC*479552152802*        800-367-9444 PA 68.90                 
07/06/16 QVC*479550337301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 53.98                 
07/07/16 QVC*479557538701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.24                 
07/07/16 QVC*479557538501*        800-367-9444 PA 23.76                 
07/07/16 QVC*478816687801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
07/07/16 QVC*479579898901*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.18                 
07/07/16 QVC*479549975401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.56                 
07/08/16 QVC*479597929204*05*06   800-367-9444 PA 91.01                 
07/08/16 QVC*479597929201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 70.44                 
07/08/16 QVC*479597929207*        800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/08/16 QVC*479548981503*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.67                 
07/08/16 QVC*478762696801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
07/08/16 QVC*478792095001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.51                   
07/08/16 QVC*478762696803*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
07/08/16 QVC*478762696804*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
07/08/16 QVC*478762696805*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
07/08/16 QVC*478762696802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
07/09/16 QVC*479621519901*02      800-367-9444 PA 74.38                 
07/09/16 QVC*479619009501*02      800-367-9444 PA 69.49                 
07/09/16 QVC*475849815001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
07/09/16 QVC*479548981501*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.92                 
07/09/16 QVC*479620467301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.73                 
07/10/16 QVC*479642860002*03      800-367-9444 PA 103.64                
07/10/16 QVC*479640298501*02      800-367-9444 PA 81.98                 
07/10/16 QVC*478869749903*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.85                   
07/10/16 QVC*478869749902*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 14.58                 
07/10/16 QVC*479167501401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.92)                
07/10/16 QVC*479001267801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.07)                
07/11/16 QVC*479548981502*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 46.14                 
07/11/16 QVC*479659551801*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
07/11/16 QVC*479658432301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.79                 
07/12/16 QVC*479672754801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 64.59                 
07/12/16 QVC*477297190005*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/12/16 QVC*477297190002*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 29.13                 
07/12/16 QVC*479642860001*        800-367-9444 PA 102.35                
07/12/16 QVC*479001267803*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.12)                
07/12/16 QVC*479370932901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.44)                
07/13/16 QVC*478031415102*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.96                 
07/13/16 QVC*478827475203*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
07/13/16 QVC*478031415101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 34.96                 
07/13/16 QVC*703611726701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
07/13/16 QVC*478922807302*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.77                 
07/13/16 QVC*477210619201*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.22                   
07/13/16 QVC*477210619202*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 7.22                   
07/13/16 QVC*478886356802*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
07/13/16 QVC*478922807301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.77                 
07/13/16 QVC*478885767308*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
07/13/16 QVC*478885767301*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
07/13/16 QVC*478885767307*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
07/13/16 QVC*478869749601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
07/13/16 QVC*478886356801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
07/13/16 QVC*478886356803*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
07/13/16 QVC*478869749701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
07/13/16 QVC*478922807303*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.29                 
07/13/16 QVC*478923146601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 60.64                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/13/16 QVC*478869750001*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
07/13/16 QVC*478030910004*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.70                   
07/13/16 QVC*478067943402*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
07/13/16 QVC*478067943405*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 51.28                 
07/13/16 QVC*478033980601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
07/14/16 QVC*477326143101*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.50                 
07/14/16 QVC*476460022801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
07/14/16 QVC*477297190004*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
07/14/16 QVC*476460022802*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 49.78                 
07/14/16 QVC*476492911101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.19                 
07/14/16 QVC*477297190003*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
07/15/16 QVC, INC.                8003679444   PA 45.06                 
07/15/16 QVC*478961208401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.80                 
07/15/16 QVC*476550192601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 32.58                 
07/15/16 QVC*476553575001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.50                   
07/15/16 QVC*479776934701*        800-367-9444 PA 55.74                 
07/16/16 QVC*478827475202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
07/16/16 QVC*478827715801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
07/16/16 QVC*478827475205*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.91                 
07/16/16 QVC*478827475206*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.91                 
07/16/16 QVC*477326143103*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.43                 
07/16/16 QVC*478132056803*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
07/16/16 QVC*478173643901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/16/16 QVC*478885767302*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
07/16/16 QVC*478868553701*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
07/16/16 QVC*478868553601*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 55.90                 
07/16/16 QVC*478885767303*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
07/16/16 QVC*478869749901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.53                   
07/16/16 QVC*478868553703*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
07/16/16 QVC*478869749801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.18                 
07/16/16 QVC*478868553705*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
07/16/16 QVC*478868553706*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
07/16/16 QVC*478868553702*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
07/16/16 QVC*478880507202*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
07/16/16 QVC*478882502101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.65                   
07/16/16 QVC*478882502102*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.83                   
07/16/16 QVC*478880507201*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
07/16/16 QVC*478827715802*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
07/16/16 QVC*478827475204*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.91                 
07/17/16 QVC*479797483101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 94.44                 
07/17/16 QVC*479527584901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
07/17/16 QVC*479527585301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
07/17/16 QVC*479527584301*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
07/17/16 QVC*479070309301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
07/17/16 QVC*479069394401*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.00                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/17/16 QVC*479069394405*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.42                 
07/17/16 QVC*479069394601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.13                 
07/17/16 QVC*479019042004*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 20.54                 
07/17/16 QVC*479527584701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.31)                
07/18/16 QVC*479818626901*        800-367-9444 PA 33.13                 
07/18/16 QVC*479086181201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.38                 
07/18/16 QVC*479089371001*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
07/18/16 QVC*479001267804*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.06                 
07/18/16 QVC*479086181202*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.38                 
07/18/16 QVC*479086181204*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.99                 
07/18/16 QVC*476603161801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.59                 
07/18/16 QVC*478266739701*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
07/18/16 QVC*476628683901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 45.54                 
07/18/16 QVC*479001267802*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.06                 
07/18/16 QVC*479436766803*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.92)                
07/18/16 QVC*479126119106*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (24.87)                
07/18/16 QVC*479126119103*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.68)                
07/18/16 QVC*479126119101*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.68)                
07/18/16 QVC*479438905601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.17)                
07/18/16 QVC*479126119102*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.68)                
07/19/16 QVC*479851939301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 89.30                 
07/19/16 QVC*479862587702*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 97.62                 
07/19/16 QVC*476552414006*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.09                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/19/16 QVC*479126119108*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.24                 
07/19/16 QVC*479069394404*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
07/19/16 QVC*479126119107*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.92)                
07/20/16 QVC*479852011301*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 55.11                 
07/20/16 QVC*479020562802*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.68                 
07/20/16 QVC*479069734401*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
07/20/16 QVC*479069734402*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
07/20/16 QVC*478132056801*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 
07/20/16 QVC*479020562801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.68                 
07/20/16 QVC*478132056802*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.70                 
07/20/16 QVC*476493335901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.11                 
07/20/16 QVC*479126119105*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.87                 
07/20/16 QVC*479126119104*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.31                 
07/20/16 QVC*479126242902*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
07/20/16 QVC*476552414002*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.04                 
07/20/16 QVC*479069394403*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
07/20/16 QVC*479126242901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
07/20/16 QVC*475836941601*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 54.14                 
07/20/16 QVC*479069394402*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
07/20/16 QVC*479862587701*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.30                 
07/21/16 QVC*479917420601*        800-367-9444 PA 49.11                 
07/21/16 QVC*479597929204*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.38)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/21/16 QVC*479597929201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (29.06)                
07/21/16 QVC*479619009501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.54)                
07/21/16 QVC*479597929203*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.38)                
07/21/16 QVC*479597929202*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.04)                
07/21/16 QVC*479535262605*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (19.04)                
07/22/16 QVC*479918372201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
07/22/16 QVC*479918371901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
07/22/16 QVC*479918372801*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
07/22/16 QVC*479918372501*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 98.71                 
07/22/16 QVC*479917420401*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.38                 
07/22/16 QVC*476712791102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
07/22/16 QVC*476712791104*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
07/22/16 QVC*479145196802*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.95                 
07/22/16 QVC*479926156302*        800-367-9444 PA 28.44                 
07/22/16 QVC*476712791103*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
07/22/16 QVC*478413955402*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.95                 
07/22/16 QVC*479145196803*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.87                 
07/22/16 QVC*476712791101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.10                 
07/22/16 QVC*479549975401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (3.61)                  
07/23/16 QVC*479926156301*03*04   800-367-9444 PA 101.96                
07/23/16 QVC*703624292501*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
07/23/16 QVC*479970723704*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.36                 
07/24/16 QVC*479013167101*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/24/16 QVC*479173445901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
07/24/16 QVC*478440554701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.91                 
07/24/16 QVC*479069734201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
07/24/16 QVC*476714241402*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.45                 
07/24/16 QVC*479167501403*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.63                 
07/24/16 QVC*479012493801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
07/24/16 QVC*479145196801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 41.14                 
07/25/16 QVC*478505252003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
07/25/16 QVC*479069734501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
07/25/16 QVC*479069734601*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
07/25/16 QVC*478480896204*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.03                 
07/25/16 QVC*478480896101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.28                 
07/25/16 QVC*478505252004*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
07/25/16 QVC*478413955401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 55.08                 
07/25/16 QVC*479970723705*        800-367-9444 PA 55.96                 
07/26/16 QVC*479970723701*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 62.67                 
07/26/16 QVC*478885767501*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.52                 
07/26/16 QVC*476853476701*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
07/26/16 QVC*476776780102*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
07/26/16 QVC*703722342501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
07/26/16 QVC*479257776805*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
07/26/16 QVC*479257776804*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/26/16 QVC*478505252001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
07/27/16 QVC*478480896203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.16                 
07/27/16 QVC*479257776801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 
07/27/16 QVC*479257776802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 
07/27/16 QVC*479126242903*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 17.13                 
07/27/16 QVC*703706147901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
07/27/16 QVC*703624294001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
07/27/16 QVC*479410559801*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.92                 
07/27/16 QVC*479167501404*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.39                 
07/27/16 QVC*479167501402*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
07/27/16 QVC*478480896201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.26                 
07/27/16 QVC*478505396601*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.31                 
07/27/16 QVC*703667665801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
07/27/16 QVC*478505396602*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.31                 
07/27/16 QVC*478480896202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 28.16                 
07/28/16 QVC*478141549201*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.49                 
07/28/16 QVC*479270380101*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
07/28/16 QVC*478558443701*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.68                 
07/28/16 QVC*479276245803*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.34                 
07/28/16 QVC*479069734301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
07/28/16 QVC*479797483103*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.48)                
07/28/16 QVC*479797483102*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.48)                
07/28/16 QVC*479527584301*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (25.62)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/29/16 QVC*479757471701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 32.50                 
07/29/16 QVC*478571378101*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
07/29/16 QVC*479548981502*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (34.19)                
07/30/16 QVC*478562976002*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
07/30/16 QVC*479370932902*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.44                 
07/30/16 QVC*479370932903*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.44                 
07/30/16 QVC*478562976001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
07/30/16 QVC*478096572501*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 50.63                 
07/30/16 QVC*478562976003*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
07/30/16 QVC*479757471401*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
07/30/16 QVC*479672754802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.43)                
07/31/16 QVC*479410560002*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 113.31                
07/31/16 QVC*477783742604*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
07/31/16 QVC*477783742601*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
08/01/16 QVC*479438905603*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.16                 
08/01/16 QVC*478720825401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (26.89)                
08/01/16 QVC*479621519902*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (17.65)                
08/01/16 QVC*478720825401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (4.98)                  
08/01/16 QVC*479818626901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.18)                
08/02/16 QVC*479438905604*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.84                 
08/02/16 QVC*479410560001*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.24                 
08/02/16 QVC*479852011302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (13.37)                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/03/16 QVC*479436766801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.22                   
08/03/16 QVC*479436766802*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.22                   
08/03/16 QVC*477882544101*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
08/03/16 QVC*477840556901*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 17.46                 
08/03/16 QVC*703761111101*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.87                 
08/03/16 QVC*703764748701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.45                 
08/04/16 QVC*479477563001*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.50                 
08/04/16 QVC*490263478501*        800-367-9444 PA 44.87                 
08/04/16 QVC*703764750001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
08/04/16 QVC*479862587701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.35)                
08/04/16 QVC*479852011303*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (6.42)                  
08/05/16 QVC*703679164901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
08/05/16 QVC*479552152801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
08/05/16 QVC*479508383202*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.86                 
08/06/16 QVC*490307936101*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 113.64                
08/06/16 QVC*490307936104*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
08/06/16 QVC*479550337301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 53.98                 
08/06/16 QVC*479535262604*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.86                 
08/06/16 QVC*475849815001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.57                 
08/06/16 QVC*479507454401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.96                 
08/06/16 QVC*479086181301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.38                 
08/06/16 QVC*479597929207*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.72)                
08/06/16 QVC*479597929205*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (31.72)                
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/06/16 QVC*479020562802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (18.68)                
08/06/16 QVC*479672754801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.79)                  
08/06/16 QVC*478922807302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.77)                
08/06/16 QVC*479020562802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (23.68)                
08/06/16 QVC*478922807302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (15.77)                
08/07/16 QVC*478816687801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
08/07/16 QVC*479579898901*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.18                 
08/07/16 QVC*479557538701*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 28.24                 
08/07/16 QVC*478067943405*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (51.28)                
08/07/16 QVC*478067943405*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (32.39)                
08/07/16 QVC*478067943405*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (51.28)                
08/07/16 QVC*479477563001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.50)                
08/07/16 QVC*479477563001*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (11.52)                
08/07/16 QVC*479173445903*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (21.18)                
08/07/16 QVC*479597929206*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.96)                
08/07/16 QVC*479597929206*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.96)                
08/07/16 QVC*479642860002*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.51)                
08/08/16 QVC*478762696801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
08/08/16 QVC*479548981503*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.67                 
08/08/16 QVC*478762696805*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
08/08/16 QVC*478762696802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
08/08/16 QVC*478792095001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.51                   








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/08/16 QVC*478762696804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
08/08/16 QVC*490331682301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.32                 
08/08/16 QVC*479970723702*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.41)                  
08/08/16 QVC*477840557501*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (8.54)                  
08/08/16 QVC*479019042004*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (3.61)                  
08/08/16 QVC*479019042004*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (20.54)                
08/09/16 QVC*490331682302*03      800-367-9444 PA 46.64                 
08/09/16 QVC*490380373503*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
08/09/16 QVC*479548981501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 32.92                 
08/09/16 QVC*479672754803*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (14.48)                
08/10/16 QVC*490380373501*02      800-367-9444 PA 33.74                 
08/10/16 QVC*490380373301*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
08/10/16 QVC*478868553702*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
08/10/16 QVC*478868553706*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
08/10/16 QVC*478827475203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
08/10/16 QVC*478827475205*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.91                 
08/10/16 QVC*478827715802*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
08/10/16 QVC*478880507201*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
08/10/16 QVC*478827475206*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.91                 
08/10/16 QVC*479640298502*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
08/10/16 QVC*478827475202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.58                 
08/10/16 QVC*478882502102*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.83                   
08/10/16 QVC*478868553701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/10/16 QVC*478868553705*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
08/10/16 QVC*479620467301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.73                 
08/10/16 QVC*490385170701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.87                 
08/10/16 QVC*490384835901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
08/10/16 QVC*479642860003*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 82.14                 
08/10/16 QVC*478885767303*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
08/10/16 QVC*478869749901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.53                   
08/10/16 QVC*478868553601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 55.90                 
08/10/16 QVC*478869749801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.18                 
08/10/16 QVC*478869749902*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 14.58                 
08/10/16 QVC*478882502101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.65                   
08/10/16 QVC*478827475204*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.91                 
08/10/16 QVC*478827715801*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.78                 
08/11/16 QVC*478869749701*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
08/11/16 QVC*478886356801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
08/11/16 QVC*478869749601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
08/11/16 QVC*703611726701*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
08/11/16 QVC*478885767307*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
08/11/16 QVC*478030910004*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.70                   
08/11/16 QVC*478869750001*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
08/11/16 QVC*478885767308*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
08/11/16 QVC*478922807301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.77                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/11/16 QVC*478886356802*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
08/11/16 QVC*479658432301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.79                 
08/11/16 QVC*478885767301*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
08/12/16 QVC*703773841701*        800-367-9444 PA 54.60                 
08/12/16 QVC*478033980601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
08/12/16 QVC*479659551801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
08/12/16 QVC*478923146601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 60.64                 
08/12/16 QVC*478067943402*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
08/13/16 QVC*478173643901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
08/13/16 QVC*477326143103*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.43                 
08/13/16 QVC*478132056803*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
08/13/16 QVC*479640298501*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
08/13/16 QVC*478880507202*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
08/13/16 QVC*478869749903*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.85                   
08/13/16 QVC*478885767302*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
08/13/16 QVC*478868553703*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
08/14/16 QVC*477326143101*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.50                 
08/14/16 QVC*477297190003*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
08/14/16 QVC*477297190004*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 29.32                 
08/14/16 QVC*490478714201*        800-367-9444 PA 47.39                 
08/14/16 QVC*479557538701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (28.24)                
08/14/16 QVC*479557538701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (10.29)                
08/17/16 QVC*478132056802*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.70                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/17/16 QVC*479069734402*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
08/17/16 QVC*479069734401*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
08/17/16 QVC*478132056801*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 
08/17/16 QVC*479086181203*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.38                 
08/17/16 QVC*479527584901*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
08/17/16 QVC*479069394405*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.42                 
08/17/16 QVC*479527585301*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
08/17/16 QVC*479069394601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 15.13                 
08/17/16 QVC*479069394401*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.00                 
08/18/16 QVC*490586206301*        800-367-9444 PA 49.77                 
08/18/16 QVC*479001267802*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.06                 
08/18/16 QVC*479089371001*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
08/18/16 QVC*479001267804*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.06                 
08/19/16 QVC*703781219501*        800-367-9444 PA 35.96                 
08/19/16 QVC*703781220101*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
08/19/16 QVC*479851939303*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.06                 
08/19/16 QVC*479126119108*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 27.24                 
08/19/16 QVC*479069394404*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
08/19/16 QVC*490625829101*        800-367-9444 PA 25.60                 
08/20/16 QVC*479862587704*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
08/20/16 QVC*479069394403*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 14.66                 
08/20/16 QVC*479851939301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.18                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/20/16 QVC*479851939302*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 29.06                 
08/20/16 QVC*479757471701*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (22.56)                
08/21/16 QVC*478480896201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (0.31)                  
08/21/16 QVC*478480896201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.26)                
08/21/16 QVC*478480896201*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (12.26)                
08/22/16 QVC*479918372503*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.12                 
08/22/16 QVC*478413955402*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.95                 
08/22/16 QVC*479145196802*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.95                 
08/22/16 QVC*479917420401*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.38                 
08/23/16 QVC*703786100901*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.28                 
08/23/16 QVC*479167501404*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.39                 
08/23/16 QVC*703624292501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.85                 
08/23/16 QVC*479918372801*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
08/23/16 QVC*479167501402*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.91                 
08/23/16 QVC*479970723704*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.36                 
08/23/16 QVC*479918372502*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 30.12                 
08/23/16 QVC*703624294001*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.73                   
08/23/16 QVC*479918372501*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 38.47                 
08/23/16 QVC*479918372201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
08/23/16 QVC*479918371901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.31                 
08/24/16 QVC*479012493801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
08/24/16 QVC*479013167101*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
08/24/16 QVC*479173445901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.90                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/24/16 QVC*479145196801*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 41.14                 
08/24/16 QVC*478440554701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 17.91                 
08/24/16 QVC*479069734201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
08/25/16 QVC*479824585701*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.97                 
08/25/16 QVC*478505252004*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
08/25/16 QVC*479069734601*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
08/25/16 QVC*479069734501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
08/25/16 QVC*478505252003*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
08/25/16 QVC*478413955401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 55.08                 
08/25/16 QVC*478480896204*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 36.03                 
08/25/16 QVC*490331682302*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (16.37)                
08/26/16 QVC*479970723703*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 20.36                 
08/26/16 QVC*478885767501*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.52                 
08/26/16 QVC*479970723701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.95                 
08/26/16 QVC*479257776805*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.49                 
08/26/16 QVC*703722342501*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
08/26/16 QVC*476853476701*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 30.83                 
08/26/16 QVC*479257776804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 
08/26/16 QVC*479257776803*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 
08/26/16 QVC*478505252001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 22.17                 
08/27/16 QVC*479257776801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 
08/27/16 QVC*478505396602*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 45.31                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/27/16 QVC*479410559801*2OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.92                 
08/27/16 QVC*479257776802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 23.78                 
08/28/16 QVC*479069734301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.41                 
08/28/16 QVC*479276245803*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.34                 
08/28/16 QVC*479270380101*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.18                 
08/28/16 QVC*478558443701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 21.68                 
08/29/16 QVC*478571378101*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
08/30/16 QVC*478562976001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
08/30/16 QVC*478562976003*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
08/30/16 QVC*479370932902*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.44                 
08/30/16 QVC*479370932903*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.44                 
08/30/16 QVC*478096572501*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 50.63                 
08/30/16 QVC*478562976002*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 10.13                 
08/31/16 QVC*479410560002*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 113.31                
08/31/16 QVC*479757471401*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 34.89                 
09/01/16 QVC*479438905603*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 20.16                 
09/02/16 QVC*479438905604*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 33.84                 
09/02/16 QVC*479410560001*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.24                 
09/03/16 QVC*703800836201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
09/03/16 QVC*477882544101*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.76                 
09/03/16 QVC*477840556901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 17.46                 
09/03/16 QVC*703764748701*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 22.45                 
09/03/16 QVC*703761111101*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.87                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/03/16 QVC*479436766801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.22                   
09/03/16 QVC*479436766802*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 5.22                   
09/04/16 QVC*703764750001*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
09/05/16 QVC*479508383202*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.86                 
09/05/16 QVC*479552152801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 26.41                 
09/06/16 QVC*479535262604*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 24.86                 
09/06/16 QVC*479086181301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 26.38                 
09/06/16 QVC*490307936104*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
09/06/16 QVC*479550337301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 53.98                 
09/08/16 QVC*478762696805*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
09/08/16 QVC*478762696804*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
09/08/16 QVC*478762696802*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
09/08/16 QVC*478792095001*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 8.51                   
09/08/16 QVC*478762696803*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
09/08/16 QVC*479548981503*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 21.67                 
09/08/16 QVC*478762696801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.87                 
09/08/16 QVC*491150534805*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.02                 
09/09/16 QVC*491150534801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 101.22                
09/09/16 QVC*491150534804*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.17                 
09/09/16 QVC*703804296601*1OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
09/09/16 QVC*490380373503*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 19.91                 
09/09/16 QVC*490331682301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.32                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/10/16 QVC*490307936103*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
09/10/16 QVC*478868553706*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
09/10/16 QVC*478869749902*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 14.58                 
09/10/16 QVC*478882502101*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 8.65                   
09/10/16 QVC*479640298502*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
09/10/16 QVC*478885767302*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
09/10/16 QVC*478880507202*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
09/10/16 QVC*478869749901*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.53                   
09/10/16 QVC*478880507201*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
09/10/16 QVC*478869749801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.18                 
09/10/16 QVC*478869749903*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 5.85                   
09/10/16 QVC*478885767303*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
09/10/16 QVC*478868553701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
09/10/16 QVC*478868553601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 55.90                 
09/10/16 QVC*478882502102*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 7.83                   
09/10/16 QVC*478868553705*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.47                 
09/10/16 QVC*478868553702*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 23.31                 
09/10/16 QVC*479579898901*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.18                 
09/10/16 QVC*490307936102*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
09/10/16 QVC*478816687801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 22.88                 
09/11/16 QVC*478869749601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
09/11/16 QVC*478886356802*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
09/11/16 QVC*478885767308*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/11/16 QVC*478886356801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
09/11/16 QVC*478869749701*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
09/11/16 QVC*478886356803*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
09/11/16 QVC*479658432301*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.79                 
09/11/16 QVC*478922807301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.77                 
09/11/16 QVC*478869750001*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 6.43                   
09/11/16 QVC*478885767301*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.25                 
09/11/16 QVC*478885767307*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 13.94                 
09/12/16 QVC*703806873701*        800-367-9444 PA 37.81                 
09/14/16 QVC*478923146601*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 60.64                 
09/14/16 QVC*490331682303*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 23.32                 
09/14/16 QVC*479659551801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
09/14/16 QVC*478067943402*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
09/14/16 QVC*478033980601*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 25.53                 
09/14/16 QVC*479620467301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 19.73                 
09/14/16 QVC*478868553703*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 9.07                   
09/14/16 QVC*479640298501*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 40.99                 
09/14/16 QVC*479642860003*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 82.14                 
09/14/16 QVC*478132056803*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 31.72                 
09/14/16 QVC*477326143103*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 19.43                 
09/14/16 QVC*478173643901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 12.71                 
09/14/16 QVC*477326143101*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 26.50                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/14/16 QVC*490380373301*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 13.00                 
09/14/16 QVC*490384835901*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 18.66                 
09/14/16 QVC*490380373502*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 16.16                 
09/14/16 QVC*490380373501*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 17.58                 
09/16/16 QVC*478132056801*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 
09/16/16 QVC*478132056802*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 35.70                 
09/17/16 QVC*479527585301*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
09/17/16 QVC*479069394401*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.00                 
09/17/16 QVC*479527584901*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
09/18/16 QVC*479089371001*4OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
09/19/16 QVC*703781220101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
09/20/16 QVC*479862587704*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.64                 
09/22/16 QVC*479917420401*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.38                 
09/22/16 QVC*478413955402*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 16.95                 
10/20/16 QVC*479527585301*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
10/20/16 QVC*478141549201*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 25.49                 
10/20/16 QVC*478132056801*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 36.72                 
10/20/16 QVC*479089371001*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
10/20/16 QVC*479069394401*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 15.00                 
10/20/16 QVC*479527584901*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 35.57                 
10/22/16 QVC*492402633102*04      800-367-9444 PA 101.40                
10/22/16 QVC*492271955201*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 95.61                 
10/22/16 QVC*491786953401*        800-367-9444 PA 62.48                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/23/16 QVC*492271277301*        800-367-9444 PA 31.87                 
10/23/16 QVC*479917420401*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 43.38                 
10/23/16 QVC*492402633103*        800-367-9444 PA 29.46                 
10/24/16 QVC*492402633101*        800-367-9444 PA 148.32                
10/24/16 QVC*703786100901*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.28                 
10/25/16 QVC*479012493801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
10/25/16 QVC*703864336201*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
10/26/16 QVC*479013167101*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 27.55                 
10/26/16 QVC*479145196801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 41.14                 
10/26/16 QVC*703830279901*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
10/27/16 QVC*478885767501*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.52                 
10/28/16 QVC*491554222401*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.93                 
10/28/16 QVC*479410559801*4OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.92                 
10/30/16 QVC*478571378101*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
10/30/16 QVC*703840555301*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 139.76                
10/30/16 QVC*491658187801*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.00                 
10/31/16 QVC*478096572501*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 50.63                 
10/31/16 QVC*703840555201*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.95                 
11/01/16 QVC*479410560002*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 113.31                
11/01/16 QVC*703842502801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.34                 
11/04/16 QVC*703881905601*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
11/04/16 QVC*703800836201*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/04/16 QVC*703761111101*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.87                 
11/05/16 QVC*492879941804*05      800-367-9444 PA 162.64                
11/05/16 QVC*492879941801*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 189.84                
11/05/16 QVC*490197123801*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 31.64                 
11/05/16 QVC*491786953101*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 31.24                 
11/05/16 QVC*491829116803*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.43                 
11/05/16 QVC*492864880901*        800-367-9444 PA 79.16                 
11/05/16 QVC*491829116802*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.43                 
11/06/16 QVC*492864880902*03      800-367-9444 PA 72.30                 
11/08/16 QVC*492944408303*06*07   800-367-9444 PA 57.43                 
11/09/16 QVC*491150534805*3OF3    800-367-9444 PA 22.02                 
11/09/16 QVC*479579898901*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 54.18                 
11/10/16 QVC*492944408301*02*04   800-367-9444 PA 80.78                 
11/10/16 QVC*492944408305*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.32                   
11/10/16 QVC*491150534804*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 37.17                 
11/10/16 QVC*703804296601*3OF5    800-367-9444 PA 11.10                 
11/11/16 QVC*493041865801*        800-367-9444 PA 31.98                 
11/11/16 QVC*493041865701*        800-367-9444 PA 66.55                 
11/11/16 QVC*493041865901*        800-367-9444 PA 49.26                 
11/11/16 QVC*493068190901*        800-367-9444 PA 36.77                 
11/11/16 QVC*478880507202*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
11/11/16 QVC*490385170701*4OF4    800-367-9444 PA 17.87                 
11/11/16 QVC*478880507201*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 21.08                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/11/16 QVC*493041471701*        800-367-9444 PA 31.98                 
11/12/16 QVC*492049760602*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 12.38                 
11/13/16 QVC*492067781801*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.61                 
11/14/16 QVC*492067781802*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 12.79                 
11/14/16 QVC*492067781803*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 12.79                 
11/14/16 QVC*492049760601*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.77                 
11/14/16 QVC*703893611001*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 25.72                 
11/15/16 QVC*493154869601*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 111.84                
11/15/16 QVC*493192271401*        800-367-9444 PA 29.88                 
11/15/16 QVC*493191175201*        800-367-9444 PA 63.76                 
11/15/16 QVC*492879941804*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (76.32)                
11/15/16 QVC*492864880901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (74.16)                
11/15/16 QVC*492879941802*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (58.28)                
11/15/16 QVC*492879941801*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (58.28)                
11/17/16 QVC*492220155402*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.92                 
11/18/16 QVC*492220155401*2OF6    800-367-9444 PA 7.79                   
11/18/16 QVC*703902021001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 12.93                 
11/19/16 QVC*479089371001*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 49.46                 
11/21/16 QVC*493393682401*        800-367-9444 PA 74.15                 
11/21/16 QVC*493393682901*        800-367-9444 PA 74.15                 
11/21/16 QVC*493393682601*        800-367-9444 PA 74.15                 
11/21/16 QVC*493428863001*02*03   800-367-9444 PA 157.99                








Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/22/16 QVC*703907002101*1OF3    800-367-9444 PA 12.28                 
11/23/16 QVC*493449388201*02      800-367-9444 PA 197.82                
11/25/16 QVC*703864336201*2OF3    800-367-9444 PA 29.21                 
11/26/16 QVC*493575969601*        800-367-9444 PA 99.30                 
11/26/16 QVC*493041865901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (46.26)                
11/28/16 QVC*479410559801*5OF5    800-367-9444 PA 20.92                 
11/28/16 QVC*491554222401*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 22.93                 
11/29/16 QVC*493676917501*        800-367-9444 PA 34.76                 
11/30/16 QVC*491658187801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 11.00                 
11/30/16 QVC*493676917502*        800-367-9444 PA 31.98                 
12/02/16 QVC*493675771801*02      800-367-9444 PA 1,123.56             
12/03/16 QVC*493881588002*        800-367-9444 PA 53.36                 
12/03/16 QVC*703923065701*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 13.87                 
12/03/16 QVC*479410560002*6OF6    800-367-9444 PA 113.31                
12/03/16 QVC*493393682601*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (67.20)                
12/04/16 QVC*493881588001*        800-367-9444 PA 26.68                 
12/04/16 QVC*493393682901*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (67.20)                
12/04/16 QVC*493393682401*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (67.20)                
12/05/16 QVC*491829116801*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 11.06                 
12/05/16 QVC*703881905601*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 27.75                 
12/06/16 QVC*491829116802*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.43                 
12/06/16 QVC*491829116803*3OF6    800-367-9444 PA 14.43                 
12/06/16 QVC*703925417001*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 25.32                 
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Per Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - QVC
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/09/16 QVC*703930005601*        800-367-9444 PA 29.48                 
12/09/16 QVC*492944408303*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 23.93                 
12/09/16 QVC*492944408306*2OF4    800-367-9444 PA 9.32                   
12/10/16 QVC*493428863003*CRED    800-367- CREDIT (30.87)                
12/14/16 QVC*472129513304*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 15.29                 
12/17/16 &QVC*494522671701*        800-367-9444 PA 1,360.66             
02/29/16 QVC*476107434401*02      800-367-9444 PA 48.12                 
02/29/16 QVC*703558258901*1OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
02/29/16 QVC*703558258501*1OF2    800-367-9444 PA 21.19                 
02/29/16 QVC*472562695803*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
02/29/16 QVC*472562695804*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
02/29/16 QVC*703485919801*3OF4    800-367-9444 PA 10.59                 
02/29/16 QVC*475446511801*2OF2    800-367-9444 PA 11.03                 
02/29/16 QVC*472553645901*5OF6    800-367-9444 PA 10.70                 
Total 186,134.81$       
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Transaction 
Date Description  Amount 
Transaction 
Date
01/21/04 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 14.32$           
09/16/04 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 26.41             
12/17/05 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 60.81             
01/13/05 WAL−MART STORES, IN CORALVILLE  IA 147.97           
04/07/05 WAL−MART STORES, IN CORALVILLE  IA 6.89               
04/25/05 WAL−MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 14.97             
05/25/05 WAL MART IOWA CITY  IA 20.03             
08/02/05 WAL−MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 18.06             
08/09/05 WAL MART IOWA CITY  IA 10.23             
09/08/05 WAL MART IOWA CITY  IA 23.90             
09/14/05 WAL MART IOWA CITY  IA 10.25             
09/26/05 WAL−MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 24.38             
01/13/06 WAL MART IOWA CITY  IA 4.03               
02/27/06 WAL−MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 14.13             
07/27/06 WAL−MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 23.03             
08/13/06 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 52.42             
01/22/07 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 15.36             
03/20/07 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 7.48               
08/30/07 WAL MART IOWA CITY  IA 15.53             
01/08/08 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 41.15             
01/11/08 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 15.90             
01/17/08 WAL-MART IOWA CITY  IA 138.63           
02/21/08 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 58.64             
03/10/08 WAL-MART IOWA CITY  IA 16.83             
03/19/08 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA      CREDIT (58.64)            
04/11/08 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 6.00               
04/30/08 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 45.79             
05/20/08 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 3.54               
06/25/08 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 6.90               
07/17/08 WAL-MART IOWA CITY  IA 16.40             
09/24/08 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 89.54             
10/06/08 WAL-MART IOWA CITY  IA 19.81             
11/12/08 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 24.32             
11/13/08 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA   CREDIT (14.56)            
11/19/08 WAL-MART IOWA CITY  IA 421.75           
Per WalMartPer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Walmart
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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Description Qty  Amount  Improper  Unsupported  Reasonable 
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                 -   14.32                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   26.41                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   60.81                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   147.97                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   6.89                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   14.97                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   20.03                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   18.06                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   10.23                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   23.90                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   10.25                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   24.38                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   4.03                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   14.13                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   23.03                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   52.42                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   15.36                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   7.48                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   15.53                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   41.15                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   15.90                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   138.63                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   58.64                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   16.83                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (58.64)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   6.00                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   45.79                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   3.54                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   6.90                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   16.40                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   89.54                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   19.81                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   24.32                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (14.56)                                -   
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Transaction 
Date Description  Amount 
Transaction 
Date
Per WalMartPer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Walmart
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/04/08 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 52.59             
12/16/08 WAL-MART IOWA CITY  IA 36.04             
12/27/08 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA   CREDIT (36.04)            
03/02/09 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 11.32             
06/05/09 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 34.30             
08/26/09 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE lA 84.76             
09/30/09 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 63.56             
10/15/09 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 108.02           
01/29/10 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 255.96           
02/26/10 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 56.43             
03/01/10 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 44.81             
03/14/10 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA   CREDIT (25.32)            
04/27/10 WAL-MART #1528 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 16.77             
06/12/10 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 4.54               
08/10/10 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 28.82             
09/03/10 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 139.72           
10/29/10 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 3.47               
10/29/10 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 496.08           
11/16/10 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 12.31             
12/31/10 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE lA 178.94           
01/13/11 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY lA 84.81             
05/27/11 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 42.96             
05/27/11 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 190.59           
05/29/11 WAL-MART #1721     SE2 IOWA CITY  CREDIT (64.11)            
09/24/11 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 111.30           
10/01/11 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 167.27           
10/14/11 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 9.80               
11/03/11 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 20.77             
11/07/11 WM SUPERCENTER CORALVILLE  IA 47.84             
08/24/12 WALMART.COM 8009666546  8009666546   AR 42.46             
12/09/12 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 31.93             
12/11/12 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE  IA 29.04             
12/11/12 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE  IA 30.78             
12/11/12 WAL-MART #2827     SE2 CORALVILLE CREDIT (18.95)            
12/13/12 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 26.25             
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Description Qty  Amount  Improper  Unsupported  Reasonable 
Per WalMart
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   52.59                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   36.04                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (36.04)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   11.32                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   34.30                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   84.76                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   63.56                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   108.02                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   255.96                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   56.43                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   44.81                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (25.32)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   16.77                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   4.54                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   28.82                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   139.72                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   3.47                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   496.08                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   12.31                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   178.94                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   84.81                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   42.96                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   190.59                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (64.11)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   111.30                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   167.27                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   9.80                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   20.77                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   47.84                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   42.46                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   31.93                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   29.04                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   30.78                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (18.95)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   26.25                                 -   
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Transaction 
Date Description  Amount 
Transaction 
Date
Per WalMartPer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Walmart
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/21/12 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 500.32           
01/04/13 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE  IA 74.04             
01/13/13 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE  IA 65.18             
01/29/13 WALMART.COM 8009666546  8009666546   AR 220.00           
02/02/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 72.51             
02/02/13 WAL-MART #2827   SE2 CORALVILLE CREDIT (72.51)            
02/02/13 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE I CREDIT (72.51)            
02/03/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 188.68           
02/17/13 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE  IA 35.33             
02/19/13 WM SUPERCENTER#2827 CORALVILLE  IA 67.53             
02/22/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 130.21           
03/12/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 78.64             
03/14/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 54.76             
03/22/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 169.24           
03/27/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 28.44             
03/27/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 28.44             
03/27/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 12.62             
04/12/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 4.95               
04/21/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 143.10           
04/24/13 WALMART.COM 8009666546   8009666546   AR 111.75           
05/09/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 11.79             
05/18/13 WAL-MART #2827     SE2 CORALVILLE CREDIT (21.12)            
05/22/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 43.35             
06/02/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 98.09             
06/07/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 18.62             
06/15/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 331.43           
06/27/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 41.38             
07/08/13 WALMART.COM 8009666546   8009666546   AR 142.72           
07/10/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 10.40             
07/13/13 WAL-MART #2827     SE2 CORALVILLE CREDIT (4.63)              
07/19/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 114.44           
07/20/13 WAL-MART #1393 OSKALOOSA  IA 35.73             
07/22/13 WAL-MART #2827     SE2 CORALVILLE CREDIT (10.54)            
08/04/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 198.28           
08/05/13 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 70.34             
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Description Qty  Amount  Improper  Unsupported  Reasonable 
Per WalMart
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   500.32                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   74.04                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   65.18                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   220.00                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   72.51                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (72.51)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (72.51)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   188.68                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   35.33                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   67.53                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   130.21                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   78.64                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   54.76                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   169.24                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   28.44                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   28.44                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   12.62                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   4.95                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   143.10                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   111.75                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   11.79                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (21.12)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   43.35                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   98.09                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   18.62                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   331.43                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   41.38                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   142.72                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   10.40                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (4.63)                                  -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   114.44                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   35.73                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (10.54)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   198.28                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   70.34                                 -   
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Transaction 
Date Description  Amount 
Transaction 
Date
Per WalMartPer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Walmart
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/07/13 WALMART.COM 8009666546   8009666546   AR 149.96           
08/15/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 53.93             
08/16/13 WALMART.COM 8009666546   8009666546   AR 94.32             
08/19/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 38.03             
08/20/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 22.72             
08/24/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 56.14             
08/30/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 59.88             
08/31/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 93.00             
09/12/13 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 16.33             
09/23/13 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 11.97             
10/02/13 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 6.73               
10/03/13 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 45.69             
11/18/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 55.80             
11/25/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 100.31           
12/02/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA     CREDIT (48.63)            
12/16/13 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 15.47             
01/07/14 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 176.44           
01/23/14 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 239.52           
01/24/14 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 89.62             
02/21/14 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 26.65             
04/17/14 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 70.77             
06/10/14
06/10/14 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 17.44             
06/12/14
06/12/14 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 37.70             
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Description Qty  Amount  Improper  Unsupported  Reasonable 
Per WalMart
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   149.96                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   53.93                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   94.32                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   38.03                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   22.72                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   56.14                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   59.88                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   93.00                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   16.33                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   11.97                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   6.73                                   -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   45.69                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   55.80                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   100.31                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   (48.63)                                -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   15.47                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   176.44                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   239.52                               -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   89.62                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   26.65                                 -   
Information not provided by Wal-Mart.                -   70.77                                 -   
MAGAZINE ALL YOU 1          5.99 
MAGAZINE SIMPLY PERFECT BUILD 1          6.99 
GREAT VALUE ERASER 6 COUNT 1          3.47 
TAX          0.99 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        17.44 17.44           -                    -                
EZ CAKE PAN 9X13 LID 3CT 1          3.98 
PFIZER NEOSPORIN PLUS CREAM 1          4.44 
VAGISIL MEDICATED WIPES POUCH 20 CT 1          5.97 
VAGISIL POWDER 7.0 OZ 1          2.86 
EQUATE OPTIONS LINERS 26 CT 1          1.98 
WINDEX BUG WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID 1          2.97 
EQ FLEX FABRIC ASSORTED BANDAGES 1          4.97 
REYNOLDS WAX PAPER 75 SQUARE FOOT 1          1.37 
OAD VITACRAVES TEEN FOR HIM 60CT 2DZ 1          7.97 
COUPON         (1.00)
TAX          2.19 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        37.70 37.70           -                    -                
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Transaction 
Date Description  Amount 
Transaction 
Date
Per WalMartPer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Walmart
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/19/14
06/19/14 WM SUPERCENTER #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 131.03           
06/20/14
06/20/14 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 108.19           
06/27/14
06/27/14 WAL-MART #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 9.20               
08/06/14
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Description Qty  Amount  Improper  Unsupported  Reasonable 
Per WalMart
STARBUCK'S $30 MP GIFT CARD 1        30.00 
WALMART HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUBBLE 2013 1             -   
BRTHDAY CARD VALUE 1          0.97 
SHOPPING CARD      100.00 
TAX          0.06 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      131.03 131.03         -                    -                
STANLEY 24IN COMPOSITE LEVEL 1          5.88 
WAXMAN PRIVATE FLOORCARE BRANDS, 1/2" 12 PC 
RND (felt pads)
1          1.87 
AE CHOCOLATE FAT FREE MILK 1          0.99 
KRAFT EASY MAC CUPS 4PK 1          3.75 
KRAFT MACARONI & CHEESE 2          1.96 
EXPO CHISEL TIP START KIT 2        11.94 
LARGE ROUND PENCIL CUP, BLACK 1          3.94 
B&D (Black & Decker)  SMART DRIVER 
SCREWDRIVER W/BONUS
1        29.88 
RUBBERMAID 10X24 WHITE SHELF 1          2.00 
STANLEY 14" FATMAX TOOL BAG 1        15.97 
12IN TOTE W/ ROTATING HANDLE 1        24.97 
COUPON          0.75 
TAX          4.29 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      108.19 108.19         -                    -                
SPARKLE 8 GIANT - 12 ROLLS (paper towels) 1          8.68 
TAX          0.52 
TRANSACTION TOTAL          9.20 -              9.20                  -                
LYSOL HEALTHY TOUCH HAND SOAP 8.5 OZ 3        10.41 
GREAT VALUE FOAM CUPS  8.5 OZ 6          5.88 
GV 18OZ PARTY CUPS, 100CT 1          5.98 
GREAT VALUE 400CT 1PLY NAPKIN 1          4.84 
GATORADE STRAWBERRY WATERMELON 8PK 20FO 1          4.88 
LIGHTNING TO DIGITAL AV ADAPTER 1        49.00 
LYSOL HS CITRUS RFL 8.5Z 5        17.35 
GREAT VALUE ULT 12 DOUBLE - 24 ROLLS S4S 1        14.97 
CHEF BOYARDEE CHEESE RAVIOLI W/TOM SCE 1          0.98 
1" HEAVY DUTY WHITE BINDER 1          3.50 
GATORADE  STRAWBERRY LEMONADE   20Z8PK 3        14.94 
GREAT VALUE 10 1/16 HD PAPER PLATE 85CT 2        11.94 
TAX          8.62 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      153.29 153.29         -                    -                
100CT FILE FOLDER 1          5.97 
AJAX DISH LEMON 30 FO 1          1.87 
KLEEENEX 6PK 160 FACIAL TISSUE 1          8.47 
GREAT VALUE ULT 12 DOUBLE - 24 ROLLS S4S 1        14.97 
WHITE ADDRESS LABEL 14-UP 10-SHT 140CT 1          4.44 
GREAT VALUE POWDER PACS FRESH 32CT 1          4.47 
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Transaction 
Date Description  Amount 
Transaction 
Date
Per WalMartPer Credit Card Statements
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Walmart
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/22/14 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 62.68             
12/06/14 WALMART.COM              08009666546  AR 103.87           Information not provided by Wal-Mart.
12/28/14
12/28/14 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 124.85           
01/06/15
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Description Qty  Amount  Improper  Unsupported  Reasonable 
Per WalMart
EQUATE 21OZ SPRING FRESH ANTI-BAC BODY 
WASH
1          2.97 
CASCADE PLATINUM ACTION PACS FRESH 64CT 1        15.97 
TAX          3.55 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        62.68 62.68           -                    -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              103.87              -                
NIVEA AFTER SHAVE BALM MILD  3.3OZ 1          5.54 
SHARPIE PEN BLACK 2CT 1          3.37 
AQUAFINA 20OZ 1          1.58 
SAMBUCOL COLD & FLU 2        18.48 
KLEENEX ULTRA 4 X 120 BUNDLE 480 CT 2        11.74 
UNBRANDED, CUSTOM LUGGAGE TAG 3        17.31 
CHARMIN ULTRA SOFT 9MR BATH TISSUE 1          9.97 
AIRBORNE LOZENGE 20CT 2        13.94 
EQUATE NITETIME ORIGINAL COLD & FLU 12OZ 1          5.97 
HD1224  12X24 TARP 1        29.97 
TAX          6.98 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      124.85 124.85         -                    -                
BHG CP OMBRE JUNIPER GREEN PILLOW 2        27.94 
RUBBERMAID BLACK DRAWER TRAY 6X15 8        47.76 
SQUARE FRENCH VANILLA CAPPUCCINO 1          7.98 
NATURE VALLEY SWEET SALTY PEANUT BAR 6CT 1          2.98 
STERLT 2.7 QUART MOD LATCH BOX BAMBOO 6        16.62 
STERLT 6.2 QUART MOD LATCH BOX BAMBOO 2          8.54 
1.5" DURABLE VIEW PURPLE 1          3.74 
CASCADE PLATINUM AP FRESH 39CT - 23.3OZ 1          8.97 
NATURE VALLEY SWT & SLTY CHOC PRETZ NUT 1          2.98 
MS 14X20 PILLOW CHEVRON PRINT 2        19.94 
FARBERWARE PRO MEAS CUPS 1          3.97 
TURBOTAX HOME&BUSINESS 2014 1        89.97 
TAX        13.65 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      255.04 255.04         -                    -                
HANES CREW LADIES SOCKS 1        10.47 
EQUATE PINK BISMUTH TABLETS 30CT 2          5.34 
MAGAZINE BECKETT PRESENTS 1          9.99 
MAGAZINE SIMPLY PERFECT 2        13.98 
STARBUCKS FRAPPUCCINO VANILLA  13.7FO 1          2.78 
LARGE ROUND PENCIL CUP, BLACK 1          3.94 
STERLT 2.7 QUART MOD LATCH BOX BAMBOO 5        13.85 
STERLT 6.2 QUART MOD LATCH BOX BAMBOO 1          4.27 
5.5X14 DE TILE ASSTD 1          4.00 
MESH BACK SACK SCHOOL A 1          9.97 
BI-STORAGE BOX, SET OF 6, XS 3        10.41 
KLEENEX 3PK 160 W/BONUS BOX OF 160 1          4.47 
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01/08/15 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 107.38           
02/08/15
02/08/15 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA     CREDIT (50.63)            
05/17/15 WALMART.COM              800-966-6546 AR 58.91             
06/12/15
06/12/15 WAL-MART #5115 DAVENPORT  IA 19.60             
06/17/15
06/17/15 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 126.18           
06/17/15 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA     CREDIT (25.00)            
10/15/15
10/15/15 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 219.61           
10/26/15
10/26/15 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 10.14             
11/18/15
11/18/15 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 29.52             
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FAMILY CIRCLE/BHG (Better Home & Gardens) 
/EDRR (Everyday with Rachel Ray) MAGAZINE
1          7.99 
TAX          5.92 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      107.38 107.38         -                    -                
RUBBERMAID BLACK DRAW TRAY 6X15 -8       (47.76)
TAX         (2.87)
TRANSACTION TOTAL       (50.63) (50.63)          -                    -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              58.91                -                
OXICLEAN GEL STICK 6.2 OZ 1          3.44 
TIDE STAIN PEN 1CT 1          2.94 
FIVE  STAR 7PKT EXPD FILE 1          6.97 
INKJOY STYLUS BLACK 2PK 1          4.97 
TAX          1.28 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        19.60 19.60           -                    -                
APPLEBEE'S GIFT CARD $25 1        25.00 
BELKIN 3FT CAT5E FLAT CABLE 1          3.50 
LIGHTNING TO USB CABLE-ZML 2        38.00 
UTP SNGLS CAT 5E FLAT CBL;* 28 AWG;03',B 3        17.91 
23650 IPHONE 5 LIGHTNING CORD BLACK 1          2.50 
DUR MFI SYNC/CHRG 1 AMP CBL IPHONE5 (WHT). 1          9.96 
TAX          4.31 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      101.18 101.18         -                    -                
MR COFFEE PROGRAMMABLE 12 CUP COFFEE MKR 1        29.74 
GREAT VALUE 13G 150CT DRAWSTRING 1        16.53 
MAYFAIR SELECT BRANDS 1          9.94 
NINJA COFFEE BAR WITH THERMAL CARAFE 1      139.00 
TIDE LQ HE W/FBREZE ACTIVE FRESH 115OZ 1        11.97 
TAX        12.43 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      219.61 219.61         -                    -                
M-H1020-ORANGE PAIL 5          5.00 
CARD BIRTHDAY CLASSICS 1          4.57 
TAX          0.57 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        10.14 10.14           -                    -                
SECURITY GATE 1          9.88 
COMMAND CLEAR HOOKS, 6 HKS, 8 STRPS/PK 1          3.28 
COMMAND CLEAR DECORATING CLIPS/STRIPS 1          4.73 
LIQUID PLUMER HAIR CLOG ELIM 6/16FO 2          9.96 
TAX          1.67 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        29.52 29.52           -                    -                
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12/09/15
12/09/15 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 27.30             
01/13/16
01/13/16 WM SUPERCENTER #1721 IOWA CITY  IA 37.87             
01/14/16
01/14/16 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 144.00           
06/26/16
06/26/16 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 126.20           
06/26/16
06/26/16 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA     CREDIT (5.11)              
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20X30X1 NATURALAIRE CUT TO FIT FILTER 6/CASE 2          9.76 
SWISS MISS 19OZ  HCM CAN MILKCHC 2          7.36 
GV 10OZ MINIS 10OZ 2          1.92 
SEASONAL APPLE SLICES - HONEYCRISP 14 OZ 2          7.56 
TAX          0.70 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        27.30 27.30           -                    -                
ALADDIN 64OZ AIRPOT STAINLESS STEEL 1        17.92 
2" HEAVY DUTY WHITE BINDER 2        14.84 
8 TAB READY INDEX DIVIDER 1          2.97 
TAX          2.14 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        37.87 -              -                    37.87             
SCOTCH DESKTOP DISPENSER RECYCLED 1          3.97 
100 CT FILE FOLDER 1          5.94 
PAPER MATE FLAIR 12CT 1          9.97 
STERLT 3 DRAWER MED DESKTOP ORGANIZER 
BLACK
1          7.84 
ALADDIN 64OZ AIRPOT STAINLESS STEEL 2        35.84 
8" SCISSORS 1          1.88 
LARGE ROUND PENCIL CUP, BLACK 1          3.94 
STERILITE CLEARVIEW 3 DRAWER UNIT BLACK 1          9.97 
SWINGLINE 747 STAPLER 1        14.84 
STERILITE 2 DRAWER FILE CART BLACK 1        19.84 
COLLAPSIBLE CRATE, BLUE 1          7.97 
PM INKJOY 100ST AST 8CT + STYLUS 1          1.97 
25CT HF50% RCY LTR GREEN 2        11.88 
TAX          8.15 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      144.00 -              -                    144.00           
8CT BOOK RINGS 1          1.88 
COMMAND LARGE REFILL STRIPS 6/PACK 1          2.94 
COMMAND ADH. SAWTOOTH PICTURE HANGER 1          2.94 
COMMAND LARGE DESIGNER HOOK 4        11.76 
HPI 12IN LG CLEAR STORAGE 28X16X10 1          7.88 
ZIPLOC SPACEBAGS VALUE PACKS 8CT 1        29.98 
STERILITE 45G LATCH TOTE STADIUM BLUE 2        29.84 
PROGLASS GS6 1          9.88 
MAINSTAYS JERSEY SHEETS RED QUEEN 1        21.96 
TAX          7.14 
TRANSACTION TOTAL      126.20 126.20         -                    -                
8CT BOOK RINGS -1         (1.88)
COMMAND LARGE DESIGNER HOOK -1         (2.94)
TAX         (0.29)
TRANSACTION TOTAL         (5.11) (5.11)            -                    -                
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06/30/16
06/30/16 WAL-MART #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 42.15             
08/12/16 WALMART.COM              800-966-6546 AR 216.75           
09/11/16 WALMART.COM              800-966-6546 AR 49.00             
09/20/16 WALMART.COM              800-966-6546 AR 102.72           
09/25/16 WALMART.COM              08009666546  AR 115.54           
10/29/16
10/29/16 WM SUPERCENTER #2827 CORALVILLE  IA 124.85           
02/03/17 &WALMART.COM              800-966- CREDIT (49.00)            
Total 10,388.94$    
Note:  Auditor's notations are in italics.
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5 DRAWER MEDIUM CART WHITE 2        39.76 
TAX          2.39 
TRANSACTION TOTAL        42.15 42.15           -                    -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              216.75              -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              49.00                -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              102.72              -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              115.54              -                
HANES CREW LADIES SOCKS 1          8.97 
FOX PLATE 1          2.48 
HPI 12IN LG CLEAR STORAGE 28X16X10 5        39.40 
PLATINUM URINE ELIMINATOR RUG DOCTOR SPRAY 1          5.94 
IOWA HAWKEYES LOGO SCARF 1          5.00 
RUG DR PLATINUM PURE PET CARPET CLEANER 1        19.88 
BHG 5PK FLOCKED BLACK HANGERS 4        11.52 
WOODLAND FOX  PRINT PH AND OM 1          1.94 
GREAT VALUE LED 40W DAYLIGHT 4PK 18YR 1          9.77 
IOWA HAWKEYES MESSY PRT SCARF 1          5.00 
LICENSED WONDER WOMAN TOP 1          7.88 
TAX 7.07         
TRANSACTION TOTAL      124.85 124.85         -                    -                
Information not provided by Wal-Mart. -              (49.00)               -                








12/30/08 PAYPAL *KIRKWOODCOM      402-935-7733 CA 99.00$          
06/05/09 6598PAYPAL  *EXPUSE      402-935-7733 CA 1.95              
06/21/11 PAYPAL *CCSVENTURES      402-935-7733 CA 16.50            
09/05/11 PAYPAL *PORTRAITPRO      35314369001  GB 35.95            
04/27/12 PAYPAL *FRUGALCORNE      402-935-7733 CA 7.99              
04/27/12 PAYPAL *YEONBININC       402-935-7733 CA 9.95              
04/27/12 PAYPAL *CELLPHONECH      402-935-7733 CA 11.75            
04/27/12 PAYPAL *DONOTREPLYO      402-935-7733 CA 12.75            
07/07/12 PAYPAL *LISTPLANIT       402-935-7733 CA 30.00            
09/04/12 PAYPAL *LISTPLANIT       402-935-7733 CA 5.00              
12/16/12 PAYPAL *TIPTONCONSE      402-935-7733 CA 34.00            
12/19/12 PAYPAL *DIGIEXPRESS      402-935-7733 PA 49.99            
01/12/13 PAYPAL *DEBSLINENSC      402-935-7733 CA 31.98            
01/12/13 PAYPAL *AUTO PARTS       402-935-7733 CA 49.23            
01/13/13 PAYPAL *ALWAYSNEW        402-935-7733 CA 114.65          
01/16/13 PAYPAL *DATAJOE LLC      402-935-7733 CO 5.00              
01/18/13 PAYPAL *DAPAULSSON       402-935-7733 CA 41.99            
01/26/13 PAYPAL *BOBNJACKIES      402-935-7733 CA 19.96            
01/26/13 PAYPAL *WRENINDUSTR      402-935-7733 OH 41.77            
01/28/13 PAYPAL *YAMAHA04         402-935-7733 CA 10.00            
01/28/13 PAYPAL *DAD2IDTWINS      402-935-7733 CA 11.14            
02/03/13 PAYPAL *AALUBRANI        402-935-7733 CA 8.77              
03/24/13 PAYPAL *CRYSTALHOUS      402-935-7733 CA 13.99            
03/25/13 PPL*BEACHBODY   866-370-8219 CA 79.43            
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Paypal
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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03/28/13 PAYPAL *BRIGHTONCOL      402-935-7733 CA 80.64            
03/30/13 PAYPAL *JUSTFRIENDS      402-935-7733 CA 6.53              
04/02/13 PAYPAL *BSSMITH          402-935-7733 CA 139.79          
04/23/13 PAYPAL *TWINMOM25        402-935-7733 CA 73.88            
05/04/13 PAYPAL *FAIRWAYFORD      330-533-3673 OH 301.85          
05/08/13 PAYPAL *LISTPLANIT       402-935-7733 ME 5.00              
06/02/13 PAYPAL *BATHBODYWOR      402-935-7733 CA 43.47            
06/06/13 PAYPAL *JEFFREYJOCH      402-935-7733 CA 49.00            
06/18/13 PAYPAL *PARTHIGHWAY      402-935-7733 NY 40.99            
06/18/13 PAYPAL *CHICAGOPART      402-935-7733 IL 84.50            
06/18/13 PAYPAL *RODBAKERFOR      402-935-7733 CA 94.00            
06/30/13 PAYPAL *SCHOOLPIX4U      402-935-7733 CA 29.00            
07/12/13 PAYPAL *VUTAN            402-935-7733 CA 424.43          
08/15/13 PAYPAL *SENTIMENTAL      402-935-7733 CA 95.90            
09/06/13 PAYPAL *MALINDAHAFN      4029357733   CA 43.94            
09/06/13 PAYPAL *RN806            4029357733   CA 60.90            
09/13/13 PAYPAL *VIPVIRTUALI      4029357733   CA 10.00            
09/14/13 PAYPAL *LIGHTINTHEB      4029357733   CA 112.02          
10/20/13 PAYPAL *SALE4UK          4029357733   CA 12.99            
10/20/13 PAYPAL *TREASURED O      4029357733   CA 22.47            
10/27/13 PAYPAL *RHODESFAM2       4029357733   CA 65.22            
11/02/13 PAYPAL *SANDRA GOAN      4029357733   SC 26.96            
12/23/13 PAYPAL *PYREX LIDS       4029357733   CA 23.30            








Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Paypal
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/28/13 PAYPAL *LAMPOGROUPI      4029357733   CA 126.80          
12/29/13 PAYPAL *SEARSHOLDIN      4029357733   IL 220.60          
01/12/14 PAYPAL *VIPVIRTUALI      4029357733   CA 6.00              
01/19/14 PAYPAL *THESUNNSIST      4029357733   CA 4.00              
01/19/14 PAYPAL *PYREX LIDS       4029357733   CA 7.86              
01/19/14 PAYPAL *ALSC             4029357733   CA 17.95            
02/19/14 PAYPAL *ORIENTALTRA      4029357733   NE 15.26            
02/21/14 PAYPAL *PHELPSCUSTO      4029357733   CA 115.00          
02/23/14 PAYPAL *TRICOUNTYNO NORTH LIBER  IA 130.00          
03/09/14 PAYPAL *SLJELINEK12      04029352244  IA 108.42          
03/09/14 PAYPAL *FAIRWAYFORD      4029357733   OH 168.90          
04/01/14 PAYPAL *PEC PHOTO        4029357733   CA 26.70            
04/06/14 PAYPAL *MONKEYMATLL      4029357733   CA 25.99            
05/27/14 PP*SLJELINEK12 NORTH LIBER  IA 410.00          
06/26/14 PAYPAL *LIZZIEWHEEL      4029357733   CA 61.60            
07/08/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 800.00          
07/09/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 800.00          
07/15/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 1,195.00       
07/16/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 595.00          
07/21/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 1,195.00       
07/29/14 PAYPAL *TEESPRING        4029357733   CA 26.84            
07/29/14 PAYPAL *SMUGMUG INC      4029357733   CA 40.00            
07/30/14 PAYPAL *TEESPRING        4029357733   CA 27.84            
08/02/14 PAYPAL *COINSUPPLYE      4029357733   CA 4.83              
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08/20/14 PAYPAL *TEESPRING        4029357733   CA 26.85            
08/27/14 PAYPAL *PEC PHOTO        4029357733   CA 26.70            
08/28/14 PAYPAL *LAMPOGROUPI      4029357733   CA 229.95          
08/29/14 PAYPAL *TEAN SENTSY      4029357733   CA 38.85            
08/29/14 PAYPAL *INSTORENOMO      4029357733   CA 50.00            
08/29/14 PAYPAL *BAYOUSWAMP       4029357733   CA 65.00            
09/13/14 PAYPAL *BESTPRODUCT      4029357733   CA 20.93            
09/20/14 PAYPAL *EBAY DSC         4029357733   CA 38.88            
09/24/14 PAYPAL *DLSSERVICES      4029357733   CA 17.95            
09/24/14 PAYPAL *SMCOUTLET        4029357733   CA 30.10            
09/26/14 PAYPAL *PARKERSQUAR      4029357733   CA 74.85            
10/12/14 PP*APEDUCATION NORTH LIBER  IA 500.00          
11/06/14 PAYPAL *TRICOUNTYNO      4029357733   CA 200.00          
11/09/14 PAYPAL *SPANKY14         4029357733   CA 229.00          
11/11/14 PAYPAL *CCSVENTURES      4029357733   CA 12.00            
11/26/14 PAYPAL *BESTPRICESO      4029357733   CA 13.38            
12/11/14 PAYPAL *CCSVENTURES      4029357733   CA 12.00            
01/11/15 PAYPAL *CCSVENTURES      4029357733   CA 12.00            
02/11/15 PAYPAL *CCSVENTURES      4029357733   CA 12.00            
02/23/15 PAYPAL *REPRESENT        4029357733   CA 26.82            
03/11/15 PAYPAL *CCSVENTURES      4029357733   CA 12.00            
04/03/15 PAYPAL *PEC PHOTO        4029357733   CA 26.70            
05/02/15 PAYPAL *SPIKE S          4029357733   CA 30.00            








Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
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05/22/15 PAYPAL *KATELINNE        4029357733   CA 36.00            
05/22/15 PAYPAL *RENEEOQUINN      4029357733   CA 53.80            
05/23/15 PAYPAL *TANGERINESU      4029357733   CA 11.46            
06/13/15 PAYPAL *BETZYSDESIG      4029357733   CA 22.52            
07/05/15 PAYPAL *FASTAUTOKEY      4029357733   CA 22.05            
07/05/15 PAYPAL *REMOTEWHOLE      4029357733   CA 29.88            
07/25/15 PAYPAL *THOMPSONTOY      4029357733   CA 63.99            
07/28/15 PAYPAL *ARVATOWINDO      4029357733   CA 99.99            
07/28/15 PAYPAL *ARVATOWINDO      4029357733   CA 99.99            
08/22/15 PAYPAL *VANDJHILL        4029357733   CA 10.00            
10/22/15 PAYPAL *ROTHSMARKET      4029357733   CA 30.62            
01/03/16 PAYPAL *ZIGGYDUCK        4029357733   CA 9.24              
01/04/16 PAYPAL *TOMSCOMLLC       4029357733   CA 64.35            
01/19/16 PAYPAL *DEXTERTRADI      4029357733   CA 54.90            
02/05/16 PAYPAL *DAISYMAE22       4029357733   CA 16.93            
02/05/16 PAYPAL *FUNQUILTS        4029357733   CA 20.98            
02/09/16 PAYPAL *ELITESPORTS      3196681515   IA 122.92          
02/16/16 PAYPAL *NLBABERUTH       4029357733   CA 200.00          
04/18/16 PAYPAL *BABETTE          4029357733   CA 169.90          
05/14/16 PAYPAL *CAMPERSP         4029357733   CA 77.80            
06/25/16 PAYPAL *REMOTEZ4LES      7326607100   CA 29.95            
06/25/16 PAYPAL *FASTAUTOKEY      4029357733   CA 35.00            
07/13/16 PAYPAL *IT IS VAPOR      4029357733   CA 29.99            
07/13/16 PAYPAL *GIWOJGIWOJ       4029357733   CA 105.94          
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07/16/16 PAYPAL *SYEPPLEY         4029357733   CA 64.99            
07/29/16 PAYPAL *MYSTICAL67       4029357733   CA 40.50            
07/29/16 PAYPAL *IT IS VAPOR      4029357733   CA 44.98            
07/29/16 PAYPAL *CANDLE BLVD      9492320022   CA 49.15            
07/29/16 PAYPAL *NORASFARM        4029357733   CA 78.00            
07/29/16 PAYPAL *AWALKER815       4029357733   CA 88.60            
07/30/16 PAYPAL *WILA518          4029357733   CA 78.99            
07/31/16 PAYPAL *U CAMP           4029357733   CA 35.99            
07/31/16 PAYPAL *JORJUNE          4029357733   CA 56.44            
07/31/16 PAYPAL *TONIRX           4029357733   CA 64.94            
08/01/16 PAYPAL *NBENN1011        4029357733   CA 68.21            
08/01/16 PAYPAL *MSRICH07         4029357733   CA 73.00            
08/01/16 PAYPAL *KRISTENBORG      4029357733   CA 80.00            
08/02/16 PAYPAL *TONIRX           4029357733   CA 29.99            
08/03/16 PAYPAL *MYNECKBRED       4029357733   CA 32.95            
08/03/16 PAYPAL *DKRICHARDSO      4029357733   CA 67.94            
08/04/16 PAYPAL *MLFUNK0106       4029357733   CA 21.00            
08/04/16 PAYPAL *CHRISTINAEL      4029357733   CA 32.90            
08/04/16 PAYPAL *KNAROTSKI        4029357733   CA 83.21            
08/06/16 PAYPAL *MOMARTISANS      4029357733   CA 68.21            
08/08/16 PAYPAL *DANNIELLEMC      4029357733   CA 38.46            
08/08/16 PAYPAL *HORSTX4          6365849570   CA 52.32            
08/09/16 PAYPAL *HORSTX4          6365849570   CA 47.53            
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08/12/16 PAYPAL *EDTHEPING        4029357733   CA 40.00            
08/12/16 PAYPAL *THEKITTIEKA      4029357733   CA 46.35            
08/12/16 PAYPAL *THEKITTIEKA      4029357733   CA 56.45            
08/12/16 PAYPAL *SHAYNAJK         4029357733   CA 76.79            
08/12/16 PAYPAL *ODRN             4029357733   CA 88.00            
08/13/16 PAYPAL *LULAROE MEG      4029357733   CA 44.50            
08/13/16 PAYPAL *GDMILK           4029357733   CA 48.45            
08/13/16 PAYPAL *TONIRX           4029357733   CA 48.99            
08/14/16 PAYPAL *ALWAYSCUTES      4029357733   CA 63.50            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *SCREATI          4029357733   CA 30.00            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *KRISTALJEWE      4029357733   CA 49.99            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *XSJMSLL          4029357733   CA 54.80            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *JHRYCIK          4029357733   CA 56.94            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *GEORGIANSHA      4029357733   CA 61.80            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *NESSA89VMB       4029357733   CA 63.78            
08/16/16 PAYPAL *JUELZHOLLA2      4029357733   CA 84.00            
08/24/16 PAYPAL *QUILTSBYNAN      4029357733   CA 99.99            
09/02/16 PAYPAL *FUNKYLEGGIN      40293577 CREDIT (55.80)           
09/02/16 PAYPAL *MARGELEX         4029357733   CA 52.50            
09/02/16 PAYPAL *FUNKYLEGGIN      4029357733   CA 55.80            
09/02/16 PAYPAL *EMILEE           4029357733   CA 58.50            
09/02/16 PAYPAL *TAYLARKLOUD      4029357733   CA 95.70            
09/02/16 PAYPAL *AMYANDDAVET      4029357733   CA 129.90          
09/03/16 PAYPAL *MARCKIMWEDD      4029357733   CA 55.45            
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09/04/16 PAYPAL *SARAHV8408       4029357733   CA 44.99            
09/04/16 PAYPAL *MTARPLEY196      4029357733   CA 61.45            
09/10/16 PAYPAL *DARCI SIMON      4029357733   CA 17.99            
09/10/16 PAYPAL *LARIVFAMLY       4029357733   CA 69.98            
09/10/16 PAYPAL *DSTROEMER        4029357733   CA 77.79            
09/13/16 PAYPAL *MYCRAFTINBO      4029357733   CA 84.00            
09/16/16 PAYPAL *MARCKIMWEDD      40293577 CREDIT (55.45)           
09/21/16 PAYPAL *LULAROEX7        4029357733   CA 27.99            
09/24/16 PAYPAL *ALICESZCZ        4029357733   CA 152.62          
09/27/16 PAYPAL *PRO DESIGNS      7602213845   CA 53.49            
09/28/16 PAYPAL *PRINCESSPUR      4029357733   CA 44.64            
09/28/16 PAYPAL *WHITNEYNELS      4029357733   CA 46.60            
09/29/16 PAYPAL *HONEYBEETHR      4029357733   CA 45.00            
09/30/16 PAYPAL *DADOSCAR         4029357733   CA 48.00            
10/01/16 PAYPAL *CAROLGJERST      4029357733   CA 115.00          
10/07/16 PAYPAL *AMYANDDAVET      4029357733   CA 76.80            
10/08/16 PAYPAL *SAK21787         4029357733   CA 80.00            
10/12/16 PAYPAL *FLAMINTIKIS      4029357733   CA 75.00            
10/12/16 PAYPAL *INDEPENDANT      4029357733   CA 84.99            
10/15/16 PAYPAL *PAWINTERNAT      2604324183   CA 26.70            
10/15/16 PAYPAL *SNOOCYNJO        4029357733   CA 39.57            
10/15/16 PAYPAL *BRAUMVILLE       4029357733   CA 55.50            
10/15/16 PAYPAL *ALLYSONG         4029357733   CA 68.11            








Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Paypal
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/21/16 PAYPAL *NAYZEE1          4029357733   CA 59.00            
10/21/16 PAYPAL *JUELZHOLLA2      4029357733   CA 118.00          
10/24/16 PAYPAL *HSN              4029357733   FL 50.95            
10/28/16 PAYPAL *MWALKER25        4029357733   CA 85.00            
10/28/16 PAYPAL *TOPC411          4029357733   CA 110.00          
11/01/16 PAYPAL *JENWARNER1       4029357733   CA 84.90            
11/04/16 PAYPAL *SOLAZY4X4        4029357733   CA 78.00            
11/05/16 PAYPAL *JIVANKOVICH      4029357733   CA 65.00            
11/05/16 PAYPAL *OEMSELECT        4029357733   CA 87.00            
11/05/16 PAYPAL *QUIRKPARTS       4029357733   CA 89.90            
11/08/16 PAYPAL *EACARRILL        4029357733   CA 45.50            
11/08/16 PAYPAL *LOLSTITCH        4029357733   CA 60.00            
11/08/16 PAYPAL *JAMIASEBAYS      4029357733   CA 62.35            
11/08/16 PAYPAL *JANZENHN         4029357733   CA 82.62            
11/09/16 PAYPAL *DRANALEITE       4029357733   CA 60.00            
11/11/16 PAYPAL *DAYNAHICKS       4029357733   CA 45.00            
11/11/16 PAYPAL *BMAINS1207       4029357733   CA 65.00            
11/13/16 PAYPAL *LAURIERNCM       4029357733   CA 43.00            
11/14/16 PAYPAL *ELITESPORTS      3196681515   IA 37.07            
11/19/16 PAYPAL *FOXTROTTER2      4029357733   CA 52.00            
11/19/16 PAYPAL *KRYANSPLACE      4029357733   CA 53.00            
11/24/16 PAYPAL *UPS US SHIP      4029357733   GA 13.44            
11/26/16 PAYPAL *UPS US SHIP      4029357733   GA 2.25              
11/29/16 PAYPAL *ABITOFPARIS      4029357733   CA 74.99            
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Paypal
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/29/16 PAYPAL *DANIKA22         4029357733   CA 85.00            
12/04/16 PAYPAL *MLAMPUGNANO      4029357733   CA 55.00            
12/09/16 PAYPAL *TRINITYMELT      4029357733   CA 30.00            
12/10/16 PAYPAL *UNICORNBAGS      4803922278   CA 66.45            
12/10/16 PAYPAL *ATFPCONSULT      4029357733   CA 81.00            
01/07/17 PAYPAL *ROIACCT          4029357733   CA 935.00          
Total 18,772.69$   
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12/10/03 COMPUTERS4SURE/OFFICE DEP800−266−7883 CT 103.90$            
01/07/04 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 46.48                
01/08/04 ZEPHYR COPIES 02150027 IOWA CITY  IA 8.30                  
01/09/04 COMPUTERS4SURE/OFFICE DEP TRUMBUL CREDIT (91.90)               
01/09/04 SHORT STOP 03562730485 CORALVILLE  IA 16.11                
01/27/04 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 31.49                
01/28/04 HY−VEE−FOODS #1080 S66 CORALVILLE  IA 5.98                  
01/29/04 ZEPHYR COPIES 02150027 IOWA CITY  IA 8.30                  
02/04/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 47.24                
02/22/04 UI ATHLETIC TICKET OFF   3193359311   IA 21.00                
02/23/04 LUNDY’S HALLMARK SHOP IOWA CITY  IA 5.23                  
03/05/04 AMOCO OIL     08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 9.58                  
03/12/04 SHORT STOP 03562730485 CORALVILLE  IA 16.98                
03/17/04 OSCO DRUG    5048 IOWA CITY  IA 2.61                  
03/17/04 PRAIRIE LIGHTS IOWA CITY  IA 40.00                
03/31/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 24.68                
04/01/04 PLEASANT VALLEY INC IOWA CITY  IA 30.00                
04/08/04 HP DIRECT − SMB          888−215−8871 NE 106.79              
05/04/04 INTUIT *SOFTWRE SUPPLY   800−523−0397 CA 90.20                
05/07/04 HY−VEE−FOODS #1080 S66 CORALVILLE  IA 83.78                
05/14/04 SHORT STOP 03562730485 CORALVILLE  IA 10.12                
05/22/04 HP DIRECT−PUBLICSECTOR   800−727−2472 NE 84.00                
06/09/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 95.35                
06/11/04 SHORT STOP 03562730485 CORALVILLE  IA 9.53                  
06/14/04 AMOCO OIL     08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 2.39                  
06/14/04 COTTAGE OF IOWA CI IOWA CITY  IA 34.13                
Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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-                103.90               
46.48             -                     
-                8.30                   
-                (91.90)                
16.11             -                     
31.49             -                     
-                5.98                   
-                8.30                   
-                47.24                 
21.00             -                     
5.23               -                     
9.58               -                     
16.98             -                     
2.61               -                     
40.00             -                     
-                24.68                 
30.00             -                     
-                106.79               
-                90.20                 
83.78             -                     
10.12             -                     
-                84.00                 
-                95.35                 
9.53               -                     
2.39               -                     
-                34.13                 
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/15/04 HP DIRECT − SMB          888−215−8871 NE 103.95              
06/23/04 HP DIRECT − SMB          888−215− CREDIT (84.00)               
07/02/04 AMOCO OIL     08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 11.13                
07/02/04 COTTAGE OF IOWA CI IOWA CITY  IA 40.43                
07/07/04 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 44.40                
07/07/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 VA 3.85                  
07/21/04 USPS 1824160240 IOWA CITY  IA 37.00                
07/22/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 90.38                
08/23/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 7.80                  
08/25/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 108.38              
09/02/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 62.39                
09/07/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
09/10/04 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 15.49                
09/30/04 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 33.64                
10/01/04 PIZZA HUT     00043331   620−2313390  IA 37.23                
10/05/04 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  CREDIT (15.74)               
10/05/04 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 28.33                
10/05/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 50.93                
10/18/04 OSCO DRUG    5048 IOWA CITY  IA 6.81                  
10/25/04 THE DEN #43 IOWA CITY  IA 23.38                
10/29/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 7.15                  
10/30/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 7.15                  
11/02/04 DAIRY QUEEN NORTH LIBERTY IA 26.25                
11/02/04 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 2.40                  
11/05/04 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 39.22                
11/11/04 COMPANION LINK SOFTWARE  541−412−0400 OR 79.95                
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-                103.95               
-                (84.00)                
11.13             -                     
-                40.43                 
-                44.40                 
-                3.85                   
-                37.00                 
-                90.38                 
-                7.80                   
-                108.38               
-                62.39                 
-                3.85                   
15.49             -                     
33.64             -                     
37.23             -                     
(15.74)            -                     
28.33             -                     
-                50.93                 
6.81               -                     
23.38             -                     
-                7.15                   
-                7.15                   
26.25             -                     
2.40               -                     
39.22             -                     
-                79.95                 
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/12/04 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 17.76                
11/15/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 13.65                
11/17/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 10.49                
11/28/04 INTUIT *10106733         800−446−8848 CA 41.95                
11/29/04 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 52.47                
12/07/04 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 5.15                  
12/10/04 AMOCO OIL     06507404 IOWA CITY  IA 24.05                
01/07/05 DUBUQUE STREET26010033 IOWA CITY  IA 14.36                
01/14/05 INTUIT *9233784          800−446−8848 CA 52.49                
01/14/05 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 16.98                
01/14/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 13.65                
01/20/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 7.05                  
01/20/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (62.96)               
01/21/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
02/03/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 21.57                
02/07/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
02/08/05 HY−VEE−FOODS #1080 S66 CORALVILLE  IA 7.54                  
02/22/05 HY−VEE−FOODS #1281 S66 IOWA CITY  IA 6.98                  
03/03/05 MTI*CRUCIAL TECHNOLOGY   800−336−8915 ID 118.64              
03/11/05 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 19.48                
03/12/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 13.65                
03/15/05 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 19.93                
03/25/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 5.76                  
03/29/05 KIRKWOOD BUS SERV/PHONEI CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 69.00                
03/29/05 KIRKWOOD BUS SERV/PHONEI CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 49.00                
03/29/05 KIRKWOOD BUS SERV/PHONEI CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 49.00                
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17.76             -                     
-                13.65                 
-                10.49                 
-                41.95                 
-                52.47                 
-                5.15                   
24.05             -                     
-                14.36                 
-                52.49                 
16.98             -                     
-                13.65                 
-                7.05                   
-                (62.96)                
-                3.85                   
-                21.57                 
-                3.85                   
-                7.54                   
-                6.98                   
-                118.64               
19.48             -                     
-                13.65                 
19.93             -                     
-                5.76                   
69.00             -                     
49.00             -                     
49.00             -                     
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/07/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 7.70                  
04/08/05 PANERA BREAD #3203 CORALVILLE  IA 80.29                
04/13/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
04/25/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 86.80                
04/28/05 EDUCATION DIRECT         5703427701   PA 68.00                
05/06/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
05/07/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
05/11/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
05/13/05 AMOCO OIL     08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 2.49                  
05/13/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
05/13/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
05/15/05 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 107.50              
05/16/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.95                  
05/17/05 KIRKWOOD BOOKSTORE CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 54.98                
05/18/05 AERIAL SERVICES INC CEDAR FALLS  IA 195.00              
05/19/05 DICK BLICK800 447 1892 IOWA CITY  IA 142.85              
05/27/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336− CREDIT (3.85)                 
06/01/05 PLEXICRAFT INC IOWA CITY  IA 450.90              
06/08/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
06/16/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 5.15                  
07/07/05 BLICK ART MATERIALS IOWA CITY  IA 287.88              
07/08/05 DR *Symantec ORDERFIND.COM MN 129.95              
07/20/05 EDUCATION DIRECT         5703427701   PA 186.00              
07/20/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 4.75                  
07/21/05 BIG LOTS #016300016303 IOWA CITY  IA 18.87                
07/21/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 56.34                
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-                7.70                   
-                80.29                 
-                3.85                   
-                86.80                 
68.00             -                     
-                3.85                   
-                3.85                   
-                3.85                   
2.49               -                     
-                3.85                   
-                3.85                   
107.50           -                     
-                3.95                   
54.98             -                     
195.00           -                     
142.85           -                     
-                (3.85)                  
-                450.90               
-                3.85                   
-                5.15                   
287.88           -                     
-                129.95               
186.00           -                     
-                4.75                   
18.87             -                     
-                56.34                 
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07/22/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 7.05                  
07/26/05 DR *Symantec ORDERFIND.COM MN     CREDIT (129.95)             
08/04/05 AMPCO PARKING CEDAR RAPID CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 1.50                  
08/05/05 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 18.50                
08/25/05 BRUEGGERS BAGELS 05 0005 IOWA CITY  IA 6.80                  
08/25/05 COTTAGE OF IOWA CI IOWA CITY  IA 5.23                  
08/25/05 JIMMY JOHNS #272   Q62 IOWA CITY  IA 5.57                  
09/09/05 BRUEGGERS BAGELS 05 0005 IOWA CITY  IA 22.58                
09/09/05 DUBUQUE STREET26010033 IOWA CITY  IA 3.99                  
09/13/05 SYX*TIGERDIRECT.COM      800−888−4437 FL 56.98                
09/22/05 BEST SOFTWARE SB, INC.   877−231−3761 GA 129.95              
09/29/05 CITY OF IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 80.00                
09/30/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 5.25                  
10/07/05 JIMMY JOHNS #272   Q62 IOWA CITY  IA 76.60                
10/07/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
10/11/05 USPS 1824160240 IOWA CITY  IA 74.00                
10/11/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 9.00                  
10/14/05 DUBUQUE STREET26010033 IOWA CITY  IA 3.99                  
10/18/05 COTTAGE OF IOWA CI IOWA CITY  IA 21.36                
10/19/05 USPS 1824160240 IOWA CITY  IA 92.00                
10/24/05 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 6.80                  
10/25/05 DELL CATALOG SALES, L.P. 800−624−9897 TX 52.15                
11/14/05 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 283.45              
11/14/05 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE CREDIT (32.54)               
11/14/05 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 10.49                
11/16/05 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 132.21              
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-                7.05                   
-                (129.95)              
1.50               -                     
18.50             -                     
6.80               -                     
-                5.23                   
5.57               -                     
-                22.58                 
-                3.99                   
56.98             -                     
-                129.95               
-                80.00                 
-                5.25                   
76.60             -                     
-                3.85                   
-                74.00                 
-                9.00                   
-                3.99                   
-                21.36                 
-                92.00                 
-                6.80                   
-                52.15                 
-                283.45               
-                (32.54)                
10.49             -                     
-                132.21               
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12/03/05 OFFICE MAX    00002113 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 92.37                
12/27/05 USPS CLICK−N−SHIP        888−336−4244 DC 3.85                  
01/06/06 HY−VEE−FOODS #1288 S66 IOWA CITY  IA 103.81              
01/13/06 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 10.13                
02/01/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 15.88                
02/01/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 107.22              
02/01/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 20.99                
02/01/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 15.74                
02/01/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 20.99                
02/03/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 83.98                
02/10/06 PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 6.77                  
02/10/06 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 17.93                
02/23/06 ADOBE SYSTEM*            888−724−4508 WA 228.99              
03/07/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 72.68                
03/10/06 HY−VEE−FOODS #1080 S66 CORALVILLE  IA 13.22                
03/16/06 CITY OF IA CITY LANDFILL IOWA CITY  IA 35.00                
03/31/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 26.48                
03/31/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 31.05                
04/14/06 AMOCO OIL     08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 2.49                  
05/05/06 AMOCO OIL     08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 4.98                  
05/05/06 MCDONALD’S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 8.40                  
05/05/06 THE COTTAGE BAKERY & CAFE IOWA CITY  IA 54.60                
05/10/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 37.78                
05/12/06 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 9.56                  
05/20/06 USPS 1824160317 NORTH LIBERTY IA 78.00                
06/08/06 DUBUQUE STREET26010033 IOWA CITY  IA 2.49                  
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92.37             -                     
-                3.85                   
103.81           -                     
10.13             -                     
15.88             -                     
-                107.22               
-                20.99                 
-                15.74                 
-                20.99                 
-                83.98                 
6.77               -                     
17.93             -                     
-                228.99               
-                72.68                 
-                13.22                 
-                35.00                 
26.48             -                     
-                31.05                 
2.49               -                     
4.98               -                     
8.40               -                     
-                54.60                 
-                37.78                 
9.56               -                     
-                78.00                 
-                2.49                   
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06/08/06 IOWA BAGELS #0005 IOWA CITY  IA 11.99                
06/09/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 30.44                
06/26/06 MONDO BREAD GARDEN       319−354−4246 IA 11.97                
07/20/06 TARGET        00017715 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 124.95              
07/21/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 128.02              
07/25/06 NETWORK SOLUTIONS        570−708−8788 VA 199.80              
07/26/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 146.55              
07/31/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 8.49                  
07/31/06 WALGREEN      00050773 IOWA CITY  IA 21.90                
08/02/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 66.95                
08/03/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 27.16                
08/06/06 CORALVILLE ACE HARDWAR CORALVILLE  IA 82.56                
08/06/06 NORTH IOWA CITY ACE HD IOWA CITY  IA 42.44                
08/06/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (23.09)               
08/11/06 USPS 1824160240 IOWA CITY  IA 39.50                
08/14/06 CORALVILLE ACE HARDWAR CORALVILLE  IA 45.64                
08/14/06 CORALVILLE ACE HARDWAR CORALVILLE CREDIT (46.28)               
08/15/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 85.38                
08/24/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 44.35                
08/29/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  CREDIT (20.99)               
09/01/06 OFFICE MAX    00002113 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 125.99              
09/06/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 32.51                
09/08/06 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 22.37                
09/13/06 USPS 1824160240 IOWA CITY  IA 78.00                
09/19/06 CLICK−N−SHIP             888−336−4244 DC 5.00                  
10/04/06 JIMMY JOHNS #272   Q62 IOWA CITY  IA 17.50                
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11.99             -                     
30.44             -                     
-                11.97                 
124.95           -                     
-                128.02               
-                199.80               
-                146.55               
8.49               -                     
21.90             -                     
-                66.95                 
-                27.16                 
82.56             -                     
42.44             -                     
-                (23.09)                
-                39.50                 
45.64             -                     
(46.28)            -                     
-                85.38                 
44.35             -                     
(20.99)            -                     
125.99           -                     
32.51             -                     
22.37             -                     
-                78.00                 
5.00               -                     
17.50             -                     
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10/05/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 54.58                
10/06/06 PIZZA HUT     00043331   620−2313390  IA 30.38                
10/12/06 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 26.24                
10/13/06 IOWA BAGELS #0005 IOWA CITY  IA 29.32                
10/16/06 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 103.95              
10/19/06 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 78.00                
11/02/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 30.95                
11/04/06 INTUIT *CHECKS / FORMS   800−446−8848 CA 36.74                
11/04/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (5.46)                 
11/10/06 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 22.92                
12/04/06 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 72.43                
12/06/06 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 17.70                
12/15/06 CVSPHARMACY #8539  Q03 IOWA CITY  IA 22.02                
01/02/07 DHL ONLINEBIL    A6103576800−247−2676 TX 19.07                
01/02/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 79.56                
01/03/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 15.00                
01/11/07 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 24.70                
01/11/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 104.94              
01/12/07 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 17.91                
01/15/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 41.98                
01/16/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 13.64                
01/29/07 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 78.00                
01/30/07 CITY OF IC TRES INTERNET 319−3565071  IA 5.00                  
01/31/07 BUDGET RENTAL & SALES IOWA CITY  IA 99.00                
01/31/07 HY−VEE GAS #1281 IOWA CITY  IA 14.74                
01/31/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 29.39                
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-                54.58                 
30.38             -                     
26.24             -                     
-                29.32                 
103.95           -                     
-                78.00                 
-                30.95                 
-                36.74                 
-                (5.46)                  
22.92             -                     
-                72.43                 
17.70             -                     
22.02             -                     
19.07             -                     
-                79.56                 
-                15.00                 
24.70             -                     
-                104.94               
17.91             -                     
-                41.98                 
-                13.64                 
-                78.00                 
-                5.00                   
-                99.00                 
14.74             -                     
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01/31/07 SHORT STOP    00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 21.29                
02/02/07 MARTIN INFORMATION SERVI 817−468−5835 TX 59.70                
02/09/07 CORALVILLE SHO00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 9.56                  
02/22/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 257.71              
03/05/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (13.64)               
03/12/07 MANUFACTURES NEWS INC    111-111-1111 IL 100.75              
03/13/07 DELL MARKETING-COMPANY 12877-671-3355 TX 82.68                
03/14/07 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 15.31                
03/27/07 KIRKWOOD EAGLE NET       319-398-4994 IA 95.00                
03/30/07 HYVEE FOOD&DRUG1281S66 IOWA CITY  IA 13.98                
04/04/07 HYBRID PUBLICATIONS SOLON  IA 25.00                
04/04/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 28.52                
04/17/07 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 17.30                
04/17/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 17.61                
04/20/07 DHL ONLINEBIL    C4789455800-247-2676 TX 23.09                
04/24/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 24.35                
04/25/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 7.54                  
04/26/07 CITY OF IC TRES INTERNET 319-3565071  IA 5.00                  
05/02/07 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 24.05                
05/08/07 ICCCVB ISBT IOWA CITY  IA 26.00                
05/10/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 54.67                
05/11/07 CORALVILLE SHO00280008 CORALVILLE  IA 9.48                  
05/21/07 KMART         00043158 IOWA CITY  IA 16.03                
05/21/07 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
05/23/07 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 73.38                
05/24/07 DELL MARKETING-COMPANY 12877-671-3355 TX 135.45              
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21.29             -                     
-                59.70                 
-                9.56                   
-                257.71               
-                (13.64)                
-                100.75               
-                82.68                 
15.31             -                     
95.00             -                     
-                13.98                 
25.00             -                     
-                28.52                 
17.30             -                     
-                17.61                 
23.09             -                     
-                24.35                 
-                7.54                   
-                5.00                   
24.05             -                     
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-                9.48                   
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05/30/07 BESTBUYCOM    88994009   888-BESTBUY  MN 67.18                
05/31/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 19.93                
06/14/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 32.53                
06/20/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 9.84                  
06/20/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 105.00              
07/05/07 HYVEE FOOD&DRUG1281S66 IOWA CITY  IA 3.28                  
07/05/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 26.14                
08/02/07 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 51.35                
08/03/07 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 10.49                
08/08/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 172.75              
08/10/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 65.20                
08/13/07 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 82.00                
08/22/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 25.56                
08/24/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 26.49                
08/28/07 CLKBANK*COM HDMX4YWB     800-390-6035 ID 89.85                
09/13/07 DRI*PCTOOLS.COM pctools.com  MN 99.95                
09/13/07 DRI*PCTOOLS.COM pctools.com  MN 29.95                
09/14/07 HYVEE FOOD&DRUG1080S66 CORALVILLE  IA 26.09                
09/25/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 24.78                
10/01/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  I CREDIT (4.76)                 
10/08/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 101.06              
10/09/07 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 82.00                
10/10/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 39.48                
11/01/07 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 83.90                
11/01/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 24.35                
11/07/07 USPS 1824162240 IOWA CITY  IA 160.00              
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-                67.18                 
-                19.93                 
32.53             -                     
9.84               -                     
-                105.00               
-                3.28                   
-                26.14                 
-                51.35                 
-                10.49                 
-                172.75               
-                65.20                 
-                82.00                 
25.56             -                     
-                26.49                 
89.85             -                     
-                99.95                 
-                29.95                 
26.09             -                     
24.78             -                     
(4.76)              -                     
-                101.06               
-                82.00                 
39.48             -                     
-                83.90                 
-                24.35                 
-                160.00               
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11/14/07 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 21.94                
11/30/07 OFFICE MAX               877-633-4236 IL 84.79                
12/07/07 USPS 1824160899 CORALVILLE  IA 4.60                  
12/10/07 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 13.44                
12/10/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 82.66                
12/12/07 ADOBE SYSTEMS, INC.      888-724-4508 WA 238.99              
12/13/07 ADOBE SYSTEMS, INC.      888-724-4508 WA 45.00                
12/13/07 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 172.02              
12/13/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 125.02              
12/13/07 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 10.00                
12/20/07 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 37.13                
12/21/07 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
01/04/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
01/08/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
01/09/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 63.76                
01/10/08 HYVEE FOOD&DRUG1281S66 IOWA CITY  IA 17.43                
01/10/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 50.00                
01/10/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 50.00                
01/14/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 50.00                
01/16/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 100.00              
01/16/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 50.00                
01/18/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
01/31/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 231.00              
01/31/08 SUN NEWSPAPER MT VERNON  IA 29.00                
02/05/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
02/06/08 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 58.78                
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21.94             -                     
84.79             -                     
-                4.60                   
13.44             -                     
-                82.66                 
-                238.99               
-                45.00                 
-                172.02               
-                125.02               
-                10.00                 
-                37.13                 
-                25.00                 
-                25.00                 
-                25.00                 
63.76             -                     
-                17.43                 
-                50.00                 
-                50.00                 
-                50.00                 
-                100.00               
-                50.00                 
-                25.00                 
-                231.00               
29.00             -                     
-                25.00                 
-                58.78                 
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02/11/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 15.89                
02/11/08 THE LINTON COMPANY MERIDIAN  GA 55.06                
02/13/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (2.13)                 
02/14/08 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
03/05/08 KIRKWOOD EAGLE NET       319-398-4994 IA 110.00              
03/07/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 31.81                
03/13/08 HYVEE FOOD&DRUG1285S66 IOWA CITY  IA 27.95                
03/13/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 19.22                
03/24/08 CORRIDOR COFFEE COMPAN NORTH LIBERTY IA 42.40                
03/24/08 CORRIDOR COFFEE COMPAN NORTH LIBERTY IA 22.26                
03/24/08 FAREWAY-NORTH LIBERTY #99 NORTH LIBERTY IA 8.16                  
03/25/08 AWL*PRENTICE HALL        800-922-0579 NJ 248.43              
04/01/08 HYBRID PUBLICATIONS IN   319-6242233  IA 25.00                
04/03/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 49.32                
04/04/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 30.00                
04/06/08 FOREIGN TRANSACTION FEE - MERCHANDISE 0.49                  
04/06/08 FOREIGN TRANSACTION FEE - MERCHANDISE 0.30                  
04/07/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 134.26              
04/09/08 *FINANCE CHARGE* SALE FEE REFUND (0.30)                 
04/09/08 *FINANCE CHARGE* SALE FEE REFUND (0.49)                 
04/22/08 KIRKWOOD FDN             319-398-5457 IA 50.00                
04/28/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 13.00                
04/28/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 44.63                
05/16/08 THE OFFICE PROFESSIONA PHOENIX  AZ 87.00                
05/21/08 RELIEVE AND ACHIEVE COAC 718-852-0790 NY 375.92              
05/23/08 FCC*FRANKLIN COVEY CLG   800-257-1812 UT 136.69              
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-                15.89                 
-                55.06                 
-                (2.13)                  
-                25.00                 
110.00           -                     
31.81             -                     
27.95             -                     
19.22             -                     
-                42.40                 
-                22.26                 
8.16               -                     
248.43           -                     
25.00             -                     
-                49.32                 
30.00             -                     
0.49               -                     
0.30               -                     
-                134.26               
(0.30)              -                     
(0.49)              -                     
50.00             -                     
13.00             -                     
44.63             -                     
-                87.00                 
375.92           -                     
136.69           -                     
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05/23/08 KIRKWOOD EAGLE NET CEDAR RAPIDS   CREDIT (55.00)               
05/23/08 SELECT NETWORKS          5152446282   IA 19.50                
05/28/08 FCC*FRANKLIN COVEY CLG   800-257-1812 UT 75.79                
05/28/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 53.94                
06/02/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 49.79                
06/04/08 CERTIPORT INC AMERICAN FORK UT 140.00              
06/11/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 41.23                
06/27/08 HY VEE 1288 IOWA CITY  IA 28.49                
07/03/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 50.57                
07/07/08 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 12.85                
07/14/08 GODADDY.COM              480-5058855  AZ 149.90              
07/14/08 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 28.09                
07/31/08 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 139.52              
08/06/08 HY VEE 1285 IOWA CITY  IA 44.17                
08/08/08 JOHN SANPIETRO           518-647-2232 NY 49.99                
08/09/08 OFFICE DEPOT #1090       800-937-3600 MA 98.64                
08/19/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 13.77                
08/26/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 39.83                
08/27/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 51.84                
08/28/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 44.34                
08/29/08 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 43.73                
08/30/08 DRI*PCTOOLS.COM          800-764-5783 MN 29.95                
08/30/08 DRI*PCTOOLS.COM          800-764-5783 MN 99.95                
09/05/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 598.87              
09/10/08 IOWA BOOK IOWA CITY  IA 13.22                
09/12/08 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 18.38                
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(55.00)            -                     
19.50             -                     
75.79             -                     
53.94             -                     
-                49.79                 
-                140.00               
41.23             -                     
28.49             -                     
50.57             -                     
-                12.85                 
149.90           -                     
28.09             -                     
-                139.52               
44.17             -                     
49.99             -                     
-                98.64                 
13.77             -                     
39.83             -                     
-                51.84                 
44.34             -                     
43.73             -                     
-                29.95                 
-                99.95                 
-                598.87               
13.22             -                     
-                18.38                 
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10/02/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 5.04                  
10/10/08 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 48.04                
10/31/08 FRANKLIN COVEY COMPANY   801-377-9515 UT 7.95                  
11/05/08 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 38.15                
11/07/08 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 23.82                
11/10/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 63.83                
11/12/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 120.78              
11/13/08 BP OIL        08145625 NORTH LIBERTY IA 4.23                  
11/17/08 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 27.81                
11/26/08 JOHN SANPIETRO           518-647-2232 NY 49.99                
12/05/08 CITY OF IA CITY LANDFILL IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
12/10/08 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 43.01                
12/13/08 FRANKLINCOVEYPRODUCTS    800-819-1812 UT 11.25                
12/15/08 BESTBUYCOM    88994009   888-BESTBUY  MN 105.99              
12/16/08 FRANKLINCOVEYPRODUCTS    800-819-1812 UT 14.79                
01/06/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 13.77                
01/08/09 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 5.91                  
01/09/09 THE WEEK MAGAZINE        877-245-8151 NY 39.50                
01/12/09 THE ECONOMIST NEWSPAPER I212-5540600  NY 116.79              
01/15/09 FAREWAY-NORTH LIBERTY #99 NORTH LIBERTY IA 27.12                
01/16/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 17.58                
01/19/09 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 105.99              
01/21/09 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 56.78                
01/30/09 GASBYS NORTH LIBERTY IA 7.98                  
01/30/09 PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 42.45                
02/04/09 OFFICE MAX               877-633-4236 IL 243.79              
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5.04               -                     
-                48.04                 
7.95               -                     
38.15             -                     
23.82             -                     
-                63.83                 
-                120.78               
4.23               -                     
-                27.81                 
49.99             -                     
-                2.00                   
43.01             -                     
11.25             -                     
-                105.99               
14.79             -                     
-                13.77                 
5.91               -                     
39.50             -                     
116.79           -                     
27.12             -                     
-                17.58                 
-                105.99               
56.78             -                     
7.98               -                     
42.45             -                     
243.79           -                     
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02/05/09 BREAD GARDEN MARKET IOWA CITY lA & 4.23                  
02/05/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 7.59                  
02/05/09 CAP ANNA COFFEE COMPANY IOWA CITY lA & 29.66                
02/06/09 HY VEE 1288 IOWA CITY lA & 49.78                
02/08/09 CARD REPLACEMENT FEE 15.00                
02/12/09 REFUND CARD REPLACEMENT FEE       CREDIT (15.00)               
02/19/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 5.29                  
02/24/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 201.08              
02/25/09 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 39.37                
03/06/09 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 46.00                
03/09/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 5.88                  
03/09/09 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 7.42                  
03/09/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 25.36                
03/12/09 OFFICE DYNAMICS LTD      800-7827139  NV 36.85                
03/13/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 13.69                
03/19/09 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA      CREDIT (31.76)               
03/22/09 JOHN SANPIETRO           518-647-2232 NY 49.99                
03/23/09 WWW.SAFECART.COM         1-800209-6437WA 44.90                
04/01/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 6.17                  
04/01/09 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 15.89                
04/01/09 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 5.54                  
04/08/09 KIRKWOOD EAGLE NET       319-398-4994 IA 69.00                
04/08/09 MCMURRY-CPE PHOENIX  AZ 165.30              
04/09/09 FAREWAY-NORTH LIBERTY #99 NORTH LIBERTY IA 33.60                
04/10/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 13.69                
04/17/09 NLH*NIBM BOOKS/NEWSLTR   800-543-2055 VA 89.00                
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-                4.23                   
7.59               -                     
-                29.66                 
49.78             -                     
15.00             -                     
(15.00)            -                     
-                5.29                   
-                201.08               
39.37             -                     
46.00             -                     
5.88               -                     
7.42               -                     
-                25.36                 
36.85             -                     
13.69             -                     
(31.76)            -                     
49.99             -                     
44.90             -                     
6.17               -                     
-                15.89                 
5.54               -                     
69.00             -                     
-                165.30               
33.60             -                     
13.69             -                     
-                89.00                 
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04/21/09 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 26.03                
04/27/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 7.59                  
04/27/09 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 10.59                
05/02/09 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE CREDIT (6.66)                 
05/19/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 137.79              
05/20/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 4.89                  
06/02/09 BROTHER MALL             901-3791000  TN 126.49              
06/09/09 USPS 18439422431289739 IOWA CITY  IA 8.40                  
06/12/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 12.98                
06/12/09 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY  IA 51.57                
06/24/09 BREAD GARDEN MARKET IOWA CITY  IA 22.89                
07/06/09 FAREWAY-NORTH LIBERTY #99 NORTH LIBERTY IA 35.13                
07/08/09 IOWA BOOK IOWA CITY  IA 5.34                  
07/13/09 BLICK ART 800 447 1892 IOWA CITY  IA 238.94              
07/13/09 CASEYS        00027615 IOWA CITY  IA 10.94                
07/28/09 BLICK ART 800 447 1892 IOWA CITY  IA 238.95              
07/29/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 10.69                
07/30/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (10.69)               
08/13/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY lA 48.14                
08/13/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY lA 16.02                
08/14/09 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY lA 12.98                
08/19/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY lA 75.60                
08/26/09 BEST BUY 00000216 CORALVILLE lA 114.44              
08/31/09 USPS 18661503131224306 NORTH LIBERTY lA 5.54                  
09/04/09 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY lA 20.33                
09/11/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 27.24                
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26.03             -                     
7.59               -                     
-                10.59                 
(6.66)              -                     
-                137.79               
4.89               -                     
-                126.49               
-                8.40                   
12.98             -                     
51.57             -                     
-                22.89                 
35.13             -                     
5.34               -                     
238.94           -                     
10.94             -                     
238.95           -                     
-                10.69                 
-                (10.69)                
-                48.14                 
-                16.02                 
12.98             -                     
-                75.60                 
-                114.44               
-                5.54                   
20.33             -                     
-                27.24                 
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09/14/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (33.27)               
09/19/09 NLH*NIBM BOOKS/NEWSLTR   800-543-2055 VA 29.95                
09/25/09 USPS 18439202431202286 IOWA CITY  IA 7.24                  
09/28/09 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 26.24                
09/28/09 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 32.09                
09/30/09 NLH*NIBM BOOKS/NEWSLTR   800-543-2055 VA 29.95                
10/02/09 NEW PIONEER COOPERATIV IOWA CITY  IA 3.79                  
10/02/09 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 27.19                
10/08/09 THE ECONOMIST NEWSPAPER I800-4566086  NY 109.00              
10/12/09 IOWA JUDICIAL BRANCH 2   515-2420002  IA 143.70              
10/15/09 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 20.62                
10/16/09 THE WEEK MAGAZINE        877-245-8151 NY 99.00                
10/31/09 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA   CREDIT (4.76)                 
11/05/09 BEN FRANKLIN CRAFTS IOWA CITY  IA 40.26                
11/06/09 HAPPY JOE'S - IOWA       319-351-6900 IA 61.54                
12/03/09 OFFICE DEPOT #1090 800-463-3768 MA 51.86                
12/08/09 PIZZA HUT 00043331 IOWA CITY lA 60.83                
12/17/09 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 26.26                
12/21/09 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 18.97                
12/21/09 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA 3.50                  
01/08/10 NEWSLETTSUBSCRIPTIO      800-832-2330 VA 197.00              
01/08/10 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 43.35                
01/13/10 COOKIES & MORE IOWA CITY  IA 28.00                
01/14/10 ICCCVB-ISBT IOWA CITY  IA 28.00                
01/21/10 MAMAS DELI AND CATERING IOWA CITY  IA 8.03                  
01/23/10 KIRKWOOD EAGLE NET       319-398-4994 IA 89.00                
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/25/10 NEWSLETTSUBSCRIPTIO      800-832-2330 VA 15.00                
02/09/10 HAPPY JOE'S - IOWA       319-351-6900 IA 81.98                
02/10/10 CVSPHARMACY #8539  Q03 IOWA CITY  IA 33.56                
02/14/10 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 143.06              
02/14/10 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 83.14                
02/14/10 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 38.82                
02/17/10 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE CREDIT (5.29)                 
02/17/10 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 3.81                  
02/18/10 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 68.31                
02/22/10 NEWSLETTSUBSCRIPTIO      800-832-2330 VA 34.95                
02/23/10 KIRKWOOD CONT EDUC       319-398-4994 IA 148.00              
02/24/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 46.57                
03/02/10 BESTBUYCOM    88994009   888-BESTBUY  MN 25.40                
03/02/10 MCDONALD'S F4253 CORALVILLE  IA 6.44                  
03/03/10 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 8.98                  
03/03/10 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 10.14                
03/03/10 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 9.11                  
03/05/10 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY  IA 38.63                
03/06/10 BESTBUYCOM    88994009 RICHFIELD  CREDIT (17.99)               
03/12/10 BREAD GARDEN MARKET IOWA CITY  IA 30.99                
04/02/10 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 16.99                
04/08/10 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 114.34              
04/21/10 KIRKWOOD CONT EDUC CEDAR RAPIDS   CREDIT (49.00)               
04/23/10 BREAD GARDEN MARKET IOWA CITY  IA 114.97              
04/26/10 JULIE PERRINE INTERNATION319-7433899  IA 67.41                
04/28/10 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 121.40              
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/28/10 ZINS CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 21.05                
05/05/10 OFFICE MAX               800-283-7674 IL 147.64              
05/05/10 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY  IA 8.40                  
05/07/10 HAPPY JOE'S - IOWA       319-351-6900 IA 80.20                
05/10/10 COLDSTONE #1999 IOWA CITY  IA 12.99                
05/10/10 ICCCVB MIDWESTONE        319-3565909  IA 56.00                
05/16/10 ATTM*732374751GPL        800-331-0500 GA 145.99              
05/24/10 EL DORADO MEXICAN RESTAUR CORALVILLE  IA 19.00                
05/26/10 Z'MARIKS NOODLE CA IOWA CITY  IA 15.15                
05/27/10 MAMAS DELI AND CATERING IOWA CITY  IA 6.96                  
05/28/10 PUSHPLAY.COM             1-877-8001958GB 0.99                  
06/01/10 BED BATH & BEYOND #651   800-462-3966 NJ 95.78                
06/01/10 FOREIGN TRANSACTION FEE - MERCHANDISE 0.01                  
06/01/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 14.15                
06/04/10 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 4.65                  
06/07/10 ATLAS WORLD GRILL, IOWA CITY  IA 43.08                
06/07/10 PC TOOLS US              800-7645783  CA 47.92                
06/08/10 MAMAS DELI AND CATERING IOWA CITY  IA 8.03                  
06/09/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 5.40                  
06/09/10 PC TOOLS US              800-7645783  CA 99.95                
06/10/10 ROCKHURST UNIVERS01 OF 01913-4327755  KS 199.00              
06/11/10 OVERSTOCK.COM            800-843-2446 UT 74.92                
06/15/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 12.80                
06/16/10 GASBYS NORTH LIBERTY IA 20.00                
06/16/10 MCDONALD'S F5126 WALCOTT  IA 3.63                  
06/16/10 STEEPLEGATE INN RE DAVENPORT  IA 12.00                
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/20/10 OVERSTOCK.COM            800-843-2446 UT 67.94                
06/22/10 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILL CREDIT (84.79)               
06/24/10 BENNIGAN'S-CORALVILLE CORALVILLE  IA 14.43                
06/30/10 ROCKHURST UNIVERS01 OF 01913-4327755  KS 346.70              
07/03/10 OVERSTOCK.COM            800-843- CREDIT (64.99)               
07/09/10 WOODSMITH STORE CLIVE  IA 500.00              
07/11/10 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 144.15              
07/14/10 DRI*TREND MICRO SB orderfind.com MN 105.70              
07/22/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 9.05                  
07/26/10 KFC           36700029 IOWA CITY  IA 5.66                  
07/28/10 JULIE PERRINE INTERNATION319-7433899  IA 89.88                
07/29/10 CIGSUBS COM              800-832-2330 VA 29.95                
07/29/10 CIGSUBS COM              800-832-2330 VA 29.95                
07/29/10 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 78.09                
08/02/10 ZUMBA FITNESS            954-9253755  FL 32.90                
08/05/10 CAPANNA COFFEE COMPANY IOWA CITY  IA 5.62                  
08/08/10 ATTM*732374751GPL        800-331-0500 GA 145.28              
08/13/10 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 42.10                
08/15/10 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 195.00              
08/20/10 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 7.44                  
08/25/10 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 192.95              
08/26/10 USPS.COM CLICK66100611   800-3447779  DC 14.93                
09/01/10 MAMA'S DELI IOWA CITY  IA 8.03                  
09/01/10 ZUMBA FITNESS            954-9253755  FL 19.95                
09/03/10 POSTER BRAIN             303-5861011  CO 29.99                
09/07/10 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 IOWA CITY  IA 6.91                  
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/09/10 AMRCN RD CRSS-GRNT WD CHP319-3933500  IA 55.00                
09/09/10 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 14.72                
09/09/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 30.70                
09/09/10 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.78                  
09/09/10 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 3.17                  
09/12/10 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 16.33                
09/13/10 ZUMBA FITNESS HOLLYWOOD  FL       CREDIT (39.90)               
09/14/10 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 5.23                  
09/16/10 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 3.17                  
09/21/10 ATTM*732374751GPL        800-331-0500 GA 266.75              
09/22/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 43.81                
09/23/10 IOWA CITY BROWN BO IOWA CITY  IA 13.18                
09/24/10 SUBWAY        00050740 IOWA CITY  IA 5.35                  
10/04/10 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 8.32                  
10/04/10 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 71.75                
10/04/10 SONIC DRIVE IN #5993 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 5.76                  
10/05/10 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 71.67                
10/08/10 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 20.21                
10/11/10 DOMINOS PIZZA#1750 Q10   805-827-5319 IA 30.78                
10/12/10 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 8.51                  
10/13/10 PHILOSOPHY COSMETICS WEB 602-7948500  AZ 55.00                
10/14/10 BURGER KING #6104 IOWA CITY  IA 4.16                  
10/14/10 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 85.58                
10/18/10 PC TOOLS US              800-7645783  CA 63.92                
10/18/10 SCENTSY, INC USA         877-855-0617 ID 106.00              
10/20/10 KMART           4315 IOWA CITY  IA 64.19                
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/25/10 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY  IA 7.92                  
10/26/10 GODADDY.COM              480-5058855  AZ 60.85                
10/26/10 JULIE PERRINE INTERNATION319-7433899  IA 82.39                
10/28/10 MAMA'S DELI IOWA CITY  IA 8.56                  
11/01/10 CASEYS        00027912 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 7.99                  
11/05/10 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 50.87                
11/07/10 ATTM*732374751GPL        800-331-0500 GA 133.05              
11/08/10 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 39.88                
11/11/10 TACO BELL #22800228296 IOWA CITY  IA 4.14                  
11/15/10 SUBSCRIPTION             800-832-2330 VA 48.00                
11/16/10 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 24.43                
11/16/10 STARBUCKS USA 00117895 CORALVILLE  IA 13.73                
11/30/10 MARCUS INTERNET TICKET S 414-905-1560 WI 30.00                
12/03/10 KMART COM    INTERNET    800-676-5543 IL 38.51                
12/07/10 ATTM*732374751GPL        800-331-0500 GA 130.11              
12/15/10 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY lA 38.01                
12/15/10 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY lA 54.54                
12/17/10 NORTHRIDGE PUBLISHIN PROVO UT 74.95                
12/20/10 KMART 043151 IOWA CITY lA 79.40                
12/20/10 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY lA 27.14                
12/21/10 CORRIDOR COFFEE CO NORTH LIBERTY lA 4.35                  
12/29/10 US COFFEE & TEA CO 515-2434409 lA 15.00                
01/03/11 BURGER KING #6104 IOWA CITY lA 4.16                  
01/03/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY lA 15.76                
01/05/11 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY lA 108.49              
01/11/11 US COFFEE & TEA CO 515-2434409 lA 15.00                
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
01/14/11 CASEYS 00029181 CORALVILLE lA 15.33                
01/25/11 US COFFEE & TEA CO 515-2434409 lA 115.68              
02/01/11 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY lA 7.89                  
02/01/11 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 IOWA CITY lA 4.55                  
02/01/11 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE lA 7.42                  
02/02/11 ATIM*732374751GPL 800-331-0500 GA 118.70              
02/04/11 MAMA'S DELl IOWA CITY lA 7.49                  
02/04/11 PIZZA HUT 00043331 IOWA CITY lA 45.52                
02/07/11 NORTHRIDGE PUBLISHIN PROVO UT 19.45                
02/08/11 CASEYS 00029181 CORALVILLE lA 4.74                  
02/08/11 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE lA 7.42                  
02/10/11 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 34.67                
02/14/11 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.58                  
02/17/11 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 9.68                  
02/21/11 USPS.COM CLICK66100611   800-3447779  DC 10.50                
02/23/11 4MICHE                   801-5664243  UT 113.35              
03/08/11 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 13.99                
03/10/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 132.29              
03/11/11 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 31.61                
03/14/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 42.36                
03/21/11 fee@propay.com           801-3415300  UT 39.95                
03/21/11 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 70.34                
03/23/11 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 5.23                  
03/24/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 171.76              
03/25/11 4MICHE                   801-5664243  UT 49.99                
03/28/11 ATLAS WORLD GRILL, IOWA CITY  IA 31.22                
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/01/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 74.88                
04/07/11 CK MAGIC SOFTWARE INC    800-3949367  NV 24.95                
04/12/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 79.07                
04/18/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (13.91)               
04/21/11 HOLIDAY INN-CORALVILLE CORALVILLE  IA 17.00                
04/22/11 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 21.88                
05/02/11 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 127.19              
05/02/11 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 25.42                
05/02/11 SONIC DRIVE IN #5993 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 5.76                  
05/04/11 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 6.20                  
05/09/11 ICCCVB MIDWESTONE        319-3565909  IA 56.00                
05/10/11 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 20.02                
05/18/11 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 9.04                  
05/29/11 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 25.43                
05/29/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 73.89                
05/31/11 STARBUCKS CORP00028555 IOWA CITY  IA 4.44                  
06/01/11 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 3.21                  
06/01/11 PC TOOLS                 800-764-5783 CA 99.99                
06/03/11 MICHAELS #8757 CORALVILLE  IA 33.80                
06/06/11 MCDONALD'S F27261 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 6.20                  
06/06/11 MCDONALD'S F27261 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 11.51                
06/07/11 Best Buy      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 97.47                
06/08/11 FTD*JUST FLOWERS         310-9540755  CA 58.93                
06/08/11 SUB BCOP-BOOK OF COMPAN  800-832-2330 VA 59.95                
06/08/11 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 20.16                
06/13/11 PERKINS       00010140 CORALVILLE  IA 34.73                
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/14/11 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 7.89                  
06/16/11 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY  IA 8.45                  
06/21/11 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILL CREDIT (12.71)               
06/28/11 WHICH WICH IOWA CITY  IA 7.49                  
06/29/11 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 51.55                
06/29/11 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 13.09                
07/02/11 GODADDY.COM              480-5058855  AZ 24.34                
07/05/11 OFFICEARROW              404-781-2920 GA 5.99                  
07/09/11 Bestbuy.com   00009944   888-237-8289 MN 158.99              
07/14/11 TACO JOHNS OF CORALVILLE CORALVILLE  IA 6.55                  
07/15/11 BURGER KING #6104 IOWA CITY  IA 4.91                  
07/19/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 40.41                
07/20/11 JOU*JourneyED            800-8749001  TX 26.45                
07/25/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (9.94)                 
08/12/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 27.80                
08/16/11 OFFICE DYNAMICS, LTD.    800-7827139  NV 49.15                
08/17/11 BRUEGGERS #5 IOWA CITY  IA 7.98                  
08/22/11 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 5.13                  
08/24/11 THE PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 8.56                  
09/06/11 *FINANCE CHARGE* PREV CYCLE PURCHASES (5.04)                 
09/06/11 MCDONALD'S F4253 CORALVILLE  IA 6.14                  
09/07/11 FOREIGN TRANSACTION FEE - MERCHANDISE 0.35                  
09/07/11 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 24.09                
09/07/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 52.07                
09/11/11 PURCHASES $5.04 CASH ADVANCE $0.00 5.04                  
09/13/11 HY VEE 1056 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 12.04                
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/19/11 USA*SIGNALS              800-6695225  OH 66.85                
09/21/11 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 47.94                
10/03/11 THE BROWN BOTTLE         800-4774510  IA 12.65                
10/07/11 PIZZA HUT     00043331 IOWA CITY  IA 37.00                
10/17/11 TWX*QSP FUNDRAISER       800-386-2732 FL 114.00              
10/24/11 MCDONALD'S F27165 CORALVILLE  IA 15.61                
10/25/11 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 IOWA CITY  IA 50.48                
10/28/11 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 5.30                  
10/31/11 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 16.04                
11/06/11 MICHE BAG MILWAUK00 OF 00414-7889325  WI 43.89                
11/07/11 CVSPHARMACY #8539  Q03 IOWA CITY  IA 41.70                
11/08/11 BURGER KING #6104 IOWA CITY  IA 4.27                  
11/08/11 MERCY CAFE CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 7.36                  
11/09/11 THE BROWN BOTTLE         800-4774510  IA 12.58                
11/09/11 USPS.COM CLICK66100611   800-3447779  DC 6.77                  
11/18/11 BRUEGGERS #86 CORALVILLE  IA 22.00                
11/30/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 19.02                
11/30/11 PINK METHOD              800-2782455  CA 86.94                
12/01/11 ASI*www.yourpartinggif   000-000-0000 WA 45.25                
12/09/11 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 33.01                
12/09/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 85.07                
12/09/11 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA   CREDIT (8.87)                 
12/14/11 GODADDY.COM              480-5058855  AZ 30.85                
12/19/11 CASEYS        00027615 IOWA CITY  IA 8.08                  
12/20/11 THE BROWN BOTTLE         800-4774510  IA 12.15                
12/27/11 RPB*RAPIDBUYR            855-5572743  MA 75.00                
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/27/11 RPB*RAPIDBUYR            855-5572743  MA 60.00                
01/04/12 ATLAS WORLD GRILL, IOWA CITY  IA 29.61                
01/06/12 TWX*ALL YOU MAGAZINE     866-212-9065 NY 39.84                
02/06/12 Taco Johns Coralville  IA 3.49                  
02/06/12 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 114.60              
02/07/12 MERCY CAFE CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 2.27                  
02/09/12 CASEYS        00027615 IOWA CITY  IA 7.06                  
02/09/12 PERKINS REST  00010140 CORALVILLE  IA 7.17                  
02/20/12 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 10.02                
02/24/12 OTL*SCORESENSE.COM       800-679-6327 TX 1.00                  
02/24/12 THE WEDGE DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY  IA 34.24                
02/25/12 CARFAX VEHICLE HIS WWW.CARFAX.CO VA 44.99                
03/01/12 THE WEDGE DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY  IA 15.78                
03/03/12 OTL*SCORESENSE.COM       800-679-6327 TX 29.95                
03/07/12 CARFAX VEHICLE HIS WWW.CARFAX.CO VA 34.99                
03/08/12 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 36.91                
03/08/12 TWX*REAL SIMPLE          800-881-1172 NY 20.04                
03/11/12 NIM*nextissue.com 6506   650-646-2202 CA 9.99                  
03/12/12 OFFICE DYNAMICS OFFICEDYNAMIC NV 29.65                
03/20/12 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 96.58                
03/20/12 OTL*SCORESENSE.COM       800-679- CREDIT (1.00)                 
03/21/12 OTL*SCORESENSE.COM       800-679- CREDIT (29.95)               
03/28/12 BRUEGGERS #86 CORALVILLE  IA 21.99                
04/01/12 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 31.06                
04/01/12 ZINIO.COM 888-946-4666 LONDON  GB 21.74                
04/03/12 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 33.17                
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04/04/12 CURRENT USA              800-525-7170 CO 149.92              
04/04/12 FOREIGN TRANSACTION FEE - MERCHANDISE 0.21                  
04/05/12 CORRIDOR COFFEE CO NORTH LIBERTY IA 27.56                
04/05/12 CORRIDOR CONVENIENCE NORTH LIBERTY IA 3.98                  
04/05/12 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 8.45                  
04/05/12 GASBYS NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.52                  
04/19/12 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 6.20                  
04/20/12 BRUEGGERS #86 CORALVILLE  IA 17.78                
04/20/12 FTD*SUEPPEL'S FLORIST IOWA CITY  IA 64.19                
04/20/12 PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 13.04                
04/22/12 HY VEE 1285 IOWA CITY  IA 3.95                  
04/26/12 SKILLPATH SEMINARS MAIN  913-3623900  KS 149.00              
04/27/12 GOOGLE *Speed Software GOOGLE.COM/CH CA 3.99                  
04/27/12 SKILLPATH SEMINARS MAIN  913-3623900  KS 33.65                
04/30/12 PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 14.11                
05/01/12 GASBYS NORTH LIBERTY IA 6.21                  
05/02/12 WHICH WICH CORALVILLE  IA 3.58                  
05/03/12 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 66.76                
05/04/12 THE WEDGE DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY  IA 33.40                
05/08/12 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 49.38                
05/08/12 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 65.68                
05/14/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 64.15                
05/15/12 DELI MART #1 IOWA CITY  IA 64.00                
05/15/12 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 6.20                  
05/16/12 ATLAS WORLD GRILL, IOWA CITY  IA 17.00                
05/17/12 KFC           36700029 IOWA CITY  IA 6.18                  
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/18/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 86.89                
05/18/12 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 3.40                  
05/18/12 PAULS DISCOUNT IOWA CITY  IA 64.19                
05/19/12 PCTOOLS*RENEWAL          800-764-5783 CA 99.99                
05/21/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 68.71                
05/23/12 STARBUCKS CORP00028555 IOWA CITY  IA 3.16                  
05/24/12 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 62.27                
05/26/12 GOOGLE *Math in a Box google.com/ch CA 80.00                
05/29/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 44.76                
05/31/12 MAIL-PRINT & MORE NORTH LIBERTY IA 63.51                
06/08/12 WEIGHTWATCHERS.COM INC   800-221-2112 NY 57.85                
06/10/12 KMART COM    INTERNET    800-676-5543 IL 32.57                
06/11/12 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 10.47                
06/12/12 MERCY CAFE CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 5.29                  
06/13/12 LONG JOHN SILV CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 7.90                  
06/13/12 STARBUCKS CORP00094755 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 4.01                  
06/14/12 DAIRY QUEEN # 15375 SGT BLUFF  IA 4.70                  
06/14/12 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 25.00                
06/20/12 DRURY INN CREVE COEUR CREVE COEUR  MO 499.89              
06/28/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 45.97                
06/29/12 THIRTY-ONE               740-966-3800 OH 63.28                
07/01/12 ORGANIZED INNOVATIONS    425-7855239  WA 21.00                
07/01/12 UNIVERSALCLASS COM       866-661-6352 FL 189.00              
07/03/12 PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 40.01                
07/04/12 Best Buy      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 317.99              
07/04/12 CANVAS4LIFE.COM          973-2763200  NJ 63.99                
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07/06/12 FREEDOM FILER            866-553-4537 CA 94.47                
07/09/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 53.17                
07/11/12 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 20.06                
08/13/12 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 11.76                
08/18/12 GOOGLE *ISUSA GOOGLE.COM/CH CA 1.99                  
08/28/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 80.18                
08/30/12 GOOGLE *VIP Chapter google.com/ch CA 6.00                  
08/31/12 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA 2.78                  
09/01/12 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 125.35              
09/05/12 DBC*NEWSWEEK DAILY BEAST 800-6311040  NY 45.75                
09/10/12 RIVERSIDE TICKETS        319-648-1234 IA 164.80              
09/13/12 SCENTSY, INC USA         877-855-0617 ID 33.62                
09/18/12 CCS VENTURES LLC         404-2299007  GA 10.00                
09/18/12 DBC*NEWSWEEK DAILY BEAST 800-6311040  NY 40.00                
09/18/12 KIRKWOOD CONT EDUC CEDAR RAPIDS   CREDIT (49.00)               
09/20/12 MEMORYWORKS              801-737-3242 UT 33.78                
09/21/12 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 40.26                
09/21/12 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 1.29                  
09/21/12 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 13.57                
09/21/12 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 29.97                
09/21/12 SPORTSROSES.COM          760-517-6737 CA 42.06                
09/22/12 GOOGLE *doubleTwist GOOGLE.COM/CH CA 9.99                  
09/27/12 BRENDON BURCHARD GROUP   800-8168528  OR 6.97                  
09/27/12 KWE*KIPLINGER STORE      888-547-5464 MD 32.70                
09/29/12 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 86.60                
09/30/12 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    615-391-2500 TN 40.00                
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/30/12 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    615-391-2500 TN 60.00                
09/30/12 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    615-391-2500 TN 117.00              
09/30/12 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    615-391-2500 TN 99.00                
09/30/12 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    615-391-2500 TN 65.00                
09/30/12 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    615-391-2500 TN 47.00                
10/05/12 KIRKWOOD CONT EDUC       319-398-4994 IA 49.00                
10/07/12 KMART COM    INTERNET    800-676-5543 IL 65.15                
10/10/12 GOOGLE *Call Control google.com/ch CA 7.99                  
10/10/12 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 7.94                  
10/11/12 CASEYS GEN STORE 2761 IOWA CITY  IA 4.38                  
10/11/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 77.25                
11/15/12 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 93.34                
11/16/12 CORRIDOR COFFEE CO NORTH LIBERTY IA 48.34                
11/16/12 GASBYS NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.94                  
11/16/12 KMART 04315 IOWA CITY  IA 51.76                
11/17/12 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 25.00                
11/17/12 PIER 1        00005256 CORALVILLE  IA 50.00                
11/17/12 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 131.64              
11/17/12 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 120.13              
11/19/12 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERINARY NORTH LIBERTY IA 110.45              
11/21/12 BESTBUY.COM   00009944   888-2378289  MN 25.00                
11/21/12 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 143.02              
11/22/12 GARMIN INTERNATIONAL     913-397-8200 KS 69.99                
11/27/12 CVSPHARMACY #8539  Q03 IOWA CITY  IA 14.57                
11/27/12 PHILOSOPHY COSMETICS WEB 602-7948500  AZ 81.50                
11/29/12 INTUIT *CHECKS / FORMS   800-446-8848 CA 74.89                
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11/29/12 KMART COM    INTERNET    800-676-5543 IL 42.23                
11/30/12 KMART COM    INTERNET    800-676-5543 IL 8.63                  
11/30/12 KMART COM    INTERNET    800-676-5543 IL 12.37                
11/30/12 U-HAUL MOVING & STORAGE O CORALVILLE  IA 149.31              
11/30/12 ZAP*DEV ZAPPOS.COM       800-927-7671 NV 250.00              
12/01/12 USPS CHANGE OF66100959   800-2383150  TN 1.00                  
12/02/12 MPIX / MILLER'S          620-2312659  KS 79.97                
12/02/12 SEARS COM    INTERNET    800-349-4358 IA 15.84                
12/03/12 LEVENGER CATALOG&WEB     800-545-0242 FL 127.00              
12/04/12 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 65.66                
12/04/12 VIVYX PRINTING LLC       720-840-3261 AZ 29.20                
12/07/12 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA 43.14                
12/10/12 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
12/11/12 TLF GALESBURG FLOWER COMP309-3428121  IL 51.60                
12/11/12 U-HAUL MOVING & STORAGE O CORALVI CREDIT (24.14)               
12/13/12 DIGIEXPRESS              800-440-4693 PA 48.25                
12/13/12 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 38.10                
12/13/12 USPS.COM CLICK66100611   800-3447779  DC 8.05                  
12/15/12 USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTIONS  800-872-0001 VA 14.95                
12/16/12 ACT*Northlibertycommct   877-228-4881 CA 69.73                
12/18/12 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
12/19/12 BESTBUY.COM   00009944   888-2378289  MN 21.19                
12/20/12 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 52.98                
12/20/12 LIST PLAN IT, LLC        207-8370907  ME 5.00                  
12/21/12 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 32.00                
12/22/12 ShopNBC*81350663         800-6765523  MN 25.90                
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12/26/12 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE CREDIT (25.43)               
12/26/12 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE CREDIT (27.55)               
12/26/12 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE CREDIT (40.27)               
12/26/12 BESTBUY.COM   00009944   888-2378289  MN 42.39                
12/26/12 BESTBUY.COM   00009944 RICHFIELD  CREDIT (2.12)                 
12/31/12 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 111.52              
01/01/13 H&R BLOCK AT HOME        800-472-5625 MO 37.40                
01/01/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA      CREDIT (14.24)               
01/01/13 U-HAUL MOVING & STORAGE O CORALVILLE  IA 63.55                
01/09/13 BIG PICTURE SCRAPBOOKING 509-4849411  WA 99.00                
01/09/13 Longbranch Restaurant CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 12.14                
01/12/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 24.99                
01/12/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 15.99                
01/13/13 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 99.81                
01/16/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 6.45                  
01/16/13 PRBIL HEATING AC INC     319-6262333  IA 106.45              
01/17/13 HOPE'S BRIDAL BOUTIQUE #2 ATKINS  IA 404.46              
01/18/13 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 82.00                
01/18/13 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
01/21/13 ShopNBC*81350663.2of2    800-6765523  MN 20.90                
01/22/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 72.78                
01/22/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 2.41                  
01/22/13 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 32.29                
01/22/13 WEST BRANCH COMMUNIC     319-8956216  IA 29.00                
01/23/13 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA 21.14                
01/24/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 7.99                  
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01/25/13 HAPPY JOES PIZZA - 44 CORALVILLE  IA 13.85                
01/25/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 27.83                
01/26/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 13.96                
01/28/13 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERINARY NORTH LIBERTY IA 86.95                
01/29/13 GOOGLE *Stop the Thyro google.com/ch CA 26.90                
01/30/13 THEECONOMIST NEWSPAPER   800-456-6086 NY 137.19              
02/01/13 CROSS MEDICAL LABORATO IOWA CITY  IA 185.64              
02/01/13 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
02/01/13 WINDOWS 8 ESD USD ARVATODIGITAL CA 14.99                
02/06/13 FTD*BECKER FLORISTS IN FORT DODGE  IA 68.43                
02/09/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 109.73              
02/09/13 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 10.59                
02/11/13 DELIMART #5 IOWA CITY  IA 9.40                  
02/12/13 PITA PIT IOWA CITY  IA 10.96                
02/12/13 ShopNBC*82425496         800-6765523  MN 69.48                
02/13/13 ETSY.COM                 866-294-3879 NY 36.50                
02/13/13 ShopNBC*82425496         800-6765523  MN 358.86              
02/14/13 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 164.12              
02/20/13 USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTIONS  800-872-0001 VA 14.95                
02/26/13 USPS POSTAGE (INTERNET)  800-576-3279 CA 25.00                
03/04/13 BRIGHTON ECOMMERCE WEB CITY OF INDUS CA 30.44                
03/04/13 WWW.KOHLS.COM #0873      866-887-8884 OH 102.58              
03/08/13 USATODAYNSSCCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 7.86                  
03/09/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 201.84              
03/11/13 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 111.62              
03/12/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 7.78                  
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9.40               -                     
10.96             -                     
69.48             -                     
36.50             -                     
358.86           -                     
164.12           -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
03/14/13 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 43.53                
03/14/13 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 53.00                
03/14/13 USPS 18439202431202286 IOWA CITY  IA 20.00                
03/17/13 WMA*US WKLY MAGAZINE     866-6614211  NY 69.95                
03/18/13 THE ENGLERT CIVIC THEATRE319-6882653  IA 80.83                
03/21/13 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 86.48                
03/22/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 197.28              
03/22/13 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 67.84                
03/22/13 T.J. MAXX #1189 CORALVILLE  IA 99.62                
03/27/13 MERCY HOSPITAL IOWA CITY 319-8872822  IA 248.84              
03/27/13 MOBILE HOME PARTS STORE  910-2777202  NC 105.66              
03/27/13 PHILOSOPHY COSMETICS WEB 602-7948500  AZ 51.00                
04/02/13 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 5.87                  
04/03/13 GAN*SUBSCRIPTION         888-426-0491 IN 16.25                
04/04/13 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 62.65                
04/04/13 OFFICE DEPOT #484        800-463-3768 IA 47.06                
04/04/13 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 100.00              
04/04/13 WWW.SPORTSROSES.COM      619-4231200  CA 172.35              
04/09/13 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 47.07                
04/09/13 WWW.KOHLS.COM #0873      866-887-8884 OH 91.69                
04/11/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 128.41              
04/12/13 FTD*SUEPPEL'S FLORIST    000-0000000  IA 53.49                
04/12/13 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 65.85                
04/12/13 MOBILE HOME PARTS STORE LAURINBUR CREDIT (59.97)               
04/13/13 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 86.93                
04/13/13 TARGET        00017715 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 60.75                
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43.53             -                     
-                53.00                 
-                20.00                 
69.95             -                     
80.83             -                     
86.48             -                     
197.28           -                     
67.84             -                     
99.62             -                     
248.84           -                     
105.66           -                     
51.00             -                     
5.87               -                     
16.25             -                     
62.65             -                     
-                47.06                 
-                100.00               
172.35           -                     
-                47.07                 
91.69             -                     
128.41           -                     
53.49             -                     
65.85             -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/14/13 MSFT   *ONLINE BILL.MS.NET  WA 24.00                
04/16/13 APPLEBEES 970000210211 WATERLOO  IA 49.23                
04/16/13 FACTORY CARD OUTLET #191 WATERLOO  IA 49.11                
04/17/13 FTD*SUEPPEL'S FLORIST    000-0000000  IA 64.19                
04/18/13 MEDICAL LABORATORIES OF E JOHNSTON  IA 459.81              
04/25/13 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 83.00                
04/26/13 BRUEGGERS #86 CORALVILLE  IA 30.87                
04/27/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 141.62              
04/29/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 22.35                
04/29/13 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 31.79                
04/30/13 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 6.94                  
05/01/13 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 12.12                
05/02/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 16.25                
05/02/13 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 8.60                  
05/02/13 RIDGEWAY DENTAL CORALVILLE  IA 426.50              
05/04/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 47.96                
05/04/13 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 80.77                
05/08/13 MANUFACTURERS' NEWS INC  847-864-7000 IL 121.45              
05/10/13 KIRKWOOD CONT EDUC       319-398-5637 IA 169.00              
05/12/13 MSFT   *ONLINE BILL.MS.NET  WA 24.00                
05/13/13 CASEYS GEN STORE 2791 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 43.01                
05/13/13 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 40.66                
05/14/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 107.91              
05/14/13 GODADDY.COM              480-5058855  AZ 73.03                
05/14/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 23.74                
05/14/13 TACO JOHNS CORALVILLE  IA 10.20                
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-                24.00                 
49.23             -                     
49.11             -                     
64.19             -                     
459.81           -                     
-                83.00                 
-                30.87                 
141.62           -                     
22.35             -                     
31.79             -                     
6.94               -                     
12.12             -                     
16.25             -                     
8.60               -                     
426.50           -                     
47.96             -                     
80.77             -                     
-                121.45               
169.00           -                     
-                24.00                 
43.01             -                     
40.66             -                     
107.91           -                     
73.03             -                     
23.74             -                     
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/15/13 AERO RENTAL IOWA CITY  IA 109.19              
05/15/13 TROPHY DEPOT INC         800-286-7096 NY 27.11                
05/16/13 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 - E   515-2555124  IA 11.25                
05/16/13 SUB OFFICE MANAGER TODA  800-543-2055 VA 98.00                
05/16/13 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 121.12              
05/21/13 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 165.31              
05/21/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 55.30                
05/21/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 123.04              
05/21/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 97.52                
05/21/13 MEDICAL LABORATORIES OF E JOHNSTON  IA 41.99                
05/21/13 UNITED HEART INSTITUTE CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 53.45                
05/22/13 MICHAELS #8757 CORALVILLE  IA 19.07                
05/23/13 T NAILS NORTH LIBERTY IA 70.58                
05/24/13 GLASSANDO IOWA CITY  IA 36.38                
05/24/13 IOWA RIVER POWER CO CORALVILLE  IA 120.00              
05/25/13 PCTOOLS*RENEWAL          800-764-5783 CA 99.99                
05/26/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 67.83                
05/26/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA        CREDIT (6.36)                 
05/26/13 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 29.67                
05/26/13 THEISEN'S #19 CORALVILLE  IA 45.98                
05/26/13 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 19.15                
05/29/13 GASBYS NORTH LIBERTY IA 7.18                  
05/29/13 PCTOOLS*RENEWAL          800-764- CREDIT (99.99)               
05/30/13 MCDONALD'S F34524 NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.40                  
05/30/13 OPTUMRX, INC             800-788-4863 CA 115.86              
05/31/13 LONGHORN STEAK00054833 CORALVILLE  IA 57.24                
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109.19           -                     
-                27.11                 
11.25             -                     
98.00             -                     
121.12           -                     
-                165.31               
55.30             -                     
123.04           -                     
97.52             -                     
41.99             -                     
53.45             -                     
19.07             -                     
70.58             -                     
36.38             -                     
120.00           -                     
-                99.99                 
67.83             -                     
-                (6.36)                  
29.67             -                     
45.98             -                     
19.15             -                     
7.18               -                     
-                (99.99)                
5.40               -                     
115.86           -                     
57.24             -                     
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/02/13 THEISEN'S #19 CORALVILLE  IA 66.49                
06/03/13 TROPHY DEPOT INC         800-286-7096 NY 19.51                
06/04/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 16.25                
06/06/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 126.19              
06/06/13 DSW           00999953   1-866-379-746OH 52.95                
06/06/13 PERKINS REST  00010140 CORALVILLE  IA 14.34                
06/08/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 11.70                
06/10/13 CCS VENTURES LLC         404-2299007  GA 49.00                
06/11/13 CASEYS GEN STORE2792 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 36.50                
06/12/13 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 8.21                  
06/13/13 MSFT   *ONLINE BILL.MS.NET  WA 24.00                
06/14/13 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 37.69                
06/15/13 CRACKER BARREL #161 DAVEN DAVENPORT  IA 74.31                
06/15/13 GORDMANS INC. STORE# 02 DAVENPORT  IA 106.95              
06/15/13 GORDMANS INC. STORE# 02 DAVENPORT  IA 59.20                
06/18/13 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 13.00                
06/18/13 NORTH LIBERTY TRUE VALUE NORTH LIBERTY IA 27.94                
06/19/13 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 30.00                
06/20/13 LJS #7124 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 34.60                
06/21/13 NEWSPAPERS IA WI NV      515-2848229  IA 16.01                
06/24/13 GORDMANS INC. STORE# 80 CORALVILL CREDIT (51.35)               
06/24/13 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 55.10                
07/02/13 POMAA                    717-887-7995 PA 79.00                
07/03/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
07/03/13 LTD COMMODITIES          847-295-6058 IL 65.80                
07/03/13 SCENTSY, INC USA         877-855-0617 ID 330.51              
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66.49             -                     
-                19.51                 
16.25             -                     
126.19           -                     
52.95             -                     
14.34             -                     
11.70             -                     
49.00             -                     
36.50             -                     
8.21               -                     
-                24.00                 
37.69             -                     
74.31             -                     
106.95           -                     
59.20             -                     
13.00             -                     
27.94             -                     
30.00             -                     
34.60             -                     
-                16.01                 
(51.35)            -                     
55.10             -                     
79.00             -                     
22.00             -                     
65.80             -                     
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/04/13 BESTBUY.COM   00009944   888-2378289  MN 160.04              
07/16/13 MSFT   *ONLINE BILL.MS.NET  WA 24.00                
07/18/13 ADORAMA INC              212-7410401  NY 299.90              
07/18/13 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO.COM    800-9479950  NY 69.32                
07/18/13 U-HAUL WEB TEAM ASSOC INC866-277-6855 AZ 12.66                
07/20/13 ON THE BORDER W DES MOINES  IA 38.00                
07/20/13 SCHEELS-DES MOINES WEST DES MOIN IA 74.19                
07/22/13 HAMPTON INN OTTUMWA OTTUMWA  IA 64.96                
07/22/13 USPS.COM CLICK66100611   800-3447779  DC 7.50                  
07/30/13 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 18.38                
08/01/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
08/02/13 CCS VENTURES LLC         404-2299007  GA 127.00              
08/05/13 OFFICE DEPOT #484 IOWA CITY  IA 148.18              
08/09/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 2,078.76           
08/10/13 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 80.54                
08/12/13 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA 30.01                
08/12/13 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 25.73                
08/13/13 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 13.89                
08/14/13 MSFT   *ONLINE BILL.MS.NET  WA 24.00                
08/15/13 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 19.05                
08/15/13 TACO JOHNS CORALVILLE  IA 8.62                  
08/16/13 KMART 4315 IOWA CITY  IA 8.46                  
08/16/13 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA 16.78                
08/16/13 TACO BELL 22829 IOWA CITY  IA 5.37                  
08/17/13 CORE FITNESS POS NORTH LIBERTY IA 333.47              
08/18/13 SHOE CARNIVAL #0441 CORALVILLE  IA 42.40                
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-                160.04               
-                24.00                 
299.90           -                     
69.32             -                     
12.66             -                     
38.00             -                     
74.19             -                     
64.96             -                     
-                7.50                   
-                18.38                 
22.00             -                     
127.00           -                     
-                148.18               
2,078.76        -                     
-                80.54                 
30.01             -                     
25.73             -                     
-                13.89                 
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19.05             -                     
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
08/19/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #1218 CORALVILLE  IA 179.56              
08/19/13 CITY OF NORTH LIBERTY    319-6265700  IA 102.02              
08/19/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 28.45                
08/19/13 MUNICIPAL ONLINE PAYMENT 806-7970761  TX 1.25                  
08/20/13 SHERATON IOWA CITY F&B IOWA CITY  IA 12.07                
08/21/13 3488 PERFORMANCE HEALTH CORALVILLE  IA 720.00              
08/21/13 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 6.46                  
08/21/13 PROTECT CELL BY DIGITAL L248-3190450  MI 54.99                
08/21/13 PROTECT CELL BY DIGITAL L248-3190450  MI 54.99                
08/21/13 PROTECT CELL BY DIGITAL L248-3190450  MI 54.99                
08/21/13 STARBUCKS #02855 IOWA CIT Iowa City  IA 4.72                  
08/22/13 DUNKIN #351162     Q35 CORALVILLE  IA 8.14                  
08/26/13 STARBUCKS #11789 CORALVIL Coralville  IA 4.72                  
08/27/13 STARBUCKS #11789 CORALVIL Coralville  IA 7.31                  
08/30/13 GORDMANS INC. STORE# 8 CORALVILLE  IA 116.56              
08/30/13 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 96.46                
08/30/13 USPS 18439308931207236 CORALVILLE  IA 12.29                
08/31/13 VILLAGE-INN-REST #0778 CORALVILLE  IA 83.64                
09/04/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
09/06/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE  IA 45.10                
09/06/13 GORDMANS INC. STORE# 8 CORALVILLE  IA 47.03                
09/06/13 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 73.10                
09/06/13 LENOCH & CILEK ACE CORALVILLE  IA 27.85                
09/06/13 MICHAELS STORES 8757 CORALVILLE  IA 63.99                
09/07/13 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
09/09/13 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.24                  
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179.56           -                     
102.02           -                     
28.45             -                     
1.25               -                     
12.07             -                     
720.00           -                     
6.46               -                     
54.99             -                     
54.99             -                     
54.99             -                     
4.72               -                     
8.14               -                     
4.72               -                     
7.31               -                     
116.56           -                     
96.46             -                     
-                12.29                 
83.64             -                     
22.00             -                     
45.10             -                     
47.03             -                     
73.10             -                     
27.85             -                     
63.99             -                     
5.00               -                     
3.24               -                     
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/11/13 FTD*PIERSON'S FLOWER S CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 53.49                
09/11/13 SHERATON IOWA CITY F&B IOWA CITY  IA 20.00                
09/12/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE  IA 106.50              
09/12/13 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 172.04              
09/12/13 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 5.50                  
09/13/13 MSFT   *ONLINE BILL.MS.NET  WA 24.00                
09/14/13 CCS VENTURES LLC ATLANTA  GA 72.00                
09/17/13 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 12.31                
09/19/13 CITY OF NORTH LIBERTY    319-6265700  IA 131.18              
09/19/13 MUNICIPAL ONLINE PAYME   806-7970761  TX 1.25                  
09/19/13 THEISEN'S #19 CORALVILLE  IA 125.82              
09/20/13 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PLUM MARION  IA 490.00              
09/21/13 PROTECT CELL BY DIGITA   248-3190450  MI 54.99                
09/21/13 PROTECT CELL BY DIGITA   248-3190450  MI 54.99                
09/21/13 PROTECT CELL BY DIGITA   248-3190450  MI 54.99                
09/23/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 192.79              
09/23/13 IOWA 80 KITCHEN WALCOTT  IA 81.28                
09/24/13 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PLUM MARION  IA 333.09              
09/24/13 EMEDCO                   07166261616  NY 23.76                
09/28/13 GA SCHOOL FUNDRAISING    800-251-1542 TN 156.00              
09/30/13 September 2013 Beginning Balance - $0.00 (New card issued) -                   
10/01/13 CORE FITNESS             319-3512673  IA 115.54              
10/01/13 POMAA                    7178877995   PA 275.00              
10/02/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #651   08004623966  NJ 25.43                
10/02/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
10/02/13 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 120.00              
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53.49             -                     
20.00             -                     
106.50           -                     
172.04           -                     
5.50               -                     
-                24.00                 
72.00             -                     
-                12.31                 
131.18           -                     
1.25               -                     
125.82           -                     
490.00           -                     
54.99             -                     
54.99             -                     
54.99             -                     
192.79           -                     
81.28             -                     
333.09           -                     
-                23.76                 
156.00           -                     
-                -                     
115.54           -                     
275.00           -                     
25.43             -                     
22.00             -                     
-                120.00               
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/03/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #651   08004623966  NJ 127.15              
10/03/13 IOWA ARTISANS GALLERY IOWA CITY  IA 84.80                
10/06/13 GEICO                    08008413000  DC 291.25              
10/07/13 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 163.68              
10/07/13 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
10/08/13 US COFFEE AND TEA        319-4931212  IA 96.00                
10/09/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #651   08004623966  NJ 38.78                
10/09/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #651   08004623966  NJ 38.78                
10/11/13 GEICO                    08008413 CREDIT (291.25)             
10/11/13 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 6.56                  
10/12/13 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 24.00                
10/13/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 17.27                
10/13/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 9.99                  
10/13/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 1.29                  
10/13/13 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 9.99                  
10/16/13 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 20.29                
10/16/13 STARBUCKS #11789 CORAL CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
10/17/13 MENARDS 3091 IOWA CITY  IA        CREDIT (18.70)               
10/17/13 MENARDS IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 197.48              
10/17/13 MENARDS IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 133.14              
10/18/13 VON MAUR IOWA CITY 11 CORALVILLE  IA 44.81                
10/18/13 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 16.39                
10/19/13 CARLOS OKELLYS 890 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 25.41                
10/19/13 MACHINE SHED DAVENPORT DAVENPORT  IA 80.08                
10/21/13 CAPANNA COFFEE AND GEL NORTH LIBERTY IA 2.24                  
10/22/13 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 3.16                  
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127.15           -                     
84.80             -                     
291.25           -                     
163.68           -                     
5.00               -                     
-                96.00                 
38.78             -                     
38.78             -                     
(291.25)          -                     
6.56               -                     
-                24.00                 
17.27             -                     
9.99               -                     
1.29               -                     
9.99               -                     
20.29             -                     
4.72               -                     
(18.70)            -                     
197.48           -                     
133.14           -                     
44.81             -                     
16.39             -                     
25.41             -                     
80.08             -                     
2.24               -                     
3.16               -                     
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10/23/13 CITY OF CORALVILLE CORALVILLE  IA 8.00                  
10/24/13 USPS.COM CLICK66100611 WASHINGTON  DC 5.49                  
11/01/13 CORE FITNESS             319-3512673  IA 115.54              
11/02/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE  IA 15.25                
11/02/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE CREDIT (57.22)               
11/02/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE CREDIT (21.20)               
11/04/13 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 15.55                
11/05/13 OFFICE DYNAMICS LAS VEGAS  NV 199.00              
11/07/13 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
11/14/13 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
11/14/13 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 26.73                
11/15/13 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 52.92                
11/18/13 FTD*SUEPPEL'S FLORIST IOWA CITY  IA 38.51                
11/18/13 TARGET.COM  *            8005913869   MN 432.45              
11/19/13 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 113.00              
11/20/13 CITY OF CORALVILLE CORALVILLE  IA 2.25                  
11/26/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 107.48              
11/28/13 SHOPHQ *88571331         800-6765523  MN 106.49              
11/30/13 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE  IA 87.19                
12/02/13 CORE FITNESS             319-3512673  IA 115.54              
12/02/13 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 44.00                
12/02/13 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 - E IOWA CITY  IA 35.00                
12/07/13 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
12/10/13 SHOPHQ *88571331         800-6765 CREDIT (77.51)               
12/10/13 SUB BMD CONFERENCE CD    8005432055   VA 197.00              
12/11/13 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
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12/13/13 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 40.00                
12/17/13 MENARDS IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 36.22                
12/23/13 FAREWAY STORES #950 IOWA CITY  IA 93.48                
12/23/13 KMART 4315 IOWA CITY  IA 67.58                
12/26/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 124.08              
12/27/13 CRACKER BARREL #161 DA DAVENPORT  IA 73.15                
12/27/13 GRAMMAS KITCHEN CHECKE WALCOTT  IA 82.65                
12/27/13 KITCHENS NORTHPARK DAVENPORT  IA 51.31                
12/27/13 SKI SNOWSTAR WINTER SP ANDALUSIA  IL 124.00              
12/28/13 SCHEELS-IOWA CITY CORALVILLE  IA 171.07              
12/29/13 INTUIT *QUICKEN          800-446-8848 CA 64.99                
12/31/13 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 194.10              
01/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-3512673  IA 131.44              
01/03/14 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 434.24              
01/03/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 17.98                
01/06/14 ORCHESTRA IOWA           319-366-8206 IA 144.62              
01/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
01/07/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 18.62                
01/09/14 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 19.27                
01/11/14 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 95.39                
01/12/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 40.00                
01/16/14 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 37.06                
01/17/14 USPS 18439308931207236 CORALVILLE  IA 18.40                
01/20/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 9.47                  
01/21/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 51.86                
01/23/14 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 13.37                
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01/23/14 TM *THE BAND PERRY       800-653-8000 IL 102.80              
01/24/14 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 23.29                
01/25/14 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 134.25              
01/25/14 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 161.40              
01/26/14 ULTA #221 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 26.73                
01/29/14 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 200.94              
02/03/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
02/05/14 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 70.60                
02/06/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
02/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
02/07/14 PTZ*PETWATCH             866-597-2424 IL 59.95                
02/10/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 30.66                
02/13/14 LOMITAS MEXICAN REST NORTH LIBERTY IA 26.18                
02/13/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 40.00                
02/13/14 SCHEELS-IOWA CITY CORALVILLE  IA 84.80                
02/18/14 EGGYS ON 965 NORTH LIBERTY IA 65.95                
02/18/14 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 34.02                
03/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
03/01/14 SCHEELS-IOWA CITY CORALVILLE  IA 83.73                
03/04/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
03/04/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 21.18                
03/05/14 OPTUMRX, INC             800-788-4863 CA 361.09              
03/06/14 786-1700 IOWA CITY CORALVILLE  IA 97.52                
03/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
03/13/14 MSFT * C100063FI2        09999999999  WA 40.00                
03/16/14 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 18.50                
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03/20/14 RUNNING WILD CORALVILLE  IA 128.79              
03/20/14 THE OLIVE GARD00015594 CORALVILLE  IA 24.00                
03/20/14 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 25.42                
03/21/14 SKECHERS-USA #366 WILLIAMSBURG  IA 108.04              
03/22/14 DEERY BROTHERS FORD LI IOWA CITY  IA 180.35              
03/24/14 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
04/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
04/01/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
04/03/14 ZIO JOHNOS SPAGHETTI H NORTH LIBERTY IA 48.92                
04/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
04/08/14 BUS MGMT DAILY OFFICE    8005432055   VA 89.00                
04/09/14 INITIALS INC             706-7540485  GA 57.65                
04/09/14 JIMMY JOHN'S # 1154 CORALVILLE  IA 9.52                  
04/09/14 TACO JOHNS CORALVILLE  IA 7.50                  
04/10/14 SHERATON IOWA CITY F&B IOWA CITY  IA 25.67                
04/10/14 VUE*AMERICAN PAYROLL     800-511-3478 MN 365.00              
04/10/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 73.23                
04/11/14 THIRTY-ONE GIFTS, LLC COLUMBUS  OH 176.14              
04/11/14 TLF CROUSES HOUSE OF F   641-6738468  IA 48.82                
04/16/14 JAVA HOUSE DOWNTOW IOWA CITY  IA 62.55                
04/16/14 JAVA HOUSE DOWNTOW IOWA CITY  IA 8.79                  
04/16/14 JAVA HOUSE DOWNTOW IOWA CITY  IA 17.79                
04/16/14 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 6.88                  
04/18/14 MYLOCKERNET LLC          05863602555  MI 50.49                
04/19/14 IOWA 80 TRUCKSTOP WALCOTT  IA 33.16                
04/22/14 DEPOT CORALVILLE CORALVILLE  IA 3.24                  
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04/22/14 PANCHEROS - N LIBERTY NORTH LIBERTY IA 8.96                  
04/23/14 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.32                  
04/23/14 JOU*JOURNEYED            800-8749001  TX 197.98              
05/01/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
05/01/14 SCHEELS-IOWA CITY CORALVILLE  IA 47.69                
05/05/14 LENOCH & CILEK ACE CORALVILLE  IA 71.72                
05/07/14 BUS MGMT DAILY BMD AUD   8005432055   VA 197.00              
05/07/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 146.44              
05/07/14 KMART 4315 IOWA CITY  IA 50.90                
05/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
05/11/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 40.00                
05/12/14 MAILBOXES OF IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 27.32                
05/12/14 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 10.97                
05/12/14 STARBUCKS #02855 IOWA IOWA CITY  IA 4.72                  
05/13/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 64.86                
05/17/14 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 3.87                  
05/20/14 N LIBERTY FLOWER SHOP    3196262337   IA 68.85                
05/20/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 41.91                
05/23/14 ROBIN MCGRAW REVELATIO   888-9909267  CA 17.94                
05/24/14 APL*APPLE ITUNES STORE   866-712-7753 CA 2.58                  
05/29/14 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 41.79                
05/31/14 THEISEN'S #19 CORALVILLE  IA 182.63              
06/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
06/02/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
06/03/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 84.75                
06/06/14 BUS MGMT DAILY HR SPEC   8005432055   VA 99.00                
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06/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
06/11/14 BURGER KING #11727 Q07 CORALVILLE  IA 13.33                
06/11/14 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 29.14                
06/13/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 40.00                
06/13/14 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 68.82                
06/17/14 NORTH LIBERTY TRUE VAL NORTH LIBERTY IA 23.28                
06/20/14 LENOCH & CILEK ACE CORALVILLE  IA 137.79              
06/23/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 42.38                
06/23/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 223.09              
06/24/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA      CREDIT (30.19)               
06/26/14 STARBUCKS #11789 CORAL CORALVILLE  IA 1.98                  
06/27/14 STARBUCKS #11789 CORAL CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
06/28/14 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 171.53              
07/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
07/01/14 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 39.81                
07/01/14 MENARDS IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 173.50              
07/02/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
07/03/14 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 42.37                
07/04/14 BT *COLORNMOTION7CWYGM   2085389502   UT 45.00                
07/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
07/11/14 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 2.99                  
07/11/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 54.45                
07/15/14 N LIBERTY FLOWER SHOP    3196262337   IA 68.84                
07/18/14 GASBYS             QPS NORTH LIBERTY IA 8.33                  
07/18/14 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
07/20/14 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 3.99                  
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07/22/14 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 103.88              
07/23/14 JIMMY JOHN'S  1154 - M CORALVILLE  IA 133.00              
08/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
08/01/14 DRURY AUSTIN NORTH AUSTIN  TX 264.48              
08/02/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
08/03/14 HAMPTON INN KC AIRPORT KANSAS CITY  MO 111.05              
08/04/14 BUS MGMT DAILY HR SPEC   8005432055   VA 99.00                
08/04/14 OVR*O.CO/OVERSTOCK.COM   800-8432446  UT 26.79                
08/07/14 CROSS MEDICAL LABORATO IOWA CITY  IA 573.63              
08/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
08/09/14 CALLIOPE DESIGNS         707-527-7178 CA 43.79                
08/11/14 API*SHOP.CRACKERBARREL   800-333-9566 WA 19.06                
08/11/14 OVR*O.CO/OVERSTOCK.COM   800-8432446  UT 31.22                
08/12/14 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 13.33                
08/12/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           09999999999  WA 48.00                
08/13/14 PIZZA HUT NORTH LIBERTY IA 36.45                
08/18/14 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 35.34                
08/19/14 TLF HEAVEN SCENT FLOWE   319-3549456  IA 49.71                
08/19/14 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
08/21/14 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 93.76                
08/21/14 RUNNING WILD IOWA CITY IOWA CITY  IA 146.92              
08/26/14 SEARS ROEBUCK   8749 SAN ANTONIO  TX 277.27              
08/28/14 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 - E IOWA CITY  IA 9.75                  
08/28/14 SFI*PHOTOSBYSHUTTERFLY   800-986-1065 CA 3.92                  
08/30/14 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 55.70                
09/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
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09/02/14 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 67.89                
09/03/14 NANCY S NOTIONS          636-349-3000 WI 45.92                
09/05/14 USPS 18439202431202286 IOWA CITY  IA 245.00              
09/06/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
09/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
09/09/14 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 9.94                  
09/10/14 ELI RESEARCH NC  800 2   800-223-8720 NC 179.00              
09/10/14 LLS-E-FUNDRAISING        888-557-7177 NY 10.00                
09/11/14 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
09/12/14 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 29.95                
09/12/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           800-642-7676 WA 48.00                
09/15/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 197.00              
09/30/14 IOWA CITY HOSPICE INC    319-3515665  IA 50.00                
09/30/14 IOWA CITY HOSPICE INC    319-3515665  IA 50.00                
10/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
10/02/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 17.32                
10/02/14 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 60.27                
10/03/14 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 38.47                
10/03/14 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
10/04/14 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.95                
10/05/14 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 95.39                
10/05/14 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 43.99                
10/05/14 MICHAELS STORES 8757 CORALVILLE  IA 38.14                
10/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
10/08/14 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 107.52              
10/08/14 LENOCH & CILEK ACE CORALVILLE  IA 4.55                  
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10/08/14 LOMITAS MEXICAN REST NORTH LIBERTY IA 21.31                
10/08/14 TARGET        00011130 CORALVILLE  IA 63.58                
10/09/14 CASEYS GEN STORE 2791 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 5.87                  
10/09/14 RPS CEDAR RAPIDS COMMU CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 2.25                  
10/10/14 A EAGLE OUTFTR00003061 CORALVILLE  IA 53.99                
10/10/14 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 29.95                
10/11/14 MSFT   *ONLINE           800-642-7676 WA 54.71                
10/12/14 IOWA JUDICIAL BRANCH 2   515-2426206  IA 87.00                
10/15/14 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 153.00              
10/18/14 LENOCH & CILEK ACE CORALVILLE  IA 4.55                  
10/18/14 SHERWIN WILLIAMS #3280 NORTH LIBERTY IA 51.99                
10/19/14 APPLEBEES 933100210161 CORALVILLE  IA 42.36                
10/20/14 USPS.COM CLICK66100611 WASHINGTON  DC 11.30                
10/21/14 RPS CEDAR RAPIDS COMMU CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 1.50                  
10/21/14 STARBUCKS #11789 CORAL CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
10/30/14 3488 PERFORMANCE HEALT CORALVILLE  IA 6.00                  
11/01/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 131.44              
11/03/14 TLF FLOWERS ON THE AVE   310-9968703  IA 78.39                
11/04/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
11/06/14 PINK ZEBRA HOUSTON  TX 141.52              
11/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
11/07/14 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
11/08/14 PINK ZEBRA HOUSTON  TX 60.50                
11/11/14 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 84.55                
11/11/14 MSFT * E08000KQHB        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
11/13/14 SP * POWERDECAL          8472205050   IL 46.85                
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11/14/14 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 40.05                
11/17/14 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 162.42              
11/20/14 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 4.06                  
11/21/14 SUNDOWN MOUNTAIN RESOR   563-5566676  IA 150.00              
11/22/14 PHILOSOPHY COSMETICS W   06027948500  AZ 65.90                
11/23/14 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 45.10                
11/27/14 STRAIGHTTALK*PHONES      877-430-2355 FL 79.11                
11/30/14 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
11/30/14 VERA BRADLEY ECOMMERCE   800-855-8372 IN 75.72                
12/02/14 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 36.35                
12/03/14 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 88.14                
12/04/14 AMERICAN PAYROLL ASSOC   210-226-4600 TX 219.00              
12/05/14 COACHUSA/MEGABUS WWW.MEGABUS.C NJ 60.00                
12/05/14 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
12/06/14 SCHEELS ALL SPORTS INC   07012982918  ND 86.89                
12/06/14 WWW.KOHLS.COM #0873      866-887-8884 OH 43.40                
12/07/14 COACHUSA/MEGABUS WWW.MEGABUS.C NJ 2.50                  
12/07/14 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
12/08/14 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 46.56                
12/09/14 INTUIT *CHECKS / FORMS   800-446-8848 CA 77.37                
12/10/14 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 40.21                
12/10/14 JULIE PERRINE INTERNAT   319-7433899  IA 54.00                
12/10/14 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
12/11/14 GRC*X-OUT2OF3            800-5247952  CA 33.94                
12/11/14 MSFT * E08000N8ZU        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
12/12/14 WEB GIFT CARD#691000     866-277-6855 AZ 150.00              
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12/16/14 THIRTY-ONE GIFTS, LLC COLUMBUS  OH 55.00                
12/18/14 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 7.58                  
12/25/14 GASBYS             QPS NORTH LIBERTY IA 9.01                  
12/25/14 PILOT         00000430 WALCOTT  IA 25.61                
12/25/14 PILOT         00000430 WALCOTT  IA 4.80                  
12/26/14 LISTPLANIT.COM           2078370907   ME 6.00                  
12/27/14 COACHUSA/MEGABUS WWW.MEGABUS.C NJ 30.75                
12/28/14 IHOP #3175 CORALVILLE  IA 60.82                
12/29/14 UPS  (800) 811-1648 CORALVILLE  IA 30.57                
12/30/14 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
12/31/14 OPTUMRX, INC             800-788-4863 CA 93.57                
01/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
01/03/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
01/06/15 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
01/07/15 INITIALS INC             706-7540485  GA 151.38              
01/07/15 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
01/08/15 GRC*X-OUT3OF3            800-5247952  CA 33.94                
01/08/15 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 81.86                
01/11/15 MSFT * E08000PRZV        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
01/14/15 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 59.60                
01/17/15 RUNNING WILD CORALVILLE  IA 64.98                
01/17/15 STUBHUB, INC             08667882482  CA 286.04              
01/21/15 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 38.05                
01/22/15 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 114.32              
01/23/15 MIRABITOS ITALIAN NORTH LIBERTY IA 39.68                
01/24/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 11.99                
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01/24/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 10.32                
01/24/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 12.13                
01/24/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 9.99                  
01/24/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 15.86                
01/25/15 LIFE SCIENCE PUBLISHIN   800-336-6308 UT 112.25              
01/26/15 YOUNG LIVING ESSENTL O   800-371-3515 UT 158.00              
01/28/15 BEST BUY      00000216 CORALVILLE  IA 243.79              
01/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
01/30/15 CASEYS GEN STORE2918 CORALVILLE  IA 3.88                  
01/30/15 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 1.00                  
01/30/15 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 1.00                  
01/30/15 RADIOLOGIC MEDICAL SER HILLS  IA 16.00                
01/30/15 U-HAUL MOVING & STORAG CORALVILLE  IA 61.71                
01/31/15 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 178.09              
02/02/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
02/03/15 MEDICAL LABORATORIES O   515-4719399  IA 27.20                
02/04/15 AMERICAN PAYROLL ASSOC   210-226-4600 TX 858.00              
02/04/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
02/04/15 VERA BRADLEY ECOMMERCE   800-855-8372 IN 176.70              
02/05/15 MOCIOWA TRACK CAMP       5155051014   IA 80.00                
02/05/15 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
02/06/15 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 37.51                
02/07/15 LISTPLANIT               2078370907   ME 5.00                  
02/07/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 114.94              
02/07/15 YOUNG LIVING ESSENTL O   800-371-3515 UT 199.51              
02/11/15 MSFT * E08000SBJL        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
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02/13/15 ELITESPORTS              3196681515   IA 166.87              
02/18/15 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 - E IOWA CITY  IA 14.00                
02/22/15 PINK ZEBRA HOUSTON  TX 55.70                
02/23/15 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
02/25/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 210.09              
02/27/15 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 77.92                
02/28/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
03/02/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
03/03/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
03/03/15 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
03/04/15 IT WORKS GLOBAL          08005372395  FL 207.76              
03/06/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 228.85              
03/08/15 BOSCOVS 1                06107792000  PA 21.94                
03/08/15 GRC*X-OUT2OF3            800-5247952  CA 30.98                
03/09/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 47.22                
03/11/15 MSFT * E08000UZ7K        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
03/12/15 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 93.99                
03/13/15 MCDONALD'S F4576 IOWA CITY  IA 5.71                  
03/13/15 VILLAGE-INN-REST #0156 IOWA CITY  IA 41.96                
03/14/15 LIFE SCIENCE PUBLISHIN OREM  UT 103.37              
03/16/15 LENOCH & CILEK ACE CORALVILLE  IA 4.22                  
03/16/15 YOUNG LIVING ESSENTL O   800-371-3515 UT 170.95              
03/18/15 RUNNING WILD CORALVILLE  IA 114.48              
03/24/15 TEESPRING.COM            8558337774   RI 29.29                
03/25/15 CHARMING COLLECTABLES    888-708-3927 OK 52.65                
03/28/15 USPS.COM CLICK66100611 WASHINGTON  DC 25.57                
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03/30/15 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 1.00                  
03/30/15 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
04/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
04/02/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
04/02/15 TEESPRING.COM            8558337774   RI 63.15                
04/02/15 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
04/04/15 FACEBOOK VIRTUAL GOOD    650-6187714  CA 2.00                  
04/04/15 FG BABE RUTH LEAGUE      4165832510   CA 129.60              
04/05/15 IT WORKS MARKETING INC   800-537-2395 FL 207.76              
04/06/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 64.50                
04/07/15 GRC*X-OUT3OF3            800-5247952  CA 30.98                
04/07/15 MERCY HOSPITAL IOWA CI   319-8872822  IA 39.77                
04/07/15 MERCY HOSPITAL IOWA CI   319-8872822  IA 86.49                
04/08/15 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 6.33                  
04/08/15 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 14.83                
04/09/15 GASBYS             QPS NORTH LIBERTY IA 9.45                  
04/09/15 ZIO JOHNOS SPAGHETTI H NORTH LIBERTY IA 54.02                
04/10/15 LIVINGSOCIAL*            202-695-8945 DC 12.00                
04/10/15 USPS 18439308931207236 CORALVILLE  IA 1.15                  
04/11/15 MSFT * E08000XRED        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
04/12/15 LINK2GOV SERVICE FEE FRANKLIN  TN 3.95                  
04/12/15 US TREASURY TAX PAYM LANHAM  MD 74.00                
04/13/15 INTUIT *TURBOTAX         800-446-8848 CA 24.99                
04/16/15 16PERSONALITIES.COM      +447449966472GB 32.99                
04/20/15 IT WORKS GLOBAL          08005372395  FL 99.49                
04/20/15 OPENSKY PROJECT INC.     8447077779   NY 36.60                
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04/21/15 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 24.83                
04/22/15 YOUNG LIVING ESSENTL O   800-371-3515 UT 114.56              
04/23/15 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 56.10                
04/27/15 SMILEBOX SUBSCRIPTION    360-797-5269 WA 47.88                
04/27/15 SP * BECKY HIGGINS LLC   6232662027   AZ 113.93              
04/28/15 HY VEE 1056 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 17.25                
04/28/15 HY VEE 1056 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 99.74                
04/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
05/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
05/02/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
05/04/15 BAL*NORTH LIBERTY FLOW   319-6262337  CA 68.85                
05/04/15 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 10.47                
05/04/15 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
05/05/15 IT WORKS MARKETING INC   800-537-2395 FL 207.76              
05/08/15 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.91                
05/08/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
05/09/15 ASI*TRACKR DEVICE        866-749-7545 WA 62.64                
05/09/15 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 112.83              
05/10/15 LISTPLANIT.COM           2078370907   ME 39.50                
05/11/15 MSFT * E080010OT4        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
05/13/15 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 80.60                
05/13/15 ORDERUP.COM FOOD ORDER   8006896613   MD 14.07                
05/13/15 SP * BECKY HIGGINS LLC   6232662027   AZ 159.94              
05/15/15 CHARMING COLLECTABLES    888-708-3927 OK 22.71                
05/16/15 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 21.16                
05/18/15 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 143.40              
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05/21/15 BASS PRO SHOPS ALTOONA  IA 102.78              
05/22/15 T.J. MAXX #1189 CORALVILLE  IA 88.43                
05/23/15 AMERICINN LODGE & STS CORALVILLE  IA 90.67                
05/25/15 MATTRESS FIRM CORALVILLE  IA 571.32              
05/27/15 CULVER'S #217 CORALVILLE  IA 6.35                  
05/27/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 204.37              
05/28/15 BURGER KING #11727 Q07 CORALVILLE  IA 6.03                  
05/28/15 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 123.96              
05/28/15 STARBUCKS #11789 CORAL CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
05/29/15 GASBYS             QPS NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.17                  
05/29/15 MCDONALD'S F34524 NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.51                  
05/29/15 W&W*JUNE WREATH          800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
05/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
06/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
06/02/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 16.94                
06/02/15 JULIE PERRINE INTERNAT   319-7433899  IA 37.00                
06/04/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 77.43                
06/07/15 GRC*X-OUT2OF3            800-5247952  CA 31.28                
06/08/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
06/09/15 STARBUCKS #11789 CORAL CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
06/11/15 MSFT * E080013OPN        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
06/11/15 W&W*JULY WREATH          800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
06/12/15 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 29.92                
06/12/15 LASVEGAS.COM             866-270-2598 NV 1,661.77           
06/12/15 STRIPE                   8778877815   IA 68.89                
06/16/15 WEB*NETWORKSOLUTIONS     888-642-9675 FL 53.98                
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06/17/15 WALGREENS #5977 CORALVILLE  IA 176.94              
06/17/15 WEB*NETWORKSOLUTIONS     888-642-9675 FL 75.98                
06/18/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 80.11                
06/18/15 MARTA M LITTLE MD        319-339-3850 IA 120.00              
06/18/15 STRIPE                   8778877815   IA 48.75                
06/19/15 MICHAELS STORES 8757 CORALVILLE  IA 137.67              
06/22/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 3.90                  
06/22/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
06/22/15 PITA PIT CORALVILLE  IA 10.54                
06/23/15 KMART 4315 IOWA CITY  IA 7.27                  
06/24/15 CAREMARK                 866-889-8208 CA 56.00                
06/24/15 CAREMARK                 866-889-8208 CA 70.00                
06/24/15 ELI RESEARCH NC  800 2   800-223-8720 NC 179.00              
06/24/15 W&W*CHARMNGYEARBRACLET   800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
06/26/15 SHERWIN WILLIAMS #3280 NORTH LIBERTY IA 22.33                
06/26/15 SP * SHANE MARTIN        7783852173   CD 19.90                
06/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
07/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
07/01/15 TACO JOHNS CORALVILLE  IA 6.03                  
07/01/15 USPS 18439308931207236 CORALVILLE  IA 9.80                  
07/02/15 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 113.40              
07/02/15 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 113.40              
07/02/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
07/02/15 MICHAELS STORES 2106 DAVENPORT  IA 84.41                
07/03/15 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 72.00                
07/03/15 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 72.00                
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07/05/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 0.99                  
07/07/15 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 6.99                  
07/07/15 GRC*X-OUT3OF3            800-5247952  CA 31.28                
07/07/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
07/08/15 JIMMY JOHN'S # 272 - E IOWA CITY  IA 70.30                
07/10/15 T.J. MAXX #1189 CORALVILLE  IA 269.17              
07/11/15 MSFT * E080016WHG        800-642-7676 WA 52.00                
07/18/15 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE  IA 112.34              
07/22/15 L D EXPRESS        QPS NORTH LIBERTY IA 19.23                
07/22/15 W&W*SEPTEMBER WREATH     800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
07/23/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 21.65                
07/24/15 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
07/27/15 TUESDAY MORNING # 0709 IOWA CITY  IA 157.81              
07/29/15 CREATIVELIVE INC         2064031395   WA 229.00              
07/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
07/30/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 4.72                  
07/30/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.58                
08/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
08/02/15 QUALITY INN & SUITES ALTOONA  IA 120.91              
08/02/15 QUALITY INN & SUITES ALTOONA  IA 120.91              
08/02/15 QUALITY INN & SUITES ALTOONA  IA 125.94              
08/02/15 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 33.18                
08/06/15 AMERICAN 00123550198380 DALLAS  TX 338.20              
08/06/15 TEESPRING.COM            8558337774   RI 82.04                
08/06/15 TRAVEL INSURANCE POLIC   08007296021  VA 21.00                
08/07/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
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08/09/15 CREATIVELIVE INC         2064031395   WA 129.00              
08/10/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 161.23              
08/11/15 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.91                
08/13/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 8.62                  
08/14/15 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
08/16/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.60                
08/17/15 MSFT * E08001AT8D        800-642-7676 NV 65.00                
08/17/15 USAA P&C PREMIUM         800-531-8111 TX 296.74              
08/19/15 CREATIVELIVE INC         2064031395   WA 118.00              
08/19/15 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.81                  
08/19/15 PIZZA HUT                000-0000000  IA 37.13                
08/20/15 KMART 4315 IOWA CITY  IA 213.81              
08/21/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
08/21/15 IN *US FOODS OUTLET      319-6452193  IA 46.98                
08/21/15 THIRTY-ONE GIFTS, LLC COLUMBUS  OH 99.76                
08/22/15 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 12.70                
08/22/15 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
08/23/15 BED BATH & BEYOND #121 CORALVILLE  IA 250.30              
08/23/15 FIC*FOREMOST INSURANCE   800-527-3905 MI 143.00              
08/24/15 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
08/27/15 GSE*GOOD SAM             800-234-3450 CA 60.00                
08/27/15 GSE*GOOD SAM RV ERS      800-234-3450 CA 59.95                
08/29/15 W&W*OCTOBER WREATH       800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
08/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
08/31/15 GARAGE MAHAUL SELF-STO IOWA CITY  IA 73.00                
08/31/15 SUEPPELS FLOWERS         8778877815   IA 78.43                
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/01/15 CORE FITNESS             319-351-2673 IA 73.14                
09/01/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 13.38                
09/03/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 5.25                  
09/03/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 3.49                  
09/04/15 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 105.69              
09/06/15 MSFT * E08001D0IJ        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
09/07/15 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 52.99                
09/07/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
09/10/15 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 18.98                
09/10/15 EVENT TICKET INSURANCE   08664563102  VA 17.84                
09/10/15 GRC*X-OUT2OF3SOFTDESCR   800-5247952  CA 31.28                
09/10/15 TM *DONNY AND MARIE OS   800-653-8000 CA 310.11              
09/12/15 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 156.66              
09/12/15 MSFT * E08001A85G,E080   800-642-7676 NV 58.71                
09/15/15 USAA P&C PREMIUM         800-531-8111 TX 296.74              
09/16/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.60                
09/17/15 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 5.63                  
09/18/15 MCDONALD'S F34524 NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.51                  
09/19/15 BOBBYS LIVE ON 965 NORTH LIBERTY IA 35.00                
09/19/15 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 124.69              
09/20/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 77.92                
09/20/15 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 27.03                
09/21/15 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
09/22/15 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 75.22                
09/22/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 129.34              
09/22/15 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 138.05              
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/24/15 CORE FITNESS POS NORTH LIBERTY IA CREDIT (73.14)               
09/24/15 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
09/28/15 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.73                  
09/28/15 W&W*NOVEMBER WREATH      800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
09/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
09/30/15 USPS.COM CLICK66100611 WASHINGTON  DC 6.39                  
10/01/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
10/07/15 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 117.98              
10/07/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
10/07/15 THREADMEUP               7736884485   IL 29.99                
10/08/15 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 45.46                
10/08/15 SP * HEATHENS HOARD      5874094091   CD 23.95                
10/08/15 TEEHOOD.COM TORONTO  CD 41.65                
10/10/15 GRC*X-OUT3OF3SOFTDESCR   800-5247952  CA 31.28                
10/10/15 VETERANS SITE            2062685401   WA 31.94                
10/12/15 MSFT * E08001GPQ7        08006427676  NV 12.50                
10/13/15 INTUIT *CHECKS / FORMS   800-446-8848 CA 90.09                
10/15/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 99.76                
10/16/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.60                
10/16/15 SHARKNINJA SALES COMPA   08007987398  MA 34.85                
10/19/15 USAA P&C PREMIUM         800-531-8111 TX 141.06              
10/20/15 TACO BELL 22829 IOWA CITY  IA 7.61                  
10/22/15 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
10/24/15 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
10/26/15 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 39.10                
10/27/15 DNH*GODADDY.COM          480-5058855  AZ 65.05                
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10/28/15 BUS MGMT DAILY BMD AUD   8005432055   VA 197.00              
10/28/15 BUS MGMT DAILY VIDEO O   8005432055   VA 197.00              
10/29/15 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 46.00                
10/29/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 66.30                
10/29/15 W&W*DECEMBER WREATH      800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
10/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
10/30/15 DREAMLAND JEWELRY        8884757275   CA 12.38                
10/30/15 SAMS PIZZA IOWA CITY  IA 150.04              
10/30/15 SP * ONLINE SHIRTS       8555594445   CA 31.00                
10/31/15 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 76.00                
11/02/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
11/04/15 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.78                  
11/04/15 MCDONALD'S F34524 NORTH LIBERTY IA 5.61                  
11/06/15 ACT*PROGRAMS             800-498-6065 IA 39.50                
11/06/15 TOUCHSTONE CRYSTAL       08002032488  RI 151.18              
11/08/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
11/10/15 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.91                
11/10/15 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 29.76                
11/11/15 ANIMAL RESCUE SITE       2062685401   WA 18.95                
11/11/15 MSFT * E08001GN7L,E080   08006427676  NV 144.50              
11/11/15 MSFT * E08001KEP5        08006427676  NV 12.50                
11/13/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 95.28                
11/13/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 92.80                
11/16/15 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 10.60                
11/16/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 77.08                
11/16/15 TLF FAIRFIELD FLOWER S   641-4725126  IA 54.52                
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/18/15 SKILLPATH NATIONAL       913-3623900  KS 218.90              
11/20/15 HY VEE 1288 IOWA CITY  IA 101.71              
11/21/15 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
11/23/15 SIMPLY YOURS OMAHA  NE 152.58              
11/23/15 WWP PRE SALES            8005572682   TX 28.88                
11/24/15 CRACKER BARREL #144 CL CLIVE  IA 75.76                
11/24/15 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS - FREMONT  NE 232.86              
11/27/15 W&W*JANUARY WREATH       800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
11/28/15 GOOGLE *PICFRAME GOOGLE.COM/CH CA 0.99                  
11/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
11/30/15 BUS MGMT DAILY OFFICE    8005432055   VA 89.00                
11/30/15 SP * BECKY HIGGINS LLC   6232662027   AZ 76.97                
12/01/15 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
12/03/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 121.80              
12/07/15 IDESERVETHAT.COM         8559997840   CA 53.89                
12/07/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
12/08/15 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 51.95                
12/09/15 8895 GREAT CLIPS AT ST NORTH LIBERTY IA 16.84                
12/09/15 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 6.97                  
12/10/15 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.28                
12/10/15 JIMMY JACKS IOWA CITY  IA 31.59                
12/10/15 KUM & GO #51 IOWA CITY  IA 3.48                  
12/11/15 MSFT * E08001NVIW        08006427676  NV 82.44                
12/12/15 MSFT * E08001NR7I        08006427676  NV 12.50                
12/12/15 SP * FURRYFRESHNES LLC   5129432030   TX 104.90              
12/13/15 CHARMLOCKET              7175264839   PA 39.85                
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12/14/15 IT COSMETICS JERSEY CITY  NJ 29.68                
12/15/15 DUNKIN #351162     Q35 CORALVILLE  IA 25.79                
12/16/15 MICROSOFT   *STORE       08006427676  NV 14.99                
12/17/15 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 63.30                
12/18/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 3.87                  
12/18/15 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
12/19/15 HY VEE 1288 IOWA CITY  IA 33.91                
12/20/15 CREATIVELIVE INC         2064031395   WA 229.00              
12/21/15 RDA*SIMPLE & DELICIOUS   800-3446913  NY 7.00                  
12/21/15 RDA*TASTE OF HOME        800-3446913  NY 13.00                
12/22/15 MAGNOLIA MARKET WACO  TX 84.99                
12/22/15 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 132.50              
12/25/15 IHOP #3175 CORALVILLE  IA 32.31                
12/26/15 EZ GO 73 CASSODAY  KS 11.28                
12/29/15 APL* ITUNES.COM/BILL     866-712-7753 CA 0.99                  
12/29/15 THIRTY-ONE GIFTS, LLC COLUMBUS  OH 117.95              
12/30/15 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
12/30/15 W&W*FEBRUARY WREATH      800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
01/02/16 AMERICAN 00102682671290 MCALLEN  TX 60.00                
01/02/16 R & N ENTERPRISES DONNA  TX 73.07                
01/04/16 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
01/05/16 JIMMY JOHN'S  1154 - M CORALVILLE  IA 64.88                
01/05/16 LIVINGWELLSPENDINGLESS   4793105820   AR 56.50                
01/05/16 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 30.30                
01/07/16 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 126.00              
01/07/16 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 126.00              
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01/07/16 LISTPLANIT.COM           2078370907   ME 5.00                  
01/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
01/08/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
01/09/16 GRC*X-OUT3OF3            800-5247952  CA 31.28                
01/11/16 MSFT * E08001RP5D        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
01/12/16 MSFT * E08001RMUL        800-642-7676 NV 80.60                
01/13/16 PAULS DISCOUNT IOWA CITY  IA 107.48              
01/14/16 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 78.48                
01/16/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 79.20                
01/17/16 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
01/21/16 TACO BELL 22829 IOWA CITY  IA 7.82                  
01/22/16 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 76.00                
01/25/16 BUS MGMT DAILY           8005432055   VA 89.00                
01/25/16 TUESDAY MORNING # 0709 IOWA CITY  IA 69.43                
01/29/16 W&W*MARCH WREATH         800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
01/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   800-6226290  IA 45.00                
01/31/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 92.28                
02/02/16 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
02/03/16 PETCO 1671    63516710 CORALVILLE  IA 84.77                
02/06/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
02/07/16 APPLEBEE'S #1120 FREMONT  NE 60.02                
02/07/16 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS - FREMONT  NE 300.42              
02/08/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
02/09/16 BUS MGMT DAILY           8005432055   VA 197.00              
02/09/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.91                
02/12/16 MSFT * E08001VE9V        800-642-7676 NV 80.60                
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02/12/16 MSFT * E08001VNIS        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
02/12/16 USPS 18661503131224306 NORTH LIBERTY IA 9.80                  
02/19/16 AMERICAN 00102719797790 CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 25.00                
02/19/16 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
02/20/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.60                
02/24/16 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
02/29/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALTH   888-8279262  IA 45.00                
03/01/16 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 17.32                
03/01/16 JIMMY JOHNS 2101 - ECO NORTH LIBERTY IA 11.75                
03/01/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 109.62              
03/01/16 W&W*APRIL WREATH         800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
03/03/16 IOWA ARTISANS GALLERY IOWA CITY  IA 94.34                
03/03/16 MICHAELS STORES 8757 CORALVILLE  IA 25.43                
03/03/16 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 12.69                
03/04/16 IA CITY SWAN RAMP IOWA CITY  IA 0.75                  
03/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
03/07/16 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 3.17                  
03/08/16 EB EDCS ANNUAL MEETIN    8014137200   CA 161.22              
03/09/16 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 5.00                  
03/09/16 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 8.77                  
03/09/16 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 8.00                  
03/09/16 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 5.00                  
03/09/16 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 5.00                  
03/09/16 ETSY.COM BROOKLYN  NY 12.50                
03/12/16 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 46.78                
03/12/16 MSFT * E08001ZJQU        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
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03/12/16 MSFT * E08001ZOQQ        800-642-7676 NV 80.60                
03/16/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.60                
03/17/16 ALI EDWARDS              2702827000   KY 30.49                
03/17/16 OFFICE DYNAMICS LAS VEGAS  NV 473.25              
03/18/16 GRC*X-OUT2OF3            800-5247952  CA 31.28                
03/22/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
03/23/16 DUNKIN #351162     Q35 CORALVILLE  IA 15.30                
03/23/16 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 82.10                
03/24/16 NEXT ISSUE MEDIA, NEW    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
03/26/16 CAMPING WORLD #162 CEDAR FALLS  IA 650.00              
03/29/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 50.00                
03/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
03/30/16 W&W*MAY WREATH           800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
03/31/16 CAMPING WORLD RV SALES CEDAR FALLS  IA 850.00              
04/01/16 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
04/03/16 GRC*X-OUT3OF3            800-5247952  CA 31.28                
04/04/16 CAMPING WORLD #162 CEDAR FALLS  I CREDIT (650.00)             
04/04/16 FASTKEY VENDING KIOSK- TEMPE  AZ 8.00                  
04/07/16 CAMPING WORLD RV SALES CEDAR FALLS  IA 650.00              
04/07/16 JIMMY JOHNS # 272 - E IOWA CITY  IA 83.02                
04/07/16 JULIE PERRINE INTERNAT   319-7433899  IN 19.97                
04/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
04/07/16 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 12.98                
04/12/16 MSFT * E080023IAU        800-642-7676 NV 80.60                
04/12/16 MSFT * E080023KD8        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
04/12/16 RECREATION.GOV           888-448-1474 NY 52.00                
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
04/15/16 IT COSMETICS JERSEY CITY  NJ 51.68                
04/17/16 RECREATION.GOV           888-448-1474 NY 52.00                
04/20/16 RUNNING WILD CORALVILLE  IA 104.94              
04/20/16 SCHEELS IOWA CITY CORALVILLE  IA 98.55                
04/22/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
04/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
04/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
04/30/16 CWI*CAMPING WORLD        877-817-1694 KY 284.75              
04/30/16 TOYSRUS-BABIESRUS        800-TOYSRUS  PA 158.99              
04/30/16 U-HAUL MOVING & STORAG CORALVILLE  IA 47.06                
05/01/16 TUESDAY MORNING # 0709 IOWA CITY  IA 95.39                
05/02/16 USPS CHANGE OF66100959 MEMPHIS  TN 1.00                  
05/02/16 USPS CHANGE OF66100959 MEMPHIS  TN 1.00                  
05/02/16 USPS CHANGE OF66100959 MEMPHIS  TN 1.00                  
05/03/16 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
05/03/16 HY VEE DOT COM WEST DES MOIN IA 25.99                
05/04/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.91                
05/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
05/07/16 YOURSELF EXPRESSION      9045184538   FL 70.50                
05/08/16 TEE4GEEK.COM             8559997840   CA 30.98                
05/08/16 TEECHIP.COM              8662510432   CA 20.94                
05/08/16 TEECHIP.COM              8662510432   CA 17.44                
05/08/16 TEESPRING.COM            8558337774   CA 30.44                
05/08/16 TEESPRING.COM            8558337774   CA 43.20                
05/08/16 TEEZIFY.COM              8559997840   CA 32.94                
05/08/16 TEEZIFY.COM              8559997840   CA 32.94                
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Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
05/11/16 MSFT * E080027WCB        800-642-7676 NV 80.60                
05/11/16 W&W*AUGUST WREATH        800-282-9412 CT 41.90                
05/12/16 MSFT * E0800282IZ        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
05/12/16 SP * ONLINE SHIRTS       8555594445   CA 33.99                
05/13/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 119.31              
05/15/16 CWI*CAMPING WORLD        877-817-1694 KY 514.14              
05/18/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 121.80              
05/21/16 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 120.36              
05/21/16 YOURSELF EXPRESSION      9045184538   FL 158.50              
05/24/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
05/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
05/26/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 5.00                  
05/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
05/31/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
06/01/16 AUTO TOYZ LLC IOWA CITY  IA 832.08              
06/01/16 GAN*USATODAYCIRC         888-426-0491 IN 22.00                
06/02/16 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA 67.89                
06/02/16 HOBBY LOBBY #172 CORALVILLE  IA   CREDIT (23.43)               
06/07/16 ARAMARK ACT              319-3371109  IA 93.16                
06/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
06/08/16 RPS CEDAR RAPIDS 5 SEA CEDAR RAPIDS  IA 5.25                  
06/11/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.28                
06/11/16 MSFT * E08002CACI        800-642-7676 NV 80.60                
06/12/16 MSFT * E08002CB59        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
06/13/16 FASTKEY VENDING KIOSK- TEMPE  AZ 4.00                  
06/15/16 IT COSMETICS JERSEY CITY  NJ 68.90                
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
06/23/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
06/24/16 RECREATION.GOV BALLSTON SPA  NY   CREDIT (52.00)               
06/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
06/26/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 76.27                
06/26/16 SIMPLESCRAPPER.COM       2177784054   IL 18.00                
06/26/16 SIMPLESCRAPPER.COM       2177784054   IL 12.00                
06/27/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.28                
06/28/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 94.50                
06/29/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
06/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
06/30/16 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 74.08                
07/02/16 NORTH LIBERTY TRUE VAL NORTH LIBERTY IA 31.79                
07/03/16 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 126.00              
07/03/16 BARKBOX INC. BARKBOX.COM  NY 126.00              
07/05/16 MICROSOFT   *STORE       877-696-7786 WA 199.99              
07/05/16 WWW DUDEGADGETS COM TSIM SHA TSUI HK 59.97                
07/07/16 DNH*GODADDY.COM          480-5058855  AZ 50.86                
07/07/16 EVINE  *113078584        800-6765523  MN 92.71                
07/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
07/08/16 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 10.45                
07/09/16 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 102.58              
07/12/16 MSFT * E08002H049        800-642-7676 NV 12.50                
07/18/16 SUEPPELS FLORIST FOL     03193511400  IA 62.42                
07/18/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 61.93                
07/19/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 68.00                
07/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
07/25/16 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 33.18                
07/25/16 ZEPHYR PRINTING & DESI IOWA CITY  IA 46.91                
07/26/16 CVS/PHARMACY #08539 IOWA CITY  IA 42.23                
07/26/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      800-282-9412 CT 33.90                
07/27/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.91                
07/27/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
07/28/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 4.00                  
07/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
08/04/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
08/07/16 ALEGRIA SHOE SHOP        03367680303  NC 39.00                
08/10/16 RDA*SIMPLE & DELICIOU    800-3446913  NY 12.98                
08/12/16 USPS 18661503131224306 NORTH LIBERTY IA 9.40                  
08/15/16 BREAD GARDEN MARKE IOWA CITY  IA 19.55                
08/19/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 174.35              
08/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
08/26/16 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS FREMONT  NE 312.68              
08/27/16 CAMPING WORLD #162 CEDAR FALLS  IA 90.15                
08/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
08/30/16 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 96.31                
08/30/16 LOWES #01688* CORALVILLE  IA 52.99                
08/31/16 IT COSMETICS JERSEY CITY  NJ 86.39                
08/31/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 37.00                
08/31/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.05                
09/01/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 37.00                
09/01/16 ZEPHYR PRINTING & DESI IOWA CITY  IA 14.39                
09/02/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 38.00                
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/02/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 42.12                
09/02/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
09/03/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.28                
09/03/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.90                
09/03/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 65.72                
09/04/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 96.46                
09/05/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 55.00                
09/07/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 66.34                
09/08/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 31.59                
09/08/16 USPS 18661503131224306 NORTH LIBERTY IA 188.00              
09/09/16 FAREWAY STORES #993 NORTH LIBERTY IA 80.09                
09/10/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 41.34                
09/10/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.50                
09/11/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 144.45              
09/13/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.22                
09/15/16 CVS/PHARMACY #08539 IOWA CITY  IA 12.70                
09/15/16 PHYSICIANS ANESTHESIA IOWA CITY  IA 923.00              
09/16/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 79.20                
09/18/16 DISH NETWORK-ONE TIME ENGLEWOOD  CO 82.46                
09/19/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.28                
09/20/16 GIFTEDLIVING.COM RICHMOND  VA 34.42                
09/21/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 272.87              
09/21/16 YOURSELF EXPRESSION      9045184538   FL 58.90                
09/22/16 AMERICANPAY              2102264600   TX 1,320.00           
09/22/16 INTUIT *PAYMENTS         800-446-8848 CA 31.80                
09/22/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 42.12                
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/22/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 30.24                
09/22/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 41.07                
09/22/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.68                
09/23/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
09/23/16 PANCHEROS - N LIBERTY NORTH LIBERTY IA 10.87                
09/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
09/25/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 41.93                
09/25/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.13                
09/25/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.98                
09/26/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.89                
09/26/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.66                
09/26/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 27.00                
09/26/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.68                
09/26/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.22                
09/27/16 LLR INC FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.28                
09/28/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 65.52                
09/28/16 ELI RESEARCH NC  800 2   800-223-8720 NC 199.00              
09/29/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
09/29/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.59                
09/29/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 41.23                
09/29/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 38.00                
09/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
09/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.54                
09/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 85.00                
10/01/16 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS - ST JOSEPH  MO 139.08              
10/01/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 38.84                
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Report on Special Investigation of the
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Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/03/16 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 17.32                
10/03/16 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 4.19                  
10/03/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
10/03/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.48                
10/03/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 53.00                
10/03/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.50                
10/03/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 73.37                
10/04/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 38.00                
10/05/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
10/06/16 JULIE PERRINE INTERNAT   319-7433899  IN 133.97              
10/06/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 73.03                
10/06/16 ROLL RECOVERY LLC ROLL   3039457583   CO 143.58              
10/06/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 129.34              
10/07/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 5.00                  
10/07/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.68                
10/07/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.23                
10/07/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.41                
10/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
10/07/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 25.00                
10/08/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.23                
10/09/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.82                
10/09/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 58.03                
10/11/16 BOOKKEEPER ACADEMY       8006161790   AR 1,197.00           
10/11/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 79.21                
10/12/16 BOOKKEEPER ACADEMY       80061617 CREDIT (100.00)             
10/14/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.23                
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10/15/16 SP * TEECOON             8558244683   MS 85.78                
10/16/16 COOL STUFF EMPORIUM      8778877815   AU 100.55              
10/16/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 73.90                
10/17/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.59                
10/17/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 27.00                
10/18/16 GRC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 36.75                
10/18/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
10/18/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 74.20                
10/18/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.54                
10/18/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 41.63                
10/18/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.62                
10/18/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.75                
10/19/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 38.96                
10/19/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.38                
10/19/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.96                
10/19/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 30.31                
10/20/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 61.89                
10/20/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 62.50                
10/20/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 58.00                
10/20/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.68                
10/20/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.69                
10/20/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 60.42                
10/21/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
10/21/16 UNI TRANSCRIPTS          03192732628  IA 16.00                
10/22/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 19.19                
10/22/16 EVINE  *115667625        800-6765523  MN 156.31              
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10/22/16 EVINE  *115687978        800-6765523  MN 53.99                
10/22/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 52.87                
10/23/16 EVINE  *115667625        800-6765523  MN 63.24                
10/23/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 116.60              
10/23/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 64.20                
10/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
10/25/16 ANIMAL KINGDOM VETERIN NORTH LIBERTY IA 125.75              
10/25/16 EVINE  *115687978        800-6765523  MN 184.19              
10/25/16 EVINE  *115687978        800-6765523  MN 208.45              
10/26/16 EB SUCCESSBOARDING TH    8014137200   CA 53.74                
10/26/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
10/27/16 BLUEBIRD CAFE NORTH LIBERTY IA 23.00                
10/27/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 63.60                
10/27/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 58.30                
10/27/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 38.47                
10/28/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.50                
10/28/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 61.92                
10/28/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.30                
10/28/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 63.60                
10/28/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 37.00                
10/29/16 8895 GREAT CLIPS AT ST NORTH LIBERTY IA 16.84                
10/29/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 57.00                
10/29/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.76                
10/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
10/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.75                
10/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 61.19                
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53.99             -                     
52.87             -                     
63.24             -                     
116.60           -                     
64.20             -                     
14.99             -                     
125.75           -                     
184.19           -                     
208.45           -                     
53.74             -                     
8.00               -                     
23.00             -                     
63.60             -                     
58.30             -                     
38.47             -                     
26.50             -                     
61.92             -                     
29.30             -                     
63.60             -                     
37.00             -                     
16.84             -                     
57.00             -                     
28.76             -                     
45.00             -                     
26.75             -                     
61.19             -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
10/31/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
10/31/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.28                
10/31/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.37                
10/31/16 N LIBERTY FAMILY HEALT NORTH LIBERTY IA 25.00                
11/01/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 140.40              
11/01/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 149.80              
11/01/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.62                
11/02/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.62                
11/02/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 37.10                
11/02/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.50                
11/03/16 3488 PERFORMANCE HEALT CORALVILLE  IA 5.25                  
11/03/16 ACT PROGRAMS             08004986065  IA 12.00                
11/03/16 CARFAX VEHICLE HIS CENTREVILLE  VA 39.99                
11/03/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
11/04/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
11/04/16 JOSTENS INC.             800-854-7464 MN 391.71              
11/04/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.50                
11/06/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 63.00                
11/07/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
11/07/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 79.50                
11/07/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 79.50                
11/07/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 10.00                
11/08/16 DNH*GODADDY.COM          480-5058855  AZ 288.18              
11/08/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 111.30              
11/08/16 MAMAS DELI  EATSTREET    8666548777   WI 7.48                  
11/09/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 60.90                
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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6.00               -                     
40.28             -                     
40.37             -                     
25.00             -                     
140.40           -                     
149.80           -                     
28.62             -                     
28.62             -                     
37.10             -                     
26.50             -                     
5.25               -                     
12.00             -                     
39.99             -                     
8.00               -                     
8.00               -                     
391.71           -                     
26.50             -                     
63.00             -                     
2.00               -                     
79.50             -                     
79.50             -                     
10.00             -                     
288.18           -                     
111.30           -                     
-                7.48                   
60.90             -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/09/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 68.32                
11/10/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
11/10/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 66.78                
11/10/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.32                
11/10/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 30.73                
11/10/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.08                
11/12/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 62.06                
11/13/16 EVINE  *115687978        800-6765 CREDIT (191.51)             
11/13/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.50                
11/13/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.75                
11/14/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 7.00                  
11/14/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.96                
11/14/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 63.00                
11/14/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.59                
11/15/16 CHLOE AND ISABEL, INC    8664886505   NY 250.16              
11/15/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 4.00                  
11/15/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 2.00                  
11/15/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 66.78                
11/15/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 29.40                
11/15/16 MCDONALD'S F11386 IOWA CITY  IA 6.14                  
11/15/16 TPC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.36                
11/15/16 WALGREENS #5077 IOWA CITY  IA 156.03              
11/16/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 74.20                
11/16/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 38.00                
11/16/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.22                
11/16/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 125.28              
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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68.32             -                     
6.00               -                     
66.78             -                     
29.32             -                     
30.73             -                     
28.08             -                     
62.06             -                     
(191.51)          -                     
26.50             -                     
26.75             -                     
7.00               -                     
29.96             -                     
63.00             -                     
39.59             -                     
250.16           -                     
4.00               -                     
2.00               -                     
66.78             -                     
29.40             -                     
6.14               -                     
31.36             -                     
156.03           -                     
74.20             -                     
38.00             -                     
39.22             -                     
125.28           -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/16/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 84.50                
11/17/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
11/17/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 28.62                
11/17/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 91.14                
11/18/16 BP#8145625GASBYS   QPS NORTH LIBERTY IA 11.15                
11/18/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 1.00                  
11/18/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 90.72                
11/19/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 72.03                
11/19/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 67.39                
11/19/16 SP * PRIMAL GADGETS      8134890171   FL 74.39                
11/20/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 173.46              
11/21/16 HY VEE 1281 IOWA CITY  IA 35.91                
11/21/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
11/23/16 EVINE  *116560473        800-6765523  MN 148.72              
11/23/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.47                
11/23/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.28                
11/23/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.09                
11/23/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.66                
11/24/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.28                
11/24/16 TEXTURE BY NEXT ISSUE    650-646-2202 NY 14.99                
11/26/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 26.50                
11/26/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 91.49                
11/26/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 37.00                
11/26/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 39.96                
11/26/16 RECREATION.GOV           888-448-1474 NY 104.00              
11/27/16 EVINE  *116679963        800-6765523  MN 121.81              
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84.50             -                     
3.00               -                     
28.62             -                     
91.14             -                     
11.15             -                     
1.00               -                     
90.72             -                     
72.03             -                     
67.39             -                     
-                74.39                 
173.46           -                     
35.91             -                     
3.00               -                     
148.72           -                     
40.47             -                     
40.28             -                     
40.09             -                     
40.66             -                     
40.28             -                     
14.99             -                     
26.50             -                     
91.49             -                     
37.00             -                     
39.96             -                     
104.00           -                     
121.81           -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
11/27/16 ORNAMENT SHOP            8478168844   IL 71.75                
11/28/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 4.00                  
11/29/16 CHLOE AND ISABEL, INC    8664886505   NY 223.66              
11/30/16 ABC*PERFORMANCE HEALT    888-8279262  IA 45.00                
11/30/16 CHLOE AND ISABEL, INC    8664886505   NY 41.99                
11/30/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
11/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 49.28                
11/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 68.58                
11/30/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 128.82              
12/01/16 LTD COMMODITIES          08472956058  IL 85.53                
12/02/16 CLOSETOMYHEART.COM       800-528-6715 UT 63.16                
12/02/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 40.66                
12/02/16 SCENTSY,INC.             877-855-0617 ID 68.42                
12/03/16 CHLOE AND ISABEL, INC    8664886505   NY 190.80              
12/04/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 122.78              
12/05/16 EVINE  *116940641        800-6765523  MN 139.70              
12/05/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 4.00                  
12/06/16 AMERICANPAY              2102264600   TX 219.00              
12/07/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 3.00                  
12/07/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 73.44                
12/07/16 W&W*ANIMAL PENDANTS      08002435160  CT 33.90                
12/08/16 CHLOE AND ISABEL, INC    8664886505   NY 267.13              
12/08/16 HY VEE 1080 CORALVILLE  IA 49.61                
12/09/16 CHLOE AND ISABEL, INC    8664886505   NY 20.43                
12/09/16 DOMINO'S 1733            641-799-1800 IA 53.22                
12/09/16 EVINE  *116679963        800-6765 CREDIT (67.97)               
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71.75             -                     
4.00               -                     
223.66           -                     
45.00             -                     
41.99             -                     
6.00               -                     
49.28             -                     
68.58             -                     
128.82           -                     
85.53             -                     
63.16             -                     
40.66             -                     
68.42             -                     
190.80           -                     
122.78           -                     
139.70           -                     
4.00               -                     
-                219.00               
3.00               -                     
73.44             -                     
33.90             -                     
267.13           -                     
49.61             -                     
20.43             -                     
53.22             -                     
(67.97)            -                     
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Per Credit Card Statement
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Credit Card Purchases - Miscellaneous Vendors
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
12/09/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
12/09/16 MAMAS DELI IOWA CITY  IA 10.58                
12/10/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 95.40                
12/10/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 68.93                
12/11/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 60.71                
12/12/16 LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 88.81                
12/13/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
12/13/16 TPC*X OUT                800-5247952  CA 31.36                
12/14/16 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
12/14/16 UPS*1ZBT03Y70393113628   800-811-1648 GA 13.92                
12/15/16 &DOONEY BOURKE            8003475000   CT 109.00              
12/15/16 &LULAROE FIELD EAST       951-737-7875 CA 146.88              
12/15/16 &SUEPPELS FLOWERS         8778877815   IA 52.99                
12/15/16 &SUEPPELS FLOWERS         8778877815   IA 68.89                
12/29/16 WALGREENS #10985 CORALVILLE  IA 14.69                
12/29/16 WALGREENS #11710 NORTH LIBERTY IA 33.80                
01/01/17 &EVINE  *116940641        800-6765 CREDIT (52.91)               
01/03/17 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 9.00                  
01/04/17 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
01/05/17 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
01/06/17 IA CITY ONSTREET PARKI IOWA CITY  IA 1.00                  
01/06/17 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 6.00                  
01/09/17 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 8.00                  
01/10/17 CVS/PHARMACY #08539 IOWA CITY  IA 54.95                
01/10/17 IA CITY PARKING OFFICE IOWA CITY  IA 7.00                  
Total 130,169.64$     
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8.00               -                     
-                10.58                 
95.40             -                     
68.93             -                     
60.71             -                     
88.81             -                     
8.00               -                     
31.36             -                     
8.00               -                     
13.92             -                     
109.00           -                     
146.88           -                     
52.99             -                     
68.89             -                     
14.69             -                     
33.80             -                     
(52.91)            -                     
9.00               -                     
8.00               -                     
6.00               -                     
1.00               -                     
6.00               -                     
8.00               -                     
54.95             -                     
7.00               -                     
102,607.99    27,561.65          
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Information from Costco
Date Check Number Description Amount Sales Date Description
04/10/13 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS WATER 35/16.9Z
KS WATER 35/16.9Z
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS WHITE PAPER TOWEL 1027
KLEENEX FAMILY SIZE 10X260
KS AUTO DSHWSHR PAC 110CT
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
Tax
04/21/13 GREEN MOUNTAIN CARIBOU
STARBUCKS HOUSE BLEND
Tax
04/23/13 KS WATER 35/16.9Z
CANON EOS 7D 28-135MM IS (camera)
CPN/686076 2100000799190
Tax
05/09/13 611102880 Office Expenses 1,664.44      







LOGITECH SOLAR KEYBOARD &
DELL INSPIRON15R 15.6" LT
CPN/727395 2100000765928
Tax
05/14/13 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
CASA DE ORO FOODS 8" SOFT
KS SWEETENER 2/750 COUNT
HAWAIIAN SWEET ROLLS 24CT
KS CLEAR COMBO CTLRY 360C
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500CT
SOLO HVY WHT FORK 500CT
CHNT 10-3/8 3COMPT PLATE
Payment by ICAD
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Improper and Unsupported Purchases from Costco
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
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11.49           1.000           11.49           11.49              -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
17.69           1.000           17.69           17.69              -                  -                  
10.79           1.000           10.79           10.79              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
4.11             4.11                -                  -                  
91.03           
39.99           1.000           39.99           -                  39.99              -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           -                  34.99              -                  
-               -                  -                  -                  
74.98           
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
1,599.00      1.000           1,599.00      1,599.00         -                  -                  
200.00         (1.000)          (200.00)        (200.00)           -                  -                  
95.94           95.94              -                  -                  
1,498.43      
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
69.99           1.000           69.99           69.99              -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
(5.00)            1.000           (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
79.99           1.000           79.99           79.99              -                  -                  
599.99         1.000           599.99         599.99            -                  -                  
100.00         (1.000)          (100.00)        (100.00)           -                  -                  
46.80           46.80              -                  -                  
735.72         
11.49           1.000           11.49           11.49              -                  -                  
3.99             2.000           7.98             7.98                -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
4.59             3.000           13.77           13.77              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
16.89           1.000           16.89           16.89              -                  -                  
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Payment by ICAD
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Improper and Unsupported Purchases from Costco
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
VF 2-PLY EVD NAP 6/100CT
CPN/NAPKIN 2100000800667
MAUI 16OZ CLEAR CUP
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP









06/04/13 1631443558 Office Expenses 955.04         
06/02/13 Gas Station receipt
06/17/13 Gas Station receipt
06/22/13 Gas Station receipt
07/10/13 KS WHITE PAPER TOWEL 1027
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
DURACELL "C"-12PL
CON-TACT GRIP LINER 20X28
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
STARBUCKS HOUSE BLEND
Tax
07/10/13 unknown Accounts Payable 579.03         
08/06/13 KS GRMT JELLY BELLYS 4LB
KS FREEZE DRIED FRT 20 PK
RED VINE JAR 5.5#
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
N'JOY CREAMER 8/16 OZ
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS NAPKIN 1080 CT
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Unit Price Units Amount Improper Unsupported Reasonable
8.45             1.000           8.45             8.45                -                  -                  
1.50             (1.000)          (1.50)            (1.50)               -                  -                  
12.49           1.000           12.49           12.49              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
13.88           1.000           13.88           13.88              -                  -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           34.99              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
19.49           1.000           19.49           19.49              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
8.59             1.000           8.59             8.59                -                  -                  
23.99           1.000           23.99           23.99              -                  -                  
6.00             (1.000)          (6.00)            (6.00)               -                  -                  
8.86             8.86                -                  -                  
219.32         
32.50           32.50              -                  -                  
32.50           
38.50           38.50              -                  -                  
38.50           
34.51           34.51              -                  -                  
34.51           
14.99           1.000           14.99           -                  14.99              -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           -                  11.99              -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           -                  12.99              -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           -                  14.89              -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           -                  34.99              -                  
3.89             -                  3.89                -                  
103.73         
15.89           1.000           15.89           15.89              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
8.69             1.000           8.69             8.69                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
9.39             1.000           9.39             9.39                -                  -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
7.99             1.000           7.99             7.99                -                  -                  
11.99           2.000           23.98           23.98              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Payment by ICAD
Report on Special Investigation of the
Iowa City Area Development Group
Improper and Unsupported Purchases from Costco




08/08/13 unknown Office Expenses 1,191.06      
09/03/13 KS FREEZE DRIED FRT 20 PK
XEROX MP-24/96/8.5X11/RM
HP 564XL COLOR 3 PACK
ALL OCCASION CARD (FALL)
CHARISMA BATH SHEET 35X70
CHARISMA LINEN 4PK TOWEL
CHARISMA FALL ASST. BATH
CHARISMA FALL ASST. 4PK
CHARISMA FALL ASST. 4PK
CHARISMA FALL ASST. 4PK
VITAFUSION MULTIVITES
Tax
09/11/13 1722282551 Office Expenses 624.14         
09/03/13 Gas Station receipt
09/12/13 KS WHITE PAPER TOWEL 1027
SOLO HVY WHT FORK 500CT
CHNT 8.75" LUNCH PLATE
CPN/CHINET 2100000850990
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
DURACELL "C"-14PK




10/10/13 1043549680 Office Expenses 388.14         
10/12/13 DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
Tax
11/15/13 1523544739 Accounts Payable 25.42           
11/02/13 KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS WHITE PAPER TOWEL 1027
SOLO HVY WHT KNIFE 500CT
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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39.99           1.000           39.99           39.99              -                  -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           34.99              -                  -                  
4.42             4.42                -                  -                  
194.20         
14.99           2.000           29.98           29.98              -                  -                  
6.25             1.000           6.25             6.25                -                  -                  
52.99           1.000           52.99           52.99              -                  -                  
17.99           1.000           17.99           17.99              -                  -                  
35.97           1.000           35.97           35.97              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
6.99             6.000           41.94           41.94              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
12.43           12.43              -                  -                  
249.50         
45.00           45.00              -                  -                  
45.00           
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
3.00             1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
2.79             1.000           2.79             2.79                -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
49.99           1.000           49.99           49.99              -                  -                  
8.02             8.02                -                  -                  
138.64         
11.99           2.000           23.98           -                  23.98              -                  
1.44             -                  1.44                -                  
25.42           
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
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SOLO HVY WHT FORK 500CT
CHNT 8.75" LUNCH PLATE
KLEENEX FAMILY SIZ 10X230
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP








11/12/13 HP LaserJet Pro 200 M276nw Col
11/14/13 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS ENV LIQ DISH 135 OZ





11/15/13 HON 10500 Series 2-Door Cabine








12/02/13 HP 564XL COLOR 3 PACK
HP 564XL BLACK/3 PACK




12/09/13 Samsung Galaxy Wifi Digital Ca
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
15.55           1.000           15.55           15.55              -                  -                  
17.99           1.000           17.99           17.99              -                  -                  
11.99           2.000           23.98           23.98              -                  -                  
10.49           1.000           10.49           10.49              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
10.25           10.25              -                  -                  
175.08         
370.99         1.000           370.99         370.99            -                  -                  
370.99         
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
8.69             1.000           8.69             8.69                -                  -                  
9.69             1.000           9.69             9.69                -                  -                  
10.99           1.000           10.99           10.99              -                  -                  
2.80             (1.000)          (2.80)            (2.80)               -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
1.97             1.97                -                  -                  
52.01           
402.79         1.000           402.79         402.79            -                  -                  
402.79         
12.79           1.000           12.79           12.79              -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
4.34             4.34                -                  -                  
72.69           
52.99           1.000           52.99           52.99              -                  -                  
62.99           1.000           62.99           62.99              -                  -                  
79.99           1.000           79.99           79.99              -                  -                  
169.99         1.000           169.99         169.99            -                  -                  
60.00           (1.000)          (60.00)          (60.00)             -                  -                  
21.96           21.96              -                  -                  
327.92         
485.86         1.000           485.86         485.86            -                  -                  
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12/10/13 1487943747 Accounts Payable 227.09         
12/11/13 1622985169 Accounts Payable 773.78         
12/12/13 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS WHITE PAPER TOWEL 1027
KS AUTO DSHWSHR PAC 110CT
JET-DRY 32 OZ
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
VITAFUSION CALCIUM GUMMY
Tax
12/15/13 HP 131A Toner Cartridge Black
HP 131A Toner Cartridge Cyan
12/15/13 HP 131A Toner Cartridge Yellow
HP 131A Toner Cartridge Magent
12/28/13 SAFE PAW ICE MELT 10LB 7Z
Tax
01/07/14 KS CHOPPED ONION 11.7 OZ
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160





01/17/14 unknown -SPLIT- 1,294.92      
02/04/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
3M PACKING TAPE-SUPER/8PK
CPN/415022 2100000951772
SHARPIE HIGHLIGHTER 24 CT
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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485.86         
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
9.69             1.000           9.69             9.69                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
4.48             4.48                -                  -                  
119.08         
71.32           1.000           71.32           -                  71.32              -                  
89.35           1.000           89.35           -                  89.35              -                  
89.35           1.000           89.35           -                  89.35              -                  
89.35           1.000           89.35           -                  89.35              -                  
339.37         
12.79           2.000           25.58           25.58              -                  -                  
1.53             1.53                -                  -                  
27.11           
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
10.79           1.000           10.79           10.79              -                  -                  
10.79           1.000           10.79           10.79              -                  -                  
10.79           1.000           10.79           10.79              -                  -                  
1.80             1.80                -                  -                  
67.64           
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
12.29           1.000           12.29           -                  12.29              -                  
12.29           1.000           12.29           -                  12.29              -                  
23.49           1.000           23.49           23.49              -                  -                  
7.00             (1.000)          (7.00)            (7.00)               -                  -                  
7.99             1.000           7.99             -                  7.99                -                  
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02/07/14 unknown Office Expenses 94.75           
02/22/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
XB1 WIRELESS CONTROLLER
XBOX ONE CONSOLE W/KINECT
CPN/XBOX 2100000956906
Tax
03/06/14 Gas Station receipt
03/07/14 Samsung DV150 Dual-LCD Digital
03/13/14 Gas Station receipt
03/16/14 Gas Station receipt
03/16/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
GATORADE ORIG VTY 30/16.9
DIXIE 10 1/16" PLTE 170CT
BOUNCE RENEW 260 CT
CPN/BOUNCE 2100000953066
PENDAFLEX FILE FOLDER/LTR
HP 564XL CLR.PHOTO COMBO
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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24.99           1.000           24.99           24.99              -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           -                  15.79              -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
15.89           1.000           15.89           15.89              -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
11.13           11.13              -                  -                  
219.57         
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
47.99           1.000           47.99           47.99              -                  -                  
479.99         1.000           479.99         479.99            -                  -                  
8.00             (1.000)          (8.00)            (8.00)               -                  -                  
32.94           32.94              -                  -                  
611.87         
38.00           38.00              -                  -                  
38.00           
158.99         1.000           158.99         158.99            -                  -                  
158.99         
41.05           41.05              -                  -                  
41.05           
38.00           38.00              -                  -                  
38.00           
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  -                  
12.45           1.000           12.45           12.45              -                  -                  
8.49             1.000           8.49             8.49                -                  -                  
1.80             (1.000)          (1.80)            (1.80)               -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             -                  7.49                -                  
64.14           1.000           64.14           -                  64.14              -                  
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IRIS 11G TOTE BUCKLE UP
KX-TG385SK PANA 5 HS
CPN/803851 2100000960248
HGTV MAGAZINE - 3.99
Tax
03/17/14 PC EXTENDED WARRANTY
SAMSUNG GLXY 10.1" TAB 3
CPN/786765 2100000952267
TABLETS&CAMERAS EXTENDED
DELL I15RM 15.6" TOUCH LT
CPN/850075 2100000957408
SANDISK 64GB MICRO SDHC &
CPN/964064 2100000952359
Tax
03/18/14 Gas Station receipt
03/18/14 unknown Office Expenses 1,106.44      
04/09/14 unknown -SPLIT- 2,123.26      
04/30/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
N'JOY CREAMER 8/16 OZ
KS 55 GAL DRUM LINER 50
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KLEENEX FAMILY SIZ 10X230
CPN/KLEENEX 2100000968145
SHARPIE MKR BLK OR COLORS
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
WETSUIT SEAT COVER
CPN/701522 2100000982523
FEBREZE CAR AIR FRESHENER
FEBREZE CAR AIR FRESHENER
KS COTTON SPA REVERSIBLE
KS COTTON SPA REVERSIBLE
CHARISMA BATH SHEET 35X70
CONSUMER REPORT SHOP-4.99
CLOUD COMPUTING 29.99
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6.99             2.000           13.98           -                  13.98              -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             -                  8.99                -                  
62.99           1.000           62.99           -                  62.99              -                  
62.99           1.000           62.99           -                  62.99              -                  
15.99           2.000           31.98           31.98              -                  -                  
139.99         1.000           139.99         139.99            -                  -                  
30.00           (1.000)          (30.00)          (30.00)             -                  -                  
2.79             1.000           2.79             2.79                -                  -                  
25.94           25.94              -                  -                  
466.37         
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
379.99         1.000           379.99         379.99            -                  -                  
80.00           (1.000)          (80.00)          (80.00)             -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
899.99         1.000           899.99         899.99            -                  -                  
100.00         (1.000)          (100.00)        (100.00)           -                  -                  
54.99           1.000           54.99           54.99              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
87.90           87.90              -                  -                  
1,367.85      
43.00           43.00              -                  -                  
43.00           
9.99             2.000           19.98           -                  19.98              -                  
9.99             4.000           39.96           -                  39.96              -                  
8.95             1.000           8.95             -                  8.95                -                  
14.39           1.000           14.39           14.39              -                  -                  
14.99           2.000           29.98           29.98              -                  -                  
17.69           1.000           17.69           17.69              -                  -                  
3.50             (1.000)          (3.50)            (3.50)               -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           -                  12.99              -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
7.99             1.000           7.99             7.99                -                  -                  
7.99             1.000           7.99             7.99                -                  -                  
11.49           1.000           11.49           11.49              -                  -                  
11.49           1.000           11.49           11.49              -                  -                  
11.99           5.000           59.95           59.95              -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
20.99           1.000           20.99           20.99              -                  -                  
2.79             1.000           2.79             2.79                -                  -                  
12.59           1.000           12.59           12.59              -                  -                  
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Tax
06/01/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500CT
STARBUCKS VANILLA FRAPP
CPN/STARBUCK 2100000980000
CHNT 8.75" LUNCH PLATE
KS AUTO DSHWSHR PAC 110CT
JET-DRY 32 OZ
KS NAPKIN 1040CT
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
Tax
06/06/14 1654449555 Office Expenses 324.01         
06/19/14 Gas Station receipt
07/01/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS MEDIT. SEA SALT 42/13Z
KS ORG 18% LEMONADE 2/96Z
TACO SEASONING 24.5OZ
PADDED FOLDING CHAIR





07/11/14 unknown Office Expenses 173.88         
07/24/14 Gas Station receipt
08/13/14 unknown Office Expenses 305.18         
08/23/14 ## DURACELL "AA"-40PK
DURACELL "AA"-40PK
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
CPN/DURACELL 2100001031961
CPN/DURACELL 2100001031961
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14.92           14.92              -                  -                  
324.01         
9.99             3.000           29.97           -                  29.97              -                  
14.79           1.000           14.79           14.79              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
15.55           1.000           15.55           15.55              -                  -                  
9.69             1.000           9.69             9.69                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
7.79             1.000           7.79             7.79                -                  -                  
12.29           2.000           24.58           -                  24.58              -                  
5.54             5.54                -                  -                  
138.88         
35.00           35.00              -                  -                  
35.00           
9.99             3.000           29.97           -                  29.97              -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
5.99             2.000           11.98           11.98              -                  -                  
5.49             1.000           5.49             5.49                -                  -                  
14.99           10.000         149.90         149.90            -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
12.89           12.89              -                  -                  
266.68         
38.50           38.50              -                  -                  
38.50           
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
14.89           1.000           14.89           14.89              -                  -                  
13.79           1.000           13.79           13.79              -                  -                  
3.00             1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
3.00             1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
13.79           1.000           13.79           13.79              -                  -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
3.00             1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
3.00             1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
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DURACELL "C" -14PK
DURACELL "AAA" -32PK
ORAL-B BRUSH HEADS 8 PACK







KS IBUPROFEN 200MG TABS
Tax
09/19/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
N' JOY SUGAR 8/22 OZ
N'JOY CREAMER 8/16 OZ
KS MEDIT. SEA SALT 42/12Z
KS TELLIC. PEPPER 42/6.3Z
COFF FLTR 8" BASKET 700CT
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
LYSOL ALL PURP CLNR 144Z
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
LYSOL TOILET BOWL CLEANER
PLEDGE POLISH+MPC 3/13.8
CPN/PLEDGE 2100001047122






SANDISK 16GB CRUZER 3PK
CPN/ 664728 2100001076719
CONTIGO 2/14 -OZ PINNACLE
BZ IPAD BOOK - 19.99
HEARST WOMENS 3PACK-8.99
Tax
10/03/14 1803129636 Office Expenses 212.44         
10/06/14 unknown -SPLIT- 331.77         
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
39.99           1.000           39.99           39.99              -                  -                  
27.98           1.000           27.98           27.98              -                  -                  
15.39           1.000           15.39           15.39              -                  -                  
4.00             1.000           (4.00)            (4.00)               -                  -                  
15.39           1.000           15.39           15.39              -                  -                  
4.00             1.000           (4.00)            (4.00)               -                  -                  
4.00             1.000           (4.00)            (4.00)               -                  -                  
15.39           1.000           15.39           15.39              -                  -                  
8.79             1.000           8.79             8.79                -                  -                  
13.38           13.38              -                  -                  
212.44         
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             -                  9.99                -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             -                  8.99                -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             -                  8.99                -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
4.89             1.000           4.89             4.89                -                  -                  
2.59             2.000           5.18             -                  5.18                -                  
14.79           2.000           29.58           29.58              -                  -                  
6.79             1.000           6.79             6.79                -                  -                  
15.99           2.000           31.98           31.98              -                  -                  
8.49             1.000           8.49             8.49                -                  -                  
10.69           1.000           10.69           10.69              -                  -                  
(2.50)            1.000           (2.50)            (2.50)               -                  -                  
7.89             1.000           7.89             -                  7.89                -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
13.89           1.000           13.89           13.89              -                  -                  
33.99           1.000           33.99           33.99              -                  -                  
(11.00)          1.000           (11.00)          (11.00)             -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
6.29             1.000           6.29             6.29                -                  -                  
14.66           14.66              -                  -                  
331.77         
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10/21/14 Gas Station receipt
11/12/14 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500 CT
SOLO HVY WHT FORK 500CT
KS PAPER TOWL CAS 12/160
LYSOL TOILET BOWL CLEANER
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP




KS OMEPRAZOLE 20MG 3X14CT












11/17/14 unknown Office Expenses 33.00           
12/03/14 Gas Station receipt
12/03/14 SANDERS DC SSALT CRML 36Z
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL




12/05/14 PC EXTENDED WARRANTY
HP PAV360 13-A013CL 13''LT
BOSE MIE HEADPHONES
Tax
12/06/14 Xbox Live 12-Month Gold Membe
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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33.00           33.00              -                  -                  
33.00           
10.99           7.000           76.93           -                  76.93              -                  
10.49           1.000           10.49           10.49              -                  -                  
10.49           1.000           10.49           10.49              -                  -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  -                  
8.49             1.000           8.49             8.49                -                  -                  
12.99           3.000           38.97           -                  38.97              -                  
15.65           1.000           15.65           15.65              -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
8.99             2.000           17.98           -                  17.98              -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
(3.00)            1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
(3.00)            1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
(3.00)            1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
(3.00)            1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
(3.00)            1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
14.34           14.34              -                  -                  
315.24         
27.00           27.00              -                  -                  
27.00           
8.99             2.000           17.98           17.98              -                  -                  
14.99           2.000           29.98           29.98              -                  -                  
55.99           1.000           55.99           55.99              -                  -                  
2.79             1.000           2.79             2.79                -                  -                  
4.19             1.000           4.19             4.19                -                  -                  
6.29             1.000           6.29             6.29                -                  -                  
7.03             7.03                -                  -                  
124.25         
69.99           1.000           69.99           69.99              -                  -                  
499.97         1.000           499.97         499.97            -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
40.20           40.20              -                  -                  
710.15         
51.98           2.000           103.96         103.96            -                  -                  
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K BELL NO SHOW SOCK
CPN/ 932317 210000116316
Tax
12/22/14 Gas Station receipt
01/06/15 Gas Station receipt
01/06/15 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
N'JOY SUGAR 8/22 OZ
N'JOY CREAMER 8/16 OZ
DIXIE-TO-GO 12OZ CUP/LIDS
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
SAFE PAW ICE MELT 10LB 7Z
BOUNCE RENEW 260 CT
CPN/753747 2100001125967
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
DIXIE 8.5'' PPR PLT 276 CT
747 EXECUTIVE STAPLER W/
Tax
01/06/15 unknown Office Expenses 1,030.16      
02/17/16 Gas Station receipt
02/09/15 unknown Office Expenses 211.56         
02/25/15 Gas Station receipt
02/25/15 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS PAPER TOWEL CS 12/160
KS AUTO DSHWSHR PAC 110CT
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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103.96         
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
(2.00)            1.000           (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
(2.00)            1.000           (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
(2.00)            1.000           (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
(2.00)            1.000           (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
3.24             3.24                -                  -                  
49.30           
15.50           15.50              -                  -                  
15.50           
19.25           19.25              -                  -                  
19.25           
10.69           6.000           64.14           -                  64.14              -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             -                  8.99                -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             -                  8.99                -                  
12.89           1.000           12.89           -                  12.89              -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  
12.49           1.000           12.49           -                  12.49              -                  
8.15             1.000           8.15             8.15                -                  -                  
(2.00)            1.000           (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           -                  12.99              -                  
15.65           1.000           15.65           15.65              -                  -                  
11.69           1.000           11.69           -                  11.69              -                  
6.35             6.35                -                  -                  
192.31         
22.00           22.00              -                  -                  
22.00           
25.00           25.00              -                  -                  
25.00           
10.69           6.000           64.14           -                  64.14              -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  -                  
9.69             1.000           9.69             9.69                -                  -                  
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Improper and Unsupported Purchases from Costco
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
DOVE AP/DEOD-2.6Z/5PK
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
PEOPLE WEEKLY-4.99
HEARST WOMENS 3PACK-8.99
TH MENS S/S POLO
Tax
03/07/15 SEAGATE 4TB DESKTOP HDD
CPN/880480 2100001194024
Tax
03/19/15 Gas Station receipt
03/29/15 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
KS KITCHEN BEG 200CT/13GL
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/161
TIDE ORG 2X LIQ 110LD
KLEENEX FAMILY SIZ 10X230
DIXIE 8.5'' PPR PLT 276 CT
XEROX MP-24/96/8.5X11/RM
HP 934XL BLACK 2 PACK








KS IBUPROFEN LIQ. SOFTGEL
KS OMEPRAZOLE 20MG 3X14CT








03/10/15 unknown Office Expenses 22.00           
04/07/15 150383798 Office Expenses 348.04         
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13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
3.49             1.000           3.49             3.49                -                  -                  
6.29             1.000           6.29             6.29                -                  -                  
18.99           1.000           18.99           18.99              -                  -                  
5.74             5.74                -                  -                  
165.50         
139.99         1.000           139.99         139.99            -                  -                  
20.00           1.000           (20.00)          (20.00)             -                  -                  
8.40             8.40                -                  -                  
128.39         
29.15           29.15              -                  -                  
29.15           
10.69           6.000           64.14           -                  64.14              -                  
13.39           1.000           13.39           13.39              -                  -                  
15.89           1.000           15.89           15.89              -                  -                  
15.89           1.000           15.89           15.89              -                  -                  
19.19           1.000           19.19           19.19              -                  -                  
17.69           1.000           17.69           17.69              -                  -                  
15.65           1.000           15.65           15.65              -                  -                  
6.99             1.000           6.99             -                  6.99                -                  
54.99           1.000           54.99           -                  54.99              -                  
49.99           1.000           49.99           -                  49.99              -                  
2.99             1.000           2.99             2.99                -                  -                  
5.99             1.000           5.99             5.99                -                  -                  
(1.00)            1.000           (1.00)            (1.00)               -                  -                  
(1.00)            1.000           (1.00)            (1.00)               -                  -                  
5.99             1.000           5.99             5.99                -                  -                  
5.99             1.000           5.99             5.99                -                  -                  
6.99             1.000           6.99             6.99                -                  -                  
12.49           1.000           12.49           12.49              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
(3.00)            1.000           (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
16.49           1.000           16.49           16.49              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
16.49           1.000           16.49           16.49              -                  -                  
19.39           19.39              -                  -                  
429.57         
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05/13/15 unknown Office Expenses 429.57         
05/27/15 Gas Station receipt
06/06/15 REYNOLD FOIL 2/12''X250
KS FOIL SHEETS 12X10 .75







SEAGATE SLIM 1TB PORT HDD
CPN/ 880180 2100001237950
ORAL-B PRO CARE PLUS 2000
CPN/907391 2100001237950
Tax
06/19/15 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
COFF FLTR 8'' BASKET 700CT
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
SOLO HVY WHT KNIFE 500CT
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500CT
SOLO HVY WHY FORK 500CT
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS AUTO DSHWSHR PAC 110CT
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP
DIXIE 8.4''PPR PLT 276 CT
DIXIE 8.4''PPR PLT 276 CT
SEAGATE 5TB DESKTOP HD
SEAGATE 5TB DESKTOP HD
Tax
07/15/15 355961696 Office Expenses 684.44         




TIDE HE ORG LIQ 100 LDS
CPN/ TIDE 2100001271053
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30.25           30.25              -                  -                  
30.25           
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  -                  
9.49             1.000           9.49             9.49                -                  -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  -                  
3.20             (1.000)          (3.20)            (3.20)               -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
13.69           1.000           13.69           13.69              -                  -                  
13.69           1.000           13.69           13.69              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
64.99           1.000           64.99           64.99              -                  -                  
8.00             (1.000)          (8.00)            (8.00)               -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
15.00           (1.000)          (15.00)          (15.00)             -                  -                  
16.69           16.69              -                  -                  
268.69         
10.99           6.000           65.94           -                  65.94              -                  
2.59             2.000           5.18             -                  5.18                -                  
13.39           1.000           13.39           13.39              -                  -                  
10.39           1.000           10.39           10.39              -                  -                  
10.39           1.000           10.39           10.39              -                  -                  
10.39           1.000           10.39           10.39              -                  -                  
15.89           2.000           31.78           31.78              -                  -                  
9.69             1.000           9.69             9.69                -                  -                  
12.99           3.000           38.97           -                  38.97              -                  
15.65           1.000           15.65           15.65              -                  -                  
15.65           1.000           15.65           15.65              -                  -                  
139.99         2.000           279.98         279.98            -                  -                  
(139.99)        1.000           (139.99)        (139.99)           -                  -                  
18.09           18.09              -                  -                  
385.50         
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
4.00             (1.000)          (4.00)            (4.00)               -                  -                  
4.00             (1.000)          (4.00)            (4.00)               -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
3.50             (1.000)          (3.50)            (3.50)               -                  -                  
11.69           1.000           11.69           11.69              -                  -                  
2.70             (1.000)          (2.70)            (2.70)               -                  -                  
21.99           1.000           21.99           21.99              -                  -                  
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HP PAVILION 15-P233CL LT
CPN/949650 2100001243951
HP ENVY 14-U213CL 14'' LT
WIRELOGIC 6' HDMI CABLE
SAMSUNG LT24E310 24''
CARTERS BLANKET SLEEPER





08/06/15 unknown -SPLIT- 2,474.34      
09/10/15 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
SOLO HVY WHT FORK 500CT
CHNT 8.75'' LUNCH PLATE
CPN/ 338938 2100001277321
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
BOUNCE RENEW 260 CT
DIXIE-TO-GO 10OZ HOT CUP







DURACELL D CELL 14PK
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
CAMERA BAG ESSENTIALS
SAMSUNG GALAXY - 19.99
Tax
09/10/15 Gas Station receipt
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6.99             1.000           6.99             6.99                -                  -                  
1.50             (1.000)          (1.50)            (1.50)               -                  -                  
1.50             (1.000)          (1.50)            (1.50)               -                  -                  
1.50             (1.000)          (1.50)            (1.50)               -                  -                  
6.99             1.000           6.99             6.99                -                  -                  
6.99             1.000           6.99             6.99                -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
99.99           2.000           199.98         199.98            -                  -                  
99.99           (1.000)          (99.99)          (99.99)             -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
49.99           2.000           99.98           99.98              -                  -                  
799.99         1.000           799.99         799.99            -                  -                  
125.00         (1.000)          (125.00)        (125.00)           -                  -                  
649.97         1.000           649.97         649.97            -                  -                  
19.99           2.000           39.98           39.98              -                  -                  
169.99         3.000           509.97         509.97            -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             7.49                -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
148.30         148.30            -                  -                  
2,474.34      
10.99           6.000           65.94           -                  65.94              -                  
10.39           1.000           10.39           10.39              -                  -                  
16.59           1.000           16.59           16.59              -                  -                  
3.60             (1.000)          (3.60)            (3.60)               -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
8.15             1.000           8.15             8.15                -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           -                  12.99              -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           -                  12.99              -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
13.99           1.000           13.99           13.99              -                  -                  
11.52           11.52              -                  -                  
256.78         
18.25           18.25              -                  -                  
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Improper and Unsupported Purchases from Costco
For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
09/23/15 Gas Station receipt
10/12/15 49741774 Office Expenses 298.04         
10/21/15 Xbox Live 12-Month Gold Membe
10/26/15 WINDEX ADVANCED 32Z+1722
CPN/WINDEX 2100001331566
LYSOL ALL PURP CLNR 144Z
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
SWIFFER WET CLOTH 60CT
KLEENEX FAMILY SIZ 10X230
BOUNCE SHEETS 2/160 CT
MANFROTTO ADVENTURE 1
Tax
10/31/15 OFFICE 365 HOME PREMIUM
P-TOUCH TAPE TZE231/ 4PK
QUICKEN HOME & BUSINESS
LOGITECH M545 PORTABLE
PC EXTENDED WARRANTY
ACER R14 2-N-1 LAPTOP
CPN/706838 2100001347642
Tax
11/05/15 16476783637 Office Expenses 103.96         
11/06/15 Gas Station receipt
11/06/15 PERF PAD/LTR/8.5X11/9PK
TICONDEROGA *#2 PENCIL/8DZ
LEXAR S25 JUMPDRIVE 128GB
CPN/ 997820 2100001314576
CPN/ 997820 2100001314576
LEXAR S25 JUMPDRIVE 128GB
Tax
11/17/15 CHARMIN BLUE 30/ 231
FRESH STEP REGULAR 40 LB
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18.25           
23.01           23.01              -                  -                  
23.01           
51.98           2.000           103.96         103.96            -                  -                  
103.96         
12.69           1.000           12.69           12.69              -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
6.79             1.000           6.79             6.79                -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
15.89           1.000           15.89           15.89              -                  -                  
17.69           1.000           17.69           17.69              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
69.99           1.000           69.99           69.99              -                  -                  
10.82           10.82              -                  -                  
188.23         
84.99           1.000           84.99           84.99              -                  -                  
39.99           1.000           39.99           39.99              -                  -                  
74.99           1.000           74.99           74.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
749.99         1.000           749.99         749.99            -                  -                  
150.00         (1.000)          (150.00)        (150.00)           -                  -                  
63.90           63.90              -                  -                  
978.84         
24.00           24.00              -                  -                  
24.00           
8.99             1.000           8.99             8.99                -                  -                  
9.49             1.000           9.49             9.49                -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
4.71             4.71                -                  -                  
73.17           
1.000           21.99           21.99              -                  -                  
1.000           10.69           10.69              -                  -                  
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11/16/15 Gas Station receipt
12/07/15 unknown Offcie Expenses 2,468.31      
12/12/15 FOLGERS COFFEE 48OZ (3LBS)
CPN/4445 2100001328061
KS KITCHEN BAG 200 CT/13GL
FINSIH ALL-IN-1  110 TABS
CPN/749873 2100001328061
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
DURACELL D CELL 14PK
PC EXTENDED WARRANTY
MS SURFACE PRO 3 I5-4300U
CPN/704663 2100001340209
Tax
12/14/15 2 YEARS (FOR TABLETS AND CAMER
SONY HX440 DIGITAL CAMERA BUND
01/12/16 unknown Office Expenses 1,549.89      
01/15/16 Gas Station receipt
01/26/16 KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
SWIFFER WET CLOTH 60CT
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1.000           89.99           89.99              -                  -                  
1.000           1,179.99      1,179.99         -                  -                  
(1.000)          (200.00)        (200.00)           -                  -                  
78.16           78.16              -                  -                  
1,180.82      
23.25           23.25              -                  -                  
23.25           
10.99           1.000           10.99           10.99              -                  -                  
2.30             (1.000)          (2.30)            (2.30)               -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
14.49           1.000           14.49           14.49              -                  -                  
3.50             (1.000)          (3.50)            (3.50)               -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
1,149.99      1.000           1,149.99      1,149.99         -                  -                  
250.00         (1.000)          (250.00)        (250.00)           -                  -                  
78.28           78.28              -                  -                  
1,138.11      
52.99           1.000           52.99           52.99              -                  -                  
508.79         1.000           508.79         508.79            -                  -                  
561.78         
17.75           17.75              -                  -                  
17.75           
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
14.95           1.000           14.95           14.95              -                  -                  
17.69           1.000           17.69           17.69              -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           34.99              -                  -                  
15.00           (1.000)          (15.00)          (15.00)             -                  -                  
15.00           (1.000)          (15.00)          (15.00)             -                  -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           34.99              -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
49.99           1.000           49.99           49.99              -                  -                  
169.99         1.000           169.99         169.99            -                  -                  
799.99         1.000           799.99         799.99            -                  -                  
100.00         (1.000)          (100.00)        (100.00)           -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
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For the period December 12, 2003 through March 14, 2017
Tax
01/26/16 Gas Station receipt
01/28/16 PC EXTENDED WARRANTY




01/28/16 BUSINESS SIGN UP
01/28/16 9'' GOLD LABEL 800 CT
INSTANT IMMERSION LANG.
CPN/ 804971 2100001394943
LEXAR S25 JUMPDRIVE 128GB
CPN/997820 2100001387396
Tax
01/31/16 LYSOL TOILET BOWL CLEANER
KLEENEX FAMILY SIZ 10X230
DURACELL ''AA'' -40PK






02/03/16 SAMSUNG 27'' S27D360HS/ZA
Tax
02/03/16 JACK LINKS ORIG BEEF STIK
SANDERS DC SSALT CRML 36Z
HEINZ VINEGAR 1.32 GAL
HEINZ VINEGAR 1.32 GAL
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GAL
LITTLE ME COTTON SLEEPER
LITTLE ME COTTON SLEEPER
LITTLE ME COTTON SLEEPER
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78.01           78.01              -                  -                  
1,248.14      
17.00           17.00              -                  -                  
17.00           
(1.000)          (99.99)          (99.99)             -                  -                  
(1.000)          (749.99)        (749.99)           -                  -                  
1.000           150.00         150.00            -                  -                  
(51.00)          (51.00)             -                  -                  
(750.98)        
55.00           1.000           55.00           -                  -                  55.00              
55.00           
55.00           1.000           55.00           -                  -                  55.00              
55.00           
17.99           1.000           17.99           17.99              -                  -                  
34.99           1.000           34.99           34.99              -                  -                  
15.00           (1.000)          (15.00)          (15.00)             -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
3.00             (1.000)          (3.00)            (3.00)               -                  -                  
4.98             4.98                -                  -                  
69.95           
8.39             1.000           8.39             8.39                -                  -                  
17.69           1.000           17.69           17.69              -                  -                  
14.69           1.000           14.69           14.69              -                  -                  
13.59           1.000           13.59           13.59              -                  -                  
13.69           1.000           13.69           13.69              -                  -                  
13.69           1.000           13.69           13.69              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
269.99         1.000           269.99         269.99            -                  -                  
22.00           22.00              -                  -                  
388.72         
269.99         (1.000)          (269.99)        (269.99)           -                  -                  
(16.20)          (16.20)             -                  -                  
(286.19)        
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             8.99                -                  -                  
2.99             1.000           2.99             2.99                -                  -                  
2.99             1.000           2.99             2.99                -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             7.49                -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             7.49                -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             7.49                -                  -                  
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CARTERS "TURN ME AROUND"
CARTERS "TURN ME AROUND"
CARTERS "TURN ME AROUND"
CARTERS "TURN ME AROUND"
LOVE IS ALL AROUND IOWA
CARTERS 3PC PLAYWEAR SET
CARTERS 3PC PLAYWEAR SET
Tax
02/03/16 Gas Station receipt
02/08/16 unknown Office Expenses 17.75           
03/02/16 Gas Station receipt
03/03/16 KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500CT
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500CT
SOLO HVY WHT SPOON 500CT
SOLO HVY WHT FORK 500CT
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
BOUNCE SHEETS 2/160 CT
NEUTROGENA COOLDRY SPORT
3M MAGIC 1/4 "X1500" /12PK
3M MAGIC 1/4 "X1500" /12PK
PENDFLEX FILE FOLDER/LTR
PENDFLEX FILE FOLDER/LTR







CANON T6I DSLR 2 LENS KIT
CPN/995576 2100001323646
Tax
03/08/16 unknown Office Expenses 1,009.80      
04/04/16 unknown Office Expenses 1,244.46      
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8.99             1.000           8.99             8.99                -                  -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             8.99                -                  -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             8.99                -                  -                  
59.99           1.000           59.99           59.99              -                  -                  
7.99             1.000           7.99             7.99                -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
10.16           10.16           10.16              -                  -                  
197.51         
15.65           15.65              -                  -                  
15.65           
1.749           11.433         20.00           20.00              -                  -                  
20.00           
12.39           1.000           12.39           12.39              -                  -                  
9.59             1.000           9.59             9.59                -                  -                  
9.59             1.000           9.59             9.59                -                  -                  
9.59             (1.000)          (9.59)            (9.59)               -                  -                  
9.59             1.000           9.59             9.59                -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
15.79           1.000           15.79           15.79              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
15.99           1.000           15.99           15.99              -                  -                  
21.99           1.000           21.99           21.99              -                  -                  
21.99           1.000           21.99           21.99              -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             7.49                -                  -                  
7.49             1.000           7.49             7.49                -                  -                  
11.99           1.000           11.99           11.99              -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
99.99           (1.000)          (99.99)          (99.99)             -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
29.99           (1.000)          (29.99)          (29.99)             -                  -                  
79.99           1.000           79.99           79.99              -                  -                  
1,199.99      1.000           1,199.99      1,199.99         -                  -                  
300.00         (1.000)          (300.00)        (300.00)           -                  -                  
86.40           86.40              -                  -                  
1,224.46      
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
0.78             0.78                -                  -                  
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06/07/16 McAfee Multi Access- 3 device
HP Pavilion x360-13t 2-in-1
SquareTrade 3 TOTAL Years
06/07/16 unknown Office Expenses 13.77           
06/23/16 Gas Station receipt
06/30/16 KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160





HP PAVILION 27XW LED
CPN/1039253 2100001491475
Tax
07/04/16 3 Years (For TVs Under $500)
Samsung 40" Class (40.0" Diag)
Samsung BD-JM57C Streaming Blue
07/11/16 1363905115 Office Expenses 888.38         
08/11/16 KS CLEAR COMBO CTLRY 360C
KS CLEAR COMBO CTLRY 360C
KS CLEAR COMBO CTLRY 360C
CHNT 8.75" LUNCH PLATE
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS KITCHEN BAG 200CT/13GL
KS/CHINET 18Z RD CP 240CT
KS PAPER TOWEL CAS 12/160
BOUNCE SHEETS 2/160 CT
CPN/1006152 2100001485764
SOFTSOAP ADVANCED 2PK800Z
SANDISK 32GB EXTREME PLUS
CPN/1014008 2100001487331
CPN/1014008 2100001487331
SANDISK 32GB EXTREME PLUS
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13.77           
0.01             1.000           0.01             0.01                -                  -                  
763.14         1.000           763.14         763.14            -                  -                  
105.99         1.000           105.99         105.99            -                  -                  
869.14         
2.099           9.169           19.25           19.25              -                  -                  
19.25           
15.69           1.000           15.69           15.69              -                  -                  
15.69           1.000           15.69           15.69              -                  -                  
19.99           1.000           19.99           19.99              -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
39.99           1.000           39.99           39.99              -                  -                  
49.99           1.000           49.99           49.99              -                  -                  
199.99         1.000           199.99         199.99            -                  -                  
20.00           (1.000)          (20.00)          (20.00)             -                  -                  
21.38           21.38              -                  -                  
357.71         
31.79           1.000           31.79           31.79              -                  -                  
412.49         1.000           412.49         412.49            -                  -                  
84.65           1.000           84.65           84.65              -                  -                  
528.93         
11.79           1.000           11.79           11.79              -                  -                  
11.79           1.000           11.79           11.79              -                  -                  
11.79           (1.000)          (11.79)          (11.79)             -                  -                  
14.99           1.000           14.99           14.99              -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
12.99           1.000           12.99           12.99              -                  -                  
9.49             1.000           9.49             9.49                -                  -                  
15.69           1.000           15.69           15.69              -                  -                  
9.99             1.000           9.99             9.99                -                  -                  
2.00             (1.000)          (2.00)            (2.00)               -                  -                  
8.99             1.000           8.99             8.99                -                  -                  
24.99           1.000           24.99           24.99              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
24.99           1.000           24.99           24.99              -                  -                  
199.99         1.000           199.99         199.99            -                  -                  
30.00           (1.000)          (30.00)          (30.00)             -                  -                  
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Tax
08/17/16 unknown Office Expenses 771.64         
325.70         
09/13/16 unknown Office Expenses
10/15/16 3 Years (For TVs under $500)
Vizio 39" (38.5" Diag)
11/08/16 unknown Office Expenses 275.58         
11/15/16 Adobe Photoshop Elements 15
Brother MFC-L8600CDW Color Las
12/01/16 ME & MY BIG IDEAS PLANNER
XBOX LIVE 24 MO MASTER=50
KS WHITE TISSUE PAPER
ARIA CHILD 6V MINI COOPER
MR. COFFEE 12-CUP BREWER
CPN/1195747 2100001566036
Tax
12/06/16 unknown -SPLIT- 775.39         
Total 27,685.81$  
## - Member number used for purchase was assigned to Ms. Jelinek's husband.  All other purchases were 
        made with the member number assigned to Ms. Jelinek.
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20.81           20.81              -                  -                  
325.70         
31.79           1.000           31.79           31.79              -                  -                  
243.79         1.000           243.79         243.79            -                  -                  
275.58         
84.79           1.000           84.79           84.79              -                  -                  
529.99         1.000           529.99         529.99            -                  -                  
614.78         
24.99           1.000           24.99           24.99              -                  -                  
94.99           1.000           94.99           94.99              -                  -                  
5.99             1.000           5.99             5.99                -                  -                  
99.99           1.000           99.99           99.99              -                  -                  
29.99           1.000           29.99           29.99              -                  -                  
5.00             (1.000)          (5.00)            (5.00)               -                  -                  
9.66             9.66                -                  -                  
260.61         
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